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TRUBNER'8 ORIENTAL SERIES,

" A knowledge of the commonplace, at least, of Oriental literature, philo-

sophy, and religion is as necessary to the general reader of the pi-eseut day

as an acquaintance with the Latin and Greek classics was a generation or so

ago. Immense strides have been made witliin the present century iu these

branches of learning ; Sanskrit has been l)rought witliin the range of accurate

pliilology, and its invaluable ancient literature thoroughly investigated ; the

language and sacred books of the Zoroastrians have been laid bare ; Egyptian,

Assyi-ian, and other records of the remote past have been deciphered, and a

group of scholars speak of still more recondite Accadiau and Hittite monu-

ments ; but the results of all the scholarship that has been devoted to these

subjects have been almost inaccessible to tlie public because they were con-

tained for the most part in learned or expensive works, or scattered through-

out the numbers of scientific periodicals. Messrs. Trubner & Co., in a spirit

of enterprise which does them infinite credit, have determined to supply the

constantly-increasing want, and to give in a popular, or, at least, a compre-

hensive form, all this mass of knowledge to the world."—^imcs.

NOW READY,

Post 8vo, pp. 568, -with Map, cloth, price i6s,

THE INDIAN EMPIRE : ITS HISTORY, PEOPLE,

AND PRODUCTS.

Being a revised form of the article "India," in the "Impei'ial Gazetteer,"

remodelled into chapters, brought up to date, and incorporating

the general results of the Census of 1881.

By W. W. hunter, C.I.E., LL.D.,

Director-General of Statistics to the Government of India,

"The article 'India,' in Volume IV., is the touchstone of the work, and proves
clearlj' cnougli tlie sterling metal of which it is wrought. It represents the essence
of the 100 volumes which contain thea-e.sults of the statistical .survey conducted by
Dr. Hunter throughout each of the 240 districts of India. It is, moreover, the only

attempt that has ever been made to show how tlie Iiuliaii people have been built up,
and the evidence from the original materials has been for the first time sifted and
examined by the light of the local research in which the author w;is for so long
engaged."

—

Times.



TRUBNER'S ORIENTAL SERIES.

THE FOLLOWING WORKS HAVE ALREADY APPEARED:—
Third Edition, jjost 8vo, cloth, pp. xvi.—428, price 16s.

ESSAYS ON THE SACRED LANGUAGE, WRITINGS,
AND RELIGION OF THE PARSIS.

By martin HAUG, Ph.D,,

Late of the Universities of Tiibingen, Gottingen, and Bonn ; Superintendent

of Sanskrit Studies, and Professor of Sanslirit in the Pooua College.

Edited and Enlarged by Dr. E. W. WEST.
To which is added a Biographical Memoir of the late Dr. Haug

by Prof. E. P. EvANS.

I. History of the Researches into the Sacred Writings and Religion of the
Parsis, from the Eai'liest Times down to the Present,

II, Languages of the Parsi Scriptures.

III. The Zend-Avesta, or the Scripture of the Parsis.

IV. The Zoroastrian Religion, as to its Origin and Development.
" ' Essays ou the Sacred Language, Writings, and Religion of the Parsis,' by the

late Dr. Martin Haug, edited by Dr. E. W. West. Tlie author intended, on liis return
from India, to expand tlie materials contained in this work into a comprehensive
account of the Zoroastrian religion, but the design was frustrated by his untimely
death. We have, however, in a concise and readable form, a history of the researches

into the sacred writings and religion of the Parsis from the eai-liest times down to

the ))resent—a dissertation on the lantjuages of tlie Parsi Scriptxu-es, a translation

of the Zend-Avesta, or the Scripture of the Parsis, and a dissertation on the Zoroas-

trian religion, with especial reference to its origin and development."

—

Tiuies.

Post 8vo, cloth, pp. viii.— 176, price 7s. 6d.

TEXTS FROM THE BUDDHIST CANON
COMMONLY KNOWN AS " DHAMMAPADA."

With Accompanying Narratives.

Translated from the Chinese by S. BEAL, B. A., Professor of Chinese,
University College, London.

The Dhammapada, as hitherto known by the Pali Text Edition, as edited

by FausboU, by Max Miiller's English, and Albrecht Weber's German
translations, consists only of twenty-six cliapters or sections, whilst the

Chinese version, or rather recension, as now translated by Mr. Beal, con-

sists of thirty-nine sections. The students of Pali who possess Fausboll's

text or either of the above-named translations, will therefore needs want
Mr. Beal's English rendering of the Chinese version ; the thirteen above-

named additional sections not being accessible to them in any other form ;

for, even if tliey understand Chinese, the Chinese original would be un-

obtainable by them.

"Mr. Beal's rendering of the Chinese translation is a most valuable aid to the

critical study of the work. It contains authentic texts gathered from ancient

canonical books, and generally connected with some incident in tlie history of

Buddha. Their great interest, however, consists in the light which they throw upon

everyday life in India at the remote period at which they were written, and upon
the method of teaching adopted by the founder of the religion. The method
employed was i^rincipally parable, and the simplicity of the tales and the excellence

of the morals inculcated, as well as the strange hold which they have retained upon
the minds of millions of people, make them a very remarkable study."

—

Times.
" Mr. Beal, by making it accessible in an English dress, has added to the great ser-

\'ices he has already rendered to the comparative study of religious history. "

—

Acodemy.
" Valuable as exhibiting the doctrine of the Buddhists in its purest, least adul-

terated form, it brings the modern reader face to face with that simple creed and I'ule

of conduct which won its way over the minds of myriads, and which is now nominally

professed by 145 millions, who have ovei'laid its austere simplicity with innumerable

ceremonies, forgotten its maxims, perverted its teaching, and so inverted its leading

principle that a religion whose founder denied a God, now worsliips that founder as

a god himself."

—

Scotsman.
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Second Edition, post 8vo, cloth, pp, xxiv.—360, price los. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF INDIAN LITERATURE.
Br ALBIIECHT WEBER.

Translated from the Second German Edition by John Mann, M.A., and
Theouou Zachauiae, Ph.D., with the sunction of the Author.

Dr. BuHLER, Inspector of Schools in India, writes:—"When I was Pro-
fessor of Oriental Languages in Elphinstone College, I frequently felt the
want of sucli a work to which I could refer the students."

Professor Cowell, of Cambridge, writes :—" It will be especially useful
to the students in our Indian colleges and universities. I used to long for
such a book when I was teaching in Calcutta. Hindu students are intensely
interested in the history of Sanskrit literature, and this volume will sujiply
them with all they want on the subject."

Professor Whitney, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn., U.S.A., writes:—
" I was one of the class to whom the work was originally given in tlie form
of academic lectures. At tlieir first appear.ance they were by far the most
learned and .able treutnuiiit of their subject ; and with their recent additions
tliey still maintain decidedly the same rank."

" Is perhaps the most comprehensive and lucid survey of Sani^rit literature
extant. The essays contained in the volume were originally delivered as academic
lectures, and at the time of their first publication wore acknowledged to be by far
the most learned and alile treatment of the subject. They have now been brought
uptod.ite by the .addition of all the most important results of recent research."
Tillies.

Post 8vo, cloth, pp. xii.— 198, accompanied by Two Language
Majis, price 12s.

A SKETCH OF
THE MODERN LANGUAGES OF THE EAST INDIES.

By nOBERT N. GUST.

The Author has attempted to fill up a vacuum, the inconvenience of
which pressed itself on his notice. Much had been written about the
languages of the East Indies, but the extent of our present knowledge had
not even been brought to a focus. It occurred to him that it miglit be of
use to others to publish in an arranged form the notes which he had collected
for his own edification.

" Supplies a deficiency which has long been felt."— T<}»e,5.
" The book before us is then a valuable contribution to philological science. It

passes under review a vast number of languages, and it gives, or professes to give, in
every case the sum and substance of the opinions and judgments of the bcst-infoimed
writers. "

—

Halunlai/ Jieview.

Second Corrected Edition, post 8vo, pp. xii.— 116, cloth, price 5s.

THE BIRTH OF THE WAR-GOD.
A Poem. By KALIDASA.

Translated from the Sanskrit into English Verse by
Ralph T. H. Gkiffith, M.A.

"A very spirited rendering of the Kuinumi'omhhava, which was first publislicd
twenty-six years ago, and which we arc glad to see made once more accessible."
2'imes.

"Mr. Griffith's very spirited rendering is well known to most who are at all
interested in Indian literature, or enjoy the tenderness of feeling and rich creative
imagination of its author."—/lu/ion Avliqvary.

" We are very gla<l to welcome a second edition of Professor Griffitli's .admirable
translation. Few translations deserve a second edition better."—^^Af/iauw.
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Post 8vo, pp. 432, cloth, price i6s.

A CLASSICAL DICTIONAHY OF HINDU MYTHOLOGY
AND RELIGION, GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, AND

LITERATURE.
By JOHN DOWSON, M.R.A.S.,

Late Professor of Hindustani, Staff College.

" This not only forms an indispensable book of reference to students of Indian
literature, but is also of gi-eat general interest, as it gives in a concise and easily

accessible form all that need be known about the personages of Hindu mythology
whose names are so familiar, but of whom so little is known outside the limited
circle of savants."— Times.

" It is no .slight gain when such subjects are treated fairly and fully in a moderate
space ; and we need only add that the few wants which we may hope to see supplied
in new editions detract but little from the general excellence of .Mr. Dowsnu's work."
—Satvrdai/ Review.

Post 8vo, with View of Mecca, pp. cxii.— 172, cloth, price 9s.

SELECTIONS FROM THE KORAN.
By EDWARD WILLIAM LANE,

Translator of " The Thousand and One Nights ;
" &c., &c.

A New Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with an Introduction by
Stanley Lane Poole.

"... Has been long esteemed in this country as the compilation of one of the
greatest Arabic scholars of the time, the late Mr. Lane, the well-known translator of

the 'Arabian Nights.' . . . The present editor has enhanced the value of his
relative's work by divesting the text of a great deal of extraneous matter introduced
by way of comment, and pi'cfixing an introduction."

—

Times.
" Mr. Poole is both a generous and a learned biographer. . . . Mr. Poole tells us

the facts ... so far as it is possible for industry and criticism to ascertain them,
and for literary skill to jiresent them in a condensed and readable form."

—

EnalisJi-

iiiua, Calcutta.

Post 8vo, pp. vi.—368, cloth, price 14s.

MODERN INDIA AND THE INDIANS,
BEING A SERIES OF IMPRESSIONS, NOTES, AND ESSAYS.

By MONIER WILLIAMS, D.C.L.,
Hon. LL.D. of the University of Calcutta, Hon. Member of the Bombay Asiatic

Society, Boden Professor of Sanski'it in the University of Oxford.

Third Edition, revised and augmented by considerable Additions,
with Illustrations and a M.ap.

" In this volume we have the thoughtful impressions of a thoughtful man on some
of the most imiDortant questions connected with our Indian Empire. . . . An en-

lightened observant man, travelling among an enlightened observant people, Professor
Monier Williams has brought before the public in a pleasant form more of the manners
and customs of the Queen's Indian subjects than we ever remember to have seen in

any one work. He not only deserves the thanks of every Englishman for this able

contribution to the study of Modern India—a subject with which we should be
specially familiar—but he deserves the thanks of every Indian, Parsee or Hindu,
Buddhist and Moslem, for his clear exiDOsition of their manners, their creeds, and
their necessities."

—

Times.

Post Bvo, pp. xliv.—376, cloth, price 14s.

METRICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM SANSKRIT
WRITERS.

With an Introduction, many Prose Versions, and Parallel Passages from
Classical Authors.

By J. MUIR, CLE., D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D.

"... An agreeable introduction to Hindu poetry."

—

Times.

"... A volume which may be taken as a fair illustration alike of the religious

and moral sentiments and of the legendary lore of the best Sanskrit writei-s."

—

Edinburgh Daily Review. _ -
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Second Edition, post 8vo, pp. x.wi.—244, cloth, price los. 6d.

THE GULISTAN;
Or, rose garden OF SHEKH MUSHLIU'D-DIN SADI OF SHIRAZ.

Translated for the First Time into Prose and "Verse, with an Introductory

Preface, and a Life of the Author, from the Atish Kadah,

Bv EDWARD B. EASTWICK, C.B., M.A., F.R.S., M.R.A.S.

" It is a very fair rendering of the original."

—

Times.

" The new edition has long been desired, and will he welcomed by all who tane

any interest in Oriental poetry. The Guli.-<lan is a typical Persian verse-book of the

highest order. Mr. Eastwick's rhymed translation . . . has long established itself in

a secure position as the best version of Sadi's finest v.'or]s.."—Academi/.

" It is both faithfully and gracefully executed."— Tablet.

In Two Volumes, post 8vo, pp. viii.—408 and viii.—348, cloth, price 28s.

MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS RELATING TO INDIAN
SUBJECTS.

By BRIAN HOUGHTON HODGSON, Esq., F.H.S.,

Late of the Bengal Civil Service ; Corresponding Member of the Institute ; Chevalier

of the Legion of Honour ; late British Minister at tiie Court of Nepal, <S;c., &c.

CONTENTS OP VOL. I.

Section I.—On the Kocch, Bodo, and Dhimal Tribes.—Part I. Vocabulary.—

Part II. Grammar.—Part 111. Their Oritjin, Location, Numbers, Creed, Customs,

Character, and Condition, with a General Description of the Climate they dwell in.

—Appendi.x.

Section II.—On Himalayan Ethnology—I. Comparative Vocabulary of the Lan-

guages of the Broken Tribes of Nepal.— II. Voc-iibulary of the Dialects of the Kiranti

Lnnguage.— 111. Grammatical Analysis of the Vdyu Language. Tlie Vayu Grammar.
—IV. Analysis of the Bahing Dialect of the Ku-anti Language.' Tlie Bahing Gram-

mar.—V. On the Vayu or Hayu Tribe of the Central Himalaya.—VI. On tiie Kiranti

Tribe of the Central Himalaya.

CONTENTS OF VOL. If.

Section III.—On the Aborigines of North-Eastern India. Comparative Vocabulary

of the Tibetan, Bodo, and Card Tongues.

Section IV.—Aborigines of the North-Eastern Frontier.

Section V.—Aborigines of the Eastern Frontier.

Section VI.—The Indo-Chinese Borderers, and their connection with tlic Hima-
layans and Tibetans. Comparative Vocabulary of Indo-Chinese Borderers in Arakan.

Comparative Vocabulary of Indo-Cliinese Borderers in Tenasserim.

Section VII.—The Mongolian Affinities of the Caucasians.—Comparison and Ana-

lysis of Caucasian and Mongolian Words.

Section VIII.—Physical Type of Tibetans.

Section IX.—The Aborigines of Central India.—Comparative Vocabulary of the

Aboriguial Languages of Central India.—Aborigines of the Eastern Ghats.—Vocabu-

lary of some of tlie Dialects of the Hill and Wandering Tribes in the Northeni Sircars.

—Aborigines of the Nilgiris, with Remarks on their Affinities.—Supplement to the

Nilgiriau Vocabularies.—The Aborigines of Southern India and Ceylon.

Section X.—Route of Nepalese Mission to Pckin, with Remarks on the Water-

Shed and Plateau of Tibet.

Section XL—Route from Kathmandii, the Cai>itiil of Nepal, to Darjeeling in

Sikim.—Memorandum relative 10 the Seven Cosis of Nepal.

Section XII.—Some Accounts of the Systems of Law aud Police as recognised in

the State of Nepal.

Section XIIL—The Native Method of making the Paper denominated Hindustan,

Nepalese.

Section XIV.—Pre-eminciK-e of the Vernaculars; or, the Anglicists Answered
;

Being Letters on the Education of the People of India.

" For the study of the less-known races of India Mr. Brian Hodgson's ' Miscellane-

ous Essays' will be found very valuable both to the philologist and the ethnologist.'"

—Times.
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Third Edition, Two Vols., post 8vo, pp. viii.—268 and viii.—326, cloth,

price 2 IS.

THE LIFE OR LEGEND OF GAUDAMA,
THE BUDDHA OF THE BURMESE. With Annotations.

The "Ways to Neibban, and Notice on the Phongyies or Burmese Monks.

By the BvIght Rev. P. BIGANDET,
Bishop of Ramatlia, Vicar-Apostolic of Ava and Pegu.

"The work is furnished with copious notes, which not only illustrate the suhjoct-
matter, but form a perfect encyclopa;dia of Buddhist lore."

—

Times.

" A work which will furnish European students of Buddhism with a most valuable
help in the prosecution of their investigations."

—

Edinbitrg-h Daili/ licvieio.

"Bishop Bigandet's invaluable work."

—

Indian Antiqiiari/.

" Viewed in this light, its importance is sufficient to place students of the subject
under a deep obligation to its author."

—

Calcutta Review.

" This work is one of the greatest authorities upon Buddhism."

—

DuUin Rcvicio.

Post 8vo, pp. xxiv. —420, cloth, price iSs.

CHINESE BUDDHISM.
A VOLUME OF SKETCHES, HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.

By J. EDKINS, D.D.

Author of "China's Place in Philology," "Religion in China," &c., &c.

" It contains a vast deal of important information on the subject, such as is only

to be gained by long-continued study on the spot."

—

Atkcmeiim.

" Upon the whole, we know of no work comparable to it for the extent of its

original research, and the simplicity with which this complicated system of philo-

sophy, religion, literature, and ritual is set forth."

—

British Quarterly Revicio.

The whole volume is replete with learning. ... It deserves most careful study
from all interested in the history of the religions of the world, and expressly of those

who are concerned in the propagation of Christianity. Dr. Edkins notices in terms
of just condemnation the exaggerated praise bestowed upon Buddhism by recent

English writers."

—

Record.

Post Bvo, pp. 496, cloth, price i8s.

LINGUISTIC AND ORIENTAL ESSAYS.
WlUTTEN FEOM THE YeAB 1846 TO 1878.

By ROBERT NEEDHAM CUST,

Late Member of Her Majesty's Indian Civil Service; Hon. Secretary to

the Royal Asiatic Society

;

and Author of " The Modern Languages of the East Indies."

" We know none who has described Indian life, especially the life of the :iativcs,

with so much learning, sympathy, and literary ia.\Qnt."—Academi/.

" They seem to us to be full of suggestive and original remarks."—Si. James's Gazette.

" His book contains a vast amount of information. The result of thirty-five years

of inquiry, reflection, and speculation, and that on subjects as full of fascination as

of food for thought."— Tablet.

" Exhibit such a thorough acquaintance with the history and antiquities of India

as to entitle him to speak as one having authority."

—

Edinburgh Deiily Revieiv.

" The author .speaks with the authority of personal experience It is this

constant association with the country and the people which gives such a vividness

to many of the pages."—^«/tc»wttwi.
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Post 8vo, pp. civ.—348, cloth, price i8s.

BUDDHIST BIRTH STORIES; or, Jataka Tales.

The Oldest Collection of Folk-lore Extant

:

BEING THE JATAKATTHAVANN ANA,
For the first time Edited in the original Pali.

By V. FAUSBOLL ;

And Translated by T, W. Rhys Davids.

Translation. Volume I.

"These are talcs supposed to have been told by the Buddha of what he had seen

and heard in his previous births. They are probably the nearest representatives

of tlie original Aryan stories from which sprang the folk-lore of Europe as well as

India. The introduction contains a most interesting disquisition on the migiations

of these fables, tracing their reappearance in the various gi-oups of folk-lore legends.

Among other old friends, wo meet with a version of the Judgment of Solomon. "—2tmcv-.

" It is now some years since Mr. Rhys Davids asserted his right to be heard on

this subject by his able article on Buddhism in the new edition of the ' Encyclopoedia

Britannica,' "

—

Leeds Mercurtj.

" All who are interested in Buddhist literature ought to feel deeply indebted to

51r. Rhys Davids. His well-established reputation as a Pali scholar is a sufficient

guarantee for the fidelity of his version, and the stylo of his translations is deserving

of high praise."

—

Acoxlcmy.
" No more competent expositor of Buddhism could be found than ISfr. Rhys David.-*,

In the Jataka book we have, then, a priceless record of the earliest iniaginativu

literature of our race ; and ... it presents to us a nearly complete picture of tha

social life and customs and popular beliefs of the common people of Aryan tribes,

closely related to ourselves, just as they were passing through the first stages of

civilisation."

—

St. James's Gazette.

Post 8vo, pp. xxviii.—362, cloth,' price 14s.

A TALMUDIC MISCELLANY;
Or, a thousand AND ONE EXTRACTS FROM THE TALMUD,

THE MIDKASHIM, AND THE KABBALAH.

Compiled and Translated by PAUL ISAAC HERSHON,
Author of " Genesis According to the Talmud," &c.

"With Notes and Copious Indexes.

" To obtain in so concise and handy a form as this volume a general idea of the

Talmud is a boon to Christians at least."— Times.

" Its peculiar and popular character will make it attractive to general readers.

5Ir. Hershon is a very competent scholar. . . . Contains samples of the good, bad,

and indifferent, and especially extracts that throw light upon the Scriptures."—

British Quarterly Beview.
" Will convey to English readers a more complete and truthful notion of the

Talmud than any other work that has yet appeared."—IJai7y Ke^cs.

"Without overlooking in the slightest the several attractions of the previous

volumes of the ' Orient.al Series." we have no hesitation in saying that this suiiasses

them all in interest."

—

Edinburgh Bail;/ Bcriew.

" Mr. Her.shon has . . . thus given English readers what is, we believe, a fair set

of specimens which they can test for themselves."— TAc Record.

" This book is by far the best fitted in the present state of knowledge to enable the

general reader to gain a fair and unbiassed conception of the multifarious contents

of the wonderful miscellany which can only be truly understood—so Jewish pride

asserts—by the life-long devotion of scholars of the Chosen People."—/H^uircr.

" The v.alue and importance of this volume consist in the fact that scarcely a single

extract is given in its pages liut throws some light, direct or refracted, upon those

Scriptures which are the common heritage of Jew and Christian ahkc."—John Bull.

" It is a'capital specimen of Hebrew scholarship ; a monument of learned, loving,

lij'ht-giving labour."

—

Jewish Herald.
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Post 8vo, pp. xii.—228, cloth, price 7s. 6d.

THE CLASSICAL POETRY OF THE JAPANESE.
By basil hall CHAMBERLAIN,

Axithor of " Yeigo Henkaku Shiraii."

" A very curious volume. Tlie author luxs manifestly devoted much labour to the

ta.sk of studying the poetical literature of the Japanese, and rendering characteristic

specimens into Eui<lish verse."

—

Daili/ News.
" Mr. Chamberlain's volume is, so far as we are aware, the first attempt which has

been made to interpret the literature of the Japanese to the Western world. It is to

the classical poetry of Old Japan that we must turn for indigenous Japanese thought,

and in the voliuiie before us we have a selection from that poetry rendered into

graceful English verse."

—

Tablet.

"It is undoubtedly one of the best translations of lyric literature which has

appeared diu'ing the close of the last year."

—

Celestial Empire.
" IMr. Chamberlain set himself a difficult task when ho undertook to reproduce

Japanese f)oetry in an English form. But he has evidently laboured con amore, and
his efforts are successful to a degree."

—

London and China Express.

Post Bvo, pp. xii.— 164, cloth, price los. 6tl.

THE HISTORY OF ESARHADDON (Son of Sennacherib),

KING OF ASSYRIA, B.C. C81-G68.

Translated from the Cuneiform Inscriptions upon Cylinders and Tablets in

the British Museum Collection ; together Avith a Grammatical Analysis

of each Word, Explanations of the Ideograplis by Extracts from the

Bi-Lingual Syllabaries, and List of Eponyms, kc.

By ERNEST A. BUDGE, B..-\., M.H.A.S.,

Assyrian Exhibitioner, Christ's College, Cambridge.

"Students of scriptural archaeology will also appreciate the 'History of Esar-

haddon.' "

—

Times.

"There is much to attract the scholar in tliis volume. It does not pretend to

popularise studies which are yet in their infancy. Its primary object is to translate,

but it does not assume to be more than tentative, and it offers both to the professed

Assyriologist and to the ordinary non-Assyi'iological Semitic scholar the means of

controlling its results."

—

Acadcmi/.

"Mr. Budge'.s book is, of course, mainly addressed to Assyrian scholars and
students. They are not, it is to be feared, a very numerous class. But the more
thanks are due to him on that account for the way in which he has acquitted himselt

in his laborious task.''

—

Tablet.

Post 8vo, pp. 448, cloth, price 21s.

THE MESNEVI
(Usually known as The Mesneyiti Sherif, or Holy Mesnevi)

OF

MEVLANA (OUR LORD) JELALU 'D-DIN MUHAMMED ER-RUMI.

Book the First.

Together with some Account of the Life and Acts of the Author,

of his Ancestors, and of his Descendants.

Illustrated by a Selection of Characteristic Anecdotes, as Collected

by their Historian,

Mevlana Shemsu-'D-Din Ahmed, el Eplaki, el 'Arifi.

Translated, and the Poetry Versified, in English,

By JAMES W. REDHOUSE, M.R.A.S., &c.

'' A complete treasury of occult Oriental lore."

—

Salurda)/ Keviev;.

"This book will be a very valuable help to the reader ignorant of Persia, who is

desirous of obtaining an insight into a very important dei^rtment of the literature

extant in that language."—ra6ie«.
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Post 8vo, pp. xvi.— 280, cloth, price 68.

EASTERN PROVERBS AND EMBLEMS
Illustrating Old Truths.

By Rev. J. LONG,
Member of the Bengal Asiatic Society, F.E.G.S.

" We regard the book as valuable, aud wish for it a wide circulation and attentive

reading."

—

Record.
" Altogether, it is quite a feast of good things."— G-'^oie.

" It is full of interesting matter."

—

Antiquar//.

Post 8vo, pp. viii.—270, cloth, price 7s. 6d.

INDIAN POETRY;
Containing a Xew Edition of the "Indian Song of Songs," from the Sanscrit

of the "Gita Goviuda" of Jayadeva ; Two Books from "Tlie Iliad of

India" (Mahabharata), " Proverbial "Wisdom " from the Shlokas of the

Hitopadesa, and other Oriental Poems.

By EDWIN ARNOLD, C.S.L, Atithor of " The Light of Asia."

" In this new volume of Messrs. Triibner's Oriental Series, Mr. Edwin Arnold does

good service by illustrating, through the medium of his musical EiiglL-ih melodies,

the power of Indian poetry to stir European emotions. The ' Indian .Song of Songs
'

is u"i unknown to scholars. Jlr. Arnold will have introduced it among popular

English poems. Nothing could be more graceful and delicate than the shades by

which Krishna is portrayed in the gradual process of being weaned by the love of

' Beautiful Radha, jasmine-bosomed Eadlia,'

from the allurements of the forest nymphs, in whom the five senses are typified."—

Tihies.
" No other English poet has ever thrown his genius and his art so thoroughly into

the work of translating Eastern ideas as Mr. Arnold has done in his splendid para-

phrases of language contained in these mighty eyiics."—Da. il// Tdegrcjili.
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a melody sufficient to caiitivate the senses of the dullest."

—

Standard.
" The translator, while producing a vei-y enjoyable poem, has adhered with toler-

able fidelity to the original text."— Overland Mad.
" We certainly wish Mr. Arnold success in his attempt ' to popularise Indian

classics,' that being, as his preface tells us, the goal towards which he bends his

efforts."

—

Allen's Indian Mail.
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West has the former been so powerful—we had almost said aggressive—as now.

For those who will give it careful study, Mr. Faber's work is one of the most

valuable of the excellent scries to which it belongs,"

—

Nature.
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—
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admitted to present the best summary extant of the vast subject with which it

deaXs."— Tablet.
" This is not only on the whole the best but the only manual of the religions of

India, apart from Buddhism, which we have in PjUglish. The present work . . .

shows not only great knowledge of the facts and power of clear exposition, but also
great insight into the Inner history and the deeper meaning of the great religion,

for it is in reality only one, which it proposes to describe."

—

Modern Review.
" The merit of the work has been emphatically recognised by the most authoritative

Orientalists, both in this country and on the continent of Europe, But probably
there are few Indianists (if we may use the word) who would not derive a good deal
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—

Dublin Review.
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that he may not be lost in them. In the preface he states that the system of

Kapila is the ' earliest attempt on record to give an answer, from reason alone,

to the mysterious questions which arise in every tlioughtful mind about the origin of

the world, the nature and relations of man and his future destiny,' and in his learned
and able notes he exhibits 'the connection of the Sankhya system with the philo-

sophy of Spinoza,' and ' the connection of the system of Kapila with that of Schopen-
hauer and Von Hartmann.' "

—

Forei(jn Church Chronicle.
" Mr. Davies's volume on Hindu Philosophy is an undoubted gain to all students

of the development of thought. The system of Kapila, which is here given in a trans-

lation from the Sankhya Kfirika, is the only contribution of India to pure philosophy.
. . . Presents many points of deep interest to the student of comparative philo-

sophy, and without Mr. Davies's lucid intei-pretation it would be difficult to appre-
ciate these points in any adequate manner."

—

Saturdat/ Review.

"We welcome Jlr. Davies's book as a valuable addition to our philosophical
library.''

—

Notes and Queries.
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PREFACE BY THE EDITOR.

The late Dr. Buruell had, as is well known, begun a new

translation of the Miinava-dharma-Qastra, based on the

more accurate knowledge we now possess of Indian lite-

rature, as compared with that obtainable by the early

translators. This work the author unhappily did not live

to finish, A year ago it was proposed to the editor to

complete the undertaking, and deeming it a pleasure to

feel that the last labours of an honoured scholar, such as

was Dr. Buruell, might be preserved and handed down

through his instrumentality, he cheerfully consented to

undertake the preparation of the work for the press.

The present volume contains this final memorial of Dr.

Burnell, and is now offered to the public with such addi-

tions only as appeared to the editor to be absolutely neces-

sary. Of the lessened worth unavoidably arising from the

transfer of the work to one lacking the skill and scholar-

ship of the author of the translation, the editor himself is

fully aware.

The book's plan and purpose have been sufficiently dis-

cussed by Dr. Burnell in the following Introduction, and

nothing further is needed on that score except in so far

as the editor may have laid himself open to the charge of

deviating from the method proposed by the author. On

that point he would remark : the author of the transla-

tion has defined the line of interpretation as based on the

text of Kulluka, over against modifications of that text by

acceptance of the varied readings found in Medhatithi.

He has not, however, always complied with this rule

;
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and if here and there the editor has altered the textus

receptiis of Knlliika to suit a reading preferred by Medha-

tithi, and seemingly better, he has but followed where

the author led. In so far as there were sufficient data

to indicate a line of action, the practice pursued by

Dr. Burnell has been uniformly followed. As indicative

of the course which in certain cases would originally

have been taken by him, the following facts have been

noticed. Differences of opinion on the part of the com-

mentators, when based on a desire to reconcile the text

with itself, or with other tradition, are seldom noticed

;

occasionally special remarks only are noted; the explana-

tion of one commentator is sometimes omitted entirely

when that of another is preferred; no one word or

phrase is persistently rendered in the same way (i. 21
;

ii. I, 3-6 ; i. 58; dharma, rule, law, duty, ii. 3, 45, 61, 229,

235). In short, the aim was practical, and Dr. Burnell

has grasped the real value of the commentators, viz., to

show us the original form of the text, and to indicate the

Indian understanding of passages which might, through

his foreign tone of thought, be misunderstood by an Occi-

dental. On the forced and sometimes impossible mean-

ings got from the text by expositors theoretically obliged

to make it conform to certain opinions held by them-

selves, little weight is laid by Dr. Burnell, and the editor

has, therefore, tried to submit his choice of extracts from

the commentators to this principle of excerption.

A decided leaning, however, will be noticed in Dr.

Burnell's translation to an interpretation based on the

unanimous explanation of the commentators on points

where it might be questioned whether these scholiasts are

not all wrong. This has been conspicuous in the treat-

ment of the first Lecture, where much of late philosophy

has crept into the translation on account of the commen-

tators, though su'Bh interpretation has been objected to by

European scholars. In no such case has the editor felt

himself at liberty to alter the phraseology of the transla-
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tion though he has sometimes added in the notes what

he conceived to be a truer rendering of the original text.

He has, indeed, been particularly cautious not to offend the

intention of the author in this respect, since it is possible

that, in conformity with the late origin assumed by the

latter for the work, this very style of translation may have

been his deliberate choice, aside from the remarks of the

Vedantic commentators. In regard to other portions of the

translation less scruples have been felt, and occasionally

changes in the wording have been made by the editor. As

a matter of course, these have, however, been as infrequent

as possible, and no change has been made without due

remark and explanation in the notes. In general, nothing

has been altered which the editor did not believe would

have been altered by Dr. Burnell, had he lived to complete

and revise his work. The few exceptions to this state-

ment are justified by the fact that such cases are chiefly

due to a simpler arrangement of the too literal transla-

tion sometimes employed. It was thought unnecessary to

call attention to such changes at each occurrence, as the

alterations were made merely to simplify, not to change,

the orifnnal thought.

To separate the original translation and notes of Dr.

Burnell from the part which the editor added for the pur-

pose of completing the translation and filling out points

left untouched in the notes, the following method has

been employed :—From i. i to viii. i6 the translation is

Dr. Burnell's ; from viii. i6 to the end, the editor's. Every

note on the first part of this translation (from i. i to viii.

1 6), unless enclosed in square brackets, is Dr. Burnell's

;

for those on the same portion included in square brackets

the editor is responsible. A note at viii. i6 indicates that

the portion from viii. i6 to the end, both translation and

notes, has been done by the editor ; a bracket at each verse

and note of this portion seemed unnecessary. It has not

seemed advisable to burden the translation itself with

brackets, and therefore, as said above, any alteration
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made by the editor in the first part (to viii. i6) has been

made without indicators, but immediately explained in

the bracketed note at the foot of the page. The only

remaining sign used is the parenthesis,
( ), employed,

not, as in the old translation, to insert the added expla-

nation of the commentator, but to indicate merely that

which was needed in converting the idiom of the Hindu
into English, and which every translator must employ

irrespective of the commentators. The Introduction has,

with one bracketed exception, explained there, not been

altered at all. It was complete, and to change so im-

portant a part of Dr. Burnell's work would have been, to

say the least, indiscreet. The editor is aware, however,

as every reader must be, of its somewhat fragmentary

condition. The abrupt transitions in it seem to indicate

intended additions. Yet no si^n of this was given in the

smooth and fair manuscript left by Dr. BurnelL In the

notes to this Introduction the bracketed portions are again

the editor's.

The disappointment to be felt by all on discovering

what portion of the work had been left untouched by

Dr. Burnell is shared by the editor. When the latter

received the first communication in regard to completing

the translation, he understood that it was already nearly

finished. Had he known what his own share was to be,

he would have been reluctant to assume such a responsi-

bility ; for it was exactly where a master-hand was most

needed that the master's hand was wanting. To supply

this deficiency the editor has done what he could, but it

must be to all a source of regret that those portions of

the work where Dr. Burnell's acquaintance with practical

Hindu law would have been of the utmost value have

been left to one who knows it in theory only.

Mention has been made above of Dr. Burnell's method

of employing the commentators; a word may here be

added respecting his choice among them. The editor

noticed that Dr. Burnell makes little use of Eaghavan-
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anda, more of Medhatithi, most of Kulluka. In Lectures

viii. and ix. the editor has added the " Nandinl " to these.

Govindaraja he has, to his great regret, been able to quote

from fragmentary sources only, no manuscripts being at

his disposal ; the same may be said of the scant use of

Narayana in Lecture viii., though he doubts if much has

been lost by this commentator's absence. Of Medhatithi

several very fair copies were obtained; also a complete

one of Eaghavananda, The last is helpful in establishing

the text, but is otherwise seldom worth special quotation,

as nine-tenths of what he says has been said by older

commentators. It is the lack of Govinda that the editor

most regrets. It would have been interesting at least to

note how many of Medhatithi's eke and amje referred to his

school ; and as a rival of the latter he should be entitled

to equal consideration. The editor doubts, however, whe-

ther Dr. Burnell would have felt his loss much, or taken

into his notes very many of the discussions between the

two opposing interpreters.

As the text from which the translation should be made

had been laid down by Dr. Burnell to be that of KuUiika,

seemingly later additions supported by him are merely

touched upon in the notes, and the numbering of the

verses remains substantially the same as in the old trans-

lations.

All the varied readings quoted by Loiseleur in the notes

to his edition—readiuQ-s jrathered from a number of manu-

scripts—have been compared with what has been found by

the editor in his own manuscripts, and specially referred

to where even one seemed plausible. Changes from the

received text have been seldom made unless supported by

strong authority ; no single copy of Eilghavauanda, or even

Medhatithi, would justify the substitution of new readings,

though such were not infrequently offered.

The manuscripts of Medhatithi referred to by the

editor are those belonging to the India Office (Colebrooke's

collection), marked No. 989 (Lectures vii., viii., x., xi.,
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xii.), a much-altered copy, where the original text has
been frequently changed by a later hand; No. 935 (vii-

xii.), copied apparently from the following, and much
tampered with; No. 1551 (vi.-xii., samvat 1648, Lois, v.),

clean, and but little revised; also Dr. Burnell's copy
(marked "from Colebrooke"), containing Lectures i.-viii.

One fair complete copy of Eaghavauanda (i.-xii.) was
supplemented by the commentary of the same author on
Lecture viii., bound with the Nandinl (Grantha MS. of

Nandanacarya's gloss) on Lectures viii. and ix., both from
Dr. Burnell's collection. In regard to this last commen-
tator the editor would modify somewhat the depreciatory

remarks made respecting him by Dr. Burnell, since,

although modern and unscrupulous, his version often

gives support to the oldest readings, the more valuable

as showing that the Medhatithi text was not entirely

supplanted by that of Kulluka. For KuUuka's text and
commentary the editor has used the various published
editions, that of Loiseleur Deslongchamps and Haughton
being supplemented by the commentary as given in the
Calcutta edition. As much of the work of Govinda-
raja as was offered by the numerous citations of this

author by Kulluka and Eaghavananda has been com-
pared and noted along with the works of the other com-
mentators. It is hoped, therefore, that nothing of import-
ance has been omitted in the notes embodying the native

interpretations of the text.

In conclusion, the editor feels constrained to say that

he has not felt it his right to expand, still less his duty
to criticise, the views advanced in the Introduction,

whether relating to the origin of the work or to the use
of the commentators ; here and there the same may be
said of the notes. It has been his object to complete
what was left him by another to be completed in the way
the author himself would have adopted, and he declines

to be regarded as more than the persona whereby the

opinions of Dr. Burnell are given to the public. That the
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work was not issued at a miicli" earlier date is due to the

dilatoriness of others in returning to the India Office cer-

tain indispensable manuscripts.

To Dr. Eost, librarian of the East India Office, the

editor gives his hearty thanks. AVith no little trouble

to himself Dr. Eost has most kindly aided this work, and

by the loan of manuscripts rendered it possible for the

present volume to be published; for this and for other

assistance rendered by the same scholar the editor begs

leave to express here his grateful acknowledgment,

E. W. H.

New York, April 1884.





INTRODUCTION
TO THE

MANAVA-DHARMA-giSTKA.

No Indian book has been better known for the last

hundred years ^ nearly than the so-called "Laws of

Manu," and to many people it is still the decisive autho-

rity respecting India,^ Numerous and important as

have been the discoveries in Sanskrit literature during

this century, and through which a new world has been

rediscovered by European scholars, these laws still hold

their old place in the popular estimation. This is partly

owing to the circumstances under which Sir William

Jones brought out his translation, and it is partly owing

to the high estimate which, in comparatively modern

^ Sir William Jones' translation

(Calcutta, 1794) became at once

famous ; it was reprinted at Cal-

cutta (1796) and London in 1796
(Gildermeister, p. 125). It was
early translated into German by
Hiittner (1797), and several essays

were written on the matter it fur-

nished (Gildermeister, p. 126).

^ See, e.g., the large use made of

it in S. Johnson's Oriental Re-
ligions (1879), vol. i. p. 169 ff. M.
Lafitte has taken the author of the

Manava-dharma-9astra as a type

of the theocratic stage of civilisa-

tion (Les Grand Types de I'Hu-

manite) ; Professor Thonissen has

also largely used the text in his trea-

tise on early criminal law (Etudes

[sur I'Histoire du Droit Criminel des

Peuples Anciens], 2 vols., 1869) ;

and a recent writer in the Calcutta

Review (No. cxxi., 1875) '^^ crimes

and punishments under Hindu law
relies solely on it. All these are

instances since ample materials

have become available. For the

earlier time, when this was not the

case, it is sufficient to quote Mill's

History of British India (2d ed.

of 1820), vol. i. bk. ii. pp. 133 ff.

(especially pp. 192-246), and El-

phinstone's History of India, i.,

chaps, i.-iii. On the other hand,

the appearance of the name Manu
in the Positivist Calendar for the

tenth day of the first month of the

year is in every way suitable ; it is

the only possible representative in

such a place of Indian theocracy.
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times, has attached to the book in India for perhaps

nearly fourteen hundred years. But the grounds as-

signed for this, as usual in India, are not satisfactory.

Sir W. Jones' translation was the first real translation

of a Sanskrit work,i and for this reason deservedly at-

tracted notice. It threw a flood of real light on Indian

notions which had been hitherto imperfectly represented

in Europe,^ and for which the metaphysical philosophers

of those days were most curious. Again, a systematic

judicial administration was just then begun in the British

province of India, and the Manava-dharma-^astra, as trans-

lated by Sir W. Jones, at once became, and has remained,

an authority on the laws of the so-called Hindus for

the uncritical lawyers who attempted the task, and are

still carrying it on. It was not suitable for this purpose,

for to make it the authority was to take a retrograde step,

as even Sir W. Jones soon discovered,^ and no real pandit

1 All that had been done before

was the translation of Bhartrhari's

jwetn in Rogerius, Open-Deure,

165 1 (into Dutch).
- The accounts of Hindu myth-

ology, etc., by Rogerius (1651) and
Baldseus (1672) were, e.g., mostly
through Tamil, and these influences

are visible in most of the early Por-

tuguese accounts (see Couto, Dec,
V. 6, 3, and cf. my paper on early

knowledge of existence of the Vedas
in the sixteenth century, in the In-

dian Antiquary, vol. viii. pp. 98 ff.)

The later Portuguese accounts, such,

e.g., as those in the first vol. of the

Collec9ao de Memorias para a His-

toria de NaQoes ultra-Marinas Por-

tuguezas, pp. 1-126) are from Mah-
ratha sources. Lord's Display (1630)

is second-hand and from Gujarati

:

he says (Introd. B. 2), "I . . . es-

sayed to fetch materials for the

same out of their manuscripts, and
by renewed accesse, with the help

of interpreters, made my collections

out of a booke of theirs called the

SHASTEK, which is to them as their

Bible, containing the grounds of

their religion in a written word."

But it is plain from what follows

that he had to rely on so-called in-

terpreters, who misled him, as they
have done other inquirers. His
book is very inferior to those by Ro-
gerius and Baldseus. The first real

attempt to give an account of Hindu
law was in the Digest translated by
Halhed (1776), but this was not an
original Sanskrit work.

* When he got Jagannatha to

compile the Digest which was trans-

lated by Colebrooke. This, how-
ever, Colebrooke from the first

rightly condemned, and eventually
expressed a stronger oi^inion on. He
says (Preface to Mitiiksara and Da-
yabhaga, p. ii.) :

" In the preface to

the translation of the Digest ... I
hinted my opinion unfavourable to

the arrangement "f it as it has been
executed by the native compiler. I
have been confirmed in that opinion
of the compilation since its publi-

cation ; and indeed the author's

method . . . renders his work of

little utility to persons conversant
with the law, and of still less ser-

vice to those who are not versed in

Indian jurisprudence ; especially to
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would ever have suLTizested it : but accident has triveu itCO ' o

this supreme position, which is, even now, hardly weak-

ened, owing to the general ignorance of the history of

Sanskrit law.

In India a high position has been claimed for the book

for at least several hundred years. This opinion is very

fully set forth by the later commentators,^ who lived

within the last few centuries ; it is chiefly based on refer-

ences to Manu in the Vedas, Mahabharata, Brhaspati-

Snirti, etc., such as : "Whatever Manu said is curative;
"

"Manu divided his property among his sons;" "A Smrti

opposed to Manu is not approved." ^

But the myth connecting this law-book with the Manu
referred to in the Vedas is recent, as the real nature (to

be explained) of the book will show. That the text

owed its popularity in India chiefly to its completeness,

orderly arrangement, and intelligibility, cannot be doubted;

and there are other causes connected with the origin of

the text, as we now have it, which, as I hope to show

farther on, probably contributed to the same result. The

fabulous antiquity assigned to it from Sir William Jones'

time 2 (1250-500 E.G.) had little weight except in India.

All Indian books of a sacred character prefer precisely

ithe same claims.*

the English reader, for whose u?e, ^ Tait. Sarii. ii. 2, lO, 2, iii. i. 9.

through the medium of translation, 4 ; Ait. Br. v. 14 ; Brhaspati Smrti.

the work was particularly intended." ^ Sir William Jones' reasoning is

The real systematic study of Hindu to be found on pp. xi. and xii. of the

law became possible with his trans- preface to his translation (Haugh-
lation of the Mitaksara and Daya- ton's ed., vol. ii.) Professor Monier
bhilga (Calcutta, 1810), which in- Williams (Indian Wisdom, p. 215)
troduced the scientific Digest to p'lts it at about 500 B.C. Johaentgen
Europeans. Compare also the Life

'

(Ueber das Gesetzbuch des Manu,
of this illustrious man by his son, p. 95) puts 350 B.C. as the latest date

p. 74 ff. possible. Schlegel confidently as-

^ £[/., Ivulluka and Eiighava- serted it not to be later tlian 1000
nanda, in their commentaries on i. B.C. [Dr. B.'s own opinion, being

I ; even Medhatithi quotes the first known before the publication of this

saying given above. [Ragh.'s quota- work, has already been anticipated

tions are most complete ; besides in jirint by Nelson, Scientific Study,

the above he gives: Bhdrate'pi (!) p. 37, and Miiller, India, p. 366.]

Purdiiaih, mdnavo dharmah, sdn>jo * [The bracketed paragraph fcl-

FefZrtC, cikitsitam / djndsiddhdni cat- lowing, crossed through in Dr. B.'s

vdri na hantarydni hetubhi/i.] MS., was evidently intended to be

b
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[It is time now to explain the real nature of the Manava-

dharma-gastra. This has been proved ^ to be no original

treatise, but a versified recension of an older treatise in

prose. It is now well known that there were several

recensions of the texts of each of the Vedas as used

in ancient India, and that people who followed these

different recensions split up into other schools in the

course of time by the modification of the chronologically

secondary Vedic or Brahmana literature ; and still later,

and in a still larger degree, by teachers compiling Sutras,

or manuals for the sacrifice, etc., and laws which differed

more or less from one another,^ and thus instituted dif-

ferent schools. Such Siitra works were very numerous

in the early centuries a.d.,^ and some fifteen still remain,

in a more or less complete condition. There is every

reason from analogy to believe that each such contained

a section on traditional law and custom. The Manava-

dharma-Qastra is to be traced back to such a work belong-

ing to the Manavas, one of the six subdivisions of the

Maitrayaniya ^ school of the Black Yajur Veda, of which

revised, as it contained a few errors slight, and in some cases went little

of autliorities, etc., and was perhaps beyond a difference of arrangement,

to be completely altered ; this has See my Classified Index to the Tan-

not been done, however, and i,it may jore MSS., p. 2i, as regards the

stand, in brackets, as some introduc- relation between parts of the Bha-

tion is necessary to what follows, radvaja and Hiranyakegin Sutras,

The brackets shall include also the '^ Kumflrila Bhatta (c. 700 a.d.)

notes. One or two errors of refer- says, " Dharma-fdstras and Grhya

ence have been silently bettered.] books are studied in each Carana
1 Professor Weber, in the first like the rules of the Pratigakhyas."

volume of Ind. Studien (in an essay Here, as the Dharma-fdstras are

written prior to 1S50) ; Professor mentioned with the Grhya-sutras,

Max Miiller, Letter (1849) to Pro- only Dharma-sittras can be in-

fessor Morley (in the Digest by the tended.

latter, and reprinted by Professor •* See my Index to the Tanjore

Biihler in his and West's Digest and MSS., p. 9, b. That the Manava-

his translation of the Apastamba- dharma-gastra is a work attached to

dharma-sutra) ; and Ancient San- the Black Yajur Veda is also ap-

skrit Literature (2d ed.), pp. 61, parent from the frequent citati<in of

200 ff. Cf . also Weber, Indische and reference_to this Veda, and even

Literaturgeschichte, p. 296 ; Pro- to its late Aranyaka, as will be

fessor Goldstiicker (1860) in "Re- shown below. It also cites one of

mains,"vol.i. p. 61; Professor Whit- the latest of the B. Y. V. sutras,

ney, Sanskrit Grammar, p. xviii. the Vaikhanasa (vi. 21). The last

2 These ditferences often were very statement is open to question, as
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a few adherents still exist in tlie Bombay Presidency

and in Northern India. Large fragments of the Kalpa

portion of their Siitra have long existed in England,^ and

Dr. Haug recovered the whole, as well as the Grhya-siitra.

These MSS. are now at Munich, and of the last there is

also a MS. in the University Library at Bombay.^ So

far as we have them, these works are precisely similar to

the other siitras. The Dharma-sutra has not yet been

recovered, and is probably lost for ever ; but there can be

little doubt that it was turned into verse and added to,

and that this is the actual Manava-dharma-qastra. That

this was done with other such works is also certain.^ Pro-

fessor Whitney gives the final results of these researches

as follows :
" Out of the last two (Grhya- and Dharma-

siitras), especially the last, come by natural development

the law-books (Dharma-^astra) which make a conspicuous

fi<Ture in the later literature : the oldest and most noted

of them being that called by the name of Manu (au

out-growth, it is believed, of the Mfinava Vedic school)
;

to which are added that of Yajhavalkya and many

others." *

The Manu Smrti is, then, plainly later than the Sutra

period, as it quotes books of this kind,^ and this conclu-

sion furnishes the first element by which to fix the date

the word vaikhdnasa may be other- and Grhya-sutra, with a discussion

wise taken in this passage. To this of their mutual relations and their

note Dr. Burnell had added a pencil relations to the text, we may now
reference to Dr. Schroeder's proposed compare the essay by P. v. Bradke,

edition of the Maitrayaiii Samhita, Ueber das Manava-grhya-sutra Z.

Two books of this work are now be- D. M. G., xxxvi. pp. 417-477.]

fore the public] ^ Compare Weber's Ind. Litera-

1 Together with the commentary turgeschichte, p. 296 note. This

of Kumarila Bhatta (c. 700 A.D.) in matter has been worked out by We-
the I. O. library, edited (in fac- ber, Stenzler, Miiller, and Biihler.

si/yiifc)byDr.Th. GoldstuckeriiS6l). •* Sanskrit Grammar, p. xviii. ;

The whole text with another com- compare also Whitney's Oriental and

mentary has since been discovered Linguistic Studies, i. p. 72.

at B(jmbay by Professor Biihler. ^ [Qur text quotes Dharnia-^-astra,

[This is really nothing more than a butnot Dharma-sutra; the argument

commentary to part of the (^rauta- is not wholly convincing, for^ the

sutra ; cf. Von Bradke's remarks in metrical ^astra may have existed

Z. D. M. G.. xxxvi. 448.] contemporaneously with the sutra.]

=* [Por the MSS. of the Prauta-
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of the text. The Sutra stage of the early Sanskrit litera-

ture is the latest, and has been put at from 600 B.C. to 200

B.C.)^ The first explicit mention of Dharma-siitras is in

the Mahabhasya of Patanjali, or in the second century

B.c.^ It is therefore obviously impossible to put a metri-

cal work,3 such as our text is, earlier than the first or second

century B.C. But a close examination of the text furnishes

other important information, which enables us to fix its

date much more precisely. Medhatithi—and he was not

the first commentator on it, as I shall show—lived about

1000 A.D., and this circumstance fixes the lowest possible

date at about 500 a.d. ; for it is impossible to suppose

that the earliest commentators came nearer than 250 or

300 years after the text.

Let us first consider the form and language of the book.

The first striking fact is that it is in gloka verse, and in

very simple and modern language.^ The style of the

verses is not at all that of real old glokas, but is that of

the epics, and a good deal is sacrificed for the sake of the

metre. Again, the most modern forms of compound words

are freely used.^ The text thus closely resembles the

1 Max Miiller, Ancient Sanskrit nation, statistically, of the gram-

Literature, 2d ed., pp. 244 ff. niatical forms in Sanskrit texts.

[These limits are not fixed with any This laborious form of research pro-

great certainty ; in fact, the Sutra mises most brilliant results, and has

period probably extended to a later already definitely settled the charac-

time.] ter, so far as verbs are concerned,
- Goldstiicker, "Panini's Place," of the language of different periods.

p. 234 ff. ; Weber, Ind. Studien, Mr. Edgren has examined the verbs

xiii. p. 457 ff. The earliest date in the text, and has fixed the Ian-

is the middle of the second century guage as modem (.see pp. 320-321 of

B.C. ; the latest the end of the first Prof. Avery's paper. Journal Ameri-

century a.d. can Oriental Society, vol. x.)

3 The style of the Sutras is still ^ Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar,

to be traced in the Manava-dharma- p. 424 ff. " There is, hovi'ever, a

9astra, in, e.g., the constant use of marked difference between the ear-

the third person optative, " one Her and the later language as regards

ought to," . . ."one should," . . . the length and intricacy of the com-

which occurs in nearly every verse binations allowed. In Veda and

of most of the chapters. Brahmana it is quite rare that more
* American scholars (Professors than two stems are compounded

Avery and Lanman) have intro- together, except that to some much
duced a new and important branch used and familiar compound, as to

of Sanskrit scholarship—the exanii- an integral word, a further element
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versified forms of ritual Sutras, the composition of which

appears to have chiefly occurred in the early centuries

A.D., and of which we have at least one, tlie metrical form

of the Agvalriyana-grhya-sutra by the well-known Kuma-
rila Bhatta, of which the date, viz., about 700 a.d., is

beyond doubt.^

This singular development of Sanskrit literature has

continued down to the present time,- and I have myself

seen the Indian Penal Code put into Tamil verse by a

pettifogging native lawyer. It is not out of the way to

notice that there are traces of a similar practice among

the lawyers of old Eome, who had a metrical version of

the Laws of the Twelve Tables.' Thus both in language

and in form the Manava-dharma-gastra decidedly belongs

to a relatively late development of Sanskrit literature.

If we turn to the matter of the text, the same conclu-

sion is necessarily arrived at.

Compared with the older Dharma-sutras, two important

additions are seen at once in the text : first, chapters i. and

xii., which form an explanatory philosophical framework

to the whole ; second, chapter vii., which is an abstract of

polity and conduct of life and affairs for kings, such as is

is sometimes added. But the later ^ I was able to fix this date by
the period, and especially the more Tibetan documents. See p. 6 of the

elaborate the style, the more a cum- preface to my edition of the Sama-
brous and difficult aggregate of vidhana-Brrdimaiia._ For an account

elements, abnegating the advantage of the versified A(jv. -grhya-sutra,

of an inflective language, takes the which I discovered in 1871 among
place of the due syntactical union the Tanjore MSS., see p. i4_of my
of formed words into sentences. . . . Classified Index, The A^vala-

In the oldest language copulative yana-smjti is a similar versification

compounds, such as appear later, are of the A9valayana-grhya-sutra (do.

quite rare, the class being chiefly pp. 1 24- 126).

represented by dual combinations of - See examples in my Cata-

the names of divinities and other logue, and (pp. 14 and 17) Classi-

personages and of personified natural fied Index. Max Miiller (Ano,

objects" (pp. 424-425, 429). Even Sansk. Literature, 2d ed., p. 257 if.),

in later Vedic works, such as the has discussed the object of the Pari-

Atharva Veda, the class of neuter (;istas and such easily intelligible

singular collectives is almost want- versions of difficult Sutras,

ing {ib. p. 430). Now the Manava- ^ Scholl, Legis Duodecem Tabu-

dharma-gastra is distinctly modein larum Reliquiie, p. 4 : " Etiam in

in these respects [as compared with nietricam formam aliciuando xii

the Vedic language]. tabulas fuisse redactas." [A vague
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found in the Eaja-dharma^ section of the Maliabharata and

in the Nlti-cjastras of perhaps later times ; such matter is

cntirehj foreign'^ to the original Sutras,

The pliilosophical additions are very characteristic. The
dialogue^ introducing the substantial matter is quite in

the style of the Puranas, as is the philosophical system

used, which is slightly different from the well-known

Sfiiikhya system, as was long ago pointed out by Colebrooke,

and distinguished by him as the Puranic Sankhya.^ There

cannot be any doubt that this is the system followed in

the text, for the commentators have uniformly recognised

it to be so.

Now, fortunately, the dates between which this system

M'as in vogue can be satisfactorily established.

The late Professor Goldstiicker pointed out that Panini

did not know this system;^ it is, therefore, subsequent to

statement to this effect occurs in a

note of Kudorff's to Puchta's Inst.,

i. p. 112, quoted from Nicolas

Antonius, Biblioth. Hisp. vet. vi.

14, 350 (i. JD. 51S, ed. 178S) ; but cf.

Ihering, Geist des Riim. Rechts, ii.,

p- sssd
^ See [parvan xii. of] the epic.

Prof. Weber (Ind. Lit., p. 297) con-

siders that the text is more i-ecent

than the latest parts of the Maha-
bharata. The Caiva parts are among
the latest, if not the latest. [This

is not precisely what Prof. Weber
means, for he expressly says "the
text as it (now) lies before us." In
this form, he adds, the text is later

than the Mbha., unless the similar

(•l.okas found therein be due to mis-

quotation (which often happens in

Indian literature). Prof. Weber by
no means commits himself to the

statement that tlie text of the Ma-
navadharma - 9astra is absolutely

posterior to the Mbha.]
* [This seems to be rather an

extreme statement ; the duties of

the king form, for instance, an in-

tegral part of Apastamba's work,

ii. 10, 25.]

^ Even Medhatithi recognised this

as introductory, and that the book
really commenced with chaji. ii.

* Essays, vol. i. p. 249 (ed.

Cowell). Goldstiicker, " Remains,"
vol. i. p. 174. Nearly half the
existing Puranas, including the old-

est, follow this system, and are also

Vaisnava. The philosophical part

of the text has in more recent times
been discussed in a most scholarly

way by Dr. Johaentgen, Ueber das
Gesetzbuch des Manu, Berlin, 1863.
[Cf. Weber's review, ii. bd. Ind.
Streifen.]

5 " Panini's Place," p. 151. " Saii-

khya is a peculiar form. It comes
from Sankhya. . . . Its very name
shows that it is the counterpart, as

it w^ere, of Nyaya. . . . For while the
former builds up a system of the

universe, the latter dissects it in

categories, and ' enters into ' its

component paits. Yet a grammati-
cal rule would have to explain why
the name of the former system is

not a A:ri-formation. ... It had not
been noticed by Panini. Nor does
he teach—as he probably would have
done had this philosophy existed in
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about 300 B.C., when Prinini probably lived/ and no trace

of it appears in the Mahabhasya, about 150 years later,

so the earliest date for these chapters cannot be before the

first century a.d. Again, it was entirely supplanted and

out of fashion by the introduction of the Vedilnta (by

Gaudapada and the great (^ankaracarya) in the seventh

and eighth centuries A.D.^ Thus we get the period i a.d.

to 700 A.D. as that M'ithin which the composition of the

Manava-dharma-castra must have taken place.

But the text furnishes other information which can be

turned to account.

It states expressly^ that ^-iva is the god of the Brah-

inans, Visnu of the Eajas, etc.; and in accordance with this

we find (i. 10) the active Being developed from matter

{prahrti) is called Narayana, i.e., A^snu. Here again there

is a point of contact with the epics* and similar composi-

tions.^ Now all this class of literature has been recog-

nised in India as of a popular character and intended for

women and the lower classes, who were not allowed imme-

diate access to the more original sources of information ;*5

his time—that the same word means, verse lO of the text be considered,

as a masculine, a follower of the that these are late Brahmanical

Saukhya philosophy." interpolations, made not earlier than
i See my Aindra Grammarians, the tenth century a.d., after the

pp. 44. 103; Weber, Ind. Lit., p. (^'aiva reaction had begun.

236. ^ Inscriptions which quote the

- Hiouen-Thsang does not men- metrical Smrti occasionally refer to

tion these great reformers and their them as Vaisnava-dharma-gastra,

work, which he would certainly have or quote the verses as by Vyasa, the

done had they liv'ed before or during author, according to vulgar opinion,

his visit to South India in the middle of much of this class of literature,

of the seventh century a.d. They These are not quotations of the

must, therefore, as other facts indi- actual VyiXsa-smrti, and therefore

cate, have lived after 650 a.d. refer to the mythical Vyilsa. In one

^ [Where? i. 10 may have been case an almost unchanged dharma-

taken from these same Vaisnava sutra has lost its propername—Kath-
portions of the epic ; the same deri- aka—and appears as Visnu-smrti.

vation is there often given. The "^ P:.;)., Sayaua's commentary on

first quotation is a mistake, and the Black Yajur Veda (Bibl. Ind.,

the argument will have to rest on vol. i. p. 2) says that the Bharata

i_ 10.] and Purilnas are intended to teach

» The ^aiva parts of the Maha- women and (^.Tidras their duty, as

bharata, as A. Holtzmann has seen they may not learn the Vedas.

(Arjuna, p. 13), are interpolations, Commentary on the Rg-Veda (ed.

and it will now be evident, if MuUer, i. p. n).
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and the Vaisnavism of tlie authentic works of this class

marks that they were intended for the class of Eajas, on

whose behalf only it is likely that Brahnians would in

those times have taken the trouble to popularise their

learnino;.

The interpolation of chapter vii. (which treats of matters

relating solely to polity and the life of kings), confirms

decisively the conclusion that the text was intended for

Eajas. A question may perhaps arise here : If the text

is intended as a manual for kings, why should so many
details which refer solelv to Brahmans be inserted ? The

conclusive answer to this is that kings are bound to see

that all do their dJiarvia or dutv.^

That the text has been universally received, though a

Black Yajur Veda treatise and not of universal signifi-

cance, is to be attributed to the fact that this Veda is still

the most commonly followed one : in South India about

eighty-five per cent, of the Brahman population adheres

to it.

The above arguments lead, I think, to the safe conclu-

sions :

—

1. The text, as it is,^ was compiled between about i a.d.

and 500 A.D.

2. It is a popular work, intended for Eajas and similar

persons, and was not originally intended for the use of

Brahmans.

It now remains to be seen if it is possible to determine

^ This duty of a king is fully laid weaker like fish on a spit
;

" i.e., if

down in the Gautama-dhai-ma, viii. the king did not punish evil-doers

i; xi. i-io : e.;/., he shall protect "of any class" (Jolly). [The same
the castes in accordance with jus- idea is found already in Manava-
tice, and those who forsake duty he dharma-gastra, vii. 20-24.]

shall lead back (xi. 9-10). Comiiare - Excluding the verses on which
also I. S., X. pp. 29, 60. The Medhatithi's commentary throws

Narada - smrti is very full on this doubt, and whicli are, therefore,

point ; see xi. 1-7 ; xvii. 5, 12-16
;

interpolations subsequent to about

and 15 is: "The Brahman would 1000 a.d. These are, however, of

forsake his brother Brahman, the no importance as rega ds the pre-

Ksatriya his brother Ksatriya, and sent argument,

the stronger would devour the
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still more exactly the date and circumstances of the com-

position of the text. I think this can be done with a

considerable amount of certainty. In the first place, it is

sufficiently certain that the greater part of India was in

great trouble in the first century A.D., and that it is im-

possible to suppose that such a work as the text, which

could only be done under a powerful prince and in peace-

ful times, could have been written then. Thus the time

is further limited from about lOO A.D. to about 500 A.D.

To what king or dynasty in this period is it likely the

text could owe its origin ? This also can, I think, be in-

ferred with tolerable certainty.

It is well known that in India the kings adopted the

gotra of their puroJiita or domestic priests.^ Now it is

quite certain that the text is called Manava, not from a

mythical Manu, as stated in the first chapter,'^ but that it

is so called from the Manavas, a Brahman gotra and divi-

sion of the followers of the Black Yajur Veda.^ Now,

in the period in question there arose a great and powerful

dynasty, which ruled over the Deccan and Gujarat, and at

times over nearly all India, and which (the inscriptions

show) claimed to be Manavyas *—I mean the Calukyas.

1 Authorities for this are I. S., ix. (as already said) one of the six sub-

p. 325 ; X. p. 83. divisions of the Maitrfiyaiilyas, and
- This mythical synonym, Manu, were probably a Sutra division. The

occurs in the Vedic literature as the Maitrayaniya (Vedic) Samhita is

seer of hymns (R. V. viii. 27), and still in existence, and was discovered

in the legend of the deluge in the by the late Dr. M. Haug. See his

Catapatha Bnlhmana (I. S. i. I- 10), Ueber das Wesen und den Werth des

translated by Professor A. Weber Wedischen Accents, p. 27 ff.
_
An

(IndischeStreifen,i. p.9ff),anditalso edition by L. v. Schroeder is hi

occurs in the Matsyapurfuia. There progress.

are other Vedic allusions (i-ifZe above, ^ The epithet "il/d)WTcyd/Ml»i . . .

p. xvii.) Goldstucker was clear that Cdlukydndm" occurs in several in-

the name "belongs, properly speak- scriptions, e.ff., one of c. 600 A.D. (I.

ing, to ancient Hindu mythology, A., ix. p. 124). So down to the

and it was connected with the re- eleventh century A.D. Of these,

nowned law-book in order to impart tiiere are some which are Vaisiiava

to the latter the sanctity on which as far as the kings are concerned,

its authority rests" (Remains, i. p. and confer gifts on Caiva Brahmans,

107). a remarkable pi'oof that the verse

^ The Manavas as a Cakha formed ... in the text represented a fact
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Three great branches of this family are known : that which
ruled in Gujarat and the west ; that of the Deccan, or the

central branch, which ruled at Kalyanapurl in the Deccan ;i

that which ruled on the Telugu sea-coast, and was from

the Deccan. The last arose in the beginnino; of the

seventh century, and is therefore too late. The choice,

accordingly, must rest between the western and central

branches.

Now the inscriptions show that these branches became
important about the sixth century a.d.,'^ and they also

appear to show that some of these kings were Jains.^

This is no difficulty, for the Jains and Vaisnavas were

always closely connected in belief and worship, and are so

still;* but a Hindu king would be a more probable patron

of such a work as the text, and such an one is not far to

find.

The founder of the dynasty is one Pulake^I or Polake^i,

according to the inscriptions, and he must have flourished

about 500 A.D.

Is it possible to trace anything about the author ? The

text, I think, suggests that he was a North Indian, and

probably a Punjab Brahman. In verse 20 of the second

Lecture a Brahman from that part is declared to be the

most proper and best teacher, and presumably the author

wrote this to recommend himself. He was therefore most

likely one of the learned Brahmans (e.g., Gaudapada, and

later Bilhana) who came down from the north and helped

then in existence. It is hardly ne- information regarding it, which is

cessary to remark here that Manavya chiefly due to Mr. J. E. Fleet, see

is a patronymic fi'om Manu (Panini his articles in the Indian Antiquary
iv. I, 105). It is, however, note- and my South Indian Palaeography

worthy that the selection of Manavya (2d ed.), JJ. 18 tf. Dr. Biihler has

in preference to Manava points to discussed the inscrijjtions of the

the fact that the Manavas had at Western branch,

the time of the composition of the - Loc. cit., and Fleet, The Dyn-
text already arrived at the legend asties of the Kanarese Districts, p.

connecting themselves with the later 18 ff.

Manu, as given in the first chapter * See the quotations in p. 134 of

of the text. A. Barth, The Religions of India.

^ This was first discovered by Sir ^ Cf. Colebrooke, Essays, vol. ii.

Walter Elliot. For the present
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to civilise the south. If verses 123 and 126 of Lecture ii.

be considered, it is evident that he then lived in a country

where little was known of Sanskrit ; and this also points

to a place in the Deccan ^ as the locality where the work

was composed.

It thus appears that the text belongs to an outgrowth

of the old Brahraanical literature, which was intended for

the benefit of the kings, where the Brahmanical civilisa-

tion had begun to extend itself over the south of India,^

and to pursue the giant's course which rendered it the

great fact in Eastern history, and when, but for untoward

circumstances, it would probably have eventually welded

the different races and dynasties of the vast continent of

India into a homogeneous whole. It also appears highly

certain that it was composed about 500 a.d., under the

Calukya sovereign Pulakecjl at Kalyanapuri, and that to

the subsequent great extent and power of the west

Calukya dynasty it chiefly owes the wide and great

^ It m^ist be remarked that Ku-
mririla Bhatta, who lived about the

tmie at which I put the composition

of the text, considered Tamil and

Telugu to be Mleccha languages

(see my paper in I. A., i. p. 310) ;

and this would account for the rule

in vers. 123 and 126 of Lecture ii.

of the text, for to accost in these

languages would thus be indecent.

[K. lived, according to Dr. Burnell

(lor. cit.), two hundred years (700

A.n.) after this date.]

- An important distinction is to

be made Isetween the original litera-

ture of the Brahmans, written for

themselves in their North Indian

home, and the literature which arose

on their settling in South India and

Malaya, where a modified Brahman
civilisation arose, with many essen-

tial differences as compared with

their source, and which gave rise

to an enormous secondary Sanskrit

literature, of which, e.g., my Classi-

fied Index will afford some notion.

It id difficult to carry back these

settlements farther than the third

century a.d., and the mention of

Apastambiya Brahmans in the in-

scriptions is later still. I am,

then, unable to agree with Dr.

Biihler in his theory (Preface to

Apastamba's translation) that the

Apastamba Sutras_ could have been

composed in the Andhra (? Telugu)

country ; for they must, though late

among the Black Yajur Veda Sutras,

have been composed at least B.C.,

and the wide use of the book both

in North and South India can only

be explained by its being in exist-

ence already in the North before

Brahman emigration began, and its

importation into the South by a ma-
jority of the emigrants. As regards

the form Apastambha (Ind. Ant. v.

135 ; ix. 103), I can only view it

as an instance of the Dravidian ina-

bility to distinguish between aspi-

rated and unaspirated letters ; or

perhaps here it may have been

caused by a false etymology.
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repute it has held, and still holds, in the continent of

India.^

At the time it was composed, colonies of Indian emi-

grants were occupying Burmah^ and the Malay islands,

and continued to settle there for several centuries. They

took with them the Manava-dharma-gastra, which exists

in a loose Burmese paraphrase ^ and in Sanskrit (or Kavi)

in the island of Bali.'*

Thus much being determined, it is now possible to dis-

cuss the text and its nearer relations to other parts of the

Sanskrit literature, as well as to consider it critically, and

its use and influence in the later stages of Sanskrit juris-

prudence, including the Indian views in respect of its

authority.

To make a right use of the Manava-dharma-gastra, the

consideration of these details is obviously requisite ; but

it has been used by the mere English lawyer for nearly a

century in a random way, without the slightest regard to

these points.

(a.) The first point to be considered is the transmission

of the text down to the present time.

The MSS. of the texts now existing are written in a

multitude of different characters, but when the book was

^ Till the West Calukyas were same relation to the text as the Ta-

defeated by the Colas (in the eleventh mil and vernacular Rfimayanas do to

century A.d), they were almost the the Sanskrit, i.e., it is not, properly

masters of India. About the eleventh speaking, a translation at all. [Since

century our Manava-dharma-9astra the "Menu Kyay " (1847), we have

was well known, not only to the (1S82-83) other works of the same

lawyers, but also to writers on other sort translated by Forchhammer,

branches of Sanskrit literature in Wonnana Dhammathat, etc.]

very different parts of India, e.g., to * Friederich, " Voorloopig Ver-

Ksira-Svamin (a North Indian com- slag," in the Transactions of the Bata-

mentator on the Amarakosa), who vian Society (xxii.) ; translated into

quotes it together with Yajnavalkya English by Logan in his Journal

and Narada, and to Vardhamaiia of the Indian Archipelago (1849)

;

(a Gujarat grammarian) in the begin- and again in the J. R. A. S. (N.S.,

ning of the twelfth century. vols. ix. and x.), and into German in

- Buddhaghosa's mission was about Professor Weber's Ind. Stud. (vol. ii.

430 A.D. pp. 124-149). [It is doubtful if our
'^ It has been published in Bar- Manava-gastra was known in the

mese, and translated into English island of Bali.]

by Richardson. It bears about the
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composed these did not exist, and it was beyond doubt

written in a variety of the " Cave character." ^

This character was then in use over nearly all Brahma-

nised India, so the text would at once be widely dissemi-

nated, and to this fact must be attributed the trivial

varietas lectionis between the Bengali, e.g., and South Indian

MSS.2 But when our oldest authority for the text, the

commentator Medhatithi, wrote, about looo a.d., this state

of things was already much altered ; the Nagarl character

was fully developed in North India, and in the South what

became the Telugu and the Grantha characters were

already perfectly distinct. Medhatithi probably used what

I have termed elsewhere^ the Calukya character, which

was the direct predecessor of the modern Telugu.* But

the difference between this and the Cave character is not

of a nature to allow of much alteration in the text, and

the small var. lee. mentioned by Medhatithi^ are certainly

to be attributed to the errors of copyists rather than to an

alteration of the text by mistakes made in reading one

letter for another. Medhatithi's text also shows that there

are some interpolations,*^ but these are generally of an ex-

planatory nature, and are prima facie open to suspicion,

though KuUiika and the later commentators accept them.

There is then no doubt that the textus receptus, viz., that

of Kulluka Bhatta, as adopted in India and by Euro-

pean scholars, is very near on the whole to the original

text.

A few other slight interpolations, before the time of

Medhatithi, may be, perhaps, suspected, but nothing of

1 See my South Indian PalfEO- ^ Elements of South Indian Pal-

graphy, 2d ed., p. 13 fF. seography, 2d ed. p. 17 tf.

- See the account of an old Ben- ^ See below (p. xli) for reasons for

gfili MS. in " Notices," vol. iii. p. believing that Medhatithi lived in

117 ff. The V. I. given is always, the Deccan.

at first sight, preferable to the text ^ So far as my MS. will allow, I

of Kulluka ; but it must be noticed have noticed the v. I. in my notes to

that of the v. I. as given, slightly the translation.

less than half are only supported by "I have carefully marked these

Medhfitithi, and that the rest are in the notes, so far as the poor MS.

evidently arbitrary emendations. of Medhatithi accessible to me goes.
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real importance.^ With this view of the history of the

text I have unhesitatingly adopted the recension of Kul-

liika, marking the verses which Medhatithi does not sup-

port ; and of the only two attempts at critical editions,

those bv Sir G. C. Haughton^ and Loiseleur Deslong-

champs, I have used the first.

(&.) As has already been pointed out, the text belongs to

the second class of Sanskrit law-books : that is to say, to

the books which were intended to popularise the earlier

Dharma-^astras, and for practical use in tribunals. The

number of these, including the spurious compilations

foisted into this rank, is very considerable.^ The compo-

sition of these works probably extended to about 900 a.d.,

and some show most decided evidence of the Vedauta-^

^ E.g., the first four verses of ch. i.,

as, according to Narada-smrti (In-

trod., § 4, p. 2, of Joll3''s translation),

the original form of the text began
with our fifth verse. Medhatithi,

however, fully accepts these four

(loins. As I'egards the vv. ix. 64-68,

which Dr. Jolly (p. xiii.) rightly ex

plains as an interpolation, see the

note in that place. According to the

questionable authority of the intro-

duction to Narada, the text has been
abridged from far more extensive

comf)usitions in 100,000, 12,000, and
4000 verses. It is possible that there

is a grain of truth here, and tliat the

text was not brought at once into its

present form, but the story is pui-ely

mythical, and a specimen of Brah-
manical systematising. Not only is

the existence of such enormous works
on such subjects almost impossible

to conceive, but there is also not a
jot of evidence to support the asser-

tion : cf. Jolly's remarks, pp. xi.-

xii.

^ The memory of this scholar, who
helped to a considerable extent the

study of Sanskrit law, should not be

so much forgotten as it is. He was
born in Ireland in 1 789, and entered

in 1809 the East India Company's
Bengal army, and was stationed at

Rangpur, He got permission to

study in the civilians' college at Cal-

cutta, and in 181 3 finished his course

with great success. In 181 5 his

health compelled him to leave India,

and in 181 7 he was appointed Pro-

fessor of Sanskrit and Bengali at the

Haileybury College. Here he pub-
lished a Bengali Grammar and his

edition of Manu (1825). In 1S25
his weak health forced him to resign

his appointment, and he went to

London, where he printed his San-
skrit - Bengali - English Dictionary

(1833). In 1839 he settled in Paris,

and his weak eyesight not allowing

him to continue his Oriental studies,

he turned his attention to electricity

and phj'sics, but could publish little.

He died at St. Cloud on the 28t]i

August 1849. (Mold, "Eapport,"
1850, where a full list of his publi-

cations is to be found in a note.)
•* See the list by Professor Sten-

zler in Ind. Stud., i. p. 232 ff., and
in West and Biihler's Digest, i. jx

xiii. ff.

* As I first pointed out in 1S68
(Dayavibhaga, pref., p. ix.) The
Dharma-siru-tis are most clear in

this way. One, Harlta-smrti (Clas-

sified Index, p. 128), cannot be ear-

lier than 1200 A. D., as it represents

a late form of Vaisnavism.
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doctrines, wliicli came into vogue about the eiglith cen-

tury A.D. But of the more important works of this class,

the Manava-dharma-q-astra is decidedly the earliest^ and

most important ; the Yajilavalkya-smrti comes next,2 and

the Narada-smrti is later than that.^ These books all

embody, here and there, verses which are certainly much
older, but these do not affect the actual dates when these

books assumed their present actual forms. Some of these

verses are probably popular proverbs or sayings of a

great age."^

Another point in these texts is that all have a number

of verses verbally or substantially in common. Manu (as

we have it) contains some 2685 verses; the Yajilavalkya-

smrti, out of 1009 verses, has more than half the same or

like these, and the Narada-smrti, out of 859^ verses, has

37 ; Manu also occurs in the Yisnu and other Smrtis.

Copying is in this case the most likely cause, but that

will not explain the same fact as it occurs in the Brah-

manas, which also have many passages in common.*^

Tlius the only possible explanation seems to be that

the Brahmanas have been compiled from old material,

probably in a different form to what it has now assumed.

But Professor Whitney thinks that the bearing of this

fact is not determined.'^ In considering the nature of this

fact as displayed in the law-books and epics, etc., the

^ Excluding, of course, such un- ni.fad-Brahmana (pp. 29, 30 of my
modified Dharma-sutras as the real edition), and the Nirukta (ii. 4).

Visnu-smrti, which cannot be said to They also occur in the Visiiu and
belong to this class. Vasistha-Smrtis.

- See p. ix. of Prof. Stenzler's pre- ^ I take these from Stenzler's and
face to his edition ; also Jolly's Jolly's respective works.

Narada, p. xvii. ^
£-ff-t the Aitareya and Gopatha

^ See I'rof. Jolly's remarks in the Brahmanas ; so also the Jaiminlya
preface to his translation (pp. xv.- (Talavakara) and (^'atapatha.

xix.) : "It becomes, indeed, appa- '' Sanskrit Grammar, p. xvi. "To
rent from a more general survey of a certain extent there is among them
the latter code (Yajhavalkyai that it (the Brahmanas) the possession of a

must be younger than Manu's, but common material ; a fact the bear-

earlier than Nfirada's" (p. xvii.) ings of which are not yet fully un-
*

E.ff., the verses ii. 114 and 144, derstood."

which are found in the Saiiihitopa-
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existence of the same state of thingjs in tlie Biahmanas

must not be overlooked : though similar, the explanation

is probably different. The law-books have also verses

in common with the Mahabharata.

(c.) The most superficial examination of the text proves

at once that the Vedic literature in its entirety, even down
to a late Sutra, as well as later developments, was known
to the compiler.! It repeatedly refers to previous legis-

lators, tradition, and to the " Wise," ^ and is, therefore,

fully entitled to the epithet smdrta or " traditional,"

which it claims. To Indian theories this fact offers no

difficulty, but to tlie critical student it is significant in a

totally different manner. The Indian theory is that ^ruti,

or revelation eternally existing,^ and Smrti, or tradition

based on Qruti, are the authoritative sources of the con-

duct of life in all matters.'* Though there may be no

actual authority in the (^ruti for a practice declared by

the Smrti, it is strangely assumed that such practice is

based on a ^ruti not actually existing among mortals.-^

The important bearing of this belief (which is taught by

the Mimamsa system of exegesis of the Vedic literature)

has not been hitherto noticed in regard to its effect ou

Sanskrit law. Here is to be found the possibility of de-

velopment and of personal influence, to an almost un-

^ E.r/., reference to Atri, iii. l6 ; 260, xii. 99-102, 106; Veda-samhita
Atharva, xi. 33 ; Aranyaka, iv. 123 ; xi. 77, 258, 262 ; Vaikhilnasa, vi.

Asacchastra, xi. 65 ; Itihasa, iii. 232; 21; (^astra, ii. 16,70; Sadanga, ii.

Upanishads,vi. 29, xi. 262 (?-aAasya); 105, 109, III, iii. 185, iv. 19, 98;
Rg-Veda, i. 23, 93, ii. 77, iii. 145, Samaveda, i. 23, iii. 145, 1S5, 232,

iv. 123-124, xi. 261, 264, xii. 112 ;
iv. 123-124, xi. 262.

Gautama, iii. 16; Tarka, xii. 11 1 ;
- JE.(/., ii. 12, 14, 32, 59. 89, 171 ;

Taittii-ya Aranyaka (quoted), ii. iii. 14, 26, 53, 284; iv. 18, 55, 178;

181 ; Dliarma-^astra, ii. 10, iii. 232, vi. 89.

viii. 3, xi. 60, xii. 106, 109, ill * For a full account of the Indian

(Dharma- pcithalca); Nirukta, xii. ideas on this subject see Muir's San-

III; Nyaya (?), xii. ill; Purana, skrit Texts, vol. iii. p. i if.

iii. 232; Bhrgu, iii. 16 j Manu ii. _* See Gautama Sutra, i. 1-3;

7, iii. 35, 150, 222, iv. 41, 103, V. Ap. Sutra, i. i, i, 2 ; Text. ii. 6;
131, vi. 54 ; Yajur Veda, i. 23, iii. Yaj. i. i.

145, iv. 123-124, vi. 21, 38, ix. 18, * So here (ii. 7), all that Manu
xi. 261-264, xii. 112 ; Yoga, vi. 65 ;

directed is said to be based on the

Vasistha, viii 140 ; Veda-^astra, iv. Veda.
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limited extent, in what would otherwise have been the

most hopelessly stereotyped and rigid system ever seen.

But it must be noticed that even this could be but for a

short time, i.e., during the final consolidation of the Vedic

religion and system. The Mimarhsa and other systems

once in full swing, matters became again hopeless, and all

that was possible was to rearrange old materials, to which

additions then became impossible. All that now remained

feasible was to harmonise these materials by means of

one of the philosophic systems.^ This was done by the

Nibandhas or Digests, and from difference of method a

difference of result followed in some cases ; but there

was no liberty of interpreting, and the adherence to the

chosen system was most rigid ; all Indian ingenuity could

do was but little, and (except in analysis and precision)

practically unimportant.^ The authors of the Digests

were, in fact, in precisely the same position as their

European contemporaries, the schoolmen. The Indian

system was thus originally, and throughout its course,

theocratic. English lawyers, even with the Pentateuch ^

before their eyes, have as yet failed to see that law is in

India not differentiated from what is elsewhere matter of

religion.* The Manava-dharma-gastra is then essentially

a religious book, and not, as in England and most of

Europe, a profane treatise on mere law. The ordeals^ men-

tioned are all, e.r/., religious ceremonies.

^ In Bengal Jimutavahana used a deceased bi'other's wife; the nature
the Nyaya ; in the Deccan and of strhlhana, etc.

South India, Medhatithi and Vijha- ^ The late S. jNIonk's comparison
ne9vara and his imitators used the between the Pentateuch and Mana-
Mimamsa. Hence the different va-dharma-^ilstra is still of interest,

views as regards the time when a * It is owing to the peculiar na-

right to an interest in the family ture of theocratic civilisations that
property arises ; the former holding no names of the founders and pro-

that it arises on birth, the latter on moters of these systems have been
conception. preserved. It was the work of the

- In effect, it was only on doubt- priestly caste rather than of indi-

ful or disputed points that anything viduals, and education consisted in

could be done. Such are, cj., the imitation rather than in instruction,

number of vi/avahdrajmclas or topics ^ The use of torture to extort

of law ; nijoja, or a brother taking evidence or confessions is still com-

C
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(d.) A brief survey of the development that can actually

be traced will perhaps not be useless here.

Sanskrit literature has preserved traces of an early stage

of development of law, viz., between the Brahmana and

Siitra periods. This unfortunately only refers to criminal

law, not to civil law. In the Samavidhana Brahmana ^ is

a considerable list of crimes there treated as to be expiated

by religious ceremonies. In the Siitras we find the same

crimes punished by temporal penalties. It is thus obvious

that what afterwards became crimes against the state

were at first merely a matter of concern to the individual

and his family or tribe."

Tliere is also ample evidence to prove that criminal law

was always but little administered, and that much was

left to local usage. Thus a common punishment of adul-

terous wives in India has always been to cut off their

noses. The Pailca-tantra mentions it,^ and so do the old

travellers of the sixteenth century, but this is not men-

tioned in the law-books. It is evident that these punish-

ments were left to be carried out by the heads of castes and

similar authorities in accordance with their own customs.

There is also a great development traceable in the

different Smrtis as regards, e.g., the use of ordeals, and in

definition and systematisation of crimes.

It is remarkable that the only account we have of a

trial in ancient India is that of a criminal trial in the

early drama, the Mrcchakatika,* and (much earlier) in the

fourth century B.C. little but criminal law was adminis-

tered by the sovereign, and civil suits seem hardly to

have been known.^

mon in India, but if such cases are - The earliest trace of law that

examined a little closely, it will we find in India is of criminal law.

always, I think, appear that they are In the Rg-Veda times thieves were

cases of the use of the old ordeals, seized and beaten and tied to posts.

When, as is often the case, such H. Zimmer, " Altindisches Leben

"

practices are resorted to by the (1879), p. iSl ff.

police, it is of course a different ^ i. 4.

matter. * See Acts ix. and x.

^ See p. xiii. ff. of the preface to ^ Megasthenes, Fr. xxvii. (Schwan-

vol. i. of my edition. beck). The cases tried seem to have
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(e.) Books on the Dharma-gastra were used in the
tribunals/ and these must have been such as our text

;

for about 320 B.C. the Greeks found that the Indians had
no written laws,^ but some Smrtis mention such books.

It must, however, be once more clearly and distinctly

asserted that these books were merely consulted ^ in order
to ascertain the law as it was divinely fixed from all time.

They were not codes, nor were they promulgated by the
authority of any sovereign ; indeed, such a supposition
is impossible to any one who has some acquaintance with
Indian ideas.* The king was to ascertain the law, and to

aid him he had Brahman assessors.^ Now, it is certain,

that, at least in later times, there were men to educate
men for this office. Inscriptions show that there were
provisions made for the study of the Dharma-Qastra in

the Brahman settlements, and a relic of the employment
of such assessors was to be seen within twenty years
ago in the Sudder pandits. That the practice actually

coincided with the rules of the Dharma-gastra all over
India is evident, e.g., in the case of deeds of gifts,

etc.^

One remarkable fact in the history of Indian law is the
early occurrence of what is now generally termed " con-

been chiefly of theft, violent assault, 5 Manava-dharma-gastra, viii. i

;

and false statement, and mutila- Yaj. ii. 2; Narada, i. 16. This is

tion or death the chief punishments, also hinted at_ in the still earlier
1 Text, viii. 3 (not necessarily Sutras, e.g., Apast. ii. 11, 29, 5;

written); Narada (ed. Jolly), i. 16. Gautama, xi. 25.
Here there can be no doubt that a ^

rpj-^jg
jg apparent from the way

written book is intended, in which such deeds are drawn up,
- Megasthenes, Fr. xxvii. as I have shown in my South In-
'^ I first drew attention to this dian Palaeography (2d ed., p. 119).

fact in the preface to my Dayavi- Bernier's account of the schools at
bhaga (1S68) ; cf. Narada Smrti, Benares, and Adams' and (later still)

i- 31 ff- Professor Cowell's description of the
^i^'gr., Gautama, xi. 23-24: "Rea- Nuddea toh (J. As. Soc. Beng.)

soning is a means for arriving at the exactly illustrate this. A few such
truth ; coming to a decision through schools still exist at Benares, though
that, he shall decide properly." The in much diminished numbers. See
final decision was with learned Brah- Sherring's Benares, pp. 345-346.
mans (ib. 25).
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flict of laws." This is to be first traced in the Dharma-

sutra, or more than two thousand years ago. In the

Dharma-9astra principles are laid down for the decision

of such questions, but they have been entirely neglected

by the English lawyers, as well as the rules about local

laws and customs.^ The recognition of local laws is

very early, and occurs in full already in the Dharma-

siitras.^

(/.) As regards the use of such books there is some-

thing to be said. The king, as chief judge, had to ascer-

tain the law from the Vedas, etc, and the numerous

Dharma-sutras ; and again, with reference to local

laws, he had to gather it from adequate evidence of

experts.^

Now the sacred texts he had to refer to were nume-

rous and more or less conflicting ; and the local laws and

customs were also numerous and varying, but recognised.

The authority of the inferior castes to make their own

laws was early admitted.'* Neither were the Sanskrit

Brahman laws forced on them, nor were their own customs

ignored, as is now the case.^

But it is only in the Dharma-^astra that the difficulties

hence arising are treated in a rudimentary manner, which

1 The existence of these rules was capacity (Megasth., Fr. xxvii., ed.

first brought to the notice of the Schwanbeck). The official recogni-

legal world in J. H. Nelson's "View" tion of books to consult certainly is

(1877). See i. 118 of the text for a not earlier than the early centuries

very explicit enumeration of what A.D.

was recognised in this way in the ^ Gautama, xi. 21. "Cultivators,

Smrtis, traders, herdsmen, money-lenders,

_ - Baudhayana, [i. i. 2. I-7] ;
and artisans (have authority to lay

Apast. ii. 6. 15. i ; Gautama, xi. down rules for their resj^ective

20-21. Cf. chapter i. v. 1 18, and classes" (Buhler).

viii. 3 of the text, [although it is ^ Goldstiicker, " On the Deficien-

a disputed point as to the extent of cies," etc., 1870 (reprinted in his

recognition to be shown. Cf. BaudL "Remains," p. 145 ff.), pointed out

ib. y .]
the misuse and misinterpretation of

^ In the fourth century B.C. we the Indian Sanskrit law-books by

find the king much occupied in ju- the superior courts ; and other simi-

dicial functions, but there were no lar errors have been fully explored

written laws to refer to. He went by Nelson in his " View."

forth from his palace to act in this
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becomes fully developed in the Nibandhas or Digests. In
the Smrti-Candrika (about 1200 A.D.), and the Madhaviya
(fourteenth century), e.g., we find chapters on Degadharma
or local laws. These display a marked development as

compared with the Smrtis. The earliest recognition of

local laws, as already mentioned, is in the Dharma-sutra?,

but this refers rather to the differences of the Brahmanical
gclhhds than to local laws proper ; but Baudhayana, beyond

doubt, refers to the last,i and the Smrtis do not go much
farther than he does. In the Digests we find a provision

and limitation unknown to the earlier books, and which
is unquestionably due to the progress of Brahmanical

civilisation in the South of India. Here we find also

almost the only trace of a desire to make Sanskrit law
paramount, and to exclude all in local customs inconsistent

with it. The siddhdnta or conclusion at Avhich Devanna,
the author of the Smrti-Candrika, and Madhava-Savana,

the author of the INIadhaviya, arrive is, that local laws, to

be recognised by lawyers, must not be inconsistent with

Sanskrit (or Brahmanical) law.^ But this principle has

never, in realitv, obtained much influence. Even amonfi

South Indian Brahmans numberless usual practices are

opposed to the Sanskrit law ; and in Malabar, Cochin,

and Travancore this is so much the case, that a small

manual called the Anacaranirnaya has been composed
to enumerate them,^ and these are now enforced by the

courts, so far as they come within their cognisance. This

^ [A blank ; but probably the it would be out of place to enlarge
passage above, Baudh. i. 1.2. 1-7, is here,

referred to.] ^ This tract is attributed to Can-
^ [A blank where a note was to kara, of course, but it cannot be

be, followed by these words :—] . . . more than a few centuries old. It
Here at last we find a decided step is, however, an unquestionably re-

made, and Indian social existence spectable authority for the peculiar
has at last progressed from the customs of Malabar, and (somehow)
family or tribal state to the civic has never been noticed by the high
form in which a conception of the court as such. On the other hand,
state is evident. Further progress a ridiculous forgery of this centurj%
would, no doubt, have been made, which pretends to do the same for

but for historical events, on which Canara, is taken for what it pretends
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is, no doubt, a retrograde step, and it is hard to see how
tribes now addicted to polyandry and similar customs will

ever be able to free themselves, though an inclination to

do so has already begun to display itself in a few cases,

and attempts are constantly being made to evade its con-

sequence. But the English tribunals are sadly careless

in the matter of local customs, and nothing like an

attempt has yet been made (except Steele's work) to

observe and record such facts. The Portuguese, however,

already in the sixteenth century ^ did this well, and the

Dutch and French have also taken the same course.

The above will suffice to show how much the Manava-

dharma - (jastra has been misunderstood and misused by

the English lawyers.

On perusing the text and similar works, including the

Dharma-sutras, carefully, an impression of unreality arises

which casts serious doubts on the reality of these works.

We meet with so much that is inhuman,^ and such a

hideous and cynical contempt for the human body, that

we are tempted to believe that these books are the insane

ideal of crazy fanatics or the foolish reveries of besotted

ascetics. But there is too much external evidence ^ that

to be, and is quoted by judges with "Such a sinner may tear from his

a serious face ! (Madras High Court body and make the priest offer as a

Reports.) We shall soon see "Jack burnt-offering his hair, skin, flesh,

the Giant Killer" received as an and the rest, and then throw him-

authority on the law of homicide. self into the fire " (Buhler). Cf.

1 M. J. C. Loureiro's " Memorias Yajn. iii. 247. Prof. Buhler con-

dos estabelicimentos Portuguezes a siders that this " is not altogether

Leste do Cabo da Boa Esperanga," a mere theory of Apastamba " (p.

Lisbon, I S55, contains a Goa "cus- 83, note). See especially c_h. xi.

tomary"of 1526. F. Nery Xavier of the text; Vasistha xx. ; Apast.

has (lately) published others. The i. 9, 24 to 25 ; Gautama xxii. and

Dutch at the beginning of the xxiii.

eighteenth century had the customs ^ Compare the suicide by fire of

of the Jaffna country drawn up. KaXavos, which astonished the

The French courts nearly follow the Greeks of Alexander's army (Meg.

precepts of the Sanskrit law as Fr.x.from Strabo xv. i) ; Bardesanes

regards the customs of the different (ed. Hilgenfeld). The practice of

castes, and the evidence to prove satl (suttee) was very early (Barth.,

^j^gij,_ Religions of India, p. 59 ff. ) Several

- U.g., Apast., 1. 9. 25. 12. remarkable instances of self-torture
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sucli enormities were commonly done to allow us to accept

this easy explanation.

The real explanation may be readily seen by a con-

sideration of the frequency of hysteria and analogous dis-

orders among the natives of the present day. Hardly a

day passes in even small villages without a case of this

kind, which passes among the people as diabolical posses-

sion.i In some parts men are habitually reduced to this

state artificially in order to deliver oracles." This, the

true and satisfactory explanation of the sorcery and

witchcraft of the Middle Ages, is, no doubt, the true

explanation here also. The partial or total anesthesia,

a characteristic of hysteria, which was known in the

Middle Ages as the " Devil's mark," is also adequate to

account for the insensibility to pain which is im-

plied.^

There is, however, a striking difference in one respect

between India and other countries. Whereas in other

countries such hideous displays of human weakness have

been dreaded, and even put down with frightful cruelty,

in India they have been encouraged, and even made a part

and insensibility to pain are men- abominaveis esculpturas "). See also

tioned by the early Arab travellers, Trans. R. A. S. for a disgusting

edited and translated by the late case of a Yogin who ate a whole

Abbe Reinaud (Voyages Arabes). sheep raw !

In modem times several well- ^ Hysteria of this kind was known
observed cases occur. As. Res. v. in the Vedic times ; compare the

contains a case of a man who lay on girl gandkarva-grhild of the Ait.

a couch covered with iron spikes ! Br.

The habits of the Aghorapanths - In the Bhuta worship of South

and other Yogins are well known. Canara. [After this sentence occurs

Compare also the swinging by hooks, the remark: "Another widespread

etc., and the walking over fire, still indication of it is the prevalent

practised in some parts. The poems mendacity;" but, as Dr. B. cannot

(c.ff., the bed of arrows on which have meant this to be antecedent

Bhisma lay, in the Mahabhruata, to " this . . . e.Kplanation ... of sor-

and the stories about ascetics in the eery," it appears to have slipped in

Puranas, etc.) all display a fondness by mistake.]

for such repulsive scenes. The ^ The fact that primitive and

carvings on temples, etc., also dis- little developed races display great

play the same tendency, and excited physical insensibility is now fully

the horror of the Portuguese recognised, and should not be for-

Camoes Lusiadas, vii. 47 ( " as gotten here.
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of religious worship. The way of producing them has

been reduced to an art in the Yoga and Tantric systems,

and a good Hindu is surrounded by provocations of these

melancholy diseases.

If anywhere, we must find a Brahman ideal in the end-

less and stringent rules which would take up every mo-

ment of an Indian's life in frivolous ceremonies, and which

can never have been carried out even in India, and are

now entirely obsolete.

As the text is, it is one of a large class of works ^ of

much the same character, to which a few late forgeries

have been added for sectarian purposes. But many of

these are mere fragments," and others can be shown to

be abridgments which have supplanted older and more

copious texts.^ It is on these that the authors of the

Digests have chiefly based their works, and the Manava-

dharma-qastra takes a prominent place among these

;

it has not, however, like the text of Yajnavalkya in

Yijnane-qvara's hands, become the foundation of a

Digest.

The history of the text in recent times is tolerably

complete. The earliest existing commentary that we

have is the Manubhasya by Medhatithi, the son of Vlra-

svamin. His date, about looo a.d., can be safely inferred

from the following circumstances. He is quoted already

by VijnaneQvara of about I200,'* and it is not, therefore,

1 Upwards of fifty are now enu- - Such are Laghu Atreya-smrti,

merated. See Yajn. i. 4, 5, where Daksa, Devala, Pulastya, Budha,

twenty are mentioned. This is pro- Brhaspati, the two Yamas, Vyasas,

bably the oldest list. Devanna, the etc.

author of the Smrticandrika, accepts ^ Dr. Fiihrer has, e.g., restored in

thirty-six Smrtis on the authority of an able manner part of the real

Paithinasi, and sixteen Upa-smrtis Brhaspati - smrti (Darstellung der

on the authority of Angiras. See Lehre von den Schriften, etc., 1879).

p. 133 of my "Classified Index." The work that now passes under this

Compare the lists by Europeans in name (see Smrti-sangraha, Calcutta,

I. S., i. p. 232 S. (by Stenzler) ; in 1S76, pp. 644-651 ; Tanjore Cat.,

West and Buhler's Digest, i. p. xiii. p. 125) is quite a modern and

ff. ; Stokes, Hindu "Law-book," p. wretched substitute.

15, note, which collects the results of * As proved by Biihler. The pas-

the Indian lists. sage in the JVIitaksara referring to
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too much to allow 200 years before this date. But he

was not tlie earliest commentator, and in doubtful pas-

sages he often quotes the explanations of others.^ He
was probably a native of the Deccan,- and we often find

such names as his father's in the Calukya inscriptions.

His reputation has always been enormous, and he often is

mentioned as " Asaliaya" or the " Peerless." ^ He has had

a number of successors, who have generally adopted his

words, and who seldom differ in interpretation from him.

Unfortunately manuscripts of his work are rare, and that

accessible to me is not good.'* Modern scholars will find his

work often diffuse, tedious, and obscure, but its practical

use is considerable, as he occasionally notices a v. L, and

his commentary enables us to trace subsequent interpola-

tions.^ He followed the Mimaiiisa system in his explana-

tions.^

His next follower was Govindaraja, whose work I have

been able to examine cursorily in a MS. discovered by

Professor Biihler, and belonging to the Bombay Govern-

ment. It is quite evident that Govindaraja established

the textus receptus as adopted by Kulluka, and found

everywhere in India, and that he was rival to Medhatithi.

Medhatithi is iii. 24. Medhatithi Mahabhasya, Panini (v. in Sutra-

is also quoted by Madhava-Sayana kari), and many later Smrtika-
in his Paragara-smrti-vyakhya (four- rah.]

teenth century), and by the Smrti- - See his explanation of hutapa
kaumudi (fifteenth century), etc. ( = a blanket) in his comment on iii.

^ iii. 15, 5 ; vii. 139 [anye tu); 234. Kutapah . . . udlcyesii, l-am-

2^$ (anye tu vydcaksate) ; 271, 274; bala iti pirasiddhah. Udlcya can
iv. ig (yetuvydcakmte . . . tadayuk- here only mean "Northerner," and
tain). [No predecessor is found the word is said to mean a Nepal
mentioned by name (viii. 46, an- blanket.

other?). Opposed we often find ^ Varadaraja calls him by this

jnirve, eke, and j*'^''''^ (apare), anye, epithet (see \ny " Vyavahara Nir-

etc, and the expression quoted, naya," p. 30).

ayuktam, followed by Med.'s view, * It is from the Colebrooke collec-

occurs very often. He also touches tion in the I. O. Library. [Cf. also

on the relative position of the verses Preface, p. xii.]

and notes arrangements of the same ^ He often quotes other Smrtis,

from which he diffei-s. He quotes and evidently had a large acquaint-

often Gautama, ii. 60 ; iv. 9 ; v. ance with Sanskrit literature.

141 (eke); Vasistha, Baudhayana, *> Compare his Commentary on iv.

Gautama, iv. 136 ; the Mahabharata, 19.
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He seems to have differed much from Medhatithi, and

Kulluka occasionally quotes contrary opinions of the

two. His name points to about the twelfth century at

the earliest.

After hira came a commentary by the famous Ma-

dhava-Sayana, who lived in the fourteenth century .^ This

work appears to be in existence, but I have not been able

to find it or trace it in any library. I have met one

pandit who told me he possessed it, but I never could get

a sis^ht of it.o

After him came Kulluka Bhatta, whose brief com-

mentary (chiefly taken from Medhatithi) is the com-

monest and most popular one in existence.^ He tells us

that he was a native of Benares, and he probably lived in

the sixteenth or seventeenth century a.d. This commen-

tary is a concise practical work.

After him came a Narayana, quoted by Eaghavananda,

but of whom I can learn no more.^

Then came Eaghavananda, whose very brief commen-

tary (Manvarthacandrika) chiefly follows Kulluka. He

refers to all the commentators already mentioned except

Sayana-Madhava, and seems to have been a native of

South India. At least one manuscript of his work is in

the great Paris Library, and was used by Loiseleur Des-

longchamps for his edition.

Besides these there is a commentary by a Nandana-

carya among the Tanjore manuscripts.* As his name

shows, he was a native of South India ;
his work appears

to be modern and of small value. I can find nothing in it

to enable me to fix his date. Perhaps he was the Nanda

who wrote on adoption.

Editions of the text are quite recent.'^ Sir William

1 See the preface to my edition of * See p. 126 of my Tanjore Cata-

the Vam^a Brahmana, p. xx. logue.
" It is a vrtti called Manvartha- ^ The first, with Kulluka's coni-

muktavali. " mentary, was in 4to, Calcutta, 18 13.

3 [MSS. of this work are still ex- This was printed by Colebrookes

tj^ut.l prot(5ge, Babu Ram, and, like all the
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Jones' translation appeared in 1794. The means of ac-

quiring a knowledge of Sanskrit were then very small,

and the author deserves the greatest credit for his gene-

rally successful attempt. The chief defects in it are due

to the prejudices of the day ; it is diffuse and rhetorical,

and largely interpolated ^Yith passages from Kulliika's

commentary ; the a jpriori and metaphysical theories of

the time show their influence in every line, and the trans-

lation of such terms as atman will not now pass muster-

Sir William Jones has converted the materialist Sankhya

system of the text into the metaphysical deism that

he and his associates had so largely adopted. But any

correct notion of the Indian systems was then im-

possible.

Since 181 3 numerous reprints of the text, with and

without Kulluka's commentary, have appeared at several

times in India, but they are all uncritical. Two editions

have appeared in Europe, in which a critical restoration

of the text has been attempted—that by Sir G. C. Haugh-

ton in 1825, and that by Loiseleur Deslongchamps in

1830-33. Haughton gives Sir William Jones' translation,

again collated with the Sanskrit ; Loiseleur Deslong-

champs gives a version of his own in French,^ but it

agrees tolerably closely with that of Sir William Jones.^

A revised text of Sir William Jones' translation was begun

(about 1840) at Calcutta, but continued only down to

iii. 33 ; Dr. Goldstiicker expresses a high opinion of it.^

productions of his press, is full of ^ Haughton's edition of Sir Wil-

serious misprints. For other (espe- liam Jones' translation was reprinted

cially the recent editions), see the at Madras (1863), and by Grady at

Catalogue of Sanskrit and Pali Books London ( 1 869), and Deslongchamps'

in the British Museum, by Haas, translation [of the te xt]\vas reprinted

pp. 86-87. at Paris in 1850.
^ Goldstiicker termed Sir William ^ Remains, ii. p. 148, note. The

Jones' translation " excellent," and differences from Sir William Jones'

that of Lois. Deslongchamps "very version are numerous and striking,

good " (Remains, i. p. 108). Pro- All the information I have respect-

fessor Monier Williams (Two Ad- ing this translation is derived from

dresses, 1881) also praises Sir Wil- the above passage. I have not been

liam Jones' version as "admirably able to procure a copy,

translated."
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Dr. J. Muir has triven model translations of numerous

passages of the text in his " Sanskrit Texts" and "Metrical

Translations from the Sanskrit." Many points connected

with the text have been fully discussed by Johaentgen,

" Ueber das Gesetzbuch des Manu" (1863).! " The Mutual

Eelations of the Four Castes according to the Manava-

dharma-gastra " have been fully treated by Dr. E. W.
Hopkins (Leipzig, 188 1).

This summary of original work up to the present will

show that there is room for much more to be done. A new
critical edition of the Sanskrit text, with the aid of South

Indian manuscripts, is to be desired ; but it appears to me it

is to be wished that the textus receptus of Kulliika should

still be followed, and the discrepancies merely pointed

out. The reason for this is to be found in the fact that a

critical text would in reality present no considerable v. I.,

and thou<]!;h some changes in the order of the verses would

have to be made, and interpolations omitted, yet it is not

advisable to change the well-known numbers of the verses

as found in Sir William Jones' translation, for the incon-

venience thereby caused would be great. This applies

equally to a new translation, which is equally necessary,

for the reasons I have already mentioned.

I have therefore followed in the following pages the

text after Kulluka as edited by Haughton, and noted the

chief discrepancies in the notes. The manuscript of Medha-

1 [More important than anything lishedbyBiihler andJolly. Critiques

since Johaentgen as regards articles of special passages are given in

concerned directly with the text is Biihler's Digest, Mandlik's ed., of

Bradke's Manava-grhya-sutra, in the Vyavahara Mayukha ;
and more

which the relations of our text are general critique in Nelson's Scien-

discussed from many sides, to the tific Study of Hindu Law and
Grhya Sutra as well as to the Mai- Miiller's India. The works of Pro-

trayanl Saiiihita. A special trans- fessor Buhler and Professor Jolly

lation of most of book viii. has been (Apastamba, Gautama, Vasistha,

given by Professor Jolly (iii. bd. Zt. IBaudhayana, Visnu), the latter's

fiir Vergleichende Rechts Wissen- text of Visnu and translation of

schaft). A special but popvdar essay Narada, have done much for the

on Manu will be found I. A., vol. ii. study of Hindu law, and, indirectly,

Moi'e has been done indirectly in the for the Manava-gastra.]

introductions to the law-books pub-
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titlii which I have been able to use is unfortunately not a

good one, but I have extracted the more important v. I.

noted by the writer.^

As the text lias been so often referred to by the courts

in India and the ultimate Court of Appeal, the Privy

Council in England, it might be expected that some use-

ful help would be got from the law reports ; but this is not

the case. Most of the cases decided are evidently wrongly

decided,^ and others really need no elucidation ; the deci-

sion may be very able, but (as an eminent writer has said)

" life is not long enough to study able demonstrations that

the moon is made of green cheese." I therefore do not

refer to this branch of literature referring to Sanskrit

law. •

It is not often given to any man or class of men to carry

out crucial experiments in sociology, though such a course

has been, one might tliink, rendered impossible in India

by royal proclamation ^ and actual law ; here, however,

it cannot be doubted that the resiilt will confirm the con-

clusion that only a natural and spontaneous development

is of use and value, and that imitation is sterile.

The preceding pages will show that Sanskrit law was

pursuing a course of spontaneous development ; this has

1 It is the one used by Haughton Sanskrit law she would not ; for a

(i. p. 322-323), and forms part of the property being held for the benefit

Colebrooke collection now in the of her deceased husband by means
India Office Library. It is recent of religious ceremonies, with the

(about iSoo), and is in 4 vols, but loss of her virtue she could no longer

does not include the commentary on do so. In fact, she lost her position

chap. xii. I owe the power to use in the caste altogether, and her

this MS. in India to the kind help of existence as a member of the family

Dr. Rost, the chief librarian of the ceased utterly.

India Office (London). ^ On the resumption of the
- The most glaring instance is the Government of India by the Crown

so-called "chastity" case, in which (Proclamation of Nov. i, 1S5S), Her
the Privy Council has lately con- Majesty said: "We disclaim alike

firmed the decision of the 13engal the right and desire to impose our

High Court. The question here was : convictions on any of our subjects,

whether a widow, holding property . . . We will that generally in

as such, and having (admittedly) framing and administering the law
ceased to be chaste, could retain it ? due regard be paid to the ancient

She was allowed to do so by both rights, usages, and customs of

courts. It is obvious that under India."
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been interrupted, and English doctrine lias been pitch-

forked into Sanskrit texts. Is it likely that a satisfactory

result will ever follow ? The whole subject is now in a

chaotic state, and so great is the uncertainty that valuable

property is commonly sold for a thousandth part of its

value. So far the present policy cannot be viewed with

complacency.

As regards my translation, I have endeavoured to make

it as literal and concise as possible. With [the] greater

part of the text, i.e., chapters ii. to x., or the really impor-

tant part of the book, this is not a matter of much diffi-

culty. The case is different with chapters i. and xii. These,

as has already been said, are metaphysical, and follow the

Sankhya system. Much labour has been bestowed on this

subject by Colebrooke, and after him by Dr. F. Hall, but

it must be admitted that it is all but impossible to express

the terms of this system in a European language. All

possible renderings convey much more than the primitive

and rude original signifies, and it is impossible to limit

each word so as to provide against a too wide signification

being attached to it. Language cannot go back to suit

p)rimitive and barbarous i^eas.i

The rudimentary metaphysics of India are solely of

interest now as showing the development of Indian con-

ceptions, and that, in this respect, there is no difference

between India and other countries. Here, as elsewhere, a

fictitious stage of conceptions, such as is found in the

Upanishads, has been followed by an abstract stage, such

as is found in the metaphysical systems. Intrinsically

they possess nothing of permanent value, and vanish like

1 Mr. Nelson ("View ") hasexposed precise equivalents of which have

fully the delusion of "apt equiva- not yet been wrought out for us

lents" for the Sanskrit technical with the help of the Latin and

law-terms; his remarks apply equally Greek. . . . Colebrooke and his sue-

to the philosophical terms, as Dr. F. cessors have indeed elaborated many

Hall has noticed (Rational Refuta- close and felicitous renderings
;

tion, pp. viii. to x. ): "There are still they have left much unat-

scores of terms belonging to the tempted, and something to be

nomenclature of Hindu philosophy, amended."
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mists before the sun when confronted with the results of

positive science. To those persuaded of the truth of the

axiom, " No force without matter, and no matter without

force," the vague a priori dreams of India are, and must

remain, without any intelligibility or importance beyond

their historical connection ; even in this respect they lead

to no new laws, but merely confirm what is already

established.

But all this [metaphysical] part of the text is an excre-

scence, and really independent of the subject-matter of

the book.

[Note.-—Here, somewhat abruptly. Dr. Burnell's Introduction to

Manu is brought to a close. Immediately following is a frag-

mentary Introduction to Yajiiavalkya, which work was apparently

to be translated and publislied with the Mann, the general heading

of the whole-MSS. being " Manava-dharma-gastra and Yajnavalkya-

smrti." The translation of the latter work was not begun, and the

introduction offers nothing new, so that it would be useless to re-

produce it here. In regard to the precise dates assumed in this

discussion, it may be necessary to remark that many of them are not

so undisputed as could be wished ; especially in the inscriptions

with the various eras in vogue when they were written we are often

at a loss. Criticism of the above argument is at present waived by

the American editor, who has felt it his duty simply to follow in

his predecessor's steps, and fill the lacunae left in his MS., while

abstaining from individual comment, except where it seemed neces-

sary in assertions of facts ; although he may at times have questioned

whether the theories advanced are based upon sufficient data.]





CORRIGENDA.

Page I, note i, p. q, vss. 6l, 63, p. 13, vs. 102, for Syayambhu
and Srdyaiiibliuva read Syayam' 8vdyam°.

Page 9, vs. 62, insert ) after i.e.

Page 19, vs. 28, for Brahman read Brahma.

Page 24, vss. 64, 66, and p. 29, vs. 105, for texts read mantra.

Page 32, vs. 130, before priest insert sacrificial.

Page 45, note 2, for mkha, read (dkhd.

Page 59, vs. 121, for <ea;<s read mantra.

Page 62, note 4, dele p.

Page 68, vs. 194, before Hiranyagarhha insert sun of.

Page 72, vs. 232, for Dharmd-fastra read Dharma-gdstra.

Page 73, vs. 239, for Canddla read Cdnddla.

Page 106, vs. 232, for Brahma read Brahma.

Page 119, note 4, read Govindardjd-dayah.

Page 124, note i, for Dimba read Dimha.

„ ,) 3 and 4, read third line as second.

Page 139, note 3, dele ] after paquh.

Page 144, vs. 70, for Vydhfti read Vydhrtis.

Page 146, vs. 94, for Brahman read Twice-born man.

Page 152, vs. 37, before Vedas insert iAree.

Page 158, note i, and p. 213, note 8, for Rtvig read Rtvij.

Page 196, first line of notes, for Vir^vamitra read Vi^.vd°.

Page 215, vs. 226, for anantra read mantra.

Page 217, note 7, for J^. read Ap.

Page 244, note 4, for loorld of Brahm read Brhama-ioorld.

Page 294, note 6, for Coiirdn read Caurdn.

Page 309, vs. 36, after Nisdda insert semicolon, and for Vatd°

read Vaid.

Page 315, note 4, for Brahm Te3.d Brahma.

Page 328, vs. 29, for Sddyas read Sddhyas, and in note 3, T'lVva"

for vi<^ra°.

Page 337, note 3, for o/i!ew Brhaspati read a/te?' Brha.ipati.

Page 342, vs. 125, for heatiny read burning.

Page 349, vs. 176, for Cdndala read Cdnddla.

Page 351, vs. 183, for rifi.'y read r<2;i/.

Page 353, vs. 201, enclose of the Veda in ().

Page 364, vs. 4, for worlds read world, and in note 4, for minds

read mind.





THE ORDINANCES OF MANU.

LECTUEE I.

THE SOURCE OF THIS WORK, AND AN ACCOUNT OF THE
ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE; WITH A SUMMARY OF THE
CONTENTS OF THE WHOLE BOOK.

1. The great Seers having approached Manu seated

intent, having reverenced him, duly spoke this speech.^

2. Lord ! deign to tell us truly in order the rules of all

the castes,^ and of all the castes that arise between (them).

3. For thou, Lord, alone knowest the true sense of the

objects of this universal, self-existent system,^ unattain-

able by (simple) reason, not to be reasoned out.

4. He whose glory is unmeasured, being duly questioned

by those magnanimous ones, having saluted all the great

Seers, answered them : Hear

!

5. This (All) was darkness, imperceptible, without

^ In some MSS. (including two work really begins wdth vs. 5, as
in the I. O. which belonged to Sir is formally stated in the openin"- of
W. Jones) there is an additional Narada.]
verse at the beginning which runs : - Medhutithi says these laws refer
"Having reverenced Svayaiiibhu to on\y the Brahmans, Ksatriyas,
and Brahman of vnilimited glory, I and Vai(;yas ; not to the Cudras
shall declare the various eternal Cf. iv. So-Si, from which it is

laws directed by Manu." evident that this is correct. Me-
This verse is supported by Ra- djiatithi might have quoted the

ghavananda's coiinneutary, and is Apastamba dharmasutra (i. i, 5) to
probably authentic, though not the same effect, also vs. 91 of this
noticed by Medhatithi ; it jxnnts to lecture.

the real character of this book, viz., •* " System "

—

vklhuna. This is

that it is a compilation from and a explained by Medhutithi by rdstro,
redaction of older matter. [The or a body of teaching on the subject
first four verses of this lecture are either revealed or human,
prefixed by a late comi)iler ; the
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definite qualities, undiscoverable, unknowable, as if wholly

in sleep.^

6. Then the self-existent Lord became manifest, making

this undiscrete (All) discernible with his power, unob-

structed by^ the chief elements and the like, removing

the darkness.

7. He who can be apprehended by the suprasensual,^

(who is) subtile, undiscrete, eternal, who consists of all

elements, incomprehensible, he verily^ became manifest of

himself.

8. Wishing to produce different beings from his own

body, he having desired,^ first^ created water alone; in

that he cast seed,

9. That became a golden egg,''' like in splendour to the

thousand - rayed (sun) ; in that was born spontaneously

Brahma, the grand parent of all the worlds.

10. Waters are called ndrdh, for they are the offspring

of Nara ; and since tliey were his first abode (ayana), he

thence is called Narayana.^

1 This description of the creation

is, generally, in accordance with the

Sankhya system, as it is already

recognised by the Indian commen-
tators. The whole has been dis-

cussed in great detail, and with refer-

ence to the philosophical treatises,

by F. Johaentgen (Ueber das Gesetz-

buch des Manu, 1863). The whole

of this lecture calls to mind what
Megasthenes says of Indian specu-

lations at an earlier period :
" Their

notions about physical phenomena
. . . are very crude, for they are

better in their actions than in their

reasonings, as their belief is mostly

based upon fables" (Fr. xli., ed.

Schwanbeck). [A similar descrip-

tion occurs xii. 29 of darkness as a

metaphysical quality (guna), where

b. I is identical with this passage.]
^ [Perhaps better, "unfolding that

not (yet) unfolded (All), the self-

existent Lord, whose power is con-

tained in the great existent (ele-

ments)," etc.] Medh. gives this read-

ing, while K. reads, " The . . . Lord,

the undiscrete, became manifest."

[And Medh. in (i) gives another read-

ing, mahdbh iitdnu-vfttaujah,while the

translation in the text rests on K.'s

assumption that vrtti — apratighdta,

the old translations making rrttaujah

one word, and uniting the preceding

as epithet to the foregoing.]
"* " Powers beyond the senses,"

i.e., can be inferred.
4 {Eva or (Medh., cf. Beng. MS.

)

em, "this one before spoken of."]

^ \_I.e., by merely intending it (cf.

vs. 12), he thus jDroduced water
(Medh., K.)]

'' [Literally "in the beginning."]
'' This egg of Bralima plays a,

great part in the Puranic mythology,
but does not appear, properly, to

belong to the Sankhya system
[which it really contradicts]. It can
be traced in the Vedic literatme

(see Kellgren's essay, "Mythus de.

Ovo Mundano ").

^ Nara or purusa, i.e., Brahmd.
The appellation "Narayana" is

foreign to the Sankhya system,
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1 1. That which is the undiscrete Cause, eternal, which
Is and Is not, from It issued that male who is called in

the world Brahma.

12. That Lord having dwelt in that egg for a year,

spontaneously, by his own meditation, split that egg in two.

1 3. And with those two shares he formed the heaven
and the earth, in the middle the sky and tlie eight regions,^

and the perj^etual place of waters.

14. From himself- he created mind,^ which is and is

not ; and from mind egoism,^ the ruler,^ the lord.

1 5. And likewise the great self, and all (things) with
the three qualities, and, severally, the five organs of sense,

tlie apprehenders of sensible objects.*^

16. He also, having made the subtile parts of those six,

of unmeasured brightness, to enter into the elements of

self,'' created all beings.

and betrays Vaisnava influences.

[In the Mbha. this derivation is

several times repeated, e.g., iii.

189, 3, whei'e Visiiu says, "I called

the name of water ndrd in ancient

times, and am hence called Nara-
yana, for that was always my abode,

uyana."\
' Eight regions, i.e., points of the

compass.
- [Or " from self," dtmanah.']
* " Manas— mind, situated in the

hrdaya or breast." " Mind, serving

both for sense and action, is an organ
by affinity, being cognate with the
rest" (Colebrooke).

"* [Self-consciousness (egoism) is

produced from mind ; Medh. says it

means the converse of this, that the
former is produced after the latter.

Cf. vs. 15.]
^ [According to Medh., "the one

conscious of the I."]
•^ [Cf. ii. S9-92. The above inter-

pretation follows the text and the
note of Medh., wliile K. Ragh. en-
deavour to fill out the missing tan-

mCitra and organs of activity by
giving an impossible extension of

meaning to the word " and " (ca)
;

thus making the text accord with

the developed system of later times.
The word ca does not imply the
tanmdtra ; the text itself does not
make a distinction between sensa-
tions and the organs of sense.] The
order of the evolution is very much
confused. See for a better account
of these Siinkhya reveries Colebrooke
[ed. Cowell], Essays, pp. 239-280

;

and Hall's "Rational Refutation,"
pp. 79-103.

' " Into the elements of self." K.
lias dtmamdtrmu, as translated above •

Medh. would read mdtrdbhUi, "by
elements

;

" thus the whole verse
would be :

" He having pervaded
the subtile parts of those six, of
unmeasured brightness, by elements
of self, created all beings." " Those
six " [are according to K], the five
tanmdtra or subtile elements and
uhamkdra or egoism [i.e., self-con-
sciousness, whicli it is safe to say
were not intended by the text. Vs.
14 does not hang together with vs.

15, nor does vs. 15 with vs. 16. The
six appearrather to be tlie manas plus
the five principles of ether, air, fire,

water, earth ;
" having united fine

portions of these six with the
spiritual elements, he (thus) created
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17. As the subtile elements^ of bodily forms of This

One depend on these six, so the wise call his form garlo^}

18. From it proceed the great ^ elements with their

action, and mind, by (its) subtile parts, (is) the perpetual

creator of all forms.*

19. This non-eternal (universe) arises then from the

eternal, by means of the subtile elements of forms of

those seven very glorious principles.^

20. Of these,^ then, that which succeeds partakes of

the quality of that which goes before ; such as each one is

in order, so, and with such qualities, it is traditionally held

to be (endowed).

21. He, in the beginning, from the words of the Vedas,

appointed the names and functions of all beings severally,

and their several conditions.

22. And the Lord created a subtile host of divine beings

which have breath (and are) active,'' and of sctdhyas, and

the eternal sacrifice.

all existent things " (cf. the discus-

sion of this passage in Johaent., p.

24-25) ; dtmamdtra is therefore the

spiritual atom as opposed to the

elementary, not reflexive " elements

of himself "].

1 ["Elements" means here por-

tions, "as the fine portions of form of

this (Brahma, the creator) depend on

the six." I have ventured to make
asya depend on avayavdh instead of

sah. Dr. B.'s text giving " these six

in hivi." Dr. B. appears to have at-

tached himself quite closely to K.'s

interpretation, and I do not feel at

liberty to alter his words, though

it may be pointed out that " subtile

elements" is more in accordance with

the commentator's explanations than

the text. The technical tanmdtra is

not found in the original, and the

word translated "element" is lite-

rally a " part."]

^ [/.c, "depends on six" (accord-

ino" to K.), saddgraynna, as if this

were near enough in sound to (arlra

to cause the verbal derivation. The
parts of the body (garlm ) of Brahma

are portions of the six [mnnas and
the five elements). After this

verse appears to have once followed

another, quoted by Vij. on Kap.
iii. 10.]

^ "Great" or grosser. [Perhaps
better not translated at all, the

Ihntdni mahdnti being "the ele-

ments ;
" the translation follows K.

Literally, " Into this (body) enter

the elements with their acts, and
mind by means of the fine portions

(as in 17)." K.'s translation of

dri(anti (enter into, constitute) as

(tchhya) ut2'>adyante has been (un-

fortunately) followed by Dr. B.]
* [All created things].

^ " Principles "

—

purnm is here put
for tattva, according to Medhatithi.
[The five elements jjlus mind and
self - consciousness are probably
meant ; "subtile elements" as before
" fine portions of form."]

•> [These (elements,Hi«»as,and self-

consciousness) seven purum.]
'' [A var. lee. recorded by Medh.

{karmdtmdnaihm) ; this may mean
" he created the active-soul (self) of
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23. He (Brahma), for the perfection of sacrifice, from

fire, wind, and the sun, milked (out) the eternal threefold

Veda (Brahma), which consists of the Rig-, Yajur-, and

Sama- (Vedas).^

24. He created time and the divisions of time, the lunar

zodiac, also the planets ; rivers, oceans, rocks, plains, and

uneven ground
;

25. Austerity, speech, and sexual enjoyment,- desire also

as well as anger : and desiring to create these beings, he

created this creation.

26. And he made distinct dharma and iioi\-dhar?na^ in

order to a distinction of deeds. And he endowed these

beings with the pairs—pleasure and pain, and the like.

27. But of the five (elements), those which are called

the atomic destructible-^ elements,^ by these this All

arises in successive order.

28. Now in what action that Lord first employed any

(creature), that (creature) being reproduced again (and)

again, spontaneously followed just that (course of action),

29. Baneful (or) harmless
;
gentle (or) savage ; right (or)

wrong ; true (or) false ; whatever he, at the creation, as-

signed to any that quality spontaneously entered it,

30. As the seasons acquire their own characteristics in

(their) course, so beings with a body (acquire their charac-

teristic) acts.

31. Now for the prosperity of the worlds, he from his

mouth, arms, thighs, and feet created the Brahman, Ksat-

riya, Vai^ya, and ^iidra.®

the divine beings (gods) (or "of the first is derived from \/dJir, to hold

Vedas"), and the subtile host of or retain; it thus means a man's

Sndhyas. The Sadhyas are a se- whole duty or order of conduct,

condary order of divine beings.] including both secular and religious

1 This myth of the creation of duty. I retain diuvrma, and coin

the Vedas differs from the Saiikhya the word non-dharma, to prevent

account, according to which they are a very general term from being

eternal and issue from Brahma's understood in a limited sense,

mouth at each successive Kcdpa- * [Therefore distinct from the

creation, or rather evolution. atoms of the mjaya.]
- [According to Mcdh. and K., ^ [Portions.]

" satisfaction of mind."] ® The nearest approach to this

3 " JJharma, non-c^/nn-wa." The myth in the Vedic literature is
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32. Having divided his own body into two, he became

a male by half, by half a female : on her that Lord begot

Yiraj.

33. But, best of twice-born men ! know that I am he,

the creator of all this world, whom that male Viraj, hav-

ing practised austerity, spontaneously produced.

34. Now I, desirous of creating beings, having per-

formed very severe austerity, first created the ten lords of

beings, great Seers.

35. (Viz.) Marici, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha,

Kratu, Pracetas, Vasistha, Bhrgu, and also Narada.

36. They, very glorious, produced seven other Manus,i

together with gods and the abodes of gods, and great Seers

unlimited in glorv.

37. Yaksas, Eaksasas, Pi^acas, Gandharvas, Apsarasas,

Asuras, Nagas, serpents, eagles, and the different hosts of

Manes.'-

38. Lightnings, thunderbolts, and clouds, Indra's bent

and unbent^ bows, meteors, comets, and various luminaries.

39. Kinnaras, apes, fishes, and all kinds of birds

;

ftiund in the recently recovered Tal- I know some families in Southern
avakara Brahmana (ii. 3-4). See also Canara which now claim to be Brah-
Muir's "Sanskrit Texts" (2d ed.), mans, and are called so, but inscrijj-

i. p. 22, &c., for other similar myths, tions show that 500 years ago they

[It is spoken of in R. V. x. 90, 12, K.] were Jains. Much doubt is thrown
It is necessary to remark that in on the origin of the Gurukkal or

the oldest times there was no hard Caiva priests of the Tamil coiintry,

and fast line between the different and some wealthy traders in Madura
three superior classes ; the names have suddenly set up a claim to be
indicated a rough classification of a Brahmans. Wilson (" On Caste,"

rude population, such as is now to 2 vols.) and Sherring's works throw
be found in Russia, and not distinct much light on these endless divi-

genealogical descents. In course of sions in Northern India ; for the

time myths arose which made a Madras Presidency, the introduction

man's caste a matter of descent, but to the Census Report by Dr. Cornish

as Brahman civilisation extended is invaluable.

over alien races, different classes ^ Some MSS. for manun read

were brought under the four heads, munin = devotees,

and hence arises the great number - Pitaras, lit. "fathers." Like
of subdivisions of each which have no " manes," this is always plural,

intercourse with one another. Lord * " Bows ... of Indra " = rain-

(" Display"), 1830, already found bows. [The commentators explain

eighty-two subdivisions of Brah- the " unbent bow " as " staff-shaped

mans in Gujarat, and mentions nearly and variegated, blue and red"
similar numbers for the other three (Medh.)]
castes ; many more are known now.
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cattle, deer,^ and men, beasts of prey, and animals with

two rows of teeth.

40. Worms, grubs, and winged insects, lice, flies, and

bugs, with all biting; gnats, and innumerable things of dif-

ferent kinds.

41. Thus was this All, (consisting of things) stationary

and movable according to (their) acts," created by those

great beings at my command, through the force of aus-

terity.

42. What kind of acts is ordained for what creatures

here, that I shall declare to you, also (their) order in origin.

43. Cattle and also deer, and wild beasts with two rows

of teeth, demons and devils,^ and men, are born from a caul.

44. Produced from eggs (are) birds, snakes, crocodiles,

and fish, and tortoises; and likewise all other kinds (of

reptiles which are) produced on land or (are) aquatic.

45. From moisture are produced gnats and flies, lice,

fleas, and bugs ; and from heat is produced whatever else

is of this kind.*

46. All plants (which are) fixed grow from seed or slips.

Herbs (are) those which perish with ripening of fruit,

(and) abound in flowers and fruit.

47. Those (trees) which have no flowers (but) have fruit,

are called vanaspati (forest-lord) ; those that have flowers,

and also those that bear fruit, (are) both called trees.

48. Plants with one stem and many stems ^ are of many
kinds ; so also grasses : but convolvulus and creepers spring

from seed or a slip.

49. These (creatures), enveloped by a manifold darkness

^ [Or " forest animals."] Animals ^ "One stem" {guccha), "many
with two rows of teeth, I.e., the car- stems" {gulma). Medhatithi ex-

nivora. Cf. vs. 43, below. plains these terms as meaning " one
- "According to their acts," i.e., root" and "many roots." Indian

" with reference to their acts in a botany and zoology are, it is need-
former existence" (Medh.) less to say, utterly fanciful and un-

•* [Raksas and Pi^'ficas.] scientific. [K.'s explanation is plain :

* It is difficult to a resident in where a shoot springs right up from
the tropics not to agree with Miss the root and there are no boughs,
Martineau's conclusion respecting that is a guccha ; where a clump of

vermin in hot countries ; it conies to shoots come up from one root, that
much the same as the text. is a [/ul»ia.]
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caused by (past) deeds, have an internal conscience,^ and

are endowed with pleasure and pain.

50. The existences, beginning with Brahma and ending

M'ith those (plants), which occur in this terrible, ever-pro-

gressive- transmigration of beings, have (thus) been related.

51. Having thus created all This and me, he of unthink-

able powers was again absorbed into himself, alternating a

time of (creation) by a time (of repose).

52. For when that Divine Being wakes, then this world

is active ; when he, peaceful, sleeps, then all sleeps.

53. Now when he sleeps in repose, those active beings

with a body cease from their own proper acts, and the

mind becomes powerless.

54. And when, in due course, they are lost in that great

being, then this self of all beings sleeps pleasantly in rest.

55. This one with its organs long remains (inactive),

liaving returned to darkness, nor does it perform its proper

acts; then it issues forth in forms.^

56. When, having become elemental (and) emanate, it

enters into seeds of plants or animals, it assumes a form.

57. Thus he, by wakefulness and sleep, vivifies, and,

imperishable (himself), destroys perpetually all This mov-

able and immovable.

58. Now he, having made this science* spontaneously,

duly taught it to me in the beginning, but I (taught it) to

the devotees Marici and the rest.

^ [I.e., are possessed of conscious- existing within (soul) ; it is tlie exit

ness.] of tliis only ; but by others this is

- [At all times its nature is to go not allowed, as Vyasa has said, 'When
on, that is, ever vanisliing (vind(i7d) the body has passed away the organs

Medh. ; so K.] occupy another body ; there is thus
^ [Miirtitah, or "it takes its exit no soul.' Even some Sankhyas will

from tlie body ;" cf. Medh. (wlio, we not allow a soul, those living in

must remember, was a Mimamsist)

:

Vindhya and otliers ; . . . others say

"It goes forth from the hody (^arl- this milrii is a form of the highest soul

rat), but truly this all-pervading {a<»ia);out of it living creatures make
self is, like the atmosphere, every- their appearance and are each (indi-

where ; what sort of an exit then vidual soul) endowed with bodies."]

has it? Its exit is merely the aban- '^ {^Qdstram is the treatise here

donment of a body induced by proclaimed. Medh. says, " Tliis book
activity, ... or, now, as certain ones (grantha) containing law and pro-

explain, there is another fine body hibitions is called the Manava code
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59. This Bhrgu shall cause you to hear that science in

its entirety ; for that devotee learnt it all, complete, entire,

from me.

60. Then that great Seer Bhrgu being thus addressed

by that Mann, said with pleased mind to all those Seers

:

Let it be heard !

61. There are six other Manus in successive genera-

tions sprung from this Manu Svayaiiibhuva (born of the

self-existent) ; they, magnanimous and of great glory,

created their own several offspring.

62. They are : Svarocisa, Auttami, Tamasa, Eaivata also,

and Caksusa, and the son of the sun (i.e., Vaivasvata very

glorious.

63. The seven glorious Manus, of whom Svayarhbhuva

is the first, having produced all this (world) of moving

and stationary beings, ruled (it each) in his own period.^

64. Eighteen winkings 2 of the eye make one Msijid

;

thirty hlsfhds (one) Jcald ; thirty kalds one muhurta ; and

so many (muhurtas) one should know to be a day and

night.^

65. The sun causes day and night, divine and human.

Night is for the sleep of beings, and day for the perform-

ance of their acts.

66. A (human) month (is) a day and a night of the

because Manu made it." In Medh.'s that the word " period " (antora) is,

time the double authorship of the like the word "month," expressive of

work seems to have been looked on a mere division of time ; but this is

with disfavour, not by him, but by wrong, for the time implied by the

opponents; for he says, "Certain word ?rta7m is different, and to this

persons say it was made by Hiranya- the word manvantara refers; it is

garbha but was revealed by Manu, not ordinary time (Medh.)]

the fact of the case being that the [- Nime.m. Two explanations are

work is like the Ganges, which has given by Medh., one (so K.) as

its source elsewhere, though first dis- translated, and one given by " others
"

coverable in the Himalayas, so that as " the time necessary to articulate

it is an idle question whether the a syllable."]

Deity or Manu made it." Medh. » This system of reckoning time,

adds that Narada says, " A book except that fifteen winkings are put

composed of 100,000 (verses) was for eighteen, is the same as that of

made by Trajapati, and abridged by the Visnu Purana. Several such

Manu and others " (Narada coming systems are mentioned in the Pu-

first in our version).] ranas, etc. See Hall's edition of

[1 "Period "—o)i<rtrrt. This makes Wilson's Visiiu Purana, i. pp. 47"

a manvantara (cf. vs. 79). Some say 50 7wte.
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manes, and the division is by the lunar fortnights. The

dark (half), (beginning with the full moon, is their) day

for actions ; and the bright (half, beginning with the new

moon), is their night for sleep.

67. A (human) year is a day and a night of the gods.

Again their division (is this) : their day is the northern,

and their night is the southern course of the sun.

68. Learn now summarily the measure of a day and a

nicrht of Brahma, and of the several ages in order.

69. They call krtayuga (a period containing) four thou-

sand years ; the twilight (preceding it consists) of as many

hundreds, and the twilight (following it) of the same

number.

70. In the other three (ages), with their twilights pre-

ceding and following, the thousands and hundreds are

diminished by one.

71. Twelve thousand of the four yugas]\xzi now reckoned

are called a yuga of the gods.^

72. But a thousand of (such) divine yugas in number

is to be known to be a day of Brahma, and a night also is

the same (in length).

y},. They (who) understand a holy day of Brahma,

which ends with a thousand yugas, and the night also of

the same extent, (are) people who know (the divisions of)

days and nights.

74. At the end of His day and night, He, being asleep,

awakes, and awaking creates mind, which is and is not.

75. Mind, urged on by (His) desire to create, effects

again) the (work of) creation ; and thence is produced the

^ The translation is literal. Ac- happened, such a fiction would natu-

cording to the commentators it rally arise and be adopted. Similar

should be translated, " The four ideas may be found to have arisen

yugas just reckoned, (consisting of) in Elurope in the Middle Ages, and
twelve thousand years, are called a even in the present century. In

yuga of the gods." The lengthening India these enormous periods are of

of ordinary into divine years is pro- comparatively modern invention, and
bably (as Prof, von Roth considers) were unknown in the fourth century

the work of commentators. When B.C. Cf. Arrian, "India," ix. (on

the end of the imaginary period, as authority of Megasthenes).

first invented, arrived, and nothing
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ether, which (the learned) know (to have) the quality of

sound.

•j6. Now from ether transforming itself springs the

pure and potent air, a vehicle of all odours ; and that is

lield to be endued with the quality of touch.

yy. Then from air transforming itself arises light, illu-

minating (objects), dispelling darkness, shining; and it is

declared to have the quality of form.

78. But from light transforming itself, water with the

quality of taste is said (to arise) ; and from water (arises)

earth with the quality of smell : such is the creation in

the beginning.

79. The before-mentioned age of the gods of twelve

thousand (years), if multiplied by seventy-one, is here

named a manvantara.^

80. (Such) manvantaras are countless, as (are) also the

creations and destructions ; the Supreme Being does this

again and again as if in sport.-

81. In the Krta age, dharma stands on four feet, and is

complete, as is truth also ; and (in that age) no advantage

accrues to men by nou-dharmcL^

82. But in the other ages, owing to accession of (wrong),

dharma is deprived successively of one foot ; and dharma

disappears foot by foot, through the prevalence of theft,

falsehood, and fraud.

83. Men free from disease, and with all sorts of pros-

perity, live four hundred years in the Krta age ; in the

Tretd and other (ages) their life* becomes shorter by a

fourth.

^ According to the Amarakoca, connection) ajasraihtviha kr'uldr-

an account of the manvantaras thaiii rikaroti]

should form one of the five topics * [ iparastate (Medh.): the image

treated in Puranas ; this is nt>t, of the four-footed dharma may be

however, the case. united, according to the conimenta-
- [The idea of the Supreme Being tors, with that of the bull in viii. 16

paraviesfhin) amusing himself by his (cf. ib. note), or the four feet may
creations is found elsewhere ; it is refer to the four virtues in v. 76, or

not only the ease that is implied, to other fourfold things.]

but also that it is done for sport, as, •* [{Aijuff, rai/a/i, Medh.)]

e.(/., Mbhu. xii. 3oi>, 3 (in a different
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84. The life of mortals, as mentioned in the Veda,^ the

blessings (resulting) from (good) works, and the powers of

embodied beings bear fruit according to the ages.

85. Other are the laws for men in the Krtaage; other

in the Treici (and) in the Dvdpara ; other in the Kali age,

in proportion to the decrease of the ages.

86. In the Krta age, the chief (virtue) is declared to be

austerity ; in the TrdCi, knowledge ; in the Dvdpara, sacri-

fice ; the only duty of the Kali is generosity.^

87. Now, for the sake of preserving all this creation,

the most glorious (Being) ordained separate duties for

those who sprang from (His) mouth, arm, thigh, (and)

feet.

88. For Brahmans he ordered teaching, study, sacrifice,

and sacrificing (as priests) for others, also giving and

receiving (gifts).

89. Defence of the people, giving (alms), sacrifice, also

study, and absence of attachment to objects of sense, in

short, for a Ksatriya.

90. Tending of cattle, giving (alms), sacrifice, study,

trade, usury, and also agriculture for a Vai^ya.

91. One duty the Lord assigned to a (^fidra—service to

those (before-mentioned) classes, without grudging.

92. Man is declared purer above the navel ; therefore

the purest (part) of him is said by the Self-Existent to be

his mouth.^

93. Since he sprang from the most excellent part, since

he was tlie first-born,* and since he holds the Vedas, tlie

Brahman is, by right, the lord of all this creation.

94. Him the Self-Existent, after having performed

penance, created in the beginning from his own mouth,

for presentation of oblations to the gods and offerings to

the manes, (and) for the preservation of all this (world).

1 [That is, of one thousand (Medh.) real thought of the maker.]

or one hundred years (K.), as ^ [Cf. v. 132.]

"others" say (Medh.)] * [Literally, his pre-eminence of

- [Literally " giving," and " to the birth, as it is expressed in full in the

Brahmans " may be supplied as the similar verse, x. 3.]
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95. What being is then superior to him, by whose

mouth the gods eat oblations and the manes offerings?^

96. Of beings, the most excellent are said to be the

animated ; of the animated, (those which) subsist by intel-

ligence ; of the intelligent, men ;
of men, the Brahmans.

97. But of Brahmans, the learned (are most excellent)

;

of the learned, (those who) know their duty; of those

who know it, (such as) do it ; and of (those who) do it,

(those who) know the Vedas.

98. The birth of a Brahman is a perpetual incarnation

of dharma;^ for he exists for the sake of dharma, and is

for the existence of the Vedas.^

99. When a Brahman is born, he is born above the

world, the chief of all creatures, to guard the treasury of

dharma.

100. Thus, whatever exists in the universe is all the

property of th« Brahman ; for the Brahman is entitled to

it all by his superiority and eminence of birth.*

lOi. The Brahman eats his own alone, wears his own,

and o-ives away his own : through the benevolence of the

Brahman, indeed, the other people enjoy (all they have).

102. For the ascertainment of his duties (and those) of

the other (castes) in order, the prudent Manu Svayaiii-

bhuva composed this treatise.

103. This treatise must be strenuously perused by a

learned Brahman and explained rightly to the pupil, but

not by any other (person).

104. A Brahman who studies tliis treatise^ (and) Avho

1 Ifari/a and larj/a. These two world is developed ; not even mean-

terms are continually put together ing the spiritual absolute being ; see

by way of contrast. JIavya is an note on ii. 28, 82.]

oblation to the gods ; kavya an offer- * As the commentators admit,

ing to the Manes. this is mere figure
^
of speech.

^ Dharma : sec the note to vs. Brahmans could commit theft just

26. as well as people of lower caste (see

•' [Or, "He i?, fitted for Brahma- ch. ix.), under Hindu laws just as

existence " (when he has acquired under the Penal Code. They were,

knowledge of dharma. It is doubt- however, formerly let off very easily,

fid if " Vedas "
is the correct transla- ^ "Treatise "r=fd«<m, or a body

tion of hrithma ; it proV)ably refers of teaching on any subject, either

to the substance from ^^•hich the of divine or human origin. It may
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has performed (his) vows, is never defiled by defects aris-

ing from mind, speech, or body.

105. He purifies his associates^ and seven of his kindred,

(both) ascending and descending; and, verily, he alone

deserves all this earth.

106. This (treatise is) a cause of prosperity, most excel-

lent, (and) increases intelligence ; this treatise brings fame

(and) long life ; this (treatise is) the best (source of) know-

ledge which brings deliverance.

107. In this (treatise) dharma (is) fully declared, also

the good and bad qualities of actions ; likewise also the

perpetual usages of the four castes.

108. Usage is highest dharma, (it is) mentioned in the

Vedas and approved by tradition f therefore, a prudent

twice-born (man) should ever be intent on this.

109. A Brahman who has fallen away from usage gets

not the fruit of the Veda ; but (if he be) attached to usage,

he enjoys the full fruit.

no. Thus devotees having seen (that) the course of

dharma is according to usage, comprehended usage to be

the final root of all austerity.

111. Manu has declared in this sacred treatise ^ the

orio-in of the world and the rules of the sacramental rites

;

also vows, conduct, and service (as due by a pupil to his

teacher), and the best rule for the ablution (by a student

on finishing the pupil stage of his life)

;

112. The taking a wife also, and the definition of the

(kinds of) marriages; the rules also for (the five) cere-

monies, and the perpetual order of funeral rites

;

113. Also the description of modes of livelihood, and

the vows of a householder; also what may and may not be

eaten, ceremonial purity, and the purification of chattels

;

be asserted that written books are line with others, men are, even now,

intended, but of this there is no restored to caste.

direct proof till late times. - [gruti and Smrt'i ;
cf. ii. 12.]

1 "Associates," lit. "line," i.e., ^ The words—"Manu has de-

those who sit in the same line with clared . . . treatise "—are from vs.

him in meals on solemn occasions. 1 18.

By being allowed to sit iu the same
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1 14. The application of dharma regarding women, the

duties of ascetics, final bliss and renunciation (of the

world) ; the whole dharma of kings and the decision of

legal disputes;

115. Also the rules for examining witnesses, and the

laws concerning husband and wife ; the dharma of parti-

tion (of heritage)
;
(about) gambling, and (that of) chastise-

ment of criminals

;

1 16. (The rules regarding) the service (due by) Vai^yas

and (^iidras, and the origin of mixed castes ; also the law

of castes in times of distress, and the rules of expiation

;

117. Also the threefold state of existence^ which arises

from actions ; and final bliss, and the examination of good

and bad qualities of actions
;

118. The eternal dharma of countries,^ castes,^ families ;*

also the dharmas of heretics ^ (and) of guilds.^

119. Just as Manu formerly, when questioned by me,

declared this body of teaching, so learn ye it to-day from

me

!

END OF THE FIRST LECTURE.

^ "Threefold state of existence," do what is wrong, "as Buddhists,"

i.e., being born again as an animal etc.

or in some higher form of existence ^ "Associations," as of traders,

—high, medium, or inferior. See xii. smiths, actors (Medh.

)

5 1 and the matter before it, in which It is worth while to compare the

the three degrees are further sub- twelfth lecture with the first, on

divided, each into three. which it throws considerable light

- " Dharma of countries " [or dls- in parts. [The twelfth lecture

tricts], followed in some particular appears more uniform, and is based

C(juntry, not in all the world on one system almost entirely ; the

(Medh.) Ragh. gives the Holi fes- first lecture appears to contain

tival as an example, which varies much more mingling of various

much in different localities. philosophical views, as its whole
^ "Castes," Brahmans, etc. character is that of a later prefix to

1 "Families," established by the work. Aside from the Puranic

famous families (Medh.

)

mythology, I find it difficult to bring
'•> "Heretics." Medhfitithi ex- such verses as 55 ff. in harmony

plains this by likarmastha, i.e., who with Sunkhya doctrine.]
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LECTURE 11.

SOURCES OF THIS SYSTEM AND THE COUNTRIES WHERE IT

OBTAINS; ON THE FIRST CONDITION OF LIFE OF A

BRAHMAN, OR THAT OF A STUDENT.

I. Learn the dharma which is followed by the learned

(and) good, by those ever free from spite and passions,

(and) which is acknowledged by the mind;!

2.2 Selfishness (is) not praiseworthy, yet unselfishness

exists not here ; for the study of the Vedas is for selfish

ends, and the practice of rites according to the Vedas.

3. Selfishness certainly has its root in the hope of a

reward ; sacrifices have their origin in selfishness ; all

vows and prohibitive rules ^ are said to arise from a hope

of reward.

4. Any act of an unselfish man is never at any time

seen here ; for whatever one does, that is the act of self-

ishness.

^ According to Medhatithi the ^ Vss. 2-5. These are clearly an
first chapter is to be regarded as in- interpolation in later times, when
troductory ; the real ti'eatise begins the doctrine of bhciHi, or faith, had
here. The words, " hrdayenCi 'bhy- arisen. In the old Vedic religion,

anvjndtah " = " acknowledged by the all ceremonies and sacrifices were
mind," have much exercised the avowedly performed in order to gain

commentators. I take hridaya to desired objects of different kinds,

be put for manas, of which it is [We may compare Cic, Fin., 3.

the seat. This is much as Medha- 5. 16: "Ex quo intellegi debet

tithi explains it : " hrdayacahdena principium ductum esse a se dili-

cittam." Raghavananda says : gendo,"—the pi'inciple of all action
" Ilrdaycne 'ti (;dstradvaldhe sati' is derived from self-love. In the text,

sddhundm manasy at'ive \sto yah sa self is to be inferred ; literally, " To
dharmah / tathd ca Vydsah : Vailed- be devoid of desire is something that

pike dtmatustih [pramdtmni iti

:

does not exist in this world."]

that is, the doctrine that where ^ " Prohibitive rules," such as not

there is no fixed rule in the treatises to injure any one (Medh.)— [Grov.j

one should follow his own inclina-

tions. Cf. 6.]
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5. (Yet) one rightly occupied in those (acts) goes to the

world of the immortals, and gets all (his) desires here as

hoped for.

6} The entire ^ Veda is the root of law, (so also) tradi-

tion and the practice ^ of those that know it
;

(also) the

custom of the good, as well as satisfaction of (one's) self.

7. Whatsoever dharma was proclaimed by ]\Ianu for any

one, that is all directed in the Veda ; he (was) possessed

of all knowledge.

8. So a learned man, having viewed by the eye of know-

ledge all this complete (system) as according to the autho-

rity of revelation, should certainly be firm in his own
dharma.

9. For a man performing the dharma declared by reve-

lation and tradition obtains fame here, and after his death

extreme happiness.

10. Now the Veda is to be understood as " revelation,"

but the law-treatises* (dharma-gdstra) as "tradition;"

these two are irrefutable * in all matters, for by these two

virtue arose.

11. A Brahman who, from adherence to rationalism,^

shall despise these two sources, he, an infidel blamer of

the Vedas, is to be banished by the just.

12. The Veda, tradition, good custom, and (what is)

pleasing to one's self, that (the wise) have plainly declared

to be the fourfold definition of dharma.^

13. A knowledge of dharma is ordained for men not

given up to wealth and pleasure ; of those who would

know dharma, the Veda (is) the supreme authority.

_ ^ Cf. Gautamadharma, i. i. 2; *" Law-treatises ;" not necessaril}',

Apastamba, i. I. I, 2. though very probably in this case,
- [Medh. says some consider the written books are intended. [Per-

Atharva as not a Veda at all, and haps better, "These two are not to

hold only the threefold knowledge be discussed in any respect."]

(of Rik,Yajus, Sama) as binding.] * " Kationalism " [hctucdsti-a] ;

* [This may mean either practice Buddhist and Carviika, etc., doctrine

as manners or good morals. Thir- (JNIedh.) [The hetiicdstra implies
teen kinds of the latter are quoted tlie hetulca (xii. Ill), who is a very
by K. from Harita, who adds tliat worthy person; but of. iv. 30.]
Gov. defines it as freedom from afiec- " [Cf. i. loS.j

tion and hate.]

B
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14. Now where there may be an opposition (of texts)

of the Veda, both (inconsistent passages) are declared (to

be) dliarma ; for both those dharmas were regularly de-

clared by the wise.

15. (Thus there is) this Vedic revelation: "The sacri-

fice takes place at all times ; when (the sun) has risen,

also when (the sun) has not risen ; so, too, when neither

sun nor stars are seen."

16.'^ Authority (to study) this science is to be recog-

nised (as belonging) to him whose sacramental course of

life, from conception to cremation, has been declared (to

be) by mantras^ but of no one else.

17. The (country) which is between the divine rivers

SarasvatI and Drsadvati, that land, fixed by the gods, (the

wise) call Bralimdvarta.

18. What custom of the (four) castes (and) the mixed

castes lias been handed down by course of succession in

that country, that is called good custom.^

19. Kuruksctra, Matsya, Paiicdla, (^urasenaka, (are) in-

deed Brahmarsi land, next* to Bralimdvarta.

20. All men in the world should learn their own proper

behaviour from a Brahman born in that country.

21. The country between the Himalaya and Vindhya

(mountains), which is to the east of Vifiagaoia and to the

west of Praydga, is called the central country.^

22. (The land) indeed between those two mountains,

(extending) to the Eastern and to the Western Sea, the

^vise call Arydvarta.

1 In Vedic times the reception of ^ [Medh. observes this is a general

outsiders into the community was, rule, not specially, e.g., to forbid

to a certain extent, recognised, and marriage with a cousin on the

ceremonies (e.g., the vrdtyastoma) mother's side, as some say.]

were in use for this purpose. This * "Next;" the conmientators say

verse is rather in the spirit of the "inferior." There is a map of India

exclusive Brahmansof modern times, according to the text by Mr. E.

[The ceremonies at this time were Thomas in the new edition of the

more for the purpose of readmitting "Numismata Orientalia" (edited

outcast members than to admit new by him), Part I.

ones; cf. vs. 39 note. The general ^ [Vina^ana, i.e., the terminus of

meaning of the verse may be " those the Sarasvati ; Praydga, the place

whose course of life is such as the where the Yanmua meets the

holy texts ordain.] Ganges.]
^ Mantras, i.e., Vedic texts.
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23. Where the black antelope ^ is indigenous, that

country" is to be known as a land fit for sacrifices ; the

Mleccha land (is) beyond it.'^

24. Let the twice-born (Brahmans, Ksatriyas, and

Vai^yas) strenuously resort to those countries ; but a

(^udra distressed for a livelihood may abide in any (land)

whatsoever,

25. The source of dharma has been concisely told you,

also the origin of all this (universe ; now) learn the dharmas

of the castes.

26. The conception-rite, &c., of the twice-born is to be

effected by meritorious Vedic rites
;
(this) bodily sacra-

ment (is) purificative both here and after death.^

27. By fire-offerings during the pregnancy, by the rite

on birth, the shaving of the head to form a tuft, (and) by
binding on the munj'a string, the seminal and uterine sin

of the twice-born is wiped away.

28. By study (of the Vedas), by vows, by fire-offerings,

by the traividya (vow), by ofierings, by offspring, and by

the great sacrifices, as well as the (other) sacrifices,* this

body is made united ^ with Brahman.

29. Before cutting the umbilical cord of a male (child),

the birth-rite is ordained (to be performed), and he (must)

^ Krsinamrf/n. What animal is in- are tobe added the (ii)sa»ifZi-a7'te/!rt,

tended it is impossible to say. In or ceremony on a student's return

Southern India a pretty little, but home, and his (12) marriage. The
rare, gazelle is taken for it. It does first three rites (during pregnancy)
not, however, answer to the name are : ( i ) (jarbhCidhdna, or sign of con-

so far as its colour (light brown) ceptioti
; (2) puvisava)ia, or quicken

goes. The earliest mention of the ing, and (3) simantomiai/ana, or part-

animal by a European tliat I know ing the mother's hair in the fourth,

i.s by Barbosa (circa 15 16). sixth, or eighth month of her first

- " Beyond it," i.e., sacrifices may pregnancy. The best account of

not be jjerformed there. [Medh. these rites is in the ^:(r«//oya!Y6<«a. for

enumerates among Mlecchas the the present time.

Meda Andhru {sic) Pulinda Cavara, * [Such as the jyotistoma (Medh.,
&c. (cf. Medh. x. 48), as outsiders K.)]

from the castes. The order to dwell '' [Another reading is neuter,

in this land is construed to mean "becomes a thing luiitetl to," etc.

that if a king conquers the Mlecchas, The word hrahnm, which has been
he should make the kingdom like left imtranslated, is neuter, and
thi.s land of sacrifice.] means probably the world -substance,

•* These verses enumerate the ten not as a spiritual, but as a physical
first sacramental rites, to which also force.]
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eat honey and ghee in a gold (spoon) to (the accompani-

ment of) mantras}

30. Now one should have his (the child's) name-rite

jDcrformed on the tenth or twelfth day (after birth), or on

a merit-giving lunar day or hour, or under a lucky star,

31. Let a Brahman's (name) be auspicious, a Ksatriya's

full of power; let a Vaiqya's mean wealth, a (^udra's, how-

ever, be contemptible.^

32. Let a Brahman's (distinctive title) imply prosperity,

a Ksatriya's safeguard, a Vai^ya's wealth, a (^udra's service.

33. Let women's (names) be pleasant, not harsh, plain

of meaning, charming, auspicious, ending in a long vowel,

(and) like words of benediction.

34. The infant's going out from the house should be

done in the fourth month
;

(his) eating food in the sixth

month,^ or what auspicious (practice) is preferred in the

tribe.*

35. The cuda/'-xitQ of all** the twice-born must be done

according to law in the first or third year (after birth), as

ordered by revelation,

36. One should perform the investiture of a Brahman
(with the sacred string). in thfe eighth year from concep-

tion; of a king (Ksatriya) ir, the eleventh; of a VaiQya

in the twelfth,

1 [The mantras are those used by ^ There is more or less laxity

his sect, his father's, or his Guru's
;

allowed in these matters at present,

vialc is emphatic according to Medh. [as permitted by the text and em -

(This commentator's use of "some phasised by the commentators ; the

think," " some explain," is such as tribal or family custom refers to the

in this passage to suggest that they variation of time or of the practice,

are occasionally used hypothetically, Medh. says "food" means other

a possible view being set up and than milk wliich the child takes the
overthrown, rather than an actual first five months.]
statement that other commentators ^ "In the tribe." This is an
explain the passage so and so ; a example of kuladharma alluded to

modification of meaning that would in i. 118. A "tribe" is a lesser

somewhat affect the amount of criti- division than a caste, and more cor-

cism devoted to the text before responds to a family.

Medh.'s day).] ^ Citdd, -i.e., forming a tuft on the
- This is obsolete. The names of head ; a kind of pigtail,

the diiferent castes are now usually " Or " this rite is for all the twice-

epithets or titles of some favourite born only," i.e., not the (^udra, who,
deity. The caste is known only by according to Medh., is included in

the suffixed title. vs. 34,
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37. (The investiture) of a Brahman desirous of divine

knowledge is to be done in the fifth year ; of a king who

seeks power, in the sixth; of a Vaigya who wishes for

M-ealth here, in the eighth (year).

38. The (communication of the) gayatri^ does not, for

a Brahman, take place after the sixteenth year; for a

Ksatriya, after the twenty-second ; for a Vai^ya, after the

twenty-fourth.

39. After that, (men of) those three (castes) who have

not been invested at the proper time are Vrdtyas,^ de-

graded from t\\Q gaijatrl, (and) despised by the respectable.^

40. Let not a Brahman at any time, even in time of

distress, form ties legally with those not purified accord-

ing to rule ; either (spiritual, by teaching them) the Veda,

or by kinship.

41. Let students wear (outwardly) skins of the krs-

ncunrga, deer, or goats
;

(as under-garments,) stuff of

hemp, I'suma, or wool, in order (of the castes)."^

42. The girdle of a Brahman is to be made of a triple

cord of munja, smooth^ and pliable; but of a Ksatriya it

(should be) a bowstring of murvd ; of a VaiQya, a triple

thread of hemp.^

43. If muilja cannot be had, (their girdles) are to be

made of higa, agmdntaJca, (or) valvaja, threefold, with one

knot, (or) three, or even five.

44. The sacred thread of a Brahman (must be) of cotton,

put on (over the left shoulder), threefold ; of a Ksatriya (it

must be) of hemp-thread ; of a Vaigya, a woolen thread.

45. A Brahman should, by law, have a staff of hilva o^

1 I.e., the investiture. Silk (as pure) is the only cloth used
- Vrdtyas, an old term for Aryans by some Vaisnavas while eating,

not Brahmanised. Such people were ^ [Or according to Medh., of like

admitted to the Aryans community size, i.e., "not small in one part and

by the ceremony called rrdti/astoma, smaller in another."]

In later times vrdti/a came to mean ^ This girdle is now only used at

people who were deficient as regards investiture with the thread, or on

the sacramental rites as above. occasion of its renewal every year
•* [Arya.] by a Brahmacdrin (student). For
* Cotton and silk (with the well- a description of munja (" Saccharum

to-do [Arya] cloth and velvet) are sara " of botanists), see Stewart's

alone used now for oxiter garments. "Punjab Plants" (1S69), p. 261.
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foldqa (wood) ; a Ksatriya, of banian (wood) or acacia; a

Vai^ya, a reed or udxvmhaTa (staff).^

46. A Brahman's staff is to be made, according to rule,

to reach (his) hair ; a king's, as high as his forehead ; a

Vaiq.ya's, to reach his nose.

47. Let all these staves be straight, without blemish,

fair to look at, not weapons of offence against men ; with

their bark, (and) not spoiled by fire.

48. Having taken a staff to his liking, and standing

opposite to the sun, let (a student), having circumambu-

lated the (sacred) fire to the right, go for alms 2 according

to rule.

49. Let an invested Brahman go for alms, (using)

hliavat at the beginning (of his request) ; let a king (do

so, using) hhavat in the middle ; but a Vai^ya with hhavat

last.3

50. He should first beg alms of his mother, (his) sister,

or the own sister of (his) mother, or (of a female) who
will not insult him.'*

51. Having gathered those alms as much as he wants,

having informed his Guru (of it) without deceit, let him

eat it after rinsing his mouth, (sitting) facing the east,

(and) pure.

52. Lor one facing the east eats (food) conducive to

long life ; facing the south, conducive to fame ; facing the

1 Natives, except old and low-caste ^ This begging alms by a Vedic
people, do not, in Southern India, student is, I believe, everywhere

carry staves. In Malabar the length obsolete. Such students are now
of the stick (or handle) of the palm- almost unknown, for Brahmans are

leaf umbrella carried by every one always married while yet boys. The
denotes the caste. Bralimans have practice of students going about to

it nearly as long as they are tall
;

beg food, etc., arose, there can be

low-caste people have it only a few little doubt, from the fact that the

inches long. Bilva, the " JEgle Brahman teachers were mostly jjoor

Mamielos ; " Paldi^a, the "Butea men, and that they taught gratis,

frondosa;" Udumbara, " Ficus glo- Students at the Government schools

inerata." of the present day in Southern India
" "Alms," articles of food, etc. think it no shame to follow the old
^ Bhaval, i.e., sir or madam, as custom, though they meet with the

tlie case may require; e.g., "Sir! smallest success,

give alms ;
" " Give, sir ! alms," etc.

[King, i.e., Ksatriya.]
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west, he eats prosperous (food) ; facing the north, he eats

(food) conducive to truth.

53. Let a Brahman always eat his food after having

rinsed his mouth, and (in a) collected (state of mind);

having eaten, let him thoroughly rinse his mouth, and

sprinkle with water the hollow parts.^

54. Let him ever reverence food, and let him eat with-

out finding fault with it ; having seen it, let him rejoice

and be satisfied, and let him always receive it gladly.

55. For food that has been reverenced ever bestows

strength and power; but that which has not been reve-

renced, (if) eaten, destroys both.

56. Let him not give the leavings to any one, and let him

also not eat between (times) ;^ let him not eat to excess,

and let him not go anywhere with a morsel in his mouth.

57. Over-eating is unwholesome, prejudicial to long life

and to (attainment of) heaven; (it is) vicious (and) de-

tested by people ; let him therefore avoid it.

58. Let a Brahman always perform the rinsing of his

mouth with (the part of his hand called) Irdhmatlrtha^

or with the Imya or traidagika; never with the intrya.

59. (They) call hrahmatirtha (that part) which is on the

surface of the root of the thumb
;

(that) at the root of the

little finger, kciya ; that at tlie tips (of the fingers), daiva

;

2ntrya, that below those two.

60. Let him first thrice rinse his mouth with water,

then twice wipe his mouth ; and let him also touch with

water the hollow parts,* the breast,^ and also the head.

1 " Hollow parts," i.e., eyes, ears, these several places are those from

nostrils, mouth, and excretory or- which the water is thrown or taken

crans. in the ceremonies.
° 2 «' Between (times)." Medhiltithi •* [Of the head. Cf. Gaut. i. 36

says [in giving the best of different (K., Medh.)]

explanations of "between"] that ^ [Literally, self-soul, " place of

there are two times for eatings heart, " or the navel ; and I think

morning and evenhig, and that on(! this means the navel, because it is

should not eat at any other. Cf. s(miewhere recorded that one should

Ap. Dh. S. i. 6, 18, 4, by which only lay hold on the navel ; the Mbh.

enough food to support life is allowed commands also bathing of the feet,

to be eaten. —ISIedh. (cf. Mbh. xiii. 104. 39.)]
'^ Tlrtha, or " pool," is used as
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6 1. One who knows the law (and is) desirous of purity

should ever rinse his mouth by means of the tirtlia} (and)

facing the east or north, in a solitary place, (and) with

water neither warm nor frothy.

^2. A Brahman is purified by water that reaches his

breast ; a king by (water) that reaches his neck ; a Vaigya

by (water) swallowed ; but a Cudra by (water merely)

touched by the extremity of (his lips).

6"^. A Brahman is said (to be) tqjavlta when his right

hand is lifted up (so that the sacrificial thread rests on his

left shoulder and passes under his right arm) ; if his left

(be extended, so that it rests on his right shoulder and

passes under his left arm), 'prdcindvita ; when it is round

his neck (and is not under either arm), nivlta.

64. Having thrown into water his girdle, skin (outer

garment), staff, sacrificial thread, (and) water-pot, (when)

worn out, let him take others with texts of the Vedas.

65. The kcganta (tonsure-rite) is ordered (to be done) in

the sixteenth year of a Brahman, in the twenty-second of

a Ksatriya, and in two years more after that for a Vai^ya.

66. This course, but without sacred texts, is all to be

performed for females, at the due time, and in due order,

for the consecration of (their) bodies.-

6^. The marriage ceremony is said to be the Vedic con-

seciation for women
;
(also) attendance to (their) husbands,

subjection to the Guru, household affairs, (and) attention

to the (household sacred) fire.

68. That holy rule regarding the investiture of the

twice-born which distinguishes (their second) birth has

been declared ; learn next the course of their acts.

69. The teacher, having invested a pupil, should first

teach him ceremonial purity, custom, and the attending

to the (sacred) fire, also the sandhyd devotions.^

70.^ Now when about to recite (the A^eda) he is to be

^ Tlrtha, see vs. 5S. ^ [The twilight devotions, morn
2 The only real sacrament (smiis- and eve.]

Ixlra) for women is marriage. See ^ 70 ff. Cf. another account of this

next verse, curious scene in the Prdtirakluja of
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taught, after he has rinsed his mouth, sitting with his face

to the north,^ as is prescribed, and having made - homage

to the Yedas, with a light garment ^ on, and his senses

lecrulated.

71. At the beginning and end (of recitation) of the

Veda, the teacher's two feet are always to be clasped ; he

must recite having closed both hands, for that is called

homage to the Vedas,

72. The clasping of his teacher's (feet) is to be done by

him with the hands crossed,* the left (foot) is to be touched

by the left (hand), the right by the right.

73. Let then the teacher, at all times unwearied, say to

the (pupil) about to recite, " Ho ! recite
!

" and let him

rest (if he says), " Let there be a pause !"

74. A Brahman should always say d)n at the beginning

and end (of a recital) of the Veda ; without dm before, it

slips away ; and without it after, it disappears.

75. Sitting on {ku^a-gvass) with the points to the east,

and made pure by purifications,^ purified (also) by three

suppressions of breath, one is then fit (to pronounce) the

svUable dm.

•jS. Prajapati milked from the three Vedas the letter

A, also the letter U and the letter M,^ and (the words)

hliuli, hhuvah, svcdp."

yy. Also from the three Vedas Prajapati, the Supreme

Lord, milked part by part this re, beginning with tad,

(called) (jdijatrl?

the Rigveda, ch. xv. (Lect. iii. ch. 3), not to hurt, touching merely with

vol. iii., pp. 92-98 of M. Regnier'

s

the finger-tips (Medh.)]

edition. ' [" Grass rings on his third finger,"

1 [K. quotes Gaut. i. 54 to show is Dr. B.'s translation (K. and Rugh.

he may stand facing east as well.] say on the two hands), for which I

-[Or "making" ("Ard)
;

pCitha have ventured to substitute the lite-

(]Medh.); Vedas, literally Brdhma.] ral meaning, as these words are evi-

^ [One explanation of this is, ac- dently explanatory.]

cording to Medh.. that purity is " These three letters form om.

shown by the lightness of the gar- '' Rigveda, iii. 62, lO. Tat savi-

ment.] tur rurcni/am / hliar<jo dcvasija did-

* [Some read vhvjada (for njati/- maid / didyah yo nah pra cudoi/dt.

nsta), that is, the "hands are to be [This verse is one of the most

spread out and lightly rested, so as famous in Hindu literature. Prof,
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78. A Brahman who knows the Vedas, if he mutter

that syllable (dm) and that (verse) preceded by the three

words (mentioned) at both sandhjds (or morning and

evening), is endowed with the merit of the Vedas.

79. But a twice-born (man), having repeated those three

a thousand times outside the (town^), is freed in a month

from even a great sin, like a snake from its slough.

80. A Brahman, Ksatriya, (or) Vaigya not endowed with

that re and his proper sacraments at their due times,

becomes an object of contempt among the good.

81. The three imperishable great words preceded by

dm, and also the savitrl, consisting of three lines,- is to be

considered the mouth of the Vedas.

82.^ He who, unwearied, repeats day by day those

(words and text) for three years, goes, with an etherial

body,* to the supreme Brahma, becoming (like) air.

S}). The one syllable dm (is) the supreme Brahma;

suppressions of breath (are) the highest austerity ; but

there is (nothing) higher than the sdvitrl : truth is better

than silence.

84. All the Vedic rites, oblational (and) sacrificial, pass

Whitney has discussed it in vol. i. which can be got for a penny, no

p. 111-112 of the new edition of sensible man buys for ten." The
Colebrooke's Essays. His transla- real meaning is that the regular pu-

tion runs as follows :
—" Of Savitar, rification must be done ; this is for

the heavenly, that longed-for glory general absolution when sins are

may we win, and may himself in- done unintentionally.]

spire our prayers !"] - [The sdvitrl (gdi/atrl) has three

1 "Outside the towTi," i.e., on a pudas, cf.. vs. 77. Vedas, literally

river island and the like (Medh.)
;

Brahma.]

"on the bank of the river, or in a ^82ff. This is quite recent in idea

;

jungle and the like " (K.) [This is substitutes for sacrifices in this style

undoubtedly a general statement are found in relatively i-ecent trea-

offering purification on slight terms, tises only, such as the Samavidhana-

Medh. has an amusing discussion of brahmaiia and Rgvidhana.

this point, comparing this purifica- ^ [That is to say, his body is de-

tion with other severer ones. Who, stroyed ; he is like the atmosphere,

he says, would be such a fool as to devoid of a real body (Medh., K.

imdergo severe penance and bodily Ragh.) On Brahma, cf. vs. 28, note,

mortification when he can get puri- I have here again ventured to change

fied by merely muttering prayers? the translation of Dr. B. ("goes in

As a verse says, " If honey is found his own body "), convinced that it is

in the sunbeam, what use to go to a mere mistake through reading sva

the mountain '! " Again, " That for kha.]
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away ; but this imperishable ^ syllable urn is to be known

to be Brahma and also Frajapati.

85. The sacrifice of muttering (this word, &c.) is said

to be better by tenfold than the regular sacrifice ; if in-

audible, it is a hundredfold (better); a thousandfold, if

mental.

86. The four household sacrifices accompanied by the

regular sacrifices,^ all those are not worth the sixteenth

part of the sacrifice by muttering.

87. But by (such) muttering even a Brahman (be-

comes), there is no doubt, perfect; whether he perform

anything else or not, a Brahman is called maitra (or well

disposed to all things.)^

2,S. Let a wise man, like a driver of horses, exert dili-

gence in restraint of his senses straving among seductive

sensual objects.

^g. Those eleven senses which former wise men have

mentioned, I will declare rightly in due order.

90. Ears, skin, the two eyes, the tongue, and the nose

also (as) fifth, the anus and generative organ, hand and

feet ; speech is said (to be) the tenth.

91. The ears, &c., in succession, (viz.) five of these (ten

^ " Imperishable." Medhatithi seems to me rather to reverse the

reads aJcsaram, which he explains by original meaning ; for the tenor of

"imperishable." Aksaijam is given these verses is, as he has pointed out

by Kulluka, which means the same ; above (82 note), that just as much
Haughton reads c/K.<Av(ra?H, or "hard good is done by prayer as by de-

to make," which is unintelligible. struction of life in sacrifices. The
^ " Four household sacrifices," i.r., translation would, therefore, be per-

the pakai/ajilas called Vairvadeva- haps better if we translated cva in

homa, halikarman ; nityarrdddlia, its usual sense, rendered samsklh-

and atithlbhojana. " Regular sacri- yet according to the commentators,

fices," i.e., new and full-moon sacri- and connected (b, i) with (a) thus :

fices, etc. {darr(i2:>ur)iamdsa, etc.) "Now there is no doubt that a

[The pCikayajms are called " the Brahman would attain complete hap-

great sacrifices ;
" omitting the hruh- piness by merely muttering i)rayers,

maj/ajnn, there are the (above- whether he perform anything else or

named) four (Medh.) According to not (i.f., slay animals at a sacrifice),

K. the 2^dh(>/njrias are these four of [for] a I5rahman is called one who is

the five lualidijitjnas, great sacri- friendly (to all creatures)." Kagh.

fices.] also seeks a connection between
^ [As this is carefully punctuated Maitra and Mitra, the sun-god ; cf.

in Dr. B.'s MS., I allow the trans- xi. 35.]

lation to stand as his, though it
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the wise) term organs of sense ; the anus, etc., viz., five of

them (they term) organs of action.

92. Mind is to be known (as) the eleventh, which by

its own nature partakes of both (sense and action), wliich

being conquered, those two sets of five are also con-

quered.-^

93. Without doubt, one incurs fault by attachment of

the senses (to sensual objects) ; but having subdued them,

then one gets perfection.

94. Desire never rests by enjoyment of lusts, like as fire

surely - increases the more by butter (offered in it).

95. He indeed who may attain all those desires, and he

who may forsake them entirely, (as for both these) the

renunciation is better than attainment of all lusts.

96. Those (organs) attached to sensual objects cannot

be curbed so much by non-indulgence as ever by know-

ledge.

97. The Vedas, liberality also and sacrifices, observances

also and austerities, never make for the perfection of one

who is of depraved nature.

98. That man who, having heard and touched, seen and

eaten and smelled, neither rejoices nor ever is sad, he is to

be known (as a man) who has conquered his senses.

99. But among all the senses, if one sense fails, by that

his wisdom fails ; as water (runs out) by one hole from

a leather bag.^

1 [These eleven organs of sense He says the vessel is one made of a

and action plus the two principles of goat's hide, and adds, " All the water

intelligence and consciousness make could escape from one foot, even if

the " thirteen instruments of know- all the other feet are securely fas-

ledge" of the Sankhya doctrine, tened." Ragh. renders pddad _di-

Cf. with this elaborate interpolation rectly by " from a hole." The hide

(?) the VPS. i. 14, 15.] often is used in Oriental countries

- [Just as a fire merely grows complete, each leg being made water-

greater if a melted oblation is poured tight. Though Dr. B. prefers

upon it, so lust, etc. ; a proverbial Medh.'s exi^lanation, he has kept

verse in the epic poetry.] that of K. It is possible, however,

» Medh. reads drteh fadat, i.e., that K.'s ji«<ra< may merely explain

from the bottom of a' leather bag. drtch, and both wi)rds may be abla-

K. has drteh patrdt, i.e., from a tives, chidt-a, as in Ragh., para-

vessel of leather. [Medh. means, I phrasing pdddt, " from a leather

think, literally one foot of the bag. vessel out of a hole."]
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100. Having restrained the host of senses, and having

also subdued the mind, (even though) not wasting his

body by asceticism, a man may attain all objects.^

10 1. At the morning twilight let him stand muttering

the sdvitri till he has seen the sun; at the evening, (let him)

seated (mutter it), till the constellations clearly appear.

102. Standing and muttering (the gayatri) at the morn-

ino- twili'T-ht, he removes nocturnal sin : but seated at the

evening twilight, he destroys sin done by day.

103. But he who stands not at the morning and sits

not at the evening (twilight) is to be expelled, like a

^udra, from every ceremony of the twice-born.

104. Subdued near water, let him engaged in the obli-

gatory ceremonies repeat the sdvitri, having gone to a

forest, (being) self-possessed.

105. There is also no prohibition of study for the

neddiigas'^ or the obligatory recitation, so also as regards

the texts for offerings to fire {homo).

106. There is no prohibition of the obligatory recitation,

for that is called the Veda sacrifice ;
^ the Veda sacrifice is

meritorious with, (the word) msat, which should not be

uttered.'^

107. He who, restrained and pure, goes over the recita-

tion according to rule for a year, for him it ever flows with

milk, curds, butter, honey.

108. Let a twice-born man who has been invested (with

the sacred string) collect fuel, go begging, sleep low ou

the ground, do what pleases (his) teacher, till he (the

pupil) returns home.

1 [K. understands by this that a ^ [This may be the sense, but it

man accustomed to pleasures should seems better to render :
" the Veda-

give them up gradually, so as to do sacrifice (i-ecitation) is meritorious,

himself no harm. ISIedh. offers two though the signal for completion has

explanations of yof/atah, uniting it been given." The second Veda-sacri-

with aksini-an, or with rncdrtvu.] fice means here the recitation, which
- Vcd(lii</as. So Medhfitithi ex- is meritorious although the word

plains itpakarana = helping, assist- ramt, indicating the end of the

ing, apparatus. [In [b) Medh. notes sacrifice (here the reading), has been

na virodha itl vd pathah.^ pronounced. Yaumfkartum is to

3 [Which never has an end pronounce the benediction, to end

(Medh.)] the work.]
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109. Ten are legally to be instructed—the son of (one's)

teacher, an obedient (youth), one who communicates

knowledge, one who is virtuous, one who is pure, one who

is trustworthy, one who is able, one who gives wealth, one

who is good, one's own (relative).

no. Let not a prudent man unasked tell any one (the

Vedas), nor (tell) one who asks improperly; though he

knows, let a wise man act like a dumb man in the world.

111. He who declares illegally and he who asks ille-

gally, one of those two dies or incurs hatred.

112. Where there are not virtue and wealth or suitable

obedience, learning is not to be sown there, just as (one

does not sow) good seed in barren soil.

1
1
3. Eather a teacher of the Veda should die with his

knowledge ; even (if) in distress,^ he may not sow it in

wild salt soil.

114.^ Learning went to a Brahman (and) said, " I am

thy treasure ! Guard me ! Give me not to a scorner ! so

I shall be strongest.

115. "But him whom thou knowest (to be) a pure

student subdued, declare me to him, a Brahman, a pro-

tector of (this) treasure, (and) not self-willed."

116. Now he who may acquire the Veda without per-

mission from one reciting (it), he is guilty of theft of the

Veda, (and) goes to hell.

117. One should salute first him from whom one gets

secular, Vedic, or also transcendental^ knowledge.

118. Better a well-behaved Brahman who knows only

the gayatri, than one ill-behaved, who eats all (kinds of

1 "Even (if) in distress," i.e., he Vasistha smrt'is. They also occur

must not communicate it to an un- in the Saiiihito-panishadbrahmana

worthy person for a reward. of the Samaveda, see pp. 29-30 of

2 This, with vs. 144 [which ap- my edition. [The older form of these

pears to have originally followed two verses, 1 14, 1 15 (as well as 144),

these verses as a whole], constitutes was in the i.r,s-/«6/t metre, as in the

a very favourite saying of the Brah- smrtis just referred to.]

mans. These verses, in an older ^ [Knowledge concerning one's self

form, are quoted in the Nirukta (ii. {adhydtman ; cf. Johaent., p. 58), as

4^, and (more like this present text) opposed to the outer world.]

they occur also in the Visnu and
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food) and sells all (kinds of articles), though he knows the

three Vedas.

1 19. One should not sit down on a bed or couch on
being approached ^ by a superior, and one sitting on a bed
or couch should arise and salute him.

120. For at an old man's approach the vital breath ^ of

a youth goes out upwards ; by rising and saluting he gets

it afrain.O

121. Of one who has the habit of saluting always (and)

reverencing the aged, four (things) increase—life, know-
ledge, glory, (and) strength.

122. After saluting, a Brahman addressing an elder

should declare his own name, saying, " I am such a

one!"

123. Those who understand not^ salutation by name,
let a wise man say to them, " It is I." So also to all

women.

1 24. In salutation one should utter the word " llioh
"

at the end of one's name; for the nature of " hhoh"^ has

been held by the seers (to be the same as) the nature of

names.

125. In salutation a Brahman is to be addressed, " Live

long, sir !
" at the end of his name the voweP with its pre-

ceding letter is to be uttered prolonged.

126. The Brahman who knows not the (form of) answer
to a salutation is not to be saluted by a wise man ; as a

Cudra, so even (is) he.

127. One should ask a Brahman on meeting (him) after

(his) happiness ; a Ksatriya, (after his) welfare ; a Vai^ya,

(after his) prosperity ; a (^udra, (after his) health.

128. A person initiated (for a sacrifice) is not to be

^ On a bed or couch occupied by * [I.e., l/io/i, when used for names
(K.) ; or according to Medh., one of persons, is the form of the name.]
should not sit down alongside a ^ [Lit. the vowel a which stands
superior on a prepared bed or couch.] for i, and the others ; this is in the

- "Breath," lit. "breaths ;" "it," salutation in return, and the rule is

lit. " them." for Ksatri3-as and Vaii^yas as well as
^ " Understand n<it," i.e., from priests (Medh.)]

ignorance of ISanskrit.
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addressed by name, even though he be the younger;

but let one who knows law accost liim with hJioh or

hhavat.

129. The wife of another and women not relatives, one

should address by hliavatl, subhaga, or hhagini.

130. One's maternal and paternal uncles, wife's father,

priests, teachers (though) younger, one should, standing

up, accost by " I am such an one."

1 3 1. A mother's sister, a maternal uncle's wife, a mother-

in-law, and a father's sister are to be reverenced like a

teacher's wife ; they are equal to a teacher's wife.^

132. A brother's wife of the same caste is to be saluted

even every day ; but kinswomen are to be saluted after

an absence from home.

133. To his father's sister, (and) his mother's sister, and

(his own) elder^ sister, one should behave as to (one's)

mother
;
(but) a mother (is) more venerable than they.

134. The equality of fellow-citizens is for (a difference

in age of) ten years ; of artisans, (for) five ; of priests, (for)

three ; but among blood-relations for a short while.^

135. Now one should consider a Brahman ten years old

and a Ksatriya a hundred years old as father and son

;

but of them the Brahman (is) the father.

136. Wealth, kindred, age, acts, (and) knowledge as the

fifth ; those are causes of respect ; the most important (is)

the last (mentioned). ..-^

137. In whom among the three (higher) castes^tjie most

and the best of (those) five may be, he is here \^rthy of

respect; even a (^iidra, (if) he has attained the tenth

(decade of his life).

138. Way is to be made for one in a carriage, one in his

tenth (decade), a sick person, one carrying a load, a woman,

1 [This rule applies even if the constitutes among relatives a differ-

women are younger (than tlie ence in position ; but in other cases

speaker).—Medh. The teacher is only a considerable difference as spe-

here the Guru.] citied. [This "equality" refers to
^ [Accidentally omitted in Dr. the form of salutation among equals.

B.'sMS.] Cf. Gaut. vi. 15 ff.]

3 I.e., a small difference in age
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also for the king and a student who has returned home,

and for a bridegroom.^

139. But of (all) those (if) met together, the student who

has returned home and the prince^ are to be honoured

(with the right of way); but of the prince and the student

who has returned home, the student receives this honour

from the prince.

140. Now the twice-born manwho having invested a pupil

(with the sacred string) teaches him the Veda with its ritual

and upanisads,^ him (the learned) term teacher (acdryci).

141. But he is called sub-teacher {upddhyaya) who for

(his) livelihood teaches a single portion of the Veda, or

aiiain the Vedaugas.

142. That Brahman is called Guru who performs accord-

infT to rule the rites on conception and the like, and feeds

(the child) with rice (for the first time).

143. He who, chosen bj any one, performs the agnyd-

dheya,^ pdhayajnas, and agnistoma, and other sacrifices, is

called here the sacrificial priest {rtvij).

144. He who fills ^ duly both ears with the Veda is to

be considered (like one's) father and mother; him one

should never injure.

145. A teacher surpasses in venerableness ten sub-

teachers ; a father, a hundred teachers ; but a mother (sur-

passes) a thousand fathers.

146. Of the natural father and the giver of the Veda,

the more venerable (is) the father who gives the Veda

;

the birth of a twice-born man through the Veda is eternal,

here and after death.*^

^ "Bridegroom," vivdhdya prav- lecture dcdrya and guru are used

rttah.—Medhiitithi. as equivalent.
•2 <i Pi-ince," not a mere Ksatriya, ^ " Fills," dtrnoti or dvrnoti

;

[because of vs. 135, K.] both readings occur. Medhiitithi
^ [Lit. "its mysteries," cf. vs. 165.] supports the first. [Cf. Yaska's
* I.e., the establishment of the utruatti, vide note to 114.]

sacred fires. It must be remarked ^ I.e., by a knowledge of the

that the first three terms here de- Vedas one profits not only here,

fined (and especially dcdrya and but ever after in successive condi-

guru) are not used in this book with ti<ins of existence, whereas the

the precision one might expect after effect of the natural birth ceases

this definition ; at the end of this with death.

C
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147. As liis father and mother beget him mutually out

of lust, one should know that (birth to be merely) his

cause of existence, when he is born from the womb.

148. But the birth which the teacher^ who has com-

pleted the Veda, duly brings about for him by the gdyatri,

that is the true (birth), free from old age, eternal.

149. He who confers the benefit of the Veda (gruta) on

any one, be it little or be it much, he should know him to

be here his Guru, by reason of that benefit through the

Veda.

150. The Brahman who is the cause of the Vedic birth

and the director of one's duty, even though a youth, is

legally the father of an old man (whom he teaches).

151. Angirasa- Kavi, a child, taught his elders,^ (and)

said to them, "Children!" having received them (as

pupils) by reason of his knowledge.

152. They, indignant, asked the gods about that matter;

and the gods having assembled, said to them, " The child

has spoken to you correctly."

153. An ignorant man is verily a child; one who com-

municates the mantra is a father; for (the wise) have

called an ignorant man a child, but one who communicates

the mantra a father.

154. For not by years, nor by grey hair, not by wealth

or kindred (is superiority) ; the seers made the rule

—

Who knows the Veda completely, he is great among us.^

155. Of Brahmans superiority (is) by knowledge, but

of Ksatriyas by valour ; of VaiQyas by reason of property

(and) wealth, and of ^udras by birth.

156. One is not, therefore, aged because his head is

grey ; whoever, although a youth, has perused (the Vedas),

him the gods consider an elder.

157. Like a wooden elepliant, like a leathern deer, so a

^ [Acarya ; so in the following, if sons, and the like." [Cf. Ap. i. 13,

not used technically.] 15.]
- [Cf. Baudh. i. 2-A7- The senti- * [This verse with the following

nient is opposed byAp. i. 13, 15.] is proverbial, and is repeated several
* " His elders," pitarah. Medha- times in the Mbha. and the other

tithi explains this by "uncles, their law-books.]
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Brahman who has not perused (the Veda) : those three

carry the name only.^

158. As a eunuch (is) unproductive with women, and

as a cow (is) unproductive with a cow, and as a gift to

a fool (is) futile, so a Brahman who knows not the (Veda)

verses (is) useless.

159. Teaching for good is to be eflected without injury

to creatures ;- and by one desiring his duty, also, sweet low

speech must be used.

160. He whose speech and mind (are) pure and ever

properly guarded verily obtains all the fruit derived from

the completed Veda.^

161. Let not a man, even though pained, be sour-

tempered, nor devise a deed of mischief to another ; let

not a man utter improper (sayings), by which utterance

another is made uneasy.*

162. A Brahman should ever shrink from honour as

from poison, and should always be desirous of disrespect

as if of ambrosia.

163. For though despised, one sleeps with comfort, with

comfort awakes, with comfort goes about in this world

;

(but) the scorner perishes.

164. Purified in self by this course of acts, a twice-born

(student) should gradually, while dwelling with his Guru,

accumulate austerity according to the Veda.

165. By different kinds of austerities and by various

vows prescribed by rule the whole Veda with its esoteric

teaching^ is to be studied by a twice-born man,

166. So let a Brahman ever study just the Veda, when

1 Probably allusions to old stories. ^ [Or (Medh.) " first recognised in

Cf. the Brliatkatha for a wooden the Vedaiita."]

elephant. Medhfitithi takes it •* [In Mbha. xiii. 104, 31, this

literally. [In Mbha. xii. 36, 46 ff., verse occurs as Tr>tubh, wiiich may
the same idea as this is expressed in indicate the older form. This is not

slightly dilfei'ent words (but i/athCi necessarily the case, however, as

still retained!) and with added some of the latest verses in the Mbha.
similes.] are in that measure.]

- "Creatures," i.e., pupils, who ^ [What in vs. 140 is translated

are to be chastised by a rope or xipanuads; lit. mystery.]

bamboo I (Medhutithi and Kulluka).
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about to practise austerity
;
practice of the Veda is here

termed a Brahman's best austerity.^

167. The twice-born man who, though wearing a gar-

land, daily repeats the Veda as well as he can, to the tips

of his nails performs the highest austerity.

168. The twice-born man who not having gone over the

Veda makes diligence in other matters,''^ he with his pro-

geny, even when living, speedily attains the condition of

a (^udra.

169. By rule of revelation {i^ruti) a twice-born man's first

birth (is) from a mother ; the second, on binding on the

girdle ; the third, on initiation for a sacrifice.^

170. Of these, his Veda-birth is marked by the binding

on of the girdle ; in it the gdyatrl (is) the mother, but the

teacher is said to be the father.

171. (The learned) term the teacher father by reason

of his communicating the Veda ; for no rite is proper for

him (the student) up to the fastening of the girdle.

172. Let him not use^ the Veda except for funeral

rites ; for he is like a ^udra so long as he is not born by

the Veda.

173. Of him who has been invested the performance of

vows is required, and also the reception of tlie Veda in

due order with rites.

174. Whatever skin(-garments), whatever thread, and

whatever girdle is ordered for any one, whatever staff and

whatever clothes, that (is) for him even in (the perform-

ance of) vows.

175. Now let a student of the Veda living with his

Guru follow these rules, havin^r restrained the host of his

senses for the sake of the increase of his austerity.

176. Being bathed^ (and) pure, let him ever make
^ [Cf. Ap. i. 12, I ff.] »&id, NaBraJividhJiivydharet ; there-

_ - [Women's knowledge, etc. Cf. fore the opinion some hold that it is

Ap. ii. 29, 1 1 ; Vas. iii. 2.] no fault to peruse by himself is in-

^ [So the tivke-hom has three correct.—Medh.]
births ! Visnu xxviii. 37 gives only ^ [He should bathe for cleanliness,

two.] not for pleasure, according to Gaut.
* [7.e., peruse for himself as well as ii. 8, 9, and ix. 61; Baudh. i. 2. 3,

employ at rites ; for it is elsewhere 39 ; and Visnu xxviii. 5 (K.)
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libation of water to the gods, seers, and manes ; also (let

him do) worship of the gods, and collecting of fuel.

177. Let him avoid honey and flesh, perfumes, garlands,

(sweet) juices, women; all sweets turned sour, and injury

also to living beings
;

178. Ointments, collyrium for the eyes, shoes, carrying

an umbrella ; lust and anger and greed, dancing and music
;

179. Gaming also, and disputes between people, gossip

and falsehood ; looking at and touching women also, and

striking another (person).

1 80. Let him sleep by himself always ; let him never

spill (his) seed; for one who voluntarily spills (his) seed

destroys his vow.

181. A twice-born student having involuntarily spilt

(his seed) in sleep, having bathed and having worshipped

the sun, should thrice mutter the text, "Again to me,"^&c.

182. Let him, well-disposed,- collect the water-pot, cow-

dung, earth, kuga (grass), as much as necessary (for his

Guru), and let him, day by day, go to beg.

183. Let a student, restrained, gather alms every day

from the house of persons not wanting in the Vedic sac-

rifices who are famed in (respect of) their acts.

184. Let him not beg in the family of his Guru, nor

from his kinsmen or relatives ; but if there be not other

houses, let him avoid the first.^

185. Or let him, in the absence of those mentioned

formerly, go to the whole village, restrained, having re-

pressed (his) speech ; but let him avoid accursed (sinners).*

186. ILaving gathered fuel from afar, let him lay it

^ 'Again to me.' ' Punar mam he .should not resort to any of these

aitv indriyam,'' "Again to_ me may unless he must ; then let him begin

strength return " (Taitt. Aranyaka, with the last mentioned. Accord-

i. 30). Such uses of texts are fre- ing to Medh., in this inverse order :

(juent in the later Vedic works, r.r/., his Guru's relatives, relatives on the

the Sdmavidhdmibrdhmuna and the father's side, those on the mother's

several Rigvidhdnns. side, i.e., her brother, etc.]

- [Sumanngah (?), better flmccys * [In the language of the Siitms

(K.) Let him collect the water-pot, we have here abhifasta for mahd-
tiowers, etc.] iidtalcui ; cf. Ap. i. 21, S.]

•* [/.t., each first; in other words,
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down in the air,^ and, evening and morning, let him, un-

wearied, offer with it to fire.

187. Not having begged, and not having fed the fire

for seven days, if not sick, (a student) should perform the

vow of an unchaste student.^

188. Let him ever subsist by alms; let one under a

vow eat not the food of one person ; the subsistence by

alms of one under a vow is said to be equal to fasting.

189. But he may eat at his will, so far as his vow will

allow, when invited for a ceremony to the gods, and

abstinently ^ (in a ceremony) to the manes
;
(so) his vow

is not broken.

190. This conduct is, indeed,* indicated by the wise for

a Brahman; but this conduct is not ordered thus for a

Ksatriya or Vai^ya.

191. Directed by (his) Guru, (and) even if not directed,

let him ever exert ^ himself in study and in (what is)

r^rateful to his teacher.

192. Having restrained both body and speech, (his)

organs of sense (and his) mind, let him stand with the palms

of his hands together regarding the face of (his) Guru.

193. He should ever have his arm bare,^ (be) well-

behaved and composed; if addressed, "Be seated!" let

him sit opposite (his) Guru.

194. In his Guru's presence let him always have the

worse food, clothes, and garments ; let him stand up'^

before him, and go to rest last.

195. Let him not, when lying down, listen to^ and

1 [I.e., out-doors.] ment." Medh. remarks that some
-

' AvaJchmin,' i.e., a student who think the application of this rule is

has failed in chastity, etc. [of. xi. at the moment of address by the

121 ; the expiation, ib. 119. "Sick," Guru, "he should have his body

i.e., ill.] covered up in the Guru's presence

3 [Literally, "like a seer" (rsw'flO- (should not remove the outer gar-

Medh. says this and the foregoing ment) and stand thus ; but the rule

vratavad are " two words with one takes effect the moment the Guru
meaninc."] by word or wink indicates that he is

* [{eva), perhaps better "for a to be seated." (Cf. Ajj. i. 2. 6, 18.)]

Brahman alone."] ''
[I.e., get up in the morning.]

^ [Medh. Ye^AsyogamioT yatnam.'] ^ [I.e., in effect, he should not re-

^ [Literally, hand. K. says, " His cline, &c., when listening or con-

right arm outside of his outer gar- versing.]
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converse (with his Guru), nor seated, nor eating, nor stand-

ing: with his face turned aside.

ig6. Let him do so standing (if his Guru) be seated, but

approaching him if standing ; meeting him if he advance,

and running after (him) if he run
;

197. Facing him if (his face) be turned away; going

near if lie be standing far off; but reverencing him if

lying down, and in his proximity if standing.

198. Let his bed and seat be always low in (his) Guru's

presence ; let him not sit as he likes within eyesight of

(his) Guru.

199. Let him not utter his (the Guru's) mere name ^ even

behind his back ; ^ let him not imitate his gait, speech, acts.

200. Where there is detraction or even blame of (his) Guru,

he must there stop both ears, or go from thence elsewhere.

201.2 j>y detraction (of his Guru) he becomes (when

born again) an ass ; a blamer (of his Guru) becomes

indeed a dog ; one who appropriates his goods becomes

a worm
;

(if) envious, he becomes an insect.

202. Let him not when at a distance salute him, nor

if angry,-* or in proximity of a woman ;^ and so, if on a

vehicle or seat, having descended, he should accost him.

203. Let him not sit with (his) Guru to the leeward or

windward (of him) ; and let him not even tell anything

out of hearing of (his) Guru.*^

204. He may sit with his teacher in a bullock-, horse-,

or camel-carriage ; on a terrace, pavement, and mat ; and

on a rock, plank, (or) boat.^

205. (His) Guru's Guru being near, let him behave as if

^ It is remark.able that this no- ' [Each half of this verse has a syl-

tion is still current, and it is thought lable over.]

even now in Southern India highly * [Or when the Guru is angry

indecent to mention direct the names {kruddham) (Medh.")]

of certain persons. A married wo- ^ [I.e., when he (the Guru) stands

man who is a witness in court {e.ri.) in the presence of his wife (K.)]

will never mention her husband's ^ [I.e., he should not say anj-thing

name, but will (if possible) get some at all in a tone too low for his Guru

bvstander to tell it. to hear.]
"
- [That is, he should put a respect- ^ [Medh. says the word carriage is

ful epithet before the name even to be taken with bullock, horse, etc.,

when speaking of him behind his for it is not permitted to sit alongside

back (K.)] the teacher on the backs of these ani-
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(his) Guru (were present) ; and if not permitted by (his)

Guru, let him not accost his own elders.'

206. So (should be) his constant behaviour to (his) Gurus

in learning,^ to his own blood-relatives, to those who forbid

liim from wrong, also to those who indicate (his) good.

207. Let him also ever behave towards the excellent as

toward (his) Guru ; also toward (his) Guru's worthy sons,

and toward (his) Guru's own kinsmen.^

208. The Guru's son, (whether) younger or of equal age,

or a pupil, if he in sacrificial rites teach the Vedas, de-

serves the same honour as the Guru.

209. But let him not shampoo (his) Guru's son's limbs,

nor bathe him, nor eat his leavings, nor wash his feet.

210. The Guru's wives of equal caste are to be reve-

renced like the C^uru ; but those of different caste are to

be reverenced by rising and salutation.

211. Anointing, bathing, as also shampooing the limbs

and dressing the hair, are not to be done (by him) for a

Guru's wife.

212. A youthful wife of a Guru is not to be saluted here

by a student of full twenty years old, who discerns good

and evil, by (touching her) feet.*

213. This is the nature of women, to seduce men here;

hence the discerning are not in effect^ careless towards

wantons.

214. For a wanton can lead astray in (this) w'orld an

ignorant, or, again, even a learned man when subject to

lust and anger.

mals (consequently the words do not ^ [Medh. reads guruputre tatJtd-

mean on a bullock, etc., and in a car- cdrye (as Ragh.), but knows K.'s

riage). This permission would indeed reading ; 207, 208, are in translation

be given if "carriage " could be un- based on K.]

derstood as an independent word, * [Gaut. ii. 33, contradicts this (as

but general custom forbids it. Ter- a youth of twenty is vyavalidra-

race means the earth at the top of prdjyta), and says some prohibit

the house, "pavements" of grass, it.]

&c. ;
plank, i.e., wooden settee.] * [For this reason {ato arthdt

^ [Gurus, i.e. , father, mother, etc. Medh., K.) cf. Mbha. xiii. 4S, 38,

(Medh.) ; those to whom resjDect is idem, except v. 1. atyarthaih na pra-

due.] S'ljjantc, i.e., the wise are not over-
- [I.e., the upddhj/dna, etc., other fond of wanton women]

than the dcdrya (Medh.)]
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215. One should not "be seated in a secluded place with

a mother, sister, or daughter; the powerful host of the

senses compels even a wise man.

216. But a youth may, at his will, make reverence

duly (by prostration) on the ground to the youthful wives

of (his) Guru, saying, " I am such an one."

217. Having been from home, he should, remembering

the duty of the good, touch the feet of his Guru's wives,

and salute them every day.

218. As a man digging with a spade comes to water, so

an obedient (student) attains unto the knowledge attained

by (his) Guru.

219. Be he shaven^ or long-haired, or be his hair

fastened in a knot, let not the sun set or rise on him

(asleep ^) in the village.

220. If without his knowledge the sun rise or even set

while he is asleep voluntarily, let him fast a day, mutter-

ing (the gdyatri).^

221. For one caught asleep by the sun rising or setting,

if he does not penance, incurs great sin.

222. Having rinsed the mouth, one should, restrained

and composed, ever at sunrise and sunset be seated,

muttering, according to rule, in a pure spot, (the texts) to

be repeated.

223. If a woman or a low-caste man do any good act,

(the twice-born) should (also) do it all with energy, or

(that) in which his mind may delight.

224. "Good" is said to be duty and wealth combined,

jjleasure and wealth combined, or even duty or wealth here

is " good ;" but the right opinion (is) that it consists of all

three.*

1 " Shaven," etc., i.e., a student. as the expiation for neglect when
- [So K., or "he may be," etc. ;

the sun rises, muttering the gayatrl

" long-haired " (jata), cf.iii. 151 note, when it sets. Cf. Ap. ii. I2, 13. |

Others, saj's Medh., give a different • [Four schools are noted. The

interpretation, referring it to hi.s first say good (or happiness) consists

duties out of the village, whichhe is of duty and wealth (artha, gain,

to ipiit at the twilight. Cf. Ap. i. cattle, land, gold— Medh.); the

30, 8 ; and (Jaut. ii.'io.] second of pleasure and wealth ; the

=* [Gaut. .\.\iii. 21, gives fasting third of duty alone (cm) ;
the fourth
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225. A teacher ^ (is) the image of Brahma ; a father (is)

the image of Prajapati ; a mother (is) the image of the

earth ; one's own brother (is) the image of one's self.

226. So a teacher, a father, a mother, and an elder

brother, are not to be disrespectfully treated, especially by

a Brahman,^ even though injured.

227. The pain that a father and mother endure in pro-

ducing human beings, of that acquittance cannot be made
even by hundreds of years.

228. One should ever do what is pleasing to them and

to a teacher always ; for these three ^ being satisfied, all

austerity is accomplished.

229. Obedience to these three is called the highest

austerity ; except permitted by them,* one should not

perform other religious duties.^

230. For they themselves are the three worlds, they are

also the three orders f they are the three Vedas, (and) they

also are called the three fires.

231. The father indeed is the gdrhajMtija fire, the

mother is said to be the daksina fire, but the Guru is the

Cihavanlya ;
"^ this fire-triad is most venerable.

232. A householder not neglectful to those three will

conquer the three worlds ; like a god, illuminated by his

own body, he rejoices in the sky.^

of wealth alone. The last would in- cism if it interferes with attendance

elude the Cdrvdha (the Epicurean of on these three (Medh.)]

that time), who, as Medh. says, makes ^ "Three orders." See this and
happiness consist of pleasure alone.] following lectui'es. They are: stu-

^ Acdri/a. See the definition in dentship, condition of a householder,

vs. 140 above. [Medh. and K. make and that of a hermit who lives in

" self " the l-setrajna, observing that the jungle or woods. [Or, omitting

these are all divinities.] the student, the Yati, ascetic, makes
" [Medh. takes this expression diffi- the third.]

rently, " No one at all is to be dis- '' For the arrangement of these

respectfully treated, e.specially, how- three fires, see the plan at the end

ever, these." My MS. of Medh. of the first volimie of Haug's Aita-

makes 225 follow 226.] reya Brahmana, and that at page igi

3 [Alone.] of Hillebrandt's Das Altindische
4 " Permitted by them." Medh. Neu - und Vollmondsopfer. These

reads anabhijanujndtah ; Haughton fires are on circular, semicircular,

adopts Kulluka's reading, abhyana- and square altars respectively. [The

nujMtah. same comparisons^ otherwise em-
^ Cf. 235. One should not under- ployed, are found Ap. ii. 7, 2.]

take a pilgrimage [or practise asceti- * [A remnant of the old concep-
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233. By devotion to (his) mother he obtains this world
;

by devotion to (his) father, the middle (world) ; but by

obedience to (his) Guru, the Brahma-world.

234. All religious duties are fulfilled (by him) by whom
those three (persons) are respected ; but of him by whom
those are not respected, all acts are fruitless,

235. As long as those three live, so long let him do no

other (religious duty) ;
^ he should, devoted to (their) desires,

ever do obedience to just those (three).

236. Whatever act he may do with a view to a future

state, by mind, word, or deed, (and) without derogation to

them, let him tell them that.^

237. (By acting thus) toward those three, the obligation

of a man is indeed completed ; that (is) plainly the highest

religious duty ; other (duty) is called subordinate religious

duty.

238. A faithful man may receive pure knowledge even

from a low-caste man ; the highest virtue from the lowest,'^

a jewel of a woman even from a bad family.

239. Ambrosia can be extracted even from poison

;

elegant speech, even from a child; good conduct, even

from an enemy
;
gold, even from impurity.

240. From all* are to be accepted, women, gems, know-

ledge, duty, purity, good speech, and the various arts.

241. In time of distress^ learning the Veda from one

not a Brahman is enjoined, and attendance and obedience*^

to (him as) to a Guru as long as the study (lasts).

tion of God as light and the sky as i.e., magic ; the "highest" dhanna,

the place of light. Literally, these as opposed to the other of worldly

words might be rendered, " shining affairs, is that pertaining to the

. . . like the Shining One (God) in Vedas, Smrti, etc. (Medh.)J

the shining (sky)."] "* [From all people without regard

1 Dharma ; cf. vs. 229. to caste (Medh.)]
- ["But he should not inform them ^ [Medh. notes a rar. lee. dpatlcal-

if he does anything derogatory"

—

25«^, i.e., (this practice) is enjoined

Medh.] as an arrangement for (times of)

* [That is, a man who has faith distress.]

may acquire the highest religious ^ [According to Medh. his obedi-

duty (dharma) from the lowest man, ence, i.e., servile attendance to this

as, e.g., a Candula (K.) This rule is man, who for the nonce is his Guru,

not for ordinary times, but for times ccmsists only in following him about

;

of distress
;
pure knowledge is said washing his feet, and the other ob-

in distinction to that of L'ambara, servancetowardsabrahmauicalGuru
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242. But if the Guru be not a Brahman, the pupil

should not live all his life with him, nor (even) with a

Brahman who has not thoroughly studied (the Veda), (if)

he desire the best way.^

243. But if he desire to live all his life in the family

of (his) Guru, attentive he should serve him till he is

released from his body.

244. Now the Brahman who obeys (his) Guru till the

end of his body goes straight to the eternal abode of

Brahma.^

245. Let not one who knows his duty offer anything

earlier to (his) Guru, but when, dismissed by (his) Guru,

he is about to bathe (on his return home), let him, as he

best can, present property to (his) Guru.

246. A field, gold, a cow, a horse, an umbrella, shoes, a

seat, grain and vegetables, clothes—such let him offer ^ to

(his) Guru as (a mark of) affection.

247. But, truly, after his teacher is dead, let him serve

as (he would his) Guru the Guru's son endowed with good

qualities, the Guru's wife, or Sapinda.*

248. If these do not exist, let him perfect his own body,

occupying (his Guru's) place, seat, and occupations, and

practising attendance on the fires.^

249. The Brahman who thus uninterrupted passes his

studentship, goes to the highest place, and is not born

here'' again.

END OF THE SECOND LECTURE.

are excluded. This rule is denied ^ "Fires," i.e., the three fires just

Baudh. i. 4, 23. The words "not a mentioned, which a Brahman should

Brahman" K. restricts to Ksatriya keep burning.

or Vai?va; but this is evidently not " " Here," i.e., in this world. He
intended.] is born in a superior world for the

1 [I.e., the way to the highest future. [For rules in regard to

happiness.] student life in other works, cf. Ap.
^ [Doubtful if person or substance i. I-S ; Gaut. i.-iii. ; Vas. vii. ;

(as in 28).] Baudh. i. 3 ; Visiiu xxviii. ff. ; Yuj.

3 [Aharet {var. lee. Medh.) or i. I-50. Rules in regard to the

drahet.] different rites as limited by caste in

4 [Sapindas are kinsmen to the still older literature will be found in

seventh degree according to vs. the loth vol. of the Indische Studien,

60.] collated by Prof. Weber.]
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LECTURE III.

ON MARRIAGE, AKD ON THE RELIGIOUS DUTIES OF A HOUSE-

HOLDER, OR THE SECOND STATE OF LIFE.

1. The course of study of the three Vedas to be gone

through in the (house of the) Guru (is) for thirty-six years,

the half of that, or a quarter, or only until mastery.

2. One who has not broken his rule as student,^ having

duly studied the (three) Vedas, or two Vedas, or one,^

should enter the condition of life of a householder.

3. Let (his Guru) first honour him wearing a garland,

(and) seated on a couch, by (a gift of ) a cow,^ when he

is accomplished in his own duty,* (and) has received the

inheritance of the Veda from his father.^

4. Let a twice-born man dismissed by (his) Guru, having

bathed according to rule, having returned home, marry a

wife of the same caste endowed with (good) marks

;

5. And who (is) not a Sapinda of (his) mother, who (is)

not also of the same tribe {gotra) as his father; such a

one is approved for twice-born men for marriage duties

(and) intercourse.*^

6. Though great (and) prosperous, with cows, goats,

^ "Rule as student," i.e., rule of chamber, . . . being the most part

chastity. lusty fellows of twenty-five years
- [This means the ancestral and upwards." Camjjion (in 1571),

recension (mkhd) studied in the fa- quoted in Westminster Review, No.
niily (Medh.) A later view ; cf. Ap. ciii. p. 140. The discipline of the

ii. 6, 5.] Egyptian pupil " scribes " was much
* [This is to be understood as the same,

meaning a madhuparka (Medh., ^ "Father" here includes a sj^iri-

K.)] tual father or teacher.
•* This long course of study by ^ [Medh. identifies the ^?'a card of

even gro\vn-up men brings to mind Gaut. iv. 2 with the ar.sa of "an-
what Cffisar says of the Druids, and other" Smrti. Vide Ap. ii. II, 15,

which existed in Ireland down to with Biihler's note. Cf. Laghu
recent times : " I have seen where Hfirita, iv. i. Cf., however, Jolly's

they kept school ten in some one note to Visiiu, xxiv. 9.]
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sheep, wealth, and grain, let hiin avoid, for marriage ties,

these ten families

:

7. That by which rites are neglected, which has no males,

which possesses not the Vedas (chandas) (the members of)

which are hairy, or have piles; also families (afflicted) with

consumption, dyspepsia, epilepsy, albinoism, and leprosy,

8. Let him not marry a tawny ^ maiden, nor one with

superfluous members, nor a sickly (maiden), nor one with-

out hair, or with excessive hair, nor a chatterbox, nor one

red-(eyed).

9. Nor one called after a star, a tree, (or) a river ; nor

one called after barbarians " or a mountain ; nor one called

after a bird, snake, or slave; nor one with a terrifying

name.

10. Let him marry a woman not malformed, with a

prosperous name, that walks like a hmhsa^ or elephant,

with slender hair-locks ^ and teeth, (and) soft-bodied.

11. But she who has not a brother, (or whose) father is

not known, let not a wise man marry her, through fear of

the law about a daughter's son.^

12.*^ For twice-born men, at first, a woman of the same

caste is approved for marrying ; but of those who act from

lust, those of lower caste may in order (be wives).

1 3, A ^iidra woman alone (is) a wife for a Qiidra ; both

she and a woman of his own caste (are) legally (wives) of

^ [A tawny maiden, Meclh. says, known, his real (or " Qarman name,"
is one whose hair is auburn or as it is called) is kept more or less a
golden.] Lombroso finds that female secret, and is used only for cere-

criminals are often marked by ex- monies. As regards the best-known
cessive growth of hair on the head. name of this class, " Sayanna," see

- [Anti/a.^ Indian women of the my " Vaihgabrahmaiia. " Some pro-

lower castes have still very extra- hibited names are used for women
ordinary names ; I have met with nowadays : e.g., Ganyd, which is in-

" Insect," " Spittle," and " Privy," admissible as the name of a river,

as names of women on the Malabar ^ Ilamsa, a kind of mythical

coast. Brahmans have still in South- flamingo or goose.

ern India some names of the same * [Or, according to some MSS.
kind, if their relatives fear for their (emended mctri causa), " with thin

luck or health, i^.g-, if a man has lips, fine hair and teeth."]

lost several children, the next son ^ /.e., a daughters son is like a son

born to him is called by a name [cf. ix. 127 ff., and Gaut. xxviii. 20.]

which means "refuse;" but this is ^ 12, 13. All this is obsolete. Mar-
bis name by which he is commonly riages are uow-a-days strictly be-
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aVai^.ya; they two and also a \voraan of his own caste

(are wives) of a Ksatriya ; both tliey and a woman of his

own caste (are wives) of a Brahman.

14. A ^iidra wife is not indicated in any history for a

Brahman and Ksatriya, even though they be in distress.^

15. Twice-born men marrying a casteless woman out

of infatuation surely bring quickly (their) families and

descendants to the condition of ^udras.

16. According to Atri and Utathya's son,^ one who
marries a Qlidra woman falls by the act; according to

(^aunaka, (he falls) by the birth of a son ; according to

Bhrgu, by the birth of his (the son's) son.

17. A Brahman having taken a (^udra woman to his

bed goes the lower course ; having begotten on her a

son, he is surely deprived of his Brahmanhood.3

18. Now of (a man) whose offerings towards gods, manes,

and guests depend on her, the manes and gods eat not

that offering, nor does he go to heaven.

19. An expiation is not prescribed for him who has

drunk the moisture on a (^iidra* woman's (lips), who has

been reached by her breath, and who has also begotten a

son on her,

20. Learn summarily these eight (ways of) marriage

with women for the four castes, (which are) good and bad
here and in a future existence.

21. These are the Brahma, the Daiva, the Arsha, the

tween members of the same division - "Utathya's son," i.e., Gautama,
of a caste. In Southern India differ- Cf. Gautama (ch. iv.), for the rules
ences of religion (Vaisiiavism, (^'ai- about marriage. The above opinion
vism, etc. ), and even narrower divi- is not found here, but only a state-

sions, ai-e a bar to marriages between ment that sons of a Cudra woman
members of what is strictly the by men of higher caste are outside
same caste. The so-callrd Rajas, the law (vss. 25-26). [The present
however, have wives of their own Atri Smrti contains no correspond-
caste, and concubines of any other, intf rule.]

often hundreds. '^ [A significant alteration inlNIbha.
^ [Cf. iSlbha. xiii. 47. 8, " The xiii. 47. 9, makes the last part of

Cudra can be a Brahman's (wife) by this verse read, " He is nevertheless
lust, desire, or irregular conduct purified by a ceremony known in
(only, but) she is not enjoined for law."]
the sake of e.xaniple" {drslantatah •* [Vr>ali, cf, iii. 1 19; expiation (!),

smrtd). Cf. ib., 47, also A'.saO-iy((.J xi. 179.]
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Prajapatya, the Asura, the Gandharva, and also the Eak-

sasa ; the Paic^aca/ the eighth, (is) lowest.

22. Which is legal for which caste, and what are the

good and bad qualities of which—all that I shall tell you,

(and) the good and bad qualities of the progeny.

23. One should know that, legally, the six (first) in

succession are for a Brahman the four last for a Ksatriya,

and the same for a VaiQya and (^udra, except the Ptaksasa

(form).

24. The poets have recognised that the first four are

approved for a priest, the Eaksasa alone for a Ksatriya,

the Asura for Vai^yas and Qudras.^

25. But of the five (last) three are here said (to be)

le^ral, two (to be) illegal. The Pai^aca and also the Asura

(forms) are never to be done.^

26. Whether separately or mixed, two (forms of) mar-

riage—the Eaksasa and Gandharva—are ordered by the

former (lawgivers). Those two are said (to be) legal for

a Ksatriya.^

27. The gift of a maiden spontaneously, after clothing

and reverencing her, to one learned in the Veda and of

good character, having invited (him), is called the Brah-

ma rite.

28. But they term the Daiva rite the gift of a daughter,

after having adorned her, to a sacrificial priest rightly

doing his work in a sacrifice begun.^

29. The gift in due form of a maiden is called the

1 The intention seems to have says some admit six (iv. 14, 15).

been much that of the canon law, The Mbha. i. 73, 8 if., ascribes de-

viz that a contract followed by co- scending virtue to each " according

habitation is what constitutes a to Manu," and mixing up the words

marriao-e, here the contract being and sense of vs. 23 and vs. 27, allows

express^ed or implied. four for a Brahman and six for a

- ["For Vaicyas and Cudras are Ksatriya.]

not particular about their wives

"

^ [This rule is for the Ksatriya,

(Baudh i 20,14). Cf. the following etc., not for a Brahman (Medh.)]

passacre'sfor the different rules in this * A famous Gandharva marriage

respect Vas. i. 27-2S gives six equi- or seduction occurs in the Cakun-

valent to these eight ; so Ap. ii. 12, tala. Cf. also vs. 32 below.

3 who admits three as good. Baudh. ^ [I.e., the priest who performs a

i.' 20, 10, gives eight and permits sacrifice receives a maiden as part of

but four ;' so Visnu^ xxiv. 27. Gaut. the fee.]

gives the eight, admits four, and
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Arslia rite/ when a pair or two of cattle have been

legally received from the bridegroom,

30. The gift of a maiden is called the Prajapatya rite,

(when the gift is made) after reverencing and addressing

(the pair) with the words, " Together do ye both duty."

31. The gift of a maiden voluntarily after having pre-

sented to the kinsmen and the maiden wealth as much as

he (the suitor) can, is called the Asura rite.^

32. The voluntary connection of a maiden and a man
is to be known as a Gandharva union, which arises from

lust.

33. The forcible abduction from home of a maiden

crying out and weeping, after slaying and wounding

(her relatives) and breaking in, is called the Eaksasa form.

34. Where (a man) secretly approaches (a girl) asleep,

intoxicated, or confused, that, the most sinful of unions,

is the Pai(jaca, the eighth and lowest (form).

35. The gift of a maiden by water ^ alone is approved

for Brahmans ; but for the other castes (the rites are)

according to their several fancies.

36. What quality has been declared by Mann for each

of these marriages, hear all that, Brahmans ! from me
relating (it) all.

37. The virtuous son of a (wife married by the) Brahma
rite irees pitrs^ from sin—ten ancestors, ten descendants,

and himself as the twenty-first.

38. The son born of a (wife) married by the Daiva (rite)

also (frees) seven ancestors (and) seven descendants ; the

son born of a (wife) married by the Arsa (rite), three and

^ This is perhaps the most com- ^ "By water," i.e., by pouring out
mon form now. water. This or some similar cere-

- [A recognised sale is meant.] mony forms part of the sjmbolio
This form is also practised at the procedure on transfer of property
present day by people claiming to be under Hindu law. See my " Ele-
Brahmans, c.y,, the Caiva Brahmans, nients of Southern India Palieo-

called " Gurukkal," in Southern graphy," second edition, ji. 105,
India, who seldom can get wives note 3.

for less than a thousand rupees. It •* [" Pitr (father) has here the
often happens that low-caste girls meaning deceased " (Medh.), i.e.,

are palmed off on them ! includes descendants.]

D
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three ; the son of a (wife) married by the Prajapatya rite,

six (and) six}

39. Of the four marriages Brahma and the like in order,

are born sons learned in the Vedas, approved by good men,

40. Endowed with beauty (and) the quality of goodness,

ricli, glorious, possessed of enjoyments, most dutiful ; and

(they) live a hundred years.

41. But of the other remaining bad marriages are born

cruel, untruthful sons, hating the Vedas (and) duty.

42. A blameless offspring arises from blameless mar-

riages of women among mortals ; from blameworthy (mar-

riages) a blamable (offspring is born) to men ; therefore

one should avoid the blamable (marriages).

43. The sacrament of joining hands is directed for

women of the same caste (as the bridegroom); this rule (as

follows) is to be recognised for marriages with women not

of the same caste.

44. By a Ivsatriya woman an arrow is to be held at (her)

marriage with a higher caste man ; by a Vai(5ya maiden,

a goad ; by a (^iidra woman, the skirt of a garment.

45. Let a husband devoted to his wife approach (her) in

(due) season ; and he, being fond of her,^ may approach her

with desire for intercourse at all times, except at thejoarva

days.

46. The natural time of w^omen is said (to be) sixteen

(days and) nights (in a month), together with other four

days avoided by the virtuous f
47. But of those, the first four and the eleventh and

thirteenth are blamed ; the remaining ten, however, are

allowed.

48. On even nights sons are begotten, daughters on

odd ; therefore one desirous of a son should approach (his)

wife on even (nights) in the season.

^ [Gaut. iv. 30 ff. give.s a dififerent of each half mouth. Cf. Baudh. i.

table.] 21, 22.]
" [Or " adhering to this obser- ^ Frathaina^onitadar^anut 2^>'<:t^'^t-

vance." The 2Mrra includes the rtl ahargraliaiiam ca sarvdhordtro-

eighth, fourteenth, and fifteenth days palaksandrtliam (Medh.)
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49. (In reality), a male is produced if the semen of the

male is in excess,^ a female, if that of the female ; if

equal, a eunuch, or a male and a female ; if weak or

scanty, the contrary (no conception takes place).

50. One who avoids women on the blameworthy nights,

and on eight others, is like a student,- in whatsoever

order (he may be) living.

51. A learned father of a maiden should never take a

consideration, not even a tittle,^ (on her marriage); for a

man who takes a consideration through greed is a seller

of (his) child.

52. Sinful relations, who, through delusion, subsist on

a woman's property, (or take) a woman's vehicle or clothes,

go to hell.'*

53. Some say that the pair of cattle (given) at an

Arsha (marriage is) a consideration ; that is false.^ Be it

even small or great, it is indeed a sale.

54. For whom"^ relatives do not take a consideration, it

is not a sale ; it is merely a token of affection for them,

and is harmless.

55. Women are to be honoured and adorned by fathers

and brothers, by husbands, as also by brothers-in-law, who

desire much prosperity.

56. Where women are honoured, there the gods rejoice;

but where they are not honoured, there all rites are fruitless.

^ Adhikjinih m 'tra ?ia pnrhndna- India, the Mitilksara and its com-

iah khii tarld 6Yn-rt<aA—Medhatithi. mentaries leave no doubt that

For "same" he mentions a ran Zee, it is an ordinary word, and that

sdnii/c [ruklam rljiiiii purusasya retah all property which comes to a woman
striijilli ronitam.l anyhow is strldhana. The courts,

- Brahinacririn, a student under however, hold the contrary and
obligation of chastity. erroneous view, for reasons which

^ "A tittle," even a little pro- (as urged) are no reasons. It would
party (Medhatithi). [Cf. ix. p. be useless to mention them here.

yS.] On this subject see Sir H. Maine's
* [Literally, "the downward path," "Pearly Institutions," p. 254, &c.

the "lower coiirse," as in vs. 17.] [Manu restricts strldhana to si.\

' Woman's property," i.e., strldliana. Icinds in ix. 194, see note.]

The Indian lawyers have much dis- ^ "False," according to Manu
cussed the meaning of this word, [for it is nothing but a sale.]

whether it has a technical meaning '' "For whom ;" the conclusion is

or is an ordinary word. In Southern that for whom, ttc.
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57. "Where women grieve, that family quickly perishes

;

but where they do not grieve, that (family) ever prospers.

58. Houses which women, not honoured, curse, those, as

if blighted by magic, perish utterly.^

59. Therefore they are ever to be honoured at cere-

monies and festivals, with ornaments, clothes, and food,

by men who desire wealth.

60. In what family the husband is pleased by his wife,

and so also the wife by the husband, truly prosperity is

ever firm there.

61. For if the wife be not pleased, she cannot please

(her) husband ; from displeasure of the husband, again,

progeny does not arise.

62. But if a wife be pleased, all the house 2 is pleased

;

and if she be not pleased, all is not pleased.

6t,. By bad marriages, neglect of rites, and want of study

of the Vedas, by violence to Brahmans also, families

decay.

64. By mechanical arts, by trade, and by (^udra offspring

alone, by (dealing in) cattle, horses also, and carriages, by

agriculture, by attendance on a king

;

65. By sacrificing for those who have not the right, and

by incredulity (as regards the effect) of works—(by these)

families quickly perish, (and) such (as are) wanting in the

mantras.

66. Prosperous by the mantras, families, though of little

wealth, attain respectability and attract great glory.

6y. Let a householder perform the household rites

according to rule with the marriage fire, and the accom-

plishment of the five sacrifices, and the daily cooking.

62>. A householder 3 has five instruments of killing

(insects, etc.), the hearth, the grindstone, the besom, the

1 Vss. 58 to 66 are, apparently, 5S and vs. 61), and goes over to an-

not known to Medhatithi [and are other topic.]

therefore very probably a latei- ^ [7.C., household, family.]

addition. The corresponding pas- ^ [Probably one of the three

sage in the Mbha. xiii. 46 adhy. upper castes is meant, though not

stops right here also (including, how- explicitly stated. Cf. Medh.J

ever, the verses corresponding to vs.
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pestle and mortar, the water-pot; using which he is fettered

(by sin).

69. Yov expiation of all these in due course, the five

great sacrifices were ordered for householders ^ every day
by the great seers.

70. (These are as follows) : Teaching the Veda (is) the

Veda sacrifice ; offering cakes and water (is) the sacrifice to

the manes; an offering to fire (is the sacrifice) to the gods
;

offering of food - (is the sacrifice) to all beings ; honour
to guests (is) the sacrifice to men.

yi. He who, as he best can, fails not in those five great

sacrifices, though he always abide in his house, is not

polluted by the sins (caused) by the (five) instruments of

killing.

72. Whoever presents not food to those five, the gods,

guests, dependents, the manes, and himself, though he

breathe, lives not.

72,- (Some) term the five sacrifices ahuta, huta also,

as well as prahuta, hrdhiiya huta, and 'prd<^ita.

74. Ahuta is muttered recital ; huta is fire-offering
;
pra-

huta is offering to beings ; hrdhnya huta is reverence to ex-

cellent twice-born (people)
;
^r«fi/rt is offering to the manes.

75. One should be ever occupied here in study of the

Vedas and in offerings to the gods ; for one occupied in

offerings to the gods supports this movable and immov-

able (world).

y6. An offering duly thrown into fire goes to the sun
;

from the sun is produced rain; from rain, food, and thence

human beings.^o

^ See previous note. are not found in other tropical coun-
^ "Offering (if food," 'i.e., the tries, c.r/., Java,

fragments of morning and evening ^ [Pj'rtJaAmaybe taken in a wider
meals are thrown up in the air at sense as all beings having life (so

the house-door, with some sentences Medh., Ragh.) The causal ne.tus

addressed to inferior gods. It ap- explains vs. 75, for animal life is sup-
pears to me that this is one of the ported by food, food comes from
chief causes wliich make India a rain, rain is produced by the sun,
land of vermin ; crows, sijuirrels, which is supplied by burnt sacrifices,

ants, and all kinds of pests exist therefore he who sacrihces supports
there in surprising numbers, which the world.]
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yy. As all beings depend on air, so all orders ^ depend ^

on the householder.

y8. Because men of the three (other) orders are daily

supported by the householder alone with knowledge and

food, therefore the householder (is) of the chief order.

79. That order must be upheld strenuously by one

desiring an imperishable heaven, and who here desires

jDerpetual happiness. (It is an order) which cannot be

obtained by those with weak organs.^

80. The seers, manes, gods, beings, and guests also

pray* to those heads of families (for support). (This

duty must, therefore,) be done by a man of discernment.

81. One should daily honour the seers by study of the

Veda, the gods by ofierings, the manes by funeral obla-

tions, man by food, beings by offerings.

82. Daily one should make funeral oblations with food

and the like, or water; or even with milk, roots, (or)

fruit, brin^ing gratification to the manes.

83. One should feed one Brahman, at least, at the cere-

monies to the manes included in the five sacrifices; but

one should not feed here even a single Brahman at the

ceremony to all the gods.

84. Let a Brahman^ make daily an offering to these

deities according to rule in his (sacred) household fire

(used) for dressing food for all the gods.

85. To fire, and to the moon also, first, and to both of them

also together ; to all the gods, and also to Dhauvantari :
^

86. To Kuhu'^also, and Anumati,^ and also to Praja-

pati, and to sky and earth together, and likewise to Svis-

takrt ^ last.

^ The four orders are the student, ^ [This means any upper-caste

householder, hermit, and mendicant, man (Medh., K., Ragh.) Cf. vs.

- [Literally, " exist (by) depending 121.]

on." Cf. vi. 89.] " [The sun rising.]

•* [I.e., with organs uncontrolled, '' [The new m(5on.]

sensual in eating, unchaste, etc. ^ [Goddess of love-reproduction

(Medh.)] (also a phase of the moon).]
^ [" Offer entreaties to," not pray ^ [Fire personified as "successful

z= worship. "They long for study sacrificer." Cf. Gaut. v. 10 ; Ap. ii.

of Veda, (rdddhas," etc. (Ragh.)] 3, 16.]
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8y. Having thus properly offered butter (in the fire), one

sliould bring an offering (lali) in all the quarters, from the

east southwards,^ to Indra, Death, Varuna, the Moon, and

to their followers.^

88. Saying " (Honour) to the Maruts !" one should

throw (the offering) by the door ; saying, " (Honour) to the

waters !" one should throw (it) in water ; saying, " (Honour)

to trees !" one should throw it on the pestle and mortar.

89. And one should do (it) in the north-east to (^li, in

the south-west to Bhadrakrdi ; but in the middle of a brah-

manical abode one should make the offering to the twolords.^

90. One should'* throw up in the air (one) offering to all

the gods ; to spirits that go about by day (one should offer

by day), and to those that go about at night (by night).

91. One should make an offering for the welfare of all

beings on the house-top;^ but one should present all the re-

mainder of the offering to the manes, (casting it) to the south.*^

92. One should throw gradually on the ground (the

offering) for dogs, outcasts, keepers of dogs, those having

grievous illnesses,'' to large birds, and insects.

93. The Brahman who thus ever honours all beings

goes with glorious form to the best place by a straight road.

94. Having then performed those offerings, one should

let the guest eat first, and give alms ^ to a beggar who is

a student of the Veda according to rule.

1 [In the east to Indra, south to " to Brahm and to the lord of the

Yama, west to Varuna, north to house."]

Soma (and to the followers of each), •* [After coming out of the house

according to their position (pratidl- (Medh.) The last parentheses are

fUHi iti pdthdt) (K.)] from K., an interpretation denied by
2 [Slightly altered from Dr. B.'s Medh.]

text, who takes this as meaning the ^ ["Or to the west" (K.)]

deities just mentioned; but of. ^«u- ^ [I.e., he should stand facing

ffdh anucardh yat purusCis tathd south (Medh.)]

ccndra puru.selhija ityddi ptrayoyah ^ [Ptipa rd'jindm. I venture to

(Medh.)] change B.'s translation, "lepers and
3 [Or: on the pillow to (^ri (god- so forth, cows (!)

" for the literal

dess of good-luck), at the feet to meaning. Medh., K., and Ragh.

B. (goddess of bad-luck), but in the say lepers or consumptives ; cows

middle of the house to the two lords for crows (?).]

of a Brahman house. Some define » [K. quotes Catfitapa as saying

these terms as parts of the bouse, the beggar is to ask only for food,

Medh. and K. make the last mean but adds that one may give more.]

e d
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95. What good fruit one gets having given duly a cow

to (one's) Guru, that a twice-born householder gets having

given alms.

96. One should, having first reverenced (him) duly, give

^ * alms or a pot of water to a Brahman that knows the real

^
<P

meaning of the Veda.

97. The oblations to the gods or manes (made) foolishly

by ignorant men perish, (if) given by the offerers to Brah-

mans (like) ashes.

98. An offering in the fires of a Brahman's mouth, wliicli

are kindled by austerity and knowledge, frees from misfor-

tune and even from great sin.

99. To a guest that has arrived one should give a seat

and water, and food also as he best can, having reverenced

(him) first duly.

100. A Brahman guest not reverenced takes away all

the good deeds of even one who always gleans ears of grain

(for his support),^ or even sacrifices in five fires.

lOi. Grass, earth, water, and kindly speech as a fourth;

even these are never wanting in the house of the good.^

102. Now a Brahman staying one night is called atithi

(o-uest) ; as he stays not always, hence he is called atithi.^

103. One should not think a Brahman of the same vil-

lage (to be) a guest, nor one come on business,'* (though)

he have arrived at the house where one's wife and (sacred)

fires are.

1 [On this mode of life, cf. iv. 5 does not stay long, he is a " not

ff. ; cf. Visnu, Ixvii. 33. This is a pro- staj-er " (guest).]

verb often found in other litera- •* [According to Medh. and K., his

ture.] business is here merely friendly con-

- [That is, they are always given versation to pass the time. Medh.

to the guest (Medh.) Cf. Hit. i. 33 ;
also venders sdnf/atika hy salaldht/di/i,

Ap. ii. 4, 14.] so that the sense of the whole pas-

^ [Cf. Vas. viii. Jj Visnu, Ixvii. sage is simply that one need not feel

34. Medh. quotes Ap. ii. 7, 16, as obliged to go through the formalities

showing that guestship is not re- ordained for receiving a guest if a

stricted to so short a time. As atiihi neighbour or comrade drops in about

means guest and tithi a lunar day, meal-time just to have a chat. Dr. B's

K. connects the two, meaning " not translation, unless thus understood,

over a day ; " but the text derives rather destroys the real state of

the word merely from sthd, abide, affairs, for a Brahman who came

and the negative prefix, so that a on business was very ceremoniously

nearer translation would be : as he received.]
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104. Senseless householders who seek^ another's food,

by that (sin) become after death cattle of the givers of

(such) food and the like.

105. A guest brought by the (setting) sun is not to be

turned away at evening by a householder; if he came in

time or out of time, let him not remain without food in

his house.

106. One certainly should not oneself eat that which

one does not give to a guest ;^ reverence^ to a guest

brings wealth, glory, long life, and heaven.

107. One should supply (to guests) seats, resting-places,

couches, attendance, and reverence; to the highest, the best

;

to the lowest, the lowest ; to equals, an equal (sort).*

loS. But if another guest arrive after the offering to all

the gods is finished, one should give him food as one best

can, (but) should not make (another) offering.^

109. Let not a Brahman for the sake of food proclaim his

family and tribe ; for one who proclaims those (particulars)

for the sake of food is called by the wise "an eater of vomit."

no. Now a Ksatriya is not called a guest in a Brah-

man's house, nor a Vaiqya, nor a (^iidra ; neither is a friend,

the kinsmen, nor a Guru (of the householder).*'

III. But if a Ksatriya come as a guest to the house

after tlie said Brahmans have eaten, one should give him

food (if) he wishes.'^

^ [" Seek," i.e., go here and there cook a supper for the guest, but need

merely witii this purpose in view not a second time go through the

(Medh.)] all-gods (lairvadcva) ceremony.]
- [I.e., if the guest is not allowed ** [For the inider castes are infe-

to eat dainties which the house- rior ; friends and kinsmen are the

holder has in store, he must not eat same as one's self ; the Guru is supe-

them himself. Medh. mentions cakes, rior : the like holds for each caste

ghee, sour milk, sugar, etc., as exam- towards those lower (Medh., K.)]

pies.] ^ [/.c, " if the host wishes to do
3 [Or " feasting a guest," accord- so ;" or "as much as he (the guest)

ing to another reading.l wishes to eat." The latter appears
•* [This verse refers to a mimber to be the meaning which K. and Kagh.

of guests received at the same time ;
give the expression ; the former is

the honour given them is then in ac- given by Medh. (Kdmam ill niya-

cordance with their rank (Medh., K.)] mdhluivam aha kumi/o' yam vidhir lui

^ [I.e., the pdkabali (food-offering 7iitya ity arthah.) So Nand. to

to the deities)—Medh. He must Visiiu, Ixvii. 36.]
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112. If even a VaiQya (or) (^udra come to the bouse as

"uests 1 one should give them food with the servants, using

kindness.

113. One should give food as one best can with (one's)

wife even to others-— friends and the like—who have

come to the bouse through affection, after having kindly

received them.

1 14. One should, without hesitating, give food to brides,

children, sick people, so also to pregnant women, even

before^ the guests.

1 1 5. For he who, without discernment, not having given

food to them, eats first, knows not while eating that he

will be food for dogs and vultures.*

116. Now after the Brahmans and one's own servants

also have eaten, then afterwards the husband and wife

should eat what is left.^

117. After having worshipped gods, seers, and men,

the manes, and one's household gods, then the householder

should eat the rest.^

118. He eats sin only who cooks for himself (only);

but that food which remains after the sacrifice is termed

the food of the good.

119. After a year^ one should again honour a king, a

sacrificial priest, a student who has returned home, a Guru,

1 [Atithidharminah are those who ^ [Cf. Yaj. i. 105.]

" have the rights ' {dliarma) of ^ [This is nothing more than a

guests" (Medh.), a Hindu form of repetition of the foregoing rule in

the universal and ancient fjastrecU. regard to the five sacrifices (the

Cf. Ap. ii. 4, 19.] householder includes the two sub-

- [Literally "even others . . . one jects of vs. 116)—Medh.]

should permit to eat along with his '^ [Parisamratsarat (preferred by

wife," i.e., as Medh. and K. say, quot- K.), or parlsamvatsardn (preferred

ing vs. 116, "along with himself;" by Medh.) The meaning is the

but " along with " does not mean off same, that inside a year they are not

the same plate—Medh.] to be thus honoured (but cf. Medh.)

3 [That is, before the other guests The Mbha. has here parlsamvatsaro--^

are fed (K.), or, according to the sitan, "Gone a year on a journey"

reading preferred bv Medh., let them (xiii. 97, 21). Cf. with this and the

be fed, even if theifcome later, at the nextverse,Gaut. V.27-2S. ThewiacZ/t-

same time as the other guests. (Dr. uparka is a mess made of milk

B 's MS. reads a(jra, but has K.'s or curds andhoney or butter. Ap.

quotation!).] "• §, 78; A9V. Grh. Sut. i. 24,

* [That is, after death (K.)] 5-6.]
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a beloved (son-in-law), a father-in-law, and a maternal

uncle with a honey-mixture (if they come to the house).

1 20. A king and a learned (priest) also who have come

at the (time of) sacrifice are to be honoured with a honey-

mixture, but not when there is no sacrifice;^ (this is) the rule.

121. Let a wife make an offering of prepared food in

the evening without (reciting any) Vedic texts ;^ that is

called (the offering) to all the gods; it is prescribed in

the evening and morning.

122. Now having finished the (daily) sacrifice to tlie

manes, a Brahman ^ who keeps a (sacred) fire should offer

every month, during the moon's wane,"* the lyinddnvdhdrya

^rdddha.

123. The wise call anvdhdrya the monthly fr«c?f?7ia to

the manes,^ and it is to be carefully done with excellent

meat.

124. "What best*^ Brahmans are to be fed then, and

what are to be avoided, and how many also and with what

food, I shall fully tell (you) those (details).

125. One should feed two at the feast to the gods,'^

three at that to the manes, or one in both cases ; even if

one be rich, one should not be fond of large company.

1 26. A large company destroys these five things—reve-

rence, (suitable) time and place, purity and prosperity of

Brahmans; therefore one should not desire a large company.

127. That ceremony to the dead at the moon's wane^

(is) famed as the manes' (feast), (This) usual ceremony to

the dead ever benefits one intent upon it.

^ [Cf. Gaut. V. 29 ;
' before the " [Dvljottama means " Brahman "

year is over' is meant.] (so Medh.), as well as " best among
- [She gives the offerings and sim- the twice-born ;

" rarjijdh seems to

ply calls out the name of the deity, as restrict the meaning here to Brah-
" Honour to Indra" (K.)] man ; cf. viii. 73, note.]

^ [That is, any twice-born man ^ [The feast in honour of the gods,

(Medh., K.) Cf. vs. 91.] claim.']

* [That is, when the moon is re- '^ [Vidhulcmya. T7tZ/a( is moon, its

duced, at the time (jf the new moon.] ksaya, lack, i.e., on the day of the new
•"' [Medh. and K. note a reading, moon. Anotiier reading noticed by

pinddndm for pitfndm, "a feast of INIedh. is /(V/(i7i'.va_)/f; a reading noted

rice-balls," which" means the rice- by K. as Govindarfija's, vidih kmye
balls offered to the manes, and ( = candrakxaije or <irhc), is also no-

amounts to the same thing.] ticed by Medh. K. says he rejects
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128. The offeriiifTS to the gjocIs and the manes ^ are to he

presented by the offerers only - to a learned (man), a most

worthy priest. What is given to him (bears) great fruit.

129. One should feed^ at least one learned man at the

feasts to the s;ods and the manes ; so one gains excellent

fruit, (but) not (by entertaining) many even who do not

know the mantras.

130. One should inquire, even at a distance, for a Brah-

man who has read all the Vedas ;
* he is a fit receptacle

on the presenting the offerings to gods and manes ; he

is said to be a guest.

131. For where even a thousand thousands of persons

who do not know the (Yeda) verses are fed, one learned in

tlie mantras (and) content ^ is properly worth all those.

132. The offerings to the manes and to the gods must be

given to one excellent by (his) knowledge; for both hands

smeared with blood are not purified by blood.^

133. As many mouthfuls as a man ignorant of the

mantras eats at the offerings to the gods and manes, so

many hot iron balls (the giver) swallows in the next world.

134. Some Brahmans are intent on knowledge, others

are intent on austerity ; and some are intent on austerity

and study (of the Vedas), so also others are intent on

Avorks.

it, as it is awkward, and is not the with the view held by the commen-
traditional reading accepted by tators, that " one should thoroughly

Medh. and the following commenta- examine (the family and relations

toi'S older than Govinda.] of) a Brahman." Medh. renders
1 [Havya and kavi/a.] darcit by nipunatah (thoroughly),

- [Dr. B's. translation omits "only," and quotes a passage to show that it

and reads, " to a most worthy Brah- is not sufficient for the man invited

man priest," which I venture to to be wise, but one's ancestors both

change as above, in accordance witli on the mother's and father's side must
his usual rendering of froi)'/^«. Cf. be carefully looked into. Cf. vs. 149.]

vs. 97.]
* [/.c, content with food=" if one

3 [Govinda understands the meal learned in the Veda has been fed
"

given to a wise Brahman to be the (Medh., K.)]

chief act, the 23 ';!(/« gift as secondary
;

'^ [This is, as K. says, merely a

K. thinks otherwise, and gives a long rhetorical figure—as blood is not

quotation from Ap. ii. 16, I-5, to cleansed by blood, but by pure water,

prove himself right in bis argu- so a fool is not purified by feasting

ment.] a fool, but by feasting a man of pure
^ [This translation seems discordant knowledge.]
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135. The offerings to manes are strenuously to be pre-

sented to those intent on knowledge ; but the offerings to

gods, as is right, even to all four.^

1 36. (If there be) a father not learned (in the Veda),

whose son has completed a Veda, or if there be a son un-

learned (in the Veda), whose father has completed a Veda,

1 ^y. One should recognise as tlie better of these two (him)

wliose father is learned (in the Veda). The other, how-

ever, for sake of reverence to the mantras, deserves respect.

138. One should not feed a friend at a grdddha; his

friendship is to be gained by (other) wealth. One should

at a grdddha feed a Brahman whom one considers neither

foe nor friend.

139. He whose p'dddhas and oblations depend on

friendship has no fruit in the next world, either for his

prlddhas or oblations.

140. The man who, through folly, makes friendship by

a grdddlta, falls down from the heaven-world (as) a friend

by grdddhas (and) the basest of Brahmans.

141. That feast (for friends) is termed by the Brahmans

a "ift to the devils : it remains in this world like a blind

cow in a single abode.^

142. As a sower gets not again if he sow seed in salt

soil, so the giver gets no frviit if he give an offering to

(one) unlearned in the (Veda) verses.

143. A gift duly presented to a wise man renders the

giver and receiver (alike) partakers of the fruit both here

and in the next world.*

^ [But the itarya, like the 7«ai'!/a, are sibly older forms of some -of these

to be given to all four if those intent verses in the Mahfibharata, xiii. 90
onkno\vle<lgearenotpresent(Medh.)] adhy., where Mbha. 42 t!>tubh —

2 [A "friend by rjuddha" is one Manu 140 ^loka ; Mbha. 43 trst. =
who prostitutes the ceremony to the M. 138 ^'1. ; Mbha. 44 trst. — M. 142
jiurpose of making friendships. Ac- <;1. ; Mbha. 46 trst. = M. 141 9I.

cording to Medh., this is a possessive This la.st verse is also found as

compound, "one who possesses a trstubh in Ap. ii. 17, 8, whence
i^rdddlia friend, i.e., the feast is the the full force of chaiva in our text is

reason he obtains the7riend."] apparent—"it st.ays just lure in this

* [Dr. B. has, "that gift is ... a world,"i.c., herea/oHe, for such afeast

devil's feast," which is incorrect, does not reach the departed spirits.]

Beginning with vs. 138, we find pos- ^ [The reward iu this world is
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144. One may (if need be) reverence a friend at a grdd-

dha, but not an enemy, even if a suitable person ;
for an

offering eaten by an enemy is fruitless in the next world.

145. At a prlddha one should feed carefully (a priest)

who knows well the Rg. (Veda verses) and has completed

the (Rg.) Veda; or an Adhvaryu (priest of the Yajur Veda)

who has gone to the end of his recension ;
or a Chandoga

(priest of the Samaveda) who has acquired it all.^

146. He whose grdddha any one of those may eat after

beino- honoured, his ancestors to the seventh degree are

ever content.

147. This is the primary rule for presenting the offerings

to the gods and manes ; but this (following) subsidiary (rule)

is to be recognised (which is) ever observed by the good

:

148. [Viz.] one may feed a maternal grandfather, a

maternal uncle, a sister's son, a father-in-law, a Guru, a

daughter's son, a son-in-law, a kinsman, and a sacrificial

priest, together with the performer of the sacrifice.

149. One who knows the law need not scrutinise- a

Brahman on occasion of a ceremony to the gods ; but for a

rite to the manes one should scrutinise (him) carefully.

150. Those Brahmans who are degraded on account

of theft, or are eunuchs,^ and those who are unbelievers,

Manu has declared unworthy of the offerings to the gods

and to the manes.

151. One should not feed at a grdddha a wearer of the

jata,'^ one who does not study the Veda, one without a

repiitation and fame, like that got takes it as a simple extension of the

by one's being proticient in the former; "repeating the 'examina-

Qdstras (Medh.) Medh.'s explana- tion of the Brahman ' at the rite to

tion is incorrect ; the reward meant the manes, he says it does not take

is that declared by Yaj. i. 269, long place at that to the gods."]

life proo-eny, etc. (K. )]
^ [Medh. separates these into three

1 [Medh. and Rfigh. say some classes
—

" degraded (i.e., those who
think this (;loka implies the exclu- have committed any one of the great

sion of the followers of the Atharva- sins), thieves, and eunuchs." Aas-

veda (dtharvanika).] tika, atheist in Dr. B.'s version.]

- [Cf. vs. 130. Medh. notes that ^ The ja/ff is hair allowed to grow

there are conflicting views as to what long, and twisted round the head so

" scrutinise " means. He regards it as to look like a turban. Med-

as pertaining to the bodily and hatithi says that a (brahmacarin)

moral soundness, etc., of the guest, student is intended. [Cf. ii. p.

not, as in vs. 1 30, of the family. Ragh. 219.]
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prepuce,^ so also a gambler and those who sacrifice often-

(for others).

152. So also physicians, those who worship idols for a

living,^ and those who sell meat. Those who live bv
trading are to be avoided at the offerings to the gods and
to the manes

;

153. A servant of the village or of the king, a man
witli deformed nails or black teeth, and an opponent of

(his) Guru, also, as well as one who neglects the (sacred)

lire, and a usurer

;

154. A consumptive man, a cattle -herd, a younger
brother married before an elder, one who does not per-

form his religious duties, a hater of Brahmans,* an unmar-
ried elder brother whose younger brother is married, and
also one who is a member of an association

;

155. A dancer,^ and one who has broken the rule of his

order,'^ the husband also of a low-caste woman,'' the son of

a woman twice married, a one-eyed man also, and one
whose fellow-husband (is) in (his) house

;

156. One who teaches for hire, also one who is taught
for hire

; the pupil of a Cudra, and (a ^^dra) Guru ; one
who speaks roughly,^ a son of an adulteress boru before,

and also one born after her husband's death

;

157. Those forsaken^ without cause (even) by mother,

^ [Medh. reads durvdla for dur- with idols (to sell ?). Cf. B. R, s.r.
hala (cf. Har. to Gaut. xv. 18), and It might mean an idol-manufac-
explains as either a bald-headed or turer.]

a redheaded man, or one wanting •* [Or of the Yeda (Medh.)]
in manly strength [vikalendrhjo va).] ^ [Or singer (so Medh. and K.,
-[The meaning given by the otherwise Nil. to Mbha. xiii. 90, 1 1,

commentators is " those who sacri- " One who supports himself by ent-
fice for many, for anybody, outcasts, ting clods ;" kastharchcdanoxjaj'ivin
etc." ]\ledh. and K. quote a verse by a forced derivation from ku^i
from Vas. to the effect that one who and phdla — Lara and chcdana).
sacrifices for the many is not ad- '' [Lc, has become unchaste.]
mitted to nrlddha. In explanation ^ [Of a Vrsall.]
of rraddhn, Medh. says that some « [» Qr one who lies " (Medh.) ;

confine the word to the feast for though some say " one cursed

"

the manes, but tliat it includes the (Medh., K.) Cf. vs. 174.]
feast to the gods also.] » [Dr. B translates^xov/yrfZ,-/;? as a

^ [Th.at is, one who earns a living participle, but all the comnientators
out of idols, whether by serving in a interpret as nomen af/cntis, "one
temple (?) or by travelling around who deserts mother, father, or Guru,"
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father, or Guru ; and one who has entered into connection

with degraded (people, either) by spiritual or marriage

ties;

158. One who burns houses, a poisoner, one who eats

with the son of an adulteress,^ one who sells the soma
plant,^ one who goes on sea-voyages, and a panegyrist,- an

oilmonger, and a suborner of perjury

;

159. Also one who disputes with liis father, gamblers,^

also one who drinks spirituous liquors, one with a dis-

graceful^ disease, one of bad character, a swindler, one

who sells liquids

;

160. A maker of bows and arrows also, and a husband

of a younger sister married before her elder sister,*^ one

who injures a friend, one who lives by gambling, so also

one whose son is his teacher

;

161. One distraught,^ one who has scrofula also, so also

a white leper, an informer also, a madman, one who is

blind also are to be shunned, as also one who finds fault

with the Yedas

;

162. A trainer of elephants, cattle, horses (or) camels;

one who lives by the stars also ; a keeper of birds also

;

so also a fencing-master;^

i.e., fails to render obedience, etc. ' [Or "grievous disease," cf. vs.

(Medh., K.) "Spiritual," literally 92, as consumption (K.) Cf.ii.1S5
"Vedic" (brdhmya).] note.]

1 [See Medh. andK Ragh.saysthe ^ [Cf. Gaut. xv. 16, and see B. R.
same, " or a great eater, from the say- sub agrcdidhisu. (Medh. says there

ing a/l'!U((/(7;'Jisacoward ;" otherwise is no such person as an agrcdklhisil-

Nil. (Mbhii. xiii. 143, 24, KunddQl: ^?ai/, and maintains that this word
Iciinde ^j«/iY(j5«<)'e apidtlti kimiddfi), must be divided into two parts,

and Har. to Gautama, xv. 18).] one being agredidhisu (sc. X'(di), and
- [Medh. says some explain other- the other didhimpati (defined in

wise, as sellers of sacrifice where vs. 1 73),'as in the 25assage of Gau-
soma is used,] tama).]

3 [Later the name of one of the ^ [Perhaps, as Medh. speaks of

mixed classes (Vandin. bandin).] this as a disease, "one who lost his
^ [Kiiai'a, or, according to some, memory."]

kelcara, squint-eyed (Medh., K.) ; * [One who gives instruction in

the last is perhaps better, as kitava dhanurveda (Medh.) This science

appears in vs. 151, and the explana- was naturally highly esteemed
tion of Medh. and K., that it here among the Ksatriyas, and its ac-

means,in distinction from theformer, quisition was procured not only by
" one who makes others gamble," is jiractising arms, but by mystic rites,

scarcely allowable. ]
prayers, etc.]
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163. A diverter of watercourses, find he who is accus-

tomed to obstruct them, a designer of houses, a messenger,

and a planter of trees (for hire)
;

164. A seller 1 of dogs, and one who lives by falcons, a

seducer of maidens also ; a mischievous fellow, one beinf^

a Brahman who lives by a ^udra's- occupation; also a

sacrificer to the ganas ;
^

165. (One) who follows not established custom, and a

eunuch ; so one who constantly begs, one who lives by
agriculture, and a club-footed ^ man also ; one censured

by the good

;

166. One who deals in rams, one who keeps buf-

faloes, the husband of a woman married before ; also one
who removes corpses;—(all these) are to be carefully

avoided.

167. Those lowest of Brahmans whose customs are

despised, who are not fit to take part (in a solemn feast),

a good Brahman (who is) wise should reject for both
(ceremonies).

168. Now a Brahman who does not study (the Yedas)
is quenched like a fire in grass ; ^ to him the oblation to the

gods is not to be given, for one does not sacrifice on ashes.

169. What result is for the giver in the next life if

(food) be given to an unfit person at the oblation to the

gods or manes, that I shall now fully declare.

170. Whatever (offering) has been eaten by Brahmans
who have broken their vows, by younger brothers married
before the elder and the like ; whatever (has been eaten)

by others (who are) unfit, that indeed evil demons devour.

171. He who, his elder brother not having done so,

takes a wife and (performs) ag^iihotra (offerings), is to be

^ [Rather one "who sports with ^ [Not being fed like a holy f5re, it

dogs," or "raises them for plea- is notable to burn. According to the
sure" (Medh., K.)] commentators, some say that it is an

- [Literally, a Vrsala's ; by ano- unlearned man alone who is to be
ther reading, " the son'of a Vrsala."] excluded at the gods' feast where the

^ [Troops of deities.] hav>ia is offered, while those physi-
* A Grantha MS. reads ^ilpajlvl cally deformed are e.vcluded from

for ^llpadl ca, i.e., lives by mecha- that to the manes only.]
cical arts.
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known as a parivdtar (one who marries before liis elder

brother), but the elder brother is a 2Mrivitti}

172. The ^arivitti, the parivetta, and she by whom

this is caused, all those go to hell, five in number (by the

addition of) the giver and sacrificer.

173. He who out of lust is devoted to the wife of a

deceased brother, even if she be legally appointed, is to

be known as the husband of a didldsu?

174. Two sons, the himdct and golaJca, are born of other

men's wives : the kunda, if the husband be alive ; if he be

dead, the golaka,

175. Those two beings, born of another's wife, when dead

and (when alive) in this world also, destroy the offerings given

to gods and manes of those who present (these offerings).

176. As many fit persons as a man unfit (for the feast)

sees eating, of so many the foolish giver does not get the

reward after death.

177. A blind man being present destroys the giver's

reward for ninety, a one-eyed man for sixty, and a white-

leper for a hundred ; one afflicted with elephantiasis ^ for

a thousand.

178. As many Brahmans as a sacrificer for a (^iidra

could touch on their limbs, of so many there is no meri-

torious fruit to the giver of the gift (at a grdddJia).

179. And, though he knows the Veda, if a Brahman,

out of greediness, receive a present (from such a man), he

quickly goes to destruction, like an unburnt pot in water.

180. (Food) given to a seller of the soma plant (becomes)

ordure ; to a physician, blood
;

(it is) lost (if given to) an

attendant on idols ; but it is without foundation (if given)

to a usurer.

181. But what is given to a trader, that exists not either

1 [According to a Smrti quoted Parapurvdpatim clhlrd vadanti di-

by Medh., he need only wait six or dhisupatim ; yas tv agredidhlmr

eight years for the elder brother to viprah sai'va yasyalcutinnhinl. This

marry, unless the latter is on a verse does not forbid niyoga, but its

journey.] abuse.]

- [Cf. vs. 160. Medh. says another ^ [^Literally^ one with an evil,

Smrti defines these in the following severe, disease. Cf. note to vss. 92,

maimer, which is here inapplicable : 159. Medh. says "leper."]
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here or in the next world ; so (what is given) to a son of

a remarried woman is like an oblation to the gods offered

on ashes.

182. Now the learned say that (food given) to other

base men unfit (for the feast), such as have been indicated,

(is) fat, blood, flesh, marrow, (and) bones.^

183. By what Brahmans a company polluted by unfit

persons is purified, learn now completely those best of

Brahmans, purifiers of the company.

184. The most learned in all the Vedas and in all the

Angas, as well as also those descended from learned

(priests), are to be known as purifiers of the company.

185. A Trinaciketa, one who keeps up the five fires,

one who knows the Trisuparna, one who knows the six

Angas, a son of a woman married by the Brahma cere-

mony, one who knows the Jyestha-Saman ;
-

186. One who knows the meaning of the Vedas, and
who teaches it, a student who gives a thousand (cows as

fees to his teacher), one a hundred years old ^ also, (such)

Brahmans are to be known as purifiers of the company.
1 87. The graddha rite being prepared, on the day before

or the next day one should duly invite three at least of

such Brahmans as have been described.

188. A Brahman invited for a rite to the manes should
always be self-restrained

; he should not peruse the met-
rical ^ Veda. This should be also the (rule) for the per-

former of the rite.

189. The manes indeed stand by those invited Brah-
mans, and follow (them) like wind

; likewise sit by them
when seated.

190. Now a Bralmian duly invited for offerings to the
gods and manes, if anyhow soever he fail/ sinful, he be-

comes a hog (in another birth).

^^
[VVithvss.iSo-i82cf.iv.220-22i.] precisely 100 years old (MtJh.)]

- [Heganliiig the meaning ofthese * [ClKimlaiiisi ; cf. iv. iii.]
terms aw Biihler's note to Ap. ii. ^ [This means if he is not present
17,22. Mbha. xiii.90, 27, hasi^ra/t- at the time for eating the feast
madeydnusantaiwr^ chando'jo jycsiha- (Medh., K.) Some say it means
sdm(i(/(t/i.] to refuse an invitation ; but this is

^ [This means a very old man, not wrong.]
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191. But he who, invited to a graddha, dallies with a

Vrsali woman, acquires for himself all that which has

heen done wrong by the giver.i

192. The manes are primitive - gods, who are free from

anger, intent on purity, ever chaste, who have laid down

arms, (and) possess great qualities.

193. From what (is) the origin of them all, who (they

are), and by what ceremonies they are to be worshipped,

learn this completely.

194. Marici and other (seers) who (are) the sons of

Manu Hiranyagarbha,—the sons of all those seers are

called the hosts of manes.

195. The Somasads, sons of Viraj, are said (to be the

fathers) of the Sadhyas ; and the Agnisvattas, sons of

Marici, (who are) famed in the world, (are said to be the

fathers) of the Devas.

196. The Barhisads, sons of Atri, are said (to be the

fathers) of the Daityas, Danavas, and Yahsas, of the

Gandharvas, Uragas, and Eaksasas, and of the Suparnas

and Kinnaras.

197. The Somapas, indeed, of theBrahmans, the Havir-

bhujs of the Ksatriyas, the Ajyapas too of the YaiQyas,

but the Sukalins of the (^udras.

198. Now the Somapas (are) sons of Kavi, the Havis-

mants (are) sons of Angiras, the Ajyapas are sons of Pu-

lastya, the Sukalins of Vasistha.

199. The Agnidagdhas and Anagnidagdhas, the Kav-

vas, the Barhisads, the Agnisvattas, and the Saumyas,

one should certainly indicate (as the parents) of Brah-

mans.

200. But these which are famed as the chief hosts of

manes, of them even in the world the sons and grandsons

without end are to be known (as manes).

201. From the seers were begotten the manes, from the

1 [Of. vs. 19 and xi. 179. The " [The manes are called primitive

Vrsali woman stands for any woman because they were reverenced in

whatever (Medh.)] ancient times (Medh.)]
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manes the gods and demons ;
^ but from the gods all the

universe moving and stable, in due order.

202. Mere water offered with faith to these (manes) by-

means of silver vessels, or (vessels) adorned with silver,

fits (one) for incorruption.

203. The offering (given) by the twice-born to the

manes is more excellent than (their) offering to the gods
;

that to the gods is called the prelude and close- of the

offering to the manes.

204. Now one should perform first an offering to the

gods as a preservative (of these offerings to the manes), for

the evil demons destroy a grdddha without a protective.^

205. One should make an offering therefore to the gods

at the beoinninfi: and end ;* it should not be with an offer-

ing to the manes at the beginning and end. One who

does it with an offering to the manes at the beginning and

end quickly perishes with his offering.

206. One should smear with cow-dung a pure and

lonely spot ; and one should carefully select a place

sloping to the south.

207. The manes, indeed, ever are pleased with what is

given in pure open spaces, also on river-banks and in

lonely places.

208. One should seat those Brahmans, after they have

properly made ablution, separately^ on seats which have

been prepared (for them), and have /c?^f«-grass® on them.

209. Having seated those venerable'^ Brahmans on their

seats, one should honour them after the gods with per-

fumes and sweet-smelling garlands.

^ [Devas and Danavas.] ^ [^rat.ravar/i<am is merely a pun
^ [Apydyana, which in vs. 211 on Bdkmxas, demons.]

means "(having made) satisfaction," * [Of the i^rdddha.}

may here also be taken in the sense '' [That is, in such a way that they

of " making cnmjilete." IVIedh. says, do not touch each other (Medh.)]
" It causes the increase of the sacri- '' [Ku^a is the sacred grass used in

fice to the manes ; it is not for itself, ceremonies.]

but only to e.^alt the sacrifice to the " [Literalh-, " unblamed ;" those

manes ;" so that wc may translate, who cannot be objected to, such as
" Since the ceremony to the gods pre- have already been described (Ragh.);

ceding that to the manes is said to or it may mean he should not insult

render the latter complete "(and con- them after he had seated them, i.e.,

sef^ueutly is subordinate to it).] be should honour them (Medh.)]
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210. Having brought water for them with Z;?/pa-grass

and sesamum seeds, the Brahman authorised by the Brah-

mans should make (the oblation) in fire.^

211. At the bewinninsf, having satisfied in due form

Agui, Soma, and Yama by tlie gift of an oblation, afterwards

one should satisfy the manes.

212. But if there be no (consecrated) fire, let him put

it in the hands of a Brahman ; for it is said by the priests

fwho are) seers of the mantras that fire is a Brahman.

213.^ They term gods of grdddhas those best of Brah-

mans who are free from wrath, gentle, primitive, engaged

in the satisfaction of the world.

214. Having completely circumambulated (the fire with

the right hand toward it), and thrown in the fire all the

offering, one should sprinkle water on the ground with

the right hand.

215. Having made three balls from the remainder of

that oblation, one should, composed in thought and facing

the south, offer (them) in the same way as the water.

216. Then, attentive, having offered those balls ac-

cording to the rite, one should wipe the hand on those

kuga-grass (blades) for those (ancestors who eat) the

wipings.^

217. Having rinsed (the mouth), having returned to

the north, having thrice restrained the breath slowly,

one knowing; the mantras should also reverence the

six seasons and the manes as well.

218. One should again put slowly the rest of the water

near the balls, and, composed (in mind), should smell

those balls as they were offered (in order).

219. Then having taken in succession a little bit from

the balls, one should first in due order cause the seated

Brahmans to eat those (balls),

220. But if the father be alive, one should only offer

^ [Pavitra means darhha (Medh.) ^ The balls are offered to the

Water-bringing is a Northern custom father, paternal grand- and great-

according to Ap. ii. 17. 17.] grandfathers; the wipings to the
^ Medhatithi omits vss. 213- ancestors in the fourth, fifth, and

214. sixth degrees.
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to (those) before him, or should cause him to eat at the

grdddha like a Brahmau.^

221. But he whose father is dead and (paternal) grand-

father is alive, having mentioned the name of his father,

should mention (his) great-grandfather.^

222. Either the grandfatlier, said Manu, should eat that

grdddha, or (the grandson) alone, being authorised by him,

may of himself perform (it) voluntarily.

223. Having put water with /czi^a-grass and sesamum in

their (the Brahmans') hands, one should give (them) the

top of those balls, saying " Hail to those (manes)."

224. Then having himself taken with both hands a

(dish) full of cooked rice, meditating on the manes, he

should put it down leisurely near the Brahmans.

225. That rice which is offered held loosely^ by the

hands, the evil-minded Asuras carry off by force.

226. One should ordinarily, intent (and) composed in

mind, place sauces, broth, herbs, and the like, milk-pudding,

curds, ghee, (and) honey, properly only on the ground.

227. (One should prepare) cakes and milk-puddings*

of various kinds, also roots and fruits, also favourite

meats and well-smellincr drinks.

228. Having brought all that gradually and composed

in mind, one should present them intent (and) proclaim-

ing all the qualities.

229. One should never drop a tear, be angry, or say what

is untrue, nor touch the rice with (one's) foot, nor shake it.

230. A tear sends (the offering) to ghosts ; anger, to

enemies ; falsehood, to dogs ; contact with the foot, to the

evil demons ; shaking, to evil-doers.

231. Whatever pleases Brahmans one should give with-

^ [And in this case he offers of by both, not by one hand only. [So
course but two balls.] that "held loosely by (freed from) the

^ [Govindaraja, relying on Visnu hands " means held in one hand
Ixxv. 4, says that he must first offer (Medh. and Rilgh.) Asuras are evil

to his fatlier and then to the two spirits.]

ancestors -who precede his grand- '' [" Things to be eaten and en-

father (K.). Cf. this chapter of joyed," which are explained by K. as

Visnii for other parallels.] above.]
•^ Medhutithi says it must be held
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out envy, and one should tell Vedic stories,^ (for) that (is)

desired by the manes.

232. And at a ceremony to the manes, one should cause

to be repeated the Vedas, the law-treatises (Dharma-gastra),

tales (Akhyana), epics (Itihasa), legends (Purana), and

the supplements (Khila).^

233. Delighted, one should please Brahmans, and cause

them to eat by degrees, and entice them frequently by the

cooked rice, and by the curries.^

234. At a grdddha one should strenuously give food

to a daughter's son, even though (he be) engaged in a

vow;'* one should give (a guest) a blanket^ for a seat, and

sprinkle the ground with sesamum.

235. Three (things) are purifying at a grdddha : a daugh-

ter's son, a blanket, and sesamum. And (the learned) praise

three (things) in it : purity, absence of auger, and freedom

from haste.

236. All the cooked rice should be very hot, and (the

Brahmans) should eat it in silence. The Brahmans must

not tell the qualities of the oblation if asked by the giver.

237. As long as the cooked rice is hot, as long as (a

Brahman) eats in silence, so long the manes eat (it), (and)

as long as the qualities of the oblation are not mentioned.

238. What one eats with the head covered, what one

eats facing the south, and what one eats with sandals*^ on,

that the evil demons eat.'^

1 [Tales which are told in the This word also occurs in Vardha-

Veda (Brahma), as of the deeds of mana's " Gaiiaratna - mahodadhi "

Sarama, &c., or of the highest spirit, (ed. Eggeling,p. 104), who exj^lains it

Brahma (:Ntedh.)] by {i) gvaddhaMla [midday]; (2)

2 Dkarina-cdstras pi Mann, etc.; chdgaromamayo vastraviresah. The
tales, Saupariia, Maitravaruna, etc.; second meaning is the only one pos-

itihdsas, the Mahabharata, etc. ;
^wf- sible here. [That is, it is a kind of

«n«s, that by Brahma, etc.; khilas, garment made of goats' -hair. By his

the (^'risukta [R. V. i. 165 (?)], Ma- note on this verse Medh. shows he is

hanamika (Samaveda, Ar.)—Medh. a Southerner, since he speaks of a rar.

3 ["By (telling them) the qualities fee. called toK^a^a"among the North-

(of the food) " seems to be the literal erners ;
" cf. Introduction. Another

meaning, that is, the ingredients.] reading has "a blanket and a seat."

* [That is, if he is still a student This is given to every guest (Medh.)

(K).] Otherwise see Vas. xi. 35.]

5 "Blanket," in Sanskrit, luta- ^ [Some say this means leather

^a. Medhatithi e.xplains it thus ;
shoes (Medh.)]

Kulluka says "a Nepal blanket." ^ [The same verse in the Mbha. ends
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239. A Candula and a boar, a cock and also a dog, and

a woman in her courses and an eunuch, may not see the

Brahmans eatinc^.

240. What is seen by these during an oblation,^ at a

gift, and at a meal, at rites to the gods, or in a ceremony

to the manes, that becomes unprofitable.

241. The boar destroys^ by smelling, the cock by the

wind from (his) wings, the dog by the cast of a look, the

low-caste man by touch.

242. If a lame man or a one-eyed man be merely a ser-

vant of the giver, or one with a limb deficient or in excess,

even him let (his master) remove from thence.^

243. Permitted (to do so) by the Brahmans (already

there), one should honour according to one's power a

Brahman or a beggar * who has come for food.

244. Having brought all kinds of cooked rice and food

and the like, having sprinkled it with water, one should

put (it) down before these who have eaten, scattering (it)

on the ground,

245. What remains and what is scattered on the hiiga-

grass is the portion of those dead without investiture (with

the sacred string), and of those who desert the women of

their family.^

246. The rest which has fallen on the ground at a cere-

mony to the manes, that (the learned) declare (to be) the

share of the servants who are not crooked (by nature) and
deceitful.

247. But up to the ceremony of making a sapinda

sarvafii vidydt tad dsuram (xiii. 90, any Cudra is to be excluded, even if

19), "belonging to the Asuras."] he" is 'the servant of the man who is

^ [Aijniltutra or CJdntl ^oblation performing the ceremony.]
(Medh).] » [Bhiksuka, a religious mendi-

- [/.c, renders the ceremony use- cant.]
less(K.)] 5 [Or, "Those who desert their

^ [Perhaps better, "If there be Gurus, andtho.se who haveunmarried
present a lame man, or a man who women in tlieir houses" (when they
is one-eyed, or a slave, even if he ought to be married), according to
belong to the giver of tlie frdddlin, a forced interpretation mentioned
or a man who has deficient or too by K. Rfigh., or " untrue wives "

many limb.'<, one .should exclude (Govind.), or "deserters of women
him." Medh. and K. say a Cudra is of good family." Partly quoted as
meant, implied by the servitude, and Manu's remark in Yas. xi. 23.]
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for a deceased Brahman/ one should have the grdddJia

eaten without the ceremony to the gods, and one should

offer a single ball.

248. But when the sapinda rite has been properly done

for him, the offering of balls is to be made by the sons in

this manner (as directed before).^

249. Having eaten a crdddha, that fool who gives what

remains to a (^iidra goes head foremost to the hell Kala-

siitra.

250. If an eater of a grilddha on that day approaches

the bed of a (^udra woman,=^ for that month his manes sleep

on her ordure.

251. After having asked, "Have you eaten well?"

one should cause (those who are) satisfied to rinse their

mouths, and say to them when they have done so,

"Best!"

252. The Brahmans should reply to him after that,

" Hail be it," for in all ceremonies to the manes the word

" hail " is the best blessing.

253. Then one should inform those who have eaten of

the remainder of the cooked rice ; then he should do as

they say, being ordered by the Brahmans.

254. In (a grdddha) to the manes (the word) svaditam

is to be uttered ; in a gostha (the word) sugrutam ; in an

ahJiyudaya (the word) sampannam ; but in one to the gods

(the word) rucitamA

255. The afternoon^ as well as the kuga-grass, the clear-

1 [Cf. Visnu, xxi. II ff., for a purity. So in the former the greet-

description of this etoWis/a ceremony ing is "success" (sampannam) ; in

on making a sapiiida (relative) for the latter, " heard with pleasure
"

him. It implies that the deceased {sugrutam) ; rucitam means brilliant

died without any family to offer the (as does deva, god) ; svaditam is

grdddha for him. According to "well-eaten." K. says Medh. and

Visnu the rite is the same when a Govind. wrongly say that the greet-

deceased woman is to be invested ing is to be offered by anybody at

with relationship.] the grdddha, but he does not believe

2 Vs. 248 is, apparently, omitted it.]

by Medhatithi. ^ [The afternoon is not for all

3 [Vrsala and Vrsall, of. iv. 8S.] grdddhas, for another Smrti says,

4 [There fare different p-dddhas Purvdhne daivikaih kdryam apa-

for different purposes : the ahhyu- rdhne tii paitrhim ekoddistarh tu

daya is for increase, the gostha for madhydhne prdtar vrddhinimitta-
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ing of the site, the sesamum, the giving (of food), the pre-

paration (of food, and) eminent Brahmans are prosperity

in grdddha rites.

256. The Jcicga-gTSL^s, the purifying (texts), the forenoon

and the oblations entirely, (and) the purification as already

mentioned, are to be known as prosperity in the oblations.

257. Hermits' food,^ milk, soma, meat not forbidden,-

and natural salt^ are termed oblation by nature.

258. Now having dismissed these Brahmans, restrained,

silent, pure, looking to the south, one should supplicate

these best manes (saying)

:

259. "May the generous increase among us ! May the

Vedas and progeny also ! May faith never leave us

!

May also much to give away ^ be with us ! "
^

260. HavinfT thus made the offering, one should after

it cause a cow, a Brahman, a goat, or fire to consume those

balls, or one should throw them into water.

261.- Some perform the offering of the balls just after ^

(the feast) ; others cause birds to eat (it), or throw (it) into

fire or water.

262. A lawful wife devoted to her husband, intent on

the worship of the manes, should then duly eat the middle

cake, (if) desirous of offspring.'^

263. (Thus) she brings forth a long-lived son, endowed
with fame (and) intelligence, wealthy, having offspring,

truthful, (and) also righteous.

lam " (the feast to the gods in the lowing this, and found Visnu, Ixxiii.

forenoon, to the manes in the after- 30 : " May we have much food and
noon, at mid-day to one just de- obtain guests ; have those who beg
ceased, early in the morning when (of us), but never beg (ourselves").]

for gain)—Medh.] •> [Dr. Burnell says " before,"
^ The hermits (Munis) are sup- reading purastdt ; but it is plain, on

posed to live on wild rice. comparing K. with Kagh., that the
- [Medh., "not made up" with former as the latter read j-xirastdt.

forbidden things.] The sense is the same according to
^ [K., see note to v. 73.] Medh., if we read with him j^wastdd,
^ [This may mean " may much to i.e., krte brdhmanabhojane (which

be given (to us) be ours" (may we comes "before").]
receive much). See Stenzler, Yfij. i. ^ There are many such magical

245.] ceremonies in the Samavidhana and
* [One MS. has a new verse fol- Ilgvidhana.
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264. Having wiped (one's) hands and rinsed (the moiitli),

one should prepare (food) for (paternal) kinsmen ; having

given it to (those) kinsmen with reverence, one should

cause (one's maternal) relatives to eat.

265. Let the rest remain until the Brahmans are dis-

missed, then one should perform the household rites.^

Thus is the rule established.

266. I shall now fully declare what oblation duly pre-

sented to the manes is for a long time, and what for end-

less (time).

267. The manes of men are delighted for a month by sesa-

mum, rice, barley, pulse, water, roots, (and) fruit duly given
;

268. Tor two months by fish (and) flesh, but for three

months by venison; also for four (months) by mutton,

but for five (months) indeed by birds' flesh

;

269. For six months by goat's flesh, and for seven

(months) indeed by spotted deer's (flesh); for eight months

by enas flesh ; for nine months by rurus flesh ;-

270. But for ten months (they) are pleased by the flesh

of hogs (and) buffaloes, and for eleven months also by

the flesh of hares and tortoises

;

271. But a year by cow's milk and milk-pudding. The

pleasure by flesh of the rhinoceros ^ endures for twelve

years.^

272. The MlagdJca^ and maliaccdka,^ the flesh of a

rhinoceros and red goat,^ (and) honey (are productive of

satisfaction) for endless time indeed, and hermits' food

(also) universally.

1 [" The offering "
(?*«^0 to beings, ^ [a p^^ a year" (Dr. Burnell),

though this is only a type of all the evidently an error.]

rites, such as offerings, hospitality, ^ A'ci^af«fatisaplant[sacred basil],

etc., not strictly, as some say " What mahd<;alka is the com-

(Medh.)] mentators cannot determine. The
- The ena and ruru are, ap- prevailing opinion is that it is a

parently, kinds of deer. [So K. and kind of fish [viz., prawn. This is

Rarrh, mrgajativifcsau.] K.'s oi^inion, and that of "others
3° "Rhinoceros" or "white goat." quoted by Medh., who defines as

[So Medh. and K, or "crane ;" see porcupine, jw^yrtte. Ragh. says it

Jolly Vi'inu Ixxx. 14. Medh. reads is a fish "according to Yama '
].

(with some K. MSS.) vd, "or," not ' "Red goat;" Medhatithi says

"and."] "black."
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273. Whatever (food) mixed with honey one may pre-

sent on the thirteenth (lunar day) in the rains or under

(the lunar asterism) Magha is even imperishable.

274. '• May one be born of our race who will give us

on the thirteenth milk-pudding with honey and ghee, and

when an elephant's shadow is to the east I"^

275. Whatever one who has faith properly offers ac-

cording to rule, that becomes endless, undecaying for the

manes in the other world.

276. The most excellent lunar days for a grdddha (are)

the tenth, and so on of the dark fortnight, excluding the

fourteenth. As they (are), so (are) not the rest.

277. He who performs (grdddhas) on even lunar days,

and under even asterisms, obtains all desires
;

(if) on odd

(lunar days, and under odd asterisms he offers to) all- the

manes, he obtains an illustrious progeny.

278. As the dark fortnight is better than the bright

fortnight, so for a grdddha the afternoon is better than the

forenoon.^

279. Eites to the manes are to be duly performed to the

end by one (who has) ^^wpa-grass in the hand, with his

sacred thread over his right shoulder, going to the right

and unwearied.

280. One should not perform a grdddha at night, for it

is said to be of the evil demons ; nor at sunrise or sunset

also ; so also when the sun has not long risen.'*

^ The commentators seem unable is lucky, the fourteenth not so for

to make any sense of the latter part Brahmans, but for Ksatriyas.]

of this verse. [Medh. says this re- - [Medh. and Ragh. read with MS.
fers to the (eastward-going shadows Beng. arcan (revering), for saridn,

that mark the) afternoon. Kull. (all), " if (on the odd) he revere the

quotes Visnu, Ixxviii. 52-53, where manes."]

the (afternoon) time of lengthening ^ [In the original strengthened by
shadows is mentioned for the Kfirt- the fact that the dark fortnight is

tika month especially, the rainy called the " fl/i(f?'-part " (aparah

season of vs. 273 being also only 2:><iksafi), and its effect islike that of

one month. Is ddkniniri/ayia to be so the " «/!;('?'-noon." Cf. Ap. ii. 16, 5.]

taken in Mbha. xiii. b8, 12? Cf. for * [Cf. ii. 15. Visnu, Ixxvii. 8, per-

the days Ap. ii. 16, 20-21 ; Visnu, mits a <^dddha at twilight or at

loc. cit., vs. 50. The thirteenth day night if an eclipse has taken place ;

vide next. Cf. Ap. ii. 17, 25.]
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281. One may by this rule perform here a grdddha thrice

a year, (viz.) in winter, the hot weather, and the rains

;

but one should make the five sacrifices every day.

282. The offering^ to the manes is not prescribed in

ordinary fire, (and) the grdddlia of a Brahman who has

established the (sacred) fire is not (prescribed) except at

the conjunction of the sun and moon.^

283. If a good Brahman, having bathed, offers to the

manes by (means of) water, by that alone he obtains all

the fruit of a sacrifice to the manes.^

284. They (the learned) term fathers Vasus, and grand-

fathers Eudras, but great-grandfathers Adityas. This is

an everlasting Vedic text.*

285. One should always eat vighasa, or always eat

amrta. Vighasa (is) the remains of a (grdddlia) feast

;

amrta is likewise the remains of a sacrifice.^

286. All this system of the five sacrifices has been told

you ; hear the rules about the occupations of the chief of

the twice-born.*^

END OF THE THIRD LECTURE.

1 [Medh. calls attention to the tion : he himself takes it in a more

fact that the oblation (offering) is mystical sense :
" the manes are to

the only thing forbidden, so that be thought of under the form of Va-
" all else " may be performed. The sus," etc., and quotes an old teacher,

dependent genitive is to be con- Paithinasi, in support of this view.]

strued with each clause.] ^ [" Read hhrtyarcsa, a feast by
2 [Na dar(;ena vind ; dar^a sacri- one's dependents ; there is another

fice is one on the day of the " ap- reading, bhul:ta-<;em, which conveys

pearance " (of the new moon). Seve- the same idea of a feast by guests,

ral opinions are broached here by etc. Some say it refers only to the

Medh. in regard to the meaning ; he feast at p-addha"—Medh. In Mbha.

quotes three sets of commentators, xiii. 93, 13 and 15, these terms are

"some," "others," and "the an- defined: one who eats the portions

cients."] left from feasts to manes or gods

^ [This remark makes the regular they call an eater of viyhasa, while

daily p-dddha optional (Medh.)] one who always eats after his de-

4 [gruti. The object of this verse is pendents and guests eats pure amrta.

to inspire those who through dislike of Cf. below, iv. 5].

the manes have grown averse to their " [Ap. ii. 16 refers the origin of

sacrifice with the due feeling of reve- the i;ruddha to Manu ; the jNlbha.

rence for them as divinities (Medh.) has a different account. Much of

K., quoting this, inserts (through the above occurs in the sutra litera-

dis'like of manes) " or through infi- ture ; most fully in Visnu Ixxiii.

delity" as part of Medh.'s e.xplana- ff.]
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LECTURE IV.

ON A householder's DUTY AS REGARDS SUBSISTENCE
AND PRIVATE MORALS.

1. A Brahman having lived the first quarter of his life

M'ith a Guru, should live, having taken a wife, the second
quarter of his life in (his own) house.

2. A Brahman should live, except in distress, following
the calling \vhich is his, without (doing) any injury to

beings, or with little injury.

3. He should make accumulation of wealth, without
pain of body, by his own (proper) blameless occupations,

as much as is necessary for subsistence.

4. Now one may live by rta and amria, or by mrta
and 2^'ramrta,ox even by satydnrta ; never at any time
by gvavrtii.

5. Rta (truth) is to be understood as living by gleaning

;

amrta (undying) is (what is given) unasked, but m°ta
(dead) is alms begged ; agriculture is pramrta (dead).

6. Satydnrta (truth and lying) is trading; even by
that also one lives. Service is termed gvavrtti (dog's

livelihood), therefore one should avoid that.^

^ [These are evidently technical means that money-lending is in-
terms, and will scarcely bear a literal eluded under the word ao-nculture
translation. Gleaning is the true as expressly stated by Gaut. x. 5, 6,
(right) way to live; living by unasked who says in the same place that
alms is of more merit than living by agriculture is permitted a Brahman
alms begged, and one is therefore if he does not do the work himself,
immortal as compared to the other, (Jmvrttl is like (;vacariia in Mbhfi".
which is "mortal;" agriculture is xiii. loi, 15 (jtFcasem). In si>ite of the
^' dead," probably because it results famous dog in the epic, the animal
in the death of creatures in the was one nuich despised: "ho that
ground (cf. x. S3); "truth and lying" goes about with dogs or is bitten by
IS a plain hit at trading ; and ser- one " is excluded from p-addka, and
vice as dog's livelihood needs no ex- " the wise hold a dog as lower than
position.

_
Cf. to amrta, iii. 285, a jackal" (,Mbh. xiil 90, 10 ; xii.

where it is used in a different sense. 141, 157).]
K. says the word "and" {ca) iu vs. 6
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7. One may have grain for tliree years or for one year,

or for three days, or not have (enough) for the next day.^

8. Now of these four householder Brahmans, the last in

order is to be known as the better ; by law - he has most

overcome the world.

9. One of them subsists by six ways, another lives by

three, one by two, but the fourth lives by hrahmasattra.^

10. One living by gleaning ears and kernels, intent on

the agnihotra, should always perform merely the sacrifices

belonging to the parvan and (time of) solstice.*

11. For the sake of a livelihood one should never by

any means follow a worldly occupation, but should live a

Brahman life, not crooked, free from fraud, pure.

12. One seeking happiness should be firm, practising

perfect content. Happiness is, indeed, based on content

;

the contrary is the origin of unhappiness.

13. Hence a twice-born man returned home from his

studies who lives by any of the (above) occupations must

perform these (following) ceremonies, which bring fame,

longevity, and heaven.

14. He must ever, unwearied, perform his duty (as)

related by the Veda ; for, doing that as well as he can, he

obtains the highest course (of happiness).

1 5. One must not eagerly desire wealth (by music, etc.^),

1 Cf. Bandhayanadharmasutra [iii. of them, but does not make the four

2 and iii. 3 (21). This translation represent those of vs. 7. Both com-

rests on K.'s arbitrary interpretation mentators decide arbitrarilywhat are

cf the time implied by the first words the oniitted ones in order. Some re-

in the verse, which mean literally gard the occupations as the six regu-

no more than " he may have a store- larly ordained for a Brahman (study,

house of grain" or "a measure of teaching, giving, receiving, etc.)]

grain," K. bases his translation on •* [That is, he should perform the

xi. 7 and Yaj. i. 124, but admits sacrifices which come at the day of

that other commentators give dilfe- the new moon, at the day of the full

rent times. Probably no specific moon, and at the solstices {ayana).

period is meant.] (I have ventured to change Dr. Bur-
- {I.e., by reason of the religious nell's reading here, as it does not

merit gained by his law of life.] seem to give the right meaning and
3 [K. and Ragh. define this as study, omits ayana; it is "(the sacrifices)

This verse connects the four persons ending with the ones at the par-

ol vs. 7 with the six occupations of van.")]

vs. 4, according to Medh. K., as ^ [Prasaiigcna means " by (follow-

above inserts money-lending as one ing some pursuit with too much) devo-
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nor by any prohibited deed ; nor whether one have -wealth

or be in distress, (may he gain it) from any source (not

permitted).

1 6. One should not from sensuality be addicted to any
of the objects of the senses, and excessive addiction to

them one should cause to cease by the mind,

17. One should forsake all wealth that obstructs study

(of the Veda), and (be always) properly teaching (the

Veda), for that is (one's) duty done.

18. One should live in this world brinfring about con-

formity of (one's) clothing, speech, (and) intelligence to

(one's) age, calling, wealth, knowledge, and family.

19. One should ever regard (those) treatises whicli

quickly cause increase of knowledge, conduce to wealth,

and are beneficial, as well as the Vedic nigamas (exegeti-

cal and explanatory treatises).^

20. For just as a man gets acquainted with a treatise,

exactly so he becomes discerning, and his discernment

shines forth.

21. So much as one can, one should never at any time

neglect the offerings to seers, gods, beings, men, and the

manes.2

22. Some people who understand the rules of offerinfrs,

not performing those great sacrifices, ever sacrifice in their

own organs of sense alone.

23. Some sacrifice breath in speech, and ever again

(sacrifice) speech in breath, seeing the imperishable result

of a sacrifice in (their) speech and breath.

24. Other Brahmans ever sacrifice with those sacrifices

by knowledge alone, seeing by the eye of knowledge that

the doing of them is based on knowledcre.

tion, K. illustrates by citing music ^ Medhatithi explains nigama by
as an example. I have supplied niriiHa, grammar, and mimdmnd.
"eagerly" in Dr. B.'s translation, [The treatises do not imply writings ;

and enclosed the last words in paren- they are treatises either on law or

theses, as they are from the com- on other subjects. Medh. refers to
mentator. His own translation, those of Brhasjjati and U^anas.]
"one must not desire wealth by - I.e., the five ceremonies the
music, etc.," is a little misleading, subject of the last lecture [cf. iii.

The true meaning of prasaihja is Si],

apparent from vs. 1S6.] F
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25. One should always make the agnihotra at the be-

ginning and end of day and night, and (sacrifice) with the

darga at the end of the half-month, and also with the

paurnamdsa}

26. A twice-born man (should) at the end of the (old)

grain (offer) with a sacrifice of new grain ; so at the end

of the season, with the adhvaras ; ^ at the beginning of

the solstice, with cattle ; at the end of the year, with soma

sacrifices.

27. A twice-born man who keeps (sacred) fires, (if he)

desires long life, should not eat new grain or flesh if he

has not sacrificed with the new grain or cattle.

28. For his fires, not honoured with new (grain) or an

offering of cattle, being eager for new (rice)-food and flesh,

desire to devour his breath.^

29. Let no guest abide in his house not honoured, as

well as may be, with a seat, food, bed, (and) water, and

with roots and fruit.

30. But he should not honour, even by speech, heretics,

those who do wrong acts, pretenders to virtue,^ the frau-

dulent, rationalists, and hypocrites.^

31. One should adore with oblations to gods and manes

learned Vedic (priests) who are householders,^ who have

^ The agnihotra is an offering of vs. 192 and the definitions in vss. 195
milk morning and evening. This and 196).]

sacrifice is practically obsolete. [The ^ [" Those whose habits are like the

darqa is a sacrifice at the beginning haka " (a kind of crane). Medh. ren-

of the new moon, the paumamdsa ders " heretics " by " those who bear

the one offered when the moon is full, the token of outcasts" (vdhyalingin),

"At the end of the half-month" is and "rationalists " by "unbelievers"

to be construed with each clause.] {ndstika). Cf. note on ii. 11.]

- [Adhvara are sacrifices which ^ "Householders." A Grantha
come every four months at the end MS. reads grhavidgatdn, "come to

of a season (K.) Medh. gives two the house," which is preferable [in

quotations from a Sutrakara, the sense, but probably not the original

first of which refers to the sacrifice reading, as it is unsupported by
of grain— " one should not eat grain other MSS. or by the commentators,

without offering an agnihotra; " the " Vedic priests who have studied,"

second, that he should offer sacrifice etc., should, accordingtothecommen-

each six months, or yearly.] tators, be divided into those priests

^ " Breath " is plural, to express who have both finished the Vedas
the "five breaths" attributed to and completed their vows; such

man. priests .should be honoured at sacri-

* [" Those who act like cats " (cf. fices to manes and to deities.]
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studied the Vedas and returned home (from their teacher's

house), and sliould avoid those who are the contrary.

32. According to his ability a househokler must give to

beggars/ and a portion is to be made for beings (as well

as he can) without inconvenience (to his family).

33. A (Brahman) returned home (from his teacher's), if

wasting with hunger, may seek wealth from a king, or from

a sacrificer or pupil, but not from any other. Such is the

rule.

34. An able Brahman who has returned home (from his

teacher's) must never anyhow ^ waste with hunger; he muse
never wear worn-out dirty clothes if he have property.

35. Having his hair, nails, and beard trimmed, subdued,

with white clothes (and) pure, he should be ever devoted

to study (of the Veda) and to what is beneficial to himself.

36. He should have a bamboo staff, and a pot with
water in it, a sacred thread, and (a handful of kuga) grass,^

also a pair of bright gold earrings.

37. He should not at any time look at the rising or

setting sun, nor when it is eclipsed or (reflected) in M'uter,

nor when it is at the zenith.

38. He should not step over a calf's rope,* nor may he

run when it rains, nor may he look at his own form (re-

flected) in water. Such is the rule.

39. He should circumambulate to the right "^ a mound,

^ ["Beggars," literally "those who and cf. Eagh.'s I'ruti, " Yedam. IrtvCt

do not cook for themselves;" stu- vedirii karotlti." Medh. quotes from
dents and wandering (religious) Vas. xii. 15 ff. to show for wliat pur-
luendicants, even of heretical sects, pose the water-pot is enjoined.]

are miderstood by the commentators, ^ " Calf's rope," by which it is tied
;

though no such idea is in the text, [or it may mean " he should not pass
The " beings " are probably, in ac- through (?) a company of calves

"

cordance with the use of this word, {catna pankti, Medh.) ; cf. Gaut. ix.

the ghosts and spirits to whom otfer- 52. The same commentator con-
ings are made.] strues the final words to mean " the

- [Or "if able in anyway (to pre- rule in the rd^traa" (I'l.), not "the
vent it)."] rule as enjoined by Manu."]

•* [Dr. li. reads vcdam for vcddm, ^ I.e., in token of respect [he
and translates " and the Veda," should, in passing by, keep these
which I venture to change, as this is objects at his right hand. Well-
not upheld by the accent, and is known or " consjiicuous trees are
expressly explained as grass, kura, meant, such as the udumbara, etc."

darbha {mu.s(i), by K. aud Medh. j (Medh.)J
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a cow, an idol, a Brahman, ghee, honey, a meeting-place

of four roads, as also well-known trees.

40. Although wild with passion, he must not approach

(his) wife on the appearance of her courses ; nor must he

even sleep with her on a common bed.

41. For of a man who approaches a woman when men-

struating, the learning, glory, strength, sight, and also

longevity, are destroyed.

42. But of him who avoids her when menstruating,

the learning, glory, strength, sight, and longevity in-

crease.

43. One should not eat with (his) wife, nor look at

her eating, sneezing, yawning, or sitting at her ease.^

44. A good Brahman desirous of glory may not see her

adorning her eyes (with collyrium), smeared with oil,

naked, or bringing forth (a child).

45. One should not eat food with one cloth on; one

should not go naked to the bath ; one should not make
water^ on a road, on ashes, or in a cow-pen

;

46. Nor on cultivated ground, nor in water, nor on a

pile (of fuel), nor on a mountain, nor in a ruined temple,

nor by any means ^ on an ant-hill;

47. Nor in pits with living beings in them, nor (when)

walking, or even (when) standing,"* nor (when) sitting on

a river's bank ; nor on the top of a mountain.

48. Nor (when) beholding the wind, fire, a Brahman,

the sun, water, or also cattle, should one ever anyhow per-

form excretion.

49. Eestraining his speech, subdued, his breast covered

(and) head veiled, he may void (his excrement), having

^ [According to Visiiu's commen- * [Medh. discriminates here be-

tator (Ixviii. 46), a low-caste wife
;

tween these ideas and sitting. " By
eating with his wife is eating off the forbidding one walking and stand

-

same dish (K.) ; or it is at the same ing, permission (is here given) to

place and time (Medh.)] one who is sitting," with deference
- [Void excrements or make water to which finical distinction I have

(Medh., K. )] supplied " sitting" in the next clause,

^ [Literally " at any time," but this as it is in the text, but omitted by
is to be taken with the whole verse.] Dr. B.]
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covered the earth with wood, clods, leaves, grass, and the

like.i

50. He should void his excrements by day with his face

to the north, durincj the nicrht facing; the south, but at

day-dawn and at nightfall as by day.-

51. A twice-born man in shade or in darkness, by day or

night, should do it facing as he likes ; so (when) in fear for

his life.

52. The intelligence of one who pisses against fire,

against the sun, aG[ainst the moon, against water, af^ainst

the twice-born, against a cow, and against wind, perishes.

53. One should not blow fire with the mouth; one

should not look at a naked woman ; one should not throw

an unclean (thing) into fire, nor warm (one's) feet (at it).

54. One should not put (it) below,^ nor should one step

over it, nor put it at (one's) feet, nor do any injury to life.

55. One should not eat at day-dawn or nightfall, nor

go forth, nor even lie down ; and one should not scratch

lines on the frround, nor take off from oneself * a sfarland.

56. One may not discharge into water ^ either urine, or

ordure, or spittle, or anything smeared with (what is) un-

clean, or blood, or poisons.*^

57. One should not sleep alone in an empty house, nor

awaken a sleeper, nor talk with a woman in her courses,

nor go to a sacrifice (when) not invited.'^

^ After vs. 48 Medhatithi has vss. ofF himself, but have it taken off by
52, 49, 51, 53, &c. some one else (K.) The first three

- Medhatithi omits this verse, of these rules are set just for the

[His <^doss on vs. 52 (beginning na- (miidhi) twiUi^ht-time. "Connection
nil co\lanmukhasija mchanai'idhdiult) with a woman is also forbidden, as

seems to imply it, however. The it is said in another Smrti : One
verse occurs in Mbh. xiii. 104, 76, should avoid these four acts at the
following the one (75) that is equi- sandhi time — eating, cohabitation,

valent to Manu 52, but with the sleep, and study " (Medh.)]
vat: Ice. (a) ubhc mutrapilrlsc tu ; ^[Paying attention to the Cruti

(b, in second pdda) tathd Id injur na that says waters are divinities

7-isi/atc.] (Ragh.)]
•* "Below." Medhatithi and the "^ [Poisons in the plural shows that

commentators subsequent to him all the different kinds arc meant,
understood this to mean making use natural and artificial (Medh., K.)J
of a fire pan imder a bed. ^ [Avrta. In ii. 143 we have i/nh

* [This means one is not to take it karoti irtu/i, "he who performs (a
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58. In a fire-slirine, iu a cow-pen, and in the presence

of Bralimans, in reciting (the Veda), and also iu eating,

one should hold out the right hand.

59. A wise man should not restrain a cow when drink-

ing, nor should he tell it to any one ; nor having seen

Indra's weapon ^ in the sky, should he show it to any

one.

60. Let him not dwell in an unrighteous village, nor

very long in one where there is much disease ; nor let him

alone set out on the road ; let him not dwell long on a

mountain.

61. He may not dwell in the kingdom of a ^iidra, nor

in one full of unrighteous people, nor in one invaded by

hosts of heretics, nor in one possessed by low-born men.

62. Let him not eat that from which the oil is extracted,

nor let him eat to excessive fulness, nor very early or

very late, nor in the evening (if) he has eaten in the

morning.

63. Let him not make effort - in vain, nor drink water

from the hollow of his hands, nor eat food^ from (his) lap
;

let him never be inquisitive,

64. Let liini not dance nor sing, nor play on musical

instruments, nor clap his hands, nor gnash his teeth, nor,

though in a passion, let him roar out.

sacrifice) when chosen," as defini- correct) says that among the inhabi-

tion of rtvig, " sacrificial priest." So tants of Kashmir one is accustomed

in vii. 78 the same verb for chocs- to call attention to the rainbow,

ing a priest. K. refers to Gaut. The word divi, in the sky, merely

ix. 55 as meaning when not chosen emphasises the idea, though some

as priest, he should not go to a sac- hold that this refers to the appear-

rifice except, if he wishes, to look ance in the mid-day heaven, as dis-

on. Medh. construes arrta differ- tinct from the appearance at the end,

ently, as when not invited he shall where it is not wrong to show it.

not go to take part in the eating
;

Cf. Gaut. ix. 22.]

but both agree that avrta, whether - [/.e., take exercise with his bodily

to the dinner or to the post of priest, organs for no purpose.]

means chosen, invited ; so that I ^ [Water is to be distinguished

have ventured to alter the translation from milk, etc., to which the prohi-

givenby Dr. B., " nor unattended go bition does not apply ; so "food "(rice,

to a sacrifice."] etc.) is to be distinguished from
1 " Indra's weapon," the rainbow, fruits (Medh.)]

[Medh. (if the text of Dr. B.'s MS. is
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65. Let him never, by any means, wash his feet in a

hell-metal vessel, nor eat from a broken dish, nor when
(his) mind is disturbed.^

66. He must not wear sandals, cloths, a sacred thread,

an ornament, a garland, or a water-pot borne by others.^

6y. He must not journey with ^ unbroken beasts, nor

with those tormented by thirst or disease, nor with those

with injured horns, eyes, or hoofs, nor with those with

deformed tails.

62). But let him ever journey wdth trained, quickly

going (beasts), that bear (good) marks, that are endowed
with (good) colour and shape, not striking (them) exces-

sively with the goad.

69. The sun in Virgo,^ smoke from a corpse (being

burned), are to be avoided, likewise a broken seat. One
should never cut (one's own) nails and hair,^ nor break

(one's) nails with the teeth.

70. One should not break clods also, nor break grass

w^ith one's nails, nor do a useless act,*^ nor one which will

bring discomfort in future.

71. A man who is a breaker of clods, a cutter of grass,

a biter of (his) nails, goes quickly to destruction, as also a

betrayer and an impure (person).

72. One should not talk scandal, nor wear a garland

1 "NorwhenhismincHsdisturbed." sun is up" (Medh.) "As Medh.
This is how Medhatithi,and KiiUiika explains it, (or), as others say, the
foHowing him, understand it ; but it sun in Virgo" (K.) "The sun in

would be better to translate, "nor Virgo, or, as others say, the early

in a (vessel) polluted by nature." morning heat for three hours"
- [But some say there is no prohi- (Ragh.) I have not changed Dr.

bition of wearing jewellery (which B.'s translation, as it affects his

has been worn)—(Medh.)] theory of the antiquity of the text ;

^ [That is, literally, "he must not but it is proper to say that probably
go." According to another Smrti, no allusion to the western zodiacal
even mounting them is forbidden sign is intended.]

(Medh.)] s [He should not foolishly cut his
* [The three commentators, Medh., hair and nails himself, but, when

K., Riigh., afford an idea of the de- they are too long, have them cut by
velopment of this explanation of a barber (Medh.

)

(not kanyd but) hdldlapah. "The ® [This differs from the bodily act
designation hdldtapa means a period of vs. 69 by including luental action
of three hours {muhurta) after the (Medh., K.)]
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outside (the clothes ^). Eiding on the back of cattle is iu

every way blamed.

72,. One should not enter a village or an enclosed house

except by the gate ; and at night one should keep far from

roots of trees.

74. Now one should at no time play with dice,^ nor

take off one's sandals (with the hands), nor eat (when) on

a bed, nor what is in (one's) hand, nor (when) on a seat.

75. Nor after sunset should one eat anything mixed

with sesamum, nor should one sleep naked here (in the

world), nor set out with food in (one's) mouth.

y6. Now one may eat if one's feet are wet, but not lie

down if one's feet are wet. But one who eats with wet

feet attains Ion" life.

yy. One should never enter a difficult place not exposed

to the sight ; nor look at ordure and urine, nor cross a

river with his arms (by swimming).^

yS. One desirous to live a long life should not stand on

hair, nor on ashes, bones, or potsherds, nor on cotton

seeds or chaff.

79. One may not abide with outcasts, nor Candalas, nor

Pukkac^-as, nor idiots, nor proud (people), nor with low-born

(people), nor with Antyavasayins.*

80. One may not give advice^ to a (^^ludra, nor (give

him) the remains (of food), or (of) butter that has been

offered. And one may not teach him the law or enjoin

upon him (religious) observances.

^ [Medh. offers three explanations * [In x. 12, 39, 40, we have the

of bahirmfdyarii na dhdrayet. As exact definition of these low castes

above, or, as others say, " in an open according to the scheme of the law-

place ; " or it is equivalent to ba- book. The commentators say the
hirgandha, meaning he should not meaning of "abide" in this verse

wear one with a weak perfume ; as (as distinct from the injunction in

another Smrti has it, "one should vss. 60, 61) is that one should have no
not wear a garland without perfume, friendly or commercial intercourse

except it be of gold." Cf. Ap.i.31,23.] with these people, or should not live
" [This excludes the possibility of in the outskirts where they do.]

the later licensed gaming-houses.] ^ [Advice means in regard to his
* [Most of these are precautionary conduct, not simply friendly advice

rules against danger, as Medh. re- (Medh.) Discrepancies between this

marks at this verse, not of religious verse and others in the work (cf. ix.

moment. " The difficult j)lace is a 125) are explained by the commenta-
thick, dark jungle."] tors, who say that the ^udra men-
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81. For he who tells him the law and he who enjoins upon

him (religious) observances, he indeed, together with that

(^fidra), sinks into the darkness of the hell called Asaihvrtta.^

82. One may not stroke (one's) own head with both

hands joined, nor touch it (if) food is in one's mouth, nor

bathe without (bathing) it.-

83. One should avoid taking hold of the hair and (in-

flicting) blows on the head.^ If one's head has been

rubbed with sesamum oil, one should not touch any limb

(with oil).

84. One must not accept (a gift) from a king not born of the

royal (caste),^ or from owners of a slaughter-house or an oil-

press, or from those who have a flag as a sign {i.e., are venders

of liquor), or from those who live by wages of prostitution.

85. An oil-press is equal to ten slaughter-houses, a

(liquor seller's) flag to ten presses, a house of prostitution

to ten flags, (such) a king (as above described) to ten

houses of prostitution.^

86. A butcher who maintains ten thousand slaughter-

houses, with him (such) a king is said to be equal : his

gift is terrible.

87. He who receives (a gift) from an avaricious king

(who) acts in opposition to the treatises goes in succes-

sion to these twenty-one hells :
^

tioned in the other rules is a family ^ [These hells all have a meaning^
iservaiit.] more or less clear, conveying' an idea

^ [Unbounded.] of their projierties. They may be
- [That is, without having first rendered by Darkness, Dense-dark-

bathed the head. Medh. e.xplains ness. Very -frightful (or Howling\
that bathing with oil is meant.] Frightful, Hell, Thread of Death,

* [As a result of anger is meant. Great-hell, Quickener, Great-billow-

Some say this means his own head or less, Biirning, Consuming, Compres-
that of another ; others say it means sion. Place of Rodents, Gaping, Stink-

another's (only)—(Medh.)] ing-earth, the Place of Iron Spikes,
* [For instance, a Cudra king. Frying-pan, (Hard)-path, the River

Such kings appear to have been not of Hell (?) or Thorny ralmali tree, the

uncommon (cf. vs. 61 ). The common- .Sword-leafed Wood, the Phice (if Iron
tators point out that this is a restric- Fetters. Medh. has lohardraka for the

tion of vs. 33. Medh. on x. 1 13 says last, found also in Visnu, where more
that this prohibition is restricted to are added. A varied list, though
a bad king {du^ardjavimyah), i.e., very similar, is found Yaj. iii. 222
his birth is not good.] ff. ; Visnu, xliii. I if. Others occur

^ [DiK^avefasama (Medh., K.) or in our text (cf. iii. 249; xii. 76; above,

dafavegi/dsuDM (Govind.)J vs. Hi, and below, vs. 197.]
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88. Tamisra, Andhatamisra, Maharavirava, Eaurava, Na-

raka, Kalasiitra, and also Mahanaraka;

89. Sanjivana, Mahavici, Tapana, Sampratapana, Saiii-

liata, Sakakola, Kudmala, Putimrttika
;

90. LohaQanku, and Rjisa, Panthana, the river ^al-

mall, also Asipatravana, and also Loliacaraka.i

91. Wise Brahmans who know that, (and) who recite

the Veda, desiring happiness in the other world, do not

accept (gifts) from (such) a king.

92. (A householder) should awake at the &m/wn^-time,'^

and should think on law and wealth, on the troubles to

the body which arise from them, and also on the true

meaning of the Veda.

93. Having arisen, having done what is necessary, puri-

fied, self-contained, he should long stand muttering (the

texts) during the former twilight, and during the last twi-

lioht also at its own time.^

94. The seers got long life by long twilight (recitations)

;

(they got) wisdom, glory, and fame, and also holiness.

95. Having duly done the wpdkarman^ at the (^hfivana

(full moon), or in Prausthapada,^ intent, a Brahman should

recite the metrical Veda for four and a half months.

96. Now a twice-born man should make utsarga of the

Vedas outside (the village) in Pusya, or on the first day

of the bright fortnight of Magha ^ in the forenoon.

97. Having so done, according to the treatises, the

^ [Dr. B. transcribes loMngdraka * Updlarman, a ceremony on^ be-

on the authority of one MS., for ginning the [annual] course of Vedic

which I have given the one sup- study.

ported by more MS. authority and ^ [That is, on the day of the full

by my MS. of Medh. Other in- moon in July -August or August-

ferior readings are also found.] September.]
'- [The night has three periods

;
« Utsarga, a ceremony on complet-

the last of them is called (the period ing (the annual course of) Vedic

translated above, in accordance study. [Pusya corresponds to De-

with K.) the brdJunl - time (brdh- cember-January, Magha to January-

onyo muhurta)—{Medh.) The brah- February. According to Ap. i. 9,

m?/o«iM/r«rto/(, therefore, corresponds 1-2, the Vedic term lasts five

to the period eiiibi'aced by our "last months. He alludes to the term of

watch of the night," though Govin- four months and a half as com-

daraja restricts it to the " last hour."] manded by " some." Cf. Gaut. xvi.

^ [That is, at the gloaming, morn 2, and Vas. xiii. i.]

and eve.]
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utsarga of the metrical Veda outside (tlie village), one

should rest for a night with a day before and after/ (or)

also for that one day and night.

98. But then after that one may, intent, recite the metri-

cal Veda in the bright fortnight ; in the dark fortnight one

should recite all the Vedafigas.

99. One should never recite (the Vedas) indistinctly or

in presence of a ^iidra ; nor having recited the Veda at the

end of the night, (though) fatigued, may one sleep again.

100. A twice-born man must, intent, ever recite in the

way directed the metrical Veda, and, when not in trouble,

the Veda and also the metrical part.^

lOi. One reciting (the Veda) and duly making the

pupils to recite (it) must ever avoid those days on which
recitation is prohibited.

102. When wind is audible at night,when dust is collected

by day, those are two occasions during the rainy season not fit

for recitation: (so) declare those who understand recitations.

103. During lightning, thunder, rains, and the fall of

great thunderbolts, Manu^ has declared that the recital

(is to be adjourned) to the same times (next day).*

104. But if one know those (accidents) to have occurred

when his (sacrificial) fires are made to blaze up, then he

sliould know that there is no recital; also when rain-

clouds are seen in the wrong season.

105. When there is a storm, an earthquake, or an eclipse

of the heavenly bodies, even in season, one should know
recitals to be unseasonable.

106. But if when his fires are blazing up there is a sound of

lightning and thunder, there is no recital till the sunrise; in

the evening it is by niglit as by day (i.e., till the stars appear).''

107. There should be in villages and towns perpetual

^ [' A winged night," the night some (say) for the sake of (showing)
with the day before and after

;

a difference (between his ordinance
"metrical veda," cf. p. 67, note 4.] and that in v. 102)—(Medh.)]

- [Medh. and K. explain chan- * [So Medh. and K. For like

(?(7//isniere as^ti^ya^r?, etc., and Veda rules, cf. Ap. i. 9-12 ; Vas. xiii.
;

(brahma) as "a brahmaiia."] Vismi xxx.]
^ [Mauu is mentioned for the sake ' The commentators differ greatly

of (showing that this is an) old verae
;

in their interpretations of the last
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non-recital of those who desire completeness of virtue

;

also, always, if there be a stinking smell.

1 08. In a village through which a corpse has passed,

and in the presence of a Vrsala, there is non-recital ; so

where there is weeping, and in a crowd of people

;

109. In water,^ and at midnight, during execretion of

urine and ordure also. Let no one with food in his

mouth or one partaking of a grdddha even meditate with

his mind (the texts).

1 10. A wise twice-born man having accepted an invita-

tion to a grdddha to one recently deceased,- may not recite

the Veda for three days ; nor on (the impurity caused by)

the birth of a king's (son), or by the birth of Kahu."

111. As long as the scent and ointment remain on tlie

body of an invited wise Brahman, so long may he not

recite the Veda.*

112. One may not recite (the Veda) when lying down,

wlien with the feet raised, or having put a cloth over the

loins, nor having eaten meat or rice and food at events

involving pollution ;
^

1 13. Nor if there be a fog, or sound of arrows,^ nor at

the morning and evening twilights, nor at the conjunction

(of sun and moon), nor on the fourteenth (lunar) day, nor

on the day of the full moon, nor on the eighth (lunar) day.

part of this verse [as the word fese " ["To one recently deceased,"

may refer to the rest of the day or cl-oddista. I have changed for this

to the omitted disturbance, rain, the translation of Dr. B., " to one
among the triad thunder, lightning, ancestor."]

and rain. The sense is given most * " By Rahu," i.e., by an eclipse,

clearly by K. and Ragh., either as "if •* [Cf. iii. iSS ;
" invited," i.e., as

these sounds are heard in the morn- in vs. no.]
ing twilight, there is no study as ^ " Events involving pollution,"

long as the sun is up, and when i.e., births or deaths in the family,

heard in the other time (the evening [Literally, " birth - food," which
twilight), there is no reading so long Medh. says includes food eaten at a

as the starsareup,"or "if thetwodis- time when impurity is caused by a

turbances occur, the intermission lasts death; cf. vs. no. " When with the

as long as the sun or stars, but if it feet raised " or " with the feet on a

also rains, as long as a day and night." seat."]

The latter explanation is given by ^ [May be a musical instrument

Medh., who refers to v. 103, on which (Medh., K.) The eighth, fourteenth,

this forced explanation rests.] and fifteenth of the half month are
^ [Or at sunrise (urfayc), according the parva days; cf. Baudh. i. 21,

to a var. lee. noted by Medh.] 22.]
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114. The day of conjunction destroys the Guru, the
fourteenth destroys the pupil; the eighth and full moon day
(destroy) the Veda. Therefore one should avoid those (days).

115. A twice-born man should not recite during a dust
shower, (or) redness of tlie quarters (of the horizon) ; so
when a jackal howls, or dogs, asses, and camels bray, and
in a company.

116. One may not recite (the Veda) near a burning-
ground, near a village, or even in a cow-pen, when one
has put on a cloth worn in copulation, and when one has
received a present at a grdddha.

1 17. Whether (it be) a living thing or not living, what-
ever be the present at a Qraddha, having accepted it, there
is non-recital ; for a twice-born man is said to have his
hand as his mouth.^

118. When a village is invaded by robbers, and in a
tumult caused by fire, and during all portents, one should
know that recital is to be adjourned.

119. At the (time of) U2mkarma and utsarga^ the sus-
pension is directed for three nights, but on eighth (lunar
days) for a day and night, and on nights at the end of
the seasons (also).^

1 20. One should not recite (when) mounted on a horse,

and (on) a tree (or on) an elephant ; nor on a ship, nor on
an ass, nor on a camel, nor standing on a salt w\^ste, nor
riding in a vehicle

;

121. Nor in a dispute, nor in a fight, nor with an armv,
nor in battle, nor having just eaten, nor during indiges-
tion, nor having vomited, nor in (a state of) pollution ;^

122. Nor without having warned a guest, nor when a
wind blows strongly, nor when blood flows from a limb,

nor when wounded by a weapon.

1 [Quoted Vas. xiii. 16.] Yar.fa (rain), Carad (autumn), He-
- [That is, at the beginning and at manta (winter). Ci^ira begins in

the completion of the annual A^edic the middle of January, and each
study.] season lasts two lunar months. Cf.

=* [There are .six (Medh.), a.s usually yuryasiddhanta, xi v. 10.]
reckoned: Ci^'ira (the cool seasom, 4 [Also indigestion (Medli.)] The
Vasanta (spring), Gri:ma (summer), commentators [K., Kagh.J under-
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123. In the sound of the Saman one may not recite

the Rg or Yajus by any means, or when also one has

gone over the end of the Veda and has read an Aranyaka.

124. The Rgveda is sacred to the gods, but the Yajur-

veda belongs to men ; the Samaveda is said to belong to

the manes, therefore its sound is impure.^

125. The wise, knowing this, having first every day, in

due order, repeated the extract from the three (Vedas),^

recite the Veda.

1 26. Should a cow, a frog, a cat, a dog, a snake, a mon-

goose, a rat, come between (the teacher and his pupil), one

must know that there is non-recital for a day and night.^

127. A Brahman should ever strenuously avoid two

(occasions for) non-recitals : viz., (when) the place for

recital (is) impure and he himself (is) defiled.

128. On the (night of) new moon and the eighth (lunar

day), and also on the (night of) full moon and the four-

teenth (lunar day), let a Brahman who has finished his

student's course be always (as) a student,* even in

season,

129. One should not go to bathe having eaten, or (when)

suffering, nor at midnight,^ nor ever with (several) cloths

(on), nor in an unknown pool.

130. One should not voluntarily step over the shadow

of o-ods,*^ a Guru, a king, a student returned home, or

' stand siitaka to mean here " heart- nised by the commentators), and

burn " or " sour eructation." [I'here Visnu xxx. 22.]

are various readings.] ^ " Be always (as) a student," i.e.,

1 What this impurity of the sound " must remain chaste " [according to

of the Samaveda may mean, no one Medh., K., and Kagh., who say he

can now say. [It seems to result must not have intercourse with his

simply from the fact that connection wife. Cf. Vas. xii. 21. Medh. notes

with the dead, as by sacrifice, etc., that anye (other commentators) gave

makes purification necessary ; thus different renderings, as " he must

the Veda which has the dead as its avoid flesh," etc.]

divinity has a sound impure in rela- ^ [K. defines as a period enibrac-

tion to" the others.] ing two prahara (six hours) in the

- [That is, they do not repeat the middle of the night. According to

Veda unless they preface it by the Medh., some appear to have iniQT-

vfovdom,theviOYks,bhus,hhuras,svar, preted inalidni<;i by "at the time

and the 5?a//««rt (Medh., K.)] when the night is long "—win-

» [Cf. Gaut. i. 59, where a diffe- ter.]

rent rule is given (though harmo- ^ [Idols of stone (K.)]
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likewise of a spiritual teacher, of a red- (haired) man,i and
of one initiated (for a sacrifice).

131. At noon and at midnight, and^ having eaten flesh

at a gnlddJia, and at both twilights, one should not stay
where four paths meet.

132. One should not voluntarily stand near (used) un-
guents and bath-water, ordure and urine, or blood also,

(or) phlegm, (or) what has been spit out (or) vomited.

133. One should not honour an enemy, nor an enemy's
companion, nor a vicious person, nor a thief,^ nor the wife ^

of another (man)

;

134. For there is nothing in the world so prejudicial to
long life as a man's honouring ^ here another's wife.

135. One desirous of prosperity should certainly never
despise a Ksatriya, also a snake or a learned Brahman,
however mean (they be) ;

^

136. For that trio (if) despised can consume a man;
therefore a wise man should never despise that trio.^

137. Nor should one despise himself for former failures,
(but) should desire good fortune till death, nor think her
hard to attain.^

138. One should speak truth, and speak (what is) plea-
sant

;
one should not speak unpleasant truth : one should

not speak pleasant falsehood. This is fixed law.

139. One should say, " Well, well !
"9 or may say merely

"Well!" One should never have fruitless enmity and
disputation with any one.

1 [One ;'of red-brown colour" « [I.e., even if they are not able{hMnc) nnglit refer to skm.] to do one any service at the time

^r"l V^^^ll^^r
force is claimed by (Medh., K) Cf. Gaut. viii. i.lMedh and the following commen- 7 [The snake and Ksatriva by their

tators for this " and
; but (as Medh. evident power, and the Brahnmn by

tellsus)theolderones(ATC»/)getoutof incantations and ])rayers (Medh
it an artificial extension of meaning.] K.)]

i. j \ -,

=* [Or a wicked thief (Medh. tas- » [Cf ix 300 ]
lara>: caura/i a,mdd era ca hlicdo'- » [The commentators explain the
padanat, adharmiko na sarvah).] first " well " [hhadra) to be used in

[J.c, One should not pay her the sense of ahhadra, "unlucky"
attention, or even dishonour her, as and render the rule : he sliall call an
in vs

1 34.

J

unlucky thing lucky, or use the
, IV^u'S^^l-^^lial intercourse with word 6/,«<im. This implies a ««-
her (Medh., K.)] jada (Medh.) not in the text. K
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140. One should never travel very early or very late,

nor very much at midday, nor with an unknown (man),

nor alone, nor with (^udras.^

141. One should not find fault with (those) deprived

of a limb (or) who have one in excess, those who

have no learning or who are advanced in age ; also those

deprived of beauty and wealth, and those deprived of

caste."

142. A Brahman with food in his mouth should not

touch with his hand a cow, a Brahman, (or) fire ; nor may

he in good health, (if) impure, look at the hosts of the

heavenly bodies in the sky.

143. But having (when) impure touched them, he should

ever sprinkle with water, by the palm of his hand, his

organs,^ and also all (his) limbs (and his) navel.

144. When not diseased, one should not causelessly

touch one's hollow parts,* and one should avoid also all

concealed hair,

145. One should be devoted to fortunate usages,^ devout,

(and) with subdued senses, and should ever recite (the

gdyatrl) and also sacrifice to fire, unwearied.

1 46. For those devoted to fortunate usages and ever

devout, who repeat (the (jdyatri) and also sacrifice, there

is no misfortune known.

147. One also should ever practise the Veda, unwearied,

at the proper time, for (the wise) have declared that to

be one's chief duty
;
(any) other is said to be subordinate.^

148. By practice of the Vedas constantly, by purity,

and also by austerity, by not doing injury to (any) beings,

one remembers one's former birth.

149. Eemembering (one's) former birth, one again prac-

refers to Apast. i. 31, 13, 7iahlia- * "Hollow parts," or, perhaps,

dram abhadram bruyat (sic).] "apertures." These are reckoned to

1 [Vrsalas.] be nine, viz., the two eyes, two ears,

2 [Or " of a low family."] two nostrils, mouth, penis, and anus.

3 "Organs" {prana], i.e., eyes, ^ [Such as carrying the yellow

etc. [so Medh. and K. ; and cf. Nil. pigment oi the cow (gorocana), se-

to ISlbha. xiii. 104, 5. I'rdna — the same, and lucky fruits, etc. (Medh.)]

nose, etc.] '
^ [Cf. ii. 237.]
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tises the Veda, and by practice of the Veda continually

one attains endless happiness.

150. At the ^ja?'wms one should always perform the

sdvitra (offerings) and expiatory rites; one should ever reve-

rence the manes also on the eighth and ninth (lunar days).^

151. Far from the place of the sacred fire one must put

urine, far (from it) water in which the feet have been

washed ;
^ far also remains of food and seminal discharge.

152. In the forenoon one should discharge excrement,^

comb, bathe, rub (one's) teeth, use ointment (for the eyes),

and worship the gods

;

153. But at the parvans one should go to the images

of gods, and virtuous Brahmans, and the king for protec-

tion ; also (to) Gurus.^

154. One should salute old men (if they come), and

one should tiive them one's own seat. One should sit

near (them) with the hands joined,^ and go after them (as)

they walk.

155. One should for one's own acts unwearied follow

the good custom, rightly coherent, declared by the ^ruti

and Smrti, the root of virtue.

156. By (right) custom one attains (long) life; by (right)

custom, desired offspring ; by (right) custom (one gets)

imperishable wealth
;

(right) custom destroys bad luck.

157. But a man with bad customs is blamed in the

world, and (is) ever subject to misfortune, (is) diseased

and lives but a short time.

158. But he lives a hundred years who, though he has

no lucky marks, follows good custom, and is full of faith,

and not envious.^

^ Parvans, i.e., daysof new and full B.'s MS. of Medh. ; as also vs. 158.

moon (K.) ; slvitra, i.e., offerings ac- In vs. 155, ' good custom,' i.e., of tlie

conipanied by the ^<7//rt<?*L ["Expia- good.]

tory" or "preventive of evil" ^ "The hands joined," with the
(Cfinti.)] palms upward, as if to receive some-

- [K. Other explanations are thing,

offered by Medh.] " [The lucky marks on tlie hands,
•* [Maitra some construe as wor- etc., are meant; so in vs. 156. Cf.

ship of the sun-god, IMitra (Medh.)] Vas. vi, 7, 8, witii Buhler's note.]
* [Vss. 153-155 are omitted in Dr.

G
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159. Whatever act depends on another, one should

avoid that with effort ; but w^hat may depend on (one's)

self, one should follow that strenuously.

160. All that depends on another (is) pain ; all that

depends on (one's) self (is) happiness. One should know

this (to be) a definition in brief of pleasure and pain.

161. What act may be a delight to the inner feelings

of the doer, that he should do with energy, but should

avoid the contrary.

162. One should never injure (one's) teacher, a man
who declares (the Veda), a father, mother. Guru, Brah-

mans, and cows, and also all ascetics.^

163. One should avoid materialism," and censure of the

Vedas, and reviling of the gods, hatred, fraud, and pride,

anger, and cruelty.

164. Even when angry one should not lift a stick against

another, nor smite (any one) except a son or pupil ; but

those two one may beat for correction-sake."

165. A Brahman* having merely assaulted^ a Brahman

out of desire to slay him, abides a hundred years in the

hell Tamisra.

166. Having designedly struck him out of anger, even

with a straw, for twenty-one births he is born (again) from

sinful wombs.^

167. A man having, through want of discernment,

^ [Govindaraja takes this as an thing, in the Mbha.beingapplied even

universal rule, and asserts that even to one who denies having anything to

when the Guru and others attack give away. Materialism and athe-

one with a drawn weapon one should ism are too special translations of

not injure them. This is evidently 7idstikyam, which would be best

false, as will be seen by comparing i-endered by "unbelief."]

viii. 350 ; the true meaning is that ^ [Cf. the restriction to this rule

he should not injure them by un- in viii. 299 ; cf. also below, vs.

familiar practices (K.), or by false 175.]

reports and evil words (Medh.

)

* [A Brahman, lit. one of the twice-

G.'s interpretation is, however, older born, while the recipient is speci-

than Medh., since he notes it as the ally designated as a Brahmana.]
opinion of some {lcccit).'\ ^ ["Assault" here means raising a

^ [Saying, " There is no other staff, etc., to strike, as K. remarks on

world" (K. ) ; but Medh. takes ndsti- this passage. Such is the apparent

Tcyam in the sense of denial of the meaning also in vs. 169.]

authority of the Vedic rules. The •' [Cf. with vss. 165-166 the corre-

word is used of one who denies any- spending verses in xi. 206-207.]
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drawn blood from the limbs of a Brahman not fifhtin'^>- in

battle obtains j^reat sorrow in the next life.

168. As many (grains of) dust as the blood gathers np
from the ground, so many years in the next world the

shedder of blood is devoured by others.^

169. Therefore a wise man should never at any time

even assault a twice-born man, nor strike (him) even with

a straw, nor draw blood from his limbs.

170. For a vicious man, and he whose wealth is un-

just,'^ and one who ever delights in injury, such a one gets

not happiness (even) here.^

171. Though perishing through virtue, one should never

turn his mind to vice, observing the speedily (obtained)

fate ^ of the vicious and wicked.

172. Vice practised in the world does not at once bear

fruit like the earth, but, proceeding by degrees, it tears

up ^ the roots of the doer
;

173. If not of himself, of (his) sons; if not of (his)

sons, of his grandsons : wrong done never, in truth, fails

to bear fruit to the doer.

174. One prospers for a time by wrong, (and) then

sees good things ; then one conquers foes, but (at last)

is destroyed from the root."^

175. With speech, arms, and belly restrained, one

should ever delight in truth, virtue, (and) noble '^ customs

and purity ; one should justly ^ punish pupils.

176. One should forsake wealth and pleasure which

may be devoid of right; and even right (acts) which

result in pain and ^ are also reproved by the world.

1 [Cf. xi. 20S.] 5 [Literally, "cuts."]
" [Medh. takes anrta (unti'ue) '" [Literally, " together with (his)

literally, and defines this wealth as root/'i.e., root and all.]

that obtained by making a false "^ [Arya, i.e., the customs of the
statement when called upon to speak twice-born.]

in a legal action, etc.] ^ [That is, in a just or jiropcr
* [In this world.] maimer. Medh. and K. refer to the
* [Fate [riparijaja) means reverse rule in viii. 299 ; cf. above, vs. 164.]

of fortune (Medh., K.) Dr. B.'s '•• ["And" is here disjunctive—
text I have altered slightly, as it is " and likewise those which are," etc.

uiigranimatical,—" fate (which is) Medh. and K. instance as an act
speedily of."] whichgives painthegiving away of all
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177. One should not be restless with hands and feet,

nor restless in the eyes, (crooked) in behaviour, or talka-

tive, or meditative on mischief to others.

178. (In the path) by which one's father walked, by

which one's grandparents walked, by that one should go

the way of the good ;
^ going by that one does no wrong.

179. One should never have a dispute with a sacrificial

priest, a domestic priest, and a teacher ; with a maternal

uncle, with a guest, with dependents,^ with a child, with

an old or sick person, with a physician,^ with paternal

relatives, kinsmen, or maternal connections ;'^

180. With (one's) mother (and) father, with female re-

latives, with a brother, son, (and) wife, with a daughter,

(or) with servants.

181. A householder (who) leaves disputes with these

is freed from all sin ; by these (disputes being) overcome,

he conquers all these worlds.

182. The teacher (is) lord of the Brahma-world ;
^ the

father (is) ruler in that of Prajapati ; but a guest (is) lord

of Indra's world, and sacrificial priest of the Deva-world.

183. Female relatives*^ (are chief) in the world of the

Apsarasas ; maternal connections (in the world) of the

All-gods (Vi^vadevas) ; kinsmen, indeed, in the world of

waters ; a mother (and) maternal relatives (are powerful)

over the earth.

one's wealth when one has a family, has "jDhysicians," an honorific phiral

and as an act right in itself, but to to save the metre. [The word may
be avoided, because reproved by the mean learned men of any sort, which
world, the sacrifice of a cow on cer- is preferred by Medh. ; literally

tain occasions.] "experts."]
* [Medh. emphasises the way of ^ [K.,jnataifah jyitrjydsdh . . .icin-

the good—" if any one should say in dhavd mCdrpakmh ; so Medh., and
regard to the rule in the first part both explain "kinsmen" as relations

of this verse, How can then anything by marriage.]

be wrong which has been practised ^ [The application of these state-

by our ancestors ? the answer is that ments is, that if the teacher and so

it is the path of the good (ancestors) forth are not quarrelled with, the

we are to follow."] world in Brahma and the other worlds
" [So K. ; according to Medh., re- are secured. Cf. ii. 244 for Brahma.]

fugees who have sought shelter with ^
[ Ydmayak or jftdtayah, paternal

him. Ragh. gives both exiDlana- relations (jx'ffJta, Rilgh., perhaps

tions.] thinking of the Mbhii. ending of

^ "A 2:ihysician." The original thin lint', rairradcvc tujnatayah).]
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184. Children, old people, the poor and sick are to be

known (to be) lords of the sky ; an elder brother is equal

to a father ; a wife (and) son (are) one's own body,

185. And (one's) servants (are) one's own shadow; a

daughter is the chief miserable object.^ Therefore,

offended by these, one should always bear (it) without

heat.

1 86. Though allowed to receive gifts, one should avoid

eagerness - for them, for by receipt of gifts a man's Vedic

glory quickly abates.

I Sy. A wise man should never accept a gift, even if

fainting from hunger, (if) he does not know the lawful

manner as regards acceptance of things.

1 88. An unlearned man (who) accepts gold, land, a

horse, a cow, food, clothes, sesamum seeds, (or) ghee

becomes ashes like a tree (in the fire).

189. Gold and food consume his life ;3 land and a cow,

also (his) body ; a horse, (his) eyes ; clothes, (his) skin •

ghee, (his) beauty ; sesamum seeds, (his) offspring.

190. But a twice-born man, not austere, not a reciter

(of the Veda), who delights in taking a gift, sinks with

it as with a stone boat in the \vater.

191. Therefore let an unlearned man fear accepting

presents from any one (not suitable) ; for an unlearned man
even by a small (gift) perishes like a cow in a morass.

192. Now one knowing (this) rule should not give even

water to a cat-like twice-born (Brahman), nor to a Brahman
like a crane, nor to one Mdio knows not the Veda.*

193. For w^ealth, even if duly gained, when bestowed

on those three, in the other world is no good to the giver

or to the receiver.

194. As one crossing by a stone boat sinks in the water,

so the ignorant giver (and) receiver sink down.

^ [Cf. Ait. Br., vii. 13, or " ob- on the strength of the above com-
jt'cts of pity."] nientators, as well as on other

- [Ci. prasanga, iv. 15.] grounds, I have not hesitated to
^ [So K. Eight things, gold, etc., change Dr. B.'s translation, "gold

consume six, life, etc. (Ragh.) Dr.B.'s consmnes (his) food."]

MS. of Medh. has a lacuna here ; but, ^ [Cf. vs. 30, note.]
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195. One who (puts forth) the flag of virtue, ever

covetous, a hypocrite, a deceiver of the world, is to be

known to be a cat-like (man) ; he is mischievous, a calum-

niator of all.^

196. A twice-born man with downcast eyes, malignant,

intent on gaining his own ends, fraudulent, and falsely

humble, is like a crane.

197. Such Brahmans as act like a crane and those that

have the character of cats fall by that sinful conduct into

(the hell) Andhatamisra.

198. Let no one, having done sin, perform a vow under

pretence of virtue, and, concealing (his) sin by the vow,

deceive women and ^iidras.

199. These Brahmans both after death and here are

despised by the utterers of the Vedas, and a vow per-

formed by fraud 2 goes to the evil demons.^

200. He who not (being qualified) to wear a distinguish-

ing mark,* lives by wearing such a mark, takes (to himself)

tlie sin of those who wear such a mark, and is born (again)

in the womb of an animal.

201. Also one should never bathe in another's pools;

for, having bathed, one is defiled by parf^ of the sins of

the maker of the pool.

202. One who uses a carriage, bed, seat, well, garden,

or house not given (to him) takes a fourth of the sin of

the owner.

203. One should ever bathe in rivers, natural pools,

tanks and lakes, in pits and springs also.

204. A wise man should ever attend to the (great) moral

duties, (though) not always (following) minor rules. One

1 [At tliis place Medh. says that '' [Evil demons, i.e., bears no fruit

some read a verse : yasi/a dharma- (Medh. )]

dhi-ajo nityaili sura {sic) dhvaja ivo * "A distinguishing mark."

'cchritah /
prachanndni cq, papCini, Medhatithi gives as examples, among

haiddlak iiama tad rratarh / iti

;

others, the fraudulent wearing of a

which occurs in the fifth book of the Brahmacdrin's girdle, or a vanapras-

Mbha. Cf. B. R. s. haiddJa.] tha's (tiger) skin and matted hair,

- [That is, with intent to de- or a parkrdjala's brown dress and

ggiye/[ staff, etc. "Animal," deer, etc.

^ [A fourth part according to K.]
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who performs not the moral duties, attending to the mere
minor rules, falls.^

205. A Brahman may never eat of a sacrifice performed

by one not a priest,- nor of one performed by a village

priest, (or) offered by a woman or a eunuch.

206. When these sacrifice (any) offering, that (is) un-

lucky to the good, that is displeasing to the gods ; there-

fore one should avoid (it).

207. One should never eat (food) of the insane, violent,

(or) sick, and that on which there are lice,^ and what has

been voluntarily touched by the foot

;

208. Also what has been beheld by a procurer of abor-

tion,* or has been touched by a menstruating woman, or

pecked by a bird ; also what has been touched by a dog ;
'

209. Also food smelled by a cow, and especially food

proclaimed (to be given away) ; food for a number of per-

sons, and harlots' food, and (food) blamed by the learned f
210. Also food of a thief, a singer, a carpenter and a

usurer ; of an initiated person, of a miser, and one bound
(or) in chains f

211. Of an accursed (person), of a eunuch, of an adul-

teress, and of a hypocrite, acid (things), and stale food

also, as also the leavings of a ^iidra ;'^

1 [K. and Medh. give different » [Medli. has the v. l, found in
definitions of what these rules are, most MSS. and supported by K.,
the former holding to the explana- vidusd (not vidusdm as above), "by a
tion given by Yaj. iii. 313-314. The learned man."]
text seems simply to refer in general ^ [K. says the genitive is for the
to the great rules of morality and instrumental and rendered " bound

-

the lesser observances, such as those by fettei's." The exact meaning of
enjoined in this book ; neither yama nigada is uncertain (cf. B. li., s. v.)

;

nor »ii7/«»ia are defined in Manu.] Medh. defines " restrained by voice
-_ [Literally " by one not learned."] alone " [baddlia], and " confined with
^ [KeQakita, hair-lice ; otherwise a cord ; " Ragh. as one " confined

Medh. , who takes a h'lta as a dead for punishment (on account of a light
creature, Ice^a as embracing other crime) or tormented by darts, raraih
impurities.] (on account of a great one). Medh.

* [Bhrunaghna. Medh. hh-unaJia notes a v. I. vigada, explained as
(sic) brahma'jhnah, etc. So K. extends Icanta {vi(;ada iti/ elx pathanti kastarh
this term in viii. 317 to the meaning ca viradam dcaksate.]
"one who slays a Brahman," the '' [According to K. this means
middle step probably being "the pro- "food of a Qudra (left stale) over-
curerof abortion if the ftutusbelonged night, and the leavings of anybody's
to Brahman parents ;

" but cf. Vas. food. Govind. defines as a Cudra's
XX. 23.]
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212. (ISTor food) of a physician and hunter, of a cruel

man, (and) of an eater of leavings, (nor) the food of a

AvrathfuP (man), nor food of a woman in child-bed ;- nor

of one who has rinsed his mouth (and left it), or whose

ten days (of j^urification have not passed after a death) ;^

213. (Nor what is) offered without reverence, unsacri-

ficed flesh, (food) of a woman who has no husband,* food

of an enemy, town-food, food of an outcast, what has been

sneezed on

;

214. (Nor) food also of a slanderer and liar, so also of a

seller of (the benefits of) sacrifices ; nor food of a mounte-

bank or tailor, also the food of an ungrateful person;^

215. (Nor) food of a blacksmith, of a Nisada, of an

actor,^ of a goldsmith, of a worker in bamboo ; so also of a

seller of arms.

216. (Nor food) of owners of dogs and of sellers of

liquor,'^ and of a washer of cloths, of a dyer, of a mis-

chievous^ man, and his who (allows) a gallant in (his)

house

;

217. And (of those) who put up with a paramour (of

their wives),^ and (the food) of men always subject to

their wives, and food for the dead without ten days hav-

ing passed, and what also does not please one.

leavings and food tasted by him even and the literal sense, IrtagJma is

in the pot ; to which explanation one who returns evil for good ; not

Medli. alludes. " Accursed," i.e., a ungrateful only, but by a base return

great criminal.] actively showing it.]

1 {Ugra, or cruel, while l-rura ^ [Rangdvaidraka, the word also

(above "cruel") is according to occurs in the Mbha. xii. 294, 5.]

Medh. and K. a man of bad (violent) '' [So Medh. and K. ; but the for-

nature from which this differs
;

mer gives first " those addicted to

Govind.'s explanation (K. " Manjar- liquor."]

ydrh ugrani rdjdnam uhtavdn"), ^ [iVrfa?wsa is, according to Medh.
though astonishingly novel to K., is and K., a man devoid of compassion,

at least as old as Medh., who com- but the former gives first "he who
pares vs. 2 iS. Ragh. defines as cruel, jjraises {(ariisati, stauti) men," that

or according to x. 9.] is, he who is known in the world as
- [Slitakanna (Medh. v. I.) ; K. has a vandin (a professional encomiast),

the better word, st1ieA-«, " food (defiled Cf. B. R. s. v.)']

because) of woman with child."] " [" The case in vs. 216 is where the
* [Cf. Yaj. i. 161-168.] paramour is known (to exist). This
•* [Or sons (Medh., K.) ; lit. man- person is one who winks at the fact

less.] and does not put liis wife in con-
^ [According to the commentators finement" (Medh.)]
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218. King's food takes away beauty; a (^udra's food (takes

away) spiritual eminence; a goldsmith's food (takes away)

long life, and that of a leather-worker (takes away) fame.^

219. An artisan's food destroys offspring, and a washer-

man's (food destroys) strength, and food of a company
(or) of a harlot excludes from the (other) worlds,

220. The food of a physician is pus, and the food of

an unchaste woman is semen ; the food of an usurer is

ordure, that of a seller of arms is foul.-

221. But the food of those who (are) other than these ^

mentioned in succession as those whose food is not to be

eaten, the Avise say is skin, bones, and hair.

222. Hence, having unintentionally eaten the food of

any one (of these), there is a fast ^ for three days ; having

intentionally eaten (it) and semen, ordure, urine also, one

must perform the simple penance.

223. Let not a learned twice-born man eat the cooked

food of a (^udra who does not perform grdddJias ; but he

may take raw (food) from him enough for one night if

he has no subsistence.^

224. The gods having considered the food of a miserly

learned (priest) and of a liberal usurer, made both equal.*^

,

225. But Prajapati went and said to them, " Make not

the unequal equal." The food of a liberal man is purified

by faith, the other is destroyed by want of faith.^

226. Unwearied, one should ever perform with faith the

isfa and ^^iirta ceremonies ;
^ for these two done with

faith, by means of well-earned wealth, are undecaying.

1 [Cf.vss. i86and 189. Theleather- wliich, coming from a commentator
worker has not been mentioned in on Manii, is interesting : Kandfi-
the above list.] yuldarii snchatjxiltafii pdi/asaiii da-

- [Or, as .'substantive, bodily im- dhisaliavah—ttdni (udd/ifDma-lhu-
purities. With vss. 220-221 cf. iii. jam hhojtjdni Manur abrav'it ; iti

iSo, 181.] {kandupayultam is the reading in
^ [Read ehhyo'nye, which is .sup- Dr. B.'s MS.) Cf. vss. 24, 25.]

ported by Medh. and K.'s gloss.] " [Cf. x. 73.]
* {Kxapana. So I\Iedh. and K, " [Given in Alliha. xii. 264, 1 1 ff.

Cf. vs. 71, note.] aar/dthd brahmagitd/i.]
* [Raw food alone is what he may ** [Ordinarily defined as sacrifice,

take, not cooked food. Ragh. adds, and (excluding this) all other acts of
in explanation of this verse, another, piety.]
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227.^ One should, having met with fit subjects,- ever

pursue the virtue of liberality at ista and pilrta cere-

monies, with glad disposition and according to (one's)

power.

228. Whatsoever is given ^ without grudging by a per-

son asked, that goes to a fit subject who saves (the giver)

from all (sins).

229. A giver of water gets satisfaction ;
* a giver of food,

undecaying happiness ; a giver of sesamum seeds, desired

offspring ; a giver of a lamp,^ best eyesight.

9 230. A giver of land gets land; a giver of gold, long

V life ; a giver of a house, best abodes ; a giver of silver, ex-

cellent beauty

;

231. A giver of clothes, the same world with Candra;

a giver of a house, the same world with the AQvins ; a

giver of a bull, fall good fortune ; a giver of a cow, the

abode of the sun
;

232. A giver of a vehicle or bed, a wife ; a giver of in-

demnity, lordship ; a giver of grain, everlasting happiness

;

a giver (teacher) of the Veda, equality with Brahma.*^

1 [Between 226 and 227, Medh., rewards is occasionallymore apparent
in discussing kinds of property, in- in the original than in the transla-

serts an explanatory verse to the tion, thus the reason a giver of silver

effect that property gained by gets beauty is because silver (rupya)

cheating, force, pretence, theft, ura, and beauty (rupa) are of like sound
;

or by doubtful means (par<^vika, so in the last Veda is hrahma, while

bribery, etc. ) is termed dark (du- Brahma is the divinity. Others are

bious).] more obscure, but might perhaps be
* [That is, a learned and ascetic cleared up by more knowledge of

Brahman (K.)] the peculiar significance of the re-

^
[ Yatkiriicid api datavyam . . . hi wards, as the cow-giver getting the

tat ; perhaps better, something, even abode of the sun is cleared up by
if it is a trifle, should be given, Medh.'s note to the effect that the

etc.; since that, etc. Cf. Yaj. i. abode of the sun may mean a special

203.] home of the cows in heaven [s^nrt-

^ [Freedom from hunger, thirst, yantare, goviremrrayaJt). Another
&c. (Medh., K.), and thereby health explanatory verse is inserted between
and wealth (Medh.)] 231 and 232, to the effect that the

^ [In a place where four roads cow to be given must have golden

meet, or in an assembly of Brah- horns, etc., the verse being the same
mans (Medh.) Mbha. xiii. 57, 22, as Yaj. i. 204, witli v. I. rupyakJiura

makes the giver of lamp-light cak.su- . . . samvrtd (cf. Visnu, xcii. 8), and
smcln.] parts of ib. 205-20S ; Dr. B. marks

'' [The connection between some Brahma, as person ; it may be as in

of the gifts and their corresponding ii. 28).]
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233. Thus of all gifts—water, food, cows, land, clothes,

sesanmm seeds, gold, ghee—that of the Veda is the best.

234. But with what disposition ^ one gives any gift,

honoured in return with just the same disposition one gets

the same (gift).

235. He who receives with reverence, and he also who

gives with reverence, both these go to heaven ; but those

who are the reverse go to hell.

236. One may not be proud of austerity ; having sacri-

ficed, one should not tell an untruth ; though injured, one

may not abuse Brahmans ; having made a gift, one should

not boast (of it).

237. A sacrifice perishes by untruth ; austerity per-

ishes from pride ; life (is shortened) by abuse of Brah-

mans, and a gift (perishes) by boasting.

238. One should accumulate virtue by degrees, as the

white ants their hillock, not vexing any creatures for

the sake of a helper in the other world.^

239. For in the next world neither father nor mother

are (there) as helpers, nor son, wife, (or) kinsman; (his)

virtue alone is (there).

240. Each creature is born alone, dies also alone ; alone

each enjoys (his) good deeds ; alone, also, (his) bad

deeds.

241. Leaving (his) dead body on the ground like a

log or clod, with averted faces (his) kinsmen go away ; his

virtue follows him.

242. Therefore one should accumulate virtue by degrees

^ [Whatever be liis purpose in the quality of darkness (verses

giving (whether for liis own good quoted by Kiigh.)]

or simply to do good to another), he - [The late Ahiuisa doctrine, that

is in his next birth the recipient of spiritual merit is not to be q^iickly

a like gift given with the like intent gained by sacrifices involving slaugh-

(K.) Gifts are of three kinds : given ter, but slowly by austerity, etc. The
in fitting time and place, without clause, "forthesakeofahelper," gives

expectation of return, to a good man, the general reward for practising

which partake of the qiuxlity of this virtue, which consists from the

absolute goodness
;
given with hope negative side in doing no harm to

of return, which partake of the any creature, and results in this

([uality of passion
;

given to bad virtue itself becoming one's com-
nien in despite, which partake of panion and helper after death.]
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for the sake of a helper; for with virtue as a companion

one crosses darkness hard to cross.

243. It quickly leads to the other world ^ a man virtuous

at the bottom,^ whose sin has been destroyed by austerity,

(in a) resplendent (form), \vith an ethereal body,

244. One desirous to bring (his) family to eminence

should ever form relations with the best, and should avoid

the low.

245. A Brahman who resorts to the best and avoids the

low reaches eminence ; by the contrary (he reaches) the

state of a (^udra,

246. One firm in action,^ gentle, subdued, who associates

not with people of savage customs, not mischievous, such

a one conquers heaven by restraint and liberality.

247. Fuel, water, roots, fruits, food, and what is pre-

sented one may accept from all, also gifts of honey and

security.^

248. Prajapati considered alms brought (and) presented,

(if) not previously demanded, to be accepted even from a

doer of evil.

249. The manes eat not for ten and five years his (offer-

ings), nor does fire convey (his) oblation, who despises

such (alms).

250. One should not reject (as gifts) a bed, houses,

knga-grass, scents, water, a flower, jewels, curds, rice-

flour, fish, milk, flesh, and greens also.

251. When desirous to assist his Gurus ^ and depen-

^ [Or pa 7-aIolrt is: jmraloka is "the 249. Cf. Ap. i. 19, 14.]

world of Brahma," as pfMYt is Brahma ^ [Medh. says: Gurava, upaderd-
(Ragh.)] padcrair (atide<^ah; sic) hahavah

:

^ [Or, "A man whose base (of bhr(//d/i d(;ritdh ; Smrti/antare tu

action) is virtue, not one whose base sankhydtdh, " Vrddhau tu mdtdpi-
(of action) is the fruit (derived from tarcm hhdryd sddhvl sutah i^icuh.'"

virtue)"— (Ragh. )] (Dependents are reckoned as " aged
3 [One who completes what he has parents, wife, and infant" in another

to do and does not leave one thing un- 8mrti. Dr. B. appears to have mis-

completed to begin something else, undei'stood the commentator, for he
a man of perseverance (Medh. "Mis- gives here a note (which I have omit-
chievous," i.e., injurious to life.] ted) to show that, according to this

•* [K. refers to Yaj. i. 215 for "other Smrti " mentioned by Medh.,
limitations to this rule, with vss. 248- the term Guru was tised to embrace all
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dents, or about to reverence gods and guests, one may
receive from all, but may not satisfy oneself by such

(gifts).

252. But the Gurus being dead, or he living without

them in the house, one should accept always from the

good, if one desires one's own support.

253. (A cultivator) who has a half (share of the pro-

duce), and a family friend, a herdsman, a slave, a barber,

these among (^iidras (are those whose) food may be eaten/

also one who may present himself (for work).

254. What sort of person he may be, and what he

desires to do, and how he may serve him, so let him
present himself.-

255. He who untruly declares himself, being otherwise,

to good men, he is the most siuful thief in the world—

a

thief of self.

256. All matters are fixed in speech, have (their) root

in speech, issue from speech ; he, then, who steals speech

is a man who steals all.

257. Having duly paid (his) debts to the great seers,

the manes, (and) the gods,^ having delivered all to (his)

son, he may abide (as) an umpire (in the house).

258. Alone, in a secluded place, he should ever medi-

tate on what is beneficial to himself, for meditatino-

(thus) alone he attains supreme bliss.

hose enumerated above. In com- a situation in a new family must
menting on the next verse, Medh. declare, first, what his disposition is,

says that the word Guru (does not what family he used to belong to,

mean, but) indicates the dependents etc. ; secondly, what kind of work
(one word being used here for all he is looking for ; and, thirdly, how
those in vs. 251).] well able he is to be of use (Medh.,

1 [Bhoji/dnnufi, of. Yaj. i. 166. K.) Medh. mentions another ab-
The old translation, "may eat the surd explanation of "others," based
food of their superiors," may have on Citman being a synonym for son
promptetl Dr. B.'s translation, " are and daughter. Much of his lengthy
to be fed," which I have changed as commentary is occupied in refuting
above, since it is plainly wrong.] such earlier mystical explanations,

^ [This exegctical verse with the which in K. 's time seem to have
following seems a late addition ; it died out.]

is simply a business-like explana- ^ " His debts " to the seers by
tion of the dtmanivedana, defining Vedic studies ; to the manes by be-

the meaning of " present himself
"

getting a son ; to the gods by sacri-

in V. 253. The servant who seeks lices.
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259. The eternal rule of life of a Brahman house-

holder has been declared; also the rule for a student

returned home^ which increases goodness (and is) pros-

perous.

260. A Brahman living by this conduct, who knows the

Veda (and) treatises/ freed from sin, is ever glorified in

the Brahma ^-world.

END OF THE FOURTH LECTURE.

1 " Snataka.'" a Brahman who has same sort have less in common with

finished his studies. our text on this subject. The rules

2 ["Treatises of the Veda " may for the "student returned home'

be the meaning.] apply to those who have completed

3 [Brahma; cf. 11.244. Cf. with their studentship and are about to

these rules those of Ap. i. 15, 16, 18, marry (which may not, but generally

31, 32 kh. ; Visnu Ixxi. ; and Yaj. should, happen at once); but the term

i. 200 ff. Tlie' other works of the is also employed for the householder.]



( I" )

LECTUEE V.

ON FOOD, CEEEMONIAL PURIFICATION, AND THE DUTIES

OF WOMEN.

1. The seers Laving heard these laws duly declared

for a student returned home, said this to magnanimous
Bhrgu sprung from fire :

2. Lord ! how does death prevail over Brahmans who
fulfil their law as declared (and) who know the Veda
(and) the treatises ?^

3. He, Manu's son, Bhrgu, whose self is virtuous, said

to the great seers : Hear by what fault death desires to slay

Brahmans.

4. Death desires to destroy Brahmans because of (their)

neglect to study the Vedas and disuse of (established)

customs, because of laziness and faults in food.

5. Garlic, onions also, leeks and mushrooms, are not to

be eaten by the twice-born, as well as things arising from

impurity.

6. Bed gums from trees, also exudations from incisions,

^elu, and cow's biestings, one should avoid M'ith care.

7. (Also), if for no (sacred) purpose, kitchery,^ frumenty

rice-milk and cakes, flesh not offered (to gods), and food

for gods and offerings ;
^

8. Milk from a cow which has not passed the ten days

(of impurity after calving), camel's milk, (milk of an

^ [Or the Veda treatises.] here expressed by i-rthd (" if for

-"Kitchery," rice and pulse no purpose," which I have thus sup-
boiled together, a common Indian plied, the word being left untrans-
dish. [Cf. vi. 14.] lated by Dr. B.), whicli excludes

•* [In Mbha. xiii. 104, 41, some cases where the food is prepared for
of these are ordered to be prepared guests or gods (Medh.) It may
for the gods, but not for oneself, mean food prepared without due
which, according to Medh. and K., is circumspection. Cf. xii. 2.]
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animal) with a solid hoof also, ewe's milk, (milk of a cow)

in heat,^ or milk of a cow that has no calf

;

9. Also (that) of all forest animals except the buffalo ;

women's milk also, and all sour (liquids) must be avoided.-

10. Of sour (liquids), curdled milk and all produced

from it, and all (liquids) pressed from pure flowers, roots,

and fruits (may be drunk).

11. One should avoid all carnivorous birds, so also those

that abide in towns, and beasts with solid hoofs not per-

mitted (by this law), tittihhas ^ also,

12. The sparrow, ^j/ava, flamingo, the cuckoo, the

(tame) town-cock, the sdrasa, and rajjuvdla, the parrot

and sdrikd ;
^

13. (Birds) that peck, and web-footed (birds), the

paddy-bird, (birds) that tear with their claws, fish-eating

divers; butcher's meat and dried meat also
;

14. Also the crane, the small crane, and the raven,

khdiijaritaka, fish-eaters, tame swine, and fish of all kinds.

15. Who eats the flesh of any creature, he is called the

eater of it (the animal) ; a fish-eater (is) the eater of all

flesh, therefore one should avoid fish

;

16. (But) the fishes 2?«?/i'?^wa and roA'i/ft, used for liavya

and liavya (offerings), rdjlva and simhatunda and scaly

fish also, (may be eaten) everywhere.^

17. One may not eat solitary (animals) or unknown

beasts and birds, so also all those, though indicated among

eatable (animals), which have five toes.

18. The wise have pronounced eatable, among five-toed

(animals), the hedgehog (or boar) and porcupine, the iguana,

rhinoceros, tortoise, and hare also, and, except camels,

(animals) which have one row of teeth.

^ [Or "a cow that has adopted an- * It is hopeless to identify most

other's calf" (Medh.) Cf. Visiiu, li. of these birds. [Cf. Ap. i. 17 ; Gaut.

40; Ap. i. 17, 23.] ' xvii.; Vas. xiv. ; Visnu, li.]

2 [Cf. Cat. Br. i. 2, 3, 9, for an ^ So K., but Medh., allowing the

early list of animals whose flesh is last everywhei-e, limits the two first

forbidden.] to use at sacrificial ceremonies.

3 Tittihha. This seems to be a '^ [The rhinoceros is a disputed

kind of wagtail. animal. Cf. Baudh. i. 12, 5.]
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19. A twice-born man having intentionally eaten a

mushroom, tame swine, garlic, a tame cock, onions, or

leeks, falls.

20. Having unintentionally eaten those six, one should

perform the sdntapana penance or the yati-cdndrayana

;

for the rest one should fast a day.^

21. A Brahman should perform the (simple) penance ^

once a year at least, in order to purify himself from un-

known (impurity) from what he has eaten, hut for what

is known he must (do it) specially.

22. The prescribed beasts and birds are to be slain by

Brahmans for the sacrifice, and also for support of depen-

dents ; for Agastya did (so) formerly.

^

23. There were, indeed, offerings of eatable beasts and

birds in the ancient sacrifices and in the oblations^ of

Brahmans and Ksatriyas.

24. Whatsoever edible food smeared with grease (is) not

forbidden, that, even if kept over a night, is to be eaten,

also remains of offerings.

25. Stale ^ food can also be eaten by the twice-born,

even if not smeared with grease, (also) all made from

barley or wheat and forms of milk.

26. The food of the twice-born and what is not to be

eaten has been completely declared ;
"^ next I shall tell

you the rule what flesh to eat and avoid.

1 [Cf. xi. 155. For an explanation the pretty tale in the Mbha. xii.

of the penances cf. ib. 213-219.] adhy. 337 (cf. Medh.) In xiii. 116,
- [Cf. xi. 212. The penance called 1 5- 1 7, Agastya is cited as authority

Priljilpatya (Medh., K.)] for the Ksatriya caste on killing
^ [Agastya was an ancient seer animals in hunting. So, too, Vas.

and Ninirod, who was a famous char- xiv. 15. On this point cf. Vas. iv.

acter in the epic (cf. Der Heilige A., 5 ff., with Dr. Biihler's notes.]

byHoltzmann). That he did this for- ^ [Ceremonies (savesu). Ragh.
mei'ly is here used as an argument interprets "in the legends" (Pura-
for the sacrificial use of slaughter, a iias), which is only implied by
point in which the text contradicts Medh.]
itself by enjoining no harm to any ^ [Kept several nights (K.)]

creature, and then limiting the '^ [Or perhaps (cf. Medh.), "This
slaughterof animals to sacrifice. The (rule) of what is to be eaten and not
old custom of killing animals being eaten has been declared (exclusively)

revolting to the later Brahmans, the for the twice-born ;
" but the im-

substitution of harmless offerings plied exclusion of Cudras is denied
was attempted, as is illustrated by by llagh.]

H
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27. One should eat flesh which lias been consecrated,^

and at the desire of Brahmans, and when duly required,^

and in danger of life.

28. Prajapati made all this food for life; both movable

and immovable, all is food for life.^

29. The immovable (things are) food of those that move

about ; the toothless, of those with teeth ;
* those without

hands, of those with ; the cowardly, of the bold.^

30. An eater who even day by day eats eatable living

beings is not polluted, for the eatable living beings were

created by the creator as well as the eaters."^

31. "The eating of flesh is at the sacrifice"—such is

said to be the divine rule ; hence the use of it in any other

way is called the rule of evil demons,^

32. Having reverenced the gods and manes,^ one who

eats flesh he has bought, or has got himself, or which has

been merely furnished by another, is not polluted.

33. Let no twice-born (man) who knows the rules,

except in distress, eat flesh against the rule ; for having

eaten flesh irregularly, he in the next world is eaten by

those (animals) against his will,

34. The sin of a slayer of animals for grain is not such

as is (the sin) in the next world of one who eats flesh in vain.

35. But a man who, duly required, eats not flesh, he in

the next world becomes a beast for twenty-one births.^

1 [That is, only consecrated flesh in vs. 27, "when in danger of life,"

(Medh., K.)] Avhich ahany aJiany api alone would

- "When (the eater) has been refute.]

duly authorised."]
" [Cf. with this and ff., Mbha. xiii.

^ [Or "appointed this All, both adhy. 114-116. In ib. 116, 15,

movable and immovable, as food for this is quoted as Cruti, but in 1 15,

living creatures," i.e., whatever ex- 53, its gist is ascribed to Manu.]

ists, animals or plants, may be eaten » [The reverence paid the gods

by living creatures. Medh: Iclam may consist in the house-offermg of

Hi sdmdnyato mrdinja virescna nir- part of the food or (anye . . . ahuh,

dirati sthdraram jaiUjamam iti] Medh.) the sacrifice at a frdddha.]

* [Or fangs, tearing teeth.] ^ [This verse gives the reward for

5 [Thus herbs are eaten by deer, not performing the rule in vs. 27 (_K.),

deer by tigers, fish by man, andele- i.e., at a fraddha or other rite, it is

phants by^lions (K.)] a sin not to eat flesh, or, in Medh.'s

6 [Medh. and K. explain the in- paraphrase, " not to honour the

congruous rule of these three verses gods."]

by making it apply to the last clause
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36. A Brahman should never eat beasts imconsecrated

by mantras, but may, following the eternal rule, eat those

that are consecrated by mantras}

37. If he long (to eat meat), he should make beasts of

ghee, also of dough. He should never desire to vainly

kill an animal.^

38. As many as (are) the hairs on the beast, so many

times in the next world does one who slaughters beasts in

vain obtain a violent death from birth to birth.^

39. By Svayambhu* beasts were indeed voluntarily

created for the sake of sacrifices ; sacrifice is for the exist-

ence of all this (universe), therefore slaughter at a sacri-

fice (is) no slaughter.

40. Plants, beasts, trees, amphibious animals, so also

birds, that have attained death for the purpose of sacrifice,

attain exalted births again (in the next world).

41. When the honey-mixture (is given) at a sacrifice

and in rites to the manes and gods, on these occasions only,

cattle are to be slain, not on any other—so said Manu.^

42. A twice-born man who knows the real meaning of

the Veda, (if) he slay cattle for those purposes, causes

himself and the cattle to reach the best happiness.

43. Whether he live in (his own) house, or with his

Guru, or in the jungle, let no careful twice-born (man),

1 [Another allusion to the rule in xiii. 93. 121. The simile of the hairs

vs. 27, " one shovild eat consecrated is often found.]

flesh" (K.)]
* [" -ft?j api rrui/atc rrvtih'" is the

-
I

So K. "To vainly kill" means end of this verse (instead of svayam

to slaughter for his own use, without cva svayamhhuvd), as found Mbha.

reference to the gods. Medh. makes xiii. 1 16, 14. Quite a number of

the verse apply to women and Cu- ISIanu's verses are cited as ^ruti in

dras who are not acquainted with the epic]

the Vedic ritual : " If one has desire ^ [Cf. Cankh. Cr. ii. 16, I; A^as.

to kill cattle, he should sacrifice to iv. 6 ; Visiju li. 64. The rites to

the gods with kine made of ghee," the gods, as distinct from sacrifice,

in his explanation of sange, &c. means the regular sacrifice called

{pn^uvadhaprasatii/e), not for ea.t'mg, daivyam (K.) Blihler (note on

but for sacrificing. Cf. Cat. Br., Vas. iv. 6), agreeing with Medh.'s

i. 2 3, 5.] explanation, prefers to take it as "a

=''[That one may become a vrthd- rite where the manes are divinities,"

mdmsdranah is one oi the curses we to distinguish it irom j/ajna. For

find uttered upon a sinner in Mbha. the honey-mixture, cf. iii. 1 19.]
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even when in distress, do any injury (to animals) not

directed by the Veda.^

44. The injury directed by the Veda, (and which is)

done to (things) movable and immovable, one should

indeed know that to be no injury ; for virtue arose from

the Veda.2

45. He who, to please himself, injures harmless crea-

tures, does not, living or dead, anywhere increase (his)

pleasure.

46. He who desires not to cause confinem.ent, death, and

j)ain 3 to living beings, (but is) desirous of the good of all,

gets endless happiness.

47. He who injures nothing attains, without effort, what

he meditates, what he does, and what he takes delight'* in.

48. Without doing injury to animals, flesh is nowhere

to be had, and the slaughter of animals is not conducive

to heaven; therefore one should avoid flesh.

49. Having considered the source of flesh, and the

slausjhter and confinement of animals, one should cease

from eating all flesh.

50. He who eats not flesh, forsaking rule like a Pigaca,^

in the world gets affection, and is not tormented by

disease.^

51. The consenter, the slaughterer, the butcher, the

1 [Limited by Medh. to cases ^ [Or "pains caused by confine-

where life is not to be preserved. If ment and death " (Medh.)]

it comes to saving his life, the (^^ruti ^ [Ratim—Medh. and most MSS.
says he should eat flesh. In discuss- of K.]

iiig the point whether this applies ^ A kind of demon, who, of course,

to the.Vanaprastha, etc. , Medh. here does not observe the rules either of

sets the opinion of the "teacher" eating, or, according to Medh., of

over against that of "some" [iti honouring the gods. Cf. vss. 31 and
Icecid itpdcUujdi/as tv aTia.'\ 52.

'^ [Since the law of right and wrong •> [Cf. Mbhfi. xiii. 1 14, 12, where
(Medh.) originated from the Veda, this man is then " declared by Manu
therefore what is there enjoined to be a friend of all creatures."

must be right, even if it is opposed " Like a Pi9aca—so he says ; Pi9acas

to what is otherwise right ; therefore are a kind of beast (? tiryagjdti-

injuring animals is right where it is tii^esdh) ; they eat flesh without re-

prescribed in the Veda, though else- gard to the rule, so anybody else

where injury (slaughter) is wrong, eating thus becomes like a Picaca
''

With this and vs. 48 cf. Vas. iv. J.] (Medh.)]
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buyer and seller,^ and the cook and the server up and the

eater are sLayers.

52. Than the man who desires to increase his own flesh

by the flesh of another, without reverencing the manes and

gods, there is no other (more) wicked.^

53. He who for a hundred years sacrifices every year

with a horse-sacrifice, and lie who eats not flesh, the fruit

of the virtue of both is equal.

54. One attains not such fruit by pure feeding on fruits

and roots, or by eating hermit's rice, as by avoiding flesh.

55. The learned declare that the meaning of mdvisa

(flesh) is, " he (sa) will eat me (^/ndm) in the other worhl

whose flesh I eat here." ^

56. There is no fault in eating flesh, nor in (drinking)

intoxicating liquor, nor in copulation, (for) that (is) the

occupation of beings^ but cessation (from them produces)

irreat fruit.*

57. I shall (now) duly declare purification^ for the

^ [Or "he who has bought it and
sells it" (Govind.) The "slaiifth-

terer " is he who, after the animal

has been killed, divides the pieces

(Medh.) The passage is of course

to be taken freely ; those who in any
way effect the death or have any-

thing to do with the dead animals

are (as sinful as) slayers. Medh.
seems to have had a shoal of literal-

minded interpreters to deal with,

who could from their standpoint

easily prove that these agents only

were not slayers, which leads him
into discussing the use of words
by Bhagavan Pfinini, Manu, and
others, beside the application of

penance, and other points not hinted

at in the text. In Mbha. (xiii. 1 14,

36-49) this is "as told of old by
Markaiideya." ]

- [In the Mbhfi. {loc. cit., vs. 14)

this verse is ascribed to Narada,
while the next is the speaker's own
[matam mama ! but mCinc for var^c),

as differing from the t^uotation from
"Manu" noticed above, vs. 50.]

^ [Given in varied form, Mbha. xiii.

116, 35 ; cf. above, vs. 15.]
• [This rule {pravrttau ca nirvrt-

tail ca vidhdtiam rsinirmitam, as it is

called in Mbha. xiii. 115, 85) reaches
its height in the Niti, where most of

the sins a king can commit are de-

clared of no account if he does not
hold fast to them. Cf. the Kam. Nlti-

sfira, i. 47. " The king should culti-

vate vices on occasion, avoiding
their being the chief thing." Medh.,
after basing his general exposition
on the Mimariisakas dictum, quotes
the Ayurvedakrt as saying A he

brahmacaryavi ca nidrd ce'ti trayarii

matarii / madakatii ca str'ujar cai'ram
upastambhanam dyusa/i," adding
" But if one can live without these,

his abstinence bears great fruit."

A quotation from Vyiisa (?) adds
that continence in things not for-

bidden, such as scratching and
laughing, etc., is also virtuous.]

•'' [This also implies the circum-
stances which produce impurity
(Medh. and K.)]
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dead, and also the purification of substances, for the four

castes in order.

58. Wlien a child teeths, and on the after-teething,

when his top -knot is formed, and when he is invested

(with the thread),^ all his relatives are impure, and so (is

the case), it is declared, on a birth.

59. There are ten days' impurity from a corpse ordered

for Sapindas, or (there is impurity) before the gathering of

the bones, (or) three days, or one day.-

60. Xow Sapinda-ship ceases with the seventh person

(in ascent or descent), but the relationship of a Samano-

daka (ends) with the ignorance of birth and name.^

61. As this impurity from a corpse is ordered for Sapin-

das, so it should also be on a birth for those who desire

complete purity.

1 [I think Dr. B. is wrong in

this tran.slation, for " invested with

the thread " must be due to K.'s

note (caMrdt krtopanayane ca, so

Medh.), in which ease saihsthite

is not translated at all. According

to B. R., anujdte means what K.
here finds expressed by ca. It is

possible, however, that Dr. B. chose

to translate sariisthitc in this way
(?), and I therefore leave his trans-

lation as I find it, although Medh.
and K. render samsthite by " on his

dying " (Sarvavydpdranlvrtyd mrta

ucyate smh-purvasya tisthater vyd-

pdra (niirti) pradmrandt— Medh.
Anujdte is translated by Medh.

)

dantajdtdd balatare ; Visnu xxii.

27, says adantajdte bdle prete, etc. ;

Yaj. iii. 18, 23, ^dvamdrmicam ; v. 57
of the text says ptretaqwdilhi. I

therefore translate : All the relatives

(are rendered) impure (if a child)

dies at teething and (if it dies) after it

has teethed (or "before," see below),

and (if it dies at the time when) its

tonsure is made, and likewise (they

are also made impure) at the birth

(of a child). The word " relatives
"

includes both kinds mentioned in vs.

60 (K). Yaj., loc. cit., gives the time

for the impurity which Medh. tries

to construct out of various Smrtis.

The text has nothing to say on this

subject, or on the different castes of

the child, and the rules thereon

differ according to circumstances.

If anujjdte were possible, we should

have a text, as Ragh. says, agreeing

with Yaj. He renders anutpannu-
dante as he does dantajdte by utpan-

na° {purvasya^ parcdd hliuvini). Cf.

vss. 7, 8, and A§v. Grh. Sutra (Lanm.

p. loi) sariisthite, "if he dies."]

^ [Following K. we have the ten

days prescribed for a Brahman ;

four days elapse till the bones are

collected (Visnu), and the number
of days depends on what sort of a

man the relative is (Daksa, Para-

^aral.]

* [This verse is in the Mitaks.

ascribed to Brhan Manu, with the

var. lee. nivartetd 'catu7'da^dt / jan-

mandmno snirter eke tat piaram

gotravi ucyate (iti), in which iti closes

the whole quotation, and the opinion

of Manu is thus that of eke, from

which the Great Manu differs ! Tiie

fourteenth degree here closes the list

of relations called samdnodaka
(having common water-libation), of

which the synonym is gotraja (gen-

tilis). Other degrees for maidens,

etc., are noted by Medh., depending

on quotations from other works, as

Vas. iv. 18, etc. Cf. Gaut. xiv.]
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62. Impurity from a corpse is for all, but (that) on a

birth for the mother and father; (ten clays') impurity is for

the mother;! the father, having sipped water, is pure.

6^). But a man having emitted semen becomes pure

having bathed; he should observe three days' impurity

after sexual connection.

64. (Sapindas) touching a corpse becomes pure by one

day and a night and three three-nights,^ the Samanodakas

after three days.

65. But a pupil performing the pitrmedha^ of his dead

Guru becomes pure by ten nights, like those who lift the

corpse.

66. (A woman) on miscarriage becomes pure by (a

number of) nights equal to the months (she was pregnant).

A virtuous woman in her courses (is purified) by bathing

when the courses have ceased.*

6"/. For males who have not had the gudd rite^ pre-

formed, purity is said to be (after) a night ; but for those

who have had it performed, purity is allowed after three

nights.

6S. A corpse (of a child) under two years (old) the

relatives should deposit outside^ in pure ground, having

adorned it, without collecting the bones (afterwards).

1 [(Helped out by the commenta- declare that all the ceremony (sar-

tors K. and Ragh., but) literally: vaiii karmaiva) is designated (not

" The birth (impurity) would be the caramesti) (Medh.)]

mother's only." Ragh. says " he •* [K. quoting Medh. and Gov. on

makes a distinction," and explains, this verse says " navamdsdd arvdl:'"

as K., that the mother's impurity The words of Medh. are "srdvastu

lasts ten days, and the father is pure yarbhasya mdsatraydd urddhvam

on sipping water or bathing. There prdg daramdn mdsdt kecit tu pray

seem to be alternatives offered: navamdd ity dhuh ;" a, small -point,

" but impurity for birth extends only but, like his reference to them

to the parents, (or) the impurity (Medhatithi and Govindaraja, Aa-

may be for the mother only." This yah), of historical worth.]

agrees with Vas. iv. 20-22 ; Gaut. ^ [The rite of cutting the hair

xiv. 15-16 ; Baudh. i. 5. II. 20.] (akrtanmndcmam) (Medh.)]
2 [That is, in ten days (Medh. and 6 [Outside the village (Medh., K),

K.)] in a grave (Medh.), adorning it

^ [The ceremony for the dead with wreaths (K., or) with the orna-

(manes). The pupil is not a relative ments of the dead child (Medh.)

of the Guru, which means here Pure earth is where no other per-

merely a teacher (K.) But others son's bones are (Medh., K.)]
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69. For him the consecration by fire is not to be done,

nor the rite with water ; ^ leaving ^ (him) like a log in the

jungle,^ they should also fast three days.

70. The rite with water is not to be done by the rela-

tives for a (child) not three years old, but they may
optionally do it for one whose teeth are grown, or if the

name-ceremony has been done (for him).

71. One day's impurity^ is directed if a fellow-student

be dead, but on the birth of Samanodakas purity is

allowed after three nights,

72. Now relations^ of unmarried women "^ become pure

after three days, but uterine kind ^ become pure by the

same rule ^ also.

y;^. They should eat food without (fictitious) salt,® they

must bathe for three days, must not eat meat, and must

lie separate on the ground.

74. This rule for impurity produced by a corpse is

directed (for cases) when near (the survivors) ; when at

a distance, this (following) rule is to be followed by the

kinsmen and relatives.^*'

75. Now whoever hears within ten days ^^ that (a rela-

tive) in a foreign country 12 is dead, is impure for so long

as what remains of the ten days.

y6. But if the ten days be past, he is impure for a

1 [That is, the (rdddha ordained * [" By the rule just as declared,"

for the adult dead is here omitted i.e., in the last verse, viz., in three

(Medh.)] nights (K.), or by the rule in the last

-[That is, they should leave part of vs. 67 (also three nights).]

him without weeping and grieving ^ [K. Medh. says, yavaksarddi

(K. )]
Jcsdraih lavanam saindhavddl tan na

^ [They should bury him, as Yaj. hhunjlran, lavanaviresam Ic.sdragra-

says (iii. i), though Manu does not hanaiii tena saindJiarasi/a j'rati.sed-

specify this (K.)] huh.]
•* [A'sa^Jawa (rendered "fast "in iv. i" [Sambhaiidhi &nd bandhava are

222) is liere translated "impui'ity" by according to K. sapindas and sa»(a-

Medh. and K.] nodalcas; according to Medh., the
s [In the would-be husband's other way about.]

family (Medh., K.)] ^' [Literally, "Heard of a dead
6 [Women who have not received man for whom the ten (days of im-

the sacrament of marriage but who purity regularly enjoined on a death

are betrothed (Medh., K.)] are) not (yet passed)."]
'' [Relations by blood on the ^^ ["In another district," i.e.,

father's side (Medh., K.)] village or town (Medh.)]
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space of three nights ; if, however, a year be past, having

touched ^ water, he is pure.

yy. Having heard, after ten days, the death of a kins-

man or the birth of a son, a man having plunged into

water with his clothes ^ on becomes pure.

78. A boy^ in another country, or a Samanodaka, being

dead, (the relative) having plunged into water with his

clothes on becomes indeed * pure.

79. If within the ten days a death or birth again ^

occur, a Brahman is impure till the ten days are over.

80. (The learned) say that a teacher being dead, the

pupil's impurity is for three nights ; and if his son or

his wife (have died), for a day and night ; such is the

rule.

81. But a learned (Brahman) being dead, one is impure

for a space of three nights ; a maternal uncle (being dead),

for a night with the day before and after ;
'^ so also for a

pupil, a sacrificial priest, and (distant) kinsmen.

82. A king being dead in whose kingdom one is, (im-

purity lasts) during sun- or star-light ; on the death of a

1 [f.e., bathed (Medh., K.) This " [Cf. iv. 97 (note). The transla-

rule is for all four castes (K.)] tion in the preceding passage I have
- [Or, "with a cloth about him."] here substituted for the less good
^ A boy (6a^rt),f.c. [a son (Medh. )] one given here, "for a day, night,

under five years of age. Samdiw- and day.'' The "learned Brahman "

(laka, so the commentators [Medh., istheCrotriya,the "sacrificial priest"

K.] ; it probably means a distant thelltvig. There are two points open
kinsman who makes separate funeral to discussion iu the above reading :

offerings. [The ordinary interpre- Upasampanne may mean "dead"
tation of hdla in a legal sense is up (Medh., B. K.), or (with dead sup-
to the si.xteenth year (cf. Medh. on plied) " connected by friendship and
v,s. 58 : Pm'j asfamdc chisuh proklo intimacy" (Medh., K.), or " being a
ani/ais tv dMidardd hhaved hdla Hi), man of good character" (<;'dcna

I do not know where Dr. B. gets yukto vd—Medh.) Again, some cou-
five years as the limit ; both Medh. strue the " uncle " as in apposition to

and K. specify a child whose teeth Crotriya, i.e., "If a maternal uncle
are not cut (cf. vs. 58, also Oaut. ii. ... (who is) a learned Brahman,"
I, Biihler's note). " A young son or a etc., because the word "kinsmen " in-

distant kinsman (who is not a Sapin- eludes "uncle," and therefore it is

da) having died in another country" unnecessary to mention him in the
is the meaning of the first clause.] second clause, or supply " other

"

•* [Rather "becomes pure atonce."] with "kinsmen" ^Medh.) The word
* [The word "again" signifies the " kinsmen," (? handhtia) = Calaka's

(case is the same, and the death) one mother's sister's son (Medh.), father's

of a relative (Medh., K. )] sisters (Ragh.) Cf. Gaut. xiv. 20.J
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(Brahman) not learned, for the whole day;^ so for a

Guru who studies the Veda.^

83. A Brahman becomes pure in ten days, ^ a king (Ksat-

riya) in twelve, a Vai9ya in fifteen, a (^udra in a month.

84. One should not increase the days of impurity, or

interrupt the rites or the (sacred) fires ; for even a kins-

man within seven degrees ^ when performing that rite is

not impure.

85. One becomes pure by bathing if one has touched

a Paria,^ or a woman in her courses, an outcast, also

a woman lying-in, a corpse, or one who has touched

it.*^

86. Having rinsed the mouth, one should mutter always

intent (the sacred texts) ; on sight of (anything) impure

one should repeat the Saura mantrasJ as well as one can,

and the pdvamdnis.^

Sy. A Brahman who has touched a greasy human bone,

having bathed becomes pure; but if a dry (bone), by

touching a cow, or looking at the sun after only rinsing

(his) mouth.

88. One engaged in any vow ^ should not offer water

(at funerals) till he has finished his vow ; but when it is

finished, having offered water, he becomes pure in a space

of only three nights.^*^

89. The ceremony with water is not applicable in the

case of those born in vain of a mixture of castes, and

1 [K. says the impurity is here as '' [Various hymns to the sun.]

in vs. 81 for one who dwells in his ^ [Purificatory verses in the ninth

house.] book of the Rigveda. A more natu-

- [Like K., Medh. restricts this to ral construction would be, " After

one learned in a part only, but offers rinsing the mouth on sight of any-

other explanations as a secondary thing impure, one should, always in-

teacher(?); some say the negative in tent, mutter the hymns to the sun

afrotirya is carried over here).] and the purificatory verses."]

3 [On the birth or death of a " [Or one who receives instruc-

relative (K.)] tions, i.e., a Brahmanical student

4 [SanaUiya-'] (Medh., K.)]
5 [i>i>ai(r<(:,aCandala(Medh.,K.)] i» [This rule does not apply in

6 [Some say it, the corpse; others, case of the death of either parent or

them, the foregoing objects (Medh., a teacher (K. from Vas.)]

K.)]
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those who abide with religious mendicants, and also for

suicides;^

90. And for (women who) resort to a heretic ^ (teacher),

and (those that) follow their own pleasure,^ and (women

who) cause abortion, or injure (their) husbands also, and

women who drink intoxicating liquor.

91. But one under a vow having carried out (his) own

dead teacher,* sub-instructor, father, mother. Guru, is not

free from his vow.^

92. One should carry out by the southern town-gate a

dead ^udra, but the twice-born by the western, northern,

and eastern (gates) respectively.'^

93. There is not (ceremonial) impurity of kings, those

under a vow, and those engaged in a sattrci^ for they are

seated on Indra's seat ; they are ever one with Brahma.

94. Purity is declared at once of a king on the glorious

throne. The throne is for protection of the people
;

(it is)

the cause of (their) food.^

^ [Some say this rule is for Sapin-

das, but not for their sons ; but in

the case of suicides it aifects even

the sons'; the ceremony with water is

the offering of the rice-ball and water

to the manes (Medh.) According to

Medh. and K. there should be a

comma after the word " vain," " born

in vain, (or born) of a mixture of

castes," the former designating those

who neglect their religious duties.

"Those who abide with religious men-
dicants" are those who live in a state

of religious vagabondism, wearing

unauthorised apparel, etc. (Medh.,

K.) No limitations in the case of

suicides is suggested by the text.]

- [As in vs. 89, those who wear
unauthorised red garments, etc.

This may be " heretical teaching "

(Medh.) as well as "heretic teacher."]
^ [Who, heretically inclined, wan-

ton about at pleasure (Medh.)]
^ "Teacher" [ucCirya), who teaches

the whole Veda, etc. " Sub-instruc-

tor " (upudhijdi/a), who teaches a

part only. " Guru," who performs

the sacramental rites. See ii. 141.

[The one under a vow is the stu-

dent. The word own goes with each

member (K.) Others say it is used

substantively, "his own relative,"

which is wrong, as some relatives

are mentioned (Medh.)]
^ [Na luptavrato hhavati (K.)

Vrataviijogonmti{'Me(}Lh.) His vow
is not broken.]

^ [A Vaicjya by the western,

Ksatriya by the northern. Brahman
by the eastern gate.]

'' [Impurity on the death of a

kinsman and other (causes of im-

purity) is meant (K.) Those under
a vow are both students and those

perfonning a vow of penance
(Medh., K. ) Those performing a

"session," sattra (a great sacrifice)

are, according to some, those who are

ever bestowing gifts (Medh.) This

vs. is qiioted from Yama by Vas. xi.x.

48 ; so the inscriptions, often.]

^ [It seems a ])ity that Dr. B.

should have adopted the unautho-

rised anna (kdranam) reading. The
true reading is ati-a (so Medh.), and
the sense is, " The throne is for the
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95. (There is) also (purity) of those slain in battle,^ by
lightning, and by a prince (in course of justice), and (of

those slain) for a cow or Brahman,^ and (of him of whom)
the prince desires (it).^

96. A sovereign has a body (composed of) Soma (the

Moon), Fire, the Sun, the Wind, Indra, the two Lords

of Wealth and Water, and Yama ^—the eight protectors

of the world.

97. A king is presided over by (these) lords of the

world; impurity is no*" declared of him, for purity and

impurity of mortals arise from and disappear by the lords

of the world.^

98. The sacrifice is at once perfect, as also the purity

of (a warrior) slain in Ksatriya duty, his weapons being

raised in war.^ Such is the rule.

99. A Brahman who has performed (funeral) rites '^ be-

comes pure having touched water; a Ksatriya (having

touched) his vehicle and weapons; a Vaigya (having

touched his) goad (or) halter-ropes ; a Cudra (having

touched his) stick.

protection of the people, and tlicn saldrdn martydndrh, na tu lake-

(while engaged in protecting his cdndm. Neither purity nor im-
people) it is the cause (of the king purity affect the gods ; man alone is

not becoming impure)."] affected thereby ; and since the king
1 [Diinbdhavahatdh is, according is identified with the gods, he has it

to K., those killed in a tumult when in him to j^roduce purity and destroy

the king is not present. According impurity instantaneously.]

to Medli. it means those killed in a '' [Dr. B. seems to take this as

(limba (crowd of many persons, or explanatory of the Ksatriya duty.

weaponless strife), and in battle, The commentators say this duty is

i.e., " slain in a quarrel or in war."] to die facing the foe, and the up-
- [Cf. xi. So.] raised weapons seem to belong to
•* [Any one is rendered at once the enemy, " slain by upraised wea-
* [Dr. B. inserts and after Yama, pons," i.e., sword, etc., not stones

pure if the king wants him to be so.] (K.) The castra (weapon) is one
which must be an accidental error, with which one is cut and slain

The lord of wealth is Kubera ; of (Medh.) "The sacrifice is perfect,"

water, Varuna.

]

i.e., he obtains the same holiness as
5 [So K., but some MSS. have one woidd get from a sacrifice

with Medh. prabhavdpyayau, of (Medh.)]

which he makes two clauses : yato '' [That is, on the expiration of

inartydndm . . .dhhydm (purity and im- the time enjoined for impurity after

purity) adhikdrah, tdyo<^ ca prahha- having performed the c'rdddha, etc.

vdpyuyau pravrttinlvrttl lohci^ehhyah (K.), or the bath alone (Medh.)]
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100. Bralimans, this (way of) purity has been told

you for Sapindas ; learn now purity as regards a corpse for

all not Sapindas.

1 01. A Brahman having carried out, like a kinsman, a

dead Brahman^ not a Sapinda, or kinsmen by his mother,2

becomes pure by three nights.

102. But if he eats their food, he becomes, indeed, pure

in just ten days ; but if he does not eat the food, in a

single day only, provided he lives not in the house.

103. Having voluntarily followed a corpse,^ whether a

(paternal) kinsman or not, having bathed with (his) clothes

(on), having touched fire and eaten (some) ghee, one

becomes pure.

104. One should not, when his own relatives are by,

cause a dead Brahman to be carried out by a (^iidra ; for

the offering* defiled by a (^iidra's contact is not conducive

to heaven.

105. Knowledge, austerity, fire, food,^ earth, mind,

water, plastering with cow-dung,*^ wind, deeds,'^ the sun, and

time are the cause of purity of living beings.

106. Of all purities, indeed, purity of wealth is said to

be the highest ; he who is pure as regards wealth is indeed

pure ; he is not pure (who is) pure by earth and water.^

107. The learned become pure by tranquillity f those

doing what is not to be done, by gifts ; those with con-

cealed sin, by muttering (sacred texts) ; the most learned

in the Vedas, by austerity.

108. By earth and water what is to be purified is made i»

^ [Bvija.] rendered " relatiinis " above, is said
2 [Maternal uncle, etc. (Medh. ), by Medh. and K. to mean also those

more strictly K., "own brother or of his own caste.]

sis^ter."] ^ [Sacrificial food is a cause of
^ [This causes the impurity, the purity (Medh., K.)]

other acts purify again.] " [From its sacred character cow-
* [The offering implies the burn- dung is purificatory.]

ing of the body (when carried out) " [Sacrifice is meant (K.), or the
(Medh.) ; the corpse should be car- acts appointed by the law.]

ried out by a Brahman ; if there is " [While impure in respect to

none, by a Ksatriya ; if there is wealth (K.)]

none, by a Vai(;ya ; and if there is no •' [Patience, long-sufFcring, even
A'aiij'ja, by aCudra. The wordsvcsu, when injured by another (K.)]
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pure ; a river becomes jjure by (its) velocity ; a woman
defiled by her mind becomes pure by (her) courses ; a

Brahman, by renunciation (of the world).

109. The limbs become pure by water; the mind be-

comes pure by truth; the self of beings^ by knowledge^

and austerity ; the intellect becomes pure by knowledge.

no. This rule as regards bodily purity has been told

you, hear (now) the rule for purity of various articles.

111. Purity of metal articles, gems, and every stone

article,^ has been said by the learned (to be) by ashes,

water, and earth also.

112. A golden vessel without soil becomes pure by

water alone ; so also everything produced by water,'* or

of stone, and unworked silver.

1
1
3. Gold and silver arose from a union of water and

fire ; therefore their purification is most efficacious just by

their own source.

1 14. Purification of articles of copper, iron, bell-metal,

brass, lead, and tin is to be made properly by alkali, acids,

and water.

115. The purification of all liquids also is said to be

straining;^ of folded (cloths),^ sprinkling; and of wooden

(articles), planing.

116. But purification of sacrificial vessels, camasas, and

grahas '^

is by wiping with the hand in the sacrificial

ceremony or washing.

117. Of cams, srucs, sncvas, purification is by hot water
;

1 [BhatCdmd is here pretty nearly ing the pure part into another vessel,

our so;//, the "true self" according or straining. The quantity is limited

to Medh.] by the commentators.]
- [This knowledge, ridi/d, is the ^ [According to Medh., liquids

knowledge of the meaning of the (such as ghee, syrup, dmiksd, etc.),

sacred books (Medh, K.) Cf. Vas. of which the part that is sam" or

iii. 60.1 tipa-hata (contaminated) is to be
3 [When defiled by remnants of drawn off while the remnant is pure

;

food (]\Iedh., K.)] or, he says, it may mean separate

* [As shells (Medh., K., Ragh.)] things of different parts of like or

5 {Utpavanaih kasyacid am(;asi/a' unlike sort clumped together, as

(of impurities), 'panayanam (with seats, couches, etc. ; so K. and Ragh.]

/,-/(ca-grass), cmye tii plavanam uhuh "^ [The camasa is a wooden drink-

(Medh.) That is, if I understand his ing vessel; the graJia is a kind of

process, letting the impure particles dipper ; both are employed in the

in the liquid settle, and then pour- sacrificial ceremonies.]
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SO of the sphya} \Tinnower and cart, and pestle and

mortar.

118. But sprinkling with water (is) the purification of

much^ grain and (many) cloths; but purification by wash-

ing with water is ordered for small (quantities).

119. The purification of leather (articles)^ as also of

rattan (goods) is as of cloths ;
and the purification of herbs,

roots, and fruit is directed (to be) as (that of) grain.

120. (The purification) of silk and woollen (is) with

salt earth ; of blankets (of goat's hair) by aristalxi seeds
;

of different silks * by griphala fruits ; of flaxen (goods),

by gaurasarsapa seeds.

121. The purification of chank or horn (articles) and

(those) of bone or ivory is to be done by a discerning man

like (that of) flaxen (stuffs or) with cow's urine or water.

122. Grass, wood, and straw are indeed purified by a

sprinkling ; a house by rubbing and smearing (with cow-

dung)
;
(pots of) earth by baking again.

123. But an earthen (pot) cannot be thus purified by

baking again if touched by spirituous liquor, urine, ordure,

spittle, pus, and blood.

124. Land becomes pure by five 5—sweeping, smearing

with cow-dung, sprinkling,^ by digging, and by cows stay-

ing on it.^

125. (Anything) pecked by birds, smelt by a cow,

shaken (by the foot), sneezed on, and polluted by head-

lice, becomes pure by throwing earth (on it).*^

1 [[Cam), kettle
;

[sruc), ladle
;

cloth (?) (K. and) Kagh. define this

(sruva), spoon ; and (spliya), wooden as /Mfta^atua. Medh. gives um as

sword, are with the others all used Mncaim. The untranslated^ words

at sacrifices, and when thereby made are names of trees ; the last is uius-

greasy, etc., are to be thus cleansed; tard. Cf. Baudh. i. S, 40 ff.]

otherwise soiled, as ordinary articles ^ [In five ways.]

(Medh.)] ^ [With water or cow-urine, or

- [More than a drona of grain, even with milk (Medh.)]

and more than three garments, or ^ [A day and night (K.) The

according to circumstances (Medh.)] land is defiled by impure substances,

^ [Medh. distinguishes between by Cudras dwelling on it, etc. (K.)]

leather made of pure and impure ^ [As is his custom, Medh.
^^
ad-

beasts, such as the dog and jackal.] duces several "other Smrtis " to

•• [Am^upatta may mean athxu. modify this verse, specifying the

and^a^/a, clothes, pieces of (woollen) kind of birds, etc., meant.]
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126. As long as the smell and smear caused by pollution

do not leave (an article) soiled by an impurity, so long are

earth and water to be applied in all purification of things.

127. The gods made three things pure for Brahmans^

—

what is not seen (to be defiled), what is purified with

water, and what is commended by (their) speech.

128. "Waters which pass over earth are pure, in which

a cow 2 quenches (its) thirst, if (they are) not pervaded by

impurity, and possess (good) smell, colour, and taste.

129. The hand of an artificer is always pure (when

working at his craft) ; and so is everything exposed for

sale : alms given to a student (are) always pure—thus is

the rule.

1 30. A woman's mouth is always pure ;
^ (so) a bird

on the fall of a fruit (it has pecked)
;

(so) a calf on the

flowing forth (of the milk it sucks) ; a dog is pure on

catchinsj deer.

131. Manu declared the flesh of (a beast) killed by dogs

(to be pure) ; also the flesh of an animal killed by other

carnivorous (animals), (or) by Parias ^ (and) other Dasyus.

132. All the hollows above the navel are everywhere

pure : those which are below (the navel) are impure ; as

also all excretions fallen from the body.^

133. Mosquitoes, drops, a shadow, a cow, a horse, rays

of the sun, dust, earth, wind, and fire, one should declare

to be clean on contact.

134. Earth and water are to be used as necessary for

purification on discharge of ordure and urine, and also on

purification from the twelve bodily impurities, (that is

to say) :

1 [For all the castes is meant ^ [Parias, i.e., Cdndalas and so

(Medh.)] forth, may explain JJasyus, though
- " lu which a cow," to indicate Medh. takes this as Nisadas, Vya-

the quantity (Medh.) [For if they dhas, etc. Cf. Visnu, xxiii. 50,

contain no impurity and have a where Manu is not given the credit

good smell, etc., they are pure any of the rule.]

way, even though of small amount ^ [Cf. i. 92. " Hollows " denote

(Medh.)] the indriywii places according to

3 [The mouth of a wife is pure for their respective positions (ear,

the husband to kiss, is what is nostril, etc. (Ragh.)]

meant (Medh.)]
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135. Oiliness, semen, blood, scurf, urine, ordure, ear-

wax, nails,^ mucus, tears, rlieum of the eyes, sweat—these

are the twelve impurities of men.

136. One (piece of) earth is to be applied to the penis,

three to the anus, likewise ten for one hand,- seven for

both, by one desiring purity.

137. That is the purification of householders; it is

twofold (that) for students, threefold for hermits,^ but

fourfold for ascetics,

138. One should rinse (the mouth) and wash the cavi-

ties after having passed urine or ordure
;

(so) when about

to recite tlie Veda, and always when (going to) eat food."^

139. Firstly, one should thrice take water (in the mouth
and) then twice wipe the mouth, if desirous of bodily

purity ; but a woman and a Qudra (should do so) only once.

140. By ^udras living properly a monthly shaving ^ is

to be performed,^ and (their) rule of purification (is) like

YaiQyas, and their food the leavings of twice-born (men).

141. Drops of spittle from the mouth which fall on a

limb do not make (it) impure,'^ nor (hairs of) the beard that

have got into the mouth, nor (food) that has stuck be-

tween the teeth.^

142. The drops which fall on the two feet of one serv-

ing water to others to rinse their mouth with are to be

known as the same with (water flowing) on earth ; one is

not impure by tliem.^

^ [Or excretions of nose and ear ^ [Of the head.]

(for ear-wax and nails), according to ^ [Literally, "of Cudras a shavinw
another reading.] is to be performed." Medh. saj's

- [The left hand (Medh., K.); the the agent is doubtful, as it may be
only real limit is that in vs. 134, taken in a double .sense, since the
"as necessary" (Medh.) Cf. vs. genitive may stand for the instru-

126 (K.) ; and Vas. vi. 18, 19 ;
mental, or the act is for the Brali-

Visnu, Ix. 25, 26.] mans to perform.]
" [The four orders of a Brahman's ^ "Impure," i.e., like the hand.s

life are here given,—student, house- soiled by food.

holder, hermit in the wood (Vanas- ^ [Cf. Gaut. i. 41, where na ccd
tha) ; last and highest, ascetic who OH^repatoH^t; ib., 38-40, a restriction

has renounced the world (Yati).] to the last clause is given (quoted ly
* [This addition (in regard to eat- Medh. as eke). Cf. Ap. i. 16, 13.]

ing) is meant for women and ^'udras ^ [Literally, rendered unfit for the
(Medh.)] ceremony.]

I
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143. But one having an article in his hand, if touched

anyhow by an impure thing, becomes pure by rinsing his

mouth, without, indeed, putting down that article.^

144. Having vomited (or) purged, one should bathe and

eat ghee ; but having eaten (rice) food,- one should merely

rinse the mouth. Bathing (is the purification) for one who

has had sexual intercourse.

145. Having slept and sneezed, having eaten and spit,

and having told lies, having drunk water, and being about

to recite (the Veda), although pure,^ one should rinse the

mouth.

146. All this system of purification, as well as the

purification of things, has been pronounced for all castes

;

hear now the laws for women.

147. No act is to be done according to (her) own will

by a young girl, a young woman, or even by an old woman,

though in (their own) houses.*

148. In her childhood (a girl) should be under the will

of her father ; in (her) youth, of (her) husband ; her lius-

band being dead, of her sons ; a woman should never

enjoy her own will.

1 [There are two views on this

subject, some texts enjoining that the

article is to be put down. The text

here says it needs not to be placed

on the ground. "How then," says

Medh., " can he sip water (for which

the two hands are necessary) ?

"

Let him put it in his lap, or rest it

in the hollow of the arm. He then

tries to explain away the contradic-

tion in Gaut. by making it depend

on the weight of the article. Cf.

the notes of Prof. Biihler and Jolly

on Gaut. i. 28, and Visnu xxiii. 55.

Medh. takes ucchisfa not of an im-

pure article, but as " a man who not

having performed the purification of

rinsing the mouth for acts demanding

it, is burdened with this penance.' ]

2 [Two explanations are possible
;

one, recommended by Medh., makes

this clause dependent on the preced-

ing, "if, after eating (rice) food,

vomiting and purging take place

on the same day, he has merely to

rinse the mouth ;" but Medh. admits

that this is explained independently

by others.]
^ ["Fit for the ceremony" (cf. vs.

142). This refers to the last clause

only (Medh.) Cf. ii. 70. It may
be taken, however, with all in the

sense of dcdnta, as Yaj. i. 196 ("al-

though he has rinsed the mouth, let

him do it again"). Each clause

seems to be grammatically indepen-

dent, though K. renders "after

sleeping, etc., being desirous of re-

citing, let him." Cf. for these rules

Vas. iii. ; Gaut. i. 30 ff.; Visiui,

xxii., xxiii. ; Yaj. i. iSo ff.]

* [Cf. ix. 2, 3. Medh. quotes a
" saying " attributed to Naranda
(cf. xiii. 29) by K., to the effect that

the king is the (husband) suj^porter

of a woman who has lost all her re-

latives, i.e., she is under his care,

and not independent.]
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149. She must never M-ish separation of her self from

her father, husband, or sons, for by separation from them

a woman would make both families contemptible.

1 50. She must always be cheerful and clever in house-

hold business, with the furniture well cleaned, and with

not a free hand in expenditure.

151. But him to whom her father gives her, or (her)

brother with the father's consent, she must obey alive, and

dead must not disregard.^

152. The svastyayana'^ is used in marriages for their

(the brides') prosperity, (as is) the sacrifice of Prajapati

;

the giving away is the cause of the (husband's) lordship.

153. Out of season and in season a husband who per-

forms the sacrament by manti^as ^ is ever a giver of happi-

ness to a woman here and in the next world,

154. Though of bad conduct or debauched, or even

devoid of (good) qualities, a husband must always be wor-

shipped * like a god by a good wife.

155. For women there is no separate sacrifice, nor vow,

nor even fast ;
^ if a woman obeys her husband, by that

she is exalted in heaven.

156. The good wife of a husband, be he living or dead,

(if) she desire the world (where her) husband (is), must

never do anything disagreeable (to him)."

157. But she may at will (when he is dead) emaciate her

body by (living on) pure flowers, fruits, (and) roots. She

^ [She must be devoted to him in to be of the constant attendance of

his death as in his life, by no means a priest on an idol. The rule here

implying the burning of the widow, given is found more in detail in ix.

but plaiidy forbidding her second 78 ff., with some restrictions.]

marriage.] ^ [Without consent of the hus-
- [Wishes for good-luck. The band (Medh. and K.)]

Prajapati sacrifice implies also offer- * [Cf. with the expression sudhil

ings to other deities (Medh.)] (the good) the explanation in ix. 29.
* [I.e., the husband who marries She does a disagreeable thing when

her by the proper ceremony.] she omits the prescribed ceremonies
* [Rather "served" [upacaryah, for the dead (K.) Medh. gives the

rendered by Medh. and K. drddh- simplerexplanationtliat whatpleased
anhjah) ;

" like a god " may, but him for her to do when lie was
does not necessarily, imply "wor- alive should still be done after his

ship." The comparison seems rather death.]
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may not, however, when her husband is dead, mention

even the name of another man.^

158. She must be till death subdued, intent, chaste,

following that best (law) which is the rule of wives of a

single husband.-

159. Many thousands of Brahmans chaste from youth^

have gone to heaven without leaving children to continue

the family.

160. (Her) husband being dead, a virtuous* wife, firm

in chastity, goes, though childless, to heaven like those

chaste (men).

161. But the woman who, from desire of offspring, is

unfaithful to (her dead) husband, meets with blame here,

and is deprived of her husband's place (in the next

world).

162. There is no offspring here begotten by another

(than the husband),^ nor even on marrying another; nor

is a second husband anywhere permitted to good women.

163. She who, having left (her) own base (husl)ancl),

attaches herself to an excellent one, is blamable indeed in

the world, and is called parapurvd.^

164. Now a woman from unfaithfulness to her husband

o^ets blame in the world, is born of a jackal (on being

1 [Medh. recognises the rule " de- ^ [^-q guch offspring is permitted

claved by Angiras," women should by law. Cf. R. V. vii. 4, 7. This

folloiv their husband in death ; but rule refers to cases other than the

introduces it by the rule that sui- ?H'yo^« connection (K.) Medh. makes

cide is forbidden women as well as the rule more general. " The off-

jjjgj^ -] spring born of other than the hus-

- [The widow must support her- band is not the wife's, and born of

self, if in need of subsistence, by other than the wife is not the hus-

blameless acts (Medh. to vss. 157, band's" (Medh.)]

j-Q\j 6 [("She who has had) another

3 [/.c, unmarried (Medh., K.) (husband) before." "Is blamable

Medh. says the object is to show the indeed," or " is only to be blamed "

reason why the woman should not (nidijaiva) : i.e., in taking another

of herself form a niyor/a connection husband, even of higher caste, she

(such as enjoined in the ninth lee- does not do well. K.'s commentary

ture) to raise up seed for her hus- and other passages seem to require

band. It is not necessary, for men that we read " left a low-caste

have "gone to heaven without chil- husband for one of high caste."

(ji-en.] Eagh. says only " left one who is

-> [ScWii-i.] poor."]
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'born again), and is tormented by diseases (produced) by'

sm.'^

165. She who, restrained in mind, speech, and body, is

not unfaithful to (her) husband, attains the abode of (her)

liusband, and is called virtuous by the good,

166. By this conduct for women, (she who is) subdued
in mind, speech, (and) body gets here prominent fame
and the abode of (her) husband in the next world.=^

167. A twice-born man must burn a wife of such beha-
viour (and) of the same caste, (if) dying before him, by
means of the sacred fire and sacrificial vessels, accordino-

to rule.

168. Having used the fires for the last rites to his wife

dying before him, he may marry again, and again establisli

(the sacred fires) also.

169. By this rule he should never fail in the five sacri-

fices, and, married, should live the second part of his (life)

in (liis) house.'*

END OF THE FIFTH LECTURE.

1 [Pdparogah may mean " evil dis- band. This view is repeated at ix.

eases." Cf. iii. 92, 159.] 30]
- [" By this rule the raising np of 3 T^jg ^g^gg j^ omitted by Med-

ofFspring in time of need is forbid- hatithi, and is clearly an interpola-
den ; but by the Niyoga-smrti the tion. Part of the first line is word
same thing is again allowed ; which for word the same as in the last.
of the two Smrtis is the more autho- [Dr. B.'s IMS. of Medh. omits also
ritative? It is not possible to decide; vs. 165, which is repeated in ix. 29.]
In such a case both are good" * [For these rules cf. Visnu xxv.;
(Medh.) "Unfaithfulness" means Gaut. xviii. 1-3; Vas. v. 1-2.]
not remaining chaste to her hus-
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LECTUEE VI.

ON THE THIRD AND FOURTH ORDERS OR STAGES OF LIFE.

1. Let a twice -born man, who has completed his

studentship and has lived, according to rule, in the

householder's order, abide in a forest, intent, his organs

truly subdued,^

2. But when a householder sees wrinkles and grey hair

on himself, and (also sees) the child of his child, then let

him go to the woods.-

3. All food from towns is to be given up, and all

utensils as well.^ He may go to the jungle, having given

his wife over to (his) sons, or with her also.

4. Having taken with (him his) sacred fire {agniliotra),

and the household pot* of fire, going forth from the

village to the wood, let him dwell (there) with his organs

subdued.

5. AVith hermit's (wild) rice, with various pure (sub-

stances), or with herbs, roots, and fruits, he should offer

the (five) great sacrifices^ according to rule.

6. Let him wear a skin or bark ; let him bathe in the

evening and also in the morning ; let him ever wear long

hair, beard, and nails.

7. Of what may be eatable (for him), of that let him

1 All this chapter is nearly obsolete; ^ [Literally, "after he has given

the first part is totally so (vss. 1-33). ujx"]
'^ [Some say this means a grand- * ["The fire-furniture" is more

son only, but not a gvsijwddaugldcr, literal, i.e., according to the com-
while others correctly regard these mentators, the sacred implements,

expressions as merely denoting the spoons, etc., used in sacrifice.]

proper age of the man, not that he ^ "The (five) great sacrifices." See

must positively possess a grandso»i iii. 69-71.

(Medh.)]
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give offerings^ and alms as best he can; let him honour

(people who have) come to his abode with alms of water,

roots, (and) fruit.

8. Let him be ever applied to recital (of the Veda), sub-

dued, well-disposed, composed ; ever a giver, not a taker

;

compassionate to all beings.

9. And let him duly offer the agniliotra (sacrifice) with

the three fires,^ not neglecting at the proper time the

(offering at) new and full moon.

10. Let him perform the rksesfi, the djrdt/cma also, and

the cdtiLrmdsijas, the winter and summer solstice (cere-

monies), in order.^

1 1. With pure spring and autumn* hermit's rice gathered

by himself, he should separately offer cakes and messes

according to rule.

12. But having offered to the gods that purest offering

from the forest, he should use for himself the rest, and

salt made by himself.^

13. He should eat herbs that grow on land or in water,

flowers, roots, and fruits, and what is produced by pure

trees, and oils produced by fruits.

14. He should avoid honey and meat and mushrooms

^ [To the divinities ;
" what may B.'s MS. of Medh. has darrcsti with-

be eatable," fruits, etc., if not for- out commentary) ; the dgrdyana is

bidden.] the sacrifice at the time of new
- \^Vltdno vihdras tatrahhavaiii grain; tlie cdturmdsya (to all the

taitdnikarhjtretdgnivimyaih {M.edh.) gods) are sacrifices coming every

If, as said above, he goes alone four months (K.) The reading is

into the wood, he is to perform not certain in (b) ; turdyanani is the

the sacrifice in the same way he reading of Medh. and Ragh. (accord-

would when all alone on a jour- ing to Dr. B.'s MSS.), i.e., a modifi-

ney (Medh.), or when his wife is cation of the 2'''^ii''''Wnidm. K. says

impure (K.) Medh. in a long note some think on account of spare food

branches into a discussion of the they are not to be performed at all

food, whence he gets it, and other [vandprasthasya stutyarthaih na tv

questions, in which so many points asyd 'nustheyam). Some of these

seem undecided that we might be are explained in the fourth book (iv.

led to think this part of tlie work 26). Cf. Visiiu, xciv. fi.]

was already " obsolete " in his time * [Spring and autumn rice, i.e.,

and mere matter of speculation. Cf. rice that springs up or is ripened

iv. 25 for the (dar(;a) new and (jjac/yajife?) at this time (Medh. )]

{pauniamdsa) full-moon sacrifices.] ^ [This prohibits sea-salt (Medh.)

;

* [The rk.9e.sfi is a sacrifice to the it is made of salt earth (K.)]

heavenly bodies [nakmlredi, K. ; Ur.
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coming from the ground/ the hJmstpia," gigruka^ also, and

the fruits of the glesvidiaka^

15. In the month AQvayuja^ he should throw away the

hermit's rice previously collected, also (his) worn garments,

and (his) herbs, roots, and fruits.

16. He may not eat produce of agriculture though

thrown away by any one ; nor, even if in distress, either

roots'^ or fruits produced in town.

17. He may eat what is cooked by fire, or eat only what

is ripened by time ; he may either use a stone-pounder, or

else make use of his teeth as a pestle.

18. He may either gather (food) for a day,^ or even col-

lect for a month, or accumulate for six months or for a

year.^

19. Having gathered, as he best can, (rice)-food, he may

eat it by night or by day ; or he may (omit three meals

and) eat at the fourth (meal)-time, or even (omit seven and)

eat at the eighth.^

20. Or he may, in the bright and dark lunar fortnights,

1 [Mushrooms, cf. v. 5. "Since

these grow in the trees or on the

ground, the adjective designating

the latter exchides the former, but

mushrooms are all forbidden by the

common practice ; therefore the word
hhaumdni (on the ground) must be

taken alone as a noun, and mean
some plant, as the gojUtvil-d"

(Medh. ) " I do not believe that one

plant would be left unnamed among
so many names, therefore I take it

as merely introducing the class

(mushrooms on the ground, etc.) . . .

Govind. even says that tree-mush-

rooms may be eaten, which is

against the law of Yama " (K.)

It does not appear to have occurred

to any of the commentators (Ragh.

follows Medh.) that "mushrooms on

the earth " may be poetical, and not

precise. This being a repetition of

the law in v. 5, K. adds that they

are mentioned to show the same

penalty for eating the other plants.]

^ [Andropogon schocnantlms, Lin.]

3 [Horse-radish tree.]

^ [(The sticky) Cordia lafifolia,

Roxt). The blmstrna and pgruka
are words for plants understood

among the Valhikas (Medh.) K.
and Ragh. say the hhustrna is cur-

rent in Mfdavadega, the ^igndu as

in Medh.]
5 [Begins the middle of Septem-

ber.]
6 [Medh. reads p^lspmi.]
^ [So Medh. and K. interpret

sadyah jwalcmlalca, "he who washes

at once" the grain, and does not

store it up. Cf. with this verse iv. 7.]

8 [Storing up for a year refers

here to some grain that will keep,

as the nlrdra, or wild-rice (K. ),

which it is permitted to eat.]

^ [There are two meal-times a day,

morning and evening ; he may,
therefore, fast one day and the next

morning, eating in the evening of

the second day, or fast three days

and the following morning, eating in

the evening of the fourth day (Medh.,

K.) Fasting half the day any way is

enjoined by the first clause (Medli.)]

I
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live according to the moon-course {cdiulrdijana^ pen-

ance), or at the two ends of the fortnights he may even

eat once ^ boiled rice-gruel.

21. Or he may, firm in the opinion of Vaikhauasa,^ live

always on mere flowers, roots, and fruits, ripened by time

(and) withered* of themselves.

22. He may roll on the ground or stand a day^ on tip-

toe, or occupy (himself) by sitting and standing, going to

waters (to bathe) at morning, noon, and evening,''

23. In the summer, also, he should be exposed to five

fires ;
"^ in the rains (he should) have the clouds for

shelter ; he should have wet clothes in winter, gradually

increasing his austerity.

24. Einsing his mouth ^ at morning, noon, and night,

let him offer water to the manes and gods;^ practising more

cruel austerity, he should dry up the body of himself.

25. Having according to rule deposited those (three)

fires in himself, without fires, without abode, he should be

silent, ^^ living on roots (and) fruits.

26. Without efforts for means of pleasure, chaste, sleep-

ing on the ground in hermitages, indifferent, living at the

roots of trees

;

' [That is, a mouthful a day more the teaching of the rules (laid down in

and then less; cf. the explanation the treatise on hermits)." Butcf.Vas.

in xi. 217.] xxi. 23; Baudh. ii. 11, 14, iii. 3, l5fF.]

- [That is, either morning or •* [Or fallen (to the ground).]

evening (Medh., K.)] * [The commentators say this is

^ "Vaikhanasa" is the reputed one of the rules referred to in vs. 21.

author of sfitras iised by a few fol- Cf. xi. 225.]

lowers of the Black Yajur-veda. I ^ [Avoiding meal-time and rest-

possess a fragment. [Medh. says ing-time (Medh.)]

on this word "(There is) a treatise " "Exposed to five fires," i.e. [ac-

called Vaikhanasa (vaikhdnasaiii cording to the commentators], with

ndma (;ustram) wherein the rules of four around him and the sun above,

a hermit in the wood ai-e laid down
;

I have seen a North Indian Brah-

by the teaching of these (rules let one man doing this, but he was a maniac,

abide." He does not hint at Vaik- ** [Ujxtsprran, according to the

hilnasa (Vikhanas (?)) being a person, connnentators, " bathing."]

and it is not necessary to suppose a '^ [Pitrs and dcras. L)r. B. some-

person is meant here, as raikhdnasa times translates these terms and
is synonymous with a hermit-in-the- sometimes not. I have uniforndy

Kood. The use of [tesdrii, male) the thus rendered them.]
plural by Medh. shows he regards '" [Munih is so interpreted by
this as meaning " firmly abiding by Medh. and K.]
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27. Let liim take alms for (his) subsistence only from

austere Brahmans, and ^ from other twice-born house-

holders livincj in the forest.

28. Or having received (food) from a town, he may,

livincr in the forest, eat eight mouthfuls, having received

(it) in a leaf basket alone, or in (his) hand, or in a pot-

sherd.

29. A Brahman living in the forest must follow these and

other self-devotions.2 For perfection of his self (he must

study) also the different Upanisad (parts) of the Vedas ;
^

30. Studied by seers and Brahmans also, and house-

holders also, for increase of knowledge (and) austerity and

purification of the body.

31. Or he should go straight to the unconquered region*

till his body decay, resolute, feeding on water (and) air.

32. Having forsaken (his) body by one or the other of

these ^ practices of the great seers, free from sorrow and

fear, a Brahman is magnified in the Brahma-world.*^

33. But having thus spent the third part of his life
'^

in the forests, let him, forsaking (all) affections, wander

about for the fourth part of (his) life.

34. He, having gone from stage to stage (of life), having

offered sacrifices, with his organs subdued, (if) when weary

of alms (and) offerings he wanders, is glorified when
dead.

35. Having paid (his) three debts, he should fix (his)

^ [For "or" (Medh.) If he can- ^ [K. refers only to "those de-

not get alms from the first, let him elared above ; " Medh. adds, as a

get them among (locative for abla- means of ending life resorted to by
tive, Medh.) the second (K.)] the seers, " drowning t(bhrgu-pra-

- [Dikmfi = niyamdh, (rules) i/ato (?)), t)urning, starving."]

(Medh.,K.), religious practices.] ^ [This clearly points to a con-
•* [Literally, " the different Cruti solidation of the two last orders, as

(contained) in the Upanisads."] no argument can show that the or-
•* " Unconquered region,'' i.e., the dinary Brahman of the third order is

north-east, or of Yama, the cause of not here instructed to end his life in

death. [? (Yama's district is the the third stadium and get rewarded
south) ; the unconquered district is for it, unless, which I think likely,

the north-east according to the com- vss. 31 and 32 be later additions.]

mentators (cf. Ait. Br. i. 4). This '' [No set time is given for the eml
is that journey called by the Yoga- of the third order ; it depends on his

^astrathe "Great journey" (Medh.)] progress in austerity (Medh., K.)]
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mind on final deliverance ;
^ for one who, not having paid

(his debts), seeks deliverance goes downward.

36. Having duly studied the Vedas, and begotten sons

according to law, and sacrificed according to (his) ability

with sacrifice, he should fix (his) mind on deliverance.-

37. A twice-born man not having studied the Vedas,

and not having begotten a son, and also not having

sacrificed with sacrifices, (who) desires deliverance, goes

downward.

38. Having done the Prajapatya ^ sacrifice with a fee

of all (his) property, having established the (sacred)

fires in himself, a Brahman should go forth from (his)

house.*

39. If one having given indemnity to all beings goes

forth from (his) house, of him, an utterer of the Veda, the

abodes become "lorious.o

40. To the twice-born, from whom not even the least

fear is caused to beings, there is no fear from any cause

when separated from (his) body.^

41. Going forth from his house, silent, furnished with

^ [The commentators tamely take quite a different meaning: "But
this to mean that when a man has others say that the sacrifice called
completed threeordersheshouldenter prajapatya is a human sacrifice, as it

the fourth. (The wandering order is is said, 'He shall sacrifice a Brah-
denoted by the word " final-deliver- man to Brahma.' The Brahman is

ance " (Medh.) The thi-ee debts are the sacrificial beast {pacu) and Pra-
generally debts to the gods, paid by japati is Brahma ;" or (the Brahman
sacrifice ; debts to the manes, paid is) the first sacrificial beast, but pra-
by funeral feasts ; debts to the seers, tliamah jMQuh in Dr. B.'s IMS. must be
paid by purity of life, etc. They are for Bnlhmanahparuh.] This human
here given differently in the next sacrifice {puru.samcdha) was an-
verse. Cf. (laut. iii. i.] ciently offered in India, and seems

^ [Medh. and K. quote the Tait. to be not entirely unknown or un-
S. 6. 3. 10. 5, with the vai: lee. used in the time of the great epic]
svddhydyena rdbhi/ah (for Brahma- * [This means (what is said in the
caryena) to bring it into conformity Jabala^ruti) that one may go straight
with the text. Accordingly, the from the second order (householder)
three debts are sacrifice, offspring, to the fourth withmitpassing through
and study, which are owing to gods, the stage of being a dweller in the
manes, and seers.] woods (K.) Cf. Gaut. iii. 2.]

'^ [A sacrifice to Prajapati, accom- '' [The Mbhil. reading grants it

panied by giving up all his goods before {moliad for dchdd), " released
to the priests, as prescribed in the from distraction, ignorance," a mere
Yajur-veda (K.) Medh. hints at epithet, as in v. 39.]
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pure things/ regardless of objects of desire presented (to

liim), let him set out.^

42. Let him ever go quite alone, without a helper,^ for

the sake of perfection ; seeing the perfection of one alone,

who forsakes not, nor is forsaken,

43. Being without fire, without an abode, he may go to

a town for the sake of food, being indifferent (to disease),

not fickle-minded, silent, (and) composed in resolution."^

44. A potsherd,^ roots of trees,*' common clothes, loneli-

ness, equanimity also to all, that is the sign of one freed.

45. He should not desire death, nor should he desire life
;

let him, indeed, expect the time as a servant (his) orders.^

46. He should put down his foot purified by seeing (that

tliere is no impurity in the way) ; he should drink water

purified by a (straining) cloth; he should utter speecli

purified by truth ; he should have his mind purified.^

^ [Pavitra: according to K., the
staff, water-pot, etc. ; according to

Medh., the addition would be the
sacred grass, and the skin of the
black antelope ; or he takes it more
spiritually as mutterings of hymns

;

or pavitra may be for pdvana,
penances of purification. I have
therefore substituted the above for

Dr. B.'s " implements," which is the
only translation he gives of the
word.]

^ [Parivrajet, literally " wander
.about," the mark of the fourth
order.

]

^ [Asahdyavdn means scarcely

more than cka, " let him go quite
alone, without having a companion,"
i.e., as the commentators say, having
with him neither servants nor sons.]

* " Composed in resolution." The
commentators say, " With mind
fixed on Brahma !

" [" Being with-
out fire," literally "let him be," etc.

The fire is either the sacred fire or

fire for cooking (Medh.) " Indiffer-

ent," i.e., not attempting to ward
off disease (Medh. and K.), or not
caring to clean his water-pot, etc.

(Medh.) " Not fickle," or, according
to a va?: lee. noted by Medh. and K.,

" not keeping a store (of food, etc.)"

(asancayika). " Silent " (muni/i'),

here rendered by Medh. " restrained
in voice and in senses." K. gives
the explanation of hhdva as Brahma,
which Dr. B. notes, but Medh.'s is

different :
" composed in thought

and mind, not in voice alone " [hJid-

vcna cittcna •
. . manasd vikalpdti

varjayct, hhdvcnaiva samdhito nu
vdilmdti'cna). Ragh. follows K.'s
interpretation.

]

^ [Perhaps onl}' a dish, not neces-
sarily a potsherd. Cf. vss. 53, 54, and
cf. Medh., "the begging-dish for

food."]
^ [The roots of the tree make his

house (Medh. and K.)]
" [Nii-dcra (or nidc^a, some MSS.

and Bomb. Mbha. ) ; a better reading
seems to be that of Medh., nirve<;a,

i e., his reward. " Time " (of death,

K.) is thus explained by Medh.:
" Let him think, whatever is going to

happen at any time, then let that
happen."]

^ [Cf. vs. 68. Manah jjHta h samd-
caret can perhaps only be fully ren-
dered by a paraphrase, " Let all his

actions be purified by his possessing
a pure mind. "]
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47. He should endure abuse ; he should despise no one
;

and he shonld not be at enmity with any one with refe-

rence^ to this body.

48. He may not be angry again with an angry man

;

abused, he shonld speak fair; he may not utter untrue

speech spread through the seven gates.^

49. Delighting in the supreme self, seated, indifferent

(to mundane objects), without lusts,^ with his own self ^

alone as a companion, he, seeking happiness, should exist

here.

50. He must never gain alms by (expounding) portents

and omens, nor by astrology, nor by preaching and ex-

pounding.^

51. He may not go (to beg) at a house frequented^ by

(persons) practising austerity, or by Brahmans, or by birds

and dogs, or by other (religious) beggars.

52. With his hair, nails, (and) beard trimmed, bearing

a dish, a stick, and a water-pot, he should ever wander,

intent, not injuring any creatures.

^ [So the commentators render ddntadarganc). Still others say that

d(ritya; but they hold that every the gates refer to the seven Uiina-

clause must have some particular ndni. Ragh. as K.'s first, but he
meaning in connection with the adds the meaning is, " let him keep

whole. The words seem to mean no silence." Aprojjos Baudh. (i. i, 12)

more than " while he occupies this sjieaks of the treatises as the *' many
(earthly) body," i.e., so long as he gates of the law."]

lives.] ^ [(iV/r)d?rti'sa, " desire of flesh ; a
^ [What gates? The commenta- too great eagerness for living things"

tors only show their ignorance of (Medh.)]

what was once a term understood by * [" Self" is probably the inner self

all in offering us the following ex- here, though K. renders it " his own
planations (Medh., Govind.) : A body as only companion." The arfA-

sevenfold basis of speech lies in duty; yCitman {s\i]nvn~ie self) may be him-

gain; desire; duty and gain united ;
self as individual (cf. vs. 82).]

gain and desire united ; duty and ^ [He must not in this period of

desire united ; duty, gain, and desire life direct the king what ought to

united ; untruth may come in either be done, or give instruction in the

division; or (Medh.) the seven meaning of different treatises;

gates refer to the seven breaths ; or preaching, i.e., giving directions,

(Medh.) to the six organs of sense orders, advice.]

plus intelligence (huddhifi) as se- '' [yU/«ra is not translated "house"
venth. The last is the first explana- by Medh., but " locality " (prade(a),

tion given by K., who only changes and "frequented" heexplains," where
it by making five organs of sense and many dependents (come) for the sake

adding the dual anta hkaratia, com- of getting food." A courtyard is

posed of mind and intelligence (cc- perhaps meant.] ^
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53. His dishes must not be bright^ or cracked, Tlie

purification of them is directed (to) be by (means of)

water, like (that) of the camasas ^ in the sacrifice.

54. A gourd and a wooden bowl, an earthen (pot), and

likewise a rattan (vessel), those Manu son of Svayambhfi

declared to be vessels for relifrious duties.^

55. He should go once (in a day) for food. He must
not be addicted to much (food), for an ascetic addicted

to (much) alms is ever addicted to objects of the

senses.

56. When there is no smoke, when the pestle is quiet,

when there is no burning charcoal, when people have

eaten, when the removal of dishes has been done, the

ascetic should always go for alms.

57. If he get none, he should not despair. If he get

(some), he should not rejoice. He should have only

enough to support life, free from attachment to mate-

rials.^

58. But he should indeed always despise food got by
cringing, for by food so got an ascetic is fettered, though

free.5

59. He should restrain, by eating little food and by
sitting in a secluded place, the organs which are influenced

by objects.

60. By opposition to the organs, and by decay of pas-

sion (and) hatred, and by harmlessness to beings, he

becomes fit for immortality.

61. He should contemplate the existences of men which

^ [Gold and silver ware, etc. (K.)] bidden as food at a <;ruddha (Mbha.
- [Cf. V. 116 note ("purified by xiii. 91, 39). It is not elsewhere

hand or by water "). The verse ap- spoken of in Manu.]
pears to be a late addition.] * [That is, he should have no de-

2 [Medh. has no note on this sire for a new staff, water-pot, etc.

verse. Govind. explains rattan (iwi- (Medh., K. )]

dala) as "bark." "For religious ^ [Although his soul is in the con-

duties " is a free translation of yati dition of freedom (it is not necessary
(which means "for an ascetic of the for the man to die in order to be-

fourth order"), as if Dr. B. had come "freed") it is fettered again
read dharmn, but I know of no such by this act.]

reading. The alCivu (gourd) is for-
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arise from faults in acts and their falling into niraya}

and their torments in Yama's abode
;

62. And (he should contemplate) also separation from

friends, and union with the hated, and victory (over him-

self) by old age, and pain from diseases

;

63. And (let him contemplate) the leaving this body,

and again being produced in the womb, and the going of

this internal self through a thousand millions (of passages)

in the womb

;

64. And the pain of living creatures arising from sin,

and also the eternal pleasure arising from righteous-

ness.

65. He should also consider by means of yocja'^ the

subtileness of the supreme self, and (its) inherence in

bodies, both high and low.

66. Even though calumniated,^ he should follow virtue

in whatever stage of life he be occupied,* equable to all

beings : a mark (is not) a cause of virtue.^

6^. Though the fruit of the strychnine tree clears

(muddy) water, water does not settle down by merely

mentioning its name,*^

6Z. Ever by night or day, for the protection of crea-

tures, he should walk looking at the ground, even in pain

of bodyJ

69. For purification for the creatures that an ascetic

injures ignorantly, by day or night (as he moves about),

he should, having bathed, make six suppressions of breath.

1 iV^fj-rtyrt, a hell [literally, "exit." (v. I. ratah), "pleased in any or-

The commentators understand no der ").]

special hell, but all the different ''' [That is, the mark of his order

ones.] alone (to carry a staff, etc.), is not
'i [i'oj/rt is concentrated medita- enough to produce virtue (K.) Cf.

tion. The appearance of the Vedan- Yaj. iii. 65.]

tic Paramatma (all-soul), in opposi- " " Mention of its name," i.e., it

tion to the internal self (vs. 63), is is necessary to actually rub the in-

not in harmony with the philoso- side of the pot with it. [Thus car-

pliical views of the rest of the work.] rying the mark of an ascetic does

^ [Or adorned (bhusita) v. I. (in not produce virtue (Medh.)]

some MSS. so Medh.)]" ' [Medh., K. Cf. vs. 46.]
• [Vasan (cf. hi. 50; ,\ii. 102), or
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70. Even three suppressions of breatli duly made, ac-

companied by the vydhriti and 'pranava, is to be known as

the highest austerity of a Brahman.^

71. For as the dross of ores being melted is burnt, so

faults of the organs are consumed by suppression of

breath.

72. He should burn faults by suppression of breath,

and sin by abstraction, attachment by restraining (the

senses), and the uncontrolled qualities ^ by meditation.

73. He should, by means of meditation,^ see the course

of this internal self through high and low beings, (a course)

difficult to be recognised by those whose self is not

(rightly) formed.

74. A man endowed with correct insight is not bound

by acts,^ but one deprived of insight attains (successive

stages of) existence.^

75.^ By harmlessness, by non-attachment of the organs,

and by acts taught by the Veda,'^ by severe courses of

austerity, men here attain the condition (or world) of

That.8

•j^. He should forsake this abode of the elements (the

body) with pillars of bones, joined by tendons, with flesh

and blood for plaster, covered by skin, full of stinks, (and)

of urine and ordure

;

^ Vydhrti, i.e., hhuh bhuvah svah; done or undone in this, or, in other

pranava, i.e., om. Cf. ii. 74. [The words, to pass through successive

word Brahman is used to show that existences. "Correct insight " means
this i-ule is not confined to the as taught by the Vedanta respecting

ascetic (Medh., K.)] the supreme self (Medh.)]
- [According to Medh., the three ^ [The mere performer of acts

qualities (goodness, passion, dark- (without knowledge) enters trans-

ness) which depend on things other migration [sarhsch-a) (Medh.)]

than themselves (j5rtn(ta)i<r(7/;). Va- " [Final deliverance is brought

rious expositions of the other words about by union of acts and know-
are given by the same commen- ledge. The necessity of kno\yleclge

tator.] being declared in the la.st verse, acts

^ [Dhydnayoffcna is taken by some are now spoken of (Medh.)]

as " by means of meditation and ^ [Not acts of pleasure, but sacri-

abstraction " (Medh.) Or it may ficial acts, taught in the Veda.]

mean " the practice of meditation."] ^ [That highest, viz., Brahma
* [To be "bound by acts," is to (Medh., K.), or universal sovereignty

feel in after life the effects of acts independence (Medh.)]
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yy. Penetrated by the sorrows of old age, disturbed by

sickness, diseased, full of passion, and not lasting.

78. As a tree (falls) on a river bank, or as a bird (de-

serts) a tree, so, leaving this body, one is freed from a

savage monster.^

79. Leaving his good deeds to his loved ones and his

evil deeds to his enemies,^ by force of meditation he goes

to the eternal Brahma.^

80. When he is truly indifferent to all emotions,^ then,

here and when dead, he gains everlasting happiness.

81. Having in this way gradually relinquished all attach-

ments, freed from all duality, he is firm in Brahma^ alone.

82. All this depends on meditation, whatsoever has

been declared ; for no one who knows not the supreme

self ^ obtains the fruit of (his) deeds.

83. He should mutter the Veda {hmJima) relating to

sacrifices, and also that relating to the gods, and ever

that relating to the supreme self,^ and that set forth in

the Upanisads.^

84. This is the refage of the ignorant, this also of the

discerning, this is (the refuge) of those who desire heaven,

this of those who desire eternity.

85. The twice-born who wanders (as an ascetic) in due

^ [Grdha : The continuation of ^ [-j^eutej., as in ii. 28 ; the Brahma
births is meant (K.) I doubt if there as world-substance.]

is anything in the commentator's dis- * [I.e., literally, " When he by his

tinction between the voluntary and condition (of mind) becomes indif-

involuntary act intended here.] ferent to all conditions " {bhdvesu, or

2 [So K. On the other hand, to all things).]

Medh. renders, "considering among ^ [Neuter, world-substance.]

the things pleasing and unpleasing ^ [" He who does not meditate on

that which is really good and ill to the Paramatmatva (supreme self-

himself," etc. ; in other words, "he ship)" is K.'s rendering of anadlvj-

should not be pleased with him who atmavit. Medh. has besides various

does him a pleasure, nor angry with explanations. Here and in vs. &t,

him who does anything unpleasant." the commentators, all Vedantists, are

In this the phrase " by force of not to be trusted, cf. vs. 49 ; the adh-

meditation " is to be construed with ydtman is probably the man's self as

the participle, which in Dr. B.'s distinguished from the outer world.]

MS. is vimrpja, " considering by ^ [Cf. note to vs. 82.]

force of meditation," which, as a ^ [Vedantdhhihitarl ca yat, "the

rule, Medh. paraphrases by cltte blid- teaching of the Vedanta," may refer

vayet, " let him realise ;"" but K. to the system of philosophy, bnt

seems to confound his own reading probably not. So "Ved.uita" in

with Medli.'s interpretation.] vs. 94,]

K
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course, having here shaken off sin, goes to the supreme

Brahma.^

86. This rule for ascetics whose self is restrained has

been taught you ; learn (now) the practice of Veclasan-

nyasins.^

Sy. A student and a householder, a hermit (dweller in

the forest), as also an ascetic, those four separate orders

arise from the householder.

'

88. And all these observed in due order, according to

the treatises, conduct a Brahman who does what is taught

to the highest course (of existence).

89. But of all of them, according to the system of the

Veda and Smrti,^ the householder is declared the best,

for he supports those (other) three.

90. As all rivers, female and male (small or large), go

to (their) resting-place in the ocean, so men of all orders

depend on the householder.

91. By the twice-born, ever members of those four

orders, a tenfold law is to be strenuously followed.

92. Resolution, patience, self-restraint, honesty, purity,

restraint of the organs, devotion, knowledge (of the' Veda),

truth, absence of anger, are the tenfold law.

93. Brahmans who study the ten constituents of law,

and, having gone over (them), act up (to them), attain a

supreme course (of existence).

94. A Brahman who has discharged his (three) debts,

who, steadfast, practises the tenfold law, having duly heard

the Upanisads, may become a Sannyasin.

1 [The world-substance.] 86 the fourth stage of life. Here the

* [Ascetics who have given up all sixth lecture should end, for the text

pi3us acts (Veda) except nriuttering nowhere else recognises a distinct

prayers and meditating on the su- fifth order, and sanniiam (as in v.

preme self (Medh. ) Cf. vs. 94, after loS) is employed as a general term
;

the interpolated (?) digression, which while originally three orders were

has been said in substance before, more apt to be reckoned (ii. 230).

iii. 77-7S. The Sannyasin is, in fact. To correct this impression, I fancy

as" distinguished from the Vanapras- vss. 87 ff. were inserted till vs. 94

tha (hermit) and Yati [pravrajaka), picks up the Sannyasin again.]

not so much a special kind of Yati as ^ [Or, "the Cruti of the Veda."

a Brahman in a fifth stage of life. There are two readings ; the latter

Vs. 33 ooinpletes the third, aud vs. is Medh.'s.]
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95. Having given up^ all acts, and thrusting away the

faults of acts, restrained, having practised the Veda, he may-

live at ease in dependence on his son.

96. Having thus relinquished 1 acts, occupied with (his)

own duty, without desire, having destroyed sin by renun-

ciation, he obtains the highest course (of existence.)

97. This fourfold law of the Brahman has been told

you, (that is) virtuous, that brings endless fruit after death.

Learn the laws for kings

!

END OF THE SIXTH LECTURE.

1 [Sannyasya, whence sannydsin, " he who gives up."]
,
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LECTUEE VII.

ON THE DUTIES OF KINGS, AND ON THE SECOND CASTE.

1. I SHALL declare the laws^ for kings, how a sovereign

should be occupied, and what his origin (is), and how his

supreme perfection^ (is effected).

2. Protection of all this (his realm) according to justice

is to be done by a Ksatriya who has duly received the

Vedic initiation.

3. For, this world being without a king, it trembles

everywhere from fear; the Lord,^ then, created a king for

the protection of all this (world).*

4. Having taken eternal elements from Indra, Wind,

Yama, the Sun, from Eire and Varuna, the Moon and

Kuvera.

5. Because a king is formed from parts of these chiefs

of the gods, therefore he excels in glory all beings.

6. And he burns, like the Sun, the eyes and minds, nor

can any one on earth even behold him.

7. He is Fire and Wind ; he (is) the Sun, the Moon,

the King of Justice;^ he (is) Kuvera, he Varuna, he great

Indra in grandeur.^

8. Though a child, a king is not to be despised as a

^ [Dharma. Medh. here para- ^ [" When the world was without

phrases this word simply by a king, and trembling (or going to

"duties" (dharinai^abdah brriav- pieces) with fear," is the literal sense

2,at:l vacanah), and it often means of the first part.]

no more.] * [/.c, Yama,]
" [Or, "complete success" (as a ® [Compare i.v. 303 S. "In gran-

conqueror)—(Medh.)] deur," i.e., (prabhdvatah) by virtue

^ "The Lord," i.e., Prajapati

;

of his supernatural power (Medh.)]

see i. 6 ff.
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human being,^ for lie is a powerful divinity in man's

form.

9. Fire burns only the individual who approaches (it)

carelessly ; the fire of the king burns the race,^ with (their)

cattle and accumulation of wealth.

10. He having truly considered the matter, (his) power,

and the place and time, again and again takes, in order to

the perfection of justice, all forms.^

1 1. In whose favour best good fortune* abides, in (whose)

heroism victory, in whose wrath death, he indeed consists

of all glory.

12. But he who hates him out of folly perishes cer-

tainly ; for the king quickly turns his mind to his destruc-

tion.

1 3. Therefore let the king never alter the rule, (either)

the law he arranges for those he loves, or the punishment,

for those he dislikes.

14. On his" account Igvara formerly created Punish-

ment, his son, (as) the protector of all beings, consisting of

the glory of Brahma, (criminal) law.^

15. From fear of him, all beings, immovable and mov-

able, are fit for enjoyment, and wander not from (their)

law.

16. Having truly considered him (Punishment), (as well

as) place and time, and (his)^ power and knowledge, (the)

king) should suitably^ punish evil-doing men.

1 [Literalty, (by one thinking not be allowed to enter the house,"

thus: "he is only) a human etc. (Medh.)]

beint'."] ^ [Medh. reads tadartliam, in the

^ fXhe whole family (hula), his first pada.]

children and relatives (Medh.)] " [Dharnm, i.e., as a personifica-

3 [That is, he is friend, foe, or tion of dkarma (K.) ;
opposed to in-

neutral, as occasion requires (Medh., justice {adharma), for punishment

K.) All forms of the gods are per- should not be unjust (INIedh.)]

haps meant.] ** [Ic, the criminal's (K.) Dr.

* " Best good fortune," PfffZwuIfri; B. takes it as explanatory of the

" padmd - (;abdo maliatvapratipdda- personified punishment. The other

ndrihah " (Medh., etc.) substantives, especially rid>/d, know-
* [Anuta, any disagreeable regu- ledge (of Veda), would .seem to sup-

lation, as "no communication must port K.]

be had with this man," "he must ^ [YathdrJiatah (Medh.)]
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17. He, Punishment/ (is) a royal person ;
2 he (is) a

guide and ruler ; he is said to be the surety for the law of

the four orders.

18. Punishment rules all men; punishment alone pro-

tects them
;
punishment is watchful while they sleep ; the

wise know punishment (to be) justice.^

19. Inflicted properly after consideration, (punishment)

delights all people ;* but, inflicted without consideration,

it altogether destroys (them).

20. If the king did not untiringly inflict punishment

on those to be punished, the stronger would roast the weak

like fish on a spit.^

21. The crow would eat the sacrificial cake, and the dog

would likewise lick the offering ; there would be no lord-

ship in any one ; all would be upside down.*^

^ " Punishment," literally a club

or stick, which is here personified as

punishment. Such personifications

are very common in Sanskrit litera-

ture ; we find even different metres
thus dealt with. Compared with the

present instance may be Rama's
slippers, which struck against one
another when injustice was done

;

and this occurs in the Buddhist
Jataka, which is the foundation of

the Ramayana (see Prof. V. Paus-

boll's "The" Dasaratha Jataka,"

187 1), and has been adopted in the

diffuse epic. There is an actual in-

stance of what is done in the text at

Benares in the worshijJ of Danda-
pani, properly the name of an at-

tendant of Civa, but "the true

character of this personage has been
forgotten, and his emblem has been
elevated to the rank of a substantive

deity." This emblem is "a verit-

able cudgel, of enormous thickness
;

not, indeed, of wood, but ... of

stone. . . . Bhairo has issued his

commands to it to beat any person

who may be found working nds-

chief " (Sherring, "Benares," pp. 62

and 63).
- [Both Medh. and K. take purusa

as a second attribute, " he is a king
;

he is (like) a man," i.e., he has manly

strength, others being (in compari-

son) as women (K.) ; his strength is

not as a woman's (Medh.)]
* [" Justice " (dharma), transla-

ted "criminal law " in vs. 14. "It is

not the king and the treatises, but
punishment alone," says Medh. on
danda era. Both Medh. and K.
call attention to the fact that

punishment is of two sorts, here and
hereafter, Rajadanda and Yama-
danda.]

* [Punishment which has been
inflicted after (the king) has care-

fully considered what is to be con-

sidered, according to vs. 16, makes
the whole realm happy (Medh.)]

5 [Medh. and K. ; the latter

notes another reading {jale matsydn
ivd 'hirhsyuh), which would mean
"destroy as fishes in water."

Medh. does not know this reading,

which was probably substituted

after his time, because the other was
"une image bizarre," as Schlegel,

rejecting it, calls it. As the " spit

"

(fUla, stake) was used to torture

human beings upon, the comparison

is not so unhappy.]
•^ [Even the Cudra caste would

be above the Brahman, etc. (Medh.,

K.)]
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22. The whole world is mastered by punishment ; a pure

man is hard to find : from fear of punishment, indeed, all

the world is fit for enjoyment.^

23. Gods, devils, Gandharvas, evil demons, birds, and

snakes—even they, ruled by punishment, become fit for

enjoyment.^

24. All castes would be perverted, all landmarks would

be broken down, there would be mutiny in all the world

from perversion of punishment.

25. Where dark, red-eyed Punishment, destroying sin,

advances, there the people are not confounded, if the

leader ^ discerns well.

26. (The wise) declare a truth-speaking king, one who

acts after consideration, discerning, wise in virtue, plea-

sure, and wealth, to be the (proper) infiictor of this (pun-

ishment).

27. A king properly inflicting it (punishment) prospers

in all three (virtue, pleasure, and wealth *) ; but a sensual,^

unfair, and base (king) verily perishes by punishment.

28. For punishment, very glorious, and hard to be

borne by the undisciplined, destroys a king, together with

his kin, when he has indeed departed from justice

;

29. Also (it destroys his) castle, and kingdom, and land,

with immovable and movable things, and vexes the Munis

gone to heaven, and the gods also.^

1 [Cf. vs. 15 ; IMbha. xii. 15, 34. Gandharvas are heavenly singers,

" A pure man," i.e., a man pure by Dfinavas and Raksasas evil spirits.]

his own natural condition ; fear of ^ [Nctd (leader), like sampranetd

punishment is necessary to make (inflictor),in the next verse, is the one

him pure (Medh.) It seems as well who guides (^inflicts) punishment.]

in most cases to let Punishment •* K.

drop into punisliment, as Dr. B. has ^ [Kdm'dtmd (K.) ; or "blind with

indicated by dropping the capital
;

lust," Idmdndho (Medh. v. I., noted

the personification is too awkward.] by Ragh.)]
" [It is only because it is oppressed " " The Munis," because they and

by fear of punishment that each the gods get no offerings. [B. R.

creature gives up its own desires, luulerstand the Munis gone to

and so all are kept in peace and heaven {antarikm) as the Great

happiness. As to the heavenly Bear. Munis are the departed saint^s.

beings, a Qruti is quoted that says Quotations from tlie I'lm'tiia-ldrdh

all the divinities perform their func- are given by Medh. to show that

tions through fear alone, " for if the the power of the celestials depends

sun followed his own inclination, he on the sacrifice and offerings given

would not get up " (Medh.) The them by man.]
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30. It (punishment) cannot justly be inflicted by (a

king who is) without a helper, (who is) foolish, covetous,

undisciplined, and devoted to sensual objects.

31. By (a king who is) pure, truthful, (who) exactly

follows the treatises, who has good helpers and is pru-

dent, may punishment be inflicted.^

32. He should act justly in his own kingdom ^ and (be)

very severe to enemies, straightforward to loving friends,

patient to Brahmans.

33. The fame of a king who does so, though he live by

gleaning,^ is spread in the world like a drop of oil on water.

34. But the fame of a king the opposite of this^ (in

conduct), of unconquered self, is congealed in the world

like a drop of ghee in water.

35. The king is created the protector of the castes and

orders, each being devoted to its own duty ^ in order.

36. What is to be done by him with (his) ministers to ^

protect the people, that I shall declare to you duly in

order.

37. The king, having arisen early, should reverence

Brahmans learned in the Vedas (and) wise,'^ and he should

stand (firm) by their decision
;

38. And he must ever honour old^ Brahmans who know

the Veda (and are) pure ; for one who honours the old is

worshipped even by evil demons.

^ [The " helpers " are his mini- native interpretation, Medh. says

sters, generals, priests, etc. (K.

)

that the king's sin is great if he does

Medh. renders the word in vs. 30 not protect the castes (in which he

and here by cohhandh.] iucliules all the women, children,

2 [Or " according to the laws in and old people) while firm in their

his own kingdom," whether he be duty; if they err from it his sin is

an inhabitant of Kashmir or a Pan- greater.]

cala. The reading is either nijdi/a- ® [Medh.]

vrttah or nydyavrttih (Medh.)] ^ [Medh. understands " learned
"

3 [Figurative for " however poor (literally " old ") as those who have

he may be" (Medh., K.)] read; " wise," as those who under-
^ {Atas tu viparitasi/a. Dr. B. stand the Vedas. K. and Ragh.

translates atas tu simply " hence," make the latter refer to wisdom in

which is clearly wrong.] other works, as the treatises on
^ [{Sve sve dharme nivistdndm) polity.]

atha vd na tatra prarlisyate anivis- * [A repetition of the sense of the

tdndmiti. As a prefix to this alter- foregoing (Medh.)]
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39. From them he should always learn good conduct,

though disciplined; for a well-behaved ^ king never

perishes.

40. Many kings with their attendants have perished

from want of good conduct ;
^ and even dwellers in the

forest have gained kingdoms by discipline.

41. Vena was ruined by bad conduct, and also the

king Nahusa, and Sudas Paijavana/ also Sumukha and

Kimi.

42. But Prthu by good conduct got a kingdom, and

Manu and Kuvera (got) lordship over wealth, and Gadhi's

son (got) even Brahmanhood.

43. He should learn the threefold knowledge (of the

Vedas) from those who possess the knowledge of the three

(Vedas),and the eternal (art of) policy,* logic, and knowledge

of self ; but business from the people.^

44. Let him day and night apply himself to the con-

quest of his organs ; for one whose organs are conquered is

able to bring the people under control.

45. Let him avoid with effort ten vices which arise

1 [" Disciplined " and " well-be- a Videha king. Prthii (cf. ix. 44) was
haved " are the same in the original the title of several gods as well as

(i;tnlte= directed, under control), to kings. The one meant is probably

which vinaya (" good conduct ") is he whose happy reign is described in

the substantive.] the 7th and 12th books of the Mbha.
-

[ Fi'nayrt, see last note. "Dwell- Manu needs only an exclamation,

ers in the forest," i.e., (kings) de- There is a tale in the ej^ic of his rul-

prived of resources (Medh.)] ing as king, but only as incarnate
!* [For Sudaso Yavana, as Dr. B. deity. Kuvera was god of wealth,

has it, cf. B. R., and our text, viii. 1 10. and Gadhi's son was Vigvamitra, who
Vena or Vena (cf. ix. 66). Vena is was born a Ksatriya.]

often taken as a type of an undisci- •* [Dandanlti is rather the science

plinedking. He was son of Sunltha of subjugation (punishment) of

and father to Prthu. As a mixed friends or foes. They say danda is

class the Vena appears x. 19. Na- from damana (restraint)— (Medh.)]

husa, son of Ayus (Mbha. i. and v.), ^ [By the Bilrhaspatya (Medh.,^

was ruined by love and ambition. Rul- treatise of Brhaspati mentioned in

ing in Indra's stead, he was finally the epic) Medh. unites "from the

c'.ianged to a snake. Sudas (spoken people " with all three last, " learn

of as a Cudra in the epic) was king these from any one who knows

at the time of the great Vasi^tha, and them." The first two in (h) should be

a leader of the Trtsu (R. V. vii. 18). in apposition, .and dnrlksilcl is not

Sumukha, as king, is unknown to logic as a system— " introspection

me. Nimi in the epic is said to be (a seeking after), knowledge of self."]
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from lust, and eiglit which arise from anger; (these)

end ill.

46. For a king devoted to vices which spring from lust

is deprived of his wealth and virtue ; but (if addicted) to

those which arise from anger, of his self.

47. Sport,'^ dice, sleeping by day, gossip, women, liquor,

song, dance, (and) music, and vain wandering about, are

the tenfold class (of vices) arising from lust.

48. Malice, violence, injury, envy, calumny, mischief

to property, abuse, and assault are the eightfold class (of

vices) arising from anger.

49. But covetousness, which all bards have recognised

as the root of both those, he should overcome with effort

;

for both those classes (of vices) spring from it.^

50. Drink, dice, women also, and hunting, let him

know to be, in order, the worst four in the class arising

from lust.

51. Let him loiow infliction of violence, also abuse,

and mischief to property to be the worst three in the

class arising from anger.

52. Of this class of seven everywhere prevailing, a

self-possessed king should know the prior sin to be the

worse.

53. Of vice and death, vice is said (to be) the worst;

a vicious man, when dead, sinks down (and) down ;
^ a

virtuous man goes to heaven.

54. (The king) should appoint seven or eight carefully

examined ministers, (who are) hereditary, learned in the

treatises, brave, skilled in the use of weapons,* and well-

descended.

55. Even an easy deed is difficult to be effected by one

1 [Mnjayd, hunting for pleasure * [So K. to labdhalahsa ; Ragh.,

only (not for sacrifice), resulting in " skilful in war ;" Medh., more ac-

the death of animals (Medh., K.)] cording to the literal sense, _" those

- [Cf. ii. 2, where all is derived who have received distinction for

from the principle of lust (/>«//(«).] what they have done."]

» {I.e., goes to hell (Medh.) ; to

different hells (K.)]
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only, especially by one without a helper; still more a

very prosperous kingdom (is hard to rule),

56. With them he should ever deliberate ordinary

matters ^ of peace and war, the condition of the kingdom,^

wealth,=^ protection, and the pacification of acquired (ter-

ritory).*

57. Having separately got from (each of) them his

opinion, and then from them all,^ let him arrange in

affairs what is good for himself.

58. But let the king think over most important designs

referring- to the six matters'^ with a learned Brahman dis-

tinfjuished from all.

59. Always trusting him, (the king) should devolve (on

liim) all matters ; having determined (them) with him, he

should then begin ^ the affair.

60. He should also appoint other ministers, pure, dis-

cerning, firm, gatherers of wealth properly,^ well-tried.

61. As many men as by whom the business to be done

for him may be effected, so many, unwearied, clever, dis-

cerning, let him appoint.

62. Of them he should appoint over (his) gains the

brave, clever, and well-descended ; the pure, over mines ;^

the fearful, in the interior of the palace.

^ [Perhaps better (sanianyam)," in * [Property (K.)]

common with these (ministers) let * [First the opinion of each in

(the king) discuss peace and war." secret, and then of them all assem-

But the commentators take it as bled in council together (Medh. )]

a substantive, "what is not too "^ " Referring to six matters," see

secret " (Medh.), and reckon seven vs. 56.

divisions (Ragh.)] '^ [Dr.B.'s MS. Medh. has samdca-
" [Sthdna is, according to B. R., ret (for samdrabhct) with the Beng.

any event which occurs. Medh. and MS., " he should carry on the

K. both explain it as " of four sorts, affair after determining," etc.]

consisting of army, treasury, capital, * [Medh. renders arthasamdhartar

realm, for the welfare and protection by nidhdtar. The ottice of the savid-

of which he must consult." In ac- liartar appears to be that of royal

cordance with this I have prefixed coactor, or collector of revenues, who

to Dr. B.'s translation ("the king- collects them when due (j>«M^((.y).]

dom") the words conveying the " [So B. R. It seems odd to

commentator's meaning, though have the mines, which we must sup-

ISIedh. has another explanation pose to be in different parts of the

whereby "defences "(stability) would comitry, introduced in this way. By
be the right word.] following Medh, we get a .simple

3 [Medh., K. ]
meaning, where all are town officials.
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6t,. He should also appoint an ambassador learned in

all the treatises, who understands gestures, expression,

and acts, pure, clever, well-descended.

64. The ambassador of a king is praised (who is) liked,

pure, clever, with a (good) memory, who knows place and

time, personable, fearless, eloquent.

65. The army (is) dependent on the minister;^ dis-

ciplinary administration on the army ; the treasury and

kingdom on the prince
;
peace and the opposite on the

ambassador.

66. For, verily, the ambassador alone unites, (and)

divides also the united ; the ambassador conducts that

business by which they are divided or not.

6y. In affairs he (the ambassador) should know by

(his) obscure signs and acts the emotions, intentions, and

efforts of him (the other king), and (should learn) what

he intends to do from (his) dependents.

68. And having known truly (from the ambassador)

all that is intended by the other king, (the king) should

so make effort that he does not vex himself.^

69. He should inhabit a country wath waste ground,

supplied with grain, inhabited by Aryas chiefly, not

marshy, delightful, with subdued neighbouring (kings),

yielding a living.^

70. Let him dwell in a town fortified by a desert,* or

He should apppoint pure (not greedy) ^ [General of the army (Medh.,

men, etc. (including all the adjectives K.)]

but the last), to take charge of the - ["So as not to cause himself

business of his income and expendi- injury," is the literal meaning.]

ture (artha, dyavyayavyavalmre), viz. ^ "Aryas," i.e., people of the

(to explain the places connected higher castes. ["With waste land,"

therewith he adds), in the places for i.e., iu respect to water, as Medh.
preparing (sarhskdra) gold and silver, defines : parvatdntajMnabahurrk.^o

and for receiving goods resulting clc(;ojdnc/ala)n'Ucyate;"notmsiVHhy,"

from(hand) labour; i.e., these officials according to K., " healthy," accord-

superintend the workers in gold and ing to Medh., " not filled with quar-

the grain market, which gave heavy relsome people," literally, " not dis-

revenues to the king. Cf. vs. 80. turbed ;" according to Medh., Aryas

Tor sa7hskdra (Medh.), K., and Ragh. are " instructed."]

have M«^a«i, "production." Artha ^ [Five yojana in extent.]

is what they superintend, dkdrakar-

mdnte is where.]
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by earth,^ or by water,- or even by trees, by (armed) men,

or by mountains.

71. But let him with all efforts occupy a hill-fort ;3

for a hill-fort by its many (good) qualities is the best of

them.

72. The first three of them, beasts, rats, and water

animals occupy ; the last three, monkeys, men, and im-

mortals, in order.4

73. As enemies hurt them ^ not when they have occu-

pied (their) forts, so enemies hurt not a king in his

fort.

74. One archer on the wall fights a hundred (below) ; a

hundred, ten thousand ; therefore a fort ^ is directed.'^

75. That (fort) should be furnished with weapons,^ with

wealth, grain, and animals to ride, with Brahmans,^ ar-

tisans, machines,^" fodder, and water.

j6. In the middle of it he should have a well-built ^^

house made for himself, protected, suitable for all seasons,^^

beautiful, with water and trees.

yy. Having occupied ic, he should marry a wife of the

^ [A circular wall of brick or stone him erect forts" {durgdni kdrayet)

raised twelve cubits.] (Medh.)]
2 [A moat (Medh., K., Ragh.) ** ['i'hat is, offensive weapons,

These are, of course, the late views swords, darts, etc., not defensive

of the commentators only.] weapons, as helmets, etc. (Medh.)]
^ [The one last mentioned, vs. 70, " [As priests or enchanters to slay

as " fortified by mountains."] the enemy, remove illness, etc., ac-
* [The desert is occupied by cording to the commentators, or to

(beasts, i.e.) deer, the (earth) wall settle what the king's duties are

ijy rats, etc., the water by croco- when the readings of the commen-
diles, etc., the woods by monkeys, tators (t'tkd) differ (Medh.)]

the (outposts of) men by men, while ^'^ [Machines, i.e., divine projec-

the gods reside on the mountain tiles made of iron (Ragh.) There is

(hill), (K.) All the qualities, bad no possibility of determining what
and good, of these occupants become " machines" are meant by the text

;

those of the king (Medli. )]
the word denotes elsewhei'e "bands"

'' [The creatures residing in these and even "amulets."]

various strongholds are safe from ^^ [Or commodious.]

attack by the enemies peculiar to ^- [Literally " making all seasons"

themselves; so the king is safe when (sarvartakain), by employing fruits,

in his fort or stronghold (K.)] flowers, etc., of different sorts, or
'' [The mountain stronghold is {sariaitugam iti vd pdthah)" vnciAv-

meant (Medh. )J
ing all " [i.e., "suitable for all sea-

^ \^VidIuiiatc ; or " is best" (fi(;is- sons")— (Medh.)]

yate) (Ragh.); or, ''therefore let
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same caste, with good marks, born of a great family, dear,

endowed with beauty (and) good qualities.

y8. And he should appoint a domestic priest, and choose

a sacrificial priest ; these should perform the domestic and

sacrificial^ rites for him."^

79. The king should offer by various sacrifices with

proper^ gifts (to the priests), and should also give, for

virtue-sake, to Brahmans both means of enjoyment and

wealth.4

80. He should cause to be collected by fit (persons) the

yearly tribute from the kingdom, and should be thor-

oughly conversant with the holy texts in the world ;
^ he

should behave to men as a father,

81. He should appoint several clever superintendents

in different places ; they should inspect all the acts of the

men doing his work.

82. He should reverence Brahmans returned from their

Guru's family, for that is laid down as the undecaying

Brahmanic treasure of kings.^

83. Neither thieves nor enemies take it, and it'perishes

not ; therefore (this) undecaying treasure is to be deposited

by a king with Brahmans.

84. What is offered in a Brahman's mouth is better than

agniJiotras ;'^
it never is spilled, nor dries up, nor perishes.

1 [Purohita (cohen), family priest

;

than in the text (unless it be a very

litvif/, sacrificial priest. Medh. says free rendering of K.) :
" He should

the latter must be chosen, i.e., care- be intent on usage ; in the world he

fully selected, as he should not be should behave to men as a father."

very short or very tall, nor very old Amndya does not mean usage, and

nor veiy young, etc.] lolx goes with the first clause in its

-
[ Vaitdnikdni. In the Mbha. xiii. current meaning of (in the world),

61, 4, the raitdnikarh Ixtrma and " among men," customary. Follow-

gifts are the purification for the ing K. , we should have the meaning

Ksatriya's "eternal deeds of cruelty" "he should be conversant with the

(raudrarat larma).] customary rules (in regard to taxa-

•^ [Medh. slyly observes that pro- tion").]

per gifts means many gifts.] ^ [Reverence means bestow gifts

4 [Wreaths, perfumes, etc., and These gifts to Brahmans are thf

gold, etc. (Medh )]
king's undecaying treasure (Comm.)]

5 [I have taken the liberty of '' ^[Oblations (offerings) to fire,

changing entirely Dr. B.'s transla- Better than these is the gift to a

tion of this clause, for which I see Brahman, for the latter offering has

no moi-e support in the commentators none of these faults ; the "mouth"
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85. A gift to a non-Brahman (produces) equal (fruit) ; to

one who calls himself a Brahman, twofold ; to a learned

(Brahman)/ a hundred thousand- (fold) ; to a student- of

the Vedas, endless (recompense).

86. For the fruit, small or great, of a gift to one spe-

cially fit and given with faith also, is obtained after death.^

87. A king challenged by (kings of) equal, greater, (or)

less power, giving protection to his people and remember-

ing his duty as a Ksatriya, may not cease from battle.*

88. Never ceasing from battle, protection also of the

people, (and) obedience to Brahmans (are) the chief cause

of bliss to kings.

89. Kings who, desirous to slay one another, fight with

their greatest strength in battles and without turning

away, go to heaven.

90. One should not, fighting in battle, slay enemies by

concealed weapons, nor with barbed or poisoned (weapons),

nor with fire-kindled arrows.

91. Nor should one (mounted) slay an enemy down on

the ground, a eunuch,^ a suppliant, one with loosened

hair, one seated, one who says " I am thy (prisoner)
;

"

92. Nor one asleep, one without armour, one naked,*^

one without weapons, one not fighting, a looker-on, one

engaged with another

:

is the hand, as is said (iv. 117), "The ever, be taken as referring to the
Brahman is one whose mouth is his king's personal conflicts hand to

hand" (Medh.)] hand, as in the epic often. Medh.
^ [Or to an instructor, Cicdrije {sic), favours this explanation ; those of

Medh. noted as v. I. by K.] less power being a personally weak
- [That is, one who has completed adversary, or robbers and other law-

one entire Veda in all its parts.] breakers. It is K.'snote that makes
^ [I see no reason for rejecting the "challenger" a king in Dr. B.'s

the verse (kept and commented on translation.]

by Medh. and Kagh., but not by K.) '' [Or one wanting_ manliness, a
foimd after vs. SO as follows (86 b): coward (Medh.) Cf. Ap. ii. 10, il.]

"If an article presented with faith be * INayna or (var. Ice.) bliaijna,

given to a fit person, according to " one dashed down," overcome,
rule (of) place and time, this (gift) though the words "one without
causes the perfection of duty."l armour " do not include nagna

* [<S'aH_7?-f7??!rt, conflict, engagement. [yviJivos), as the defensive armour
This is probably said of the army may be open iu only one place
headed by the king ; it might, how- (Medh.)]
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93. Nor one who has his arms broken, a distressed man,

one badly hit, one afraid, one who has fled ; remembering

virtue, (one should not slay) them.

94. But he who in fear flying is killed by others, what-

ever ill has been done by (his) chief, he acquires all

that ;
1

95. And whatever good the slain coward has acquired

for the future life, the chief takes all that from him.

96. He who captures car and horses, elephants, um-
brella, wealth, grain, women, property, and base metals,

of him is that.^

97. 'But they must give a special portion^ (of the

booty) to the king
;

' such is the Vedic revelation ((^ruti)

;

and (that) which is not separately captured is to be given

by the king to all the soldiers.

98. This real'* and eternal law for soldiers has been de-

clared; from tins law a Ksatriya slaying enemies in battle

should not fall away.

99. He should also desire to gain what (he has) not

gained, (and) should with effort guard what is gained; he

should also increase what is preserved, (and) bestow on

the worthy what is increased.

100. He should know this fourfold (rule to be) useful

for human objects,^ (and), unwearied, should ever properly

effect its accomplishment.

loi. He should desire (to get) by force what (he has)

^ [K. (Ragh.), who quotes vi. 79 to change it. The uddhdra, part to

in support of the theory that one be taken out, is the best of the booty,

man can receive the good and evil of silver, gold, land, etc. (Cf. chariots

another. Medh.'s differing explana- and steeds, Gaut. x. 21.) The sol-

tion (supported by Govind.) of the diers may not have all they get (na

passage in the sixth lecture is con- sarvaiii tair yrhltavyam ity esa

tinued here, and he explains hhartar vaidikl <;rutih (Medh.) The autho-

(supporter, chief) as one who is able rity for this is a like demand for a
to support arms, i.e., as a mere epi- special portion made by Indra after

thet of the soldier. K. 's explanation killing Vrtra (Medh., K.)]

seems better.] * [According to Medh. anupasJcrta
- [These belong to the one who is blameless (so K. and Ragh.) or

captures them.] simple.]

•* [Dr. B. has " give the sixth part * [Artha, perhajjs better, " pro-

to the king." This is neither in the ductive of gain to men" [upakdia-

text nor gloss, and I have ventured racano 'rthcK^ahdah)—(Medh.)]
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not got ; he should guard with care what he has got ; what

is guarded, he should increase by interest ; what is in-

creased, he should bestow in gifts.^

102. He should ever have his sceptre erect, his manli-

ness evident; what is to be concealed, concealed; (he

should) ever be seeking out his enemy's weak points.

103. The whole world trembles at a king with ever-erect

sceptre ; therefore let him subdue all beings by (his) very

sceptre.

104. He should indeed act guilelessly, never by guile;

but he, self-<];uarded, should be aware of the frauds used

by his enemy.

105. Let not another know his weak point, but let him

know the other's weak point ; like a tortoise, he should

protect his members, and guard his own defect.^

106. Like a crane, he should meditate gain ; like a lion,

he should advance ; like a jackal, he should rush on
;
like

a hare, he should fly.

107. These who are the opponents of him thus victo-

rious, he should bring under his power by conciliation and

the like expedients.^

108. But if they do not stand (firm)* by the three first

means, he must surely bring them into subjection by

gradual force, having conquered them.

109. Of the four expedients, conciliation and the like,

the learned ever praise conciliation and force for the in-

crease of a kingdom.

no. As a cultivator pulls up the grass and protects the

grain, so a prince should protect (his) kingdom and should

slay (his) opponents.

1 [Did this verse get smuggled in '' [/.c.cease their enmity, ththcyuJi

between the time of Medh. and K. ? (if they cannot be subdued by the

The former has no note upon it, and first three means—Medh. ) ;
"by

it seems like a mere variation of vs. gradual force," or :
" he sliould gra-

99. It is in all the MSS., however.] dually bring them into subjection,

- [With this and the following overcoming tliem by force alone, ii

similes compare Mbha. xii. 140,24 they will not come to a standstill (in

ff.] their enmity) when he employs the

^ "The like," i.e., liberality first three means." Dandenaiva

[bribery], dissension, and force [K.] shows force as the one last resource.]

L
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111. If the king, through folly, harasses by careless-

ness his own kingdom, he, with his kin, soon loses (his)

kingdom and life,

112. As the lives of living beings perish from harassing

the body, so the lives even of kings perish from harassing

the kingdom.

113. Let him ever follow this system^ for the protec-

tion of his kingdom ; for a king whose kingdom is well

protected gains happiness.

114. (As) a protection of the kingdom, let him station

in the middle of two, three, five, or a hundred twons an

army division ^ (properly) commanded.

115. Let him appoint a chief of a town, as well as a

chief of ten towns, a lord of twenty, a lord of a hundred,

and also a chief of a thousand.^

116. Let the head of a town frequently* of his own

accord acquaint the lord of ten towns with the evils arisen

in the town ; let the lord of ten (towns) acquaint the lord

of twenty
;

117. But the lord of twenty should give notice of all

that to tlie lord of a hundred, and the lord of a hundred

should, of his own accord, acquaint the chief of a thousand.

118. What food, drink, (and) fuel are to be daily given

by the inhabitants of a town to the king, let the head of

the town take.

119. Now (a lord) over ten (towns) should enjoy two

ploughs' land;^ and (a lord) over twenty (towns) ten

^ [Rule.] Ragh.) Medh. says it is "a poi-tion

- \Gulma. The number varies of a town, in some places termed a

according to the force of robbers gliata." It would be better perhaps

(barbarians) in the district (Ragh. )] to keep the term in the translation,

3 [Chief, patl or adhipati.; lord, "He of ten (towns) should enjoy

(idhyalsa, 'u^a. The titles appear (one) /iM?«; he of twenty (towns), five

to be used without technical distinc- hula." The general meaning of lula

tion.l being "family," we might possibly

4 [(JanalMih, slowly, «'.e., methodi- take it as "the tax levied on one

cally re<nilariy (?).] family," as the superintendent of a
* [Kida, m.ass, family, etc. ; the hundred takes the tax of a town ; for

translation follows K.'s explanation theverseseems to supplement vs. 118,

of the word, which is, " as much land and not to denote the use of special

as can be turned by a plough drawn tracts of land. But this tax in

by six head of cattle is a kida" (so "food, drink, and fuel," from one
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ploughs' land ; the superintendent of a hundred towns, a

town ; the lord of a thousand, a city,

120. (As for) the affairs of those (towns), and also those

to be done separately, let another faithful minister of the

king, unwearied, see to them.

121. And he should make in every city an overseer of

all matters, exalted in position, terrible in appearance, like

a planet among the stars.

122. He^ should of himself ever visit all those (chiefs,

and) discover duly their behaviour in (their) provinces by

his spies.

123. For those servants appointed by the king for pro-

tection (are) mostly takers of the property of others (and)

cheats ; from them he should protect these people.

124. Those sinful-minded (servants) who take property

from suitors,^ the king, having taken all their property,

should banish.

125. He should arrange daily ^ a maintenance for women
employed in the king's affairs, and for his messengers,-*

according to their position and work.

126. A pana is to be given as salary of the lowest, six

to the highest, with clothes^ every six months, and a drona

of grain every month.

family seems rather small. Ragh. being worn round the middle, the

says expressly that " enjoy " means other over the shoulders. Apanais.
"he should take so much land as a the copper

^'
fanam.''' \T\\e pana is

means of subsistence." He adds a the daily wage ; the lowest servant

Bltryu verse defining a town as a (house-cleaner, water-carrier, &c.

)

place occupied by priests and their gets one pana a day, one pair of

servants, and likewise the home of cloths every six months, a drona of

Cudras. It must be a medium grain every month ; the highest ser-

(sized) town, say K. and Ragh.] vant gets six panas a day, six pairs

^ [The superintendent of the city of cloths every six months, and six

(K.)] drona of grain every month ; a niid-

- [Those who bring suits at law dling servant guts tliree of each :

and are imrighteously deprived of the drona— 4. odaLa ~ 16 puskrda =
propertyby the king's servants (K.)] 128 hincq= 1024 musfi (handfuls)

=* [Medh. says it is given them (K.) (Cf. Colebrooke, Essays, i. 534.)
once a year ; so perhaps better, " ap- The cloth is twelve cubits long

point for each day."] (Kfigh.) Medh. does not mention
* [Servants.] the increase in aught but money

;

•'' By "clothes" the commentators Kagh. makes it optional, '['ha druna

understand two pieces of stuff, just of Medh. and Ragh. agrees with that

as is still the case in India ; one of K.]
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127. (The king) should make the traders pay taxes,

after having considered the purchase and sale (of their

goods), the journey (they have made), the food and condi-

ments ^ (they use), and the means for security (they employ).^

128. Having considered (the matter), let the king ever

arrange the taxes in (his) kingdom, so that the king and

the business-men may get profit.

129. As the leech,=^ calf, and insect eat little by little

(their) food, so yearly taxes are to be taken little by little

from the kingdom by the king.

1 30. A fiftieth part of cattle and gold is to be taken by

the king ; the eighth part of grain, or the sixth or twelfth.-^

131. He may also take a sixth part of trees, meat,

honey, (and) ghee ; also of perfumes, medicines, and liquids,

and of flowers, roots, and fruits.^

132. And of leaves, herbs, (and) grass, of hides, and of

rattan work ; of earthen pots, and of all stoneware.

133. Though dying (from hunger), a king may not take

taxes from a learned (priest) ;
'^ and a learned (priest) living

in (his) jurisdiction must not perish from hunger.

1 [Rather " side expenses " in ob- kings, and the Mahrathas after

tainin^ food.] them, raised the rates considerably

2 [This is evidently the meaning for a time. [When Manu became

of yogal-sema, and is so explained by a king on earth, the people he

the commentators ; it has also just governed offered him only one-tenth

such a meaning in viii. 230. I have of the grain crop according to the

therefore substituted "means of Mbha. xii. 67 adhy. ; cf. Visnu, iii.

security " (that is, the efforts neces- 22-25 and 29 ; Gaut. x.
_
24, 25.

sary to protect their goods from Vas. i. 42 makes it one-sixth ;
so

robbers, etc., Medh., K.) for Dr. Baudh. i. 10. 18. I. The grain-tax

B.'s translation, " the insurance and varies according to land, crop, etc.

grain " (sic), as the last word must (Medh., K.) Cf. viii. 398, and x. 120.

surely be an error, and the word This tax is an annual one apparently,

" insurance " has with us a technical on the whole amount held, both stock

sense not intended by the text.] and gain being probably reckoned.

3 ["Water animal" may be fishes; Medh. and K. observe that this is

cf. Ragh. " They drink very little where the cattle and gold (at the end

for feai- of drinking up their home "
of the year) are more than the ori-

( viz., the water they live in). Medh. ginal stock {mi'dddadhikayoh), i.e.,

inverts the order of vs.s. 128 and 129.] there is no tax if there has been no
"^ These moderate rates have been increase (?)]

in use nowhere for the last thousand ^ [Cf. Visnu, loc. cit. Gaut. x. 27

years in India. The Cola kings of makes it one-sixtieth per cent.]

Southern India certainly took a half « [Cf. viii. 394. Other needy or

of all produce, the rate which now pious persons are also exempt from

obtains. But these plundering rob- taxes (Gaut. x. 10 ; Visnu, iii.

bers, the Vijayanagara Telugu 80.]
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134. Now if in any king's territory a learned (priest)
perishes with hunger, his kingdom will soon perish with
hiniGfer.

135. Knowing his learning and behaviour, let him
arrange (for him) a proper maintenance ; and protect him
Avholly, as a father his own son.

136. Protected by the king, the religious duty whicli
he does daily increases the life of the king, (his) wealth,
and the kingdom also.

137. Let the king cause the low people in (his) kingdom
who live by trade ^ to pay something called tax every year.

138. Let the king cause skilled workmen and artisans
also, and ^udras living by their own (labour), to work (for
him) a single day in each month.

2

139. Let him not cut off his root and (the root of) others
through much covetousness ; for cutting off his root, he
would torment himself and them.

140. The king, considering the matter,^ should be severe
and mild also (by turns)

; a king both severe and mild is

approved.

^

141. When wearied of regarding the affairs of men, let

him put in that place the chief of the ministers, knowing
law, discerning, subdued, born of (a good) family.

^
142. Having thus disposed of all this to be done by

himself, devoted, and also not careless, he should protect
the people.

^

143. That (king is) dead and lives not, from whose
kingdom the people crying out are carried off by savages,''

wliile he with (his) ministers look on.

144. The chief duty of a Ksatriya is simply the protec-

1 [Peddling vegetables, feathers, a much lighter tax than that on the
and other things of very little value tradespeople of vss. 131, 132.]
(K^) " Trade " is almost too digni- » [Knri/am, what ought to be done
tied an expression for the text.] (in each case). This question of

[Workmen and Ciidras who do whether a king should be severe or
not live under a master, but support mild forms one of the great discus-
themselves (as porters, etc., Medh. sions on tlie kings duty in the
and K.), substitute a day's labour a epic]
month for a tax. The loss of wages * [Dasyus. Medh., K., and Rfudi.
thereby incurred would render this understand "robbers."]
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tion of the people, for a king who receives the recompense

mentioned is bound by law.^

145. Having risen in the last watch^ (of the night),

purified (and) composed, having sacrificed by fire,^ and

having reverenced the Brahmans,"* let him enter his splen-

did assembly-room.

146. Standing there, after he has pleased^ all the people,

he may dismiss (them). Having dismissed all the people,

he should consult with his ministers.

147. Having gone up a mountain-back, or gone pri-

vately to the roof-terrace, or in a solitary wood, let him

consult unperceived.

148. Whose deliberations the low people, having come

together, do not know—that prince, though deprived of

treasure, enjoys the M'hole earth.

149. At deliberation-time he should expel the foolish,

dumb, blind, and deaf; birds ;^ the aged; women; the im-

pure,'^ diseased, and deformed.^

150. The despised disclose counsel, so also do birds, and

especially women ; therefore among these let him be

careful.''

^ [Dharmena yuji/ate — sa7nbadh- yiijyate " is bound " and clharma

yate (K.) From Medh.'s remark "law."]

(anyatha tu grahanam Jcurran, prat- " [" Watch " is a period of about

yavaitl) the meaning would seem to three hours.]

be that the king who receives the re- '^ [Poured the oblation to the

compense (tax) mentioned does (gets) gods upon the fire. As no such

his duty (of. vs. 128, 75A«7crta 2/"A'/f'<«> oblation is enjoined for the last

get profit). Literally the words mean, watch {hrdhmyo muliitrtah ; cf. iv.

"is joined to dharma," and dharma 92), Medh. says the text means it

should mean in (i) what it does should be done at the last end of the

in (a), " duty " or moral merit. " He watch, at dawn {vyustdydm rdtrau).]

who draws (no more than) the tax •* [Not as in vs. 82 (puj), in the

mentioned (by law) does right," sense "bestow gifts," though the

seems to be the meaning, and " pro- commentators paraphrase this word
tection " would then mean not over- {arc) by that.]

loading with taxes. If the proxi- ^ [By greeting and conversing

mity of vs. 143 (though that in such a (Medh. and K.)]

work as this has little meaning) '' [Parrots, crows, etc., which re-

makes pdlana necessary to be taken veal his plans (Medh.")]

in the sense of physical protection, '' [Mlecchas — literally " barba-

we may supply it in{h), "for the king rians."]

does right who draws the tax men- ^ [This verse may mean he should

tioned (if he protects his people)." It not admit these creatures as coun-

is the want of this ellipsis, appa- sellors (Medh.)]

rently, that makes Dr. B. translate ^ [Dr. B. has " he should be
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151. At noon or midnight let him, having reposed and

overcome (his) weariness, think on duty, pleasure, (and)

wealth,^ with those (ministers), or all alone

;

152. And on the attainment- of these (things) when
mutually opposed, and on the giving of (his) daughters

(in marriage), and on the protection of his sons ;
^

153. Also on ambassadors (and) messengers, and the

result of his acts also; on the behaviour of the harem,* and

tlie doings of (his) spies;

154. On all the eightfold acts (of a king), and on

the fivefold class (of spies) exactly ; on affection and dis-

affection also, and on the behaviour of neighbourintr

states.^

honoured there ;
" but ddrta means

careful. "The despised " means the

unfortunates of vs. 149. The word
tinjagyona means beasts or birds in

vs. 149 and here, but Medh. refutes

as silly the idea of its meaning (men
disguised as) "beasts," and its lite-

ral sense is impossible.]
^ [Or gain. Cf. the discussion in

ii. 224, with the note.]

- [Attainment, samupdrjanam (K.

arjanopdya ; Medh. sangrahana). I

have substituted this word for Dr.

B.'s "reconciliation of them," which
is an error based on K.'s virodlwpari-

hdrena, expressing the means.]
•* [Protection of sons, i.e., training,

education, etc. (Medh., K.)]
* [These three terms may be in-

terpreted differently. Instead of

" ambassadors and messengers," the

literal meaning (upheld by Yaj.

i. 327) is preferable, " the sending

forth of ambassadors." The expres-

sion Jcdryafem means not " result,"

but litei-ally " the rest of what is to

be done," that is, "the completion,"

which is the meaning held also by
the commentators. " Behaviour of

the harem " is the meaning given

by the commentators to antahpura-

pracdra, and is probably correct,

though the literal meaning is "be-
haviour of the inner city," which
may include the conduct of his city

officials. As meaning harem, Medh.

and K. give instances to show that
the women, the queen, etc., should
be watched, as otherwise they might
poison or otherwise kill the king,

Viduratha and the king of the Ka^i
having been slain thus. Cf. Kam.
Nit. vii. 52, 4.]

^ [Medh. and K. give together three
explanations of these divisions. The
latter adopts that given by U(;anas,

and which he regards as intended
by the text respecting the " eight-

fold acts," viz. :— (i) Reception of

taxes
; (2) expenses

; (3) commands
to ministers

; (4) prevention of

wrong
; (5) decisions in regard to

doubtful caste-duty
; (6) inspection

of judicial affairs
; (7) punishment

;

(8) purification from sin (though
Medh. interprets (3) praisa as dus-
tutydy). Medh. prefers one of two
explanations founded on data given
in the text, the first of which seems
more reasonable, and is thus:—(i)

Attempting what is still undone
;

(2) completing what has been done ;

(3) bettering what is completed
; (4)

reaping the fruits of his acts (cf. vss.

99 and loi)
; (5, 6, 7, S) = the four

" means " (taken for granted in vs.

107), viz., conciliation, bribery, dis-

sension, and force. Ragh. follows

K. As Medh.'s other explanation

is still more arbitrary, it is plain

that there was no certainty felt in

his time as to what the "eightfold"
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155. (Let him) strenuously (watch) the behaviour of (a

king of) middle position/ and the attempts of (an aggres-

sive power) desirous to conquer, the conduct of one who is

neutral, and of (his) enemy.

156. Those elements (are) the root, in short, of the sur-

rounding country; and eight others are reckoned i^ those

twelve are said to be (the concern of a king 2).

157. And (there are) five other (elements), (viz.) minis-

ters, kingdoms, forts, wealth, forces ; these, told separately,*

(amount), in brief, (to) seventy-two.

158. A king should know the next (king to him to be)

an enemy, as also the adherents of (that) enemy; the (one)

next to the enemy (to be) a friend; the one beyond both^

(to be) neutral.

meant. The fivefold class (of spies)

is given by the commentators with

probably the same arbitrariness :

—

(1) Ordinai-y detectives disguised;

(2) fallen priests employed as spies
;

(3 and 4) decayed farmers and mer-

chants
; (5) priests under guise of

religion. The guiles employed by
them are explained by the ingenious

commentators.]
1 [Madhyarna is the king lying

between two foes, whose position and
disposition is neutral. This techni-

cal meaning (as the commentators

explain it) is the same as that found

in Kam. Nit. viii. 1 8, and means the

king whose land borders on that of

an ordinary foe and one aiming at

universal sovereignty (desirous to

conquer). Dr. B., overlooking this

part of the technical meaning, has

rendered it "a king of moderate

power," which is a secondary point

with Medh. and K. It may mean
literally, " in the middle," or strata-

getically, i.e., a neutral between two

foes (asabove), since MdasZ)i« (neutral)

refers not to two foes, but to all the

"circuit" (mandala, "neighbouring

states," vs. 1 54) of the king and really

lies outside the circuit. The "enemy"
(gatru: cf. Kam. Nit. viii. 14) is,

according to Medh. and K., either

one of the same family, a factitious

foe, or one whose land lies next,

though the Kam. Nit. gives but two
kinds, the sahaja and hdryaja { =
krtrima), i.e., family and unrelated

foe (viii. 56).]
^ [According to K. the eight others

are (in front):—The ally, foe's ally,

ally's ally, ally of foe's ally
;

(in

the rear) the heel - catcher (cf. vs.

207), his attacked neighbour, the

outlying neighbour of the heel-

catcher, and of the neighbour of

the heel-catcher ; these, with the

four of vs. 155, make twelve (cf.

Kam. Nit. viii. 17).]

^ [Or :
'

' and eight others are

reckoned with them, and these are

called The Twelve." The twelve-

fold realm is meant, as U9anas says

(Kam. Nit. viii. 22). According to

the same work (xi. 67), the "province

of consultation " of a king with his

ministers extends over twelve, six-

teen, or twenty subjects," as say

Manu, Brhaspati, and U?anas re-

spectively ; others say, "according

to occasion "—possibly this verse is

referred to.]

4 [Cf. ix. 294. Each of these

things "told (i.e., counted) sepa-

rately" or "for each one" (of the

twelve in vs. 156), makes sixty

things to be attended to ; adding
the twelve king's themselves makes
seventy-two (K.)]

5 [Friend and foe (Medh., K.)]
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159. All those he should gain by conciliation 1 and the

like means, separate or together ; also by valour and policy.

160. He should ever think of the six tactics of (a king),

alliance, war, marching, encampments, stratagems,- and

recourse to protection.

161. Having considered what is to be done, he should

employ encampment, marching, alliance, war, stratagems,

and recourse to protection.^

162.* But a king should know that alliances (are) of

two kinds, (as is) also war ; both marching (and encamp-

ment) also, and stratagem ; and recourse to protection (is)

also said to be of two kinds.

163. Alliance, connected with present or future (gain),

is to be known as of two kinds : (first) when one acts^ in

conjunction, and (second) the opposite also.

164. War is said to be of two kinds: (first) when made

of one's own accord, in season or out of season, on account

of one's object, and (second) also (when made) on occa-

sion of injury to a friend.*^

165. Expeditions are said (to be) of two kinds; (first)

when (the king marches) alone, some affair admitting of no

delay having unexpectedly arisen ;7 and (second) when

he is accompanied by an ally.

166. Encamping is said to be of two kinds; (first)

i"Conciliationandthelikemeaiis," samrraya (recourse), and seems to

i.e., conciliation, dissension, liberality me to be so in vs. i6o. Cf. note to

(bribery), and force. [Cf. vs. 107.] vs. 173 and vs. 167.]

- "Stratagems," literally, dividing * [Medh. has no note on this (late)

a hostile [? his own] army into two verse, and the word " king " is in

bodies (in order to engage the one some MSS. omitted. The last pada

while the other is out of position), in most MSS. repeat that of vs. 161.]

[" Alliance " (union) ;
" war " (sepa- ^ Literally, " makes an expedition

ration) is its opposite (Medh.) The in conjunction (with the ally)." As

word dmidhVihuva (stratagem) is the commentators say, both go to-

explained in the Kiim. Nit. (xi. 27) gether, or one goes in one direction

as " twofold, on his own and on his and the other in another.]

enemy's side." K. and Ragh. take « [Jf('<ra.s//a( = friend, ally) or (rrn-.

it here as on his own.] lee. not preferred by Medh. and K.)

3 [Or, "on making alliance and on 7»H'<renaca(m(Govind.),(.c.,warmade

making war, let one employ encamp- by an ally against a distressed foe,

nient, "or marching, division and or "when injury is done by an ally."]

recourse, after inspection of what is ' [AUjayikatii karijmh parasi/a

needful." The paraphrase scmdhdi/a rijasam'tjMtti/i ; tadahhit/amaiiu/a-

cn viffrhya ca is Modh.'s and K.'ii. tamo hhavati (Medh.), i.e., some

Dvaidka seems certainly ojiposed to affair such as a sudden attack.]
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when the king is by degrees weakened by chance or by

former deeds, and (second) to help an ally.

167. Stratagem is declared (to be) of two kinds by those

who know the sixfold characteristics of tactics :
^ the

placing (first) 2 of the army, and (second) of the king to

gain (his) ends.

168. Eecourse is said (to be) of two kinds: (first) when

(a king is) oppressed by enemies (and takes refuge) to save

(his) wealth,^ and (second) (when he is among) friends

(and takes refuge) in order to forestall (danger).*

169. Whenever (a king) infers a sure increase (of power)

of himself in future, and at the present time (suffers) little

annoyance, then let him have recourse to an alliance.

170. Whenever he thinks all the elements of the state ^

very exalted, likewise himself very mighty, then let him

make war.

171. Whenever he thinks his own force pleased in dis-

position (and) prosperous, and (that) of the enemy the

opposite, then let him march against the enemy.^

172. But whenever he is feeble in carriage'^ and force,^

then he should encamp strenuously, conciliating the

enemy by degrees.

173. Whenever a king considers the enemy in every

respect more powerful (than himself), then, having divided

his army, let him accomplish his own object.^

^[Cf.v. i6o,wherethesixaregiven.] see [vs. 157, and cf. Kam. Nit. viii.

^ [Part of the army, being com- 4.] They are the minister, treasure,

manded by the general, is sent in one kingdom, fortress, and army. [The

direction, and the king is posted text elsewhere reckons seven (ix.

in his fortress to defend it with 294), i.e., these five plus king and

another part (K.)] ally ; here, where the king is spe-

* [Or (more literally and generally) cially mentioned, all the others are

to accomplish some good, as K. and probably meant. Cf. Yaj. i. 347.]

Riigh. say, "to giiard against this *> [Cf. Kam. Nit. x. 26 ff.]

present oppression by the enemy."] ''

[ Vdhanani (vehicles), i.e., includ-

* [I.e., according to Medh. and K. ing elephants, horses, chariots, etc.
;

(cf. vs. 1 74), recourse at any time, even "conciliate," by honours, gifts, etc.

when not oppressed, as an excuse (es- (Medh. and K.)]

cape) when in fear of coming danger. » [Bala, i.e., ministers, etc. (K.), or

Medh.notesthati'?/apacZffa isanother infantry and cattle (Medh..), or trea-

word expressing the motive of, and sui-e (Ragh.), or it may mean his

implying "recourse." own personal strength (Kagh.)]

^ For the five elements of a state ^ " His own object," i.e., distract
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174. But whenever he is most accessible to the enemy's

forces, let him then quickly resort to a virtuous (and)

powerful prince.

175. Let him ever, with all his might, have recourse as

to a Guru, to him who can effect control of (disobedient)

elements (in his) state ^ and of the enemy's forces.

176. If even then he perceive injury caused by (his)

taking refuge, he should, even in that position, fearlessly -

fijlht a good battle alone.^

177. A prince skilled in polity should by all means so

arrange that friends, neutrals, (and) enemies may not be

his superiors.

178. Let him truly consider the future and present of

all matters,* and the good and bad (sides) of all past

(deeds).

179. He who knows the good and bad to come, who

quickly decides as to the present, and who knows the

result of past actions,^ is never overpowered by enemies.

180. Let him so manage all that neither friends, neu-

trals, (nor) foes may prevail over him ; that is polity in

brief.

181. When a chief begins an expedition against the

kingdom of (his) enemy, he should then march gradually

against the enemy's city in this system.*^

182. Let a king go on an expedition in the clear montli

Marga^irsha, or about the (time of) the two months Phfd-

guna and Caitra, according to his forces.^

tho attention of the enemy by a part hope ; if that causes evil results (to

of his forces to enable himself to get the other king, Ragh. ), let him fight

into a safe position. [This, as the bravely, even to the death (though

order shows, as well as the words dosa may mean exijose himself to

{dvidhd hcdarii Icrtva), proves that evil).]

what has been translated "strata- * [Karya - agenda, with present

gem," means always this stratagem and future time, opposed to atita-

of dividing forces.] acta of the past ; he should study

1 " Elements (of state)," see note his errors of the past, and weigh the

to vs. 170 above. prospects of future acts.]

- ["Without doubting" (K.) ; or ^ ["Cf^ note to vs. 153 on Mrya-

"without change" (nirvikdra/i), fern.]

Medh.; or "without questioning" ^ [/.f., according to the following

(iiirritarkah), Rfigh.] directions.] _

» [Recourse to another is his last " "In the month Murga^irsha,
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183. Or even at other times, when he sees certain vic-

tory, let him set out (against the enemy), waging war, or

when also (his) enemy is in trouble.^

184. Having made arrangement at home, and for the

expedition in due form, having collected supplies- also,

and having properly placed (his) spies

;

185. Having prepared the threefold way and sixfold

forces,^ let him gradually advance by military rule to the

enemy's city.

186. Let him be more (than ordinarily) watchful, both

of an ally who secretly favours the enemy, and also of (a

man who has) returned (to him) after going (away to the

enemy),* for such an one is an enemy more (than ordi-

narily) dangerous.

i.e., when the crops are ripe and the
weather is fine, or [in Phfilguna and
Caitra, i.e.] the spring. [The first

month mentioned comes at the middle
of November, the othei-sat the middle
of February and March. The stores

of food to be fovmd in the enemy's
realm, the kind of army that is to

march, and the distance of the jour-

ney, are all implied in the words "ac-

cording to his forces." K. observes
that Yaj. i. 347 gives the gist of the
matter in directing the exj^edition to

be made whenever the enemy's king-

dom is supj^lied with grain and ad-

vantageous factors of any sort. Cf.

vs. 171, and Visnu, iii. 40.]
^ [Dr. B. 's translation ("let him

set out, or when also (his) enemy is

defeated after fighting ") I have
been obliged to change somewhat.
The general meaning of ydydd
rigrhya is "he should make a war ex-

pedition, " and the participle cannot
be construed with "theenemy." Vya-
sana is not " defeat " but "distress.

"

Cf. Medh., vigrliy'eti ydtaryain evd
'vastabhyd'Imya ydydt. and he defines
ryasana as " weakened in treasury or

army." Cf. also the technical vigrh-

yaydnam in Kilm. Nit. xi. 3.]
^ [" Collected supplies "

(?), or
" having secured a position," i.e., by
winning over malcontents from the

other side, he should secure a foot-

hold in (his enemy's) kingdom
(Medh., K.) The "arrangement"
is one for defence (Medh.)]

^ " The threefold way " is by level

land, marshes, and through woods.
[Medh., K., Ragh.; (cf. Kam. Nit.

xviii. 2, 24.) Cf. vs. 192. "Prepar-
ing " means clearing, leveling, etc.]

The " sixfold force," i.e. [according

to K. the army, comprising elephants,

horses, chariots, infantry, the gene-
ral, and the workmen. Medh. gives

as the opinion of " others " that the
two lastare "workmen and ti-easure."

The army is prepared by furnishing

it with food, medicine, etc. (K.)]
* [This translation is mine. Dr.

B. has " let him be most ititent on
the adherent of (his) enemy, and on
the secret friend (of his enemj'), and
on goers and comers also." The
translation I have substituted fol-

lows Medh., K., and Ragh., as well

as the evident sense. Medh. classifies

the returned deserters as of four sorts,

according to the reason of both ac-

tions. Rilgh. makes all the epithets

refer to one person :
" an ally both

secretly favouring the foe and (acting

like a friend) by going away (openly

but) coming (back by a secret way)."
*S« in the next clause seems to favour
this. K. takes them separately, as

in the translation, and makes sa
refer to both.]
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187. He should march upon the road with the troops

distributed like a staff, or a waggon, or a boar, or a Makara,

or a needle, or a Garuda.^

188. And from whence he may suspect danger, to that

(point) let him expand his forces ; and let him ever himself

be 2 in (the centre of) a body distributed like a lotus.

1 89. Let him place his general and commanders ^ in all

parts, and whence he fears danger (there) let him arrange

Lis force to the front.*

190. And let him on all sides place fit bodies of men,

distinguished (by iiniforni),^ clever in standing firm and

in fighting, brave, unchanging.

191. Let (him) make a few fight in serried rank ; at his

will he may spread about many. And thus having ar-

ranged them in the needle, or also the thunderbolt form,

let (him) cause (them) to fight.°

192. He should fight with chariots and horses on level

(ground), so with boats and elephants on marshes; on

^ Like the altars in the sacrifices

with cai/ana, bodies of troops were
arransred in forms of animals, etc.

The only representations I know of

such figures are to be found in

Eaflaes's "Java." In my "Cata-
logue " I gave a plan of such an
altar, and Professor Thibaut has

since given others. [Like a " staff
"

is in straight columns ; the " wag-
gon" has a sharp van with a broad
rear ; the " boar " has a sharp van
and rear with a broad centre ; the

"makara" (sea-beast) is the opposite

of this, having a narrow centre with

a broad van and rear ; the " needle
"

is a long, thin, sharp-pointed row
;

the " garuda " (mythological bird)

has a very wide centre, but is other-

wise like the "boar" (K.) The com-
mentators give also the disposition

of the forces. Cf. Kum. Nit. xix.

40; and the plans, ib. p. 130 (ed.

Cal. Bib. Ind.)
' [I.e., takes his position {nivirda

— iiivcra lii kurydt, Kiigh. ) The army
is spread out in a circle about the

king in the middle (Kagh.) Medh.

has a var. Ice. dranket tu hhayaili

yasmdt. Another interpretation is

" let him lead the attack himself

with an encompassing army."]
•* [According to K. the commander

has a command equal to ten gene-

rals.]
* [Literally, " put that place

ahead."]
5 [Distinguished by their musical

instruments, banners, etc. , according

to the commentators. These out-

posts {(julma) serve to warn of danger.

They are posted at a distance of four

thousand rods {danda) from the main
force (Medh.

)
(The rod is about four

cubits in length.)]
^ [If he has but a few soldiers,

they should be made into one com-
pact body ; if he has many, he should

mass them, or distribute them about

as he chooses. The needle array

has been explained in vs. 187. The
thunderbolt array is where the army
is drawn up in three divisions (K.,

Ragh.) by separating the two flanks

(Medh.)]
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(ground) covered by trees (and) shrubs, with bows ; ou

cleared (ground), with weapons, swords and shields.^

193. Let him cause Kuruksetras, Matsyas, Paficalas, and

natives of (^urasena, and tall and light men also, to fight

in the van.^

194. Having arranged (his) forces, let (him) cheer them

up, and let him properly try ^ them ; and he should find

out their deeds when they are fighting the enemy.

195. Having obstructed the enemy, let him encamp

and harass his kingdom, and ever spoil his fodder, food,

water, (and) fuel.

196. Let (him) also burst tanks, enclosures, as well as

trenches ; let (him) assail him, and also terrify (him) by

night.

197. Let him bring over (those that) can be seduced,

and let (him) be aware of what is done (by the enemy),

and let him fight, desirous of victory, and without fear,

when a fortunate (time) occurs.

198. He should endeavour to overcome (his) enemy by

alliances, bribery, and treachery*—all together or separate

—never by battle.

199. For since victory or defeat in battle is seen to be

not permanent between (two forces) fighting, therefore he

should avoid a battle.

200. But in case the three expedients already mentioned

do not suit, let (him), prepared,^ fight, so that he may con-

quer (his) enemies.

201. Having conquered, let (him) worship the gods and

righteous Brahmans also ; let him grant immunities, and

proclaim indemnities.'^

^ ["As weapons," or "with swords, and dissension," as in v. 107, note,

shields, and (spears, and other such) which seems right here also.]

weapons" (Medh., K. )]
^ [Sariii/attah, Cpannah), or saih-

2 [Cf. ii. 19. All places in Nor- yuktah (Medh.) Some K. MSS.
them India along the Ganges, from and Dr. B.'s MS. of Medh. have

Delhi down. Most MSS. have parihsaye for asambhavc]

Kauruksetra and Pancala, but not ^ "The gods," according to K.

Matsya.l the gods of the conquered country.
"* [Or "inspect."] "Immunities," according to Ragh.
^ [Or "by conciliation, bribery, gifts, such as clothes and ornaments.
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202. But having completely known the intention of all

of them, let (him) station there (as ruler) one of that

race, and give precise directions.^

203. And let (him) make authoritative their laws as

declared, and let (him) honour him (the new king) witli

jewels, together with the chief persons (in the country).

204. The taking of desired things produces disaffection,

but liberality (is) productive of loyalty
;

(either) is proper

if used in season.

205. All this action depends on divine or human de-

sign) ; but of the two, the divine is unthinkable ; in human
(affairs), action is known.^

206.^ Or he may act with (the conquered), having care-

fully made an alliance (with him), (and) considering an

ally, gold, territory, (as) the triple fruit (of a victory).

207. And, considering (his) heel-catcher,* as well as the

attacker (of that heel-catcher) in the adjacent region, let

liim reap the fruit of the expedition from friend and from

foe.

208. A (conquering) sovereign prospers not so much by
gain of gold (and) territory as by gaining a firm ally,

though (now) insignificant, (yet) capable in the future.

209. An insignificant ally, wdio knows duty and is

grateful and contented/ devoted and firm in (his) endea-

vours, is preferred.

^ [Literally, "stipulations."] That [Medh.'s discussion of vs. 205 ends
this policy was actually carried out with the following verse : "A human
is amply proved by the South Indian act which is produced through great
inscriptions. effort by one who is united to fate's

^ [Cf. xi. 47 note. Every act on law causes success."]

earth is established by fate, (divine) * [The "heel-catcher" as well as
or human, {i.e., earthly action) ; fate "attacker" are technical names (u(»t

cannot be known, bat the deed pro- elsewhereinManu, and probably late)

duced by human action is apparent for the king who is in the rear and
to all. Moral : do not trust to fate, threatens attack, and the one next
but to your own ability (K. ) The beyond him and adverse to him. I
divine power, fate, is regarded as have substituted the literal meaning
the after-working power of deeds " heel- catcher " for Dr. B.'s erro-
done in a former life. Cf. Yaj. i. neous "supporter." Cf. note to vs.

348.] 156.]
•* Medh. appears to omit this verse ^ [K. and Ragh. take firahrt in

as well as verses 207 to 210. Kul- the sense of ministers, etc., "one
luka has them all, as well as Rfigh. whose realm is contented."]
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210. The wise declare an enemy who is discerning, of

(high) race, brave, clever, liberal also, grateful and firm,

(to be) a difficulty.

211. Nobility, knowledge of men, heroism, mercifulness,

and constant magnanimity ^ are the fruit of virtues of a

neutral.

2 1 2. A king should, to save himself, unhesitating, aban-

don even a prosperous land, furnishing grain, and plentiful

in cattle.

213. Let (him) preserve wealth against misfortune; let

(him) preserve his wife even by wealth ; let (him) ever ^

save himself, even at the cost of wife (and) wealth.

214. Let a wise (king), seeing all calamities arisen

too-ether in excess, apply, together or separate, all means.

215. The doer,^ what is to be done, and the means, as

a whole—keeping in mind those three, let him strive for

the accomplishment of the business.^

216. Let the king, after he has thus considered all

this (business) together with the ministers, taken exercise

and bathed, enter at noon the harem to eat.

217. There let (him) eat food well tested by faithful

attendants, (who are skilled in times ^ (and) not to be

seduced, (which has been enchanted) by mantras which

counteract poison.

2 1 8. Let (him) use all his (useful) articles with drugs ^

destructive of poison ; and let him, ever attentive, wear

gems destructive of poison.'^

219. Let attentive women, who have been tested, and

1 ["Or generosity" (K.) Medh. ^ "Drugs." Medh. reads uda-

and Govind. erroneously interpret kaih or v/nters ; "gems destructive

as "subtilty" (K., Ragh.) " nobi- of poison." Medh. mentions the

lity," ciryatd. garudodglrna or emerald, and ndga-
- "Ever," i.e.,satatam{K.) ; Medh. ramani or snakestone (?).

reads sarmio = in everyway. [So
''

"XJ&e," yoja}jct-^odhayet[M.(id\\.),

Dr. B.'s MSS., but other MSS. are "wash with waters."

like K.l * "Tested," i.e., to prevent their

3 U.c, himself.] concealing weapons about them.
4 [Prayeta 'rtlmsiddhaye (K.), or The vimkanya also, or poisoned

(Medh. Tar. lee.) sddhayet kdryam maiden, was a favourite way of de-

atmanah.] stroying enemies in India. [Cf.

5 [Meal-times (K.)] note to vs. 153.]
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pure in dress and ornaments, attend him with fans, water

and perfumes.

220. Thus let (him) take care of vehicles, couches, seats,

food ;
^ of baths, anointing also, and all ornaments.

221. Having eaten, he should also sport with women
in the harem ; having sported, he should, according to

the time, again think of business.

222. Dressed, he should again inspect the armed forces,

and all vehicles,^ weapons, ornaments.

223. Having performed the evening devotion, bearing

arms, let (him) hear in the inner apartment what has

been done by the reporters of secrets and also the spies.

224. Having dismissed these people, having gone to

another private apartment, surrounded by women, let

(him) again enter the harem for food.

221^. HaviuGf there again eaten somethinir, cheered bv

instrumental music,^ let him go to sleep in due time, and

rise with fatigue gone.

226. A healthy king should pursue this system ; un-

well, he may depute all that to (his) dependents.

END OF THE SEVENTH LECTUKE.

1 [Medh. has dsanddisu (seats, ^ [^goft sounds of (turyn, i.e.)

etc.) for dsandi'ane, as food has al- flute, lute, drum, or hoi-n (Medh.)

ready been mentioned. " Bath

"

The Mbha. distinguishes the last

means in bathing the head (Medh.)] from the turija. These last rules
" " Vehicles," elephants, horses, are found in much the same farm in

etc. (K.) Yaj. i. 324-330-]

M
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LECTUEE VIII.^

CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LAW.

1. Now a king, desirous to inspect suits, should, sub-

dued, enter the assembly with Brahmans and ministers

who know mantras.^

2. There, seated or standing, having stretched forth his

right hand, with humble vesture (and) ornaments, he

should inspect the affairs of the parties.^

3. Day by day (he should judge) separately (cases)

under the eighteen titles * by reasons (drawn) from local

usage and the treatises.^

4. Of these (titles), the first is non-payment of debt;

(next) pledges ; sale without ownership
;
partnership and

non-delivery of what has been given

;

5. Also non-payment of wages ; breach of contract ;

^

revocation of sale (and) purchase ; disputes between master

(and) servant;

6. Also the law of disputes (about) boundaries ; assault

(and) slander ; theft ; violence ; also adultery ;7

1 The eighth and nhith chapters a part of the original system of law ;

of the text correspond to all Narada it appears only in the Smrtis, and its

and the second book of Yajna- later development is easily traced,

valkya. [Cf. also Visnu, iv.-xviii.

;

Narada (i. 17-20) has the same num-

Ap. ii., kh. n, M, 26-29 ; Gaut. x. ber [but these are again subdivided].

xii. xiii. xviii. xxviii. ; Vas. xv. The later books multiply these divi-

xviii. ; Baudh. ii. 3, par.] sions, andthus afford signsof progress

2 Who know mantras, i.e., the toward a more rational classification.

Vedas. [This may mean ministers, » gcMras, i.e., a body of teaching

advisers, who know how to advise.] on a subject, whether ascribed to

3 Kin'TS used in the fourth can- divine or human origin.

tury B.C.°to be much occupied with *^ [Perhaps better, with Narada,

criminal, but little with civil law breaking the customary ordinances

(Megasthenes,Fr.xxvii., ed. Schwan- that govern a guild, or family com-

beck) • but the strict decorum here munity, corporation, etc.]

directed was not observed. ^ [So K. It may mean improper

4 " Eighteen titles." This is not connection with women in general.]
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7. The law between man and woman
;
jJfirtition ; dicing

;

and games with animals.^ These eighteen topics occur in

the settlements of suits here.^

8. Let (the king), relying on eternal law, determine the

affairs of men, w^ho mostly dispute on these topics.^

9. But when the king does not himself inspect (such)

affairs, then he should appoint a learned Brahman for the

inspection of affairs.

10. Let him, accompanied by three* members of the

court, view his affairs,^ having entered the high court, (and)

seated or standing.

1 1

.

In what country three Brahmans learned in the

Veda and the king's learned deputy ^ sit, (the wise) have

said that assembly (is) of Brahma,

12. Now when Dharma pierced by non-Dharma has re-

course to (that) court, and they do not extract the arrow

from him, there the judges are pierced (also).

1 3. One should not enter the court "^ or (what is) correct

must be spoken ; a man who speaks not, or speaks per-

versely,^ is sinful.

14. When Dharma is slain by non-Dharma, and truth

by the untruth of the parties there, the members of the

court (are) slain.

1 5. Dharma slain verily slays, (but) Dharma protected

protects ; therefore Dharma is not to be injured. May not

injured Dharma slay us !

16. For lord Dharma is a bull (vrsav), and the gods take

^ [Cf. ix. ^23. Games with ani- ^ [Nand. omits this verse. Cf.

mals means betting on them in Visini, iii. 72-74.]

fi<'hts.]
* [Medh. says three is stated to

- This division is very confused exclude a smaller number.]

and unsatisfactory ; the confusion is * " His affairs." Tlie king's affairs,

partly owing to the theocratic nature as he should decide the suits,

of the work. J. Mill remarks, " It ^ [Either adliilcrtit or prakjta.

is not easy to conceive a more crude Medh. reads the latter, but knows
and defective attempt at the classi- the former. The verse is omitted

tication of laws than what is here by Nand.]
presented (History of India, book ^ [Sabhd - j^ravcsfavyd (^Sledh.,

ii. ch. 4). All his remarks on this Ragh., and Nand.)]

subject are still worth-' of atteu- * [Contrary to what has been seen

tion. or heard (Rfigh.)]
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one who injures him (to be) an outcast (vrsala)} One

should not then cause dharma to faih

17. Dharma (virtue) is the one only friend who even in

death follows after (us), for all else goes to destruction

along with the body.^

18. One-fourth of the non-Dharma (wrong) comes upon

the doer,3 one-fourth comes upon the witness, one-fourth

comes upon all the members of the court, one-fourth comes

upon the king.

19. But the king is sinless, and the members of the

court are free (from sin), and the sin comes upon the doer

(alone), where one worthy of censure is censured.

20. He who can claim to be a Brahman merely on

account of his birth, or he who only calls himself a Brah-

man, may be, if desired, the declarer of law for the king,

but a (^-udra never.^

21. If a king looks on while a ^udra gives a judicial

decision, his realm sinks into misfortune, like a cow in a

quagmire.*^

22. A realm which consists chiefly of (^iidras and is

overrun by unbelievers '^ and destitute of twice-born men

is soon totally destroyed, oppressed by famine and disease.

2^. After the kin" has seated himself on the seat of

justice and paid reverence to the guardians of the world,

let him, (being properly) clothed and with strict attention,

undertake the inspection of affairs.

24. Considering what is useful or not useful, and what

1 This is a fanciful explanation of v. 9 (Medh ) Medh. reads arhati,

rrsala, as one who does alam (or in- " deserves."

jixres) vrsa. [Cf. i. 81, 82. In the ^ The commentators all say that

Mbha. we find these figures united, the two middle castes, since they are

and dharma is a four-footed bull, not forbidden to do so, may declare

In Nand. lurute {layam in text !) ;
law. The later law so modified the

'lam (Comm.) is paraphrased "pre- stricture on the Cudra that, if he were

vent" or "hinder."] appointed, his judicial decision was
2 Quoted Hit. i. 59. N-B.—Yov regarded as valid. The "Brahman

the rest of the translation and for by birth " is one by whom the proper

all further notes the editor alone is ceremoni£s have nut been performed,

responsible, and [ ] are not used. « Nand. transposes the position of

3 " Doer " is the one who, either as (^udras and rajwo.

plaintiff or defendant, has caused the '^ Who say there " is not," i.e.,

decision to be wrong (Medh., K.) according to Medh. and K,, deniers

* Or the Brahman appointed by of another world.
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is in itself right or wrong, let him inspect all the affairs

of the parties in the order of the castes.^

25. Through the outward signs (manifested in) voice,

colour, gesture, appearance, eye and movements, let him

clearly ascertain the true inward nature of men.^

26. Through (his) appearance, gestures, gait, movements

and speech, and by the contortions of (his) eye and mouth,

the mind in its inner action is comprehended.

27. An inheritance received by a child the king should

have guarded till such time as (the owner's) course of

study is completed, or till he has passed beyond the age

of childhood,^

28. Like protection (of property) should be (given) in

(tlie case of) barren women, or such as have no sons,^ or

have no families, or (who are) true to the conjugal vow,''

or (are) widows or ill.^

29. But if while these women are alive their relatives

should take away this (property), let a just king punish

those (relatives) with the punishment awarded to thieves/

30. The king should cause to be kept for three years

(all) property of which the owner is unknown. The

owner may have it inside the period of three years, (but) at

the end of that time the king may take it.^

31. One who says, " This belongs to me," must be strictly

examined according to rule ; and on his declaring cor-

rectly the shape, number, and other ^ (characteristics of the

lost goods), he ought as owner to receive those goods.

1 Beginning with the Brahman ^ "True to conjugal vow," i.e.,

(K., Ragh., and Nand.) when the husband is away on a
* "Gestures" are involuntary journey (not as widows)— (Nand.)

motions; "movements" are spasiii"- " This applies to these women only

die clenchings of hand or feet when they have no relatives to take
(Medh., K.) care of their property for them

^ Narada says the age of child- (Medh.) Cf. Vas. xix. 37 ; Gaut. x.

hood is up to the sixteenth year 48 ; Visnu, iii. 65.

(K.) This clause applies to the '' Not open robbery, but by plau-

lower castes, who do not study sible pretences (Medh., K.) Medh.
(Medh., Ragh. ) The completion of hi.s refers to viii. 334 (cf. viii. 193) for

studies may last till he is a man grown, punishment.
* These two classes refer to women •* See note to vs. 34. Cf. Yiij. ii. 33,

put aside by their husbands because ^ "The other characteristics," i.e.,

of their barrenness (Medh., K.), as place and time of loss (Medh., K.)

allowed in ix. Si. Nand. rcaJa naiiLcali/a.
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32. If he does not declare in accordance with the facts

the place and time (of his losing)/ the colour, shape, and

dimensions of his lost (goods), he deserves a fine equal in

amount to the value of these (goods lost).

33.- Property which has been lost and found again

should be placed under the guard of persons thereto com-

missioned; thieves whom he catches about it he should

have trampled on by an elephant.^

34. The king may take from an article (thus) lost and

found again the sixth part (of its worth), or the tenth, or

only one-twelfth,* being mindfvil of the law of good men.

35. If a man say with truth in regard to a treasure-

trove,^ " This is mine," let the king take a sixth, or only a

twelfth part of it.*^

36. But on his speaking an untruth in regard to it, he

should be fined an eighth part of his property, or (at

least a sum equal to) a rather small part of the treasure,

after an estimate has been put upon it.

37. But a wise Brahman, on finding a treasure which

has been previously hidden away, may take possession of

it even without leaving any (for the king), since he is lord

of all.7

38. Now if a king discover any ancient treasure hid in

1 Avedayan pranastasya deralalau according to the years, after the first

ca . . . rarnaruparii (iSTand.) ; de- one-twelfth, etc. ; but if the owner is

cakalau (Ragh.) known, even after three years, it

- In K. vss. 33 and 34 have been must be returned to him. Cf. Gaut.

transposed in position ; the text x. 36 ff.

follows the order of Medh. •*"' Treasure-trove (nidhi) is_ what
3 If he catch thieves stealing it has been found hid in a hole in the

(Medh.) ; when the property has been ground (Medh.)

found by king's servants (K.) Go- « The rest he must give to the

vind. restricts the sum. owner (K.) The May. (p. 76), reads

4 In the first year one-twelfth, in ca (and a twelfth) " for the finder of

the second one-tenth, in the third the treasure." Cf. Visnu, iii. 63-64.

one-sixth (Ragh.) So Medh.; or,
'^ Medh., G., and N. regard the

the difference depends on the injury treasure as one hid by his ancestors,

it has received. In this and vss. 35, that is, his any way by inheritance
;

36, K. and N. make the difference but K. quote.s Yaj. ii. 35, M. I. 100,

depend on the merit or demerit of and again Yaj. ii. 34, to show that

the owner. M. supports this view in this is not so ; also, declaring this

vss. 35, 36. So in May. p. 75, the rule view opposed to ancient usage, he

in vs. 30 is made to apply only to remarks that he does not care for

priests, and the sum here deducted is what Medh. and Govind. say.
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the "round, after trivinfjr half of it to the twice-born (P.rah-

mans), he should store up^ the other half in his treasury.

39. For of old treasures and metals in the earth the

king, because he guards (his people), should have a half

share,^ since he is the lord of the earth.

40. Property seized by thieves must be restored by the

king to (men of) all castes ;3 if the king takes possession

of it, he incurs the sin of stealing.*

41. (A king) knowing what is right {clharmaY should

cause his own law (dharma) to be established, after making

careful inspection of the laws {clharma) of the different

castes^ and country-folks, and of the laws of the (dif-

ferent) guilds,''' and of the laws of the (different) families.*^

42. Men who attend to their own occupations, perform-

ing each his own occupation, become dear to the world

even though they are far away.^

43. The king should not himself instigate a law-suit,^'^

neither should his representative;^^ nor should he at any

time set at naught a suit begun by some one else.^^

^ Nand. reads riniksipet ; Ragh., given by tradition (Medh., K.) The
niverayet. Cf. Gaut. x. 43 ff. ;

laws which the castes and families

Visnn, iii. 56 ff. already have are meant ; cf. viii. 203.
" That is, if not taken by a wise the principal verb may mean "these

Brahman (K.) Riigh. and Nand. (laws of) castes, etc.), he should estab-

read Id for tu, which explains vs. 38, lish ashls law." Some MSS.read "he
and gives more favour to K.'s "he should have protected " (_pa7'i^rt?ayrf,

is also lord," etc. Riigh., or 2^ratipdlayet) ; cf. vs. 46.
^ After taking it from the thieves ^ From relatives (K.); "world," i.e.,

(Medh., K.) everybody (Medh. ) This verse seems
^ This may mean he receives the to me to refer to the king, introduc-

sin of that thief on his own soul. If ing vs. 43; the du7'e would then refer

it is impossible to return it to the to distance by exalted station. Nand.
owner, Medh. says the amount of reads : loke'smin, sve sve dharnic

the theft should be paid out of the vyavastlutdh.

king's treasury ; so N., A-Ofad m; so i" Lawsuit, affair, as in vs. 2.

Gaut., Vifuu, loc. cit; cf. Krsna- Medh. and K. explain the instiga-

dvaipayana in May. p. 76. tion as one proceeding from greed.
^ Nand. reads fdfvatdn {ov dhar- ^^ Literally, his man, i.e., one com-

mavit. missioned by him (K.); his repre-

" Or tribes, subdivisions of castes, sentative in court (Medh).

Cf. BUhler's note to Vas. i. 17. 1- The latter part of this verse,

^ Of merchants, etc. (Medh., K., couched in not technical language,

and Rilgh.) may, as Medh. remarks, mean siin-

* The " country-folks " are the in- ply that the king should not take

habitants of any one district (Medh., possession of anotherman's property,

K., and Ragh.) That is, if those as ai'tlui {yrttsitdiihnm (sic.) Medh.)

laws are not repugnant to the law may mean "goods" or "suit." K.
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44. As the hunter dh-ects (his) step by the blood-drops

of the beast, so should the king direct the course of jus-

tice by means of inference.^

45. Abiding by the rule of legal suits, let (the king)

examine the truth, the thing, himself, the witnesses, the

place, the time, and the form.^

46. Whatever may be practised by good and virtuous

men of the twice-born castes, let (the king) cause that to

be ordained (as law), if it does not conflict with (the laws

of) districts, families, (and) castes.^

47. When the king is besought by a creditor for the

recovery of his property from a debtor, he should cause

the property to be given to the creditor by the debtor,

(after it has been) proved (by the former to be his),

48. A creditor may make a debtor pay after coercing

(him) by any means whereby he can obtain his property.

49. By negotiation of friends,* by legal action,^ by

trickery, and by received fashion,^ and, fiftli, by force may
a creditor get back the money he has lent.

quotes similar language from Katya- mentator {am/as tv aha), who affirms

yana, and the alternative meaning that a sacrifice customary in the north,

of ffrased is given by Ragh. but not in the south, east, and west,
1 This [anumdna, " inference ") is must (according to tliis verse) be or-

one of the three means of arriving dained in these districts, since the

at a conclusion ; cf. xii. 104. It may northerncustom agrees witli tradition

be based on what is seen or what is and the Veda. Medh. does not agree

inferred (Medh.) The verse is pro- with this. K. refers the verse merely
bably proverbial ; cf. Mbha. xii. 132, to settling a lawsuit.

21. K. makes naywii mean " gets," •* Literally, by right or justice

and takes padam with mrgasya. (dharma); so explained by Brli. in
2 The tiling (or property) is the K. (where rf/iftr/Hft changes to samaw,

object of the controversy, which and in Katy. sdntva is used as equi-

may be too unimportant to permit a valent) ; by some regarded as like

suit ; the form may, according to the fourth means, consisting of per-

different commentators, refer to the sistent persecution of the debtor by
nature of the suit or of the object dogging him about.

contested, or may refer to the ap- * Vyaruhdra is, according to

pearance of the parties. "Place, Medh., the proceeds of compulsory

form, and time" is the accepted labour (cf. vs. 177), wliile K. incor-

reading, but the other is Medh.'s rectly understands (the usual sense)

{de<;ani Icdlarri ca rupani ca), and a mere suit at law. (Nand. says

K.'s comment seems also to support ryarahdraprada7-fancna.)

this (derath lularii ca . . . svarfipaih). ^ Ragh. and Nand. read vd for

It is further supported by Ragh. and ca. The "received fashion" is gene-

Nand. rally explained as an allusion to
•* Medh. quotes an older (?) com- what is now known as i^erforming
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50. A creditor who recovers his goods himself from liis

debtor is not to be prevented ^ by the king from recover-

ing liis own property.

51. When (a debtor) denies (a debt) and it is proved

by (some) means ^ to have been contracted, the king

should cause the money to be paid to the creditor, and

have (the debtor pay) a small fine ^ in proportion to (his)

ability (to pay it).

52. When the debtor still denies, after being admon-
ished to pay in court, the one who brings the suit should

point out the place (where the debt was contracted), or

exhibit some other proof.^

53. He who points out an impossible place,^ and he

dharna (cf. Maine, Early Inst., p.

297); the word used, dcarita, would
thus correspond to dcdra, the usual

practice. K. and Rfigh. support the
"door-sitting" theory, relying on
Brh. (cf. the later additions of other
law-books in Jolly's Ind. Schuld-
recht, § 7). The word itself has no
such meaning as that given it by
Mandlik (Mayukha, ii. 109), "con-
finement," and it is to be noticed
the dt)or-sitting {dvdropavcranain) is

only half the process, the first being
the theft of the debtor's " wife, son,

or cattle." I doubt if Ap. i. 19, i,

refers to this practice at all. In Mit.
the word is translated "fasting," re-

ferring to the same thing. Nand. says
that of these five the first is first to be
tried, then the others in order. The
difference between the ri/acahdra
and k-arma of vs. 1 77 is that the latter

is conipulsory labour confined to

the three lowest castes, while the
former aj^pears to be a legal attempt
to compel (any man) to engage in

trade, etc., for the benefit of the
creditor, but not to do menial work
in his house. Cf. Jolly (lud.
.Sehuldr.), § 7.

^ So K. Or, " since he is only
recovering his own property, he is

not to be put on trial." Cf. with
this vs. 176.

- The " means " are the proofs
necessary to establish a statement
(the MSS. vary between /iura/iant

and kdranani ; in vs. 52 Medh. has
both). These are naturally said by
the commentators to be documents in

writing. This is plainly not the case,

however, in vs. 52, and neither here
nor in dcarita of vs. 49 is it necessary
to assume for a vague term the pre-

cise sense which a perhaps later

usage has fastened upon it. Writ-
ing is mentioned but once in the

text, and then probably interpo-

lated. Cf. notes tovss. 154 and 16S.

In vs. ^1 kdranaia not writing, and vs.

200 shows plainly that it has no such
meaning. Of all places, this last

would be the one for " documents "

to be mentioned ; in.stead of this,

we find the word said to mean docu-
ment used simply as the predicate

subject—"the [kdranam) proof (of

ownership in anything) is acquisi-

tion," where, if writing were used, we
should expect to have the word for

"document " used quite otherwise.
^ The small fine is said by the

commentators, in accordance with
vs. 139, to be 10 per cent.

^ Karanarh (kdmnnm) va samud-
dirct is Medh.'s reading ; K. is as

translated ; Nand. follows !Medh.

The place {dcca) of Medh. is prefer-

able to K.'s {dc^-i/am) witness (K.

andRagh.) Cf. the following verse.
''

^c/ffa?;i (Medh.) Nand. in vv. 52
and 53 has also decani and adc<;am ;

in Ragh. {dexyam and) ade^ayam . . .

cjjaluiavec ca.
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who denies (it) after indicating (it), and he who does not

perceive that (his) earlier and subsequent statements are

discordant ;
^

54. He who declares what it is necessary to declare,

and then retreats again (from his statement) ; and ^ he

who, on being questioned in regard to a duly acknow-

ledged statement, does not uphold it

;

55. He who converses with the witnesses in a place

where he ought not to talk ;
^ he who is not willing (to

reply to) a question addressed him, and he who even runs

away;

56. He who does not speak when (the judge) says

" Speak," or does not prove what he has said ; he wlio does

not know (what comes) first and (what comes) last,*—these

all lose their suits.

57. If a man says, "I have witnesses," but does not

exhibit them when told to exhibit them, the judge ^ should

declare that he has lost his suit by the (same) means.*^

58. If he who brings a suit does not speak, he must, in

accordance with justice, be corporally punished or fined

;

if (his opponent) does not respond within three half

months, he justly loses his case.'^

59. As large a sum as a man (falsely) denies or falsely

1 The rar. lee. found in Nand., what his proofs are, or how they are

dhitdri, seems a mere error. to be disposed (K.), or what he has
- Or, "in regard to a matter said first and last (Nand. ; so N.)

which has been already duly dis- * So the commentators, though

covered by spies" (B. R.), which the epithet {dhm-mastha) mn.y be a

seems to be the meaning of Nand., mere epithet of the king, who is, in

though the text is corrupt. The reality, generally the judge,

latter's interpretation of (a) seems *^ " By reason of the proofs afore-

also to be strange : {apadepjam) mentioned " (Medh., K.) The other

avaktavyam uktvd tat sadhane yah reading for sdksinah santi me,

punar . . . upasarati {upa-dhdvati). quoted by K. and Ragh., is found in

'^ Nand. reads asambhdvye, " in an Medh. (in Dr. B.'s MS. in inverted

improper place," which may be an order). 'Nand. aim hsiS santi jndtdra

allowable vaj: lee. , as he has also ity uhtvd, omitting the objectionable

sarhbhavite (sic) for sariibhdmte, me ity as dissyllable. For kdranarii

which would give the meaning, "if Nand. reads hetund hiena (on this

he meets (them) in a place where ground), "because he does not ex-

he ought not to meet (them)," i.e., hibit the witness."

as he explains, "in a secret place." ''Literally, "he is conquered."
* That is, he who does not know Medh. omits vss. 59-61.
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claims (as a debt), twice this amount these two men
should be fined by the king, (since they are) ignorant of

the right.

60. Now if a man on being questioned denies (a debt)

"wlien he has been compelled to appear (in court) by him

who wants the property, he must be convicted by at least

three witnesses in presence of the king and the Brah-

mans.^

61. "What sort of persons in cases at law may be made
witnesses by the creditors I will now explain, and also

how the truth is to be declared by these (witnesses).

62. Householders, men with sons, men of (ancient)

stock,^ whether of the Ksatriya, Vai(^ya, or ^udra caste,

when called upon by the creditor, may bear witness (in

court) ; not, however, any one at random, except in case

of necessity.3

6;^. Worthy persons of all the castes may be made wit-

nesses in cases* (at court), those conversant with all (kinds

of) duty and free from covetousness ; but one should avoid

(witnesses) of an opposite nature.

64. Neither persons (interested) in the trial, nor friends,''

nor companions,'' nor enemies, nor (such as) have had sins

(formerly) exposed,'^ nor those distressed by illness, nor

those (who are) blameworthy*^ should be allowed to serve

(as witnesses).

65. The king must not be made to serve as witness, nor

a workman nor an actor,^nor a learned (Brahman), nor an

' K. refers this to the king's re- The list in vss. 63-67 is in Kiity. used
presentative as alternative. "Either to restrict sureties,

the king or the Brahman ajDpointed ^ So K. The word is the same as

as judge," as the word may be sin- the first general division in vs. 63.

gular or plural. ^ By Medh. explained as sure-
- K. and Riigh. explain this as ties ; by K., G., and N. as servants,

men born in that part of the coun- " Detected in perjury (Medh., K.,

try ; Nand. as men who fi-om family and Ragh. ), or in other sins (Medli.

or guild are important. and Nand.) Cf. Visnuviii. ; Gaut. xiii.

* Cf. vs. 72, which, according to the " Capital offenders (K.)

Comm., is here meant. It may mean ^ So Medh. and K., or, in a re-

whcre no other witnesses can be ob- stricted sense, a dancer ; literally a
tained, as in vs. 70. "man of bad habits." Nand. ex-

* Nand. reads sdksyem sdksinah. plains only as singer, fjdijaka. A
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ascetic, nor one (who has) shaken off all connection with

the world ;
^

66. Nor a slave,- nor a notorious man, nor aDasyu,^ nor

one who does what he ought not, nor an old man, nor a

child, nor one man (alone), nor a man of the lowest

(classes), nor a man defective in the organs of sense

;

6y. Nor a man in distress, nor one who is drunk, nor a

crazy man, nor one oppressed by hunger and thirst, nor

one distressed by weariness, nor one distressed by lust, nor

an angry man, nor a thief.

68. Forwomen,womenshouldserveas witnesses; fortwice-

born men, twice-born men of like sort ; for (^iidras, good

(^iidras ; and for those of lowest (birth) those of lowest birth.*

69. But in a case (where the crime has been committed)

in the interior of a house, or in a forest, or where death

has (in consequence) ensued,^ any one who has been pre-

sent may bear witness for the disputing parties.

70. (Testimony) may be given, when (other witnesses)

are not forthcoming, even by a woman, a cliild, or an old

man ; or by a pupil, a relative, a slave, or a servant.*^

very diflferent sense is, however, given " So K. and Medh., or a son, stu-

to the word by other commentators, dent, etc., dependent on the teacher

Cf. Nil. to Mbha. xiii. 90, 1 1 (where (Medh.) Nand. quotes K. as the

the hucllava, is one who practises a opinion of " some," but does not give

trade that deprives him of the right the opinion of the " others " men-

<if rrdddha), who gives the derivation tioned by Medh.
e.xplained above in note to iii. 155, ^ Dasiju, a non-Aryan, a barba-

and renders ' • clodcutter.

"

rian ; in general, a robber, murderer,
1 Instead of ascetic, K. under- cruel man, etc. (Medh., K.), or sim-

stands the Brahmanic student ; the ply a servant (Medh., G.) ; caste-

other commentators seem right in less (Nand.) The meaning varies

taking lingastha as ascetic (cf. Na between a barbarian and a barba

I'mgmh dhavnm -.kdranam, vi. 66). rous person ; it seldom requires the

So that three grades of Brahmans late modification of meaning as " ser-

in ascending scale are represented vant."

—the scholar, hermit, and the one * Like in caste or in other re-

who has passed beyond the needs of spects. Medh. gives the more gene-

asceticism and has reached complete ral similarity, such as like in caste,

subjugation of the senses. Nand. study, habitation, etc. K., G., N.,

paraphrases lingastha by sannydsl, and Nand. limit it to caste equal-

and Ragh. says that as the latter is ity.

implied in the former, he will not ^ Ragh. and Nand. MSS. have

translate vinirgata, as some do by (arh-asyaPra for 'api.

sannydsi, but by " sundered from '^ Like the cases in the last verse

the household." (K.)
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71. But one should know that the statement of children,

old men, and diseased (persons), as also that of weak-
minded (persons), is not to be relied upon, (since they
often)3peak falsely wliile giving testimony.^

72. In all cases of violence,- theft, (illegal) intercourse

(with women), and injury by word or by deed, one need
not examine the witnesses very carefully .^

'J'})-
III a case where the testimony is divided, the king

should accept the greater number (of witnesses) ; where
(the number of witnesses) is the same, those who have
qualities superior (to the others); where those having
(good) qualities are (equally) divided, those of the twice-

born (who are) most exalted.*

74. Testimony based on seeing as an eyewitness, or on
hearing, is to be received; and a witness who speaks the

truth on such an occasion is deprived neither of (the re-

ward of) virtue nor of (his) goods.^

75. A witness who in an assembly of honourable men^
declares anything contrary to what he has seen or heard
goes headlong to hell, and, after passing (this), is (still)

deprived of heaven,''

yG. When any one, (although) not held (as a witness),

has seen or heard anything, and is questioned about it, he
should declare it just as (it was) seen, just as (it was) heard.^

1 A totally different meaning in Medh., G., (and Nand.), hold the
Nand.: "Even when speaking truth, former, K. the latter. K. quotes G.,
regard their testimony a.s untrue, and but anticipates by a contradictory
not accept it from the mere state- quotation from Brhaspati. Ra'di.
ment ;

" doubtless an error. unites the two by definino- as
- Such as house-burning and the " priests of conspicuously sood oua-

like(K.)_
_

lities."
J'^ 1

•^ E.xamine either into their mental ^ Nand. omits this verse,
condition or inquire whether they " The "assembly " means here the
would naturally be excluded by their court, and the sentence may mean
social status. The verb is the same " a court of the Aryans."
as that used in the " inspection " be- ^ Pretya, usually meaning gone
fore inviting to a p-uddha. forth from (life), i.e., " after death,"

* The conmientators are divided seems here to refer to passing
as to whether this means simply through hell ; even then, as Med Ik
" the Brahmans," or those members remarks, he does not reach hea-
of the twice-born castes who are ven.
in general most attentive to their 8 Vikseta is the reading of Kagh.
duties. The earlier commentators and Nand.
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yy. Now one man (alone) may be a witness, (if) free

from covetousness ; but not (even) several women, although

(they may be) pure, on account of the lack of reliableness^

of woman's mind ; and also other men who are involved

in sins (may not be witnesses).

78. Only what (the witnesses) declare of their own

accord is to be accepted as having bearing on the case ; if,

however, they declare anything other (than this-), that

does not affect the consideration of justice.

79. When the witnesses are collected together in the

court in the presence of the plaintiff and defendant, the

judge^ should call upon them to speak, kindly addressing

(them) in the following manner

:

80. Whatever you know has been done in this affairby one

or the other of these two parties, declare it all in accordance

with the truth, as it is here your (duty) to give testimony.*

81. A witness who in testifying speaks the truth reaches

(hereafter) the worlds where all is plenty,^ and (even) in

this world obtains the highest fame. This declaration (of

truth) is honoured by Brahma,

82. One who in testifying speaks an untrutli is, all

unwilling, bound fast by the cords of Varuna till a hun-

dred births are passed. Therefore one should declare true

testimony.^

83. Through truth is the witness made pure, through

truth is right increased ; therefore among all the castes

truth, indeed, should be spoken by witnesses.

1 The noim to the adjective found vena simply as satyena, " in truth."

in V. 71. A var. lee. occurs in Medh. " In accord with nature " is the lite-

and G., elco lubdhas tv asdksl i>ydt. ral meaning, i.e., nature of case or of

This is supported by Nand., and it witness.

is known to K. and Ragh. For api =* The judge is the Brahman who
na Nand. reads api ca in (a), and ca has been appointed to represent the

for tu in (b). king (K.)

- That is, as K. remarks, (because * Nand. reads yatra for /(// atra.

they are frightened or) from any • The worlds of Brahma and the

t)ther cause. Srabhdvena seems bet- other divinities ( K. ) This verse

ter rendered in its usual sense than is omitted by Nand. Medh. says

"in accordance with the truth," the goddess of truth, SaravastI, is

which goes without saying. Medh. meant.

supposes a lie out of pity in the se- ^ Nand. has the locative, " the

cond case : and Nand. takes svabhd- truth in (giving) testimony," sdksye.
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84. For self alone is the witness for self, and self is

likewise the refuge of self. Despise not, therefore, (your)

own self, the hirrhest witness of men.

85. Verily the wicked think, " No one sees us," but

the gods are looking at them, and also tlieir man
within.^

86. Sky, earth, the waters, {man's own) heart, the moon,

the sun, the fire, Yama,- and the wind, night and the twi-

lights twain, and Dharma,^ (are) aware of the conduct of

all corporate beings.

87. In the presence of the gods and the Brahmans, (the

king), being pure, should, early in the day, call upon the

twice-born, (being also) pure, to speak the truth, after they

have turned their faces toward the north or the east.^

88. " Speak," thus let him, ask a Brahman (for his tes-

timony). " Speak the truth," thus (let him address a war-

rior (Ksatriya). (He should conjure) a Vaigya by his cows,

his seed, and his gold ; but a ^udra by all evil acts.^

89. The worlds which are declared (to exist) for one

who slays a Brahman, or for one who kills women and

children, injures a friend, or shows ingratitude— all these

would be (the home after death) of one who speaks

falselv.

90. All thy pure deeds done by thee from thy birth up,

^ The reading of Nand., svagcaiva, the preceding verse. Idols, images
is supported by Rilgh. Nand. reads of divinities, are, however, mentioned
also ca for ta, i.e., " both the gods in Manu. Cf. ix. 2S5, " a breaker
and the man within," conscience. of images " (K., small idols), and

^ God of the lower world. He devalaka, iii. 152, iSo ; cf. also iv.

seizes upon the soid when the body 153, 39.
dies, and no entreaties will induce ' That is, he should explain to

him to give up his prey. the Vaicya that the punishment in
^ JJhanna, as personification, or a future world for speaking falsely

as an abstraction, right. It is some- is as severe as for stealing cows, etc.

times difficult to say which is in- (K.), or as severe as any sin which
tended. can be committed in respect to these

* The purity enjoined refers pro- things (Medh.) In the case of the
bably to the completion of the mom- Cudra, the evil deeds with their

ing ablutions. It is not necessary results are depicted in the follow-

to regard the "gods" as meaning ing verses (Nand.) Cf. vs. 11 ^;
"idols" (K., Nand.), which would Mutual Relations, p. 7; Vismi, viii.

be contradicted by the sentiment of 22 ff.
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O good man, would go to the dogs if thou shouldst speak

falsely.^

91. Although thou, good man, regardest (thy) self,

thinking, " I am alone," (yet) that wise seer who sees the

evil and the good stands ever in thy lieart.

92. It is the god Yama, the son of Yivasvant,' who re-

sides in thy heart. If thou beest not at variance with him,

so not to the Ganges and Kurus>

93. Naked and shorn, and begging for food with the

potsherd, hungry and thirsty and blind, shall he who gives

false testimony come to the house ^ of his enemy.

94. Headlong, in darkness and gloom, that sinner shall

go ^ to hell who makes a false statement when questioned

in a letral examination.'^O

95. As a blind man eats up fishes and fish-bones to-

gether, so (does) that man who having entered the court

1 Literally, " otherwise " (than

truly). A rar. lee. in Nand., 2'>uvy^-

IJiadram {sic) ca yat Ijtam, is partly

supported by Ragh., hhadram ; so

that we may read, " whatever pure,

whatever excellent (thing) thou hast

done." In Yaj. ii. 75 the fi-uit of

the perjurer's good deeds goes to the

man whom he overpowers by his false

testimony. Cf. with this passage

iii. 230, where a lie sends the food

to the dogs. In xi. 122 the virtue

of the sinner goes to the gods. From
the connection here we might ima-

gine the dogs of Yama to be meant,
" who guard (the imder world), four-

eyed guardians of the path, who
gaze upon men " (Rgveda, x. 14, 1 1 ) ;

though the dogs are probably a gene-

ral term, as Yama has but two.
2 This verse appears in more an-

tique (tristuhh) form in the Adipar-

van of the Mbha. i. 74, 28 (Cak.),

where the neighbouring verses are

also found (tri.siulh) with a slight

change of arrangement.
3 Vivasvant, (god of) gleaming, is

the father of the twins Yama and
YaniT, the primeval parents.

* The Kurus, that is, the plains of

the Kurus, were regarded as sacred.

Cf. ii. 19. This district and the

Ganges were favourite places of pil-

gi-image. As a general thing, all

such holy spots seem held in equal

veneration, as K. says of these two.

Later still, the " holy pools " eclipsed

the older places, if we may judge by
Mbh. xii. 152, II, where we read,
" Holy, they say, is Kuruksetra,

holier still Sarasvati, and the pools

(holier) than Sarasvati." This pas-

sage of ours has been quoted to show
that Manu deprecates pilgrimages,

i.e., that they were not yet in favour.

But the words taken in their con-

nection negatively oppose this view.

The man who has made himself pure

needs not to go to the Ganges, and
he purifies himself by speaking the

truth (K.) Were he at "variance

with Yama," however, i.e., had he
perjured himself, it would then be

necessary. Cf. xi. 76, 78. Medh. and
G. take a less metaphysical view of

the divinity than K. Cf. xi. 76, 78.
5 Or faniily {kii/a) (K.) " House "

(grha) is the reading of Medh. and
Nand., and (in the Comm.) of Ragh.

6 Ragh. rendu patet, "fall."

^ Literally, "at a decision in re-

gard to right " [dharma).
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says anything different from tlie real fact, or declares

what he has not actually seen.^

96. The gods know no other better man in the world
than he of whom his own wise soul has no apprehension
while he is speaking.^

97. Hear now in order, good man, how many in number
the relatives are whom a false witness destroys, and in

what cases (he destroys them).

98. By untruth in regard to small cattle (he destroys)

five ; ten, by untruth in regard to cows ; one hundred, by
untruth in regard to horses; a thousand, by untruth in
regard to men.^

99. Speaking an untruth for the sake of gold, he de-
stroys those born and those (yet) unborn. By an untruth
in regard to land he destroys everything. Speak thou not
then an untruth in regard to land.

100. They say (false testimony) in regard to water * is

like (that in regard to) land
; so also (is false testimony) in

regard to carnal pleasures, in regard to gems (produced
by) water, and all (gems) made of stone.

^

^_ Nand. and Ragh. read lanta- stant supply of water during the hot
kaiji sa narah saha ! season led to the extraordinary rever-

- He whose soul is not obliged to ence with which the cow-pools were
ask itself, " Will he say a truth or a looked upon. The possession of
lie?"(K.) The word for "soul "is here them secured to the owner freedom
ksctrajna. It is the intellectual self, from sin, and gave him sure passage
assaid intheMbha. Thti hsctrajha to heaven. Cf. Mbha. xiii. 58, 19,'

is the perceiver(masc.) and truth isits " Eternal happines.s is secured by a
object [vimijl and vimya, xiv. 1374). gift of something to drink, for water,

=• Cf. Gautama, xiii. 14, 15, and my child, is hard to get (especiallv
Vasi>tha, xvi. 34, where " maiden "

in the next world) ; " and our text,
takes the place of cattle. It is odd ix. 279, 2S1, 2S6, for the high value
that that holy animal the cow should put on the precious fluid, even
fall below the horse. "Kill,"K. says, though unconsecrated.
means he sends ten relatives, etc., to » n^\^sd, is, all gems whatever, even
hell, or his reward for the sin of including water-gems (pearls)'. In
perjury is as great as if he killed Nand., 100 comes after 9S, and 99them. Medli. and Nand. explain follows as the second verse after
the untruth in regard to men as re- 100. Between these occurs the fol-
ferring to the ownership of a slave. lowing verse, which ought, if any-

•* K. refers this to the water in where, to stand after 96. Na tu
pools and ponds. As we learn in tu.v/ati i/asi/aiva jmrusa.si/a durat-
the epic, these were regarded as manah j tasi/apHirduvarruii(pitrn?)
sacred, and especially so to the cows, /laiiti, saj>ia sapta pardvardn.

'

Cf.
The necessity of providing a con- i. 105.

N
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loi. Considering all these sins which (are committed)

when falsehood is spoken, declare thou qnickly everything

just as (it was) heard, just as (it was) seen.^

102. Priests (living as) cowherds, ^ traders, workmen,

actors,- servants, and money-lenders one should treat ^ like

^iidras.

103. A man who, knowing the matter is not as he states

it, makes a (false) declaration in a case (purely) out of

consideration for (what he thinks) is right,* is not (on that

account) shut out from the heavenly world
;
(on the con-

trary,) they call this the speech of the gods.

104. Wherever a truthful declaration would be the

death of a ^udra, VaiQya, Ksatriya, or Brahman, there

falsehood should be spoken, for (in such a case) it is better

than truth.

^

105. Let those who desire to make full expiation for

the sin of such a falsehood bring a sacrifice to Sarasvati,

with cakes sacred to the divinity of speech ;

*^

106. Or let one pour ghee upon the fire according to

rule, accompanied by the Kusmanda (verses) ; or that verse

addressed to Varuna which begins "Off;" or the three

verses addressed to the divinity of the water.^

1 Nand. reads etcin sarrdn aveh?- Brahman is never to be taken, what-

yai'va dosdn ; and in (6) satyam for ever his sins. K. adds that the

sarvam.
' other castes are included because of

^ Actors, as in vs. 65. the general inauspiciousness of capi-

3 That is, he should address them tal punishment. This is only one

thus (K.) case of the venial lies permitted by
* Bharmatah, out of pity, etc. all the law-books (of. vs. 1 12 note),

(Medh., K.) Nand. places this verse as an exception to the universal rule

after 104. given in the Hindu adage, " No duty

5 Nand. offers a slight rar. lec, greater than truth." For other texts

uhtarte ced i-adho bhavet, and in of like sort cf. Mliller, India, note D.

(b) taddliitatra. This same senti- In Greek literature we find the same

nient is ftnuid in Yaj. ii. 83. K. rule in Sophocles' remark that it is

restricts this to cases where a petty no disgrace to tell a lie, el to aw^rivai

offender is liable to lose his life 76 to \j/evoos (pepec (Phil. 108).

through the severity with which the ^ Jx.,to Sarasvati herself. Nand.

kino- is apt to punish criminals. It reads atas te'sya (dhartnahctoh.)

must not be assumed, he says (quot- '' The Kusmanda, according to K.,

ing Gaut. xiii. 24, 25), that this rule mean the Kusmandi, Vfij. Samh. xx.

is to be apphed in the case of a very 14-16; or Taitt. Arany. x. 3-5.

wicked man unless he be a Brahman, Ragh. and Nand. say this applies

for by Manu viii. 380, the life of a to the members of the twice -born
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107. If a man, without beini^ ill, should give no testi-

mony (when summoned as witness) in suits for debt

and similar cases, he would himself, when three half-

months had expired, incur the whole of that debt, (and

in addition) a tenth of the whole sum as fine.^

108. That witness to whom, within seven days of the

time wlien he has made his statement, there comes sick-

ness or fire or the death of a relative, shall be made to

pay the debt and receive a fine.^

109. But in cases where witnesses are wanting, and the

two parties mutually contradict each other, let the (king),

being thus ignorant of the true facts of the case, discover

(the truth) even by means of an oath.^

no. By the great seers and by the gods have oaths

been taken in order to determine cases ;
'^ even Vasistha

swore an oath before the king descended from I'ijavana.^

castes. A Cudra's expiation is a
gift. The verse to Varuna reads

(Rgveda i. 24, 15): "Loose off

from us, O Variina, thy fetter ; the

highest, lowest, and the midmost
loose. Within thy realm, O Son of

the Unending, may we rest sinless,

and be free for ever." The reading
tad itij for ud iti/ implies, as Rfigh.

says, the Gayatri, though he finds

this verse in the " Varunya, " and
gives it also. The verses addressed
to the waters (Rgveda, x. 9- 13)
are as follows :—(i) "O waters who
refreshment give, ye who bestow
iipon us strength, that we great

happiness behold
; (2) distribute here

to us on earth your litjuid streams
beneficent, as kindly mothers, will-

ingly ; (3) before him may we
straight appear, mito whose house
ye urge us on, O waters, and pro-

duce us there." The eighth verse

of this hpnn has more explicit refe-

rence to the case in hand—" Bear
off, ye waters, far away, whatever
wickedness is mine, whatever wrong
I have perfonned, whatever false-

hood I have swoni." This text is

also enjoined in xi. 133 for expiation
on killing a cat, etc.

^ The detention by illness is not
excepted by Yilj. (ii. 76), who has
the man fined any way on the forty-

sixth day. There may be an error

in the text, as Nand. reads yato

narah for naro'yada/i. The fine is

to be paid to the king (K.)
" Dr^yate yasya is Nand.'s order.

The relatives whose death convict

him of perjury are, according to

Medh., wives, sons, etc. K. says

sons, etc.

^ Or by an ordeal (see below), as

Medh. understands <;apatha. It may
mean that they should imprecate
cui'ses on their own heads. Of. the
following explanation and the case

in vs. 256. Dr. E."s IMS. of Ragh.
has avirulaiiis for na rhidtuiis.

* Probably no definite cases are

meant. The epic has many such
tales, though Medh. gives us an ex-

ample of each in the oaths taken by
the seven seers at the theft of the

lotus stalks, and the oath of Indra
to clear himself of an accusation of

seducing Gautama's wife. Both are

from the Mbhfi.
^ That is, Sudils ; cf. vii. 41. K.

says that Vasistha gave an oath to

clear himself wlieu accused of hav-
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1 1 1

.

A wise man should never take an oath in vain

when the occasion is only a small one, for he who takes

an oath in vain is lost both after death and here.'-

112. In (regard to) love affairs, marriages, food for

cows, fuel, and in giving aid to a Brahman, there is no

sin in an oath.2

113. (The king) should cause a Brahman to swear by

truth ; a Ksatriya by his steed and his weapons ; a Vaic^ya

by his cows, his seed, and his gold ; but a ^iidra by all

wicked deeds.^

114. Or he may cause him to hold fire/ or cause him to

dive into the water, or even let him touch the heads of

his wife and son one after the other.^

1 15. He whom the lighted fire does not burn, he whom
the w\ater does not cause to rise (to the surface),® and he

ing eaten tlie sons of Vicvamitra.

Medh. says this accusation was
ixnited with another, namely, that

Vasi-tha was a demon, on which
the latter took an oath, " May I die

if," &c. In the Mbh. account the

king is changed into a demon.
1 Medh. and Nand. differ from

Ragh. in taking this to mean "a
false oath," connecting it with the

following verse. The translation

here given rests on the meaning of

rrthd as " vain," that is, as explained

in alpe arthe, on a trifling occasion,

such as the word has in v. 38, rrtltd

paci(i/ha. In Medh.'s translation

we should expect not " even in a

small," but "even in a great" matter.

Riigh. quotes the following verse to

elucidate the passage, which is thus

connected with the preceding verse

:

'
' If one in the presence of God, fire,

and teacher takes an oath even with

truth {sati/cndpi rapet), King Vai-

vasvata destroys half his (reward

for) virtue."
^ Parallel passages from Vas. xvi.

35 and Gaut. xxiii. 29 show that

here a false oath is meant. Gaut.

says ' some " say this, but such a

lie must not be made to a Guru. The
importance of the circumstances here

mentioned make the oath necessary,

and therefore right—"the sin is thus

destroyed" (Rfigh.) ; "the sin (of

taking an oath is thus) a duty"
(Nand.) ; the wood is for a sacrifice

(K. ) I regard this verse as a pro-

verbial saying, independent of the

position in which it is found, like

many others in our text.

* Cf. vs. 88. K. 's explanation is

here that the cattle, etc., of the

Vai9ya will yield no fruit ; the Cu-
dra is to imprecate all evils upon
himself if he lies.

^ Ragh. reads apsu vai'nam (and

in (b) cdpi).

^ That is, instead of an imprecation

on himself alone, he may involve his

whole family. The ordeal by oath

\va.s the substitute in the case of the

Brahman in later times for the

sacred libation, which was forbidden

to be used for a Brahman (Vi;iiiu

ix. 17).
fi B. R. translate "drown," but

the test seems to be whether he can

stay under water. Medh. para-

phrases unmajjayanti by iirddhrarn,

pldvayamti, " makes swim upwards."

A general statement in Mbha. (xiii.

I, 22) makes the good swim and the

evil sink in the floods of evil that

one meets in life (plavante dharma-
layhavah . . . viajjantipdjiaguravali).
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who within a short time ^ meets witli no misfortune,

—

these must be recognised as pure in respect to their oath.'^

1 16. For when Vatsa of old was accused by his younger

brother, the fire, (which is the) witness^ of the whole world,

burned not even one of his hairs, on account of his truth-

fulness.^

117. In whatever dispute (at law) false testimony has

been given, (the king) should reconsider that affair; and

even what has been done is to be (regarded as) not done.-^

118. That testimony is called false (which has been

given) through avarice, error, fear, friendship, love, anger,

or, again, through ignorance or foolishness.^

1 19. I will now declare in order the varieties of punish-

ments that a man receives who gives false testimony in

any one of these cases.

120. (If one gives false testimony) through avarice, he

should be fined^ one thousand (pauas); if through error,

the first fine ; if through fear, two medium fines ; if through

friendship, four times the first.

^ I.e., according to Medh., four- years ago in America in the test for

teen days, or (Ragh.) three half witches . . . Visnu says he is guilty

months. "even if one limb is seen (above the
- This subject has been treated by water")—(xii. 6).

Stenzler, Z. 1). M. H. bd. ix.,and by •* So two MSS., spagah.

Schlagintweit " Ueber die GiJtter- * The story, as told in the Pancat
urtheile der Indier," Besides these viiiKja Br. of the Sama Veda, is that

verses and vs. 108, we find the custom Vatsa was accused by his step-

uf ordeal, including imjirecation, brother of being the son of a C'udra
spoken of in viii. 90 (178) and 256. woman. He proved he was not by
The ordeal is an ancient custom. A walking through the fire unharmed
hjann of one undergoing trial by fire (cf. Weber, Ind. Stud., ix. 44); so

is given in the Atharva Veda (ii. 12), the commentators. A small rar. lee.

and directly mentioned in the Chan- occurs in Nand., vaUijasyaivdhhi.

dogya Upanisad, vi. 16, i. It began ^ Or perhaps better, with Ragh.
apparently with the simpler impre- (krtarh vdpji), " he should reconsider

cation, and extended to physical the affair (law-case), or (else) the

proof. The later down we come the decision of the affair would be with-

more kinds of tests we find. Yaj. out effect. In (a) Nand. also reads

ii. 99 restricts the fire and water (for rivdde tu) krte kdrije, in what-
proof to (jTidras. In the water test tn-er settled law-case,

there is some doubt whether the ' Or childishness, perhaps better

meaning may not be, as indicated " being a child ;
" " less than sixteen

above, drown; but it seems more years old " (^!>'i<l-)

])robable that it is the innocent one ^ Or "the fine is," daiidas tu

who sinks. Such was the early cus- (Nand.) Ragh. has ca.

torn in Germany, and two hundred
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121. If througli love, ten times the first; if through

anger, three times the highest ;^ if through ignorance, a full

two hundred; but if through foolishness, one hundred only.-

122. They say these punishments for giving false testi-

mony (were) proclaimed by the wise in order to secure

the sure advance of right (dharma) and the suppression^^

of wrong.

123. A just king should have three (of the) castes

banished after administering the fine, when they have

given false testimony, but a Brahman he should have

banished (without having administered a fine).*

1 24. Manu, son of the Self-Existent, declared ten places

of punishment which should be (selected) in (punishing)

three (of the) castes; (but) a Brahman should go^ uninjured;

125. (Namely), the privy parts, the belly, the tongue,

the two hands, and, fifthly, the two feet ; also the eye, the

nose, the two ears, the property, and (tenth) the body.^

126. After carefully considering the purpose (of the

crime), the place, and the time,^ exactly (as they were),

and after examining the property ^ (of the criminal), and

1 So G. and N. ; but, according to Ragh.) vs. 380 to prove that the

K., three times the medium fine. Brahman is to lose neither life nor

Nand. and Ragh. support the former property, and this agrees with vs. 1 24.

yiy\y_ Nand. says merely that both verbs

'^ As the first (lowest) fine is 250 mean to remove one from the coun-

2)a)ms (vs. 13 1 ff.) the medium 500, try.

and the highest 1000 (vs. 13S), the ' Out of the country (K.) Nand.

fines would be as follows : For tes- reads tdni for yani ;
his meaningless

timony falsified through foolishness, v. I. alcsato vrajed vivaset probably

100 2^('n(fs ; through ignorance, 200 ;
denotes no more than a note of the

through error, 250 ; through avarice, commentator which has slipped into

fear, or friendship, 1000 ; thx-ough the text,

love, 2500 ; through anger, 3000. '^ The importance and trivial

^ Nand., nklhandya [nivrttaye). nature of the crime are in each ca^se

4 The word here used of the to be taken into consideration (K.)

Brahman, rirasayet, in distinction That member of the body with which

from the "three (lower) castes," has the crime is committed should be

given trouble to the commentators, mutilated ; the " body " in the text

Govind. says (in K.) that the Brah- means capital punishment (Medh.,

man is to be fined (like the other K.)

castes) and stripped naked (n- ^ That is, whether the crime was

rdsah) ; Medh. says this means taking committed in a town or in a^ wood,

away his rasa, i.e., deprivation of by day or by night (Medh., K.)

home. Banishment is the meaning » go g. R.
;
perhaps better "the

given by K., who quotes (as does natural ability."
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the crime itself, let (the king) cause punishment to fall on

those that deserve it.^

127. The infliction of unjust punishment injures the

reputation (of the king) among men, is destructive of

(future) fame, and even in the next world prevents his

entrance into heaven ;
therefore let him avoid it.

128. A king punishing those undeserving of punish-

ment, and even failing to punish those deserving of punish-

ment, attains great infamy, and also goes to hell.

1 29. Let (the king) inflict first punishment of the voice
;

next, that of reproof ; thirdly, that of property ; then, last,

that of corporal injury.^

130. But if even by corporal injury he be unable to

restrain them, then let him employ upon them all these

four (kinds of punishment).

131. The names given on earth to (weights of) copper,

silver, and gold, when used among men for traffic, I will

now declare in full.

132. The fine particle of dust which is seen in a beam

of li<'ht as it enters a lattice-window, is taken as the first

standard, and is called an atom.^

133. Eight atoms are considered in respect to weight

(as equal to) one egg of a louse ; three of these (are equal

to) one grain of black mustard ; three of these (are equal

to) one grain of white mustard.

134. Six grains of (white) mustard (are equal to) a

medium-sized barley-corn; three barley-corns (are equal

1 An interesting var. lee. occurs and weakness of the criminal ;" the

here, and makes the exactness of this same form is found ix. 331; Yaj.

translati(m not quite certain ; the i. 367 has aparadlia in (a).

word translated " purpose " Ragh. - By punishment of the voice a

refers to the frequent repetition of mild and knid exhortation is m-

the crime, not to the intent, as Medh. tended ; by reproof or contempt is

does, and Nand. reads (instead of meant bringing the crnnmal to

the accepted anuhandha) aparddha, shame by speaking sharply to him.

while in (6) he reads sdrusaraiii The word i^fu/Art, '"corporal injury,

tathalokya. Ragh.'s version differs has two meanings in the law-books,

from K. only in having vijudyaior eithercorporal or capital punishment.

aiok-i/a (which Medh. notes as a var. INIedh. and K. remark that the latter

lee.) Nand. explains his reading as is here excluded by the next verse.

dandyasja balabalam, " the strength » Trasarmu, trembling dust-speck.
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to) one krsnala (berry) ; five krsnala'^ constitute in (weight)

a bean {mdsa) ; sixteen mdsa (are equal to) a gold-piece

(suvarna).

135. Four suvarna (are equal to) apa/a; ten pala to a

dharana ; two krnsala of the same weight should be re-

garded as a silver mdsaka,

136. A dliarana or silver purdna would be sixteen of

these ; a co^^per jpawa weighing the same as a harm should

be known as a kdrsapaTWi.

137. Ten (silver) dharana make a silver gatamdna ; a

weight of four suvarna is called a niska.

138. Two hundred and Miy panas are termed "the first

fine
;

" the " medium fine " is known as five hundred, and

the highest as one thousand.^

139. When (a debtor) has acknowledged (in court)

that a debt is really due, he deserves a fine of five in the

liundred; if he has denied the debt, (he should be fined)

twice as much. This is an ordinance of Manu.^

140. A money-lender, to increase his capital, may take

the interest declared (legal) by Vasistha, (namely) an

eightieth part of one hundred a month,

4

141. Or, reflecting on the duty of good men, he may
take two per cent., for (even) taking two per cent, (a

month) he does not become a wrong-doer for gain.^

142. He may take a monthly interest of two per cent.,

^ The lirmala was practically the ^ That is, the debtor who obliges

smallest weight used ; it was also the creditor to bring him into court,

termed a raktild, and its weight pays on there denying it a fine of

was 0.122 grammes. The fines in ten percent. It is doubtful if this

court were reckoned as so many verse is not a late addition. Jolly

jianas, one pana being the same as a notes that N. says it is wanting in

karsa=i6m(lm= 8olTmaIa. Some some MSS., and, besides being out
of the weights mentioned are con- of place, it contradicts vs. 59. Medh.
fined to gold

—

suvarna, and nislca

;

says '"others" think the "twice as

some to si\\er—purana and <^ata- much " means the debt doubled.

mdna; and some are used of both

—

* So stated in the existing law-
Irmala, pana, mam, (mdsaJca), pala, book of Vasistha, ii. 51. This rate

dharana ; the last at times of copj^er is equal to 15 per cent, per annum,
(v. Colebrooke, Essays, i. p. 531, and K. says this is when a pledge is given
Jolly, ad loc. from whom this (vs. 142).

note). ^ When he has no pledge as
- l^&nd.jSaliasrariitvekam. Cop- security. So in vs. 142 (K.)

—

{Jcixr-

per pa7ias are meant, vita, Nand.

)
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three per cent., four per cent., or five per cent., according

to the order of the castes (beginning with the BrahmuuJ.

143. But he may not increase his capital by taking

interest if a pledge has been given him of which he has

had free use ; nor may he dispose of or sell the pledge,^

although (it has been in his possession) for a long time.

144. A pledge should not be made use of by force;-

if one makes use of it, he must relinquish the interest

;

and he must gratify that one (the owner) by a payment ;»

otherwise, he would be a pledge-stealer.

145. Neither a pledge nor a deposit are lost through

lapse of time, (for) both of them may be taken back

(although) kept for a long time.

146. A milk-cow, a camel, a draught-horse, and (an ani-

mal) which is being broken in (are never lost) to the owner

when they are made use of with the (owner's) good will.'^

147. When the owner stands by and sees (his property)

used by others for ten years while he says nothing, he

does not deserve to recover it, whatever it may be.^

148. If the property of a man who is neither under

age ^ nor weak-minded is made use of while he is in the

vicinity, by the general practice (of business people ^) that

property is lost (to the owner), and the user has a right to

have it,^

149. A pledge, a boundary, the property of children, an

1 The pledge just described, of compenfsate for injury received by

which he may make use (K.) In its use (Medh. and K.), or by paying

the last three verses the explanation over the profit such use has given

given by Medh. and G. differs from him (N. and Nand.)

that of K. The former considers the * The commentators regard this as

highest interest as allowed when the a restriction to the following verse,

lender requires it in supj)ort of his ^ Except land (Ragh.); for this

family, etc. K. regards the pledge some claim twenty years (Medh.)

or absence of pledge as making the ^ A child is under age up to his

difference, and quotes Yaj. ii. 37 to sixteenth year, Narada (3, 37) in K.

prove it. In v. 143 K. holds the second ^ Vi/nvalidroia, by business cus-

pledge mentioned as one for use, not tom, or by legal usage,

for safe-keeping, as do Medh. and ^ It is possible that a verse after

(}. 147 has been omitted, enjoining the

- I.e., against the owner's consent, pmiishment of a thief for one who

but cf. vs. 150. wrongly uses for many years what is

•* By paying the original value to not permitted.
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open deposit or one sealed up, women, the property of

the king, and the property of a learned (Brahman), are not

lost (to the owner) through being used (by other people).^

150. He who is so foolish as to make use of a pledge

without the owner's permission shall be made to give up

one-half the interest (he would have received) to make up

for this use."

151. Interest on money, if paid all at once and at the

same time (as the debt), should not be more than enough

to double (the principal) ; ^ and (the sum of the interest

and principal) should not be more than five times (the

principal, wlien this interest is paid on) corn, fruit, %vool,

or drauo-lit animals.

152. Excessive (interest) made higher than the regular

rate is not lawful, and they call this usury
;
(the lender)

may take five per cent.^

153. One should neither take interest which extends

over a year,^ nor interest unrecognised (by law) ; wheel-

interest, periodical interest, stipulated interest, and cor-

poral interest (should also not be taken).

154. He who, being unable to pay a debt, desires to

renew the obligation, must cause tlie proof *^ (of the obliga-

^ Ragh. reads upabhor/ena jlrij- Narada (iv. 34) falsely attributes to

ati{\). Manu the doctrine that the intei-est

- Medh. and K. observe that this is unlimited for certain objects (so

command differs from that of vs. declared by Visnu, vi. 16). K. ex-

14:), in that the use is forcibly made, plains that when a year is passed the

while here only secretly ; a distinc- creditor who has agreed to receive

tion, which, as Jolly remarks, is in- monthly payments of interest can

sufficient to explain the difference. demand no more. " Wheel-interest"
-* That is, the sum of interest plus is compound ;

" periodical " is where
principal must not exceed twice the the debt is increased on non-payment
original debt. On the meaning of at the time due, or simply monthly
Icuslda, ci. 3oWy, Ind. Schuldrecht, interest (so in N. and Brh.; but cf. p.

§ 3, where the variations of the 239,Buhler'sGautama);"stipulated

'

later lawgivers are added. is forced interest, when one is pressed
* That is, accoi'ding tovss. 140-142, by need ; "corporal" interest is when

five per cent, (a month) is the very the interest is paid by labour of (the

highest interest he is permitted to borrower or his cattle) (Medh.), or,

take ; a rate which is here made legal according to Narada, is " daily " in-

(soG.)apparentlyforallcastes,though terest. This verse Jolly regards as

l)y vs. 142 confined to the Cudra. not genuine (Ind. Schuld., § 3, 4).

5 Gaut. (xii. 30) quoted this, as •> Karanam, as in vs. 52, is proof,

the opinion of " some. " Avar. Lcciw instrument. The meaning "docu-
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tion) to be repeated after he lias paid the interest due (on

the debt).

155. When he has not paid the interest, he should

cause the (agreement in regard to the) principal to be

renewed, and ought at the same time to promise a sum
equal to tlie accumulated interest,^

I 56. He who has agreed upon a price to be paid on

delivery,- with a definite understanding in regard to the

time and place, shall not receive the reward if he fails to

keep the agreement in regard to time and place.

157. The price which men conversant with ocean travel

and skilled in time, place, and goods set upon ware, this shall

in that case be established as the gain (allowed the seller).

158. Any man who acts in this world as surety for the

appearance (of a debtor) shall, on failure to produce him,

pay 3 the debt out of his own money.

159. The son ought not (to be compelled) to pay (his

father's debts when contracted) through offering surety,

through foolish gifts,^ through playing with dice, or through

drinking intoxicating liquors; and (he need not pay money)
remaining (due) from a fine or a tax.^

ment," which the commentators give the nearest relations in a family.

the word, is not here necessary, and One of these is in Katy. a surety for

seems improbable. The proof of the ordeals, and his list of forbidden
debt must be renewed ; that is, the sureties agrees with Mann's forbid-

creditor brings again witnesses to den witnesses (cf. vs. 63).
hear the (renewed verbal) agreement. 'Gifts promised to persons of

(Nand., MS., has Idranam.) low birth (Medh., K.), or bribes
^ I.e., this sum forms part of the made by the father and not yet paid

capital in the new agreement. (Medh.) To the Brahman all gifts
- Perhaps better "agreed upon not made to himself were, since they

compoimd interest" (as in vs. 153). were thus wasted, idle or foolish. In
So in vs. 157, N. regards the vrddhl theMbha. (xiii. 93, 121), this expres-
(price) as interest, the rate of which sion is used as a curse {rj-ifiddan<irii,

in cases of dangerous travel, etc., may karotu). The son in general does
be stipulated in each case. The other not inherit liabilities arising from his

commentators read as translated. father's sins, nor taxes not paid at
^ There are three kinds of sureties, the time of his death (except as in vs.

those of appearance, trust, and 160). Vas. (xvi. 31) gives this verse
nioney-pajnnent, therefore "appear- as a well-known ijuotation, so Gaut.
ance " is .specified (Medh.) Cf. Yaj. (xii. 41), but neither recognises a
Ji- 53i 54- The later writers divided distinction between the kinds of

sureties into three, four, and five uninherited or inherited surety,

classes, and NSrada (xiii. 39) re- ^ Or marriage-money still remain-
stricts them in kind, not permitting ing due.
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1 60. The rule declared above should hold in the case of

surety for appearance ; but if a man who has given surety

for payment has died, one should cause payment to be

made by the heirs.

161. On what ground may the lender of money demand

the money owing him back again after the death of a

surety, who was not a surety for payment, and whose

position (in this respect) was well known ?

162. If money has been paid over to the surety,^ and

he has (in this way received) money enough (to pay the

debt),^ let (the heir of him who has been paid) pay the

money out of his own property alone ; so stands the law.^

163. A business transaction is not legal when it has

been performed by a drunken person, a crazy person, a

person in distress, a slave,* a child, an old man, or one not

duly authorised.

164. A verbal agreement, even if it be upheld^ (by

evidence), is not a true (agreement) if what has been said

(in this agreement) is opposed to the law which has been

established, and which is usually acted on in business

transactions.*^

^ By the debtor in order to pay sureties (Medh., Nand.) From the

the debt (Medh., K.) text it is impossible to say which is

^ Lit., " having money enough." meant, but probably only sureties

Medh. says if he lias received the are here intended,

full amount necessary to pay the •• Medh. explains this last part as

debt ; if the heir receives but a trifle "out of dharma (dharmaldhyani),i.e.,

paid over for this purpose, he is not what is opposed to the practice of

obliged to pay a debt that is large, the law-books," and gives instances

K. understands merely that the heir of such illegal agreements. As
should have money enough any way dharma means legal rule as well as

to pay the debt. rule of right, and bhdsa (speech, i.e.,

* From the connection the son verbal agreement) indicates that it

(heir) must be intended (as the surety is a matter of words, we might pos-

is dead)— (Medh., K.) .sibly translate the bakis literally

^ Instead of " slave " it is possible also, as in bahi.skrta, "excluded," and
that "dependent," including younger render the passage word for word :

brothers, etc., is meant, as no one "The speech is not true (i.e., bind-

but the head of the family was in- ing), even when attested, if (what is

dependent, i.e., could be responsible said) is said outside the legal rule

for business acts, except as in vs. 167. [i.e., form), which has been estab-

* The commentators regard this lished and generally used in busi-

as an agreement proved by written ness transactions." Such was the

documents (K.), or also proved by early custom at Rome, where the
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165. When (the Idng) sees that anything has been

pledged 1 or sold through artifice, or anything has been

oiven or accepted through artifice, or wherever he sees

any cheating, he should cause the whole transaction to be

annulled.

166. If the receiver (of money) is dead, and the money

has been spent for the good of the household, this (debt)

must be paid by his 2 relatives out of their own (property),

even if they (have lived with property) divided.^

167. If even a slave'* makes a business transaction for

the sake of the household, his superior,^ whether present

or absent (at the time), must not rescind it.

168. What is given by force, used by force, and also

what is written by force—(in short) all things done by

force, Manu said, (are as if) not done.*'

169. Three are afflicted for the sake of another—witnesses,

slightest deviation from the pre-

scribed forms of speech invalidated

the act (cf . Ihering, Geist des Rom.
Rechts., ii. 577-59S) ; it is, how-

ever, perhaps too much to extract

such leges contractus from an isolated

passage, even assuming it to be more

primitive than the other laws on

agreements. Bahis . . . vydvahdri-

/cam may mean merely " opposed to

good custom " (cf. vs. 78).
1 Adhamana, Medh., K., and

RiTgh. render as "pledge ;" B. and

\\. incline to the meaning, " puffing
"

wares by fraud.
2 Tasya (Medh., Nand.)
3 "Divided" means having a

divided property ; the word " even
"

implies, as a matter of course, that

this shovild be done when they live

(in the iniited household), as common
proprietors (Medh.) Yfij. ii. 45,

specifies that in the latter case the

same rule holds when the master of

the house is on a journey ; so Ragh.
and Nand.

* Or "a dependent," perhaps a

younger brother (cf. vs. 1 63.)
^ I.e., the master (K.)of the house

(Medh.) Jolly notes that (J.'s text

must wait till the master returns."

Nand. reads, {Na)ricarayet (" rni

kuryat"). Cf. Jolly, Ind. Schuld-

recht, § 6 (p. 309 note).

6 Cf. vs. 144 ; and Yaj. ii. 89. An
agreement written with one's own
hand is valid, unless done by trick-

ery (cf. above, vs. 165) or force. This

is the only passage in Manu where

positive reference to writing can be

claimed (cf. above, notes on vss. 52,

1 54). It is probably one of the latest

additions to the text, as we find the

same verse in Narada, iv. =55 (cf.

Visnu, vii. 6); cf. Jolly, Ind. Schuld-

recht, § 2. Muller (India, p. 92)

regards it as " recognising the prac-

tical employment of writing for

commercial transactions." ^Yriting

was long used before it was recog-

nised in the literature of India; it

appears to have been first used for

grants and deeds ; not till much later

was it employed for literary pur-

poses. The next law-books in time

after Manu speak of and (>njoin writ-

ing in business acts, but its existence

in the time of the body of the text

would seem, from negative data, to

be unknown.

requires the ' the slave
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a surety, and a family;^ four enrich themselves (by means

of others)—a priest, a creditor,^ a mercliant, and a king.

170. A king, even if deprived of resources, should not

receive what he ought not to take ; and even when he is in

prosperity, he should not reject what he ought to take,

even if it be a little thincr.

171. By taking what ought not to be taken, and by

neglecting to take what ought to be taken, the weakness

of the king is proclaimed,^ and he is lost in this world and

in the next.

172. But by taking what is (properly) his, by caring for

his duties,^ and by protecting the weak,^ the king obtains

strength and flourishes in this world and in the next.

173. Therefore, like Yama, let the ruler lay aside his

own pleasure or displeasure (in any matter), and act after

the fashion of Yama, with wrath subdued and organs of

sense subdued.^

174. Now if any evil-hearted king conducts his affairs

with injustice, through want of discernment, his enemies '^

quickly get him in their power
;

^ Or " judges," according to Medh. showing kindntss to castes." Ragh.
and K., but (as in v. 201) this is not knows and rejects varna, preferring

necessary. The literal meaning is dharma, which, it seems to me, is

known here to some commentators, better suited to the place, and is

N. refers it to the family embarrassed more appropriately read with saiii-

by debts left unpaid by some one sarydt. The meaning of this word in

member ; Ragh. remarks in explana- Manu is " connection, intercourse,

tion that one bad boy is the ruin close acquaintance " (cf. xi. 47),
of a family, while Nand. takes it to which with varna gives no sense,

mean a friend (kulacahdena kullno' while with dhaiina in the same sense

hhipretah). Although the verse is (whether as love or understanding)

probably a proverb, the commenta- the meaning is good. In a some-

tors agree that it means here, first, what similar situation the word is

that the "three" may not be made used of & person \nMh\\a,. xv. 10, 44 :

to serve by force ; second, the "four" Vipriyani . . . janasya . . . saihsaryud

must not make money unlawfully. dharmajasi/a . . . «« harisyanti

;

^ Literally, "a rich man " ((((/A (/«); "(the princes) will, through aflec-

so dhanlka is iised in the same tion for Diiarma (Yudh.), do nothing
double sense. unpleasant to the people."

* Or "produced" (jdi/rtie)—(Nand.) * K.'s pai-aphrase, durhala, is

* Or "by preventing mixture of Nand. 's text (also in Ragh.

)

the castes," as K. explains by a " That is, he must be as irajDartial

rather forced construction of a lar. as Yama, the judge of the dead.

Zee. (carna for (?/*«?•/««); Nand. reads ^ I.e., his estranged people sup-

varna, and explains (cf. K.) as "by port him.
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175. But if, restraining lust and anger, lie views all

things with justice, his people hasten toward him as rivers

do towards the sea.^

176. He who accuses a moneyed-man (a creditor) he-

fore the king (because of his) compelling the payment of

a debt in any way he chooses,^ shall be fined one-fourth

part of the debt by the king, and (be made to pay) the

money to the creditor.

177. The debtor may liquidate the debt due the credi-

tor even by (corporal) labour, provided he be of the same

or of lower caste; but if he belong to a hirrher caste, he

should pay off the debt by degrees.'*

178. By this rule let the king make an equitable de-

cision in regard to the affairs of two parties mutually at

strife,^ when these affairs have been made plain by wit-

nesses or by ordeals.*^

179. A wise man should deposit a deposit with a man
of (good) family, of good habits, who is canversant with the

rules of right, who speaks the truth, who has a large

retinue, who is wealthy and honourable {clrya)?

180. In whatever condition a man has deposited any-

thing in any one's hand, in just the same condition he

must receive it back again ; as the delivery, so the re-

ceipt.^

181. He who, being asked (to give up) a deposit, does

^ The image may be the Vedic be held as temporary slaves till the
one {c.(j., R. V. i. 32, 3) of the lowing debt was paid.

cows and the " waters iiinning to the ^ Nand. and Gr. read rivadamd-
sea." The commentators say the nayoh (dual) for the ordinary plural,

people become one with the king (iu •> Nand. and G. explain 2>niti/a!/a

desires, &c.), their union is perfect, as oath ; Medh. as ordeal (anMnianaw
as rivers lost in the sea. daivi kriyd).

- Literally, " according to his plea- ^ Aryu may mean simply a twice-
sure." born man.

•^ Cf. vss. 49, 50. ^ Cf. ver. 195. In text and conmi.
• Cf. viii. 49, ix. 229. In viii. of Nand., yathd ddnam, etc. " In

153 coTiwraA interest is nevertheless whatever condition" means whether
forbidden (?). In viii. 415 such a sealed or not, etc. {!Medh., K., and
one is a slave ; the labour is menial Ragh.) "Whether it has the same
work, and apparently all men\bers appearance" (Nand.), literally "as
of lower castes might, if insolvent, tlie giving so the taking."
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not make it over to the depositor, should be questioned

about it by the judge, the depositor being absent.

182. In the absence of witnesses (the judge) must, under

some pretext, make an actual deposit of gold with him by

means of spies who are of (proper) age and appearance.^

183. If he returns this latter deposit in the same con-

dition it was ill when it was deposited and received,^ the

accusation of his enemies fails completely;

184. But if he does not return them ^ their money as

he ought,"^ he must by compulsion be made to pay both

(deposits) : so is the rule of right (dharma).^

185. Neither open nor sealed deposits should ever be

delivered to the next successor ^ (of the depositor) ; both

are lost (to the owner) if the receiver dies, but if he does

not die they are not lost.'^

186. But if he makes over (the deposit) voluntarily to

the next successor of the deceased (depositor), he should

not be brought to examination^ by the king or by the

relations of the depositor.^

187. And without any trickery one should pleasantly

ask for the thing (deposited), or by kind words alone

prevail upon him after examining his mode of life.^*'

^ Nand. regards the spies as " like disorder is more extensive, though
in age and appearance to the former these four verses are themselves in

depositor;" reads satyasya (nidhd- regular position, but they fall as a
nasya) for sannyasya, and takes the group after (K.'s) 187 and before

verb from the preceding verse, his 196. Nand.'s arrangement is as

whole idea being that the man is to follows : 180, 195, 188, 185-180,
be examined by spies (when there 189, 194, 187, 181 -184, 196, 190-
are no witnesses) of like sort with 193, 197, 198; new v. 201,202, 190,

the former depositor, and also by 200, 203-230 (231 after 244), 232,
pretexts (he is to be examined) in etc., as in K. (though after 187 the
regard to the money of the real de- commentator implies 188 as follow-

posit. ing !). Medh.'s order is like that of
- So Medh (yathdr/rhitam). Nand. K.

reads jiratidachjdt tu and yat pare- ® His heir, son, brother, or wife
ndhhi [pujyate .']. (Medh.)

^ The spies. ^ Andritaii (Medh, Ragh.)
* Literally, "as is the rule." ^ Medh., Nand., and Kagh. read
•' From ver. 180 on there seems to ahhiyoktavyah, and Nand. sa rdjnd

have been a doubt as to the proper ndbhi.

order. Jolly notes that N. has 181, "In order to test his truth as to

183, 182, 1S4, while G.'s order is the amount of the claim (Medh.)
181, 183, 184, 182. In Nand. the ^^ Or his means of life, wealth.
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188. Let this be the rule in all these (cases where there

are) unsealed deposits, and one tries to adjust the matter

but where a deposit has been sealed, no blame should

attach (to the receiver) unless he has extracted something

from it.^

189. (The receiver of a deposit) need not return what

has been stolen, washed aM'ay by water, or burned by fire,

unless he has extracted something from this (deposit),

190. One who has stolen a deposit, as also one who is

not really a depositor,^ the king should examine by all

methods,^ and also by administering the oaths ^ of the

Veda.

191. He who does not return a deposit, and he who
without having made a deposit (falsely) claims one, are

both to be punished as thieves, or fined a sum equal (to

the amount involved).^

192. The king should cause the man who takes from

an (unsealed) deposit to be fined a sum equal in value to

it ; also him, without distinction, who takes from a sealed

deposit.^

193. If any man should by fraud steal the goods of

another, he ought, along with his companions, to be killed

openly,'' by means of different (corporal) injuries.

194. If a deposit of a certain value has been made by

^ This means after changing the freeing the Brahman from tlie miiti-

seal (to conceal what he has taken) lation, and the severer law apper-

—(K.) tains to cases of repeated crime ;

- But claims to be (all common- while in 192 (Nand. reads in (b)

tators). hartdraiii ciipij iqxmidhcr, etc., and
•* Medh. and K. give four kinds explains aviresena as " without any

of " methods," but do not agree with distinction in regard to caste ") they
each other. Nand. says "all not refer to tlie different kinds of depo-

spoken of." sit whether valuable or not (as in
* Cf. note to vs. 115. K. says by 191), as the "distinction."

holding tire, etc.
;
probably ordeals " That is, on the roj'al highway

are implied. (Medh.) Nand. jilaces the three fol-

^ (Mutilated) as thief if the depo- lowing verses before this by no acci-

sit is valuable, otherwise the tine dent, for in commenting on this verse

(K.), (risi/au, Nand.) he says :
" Here ends the deposit ;

^ Medh. and K. make the di.stinc- now the sale of property not owned,"
tion between vss. 191 and 192 to be, and passes to vs. 197.

that in 191 the fine is for the sake of
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any one in the presence of the family/ it must he acknow-

ledged (to he) of just 2 that value, and (if the receiver)

denies ^ (this) he deserves punishment,

195. If tlie delivery and receipt (of goods) have been

confidentially made by any person, the goods must be

returned in confidence also : as the deliverv, so the

receipt.*

196. The king, without oppressing the holder of the

loan, should render his decision in regard to money depo-

sited and a deposit made for friendship,^

197. If a man, not being himself the owner, sells the

property of another without the owner's permission, one

should not allow him to be a witness,*' (since he is) a

thief, (although) he may think he is not a thief,

1 98. He should be held to a fine of six hundred (panas)

if he is a near relation ; if he is not a near relation and

has no excuse,'^ he would incur the sin of a thief.

199. If a delivery or sale^ has been made by any one

^ KuJa, according to Medh., K.,

and Nand., is " witnesses " (cf. 201 );

Medh.and K. have before (169) made
it mean " judges." Why should it

not liave its usual meaning ?

- Just that and no more (Nand.)
* (Falsely), and his statement is

overborne by witnesses (Medh., K.)
* Cf . 1 80, which this verse follows

in Nand.
^ The deposit made for friendship

is one for friendly use (Medh., K.)
^ Cf. 67. Medh. and K. remark

that he is incapacitated for any acts

that good people can perform ; in

short, he is intestatus in its widest

sense.
'' If he give no excuse, such as that

it has been received from a relative,

etc., or openly done, so that no evi-

dence of guilt is seen (Medh., K.)

Ragh. observes that the " sin of a

thief " means he would be fined one
thousand (panas). After this verse,

Nand. has another like it

:

(6) A7iena vidhind psyah kurvann
asvainivikrayam /

Ajndndt, jnunapurvarh tu cau-

rarad vadham arhati //

(" By this rule a man who sells

what he does not own is to be pun-
ished if he does it unwittingly, but
if he does it on purpose, he deserves

death.") To which he adds : "This
rule " means the " fine of six hun-
dred." It is no "sin" (dosa) if it

is done unknowingly (so he does not
deserve to die, but must pay the

fine). A slight var. lee. also occurs

in 198 : Avuhdriias sa tu Iharct

(and in (b) sdpasarah /). Nand. dis-

agrees from Medh. and K. in their

explanation of sdnvuyah as " rela-

tive :
" he gives simply that sdnvaya

means when there is a companion
^cf. 193), and in this case he adds,

each of them receives the full 600
;

niranraya means " without a compa-
nion," but he does not try to define

mpsarah, which may be a mere
error.

^ Or purchase [krayah), as Nand.
and Ragh. read.
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who is not the real owner, it shouhl be regarded as not

made at all, according to the rule in business transactions.

200. If a man has clearly possession (of property), but

(his) acquisition (of it) is not clear, in this case the proof

(of ownership) is acquisition, not possession.^ So stands

the rule.

201. When a man gets any property by a sale in the

i:)reseiice of the family/ he receives property (which) by
this (open) purchase is clearly and legally his.

202. If the seller^ cannot be produced, but the purchase

lias been made openly,* (the purchaser) is (to be) released

by the king, (as he does) not deserve a fine, and the (owner)

who has lost (it) receives the property.^

203. One thing should never be sold mixed with an-

other,^' nor (should anything be sold) damaged,^ deficient,

far away, or concealed.^

204. If one girl is given away (in marriage) to a wooer
after letting him see another,^ he may marry both of them
lur the same price r^*^ so said Manu.^^

205. If a girl is crazy or leprous or has lost her vir-

ginity, and the one who gives her away (in marriage) has

^ The fact of possession (enjoy- ^ K. says he gives half to the
ment) cannot make a man owner; buyer (!), which is a mere attempt to
he must have something to prove it bring this verse into harmony with
by, as sale, etc. (Ragh.) " Acquisi- contradictory injunctions of Brh.
tion " means the manner or proof of ''In such a way as to deceive the
acquiring, i.e., his title. customer, as is seen in the examples

- Kula, as in vs. 196 ; according given by the commentators,
to the commentators, " in the pre- ^ Sdvadi/am (Medh.. G., N., and
sence of witnesses, in the market- Ragh. ) Kashm. MS. asCimm (CaJ.
place." This "purchase" is the and Nand.)
" acquisition " of vs. 200. ^ By covering it over, by conceal-

* .So Medh. and K, "the seller ing (Medh., N., and Nand.), or by
who is not the owner." B. R. trans- dyeing it (M., Vr., and K.)
late "the instigator (of the sale)." s* This is equivalent to j^romising
According to IS and. the meaning is in marriage.
that the (miili/am = dhanam) pro- ^" This rule holds in the sale of a
perty if not producible after open girl, but not in the case of cows,
sale returns to the former owner, horses, and other such chattels
while the buyer is released (from the (Medh.)
purchase^. Cf. Visiiu, v. 164, 165. '^ Yet he has empiiatically in-

* Qudh itam, 'Mtidh., Govind., and veighed against the sale of women,
Nand.; dhanam—Nand. has vahate iii. 51, ix. 98.
ca tat.
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exposed (these) defects before (marriage), lie deserves no

punishment.^

206. If a priest selected for (performing) sacrifice should

fail to complete his work,^ a part (only of the reward)

should be given him by his co-workers, in proportion to

the work he has (done.)

207. If he fails to complete his work when the rewards

have already been given, he may keep the whole of his

share, and have (the rest of his work) done by some one else.

208. If in any ceremony ^ certain rewards have been

declared for each part, should this (priest) alone receive

these rewards, or should all the priests share them ?

209. The Adhvaryu should take the chariot, tlie Brah-

man at the laying on of the fire* (should take) the steed,

the Hotar should take also a horse, the Udgatar, too,

should take the waggon (used) at the sale (of soma)?

210.^ The first (four) of them alP should have half,^ the

other (four) a half of that, the third division (should have)

a third share, and those to whom a fourth is allotted should

have a fourth share.

^ For tlie alternative, cf. 224. A
similar rule occurs ix. 73 ; and a

•similar form of expression occurs

ix. 262.
- Because he is ill (K.) Cf. vs.

3S8.
•* That is, such a ceremony as a

coronation, as in regular sacrifices

the exact division in like parts is

subject to no change (Medli.) A
jyotistoma celebration and such lilce

(Nand.)
* So N. and Nand. (1 wnyddhdnc,

slip for agnyddhdne), while Rfigh.

says "at a ceremony," with Medh.
and K., " in some sects at the cere-

mony of birth " {kdsuclc clidlhdsu

ddhdne, see B. R., s. v.)

^ I.e. , tlie waggon for transporting

the soma (K. ); and Medh. knows
this, for "some" say ^' soma cannot

be sold " though he says it is the

waggon for selling ; so too Riigh.

and Nand. (The MS. of Nand. has

in the text Irutau for Iraye.) Medh.

says of the two horses that the
second may be a steer instead.

These are the four high - priests,

each of whom has three underlings.

The Adhvaryu repeated verses from
the Yajurveda, and had the mecha-
nical part of attending to the fire

and pouring offerings ; the Brahman
was the presiding priest who over-

looked the whole ; the Hotar repeated

verses from tiie Rg-, and the Udgatar
from the Sama-Veda.

•^ N. says this verse is an alterna-

tive to vs. 209.
'' The first four are those men-

tioned in vs. 209 (Medh., K., Nand.,
and Ragh.)

^ The division is not explained by
all commentators alike : G., N., K.,

and Ragh. explain that of 100 (cows)

the first group take 48, the next 24,

the next 16, the last 12. Medh.
supposes 112, of which the divisions

are in turn 56, 28, 16, 12. Nand.
says, " If 25 are to be divided among
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211. The arrangement of shares is to be made by the

application of this rule by men who join together in this

world to perform their various tasks.

^

212. If goods have been promised- to a man Avho has

asked for them for some worthy act, and that (act for which

the goods were promised) is not afterwards so (performed),

the troods should not be given to this man.^

213. But if through pride or avarice he should again

(try to) make (his claim) succeed,^ he should be fined one

siovarm by the king as expiation for his theft.

2 14. Thus is the lawful and proper non-delivery of (what

has been) promised declared ; and now, furthermore, I will

proclaim the (lawful and proper) non-payment of wages.

the rtvif/s {i.e., one high-priest with

his underlings), the first would have
12 shares, the second 6 shares, the

third 4 shares, the fourth 3 shares

—

and a like division of 12 among the

other groups of four," i.e., each high-

priest receives 12 ( = 48), each next

6 ( = 24), each next 4 ( = 16), each

next 3 ( = 12), (— 100). In the arva-

inedha sacrifice, told of in the Mbha.
xiv. 72, Yudhisthira gives the six-

teen Brahmans (rtviys) their reward
divided into four parts (cdiurhotra-

pramdnatah). The remark here made
(brdhmand hi dhandrthinah) reminds
one that in four MSS. (two of Medh.,
one of Ragh. and Nand. ) this adjec-

tive takes the place of ardhinah in

the text, though not so explained.
^ Any sort of co-operative labour,

such as that of carpenters, etc., is

meant (Medh., K. ) Ragh. has kra-

viai/or/ena for vidhi-.

- Ijiterally "given ;" so in vs. 214.
* The worthy act is explained by

Medh. and K. as a sacrifice, a wed-
ding, or S(miething of the sort

;

Medh. suggests a literal interpreta-

tion of the text, in that if already
given it shall be regarded as not
given and may be taken back. K.
(juotes a general rule from (Jautania

(given without authority by JNIedh.),

to the effect that one should not

give to an unworthy person, even if

he has promised (Gaut. v. 23 ; dative

by the reading of Medh., K.), and
Medh. gives " the opinion of Na-
rada," he may go to the man's house
and take it from him. Medh. reads

(without alteratiim of the sense),

Kasmaicid ydcamu>idi/a dattcuii dkar-

mdi/a yad hhavet (cf. K.) Nand.
follows K. in (a), but in [b) reads :

Tasmai deyar'n na tena tat, and so

Nand. has the remarkable explana-

tion :
" The words ' and it is not

afterwards so,' mean ' if the giver

says, I did not give them for this

worthy act,' and when he has said

this the receiver must give the pro-

perty back to him (tasmai), i.e., the
giver, or, in other words, the giver

must not take it back (pvaddtrd

ndpahdr)/a7n)."
* If he brings the matter to the

king for trial (Medh.) ; if he has re-

ceived a promise only and takes

them by force (K. ) Nand. reads

mdiiavah for id punah, and in ac-

cordance with 212 understands, "if

(the giver) should {apaharct) take

the goods back" (instead of waiting

for them to be given?). It will be
observed that Nand. translates in

each case "gift," and not "what is

jiromised." With him it is an accom-
plished fact ; his general sense is,

" Now if any man give a present and
take it back again, he is to be fined."
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215. If a hired man, (although) not ill, insolently fail

to work as agreed upon, he should be fined eight Icrsnala}

and his wages should not be paid him.

216. But if he is ill, and, when he is himself again, does

the work as originally agreed upon, he should in that

case receive his wages even after a very long time (has

passed).-

217. But if he does not have the work done as agreed

upon, whether he be ill or well, the wages (promised)

should not be given him, even if the work lacks but little

(of being finished).^

218. Thus is completely declared the law in regard to

non-payment of wages ; and now I will proclaim besides

the law in regard to those who violate their agreements,

219. If a man has sworn ^ to observe the compact of a

corporation in a village^ or in a district, and then through

avarice does not hold to his compact, (the king) should

banish him from the realm.

220. (The king) should arrest such a breaker of an

agreement and have him fined six nisJcas, (each) of the

value of four suvarnas, and one silver gatamdna.^

221. Thus " let a just ruler establish the rule of punish-

ment for those who break compacts of village or caste

communities.

222. Whoever feels regret in this world after buying

or ^ selling anything may within ten days give (back) or

take (back) the goods.^

223. But after the period of ten days is passed he

^ Of gold (K.) ; or, according to of different value. "Some .say there

circumstances, silver or co^jper are three punishments intended,

(Medh.) four surarnas, six nhlas, or a <;ata-

- Sudlrf/Jiasi/a, Medh., G., N., mana" (Medh.), which maybe im-

Nand., Eagh., and K., Kash. MS. posed separately or together (K.,

3 Omitted in Medh. Ragh.)
4 K. ^ Medh. and Nand., era. " This
5 The inhabitants of a village who rule " (etam)— (K.

)

are embraced in a village community ^ But not, say the commentators,

as one corporation (Medh.) if liable to be injured by keeping
^ Cf. vs. 137. The reason why the this length of time.

visla is defined as containing four " Adadlta ca, Medh. and Nand. ;

iuvarna is that there are other nislcas vd, K.
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may neither give them (back) nor take them (back) ;i and

if he take tliem (back) or give them (back), he should be

fined six hundred (panas) by the king.

224. If a man give away (in marriage) a girl who has

a defect, without first making (the defect) known, the

king himself should impose a fine of ninety-six panas upon

this man.^

225. When a man, because he dislikes her, says of a

maiden that she is no (longer a) maid, he should receive a

fine of five hundred (jxinas) if he does not prove her defect.

226. Marriage hymns {anantra) have been ordained for

virgins only, but never among men for (those who are) not

virgins, since these women are debarred from all legal ^

ceremonies.

227. The marriage hymns (mantra) are the established

token whereby a (legitimate) wife may be recognised, and

the completion of those (ceremonial rites) must be recog-

nised by the wise (as occurring) at the seventh step.'*

228. If any one feels regret at having performed any

business whatever,^ (the judge) should by this rule set that

man upon the path of duty.^

229. I will now proclaim exactly, in accordance with

the principles of duty, the disputes in (regard to) cattle

(which arise) on occasion of some fault (either) of the

owners or of the keepers (of the flocks).

230. The responsibility in (regard to) the safety (of the

cattle) rests by day with the keeper, but by night with

the owner (if the cattle are) in his house ; otherwise '' the

keeper should be made responsible.

^ Nand. reads nddndJta ca (as in around the fire ; before the last step

222), which, althout,'h unsupported, is taken the marriage is incomplete,

seems better than 7iupi. ddpai/et ^ Dharma ; so vs. 229.
(Medh. and K.), on account of the •* Such as agreements, etc., where
parallel ddaddnah. " this rule " of vs. 222 is in force,

- Cf. vs. 204, where the defects and he has ten days to consider the
are mentioned (Medh., K. ), though matter (K.)

here that of vs. 225 is more particu- ^ That is, when the cattle are not
larly intended. housed at night, but remain out of

3 Or, " holy " (rf/iarmrt). doors in a wood (Medh.) with the
* Themarriagepairtakesevensteps keeper (Medh., K.)
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231. A cowherd who is paid by milk may milk the

best of ten (cows), being supported in this way by the

owner's consent ; this should be the support for a keeper

not (otherwise) supported.^

232. The keeper alone should restore (the value of)

cattle which have been lost, or destroyed by worms, or

slain by dogs,^ or killed (by tumbling) in a hole (because

they were) deprived of (this) man's care.

233. If the keeper gave an alarm when the cattle were

fallen upon by thieves, he is not in fault,^ provided he

give notice to the owner at the (proper) place and time.^

234. When cattle die (a natural death), he should present

to the owners the two ears, the hide, the tail, the bladder,

the sinews, the gall-yellow, and let them see the proofs.^

235. When goats or sheep are attacked by wolves and

tlie keeper does not come up (to protect them), if a wolf

should seize and kill one of them, the fault would lie

with the keeper.

236. But if, while grazing in a wood, and united into

a herd,*^ a wolf should spring "^ upon and kill one of them,

the keej)er is in that case not in fault.

237. Bound about (every) village there should be a

strip of land one hundred bows,^ or even three casts of a

^ This verse is here omitted in "a thigh-bone." The slight differ-

Nand. and placed between 244 and enees, other than these, between
245. Medh. observes that other Medh. and K. do not change the
arrangements may be made at dis- sense.

cretion. ^ Medh. and K. ; but B. E.,
- Or "such animals," f.(/., jackals, "hedged in."

So in vs. 235 (Medh.) ^ Utjxtti/a (Medh., Ragh.), ut-
•^ Na pdlus tatra Ic'dhiu (Medh.), jDlutya (Nand.); K. in commentary

or the keeper ought not to pay (K. ;
defines by utplutya.

so Nand.) * On all four quarters (Medh.)
* That is, (K.) at once, or (Medh.) A bow is four cubits (hasta) —

-

that evening, and the place where (Medh. and K.) Nand., on the con-

it happened (K.), or where the owner trary, regards the bows as bow-casts,

is (Medh.) defining the enclosure round a city
^ Ankdm(^ ca (Medh.), "show in as dhanupdtdh <;atatrayah in ex-

general some proofs" (Jolly). Nand. tent, which, however, varies with the
reads in this with K., but in (a) has size of the town. He reads, too,

vastisndyuni with Medh., and differs parlrdra for parihdra. Medh. (and
from both in reading carina larnau K.) explain better by the length of

sakthivdlau, increasing the list by the bow.
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staffs (in width); around a city (it should be) three times

(as wide).^

238. If the cattle (which pasture) in this place should

injure a grain crop which was not enclosed, the king

should not in this case allow punishment to fall on the

guardians of the cattle.

239. (The owner of the field) should in such a case

make a hedge (so high that) a camel could not look over

it,^ and have every hole closed, through which a dog

could thrust his muzzle, or a boar his snout.

240. (But if the damage be done by cattle) in an en-

closed field (bordering on) a road,* or again (in one) lying on

the outskirts of the village, the keeper ^ should be fined

one hundred (panas), (and the field owner ^) should drive

them off" if they are destitute of a keeper.

241. In other fields (the one responsible for) the cattle

ought to pay a fine of one pana and a quarter, but in all

cases ^ (the value of) the crop (destroyed) must be paid

the owner ^ of the field : so is the rule.

242. A cow with a calf not ten days old, bulls, and also

the cattle of the gods, whether with a keeper or without

a keeper, Manu said, ought not to be punished.^^

1 Medh. says of the staff that one cf. Ap. ii. 28, 5. Medh. supports the

casts it with the hand, picks it up general tenor of the text by quotinij

where it fell, and so on three times. Gaut. xii. 21. According to Yfij.

- This land is intended for a com- ii. 162, "there is no crime" in this

nion, and is not to be tilled (Medh.) case if the damasje was done without
* NCiralokayct (MS. Bomb.), (the owner's) wish, otherwise he is to

Medh. Kfigh., Nand. Medh. ob- be punished as a thief,

serves that this fence or hedge is of *< With or without a keeper
thorns and boughs. A slight r«?'. (Medh.); at the outskirts (of the
lec.,didrayct in [b) of Dr. B.'sMS. of village), etc. (Nand.)
Medh. is supported by Nand. '* l)at. in Medh. By the keeper

* I.e., a field bordering on a pub- or by the owner of the cattle (K.)

lie road. i" The beast doing the damage is

^ "The cattle when with a keeper," here, as in the foregoing, represented

i.e., the keeper receives the fine if as paying the penalty, meaning that

he is appointed to watch and is ab- the cattle-keeper receives the punish-

sent (K.) ment(fine). In Yfij. ii. 163 this is only
" Medh., K. said of those who have not a keeper
^ Vdraytt is the reading of Medh. —they are to be released (moci/d/t).

(Dr. B.'s MS.) and Nand. (Ragh.) The cattle of the gods are those or-

"they may be enclosed." Cf.vs. 242. dained for sacrifice (Medh.) Neither
(Medh.) "This is no crime" (Nand.); Vas., Baudh., Ap., nor CJaut. have
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243. When tlie owner of the field is in fault, the

punishment should be ten times as great as (this portion^),

but half of this sum should be the fine if the fault lay

with the servants and the owner of the field knew no-

thin a; about it.

244. This rule ^ let a just king maintain in (regard to)

faults committed by owners, cattle, and keepers.

245. If a dispute has arisen between two villages in

regard to a boundary, the king should determine the

boundary in the month Jyaistha ;^ as the boundary marks*

are then very plain.

^

246. One should make as boundary trees the ficus in-

dica, ficus religiosa, butea frondosa, bombax heptaphyllum,

valica robusta, palms, and milky trees

;

247. Thickets, different kinds of bamboo, prosopis spi-

cigera, running plants, mounds, reeds, and thickets of trapa

bispinosa : a boundary-line thus (made) is not destroyed.®

248. Ponds, springs, long ponds, (dammed) brooks, and

temples are to be made at the points of union of the

boundary.

249. And one should make other boundary marks which

are concealed ; considering the constant mistakes occurring

among men in this world, when they are settling a boun-

dary,

250. Stones, bones, cow-tails, hulls, ashes, potsherds,

dry cow-dung, tiles, coals, gravel, and sand,

any mention of this. Gaut. (xii. 22) we must suppose an average taken
says in general that a cow is to be from the crops of former years,

fined. Visnu gives the same rule, Nand.'s explanation seems more na-

but only for bulls and lately-calved tural, " ten times the amount the

cows (v. 150). owner has spoiled by neglect," with
^ According to Medh. and K. the no reference to the king,

sin here spoken of is the neglect to - After this verse Nand. places 23 1,

plant crops in proper season. From ^ From the middle of May to the

these crops the king takes a portion middle of June,

(cf. vii. 130), and if through neglect * Medh. has hetusu (the means of

of the owner he is deprived of this proof).

income-tax, it should be increased ® The grass is then dried up by
tenfold as a penalty. As the king's the hot smi, and therefore the boun-

share on grain was generally one- dary marks are easily seen (Medh.
sixth, the penalty paid would be nearly and K.)
half as much again as the whole *> These trees are all tall, or other-

crop, to obtain the value of which wise conspicuous, or very enduring.
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251. And all kinds of things M'liich the earth could not

devour even after a long time ; these he should have put

out of sight at the points of union of the boundary.^

252. By these marks lie should determine the boun-

dary of the two disputing (villages) ; or 2 (he may deter-

mine it) by priority of occupation ^ (which has lasted) for

ever ; or by a stream of water.

253. If there should still be a doubt, even where the

marks are visible, the decision in regard to the discus-

sion * of the boundary should be settled by an appeal to

witnesses.

254. In the presence of all the families in the villages

and the two opponents,^ the witnesses in regard to the

boundary must be questioned concerning the boundary

marks.

255. In accordance with the decision which they, on

being questioned, have unanimously rendered, let (the

king) make certain the boundary, and also all these (wit-

nesses) by name.*^

256. Placing earth on their heads, be-crowned, and

wearing red garments, they should determine correctly

the course (of the boundary), after each has been sworn

by his good deeds7

257. If they determine (the boundary) truthfully, they

are made pure, (being) witnesses of the truth ; but if they

determine (it) contrary (to truth), they shall (each) be fined

two hundred (lianas).

258. In the absence of witnesses, four men who live on

^ Gen. in Medh. ^ Both Medh. and K, refer thi.s

^ And. to writing down the limits of tho
^ Priority of occupation must boundary and the names of tlie wit-

have lasted from imniemorial times
;

nesses. It probably refers simply to

cf. 149. This is an alternative to calling on the witnesses by name.

250-251, when the boundary-lines The whole account precludes the

do not exist (Medh.) idea of documents. In (a) Nand.
* Vinl^cayah (]Medh.) ;

(so Bomb, reads samdse.su tu lakmnaih, cf. 262.

MS.) ; rdda-vinirnaye (Nand.) ;
(so ^ They imprecate a curse on their

the Wilkins MS.) acts that they may be fruitless here-
^ The two men commissioned to after if they lie now (Medh., K.)

represent the villages (Medh., K.) The crowns are of flowers (K.

)
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the outskirts of the viUage ^ may, having been instructed

to do so, settle the question^ of the boundary in the pre-

sence of the king.

259. But in the absence of neighbours, and of men who

have lived (in the village) for a long time, (and who might

have served as) witnesses in (regard to) the boundary, let

(the king) call upon these (following kinds of) men who

live in the woods :

260. (Namely), hunters, bird-catchers, cowherds, fisher-

men, root-diggers, snake-catchers, gleaners," and other men
who wander about the woods.^

261. In accordance with what they, on being questioned,

shall declare (to be) a mark on the boundary-lines, shall

the kins establish it between the two villages according to

law.^

262. A decision in regard to the boundary-lines of a

field, spring, pond, garden, or house, shall be established

by an appeal to the neighbours.*^

263. If the neighbours lie concerning the boundary

(over which) men are disputing, each one of them shall be

lined the medium fine'^ by the king.

264. The man who by frightening (the owner) ^ takes

possession of a liouse, pond, garden, or field, should be

fined five hundred (panas); but if (he has taken possession)

through ignorance, the fine (should be) two hundred.

^ Gramaslinanta°, i.e., on all parts Medh., G., and K., while N. alone

of the village, not " the neighbour's
"

thinks it means " wild tribes of the

alone, (as K. says). (Medh.) (Nand. woods."
— "K..) ^ 7>/(a?'meH«, according to Medh ,

- Slma vinifcayam (Nand.) to be joined to the participle, " being
3 The men are connected with lawfully questioned." Nand. says

those in the villag-e, but gain a live- only " this is self-evident."

lihood in the woods ; the gleaners " These cases are confined to the

are of any village, poor beggars, who circuit of one village (K.) [Nand.,

pick up what they can get (Medh.) (cf. vs. 255) reads samdsesu tu nirna-
* K. and Nand. ; or perhaps bet- yaiii].

ter, with Medh., "and likewise '^ Five hundred pams.
others by the hundred " {rata(;'as * Threatening him with thieves

tatha), though Medh. and K. both or a suit at law (Medh.) ; with fet-

explain as " flower and fruit dealers, ters and death (K.) This is a

and wood-gatherers," etc. Nand. special case, not coining under vs.

reads (repeating vs. 259) ranago- 193, where death would be the result

cardii, thus tacitly agreeing with (Ragh.)
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265. If it is impossible to settle the boundary-line, a king

who knows the right should himself, (and) alone, in order to

do them a kindness,^ point out the ground:^ so stands the law.

266. Thus is the law completely established regarding

the determining of boundaries. I will now, furthermore,

proclaim the determining of verbal injuries.

267. A Ksatriya who reviles a Brahman ought to be

Jhied one hundred (2)anas) ; a Vai^ya one hundred and

fifty or two hundred f but a Qiidra ought to receive cor-

poral* punishment.

268. A Brahman should be fined fifty if he has thrown

insult on a Ksatriya, but the fine should be a half of fifty

if on a Vai^ya, and twelve if on a ^udra.^

269. If one of the twice-born abuses a man of like caste,

(he should be fined) twelve, but (the fine) should be twice

this (amount) for words that ought never to be spoken.*^

270. If (a man) of one birth '^ assault one of the twice-

born castes with virulent words, he ought to have his

tongue cut, for he is of the lowest origin.^

271. If he make mention in an insulting manner of

their name and caste, a red-hot iron rod, ten fingers^ long,

should be thrust into his mouth.

' With justice and kindness to- adds that this implies that the

wards each party, regarding the Ksatriya and Vai9ya are fined) ;

qualities of the land (Medh.) but Medh. quotes this as meaning
" The gi'ound about which they that in the case of a Cudra the fine

dispute (K.), or the ground belong- is according to circumstances, i.e,

ing to each party (Medh.) ''nothing (is settled)."

•* The difference in the fines of " Such as insults to the wife,

the Vai^ya depends on the enormity mother, sister, etc. (Medh., K.)

of the crime (K., Nand.) Nand. This refers not to those of equal

and Rfigh. read adhijardlia(^ataiii

;

caste, but to members of any caste

with the Beng. MS. Medh. has (Medh.)

sdrdha°. ~ " I.e., a. Cudra, for he lacks the
•* So the commentators ; " beat- initiation " (that makes the second

ing," etc. (K.) ; beating, mutilation, birth)—(Nand.)

or death, according to the offence ** "For it is said in i. 31 that the

(Medh.) ;
perhaps capital punishment Cudra was created from the feet of

is alone intended, as the word radha Brahma, and in x. 4 that there is no

has either meaning ; Nand. limits to fifth caste" (Medh.) Medh. reads

beating. dvijdtim.
^ Gautama, xii. 13, seems to say ^ Or thumb-joints, inches. Nand.

that the Braliman pays nothing for (and Riigh.) read nikhci/o with the

insulting a (j^udra ; (so Har., who Beng. MS.
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272. If this man through insolence gives instruction to

the priests in regard to their duty, the king should cause

boiling-hoti oil to be poured into his mouth and ear.

273. If one through insolence denies their learning,

country,2 caste, or bodily ceremonies,^ he should be fined

a fine of two hundred.*

274. (If he insults) a one-eyed man, or a lame man, or

any other person deformed in like manner, he should be

fined a fine of at least one karsapana, even if he speaks

the truth,

^

275. He who slanders^ his own mother, father, wife,

brother, son,'' or spiritual teacher, should be fined one

hundred, and (also) he who does not give the right of way

to his spiritual teacher.

276. The fine to be imposed by a wise (king) on a

Brahman and Ksatriya (for mutual insults) is the first ^ in

(the case of) the Brahman, and the medium (fine) in (the

case of) the Ksatriya.

277. Exactly thus and in accordance with the caste of

each (should be) the application of punishment (in the

case) of a Vaiqya and (^fidra,^ except the cutting of the

tong-ue :
^^ thus is the decision.

278. Thus has the rule of punishment in regard to

verbal injuries been declared in accordance with truth.

^ Tapta ; the hot oil drunk as a ^ This fine is for the Cudra or for

penancewas called simply hot (H.s»a), all, as before (Medh.)

though the penance itself was termed " Causing hate in the family by

tapta. Cf. xi. 215. making slanderous statements
^ Brahmans born in certain dis- (Medh.), cursing (K.) It may mean

tricts were specially honoured ; cf. charging with adultery and the like

ii_ ig-22. (N.) Angry vituperation (Nand.)
3 The Brahman lost caste if initia- Cf. note to vs. 354.

tion with the accompanying "bodily '' Tanai/am, or "father-in-law"

ceremonies " were not performed at (rva^m-am), according to the reading

the right age; cf. ii. 3S, 39. of the Mitaks. and May. (p. 83).

4 The lightness of the tine shows ** That is, the lowest (250 ^a/ias),

this verse refers to those of like while the medium fine is 500.

caste, not to the Cudra (K.) ; to all " That is, the Vai(;ya receives the

castes say we, but others say it lowest, the Cudra the middle fine,

refers to the Cudra (Medh. ) Nand. Cf . for these rules Gaut. xii. 8 ff
.

;

notes nothing' on this point. When Yaj. ii. 206 ; Visnu, v. 35, 36.

it is done in ignorance or in joke it ^^' Cf. ver. 270. The mutual abuse

is no sin (Medh.) softens the offence.
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Now, furthermore, I will proclaim the law of corporal

injuries.

279. If a man of the lowest birth should with any

member injure one of the highest station,^ even that mem-
ber of this man shall be cut (off) : this is an ordinance

of ]\Ianu.

280. If he lift up his hand or his staff (against him),

he ought to have his hand cut off; and if he smites- him
with his foot in anger, he ought to have his foot cut off.

281. If a low-born man endeavours to sit down by

the side of a high-born man, he should be banished after

being branded on the hip, or (the king) may cause his

backside to be cut off.^

282. If through insolence he spit ^ upon him, the king

should cause his two lips to be cut off; and if he make
water upon him, his penis ; and if he break wind upon
him, his buttocks.^

283. If he seize him by the locks, let the king without

hesitation cause both his hands to be cut off; (also if he

seize him) by the feet, the beard,*^ the neck, or the testicles.

284. A man who tears (another's) skin and one who
causes blood to be seen '^ ought to be fined one hundred

(panas) ; if he tears the flesh (he should be fined) six niskas,

but if he breaks a bone he should be banished.*^

1 Any one of the three upper ^ Ndsikdydiii ca (by the nose) is

castes (Medh.) ; one of the twice- Nand.'s reading for the obscure

born (K.)
;
{rreydmsam), " any one dddhiJcdydm (beard or whisker).

better than his own caste " (Nand.) '' I.e., to flow (from the surface,
- Medh. and Xand. say this is not from the nose or ear) —

not an actual kick, but simply rais- Medh.)
ing the foot in order to kick. The ** This refers, not, as in the above,

protest will hardly stand, as praha- to a Cfidra injuring a Brahman, but
ran in vs. 300 shows. to men of like caste injuring each

* In such a way that death shall other (Medh., K., Nand.) Ban-
not ensue. K., Nand., with Bomb, ishment is for the Brahman, death
MH. (ipnl,r.^trijah. for the other castes (Medh.) This

* Or towards him, and so in ff. is tacitly contradicted by N., who
(Medh.) For medhram Medh. has assumes the confiscation of the
^(•nam. goods along with bani.shment (which

® This is only when it is done to is forbidden in the case of a Brah-
insult, not when it is the result of man). Of. Yaj. ii. 215 ff. ; and ib.

carelessness (Medh., K.) 227 for the next rules.
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285. A fine must be imposed for injuring all (kinds of)

trees, in exact accordance with their usefulness :
^ thus is

the rule.

286. (The king) should impose a fine in exact propor-

tion to the amount of hurt caused when a blow has been

given to the hurt of either men or beasts.

287. When injury has been done to a limb, when a

man's strength ^ has been impaired or his blood shed, he

(who caused the injury) shall be made to pay the ex-

penses of restoring him to health, or shall pay the whole

as a fine.-'

288. Whoever injures any man's goods, whether wit-

tingly or unwittingly, must give this (owner) full satis-

faction, and pay to the king a sum equal to this (fine paid

to the owner).

289. But the fine should be five times the real worth*

(when damage is done) to leather, utensils of leather,

wooden or earthen ware, and to flowers, roots, and fruits.

290. They say there are ten (cases when), in respect to

a waggon, a driver, and an owner of a waggon, (the fines

for damage) may be remitted ; in every other case a fine

is ordained.

291. When the nozzle-rope is cut, the yoke broken,

when (the waggon) ^ slips sideways or backwards,*^ when

there is a break in the axle of the waqgon, or likewise

one in the wheel

;

292. When the straps, girth, or reins break,''' and when

(the driver) has called " Out of the way," Manu said,

(there is) no fine.

^ Cf. Visnu Sutra, v. 55-58 (K.) the whole must be given to the

The difference in value is accord- king (Medh., K., Nand.)
ing to products (K.) and position * In addition to payment for

(Medh.) damage (K.)
- Prana-hala (Medh., G., Kash. '^ So Medh., G., N., and Nand.

MS., and Ragh.) for vrarja. Nand. ^ "Others" exjjiain this as "run-
supports Medh. and resembles him ning against something" (Medh.)

in his whole gloss. '' This hemistich (a) is omitted in
^ If the injured man will not ac- Medh.'s gloss. ; so in Yaj. (ii. 299)

cept the payment for his recovery the substance of it is also omitted.
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293. But if the waggon be upset through the unskilful-

ness of the driver, and any injury has been done, the owner

should bp fined a fine of two hundred (jmnas).

294. If the driver was a capable person, the driver de-

serves the fine ;
^ but if the driver was incapable, all those

in the waggon ought to be fined one hundred (panas) each.

295. But if he, being detained upon the way by cattle

or by a chariot, should thereby cause the death of animate

creatures,- a fine should without hesitation^ be imposed.

296. If (thereby) the death of a man should occur, his

crime would at once become like that of a thief ; ^ in (the

case of) large animate creatures, such as a cow, elephant,

camel, horse, etc., half (of this fine should be imposed),

297. A fine of two hundred {imnas is set) for the kill-

ing^ of small^ animals, and the fine should be fifty

{imnas) in (the case of) propitious forest animals and
birds.''

298. The fine (for killing) asses, goats, and sheep should

amount to five mdsaka, but one mcisaka should be the fine

for destroying a dog or a boar.

299. A wife, son, slave, pupil, and own brother ^ should,

when they have committed faults, be beaten with a cord

or a bamboo-cane ;

^

300. But on the back of the body (only), never on a

noble ^° part: if one should smite them on any other part

than that, he would incur the sin of a thief.

1 As in vs. 293 the owner, so here ^ So K. Or " injury ;" but the con-
the di'iver is fined two hundred text requires here " death."

(K.) " Crow, parrot, etc. (Medh.) ; cat,
^ Men or animals (Medh.) etc. (Nand.

)

^ Avicdritah (K. ); asandir/dhak 'Different sorts of antelopes and
(Nand.) ; either avirdritdh, there is deer, flamingos and parrots, etc.

no ai)plication of fine (Medh., N.) ; (Medh., K.) "Propitious" animals
or vicdrita/i, a fine was set of old; are those that bring good luck ; "the
there is a fine (G., Rfigh.) jackal, crow, owl (etc.), are unpropi-

'' That is, his fine would be that tious animals" (Medh.)
of a thief, which is 1000 {]xi)ias), * That is, one's younger brother,

(K., Rfigh., Nand. or), as the thief is for he is as a son (Medh.)
punished hy vadha, death, so here; " Cf. iv. 164.

and tlie "half" means cutting off ^" Lit. more elevated, I.e. the
the hand, feet, etc. (^ledh.

)

head, etc. (K.

)

P
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301. Thus lias the decision concerning corporal injuries

been completely established. Now I will proclaim the

rule for determining the punishment of a thief.

302. In restraining thieves the king should exert the

greatest possible effort, for the fame and realm of the king

are increased by restraining thieves.

303. For that king who bestows security is ever to be

honoured,^ for this is (as it were) a sacrifice that ever in-

creases unto him, whereat the sacrificial gift is the secu-

rity (which he bestows).^

304. In consequence of the protection afforded by him,

the king has a sixth share of the virtue (which comes)

from all (the good deeds of his people), while in conse-

quence of failing to protect them he receives a sixth share

of the wrong (done by them).^

305. In consequence of the protection* (afforded by

him), the king properly becomes partaker of a sixth share

in (all) that (merit which is gained by the) study, sacri-

fice, libeiality, or worship (of his people).

306. If the king protect all creatures with justice, and

1 Or is worthy of honour (from all 39, is the share of treasure the king

the gods)—(Medh.) receives, and again in vs. iS (of spiri-

^ That is, when he gives his people tual sin) he receives a fourth of the

security from thieves, it is as if he fruits of the sin caused by a wrong

were performing a great soina cele- decision in court. It must have been

bration, and the gifts usually given then through a confusion between

on such an occasion are represented these last rules, or perhaps from dif-

by the gift of security ; as Medh. ferent texts in earlier versions, that

says, he receives the fruit of a sacri- we find in a case dealing wholly with

fiee. general protection a different state-

^ This is that famous " sixth " of ment assigned to Manu by the Mbha.

good or evil {dharma, adharma) (xiii.61,34, 35),where we read, "The
to

which the king draws upcm himself king obtains a fourth of all the sin

by protecting or by neglecting his done by his people if he does not

people ; he receives, it may be, a protect them ; now some say the

sixth of the produce as tax (vii. 130), whole sin comes upon the king

and in return must give security to (Manu, viii. 308 ?), or again a half

the realm, or he gets the same pro- (Yaj. i. 336?) ; this is their deci-

portion of the fruits of their bad sion, but we think it is one quarter,

deeds ; or (cf. vs. 308) he takes all because we have heard the law of

the sin of the world. Yaj. says he Manu [caturthatii matmn asmdkmh

takes one-sixth of the fruit of their Manoh rrutvanurdsanam)": viii. 308

good deeds, but one-half their sin in is thus tacitly excluded.

case he does not protect them (Yaj. "^ Pdlanat (Medh.) ; raksandt

i. 334-336). Similarly, in viii. 35, (K.) ; the meaning the same.
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inflict corporal punishment ^ on those deserving it, he

would (thereby) virtually perform day by day sacrifices

accompanied by hundreds of thousands of gifts.

307. If a king while giving no protection (yet) levies a

tribute (for grain on husbandmen) or a tax (on real estate),

and receives tolls (or taxes, from merchants), (daily) gifts

(of flowers, vegetables, etc.), and (moneys paid for) fines,

he goes at once to hell,"^

308. They say that king who takes a sixtli share as the

tribute (due him), but gives no protection, takes upon him-

self all the wickedness of the whole world,^

309. One should know that that king is treading the

downward path who considers not the law, who is an

unbeliever,^ who acquires wealth by unjust means, who
gives no protection, and who is a devourer (of his people's

wealth).^

310. By these three means, imprisonment, fetters, and

corporal punishment of various sorts,*" let (the king) ear-

nestly restrain the doer'' of evil.

311. For by restraining sinners and by kindly treat-

ment^ towards good men kings are ever purified, as the

twice-born (are) by sacrifices.

312. Constantly must the ruler who would make him-

' Or perhaps better, " kills those etc., even from a Brahman " (ripra,

deserving death {vadhi/a)." priest) ; but Medh. and K. hold this

- The different words for tax or word to be merely from the verb

tribute are e.xplained by K., Rfigh., as and prepositions. Medh. notes a var.

translated in the parentheses ; so too Ice. in (li) which changes slightly the

Medh., who says that they are all meaning (jf the whole sentence {asat-

names for taxes {kara), the general jiarh ca nrpamtnajet), i.e. ,^' one shouldi

term. desert a king who is," etc. This var.

•* That is, of all his people (Medh.); Ice. is found in Nand. Medh.'s own
cf. note to 304. For rdjdnam Medh. text differs a trifle from K. in having

reads «<i(<ra«i, devourer, as in V. 309. udlw<jut<iiii for udlinijafiiii, with no
* NCistika: "one who says there is material change of meaning,

not " another world (K. ) The con- ^ Vudha, (ov) "death by various

verse, dstika, "one who says there means" (Medh.) K. understands

is " (a believer), occurs only in later nnitilation. Nand. reads dandcna
literature. (for bandhcna), by (punishment of)

^ Kaud. reads vipralopakam (for fines.

ripraluiitpiukam), and dehneri as "one ^ Or doers (Nand.)

wlio deserts a Brahman," while ^ Nand. reads, " by protecting the

Rfigh. translates " taking property, good " [rakmnena ca).
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self happy exercise patience toward men who revile (him)

when they are engaged in affairs; and also toward the

young, the old, and those who are ill.^

313. On this account is one magnified in heaven, if,

when he is reviled by those in distress, he bears it with

patience; and on this account he departs to hell, if be-

cause of his sovereign power he (will) not meekly endure

(reviling).

314. A thief 2 must, with loosened hair and a firm bear-

ing,3 approach the king and proclaim his theft, (saying),

" Thus have I done; punish me ;
" ^

315. (While he) bears to (the king) upon his shoulder

a chib,^ or a staff of acacia wood, a spear sharp at both

ends, or an iron rod,^

316. By being punished or by being released the thief

is freed from ^the crime of) theft ; but if the king does

not punish him, he (himself) receives the crime of the

thief.^

317. Upon the eater of his food the killer of an embryo

causes his guilt to pass ;
^ upon the husband, the wife who

1 These, too, are by Medh. in- 45 as that appropriate to a Ksatriya.

eluded in the idea "when engaged The ckib called mM«{?« is very Hkely

in affairs " (cases at law). Kdri/in beset with iron, as in the Mbha. it is

Medh. illustrates in a very gene- used as a telum missile {ayasmayam

ral waj', however, "as if, when one . . . vmsalam . . . cilsejxi, xxtrigho

had been executed, the relatives 'immarn, xi. 14, 29).

should revile the king." ** It is evident that the earliest

2 A thief of gold is meant—one explanation of these verses did not

who has stolen the gold of a Brah- exclude the Brahman. Medh. says,

man (Medh., K., and Nand.) " They think the club and other in-

3 JJhacata, " running," or dhhnatd struments are to be used in the order

(=:dhairyanua, Medh.) " steadfast
;"

of the [fourl castes. This is wrong,

Medh. notes the reading dharatd as for the use of the word or precludes

a, var. lee, hut pveievsdiilmatu,\vhich this, as well as the fact that this

is also found in Nand. atonement is not intended for the

^ In xi. loi if. we have a similar Brahman."
account, and from this the conunen- '' The punishment here meant is

tators draw their conclusions in re- death. Medh. notes that, if the king

gard to the caste of the parties. No does not strike, he should change the

such distinction is made in the text, punishment to a money fine,

nor in the early form of the law, « The slayer of an embryo is the

which is very primitive. Cf. Yfij. slayer of a Brahman (all Comm.) ;

iii. 257; Ap. i. 9. 25. 4; Gaut. he who eats his food receives his guilt,

xii. 44. So the complacent husband, the neg-

'> The acacia staff is given in ii. ligent teacher and priest, the king
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has gone astray; upon the Guru, a pupil and one for whom
sacrifice is made ; and upon the king, the thief.

318. Those men who have committed sins/ hut on

whom punishment has been inflicted by the king, go to

lieaven with all their sins removed, as (if they were)

worthy men who had acted well.

319. He who takes from a spring either the rope or the

bucket, and he who breaks open a water-tank,- should

receive a fine of one mdsa,^ and replace it in this (place). '^

320. Death ^ (is the penalty) if one steals more than

ten measures ^ of grain ; where the amount is less he must

pay (a fine) eleven times (the value of the grain), and (in

either case) be made to return the property to that (owner).

321. In the same way death (should be inflicted) for

(stealing) more than one hundred [iMlasy oi things measur-

able by weight,^ gold or silver, and the like, or (for steal-

ing) the finest garments.^

322. But cutting off the hand^*^ is enjoined for (stealing)

(less than one hundred but) more than fifty palas ; where

the amount is less, however, one should ordain a fine eleven

times as great as the worth (of the things stolen).

who fails to punish when he ouffht, the drona — 200 palas). Medh.
.all obtain the guilt caused by their puts it at 20 prastha, but says that
carelessness ; nevertheless the sin- this amount depends on the place,

ners themselves are not absolved Nand. gives the definition dhdni/a-

from guilt (K.) hhdjanaih kasCddt kinnd {'!) ni/unam,
1 Kdjabhir dhrtadaiiddh (Medh., and says this punishment is for

Ragh.), "krtadauddh (Nand.), "those Ksatriyas and lower castes stealing

who have borne punishment (caused) grain from a Brahman,
by kings." '' One hundred ^)rt/'(Ts (Medh.,

- Where water is kept to be given K.), or larsas, according to some
(to travellers) to drink (K.) (Medh.) ; N. says niskas.

^ A mdm of gold is meant (K. ** The kind of (•«(//<« is determined
and Ragh.), as always when not by circumstances (^ledh.) ; silver,

specified (K.) The kind is not de- gold, etc. (Medh., K. ; cf. Visnu,
clared, whether copper or silver v. 13), or copper, etc. (Rilgh.)

(Medh.) Nand. says nothing. " Silk turbans and tlie like
* So Medh. ; in this spring (K.) (Medh.)
5 Vadha. '» This show.s that the vadha,
" According to K. the measure translated " death "' in the preced-

(kumbha) = 20 drona, between three ing, is not mutilation. Cf. Visnu,
and four bushels. Cf. Colebrooke, loc. cit.

Essays, i. 534 (K., however, makes
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323. A man deserves death for stealing men of (good)

family,^ and especially (for stealing) women (of good

family) ; and also (for stealing) very valuable gems.

324. After considering the time and the purpose,- let

the king ordain punishment for the theft of large cattle,^

M'eapons, and medicine.*

325. (For stealing) cows belonging to Brahmans, for

piercing (the nostrils) of an (unfruitful) cow (used for

draught), and for stealing (small) cattle, (the thief) should

immediately have half his foot cut off.-"^

326. (For stealing woollen) thread cotton, stuff to cause

fermenting, cow-dung,^ molasses, sour milk, milk, butter-

milk, water, grass,

327. Baskets of bamboo-cane and rattan, (any kind of)

salt, (utensils) made of clay, clay and ashes,

328. Fishes, birds, oil, ghee, flesh, honey, and whatever

has its origin in cattle -J

329. Other things of like sort, intoxicating liquors,

broth, all cooked foods—(for stealing any of these) a fine

double the worth of the article (stolen) should be

paid.

330. For stealing flowers, green grain, brush, vines,

creepers, and other ^ (kinds of grain) not purified,^ a fine

of five h'snala^^ should be set.

331. (But) for (stealing) grain (that has) been purified,

and for vegetables, roots, and fruits, a penalty of one hun-

1 If they are not of good family above) of K. (Sthuril-d ndma pdrsner
(or good character) he should pay, caturanyiddd I'crdhvapraderah). This
as before, eleven times their value latter is alluded to by Medh. as the
(Medh.) opinion of some (anye); and he up-

- Or "the use intended " (kdryam). holds the idea that it is the goading
It makes a difference whether it is of the draught-cow.
done by day or night, with ill-will or " Nand. has di/asasi/a, "iron."
not, and what the object of their use '' As leather, liorns (K., Ragh.)
may be (Medh.

)

8 Medh. and Nand. read (alpc.su
^ Elephants, honses, etc. (Medh., for a»!.ye.«M), i.e., "a small amount of

K.) grain, or
—

"

* Medicinal plants. " Where the bad grain has not
^ Small cattle intended for sacri- been sifted out(K.) ; cleared of dust

fice are meant (K.) The doubtful (Nand.)
word sthurikd (sir) in Nand. receives ^*' Of gold or silver (K.)
a different definition from that (given
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dred (panas) (should be imposed, if the tliief) is not a

relative ;^ if he is a relative the fine should be half a

hundred.

332.2 jt^^y ^Q^ ^qI robbery) done by force, in the pre-

sence (of the owner), would be an act of violence ; if it

should be done in secret, it would be (simply) a theft ;' and
where one takes anything, and (the act) is denied, (that

also is theft).

333. If a man steal (these) things when they are pre-

pared (for use),"* or abduct fire fi^oni a house,^ the king

should have him fined one hundred (panas).

334. With whatever limb a thief executes his purpose

among men, even that (limb) shall the king take from

him, (that it may be) for an example^ (to others).

335. If the father, teacher, friend, mother, wife, son, or

domestic priest fail to attend to their own duties,'' they

should not go unpunished by the king.

^ Or "connected in any way;"
so K. and Medh., though the
latter, while giving this explanation,

says it may mean whether there is

a guard or not ; if there is a guard
(sdni'aye), the guilt is divided, and
the thief's fine is less ; or, again, it

may mean, says Medh., whether he
has any reasonable excuse or not. In
vs. 198 we have similar explanations
of these words, and Nand., as there,

differs here from Medh. and K. in

glossing niranvnya by nihcem-pu-
hdra, i.e., when one steals all the
grain the fine is one hundred. Medh.
and K. agree that the grain here
meant is from the open field, on
account of vs. 320.

- Omitted by Nand., and follows

333 in Medh. with (a) and (6) in-

verted.
•* Instead of resistance or non-

resistance (B. R. ), K. nnderst.ands
open (robbery) or secret (theft).

Medh. gives the same explanation,
and paraphrases "an open assault

on guarded property " (is violence) ;

the opposite is theft ; in Medh. (a)

krtcd napahnatc ca i/at, "and it is

also theft (alone) when one commits
theft and does not deny it " (while if

he denies it it is violence). I think
the verse was probably added as a
gloss to explain the preceding—"A
fine of 100 in a niranvaya case (what
is niranvaya ?), simple theft is niran-
vaya,'" etc. The position in Medh.
is evidently wrong, though the hemi-
stichs themselves are better trans-

posed.
* So Medh. and K. (These are

the thread, etc., of vs. 326.)
* " Sacred fire is meant, not, as

Govind. says, any ordinary fire, for

the fine is too heavy for that " (K.)

;

but G. probably i-ead. as Medh. and
Nand. do, fcitaiii for K.'s ddyam, i.e.,

put the fine at loo instead of 250.
Medh. says no special fire is meant.

•• I.e., by frightening them he pre-

vents a repetition of the crime in the
future (Medh., K.) ; "for example,
if one should trust to his feet to

escape, believing none able to catch
him, he should lose his foot ; or if

he slily cuts a purse, his hand

"

(Medh.)
^ Dharma.
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336. In any case where a private individual would be

fined one kdrsdjpana in that case the king ought to be

fined one thousand : this is the law.^

337. The crime of the (^iidra in theft is eightfold (that

of a still lower man) ; sixteenfold is that of the VaiQya

;

thirty-two-fold that of the Ksatriya,

338. Sixty-four-fold is that of the Brahman, or even a

full hundred; or twice sixty-four, if, indeed, he knows the

quality of the sin.^

339. To take the fruit and roots of large trees, firewood,

or grass to feed cows with, Manu said, (is) no theft.

340. If a Brahman seek for property from the hand

of one who has taken what has not been given, (even if

the man owes it to him) because of a sacrifice (performed)

or instruction given, (then) this (Brahman) is even as a

thief.3

341. If a twice-born man,* being on a journey, finds his

provisions are exhausted, and takes two sugar-canes or two

roots from the field ^ of another man, he ought not to pay

a fine.

342. If one should fasten (cattle) which are not tied

up, or release those that are tied up, and if one should

take (away) a slave, a horse, or a chariot,^ he would incur

the sin of a thief.''

343. The king who by this rule secures the suppression

of thieves shall obtain glory in this world and the highest

happiness after death.

344. The king who longs to reach the home of Indra,

1 K. refers to ix. 245, with the yet this is not in the text, and another

explanation that the king's fine is sfitra (Ap. i. 28. 2 ff.), ascribes a

given to Brahuians or cast into lilce rule to Varsayani, who makes

water. this special exceiDtion to the general

- This last clause is to be joined rule against theft,

with each (K.) ^ This excludes the Cudra(Medh.)
^ He is as a thief, and ought to ^ Even if it is fenced in (Medh.)

be so punished (K. ) Vs. 339 is in ^ Though " some " translate " a

palpable contradiction to vs. 33 1, and chariot yoked with horses " (Medh.

)

is scarcely made better by referring ' He ought to be punished, ac-

to the sfitras ; for though Medh. and cording to the enormity of the

K. would restrict this theft to "un- crime, with death, mutilation, or fine

enclosed" property by Gaut. xii. 28, (K.)
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and (his) eternal, never-dying glory ^ sliovdd not for cue

moment neglect^ a man who commits violence.^

345. The man who commits violence should be regarded

as the worst of evil-doers, (worse) than one who injures

with the voice, or than a thief, or than one who smites

with a stick.

346. If a ruler exercises patience towards a man occu-

pied in an act of violence, he goes quickly to destruction

and becomes hated.*

347. Neither for the sake of friendship nor for the sake

of vast increase in wealth should a king set free those

who commit acts of violence, (since) they subject all crea-

tures to fear.

348. Wherever right^ is oppressed, there may the twice-

born take arms
;

(also) where, brought on by some (un-

lucky) time, calamity has come upon the twice -born

castes.*^

349. And in self-defence, in a struggle for gifts,''' and

when peril threatens a woman or a Brahman, he who
(thus) kills a man in a just cause ^ does no wrong.

350. Thus let him, without hesitating, kill any one

attacking him with a weapon in his hand,^ (even if it be)

a Guru, a child, an old man, or a Brahman who is very

learned.^*^

^ Or " a position like Indra's, and war. Nand. knows only the con-

never-dying glory " (Medh.) struction "in defence of self, and of

- I.e., hesitate to seize (Medh.) his gifts, and in war."
•' Such as incendiaries or robbers ** Or " in a just manner."

(K.) ; or other reckless ruffians Medh,, Nand., and Kfigli. invert the

(Medh.) order, ghnan dhanncud.
* By his people (Medh., K.) " Nand. says Citatdijin means a
'' Dharma, practically " their reli- " breaker of the rule of right, such

gious rites." as an incendiary ; " cf. the seven
'' When the king is dead, to save kinds in Visnu v. 190-192. Medh.

their own wealth or property, or, as and G. connect with vs. 249 as " one
"some" say, even for the sake of who comes with a weapon in his

another, or when the enemy have hand." K. says, with Katyayan.a,

come upon the land (Medh., K.), or tliat, though with one of high caste

when there is a famine (Nand.) no corporal punisliment is inflicted,

^ Wlien one attempts to rob them a jienance should be made, and that

of cows and other sacrificial gifts, a low man must even suffer death,

and a struggle ensues in consequence '" Buhurrutu = Crotriya, a learned

(K.) ; or, according to "some," in Brahman.
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351. No sin comes at anytime upon the slayer for

causing, whether openly or in secret, the death of one who
attacks him with a weapon in his hand,^ for thus anger

meets ancrer.^

352. Men busied with defiling the wives of others^ the

ruler should banish (from the realm), after branding them
by punishments which cause fear.*

353. For, arising from this (practice), the mixture of the

(different) castes among men is produced; whereby a

wrong ^ that deprives (the kingdom) of its root arises, fit

to destroy all things.

354. A man who holds a conversation in secret with

another man's wife, if he has been previously accused*^ of

(such) sins, should receive the lowest fine.''

355. But if one not previously accused should for some
(good) reason hold (such) a conversation,^ he ought to

have no fault attached to him, for in him it is not a trans-

gression.

356.^ He who addressed the wife of another^*' at a water-

ing-place, in a forest or wood, or at the union of rivers,^^

would incur (the sin of) adultery.^^

^ See vs. 350, note. s g;. regards this as an open pub-
" Quoted Ap. i. 29. 7 ; from a lie conversation.

" Purana ;
" cf. Mbha. xii. 34, 1 9, and ** Nand. places this verse after

56, 30. This saying is found in all 35^-

the rules pertaining to Ksatriya. ^^ This does not forbid conversa-

The explanation of Nand., based on tion with one's mother, sister, or

his interpretation of dtatayin, is Guru's wife (Medh.)
" openly, that is, in open fight with a ^^ These imply any lonely place

;

weapon." "Secretly, that is, by tirtka messnn a place to draw water
poison, magic," etc. (Medh., K.

)

^ Nand. offers a ?•«?•. lec.,paraddro- ^" The idea is, " he has committed
pasevdyan'i cesiamdndn nardn nrpah adultery already in his heart," and
in (a), and paricihnya in {h), wliere- the whole sentiment of the two
by the sense is not affected. verses is that if a man is really pure

* Such as mutilation of nose or in heart he is not to be punished for

lip (Medh., K.) ; or castration (N.) ;
the sin of conversing with another's

cf. ix. 24S. wife
;
just as in Mbh. ii. q, 104, we

^ Or "lack of rites" (Medh., have the same verb employed in a

adharma). similar thought. " A noble man of
•^ Akmrita, probably accused of pure heart should not be killed when

adultery, cf. vs. 275 (note); so Medh. (falsely) accu.sed of theft" (kmritac

and Nand. caurakarmani) In Nand.'s version
'' Some say even if he does it for ffV^^ stands for vaiie, which seems

some good reason (Medh.

)

preferable.
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357. Attendance upon her,^ sporting with her, touching

lier ornaments or clothes, sitting upon a bed with her, all

this is called adultery.

358. If any man touches a woman upon an improper

part (of her body),^ or being thus touched by her submits

to it with patience, this is all called adultery, (if done) by

mutual consent.

359. One who is not a Brahman ^ deserves capital pun-

ishment for committing adultery. The wives of all the

four castes must always be most carefully guarded.-*

360. Beggars,^ those who sing the praises (of the king)>

those who have been consecrated,*^ and working people

may, unless (they have been) refused (the right to do so),'^

hold conversation with women.^

361. A man who has been forbidden (to do so) should

not start a conversation with the wives of others ; but if,

having been forbidden, he should (still) converse (with

them), he ought to be fined a suvarna?

362. This rule ^"^ is not for the wives of strolling players,^^

nor for those who support themselves,^^ for these men pros-

titute (their own) wives, and, keeping out of sight (them-

selves), let (their wives) go astray.^^

363. But a man who starts a conversation in secret witli

these women ; with servant girls who have one master; or

' At the toilet (N.) ; or " polite '^ For some sacrifice, etc. (K.)

attentions" (Medh., K.) ^ By the husband. Or it may
- Literally, " on (a place) not the mean " they ought not to be forbid-

(right) place." In distinction from den" (Medh.)
the hand, etc. (Medh.) ^ Who belong in the house, and

"* Nand. reads smrtCi for sadd. Cf. the conversation must be in regard

ix. 6. to their business (K.)
* Medh. and Nand. say " a Ksat- ^ Of 16 mdsa (K.) Some hold that

riya and the other (lower castes)," this includes the beggars of vs. 360,

while K. says " from the nature of but they cannot pay a fine (Medh.)

the punishment a Qudra (is under- '" That is, the rule of a fine of one

stood)." So Ragh. K. also adds suvarna (Nand.)
the crime is committed with an un- ^^ Or dancers,

willing Brahman woman; and Medh. ^'^
I.e., by their wives (Medh.,

modifies the definition of a non- K., Nand.), for the wife is one's

Brahman in speaking of the death self.

penalty, which is for the " Cudra '^ Or, " they make women prosti-

alone on having connection with tutes, and, remaining concealed,

women of the twice-born castes." make the women entice (the men)
'' Religious mendicants. astray."
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with wandering women/ should be fined merely some

(small) fine.

364.^ He who deflowers an unwilling girl ought to re-

ceive corporal punishment ^ at once ; but a man of equal

(caste) who deflowers a girl with her consent should not

receive ^ corporal punishment.

365. (The king) should not cause a girl who tries to

seduce a man of high (caste) to pay any fine at all ; but he

ought to compel a girl to live confined at home ^ if slie

make love to a man of low caste.

366. If a man of low (caste) make love to a girl of the

highest (caste),*^ he deserves corporal punishment.^ One
who makes love to a girl of equal (caste) ^ should give the

marriage-money if her father desires (it).^

367. Now, if any man through insolence forcibly dis-

honour ^'^ a girl, he ought instantly to have two fingers cut

off, and pay a fine of six hundred (panas).

368. If a man of equal (caste) dishonour ^^ a girl with

her consent, he ought not to have his fingers cut off, but

to prevent (another such) occurrence, he should be made
to pay a fine of two hundred {panas).

369. And if a girl injure thus (with the finger another)

^ Possibly Buddhistic nuns are means marry her. The consent of the

meant. The "servant girls" are father is (nut to the marriage, but)

prostitutes. to the receiving payment (for his
- Some MSS. of Medh. change the daughter)! (Nand.) All commen-

position of the verses following to tators agree in taking the word
vs. 391. " liighest " to mean "higher," thus

•* VadJia : K. does not understand spreading the law over the three

death here, but mutilation ; and he uj^per castes. The word sev, which
adds that if he goes to her a second I have translated " make love," pro-

time when she is willing, he should bably, though not necessarily, im-
not be thus punished. The nature plies sexual intercourse,

of the punishment excludes the ^^ A girl of equal caste is meant,
Brahman (K.) and dishonour does not mean to de-

* Prdptam arhati (Medh., Nand.) flower, but to commit bodily indig-
^ Until her love for him is past nities, and (thence) the fingers offend-

(K.) The fine is paid by parent or ing are cut off (K.) Medh. gives

guardian (Medh.) two other explanations, both imply-
" Whether willing or not (K.) ing deflowering.
^ Vadha. In accordance with the ^^ K. as in vs. 367, apparently to

caste (of the offender) the punish- add a new meaning to the (same)
ment is mutilation or death (Ii.) verb in vs. 364. Medh. renders as

* With her consent (K.

)

in vs. 367.
" " Give the marriage - money "
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girl, she should be made to pay two hundred {imnas)

and give double ^ the marriage-price (of the injured girl)

and receive also ten (blows with) switches.

370. But if a (married) woman injure a girl, she should

have her head shaved at once, (or) two fingers should be

cut off, (or) (she should be made to) ride upon an ass.^

371. If a woman, mad<3 insolent by (the rank of) her

family, or by (her own) parts,^ should prove false to her

husband, the king should have her devoured by dogs in

some much-frequented place.^

372. He should cause the evil man to be burned on a

glowing hot iron couch, and they shall place pieces of wood

about it till the evil-doer is consumed.^

373. Twofold should be the fine of a criminal sentenced

within a year,^ and just as much if one cohabit with a

Vratya woman or a Candala woman.'^

374. A (^udra cohabiting with (a woman of) the twice-

born castes, whether she be guarded or not guarded,^ is (to

be) deprived of his member ^ and of all his property if she

be not guarded, and of everything '^^
if she be guarded.

375. A VaiQya should (pay as) line all his property after

imprisonment for a year;^^ a Ksatriya should be lined

^ Treble, according to Nand. [tri- the fact that the man is a Cudra.

f/unam). " That is, if there is not a year's

2 Upon the king's highway ; of. time between the two offences with

for a like penalty, Vas. xxi. I. the same woman.
3 Literally quality of any kind, ^ Also within the year ; cf. vs. 385.

as beauty or wealth (Medh., K.) Moreover, these cases are only cited

^ A public square is meant. We exemj)li gratia, and the rule holds as

read in the Mbha. of a city with nine a universal law that a penalty is

such squares (xiv. 66, 10, navasaiii- doubled if an offender is convicted

sthdna). of the same offence a second time
* Gautama, xxiii. 15, states that within a year(K.) For Vratya see

the man is also to be devoured (by x. 20 (note).

dogs), or, by another reading, simply ® By her husband or other (rela-

killed. The offence in Gautama is five)—(INIedh., K.)

expressly stated to be that of a man " Literally limb, but the meaning
of low caste with a woman of rank, is plain by Gaut. xii. 2.

which in IManu are conditions merely ^" That is, property and even life

iuii)lied. iiagh. says the punishment (K.

)

is public as a warning to others. In ^1 If he has had criminal inter-

Nand. the verb is in the singular; course with a guarded woman of the

the same commentator lays stress on Brahman caste (K.)
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one thousand (panas, or) should have his head shaved with

urine.^

376. But if a Vaic^.ya, or one of the ruling caste (Ksat-

riya), approach a woman of the Brahman caste when she is

not guarded, the king should make the Vai^ya (pay) five

hundred (panas) and the Ksatriya one thousand.

377. But both of them, on committing adultery with a

woman of the Brahman caste who is guarded, should be

punished like a (^udra/ or be burned in a fire of dry grass

and straw.^

378. A Brahman should be fined one thousand if he

force a woman of the priestly caste who is guarded ; and

five hundred if he have had a connection with (such a

woman) when she consented to it.

379. Shaving the head is ordained as (ihe equivalent of)

capital punishment'* in the case of a Brahman, but in the case

of the other castes capital punishment may be (inflicted).

380. Certainly (the king) should not slay a Brahman

even if he be occupied in crime of every sort; but he

should put him out of the realm in possession of all his

property, and uninjured (in body).

381. No greater wrong is found on earth^ than killing

a Brahman ; therefore the king should not even mentally

consider his death.

382. If a Vai^ya have intercourse with a woman of the

Ksatriya caste who is guarded, or a Ksatriya with a woman

of the Vaigya caste (who is guarded), they both ought to

pay the fine (which is imposed for a similar offence) toward

a woman of the Brahman caste who is not guarded.*^

1 Of an ass (K.) LiteraUy, "and." Vai?ya and one thousand for the

Cf. vs. 384. Ksatriya; cf. vs. 376. K. remarks that

- That is (as stated in vs. 374), in consequence of the lightness of the

with death (Medh., K.) penalty imposed on the Vai^ya for

3 K. distinguishes the kinds of violating the guarded Ksatriya wo-

•rrass as used for Vai9ya and Ksat- man, it is evident that a woman of

riva according to Vas. xxi. 1-3. bad morals must be meant ;
while

"iNotrrtc/Zwdiere, but literally "pun- the Vaigya is a very good man,

ishment that makes an end of life." otherwise there would be a lower

5 Or " is anywhere found " (km- fine for adultery with a guarded

cit) (Nand.) Ksatriya woman than with a guard-

s' Namely, five hundred for the ed Cudra woman (cf. vs. 3S3).
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383. A Brahman should be made to pay one thousand

(panas) if he have intercourse (with either of) these two
women wlien tliey are guarded ; and a fine of one tliousand

should also be (imposed) on a Ksatriya or a Vaigya (when
they have committed a similar offence) toward a woman
of the Qudra caste (who is guarded).^

384. A fine of five hundred (panas should be imposed
upon) a Vai(;ya (who has intercourse) with a woman of

the Ksatriya caste, if she be not guarded ; but a Ksatriya

must choose either to have his head shaved with urine or

(to pay) the fine (of five hundred).

385. If a Brahman have intercourse with a woman of

either the Ksatriya or Vaigya castes when she is not

guarded, or with a woman of the (^udra caste (who is not

guarded), he should be fined five hundred, but one thousand
if she be a woman of the lowest class.^

386. That king (shall) share in the world of ^akra in

whose realm there is no thief, nor adulterer, nor libeller, nor
any one who commits acts of violence or smites with a staff.^

387. The suppression of these five in his own realm gives

a king supreme power over those who are his equals in

birth,* and gives him glory among men (in general),

388. If a man for whom a sacrifice is to be performed

desert the sacrificial priest, or if the sacrificial priest desert

the one for whom he should perform sacrifice, they should

each be fined one hundred (provided the other party) was
able to (carry out) the ceremony, and had committed no
sin.^

389. Neither mother, father, wife, nor son should be

forsaken ; one who forsakes them, although they have not

^ (Medh., K., supplied from the * K. interprets, "over the kings
first part) ; N. says also if unguarded, of the same race."

- Such as aCandrdawoman (Medh., ^ q{ yj. 206. The conditions ab-
K.),even lower than the (^'udra caste, solving from the fine are sutiicient to
Nand. rca<ls rairjiarnjaiujc. excuse the one who gives the sacrifice,

^ Literallyso,iis complement of the but by the verse referred to the one
libeller, "one with an injurious who makes the sacrifice is not excused
voice." The real meaning is, in from the work (by proxy) if already
genera], one who commits corporal begun. Medh. takes adtixht (sinless)
injury. Cakra is ludra. to mean " not maimed in body."
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been degraded (from caste), should be fined six hundred

(panas) by the king.

390. When twice-born men mutually disagree in regard

to (points of) duty in the different (ascetic) orders,^ a king

who desires his own happiness should not explain the

law 2 (to them).

391. After paying honour to them in accordance with

their deserts, let the ruler, together with Brahmans, first

pacify them with kindly words, and then establish their

rule of conduct.^

392. If a Brahman, when giving an entertainment to

twenty people, fail to entertain his next neighbour and

the next but one,^ (although) they are worthy (of an invi-

tation), he deserves a fine of one mdsaka.^

393. If a learned (Brahman) fail to entertain (another)

worthy and learned (Brahman) at the religious ceremonies

(of ordinary life),'' he should be made to pay double the

(cost of) the food, and (be fined) a mdsaJca of gold.

394. A man who is blind, foolish, lame, an old man of

seventy, and one who is serviceable to learned (Brahmans)

should not be compelled to pay a tax by any (king.)^

395. The king should always cause a learned (Brah-

man) to be honoured ; also one who is ill, or in distress,

a child, an old man, a man without means, a man of

important family, and a noble man (Arya).

396. A washerman should wash the clothes'^ gradually

upon a smooth board (made of the wood) of the gdlmall tree,

and he should not mix the clothes (of one person) with the

1 The orders of hermits (Medh.), from vs. 393 either may be iinder-

hoiiseholders (G.), ov all four (K.) stood.

Kdrya, though the same term as ^ "Ceremonies tending to good-

that used to designate disputes at ness ;" such as those of birth, mar-

law, K. here explains as the mean in</ riage, etc. A neighbour is here

of the law-books. meant (K.)
"- Or, '-should not decide against ^ "Any (king) ; even if the king

theri^dit" (N.) has lost all his money (and is in

^ Medh. says the verb "honour " need of taxes)."—K.

maybe takenwith "with Brahmans." « jf jjg does, he ought to pay^ a
* Or, the one opposite and the fine (K.) Medh. (in some MSS.)

one next back (Medh., Nand )
and Nand. omit (anaih, and repeat

5 Of gold (Medh.) ; of silver (K.)
;

vdsdmsi {niji/dd vdsamsi nejikah).
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clothes (of another), nor let the clothes (of' one person) be

worn (by another).

397. That which consists of ten jJalas a weaver should

give back increased by one pala; 1 if he act otherwise, he

should be made to pay a fine of twelve (paoias).^

398. The king should receive one-twentieth of the cost

price (as tax on market goods), in accordance with the

worth wliich experienced men in (various) places for

taxation, being well acquainted with all goods bought and
sold, shall set upon (the goods).

399. The king should take away all the property of a

man who, through avarice, exports ^ goods of which the

king has a monopoly ,4 or wliich are forbidden (to be sold).

400. A tradesman who slips by the place of taxation at

some improper time,^ or gives a false statement in regard

to the amount (of his goods), should be fined the eightfold

fine.*5

401. After considering the place of importation and
exportation," the storage,^ the gain, and the loss of all

goods bought and sold, let (the king) establish (the price

of) purchase and sale.^

402. Every five days, or at the expiration of every
fortnight, the king should settle the price (of the goods) in

the presence of these men.i*'

1 The same ratio in Yaj. i. 129, (denied to the king) made eightfold
whence it appears that this is not a is the fine." Another interpretation
royal tax. In Manu only coarse suggested by Medh. as that of
cotton or wool stulfs are meant ; fine "some "is that the word a/cdle {at
stuffs are increased three per cent. improper time) is to be connected
-Or palas (Medh.) And give with the word kmijavikmijl {he who

satisfaction to the owner (K.) trades), i.e., he who trades (referring
^Literally, '-goods proclaimed to payment of taxes) at an improper

(to bfc)^the king's." time or in secret, as distinct from
Or"sells" (Medh.) From Yaj. ii. him who slips by the custom-house.

261 It appears that "all theproperty" Cf. Vi.^nu iii. 31.
is all that sold against the law. ' Tile distance traversed (Medh.,
y-" At night, for instance (Medh., K.)

^^•) ** The length of time they are
The fine (literally, transgres- stored (K.)

sif)n), is represented by the value of ^ In such a wav as not to oppress
the tax laid and lied about. Medh. the parties trading (K.)
says, " As much as he denies, so much i" Traders or experts. Vss 40-'-
eightfold is the fine ;

" K. " the tax 406 fail in Medh.

Q
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403. Each balance and measure ^ should be carefully

tested (by the king), and he should have them re-examined

every six months.

404. One j;«»a should be paid at a ferry for a waggon,

half a 2^)1(1 for a load that a man can carry,^ a quarter

for a cow or a woman, and half a quarter for a man

without luggage.

405. Waggons full of wares should be charged toll in

projjortion. to their value, but (empty) waggons and men

without escort^ should be charged but a trifle.

406. The toll should be in proportion to the place and

time* when the course is a long one ; one should know

that this (law) is for passage across a river, (while) at sea

there is no particular rule.

407. A woman more than two months advanced in

pregnancy, a (religious) wanderer, a sage (ascetic), Brah-

mans who bear the signs (of their religious order),^ should

uot be made to pay toll at a ferry.

408. If anything be destroyed on a boat^ through the

fault of the sailors, it must be paid for by the sailors col-

lectively, each (paying) a small part.

409. Thus is declared the decision in regard to (any)

legal dispute among those who go in boats, (where an

accident occurs) on the water in consequence of the fault

of the watermen. (When accidents occur) by the act of

the gods'^ there is no fine.

^ K. gives as illustration pras^Aa- season) or the rain)' season, etc. (K.)

dronddi, a measure of quantity in dis- ^ According to Medh. and K.,

tinction from the measure by balance, the religious students ; according to

Kagh. divides into balance, measure, Nand., pilgrims to the tlrtha. The
weight, and documents signed by word Brahman includes the " wan-

hiniself (a doubtful ror. ?fc.

)

derer " (pravrajita) (Medh. and
" In Nand. bharah for tare at Nand.), for a Ksatriya might also

the end of (a) may have crept in be one who has given up all and

from the commentary, as it expresses taken up this life (Nand. ) ; and this

more clearly than the usual text the rule does not apply to those who
idea of the load. The waggon is an bear the signs of an excluded (or for-

empty one (K.) bidden) life of wandering [vahijapra-

» K. Rfigh. understand beggars vraji/d)—(Medh.)

poor people, and K. says " chests, ^ Lost overboard in the water

etc.," for waggons. (Medh., K, Nand.)
* Whether the water is rough or ^ Baivike, divine act, i.e., fate ;

not, whether it is in summer (the dry shipwreck, etc., is meant (K.)
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410. The king should make the Vai^ya practise trade,

[lold-loariinfr, apiculture, and cattle-tending; and make the

^^udra (act) as the slave of those who are twice-born.^

411. A Brahman should support both a Ksatriya and

Vai^ya whose means of livelihood have been diminished,

making them attend each to his respective duties,^ (but)

without causing them any cruelty.

412. But if a Brahman through avarice, and because he

possesses the power, compel twice-born men who have

received the initiation (into the caste order) to do the

work of a slave ^ when they do not wish it, he shall be

fined six hundred {imnas) by the king.

41^. But a Qudra, whether bought or not bought,* (the

Brahman) may compel to practise servitude ; for that

((^udra) was created by the Self-existent merely for the

service of the Brahman.

414. Even if freed by his master, the (^udra is not

released from servitude ; for this (servitude) is innate in

him : who then can take it from him ?

415. A (man made) captive in war,^ a (slave) who

serves for food, one born in the house, one bought, one

given, one (formerly) belonging to (the owner's) father, and

one servinfj out a fine:*^ these are the seven kinds of

slaves.

416. Wife, son, and slave, these three are said to be

^ The twice-born means all the unable to pay a fine to the king

three upper castes (Nand.) Some must work out the fine (ISIedh.

)

interpret this to mean that the king There is no reason for not supposing

shall exercise foi-cc to compel them

;

other castes than the Cudra meant

. . . but if it is a matter of neces- in the "one taken captive in war"
sity for them to do other work, to and the one "serving out a fine,"

force them to do their own would be though Medh. objects to this. The
to contradict other statutes (Medh.) " fine " is either punishment set by

- If the Brahman is wealthy and the king (as Nand. says his punish-

does not do this, he is to be fined ment is his slavery) or more proba-

(K.) bly one serving out a debt to another
^ Such as washing his feet (Medh., when he has no money ;

so K.. and

K.) Nand. alludes to tiiis as the opinion
* Supported or not (K.

)

of some ilcecid). Vs. 414 contradicts

^ Literally, one seized beneath a the spirit of vs.415. Accordingtothe

war-standard. Mbha., a captive in war should be
^ Cf. vss. 49, 177, and ix. 229. One released at the end of a year.
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without property :
^ whatever property they acquire is his

to whom they (belong).

417. A Brahman may take possession of the goods of

a (^iidra with perfect peace of mind,^ for, since nothing at

all belongs to this ((^udra) as his own, he is one whose

property may be taken away by his master.

418. (The king) should with great care oblige the

Vaiqya and the (^Judra to perform each his owm occupa-

tion, for by departing from their own occupations these

two would cause the universe to shake.

419. Every day (the king) should inspect the manage-

ment of (different) affairs,^ the (condition of his) steeds,

(his) regular income and expenditure, (the receipts from)

the mines, and the (state of his) treasury.

420. If the king thus completes all these matters of

legal difference, he casts from himself every sin and attains

the supreme course (of bliss).^

END OF THE EIGHTH LECTURE.

^ The epic is fond of emphasising

this rule ; it occurs three or four

times in the Mbha. In brevity

it resembles vii. 96. Medh. and K.
say that this verse is intended to imply

the absolute dependence of the woman
and the others in spending money,

since the son and slave are in this

respect like the wife. Later writers

explain the "proj^ei-ty " as that earned

by mechanical arts, in orderto do away
with the contradiction between this

rule and that of ix. 194. Cf. Jolly,

Recht. Stellung der Trauen, § ii.

^ Instead of visrabdham, the

adverb, Nand. reads the adjective

agreeing with hrdhmanah, and ex-

plains as " not afraid of taking from
the (^udra," while Medh. also under-
stands it (the adverb) as not afraid

that "it is a wrong thing to take
gifts from a Cudra, remarking that

this is not opposed to the rule of

right. Nand. understands that

"any one of the three castes" is

meant by the word brdhmana ! K.
says if in time of need, even force

may be used.
^ I.e., by his overseers (Medh.)
4 A var. lee. in the MS. of Nand.

reads, " He is exalted in the world
of Brahm " {brahmalokc mahlyate).
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LECTUEE IX.

CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LAW (CONTINUED).

1. I WILL declare the eternal duties of man and wife

(when) abiding by duty's ^ path, (both) in union and in

disunion.^

2. Day and night should women be kept by the male
members of the family ^ in a state of dependence. In

pursuits to which they are too devoted they should be

restrained under the husband's power.^

3. The father guards them in childhood, the husband
guards them in youth, in old age the sons guard them. A
woman ought not to be in a state of independence.

4. The father who does not give (his daughter in mar-
riage) at the (right) time is blamable.^ Blamable too is

the husband if he does not have intercourse with her (at

the right period). The son who does not protect his

mother when her husband is dead is also blamable.*^

5. Women should be especially preserved from even
the little (vicious) ^ inclinations, for if not preserved (from

them) they would bring sorrow upon two families.^

6. Since they see this is the chief duty of all the castes,^

husbands, even (if they are) weak, strive to keep guard

over the wife.

' Duty's path is a course of life to the commentators (Baudh. iv. r,

free from mutual infidelity (K., 13; Gaut. xviii. 21).

Nand.) 6 The widow, therefore, does not
- Tlie husband being dead or on die with the husband. In Medh.,

a journey (Ragh.) No. 1551, yapya for vacya ; also in
3 By their husbands, etc. (Medh., Nand.

K.) Cf. V. 147 ; Vas. v. 2 ; Baudh. ^ ^ and Ragh.
ii. 3, 45 ; Visiiu xxv. 13. 8 The Kashmir MS. adds here

* So Medh. K. explains as another verse to the effect that
" they should be confined by their guarding a wife guards the progeny,
own wishes," i.e., allowed freedom and so one's self.

in (small and sinles.s) hobbies. '•' Cf. viii. 359.
^ Before menstruation, according
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7. For he who guards his wife with diii>^c._.

posterity, his (ancestral) usages, his family,^ himseit, a.^d

his own duty.^

8. The husband, entering into the wife and becoming

an embryo, is born again on earth ; for this is the wifeship

of the wife {jdyd), in that (the husband) is born {jdya-tc)

again in her.^

9. Since the woman brings forth a son of like sort with

(the man) whose love she shares, therefore (the man)

should guard the woman with care, that he may obtain

purity of offspring.

10. No man can guard women by using force, but they

may be guarded by employing these (following) means

:

11. One should keep her (the wife) occupied in col-

lecting and expending money, in keeping things clean,'^

in (attending to her) duty,^ in cooking food, and in looking

after the things about the house.*'

12. Women (are) not guarded (by) being confined at

home by men,'^ (however) cleverly (they) attempt it. Those

women who guard themselves through themselves (are

alone) well guarded.^

13. Drinking (liquor), connection with bad people, liv-

ino- apart from their husbands, wandering about, (untimely)

sleeping, living in the house of another man,^ (these) are

six things that bring shame on women.

1 Probably his race, as an adul- "the furniture." Medh. (1551) has

teress dishonours it all (Medh.), or parhidhi/a.

his progenitors, as they can be saved '' Guards of the harem (Medh.)

only by legal ofEspring (Medh., K.) ^ This is a parody of the philo-

- The husband of an adulteress sophical maxim, " Know thyself

cannot keep the sacred fire (K.) through thyself." The guarding of

^ Cf. Ait. Br. vii. 13, 6, and fre- themselves here enjoined on the

quently in the epic. The pun was women is simply occupying them-

probably, like many verses of our selves at home, which will prevent

text, proverbial. their gadding about and disgracing

* Applicable to things or to her themselves ; and the antithesis is

person (Medh., K.

)

merely between a woman who finds

s I.e., obeying her husband, etc. and loves occupation at home, and

(K., Ragh.) one who is confined there by force.

6 Or " the marriage goods " {pari- No higher meaning is meant by

nctya). Vide B. R. s. v. = dsanaydnd- " guarding through themselves."

dikam (Naud., who has pdrindhya), '^ Any other manthan her husband.
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14. Tliese (women) regard not beauty, nor do tliey care

for youth. Whether the man be beautiful or ugly, they

cry " It is a man," and enjoy (him).^

15. By running after men, by their fickleness of mind,

by their natural lack of firm affection, these women,

although carefully guarded, prove false to their husbands.

16. The husband, then, knowing the natural disposition

of these women, as it was originally formed by the creation

of Prajapati,- should take the greatest pains in guarding

them.

17. The bed, the seat, adornraent,^ desire, wrath, deceit-

fulness,^ proneness to injure and bad morals Manu^ ordained

for women.

18. No religious ceremony for women should be (accom-

panied) by mantras,^—with these words the rule of right is

fixed; for women being weak creatures, and having no (share

in the) mantras, are falsehood itself.^ So stands the law.

19. There are a number of revelations {grutayah) of this

sort sung ^ even in the (Vedic) nigamas in order to exhibit

the distinguishing traits (of women). Hear the (verse of)

expiation for (the sin of) these women.

20. " Inasmuch as my mother has gone astray and has

sinned, being false to her husband, (therefore) may my

1 Nand. reads rupavantam aru- b}' general statements in the Niru-

paiii va, " endowed with beauty or kta, another reading is possible, ac-

without it." Cf. the same, ]\[bha."xiii. cording to which the meaning of the

38, \-], viruiiaih riqiuvnntmhvu. last part of this verse would be,

- That is, Mann, the son of the " women have no manly strength,

self-existent (Nand.) and have no share in an inheritance,"

3 These three imply love of sleep, nirJndrlyd adayddah striyo nityani

laziness, vanity. iti <;rutih (or . . . striyo nrtam iti

* Or 'perhaps better (with some sthitih, as in the common version).

MSS.), "lack of nobility," amir- Cf. vs. 201, where nHVHf/?-///d/((niasc.)

yatam (so Nand.)
"

are excluded from a share in the

5 Not the lawgiver, but the ori- heritage. This meaning is sup-

ginal creator, represented in vs. 1 6 by ported by the Sutras (cf. the text

Prajfipati. According to the Mbha. and quotations given by Mandlik,

Manu gave weak and foolish women May., ii. 366-367), but is not the

to men when he himself was on the reading of Medh. or of K. Cf.

point of going to heaven (xiii. 46, 8). Baudh. ii. 3, 46; with Biihler's

6 Except marriage. Cf. ii. 67 ;
note.

Yaj. i. 13.
" "A var. he gives nigadd, kind

7 From other texts, and supported of mantra " (Medh.)
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father keep far from me this seed (of the adulterer)."^

These are the words that illustrate (his expiation).

21. And if in her thoughts she meditate anything dis-

pleasing to him who has taken her hand in marriage, (this

verse) is declared to be in due form an expiation for that

(mental) sin.^

22. Whatever qualities the husband has to whom the

wife is lawfully wedded, she becomes possessor of just

such qualities, even as the (river) flowing to the deep

(when united) with the sea.^

23. Thus the Aksamala, though born of the lowest caste,

when united to Yasistha, and the (bird) Sarangi (when

united to) Mandapala, became worthy of honour.*

24. These and other women who have been born on

earth in a lowly station have each obtained a high station

through the noble qualities of their husbands.

25. Thus is declared the constantly pure everyday rule

of life for man and wife. Learn now the rules concerning

offspring, (rules) of which the result is happiness both

after death and in this world.

26. When women (are found) blest because of offspring,

worthy of honour, (true) lamps in the house, then there is

not the slightest distinction in the homes (of men) between

(them) and Happiness.'^

1 According to K. and Nand., * Aksamala is probably an epi-

" may my father take" or "purify," thet (wearing an akm wreath) of

etc. The formula is found elsewhere (the vine) ArundhatI, who, though

(Grhya Sutra of (Jankhayana), and a Candali (Ragh.), attained heaven

is otherwise applied. by her obedience to her husband,
2 This verse is for the son to say, the renowned sage Vasistha. The

not the mother (K., Ragh.) Sarangi or Qarangi is the female
3 The etymological meaning of Saranga, a kind of bird, according

the word river (nimnagd, going to to K. a sparrow (caYafa?). Mandapala

the deep), strengthens the compari- was a seer who became a male bird

son, which is commonly used in of this sort and had intei-course with

philosophy to indicate the perfect her (cf. Mbha. i. 229, 5), obtaining

union of the individual with the All. four sons ; thereby she had the

Cf., e.g., Mund. Up. 3. 2, 8. The honour of rescuing him from hell, as

same figure has been used to denote till then he was sonless, and had

the union of desire on the part of gone to hell through this deficiency

the people and king, viii. 175. It in spite of his piety.

applies here more particularly to ^ The similarity of sound pro-

the qualitative difference, as the bably occasions this sentiment,

fresh water becomes salt. which is often repeated in the epic
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27. To bear children, to take care of them ^ when born,

and to oversee personally the ordinary affairs of life,^

(these acts) each for each ^ depend on the wife.

28. Offspring, the due performance of religious duty,*

obedience,^ and the most profound voluptuous '^ joy are

dependent upon the wife ; so also the (attainment of)

heaven for the (husband's) ancestors and for himself/

29. She who, restrained in mind, speech, and body, is

not unfaithful to her husband, attains the abode of (her)

husband,^ and is called virtuous by the good.

30. Now a woman from unfaithfulness to her husband

gets blame in the world, is born of a jackaP (on being

born again), and is tormented by evil diseases.

31. Learn now this holy utterance, applicable to all

mankind, declared concerning a son by the good and by

the great seers born of old.

32. They are well aware that a (legitimate) son belongs

to the husband,^° but in regard to the actual father (of an

illegitimate son) there is a twofold explanation ^^ (given)

and in other smrtis (cf. Daksa's iv. ^ Two MSS. Medh. have lokam
Qflr eva stri) ; since the wojna.n {strt) (the world), the order m this and
gives happiness, she is said to be subsequent verses being in No. 935
identical with Happiness {(rl), either much altered. So in the Mbha. : The
as abstract condition or personifica- daughter of the king of Videha
tion. The lofty sentiment is how- sang a song, " Never a ceremony at
ever restricted by the clause "be- the sacrilice, no feast for the manes,
cause of offspring," w^hich is the and no fasting bring heaven to
sole reason from the standpoint of woman ; but obedience to law and
the law-book why women deserve to hutsband, thereby may women
honour. The same expression in vs. conquer heaven." (Ref. Visn.xxv. 15,

96 illustrates this. Cf. iii. 57, 61. note). Cf. v. 155, and the same
^ Paripdlanam (or pariraksanam, epithet sddlnl of the 'wife in the

Nand.) following. The verse is repeated
- Such as providing for the enter- by K. in v. 166 ; cf. note,

tainment of guests and friends (K.) " The jackal was very low in the
* Prrt^z/rtc^/fM?)!, (Medh.), or "over- system of transmigration, but not

see day by day " (jwati/aliam), {K..) the lowest; the dog, for instance,
* The care of the sacred fire, etc. was more unworthy. This verse is

(K.) found at v. 164 ; cf. note.
5 Attendance (K.) i" Literally, "supporter;" here
^ liati, so Ragh., "pleasure by equal to owner (Nand.), i.f., husband,

union with w(mian." 'i Literally, "a doubleness of
^ By bearing a legitimate son, who, cruti" Cf. Vas. xvii. 6 fT.

as the law says, saves his progenitors

from hell.
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by revelation (griUi) ; some say the progenitor (owns liim),

others think the owner of the land.^

33. The woman is said to have the nature of land; the

man is said to have the nature of seed ; the origin of all

corporate creatures (is caused) by the union of land and

seed.^

34. In some places the seed is the cliief (factor) ;
^ in

other cases the womb of the woman ; when both are equal,

the offspring is considered best.

35. (In a general comparison) between seed and womb
the seed is called weightier, for the offspring of every

created being is characterised by the characteristic of the

seed,

36. Whatever qualities the seed that is sown in land

which has been prepared ^ at the (proper) time possesses,

the same sort of seed grows up in this (land), endowed

with qualities of its own (parent seed).

37. For (though) this earth is declared to be the eter-

nal womb of created beings, (yet) the seed exhibits in

the things produced from it not a single one of the quali-

ties of this womb.^

38. In the earth, even in one and the same (kind of) land,

the seeds which spring up after being sown by husband-

men at the (proper) time are of various appearances, each

according to its own natural qualities.

39. Pace, gdli,^ 7iiudga, sesame, beans, and barley sprout

1 Even if he, the owner of the x. 72. The first is ilhistrated by the

land {i.e., the woman's husband), is case of Vyasa, the second by that of

not the progenitor (K.) Medh. Dhrtarastra (Medh.)

(Nos. 935 and 1551) has kartari "* jjy pio^ighjng^ etc. (K.)

(maker, progenitor, " actual father ")
^ In the stems and bushes no

for hhartari. dust, earth, etc. (Medh., K.) More
2 "The twofold explanation" is jirobably to be taken literally, ignor-

given in 32, to which 33 is added to ing the effect of different earths on

explain the terms used: "he now the products. Whether the earth is

(in 34) gives an opinion of his own "
dry, wet, etc., the seed produces its

(Nand. ) " All corporate creatures
"

like all the same.

mean the four classes born of egg, " According to Nand., " rice or

moisture, sweat, or seed (Medh.), i.e., (other) grains, sesame, etc.," omitting

not animate alone. miid</a ; by some (;dli is taken as

3 The chief factor in determining also a kind of rice,

the qualities of the offspring. Cf.
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forth according to their seed, and so do leeks and sugar-

canes.

40. " One thing sown, another produced "—these words

do not express what properly occurs ; for whatever be

the seed sown, exactly that (kind) alone sprouts fortli.

41. Thence^ a well-instructed man, aware (of this law)

and understanding wisdom and science,^ should never,

if he desires long life, sow (seed) in the wife of another

man.

42. Those who know the things of the past relate

songs sung by the winds,^ to the eflect that * seed should

not be sown by a man in the wife ^ of another.

43. Just as a dart is wasted if shot into a hole where

(the hunter merely) wounds (an animal) which has been

already wounded (by another hunter), so indeed is seed

wasted at once when (sown) in the wife of another.*^

44. Those who know the things of the past know that

the earth (^yrthivl) is the wife of Prthu ; '' they say, too,

that land belongs to him who clears off the timber, and a

forest animal to him who owns the arrow (that first hit it).

45. It is said that the man is as much as his wife him-

self and his offspring ;^ so the priests declare this saying :

"What the husband is, that the woman is said to be.

1 Tad iti tasmdd aHhe (Ragh.) m the text. Medh. (No. 1551) has
" Wisdom (jnana) is the treatises [niJcsiptam), and in (a) Isiptah (so

oftheVedanga(orVedriugaand(la\v) 935). He also explains "a dart

treatises) ; science (rijw«rt«) is logic which wounds an animal already

(Jar/trt), etc. (Medh.) Wisdom is the wounded by another dart shot by

Veda, science its subsidiary branches the same hunter."

(K.) gruti and smrti, according to ^ Cf. vii. 42. Although the earth

Riigh., represent these two, while was ruled by several kings before

Nand. defines wisdom as "worldly him, Prthu first got control of her

knowledge," and science as the (as it were, married her). The point

" branches" (of law, etc., in general), of the verse is that he w ho marries
^ Either as material or immatc- is the owner, so that offspring be-

rial, i.e., the god Y^ja. longs not to the progenitor, but to

* }«</(« means "for which reason" the woman's husband. The kings

{yena hctund), and he then gives the subsequent to Prthu, according to

Bong(= 43) (Nand.) ; so Medh. Medh., have no legitimate claim of

'' Enclosure, field, wife. possession.

6 According to another reading, » A var. lee. in Nand. suggests

"at once" {ksipram) should be in that this was not always given as a

parenthesis, and "sown" (Jcsijptam) quotation (^jmjc/ut Ctt).
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46. Neither by sale^ nor by abandonment is a wife

released from her husband; so we recognise this as a law

laid down of old by Prajapati.

47. Once only a share^ falls (to a person's lot) ; once only

is a girl given in marriage ; once only one says, " Let me

give." 3 These three (things) are in each case* (done but) once.

48. Just as in the case of cows, mares, female camels,

slave-girls, buffalo-cows, goats, and ewes it is not the

progenitor that owns the offspring,^ even thus also (stands

the rule) in (the case of) other men's wives.

49. Those who, not owning the land but possessing the

seed, sow it in the land of another man, never at any time

receive the fruit from the crop thus produced.^

50. As, should a bull beget a hundred calves by cows

belonging to another owner, the calves (would) belong to

those alone who own the cows, and the bull's seed (would

be) cast to no purpose
;

51. So even thus those who, when they do not own the

land, sow their seed in the land of another man, do good

to those who own the land, and the possessor of the seed

receives no fruit.'''

52. If there has been no agreement between those that

own the land and those that own the seed, the advantage

gained belongs plainly to those who own the land ;
the

womb is more important ^ than the seed.^

1 Cf. xi. 62. Sale of girls and the good are for once." The verse

even married women is known (Yaj. illustrates the preceding (K.)

iii. 242). Even if one pays a thovi- = The one who lends the male

sand rt«'s/ta forher, he does not become animal is not the one who owns the

her liusband (Medh.) young of the females (K.)

- The division of property of one's ° This is quoted by Vas. xvu. 8,

father, etc., is referred to, with no with a contrary opinion (cf. Ap. it.

allusion to a possible redistribution. 13, 7) in 9.

Medh. says the division must hold, '' Figuratively applicable to the

but if one complains afterwards that wife as the land,

the division is unfair, he gets the ^ The reading halli/asi
_
(more

same as the others; or if one is after- powerful) of the Beng. MS. is sup-

wards proved to have received a ported by (Nos. 935 and 1551)

share illegally, it is still valid. Medh., the MS. of Nand., and the

3 General gifts, or " I will give gloss of K. {halarat).

(the o-irl)." " The superiority of the " seed " in

4 Or, (i>ar. Zee. ),"These three among vs. 31 is due to the results produced
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53. But both the owner of the seed and the owner of

the land are known in this world to be (equal) possessors

of all that which is produced in consequence of a special

agreement respecting the seed.^

54. If seed carried by a stream or by the wind grow

up in the land (of another), this seed belongs to the owner

of the land alone ;
- the one who sows does not (in this

case) receive the fruit.

55. This is the law ^ which should be recognised in

regard to the offspring of cows, mares, slave-girls, female

camels, goats, sheep, fowls, and buftalo-cows.

56. The value and worthlessness of the seed and the

womb have been declared unto you : now I will next pro-

claim the chief duties of women in time of need.*

57. The wife of the eldest brother in respect to a later-

born brother (is said to be) the wife of the Guru, and the

wife of the younger (brother) is said (to be) the daughter-

in-law of the eldest (brother).^

58. If, when there is no need,^ the eldest brother have

sexual intercourse with the younger brother's wife, or the

younger brother with the wife of the first-born (brother),

they both become degraded, even (if they have been) com-

missioned (to act thus).

59. When there is a lack of offspring the progeny"

wished fur may be procured by the wife being regularly

on the offspring ; here ownership is says only "wife of the Guru, "to-

alone in question. wards whom the strictest propriety

^ A special agreement regarding is required, and to corrupt whom is

the sowing of the seed, one of the cardinal sins. Ragh.

- So Nand., var. lee, tad jucyaili takes Guru to mean the father iu-

Icaetrikasijaiva. Medh. has na v'ljl stead of the father-in-law.

(possessor of the seed) for r.a vaptd « As in vs. 56. These verses,52-5S,

(sower). are inserted in Burnell's copy of

^ That is, this law of agreement Medh. after vs. 58 of the eighth

(Medh., K.) Lecture.
•* That is, when in need of children, '^

I.e., sons, who have the right of

when there is no offspring (Medh., being heirs; in case other children

K., Kagh., and Nand.) are born the commission is, there-

5 The daughter in-law in one case fore, repeated (Medh.) The same

implies as correlative mother-in-law, commentator allows a putrika (vide

as Jones translates, but the text vs. 127) to take the son's place.
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commissioned (to bear children generated) by the bro-

ther - in - law or some blood - relation of the husband's

family.

1

60. The (man who is") commissioned, being anointed

with ghee, and with voice restrained, shall beget at night

one son by the widow,^ but never a second (son).

61. Some who understand this matter ^ think a second

procreation by (such) women is in accordance with the

law of right, as they consider the purpose of the commis-

sion (still) incomplete (if there be only one son)."^

62. But when the purpose of the commission in regard

to the widow has been completed according to rule, the

two should act toward each other as (if they were) Guru

(father-in-law) and daughter-in-law.

63. If the two who have been commissioned dispense

with the rule,^ and act ^ according to the promptings of

lust, they would both be degraded; having (in theory)

violated, (the one) the daughter-in-law, (or the other) the

\vife of the Guru, (mother-in-law).

64. A widow woman ^ should not be commissioned by

twice-born men (to have carnal intercourse) with any other

man (than her husband), for those commissioning (her to

1 Sapinda, so- Medh. This for- included "a wife without children."

mally introduces the levirate law, Cf. Jolly, Ilecht. Stellung, § 18,

which is both recognised as right, where this passage is discussed.

and again (64-6S) denied by the ^ Or wife, according to the com-

law-book. The wife is commissioned mentators, if the husband lives

by the (husband or) Guru (K.), and without children (K. ) Vide last

tiie brother of the husband or some note.

f)ther Sapinda performs the duty of ^ I.e., the law in cases of need

raising up a child for the (dead) (Nand.), or the rule for raising up
husband. The Sapinda is generally offspring (K.

)

any one of the blood relations within * Gaut. xviii. 8 permits this in

six degrees (cf. V. 60). The practice laying down the rule "not more,

is forbidden by Apast. ii. 27, 2-7, than two sons." An expression

if the husband is alive, but with quoted by Medh. and K. occurs

the widow is expressly enjoined by often proverbially in the epic, "He
Gaut. xviii. 4, and xxviii. 21-22, who has one son has no son."

and Vas. xvii. 56. Narada gives ^ The rule (cf. vs. 60) of anoint-

in his later law-book an elaborate ing, etc. (K., Nand.)

account of the formalities. Our ^ MS. of Nand. gives "if they

text speaks of the widow only, though raise up children by lust."

the commentators understand as '' Vidhavd ndrl like midier vidua.
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have carnal intercourse) with any other man would violate

the eternal law of rii^lit.^

65. In the mantras on marriage^ (such) a commission

is never mentioned, and the second marriage of a widow

is not spoken of in the rule of marriage.

66. For this is reprehended ^ by the twice-born who are

wise, as a law (fit only) for cattle; (but) it was declared

(to be the law) even for men when Vena ruled over his

kingdom.'*

6y. This supreme^ king-seer, enjoying the possession

of the whole earth long ago, produced a mixture of the

(different) castes, his mind being destroyed by lust.*^

6S. From that time on the good blame any one who in

delusion commissions a woman to raise up offspring when
lier husband is dead.'^

69. If the (intended) husband^ of a maiden die after

troth has been plighted,^ her own brother ^°-in-law should

marry her according to the (following) rule.

70. Approaching her according to rule, she being clothed

1 Vsa. 64-68 contradict 59-64, and raja :
" Xow Gov. not understanding

are probably a later addition. the state of things caused b^^ the
- Verses from the Vedas contained difference in the ages, declared that

in the house-rules for recitation at not to have the commission was at

a wedding. all times better than to commission
3 Or, " This law of cattle is repre- the widow. I have no respect for

hendeil by the wise." this opinion, which is made up out of
* No other authority exists for his own head and contradicts the

this statement. sage's opinion." Nand. does not
^ Not supreme because of virtue notice this. It is probable that the

(K.) original rule was acted on too freely
* He is known as an impious and produced a nominal reaction

;

king, claiming sacrifice for himself the custom has continued, however,
instead of the gods. Vide vii. 41. without restriction to modern times
Some MSS. have Vena. in spite of widow-burning, and at

^ K. and Nand. say : This denial the time of Mandeslo was in general
of the commission declared by him- acceptance.

self (Manu) appertains only to the ^ I.e., the bridegroom, future
Kali age, as Brhaspati says : The husband, like the i'ulkada of 97,
commission is proclaimed by IVfanu q.v.

(v. Jolly, he. eit, p. 97) and forbid- " That is, after she has been pro-

den by him, so this practice cannot mised in marriage.

now be performed on account of the ^^ I.e., of the woman. The own
weakness of the age. To this and brother of the husband (K.) Nand.
other verses quoted from T5rhaspati, defines this as patidcvarah.

K. adds a disapproval of (Joviuda-
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in white, and true to observance of purity, let (the brother-

in-law) have intercourse with her once regularly at the

proper seasons, until a child is conceived.^

71. A wise man after giving a girl to one man should

not give her again (to another) ; for by giving her (once)

and offering her a second time he is guilty of an untruth

respecting man.^

72. Even after marrying a girl according to rule (the

husband) may abandon her (if he find her) blameworthy,

sickly, very corrupt,^ or married to him by fraud.^

yT,. If a man give a girl (in marriage) when she has de-

fects without telling of them, (the husband) may make void

this (gift) of that evil-minded man who gave him the girl.^

74. A man ^ who has business to attend to (away from

home) should take his journey (only) after establishing

some means of sustenance for his wife; for a woman,

even if inclined to abide by the law, may become corrupt

if she is harassed by lack of means of sustenance.

75. When (the husband) has gone off on a journey after

establishing means of sustenance (for his wife), she should

live with strict adherence to vows of chastity ; but if he

take a journey without establishing means of sustenance,

she should live by (any) blameless actsj

1 These two verses are an attempt ginity ;
" but the translation required

at restricting the former law (with- in xi. 177 is as above,

out denying it ) to cases where mar- -^ This is not to recommend

riao-e is as yet not consummated, divorce, but to inculcate the neces-

The connection ceases after the sity of the wife's being blameless

ceremony, and the son belongs to the (K.

)

tlead. ® Cf. viii. 205 :
" It is no fault if

- That is, he commits a sin equal he has declared her blemishes;" and

to stealing a man (Medh.) or killing ib. 224 the fine is 96 2'«'>«s if he

iooorelatives(K.) Cf. viii. 98. The does not declare them. Yilj. makes

allusion is probably to deceit after the fine much higher. In Nand.

receiving marriage money ; cf. 99. MS. 2^^''^y"-'^'^^^'^^^'' ^'^^ 'iMpfidayet

;

Yaj. i. 65 says the girl may be given tasyapi for tasya tad, and kanyCiddn-

to another suitor (after being pro- am for °ddtur.

mised), if he is better than the first. " According to the Nand. MS. a

Medh. and K. understand a second twice-born man (dfijah).

betrothal when the first bridegroom '^ By spinning and the like

is dead. (Medh.) The Nand. MS. places K. s

3 Or, with Medh., K., and Nand., 95, 96, between 74, 75.

"if she has already lost her vir-
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y6. A man should be waited for (by the wife) for eight

years when he has journeyed off in order to attend to

religious duties ; s^'x years if he has gone to gain wisdom
or glory ; but (only) three years (if he has journeyed) for

love's sake.^

y2- The husband should wait - one year for a wife who
hates him ; at the end of the year he should take away
what (he) has given her, and not live with her (any more).^

78. If a woman transgress (in her duty toward a hus-

band when he is) either neglectful * of her, or a drunkard,

or troubled M'ith disease, she should (nevertheless) be

set aside for three months without (the use of her) orna-

ments and (feminine) paraphernalia.^

79. (But if she transgress) because she hates ^ (a hus-

band when he is) crazy, degraded, castrated, impotent,

or afflicted with an evil disease, (that husband) has no

right to set her aside, or take away the gifts (he has given

her).7

^ "Religious duties," i.e., in obedi-
ence to a command of the Guru, or a
pilgrimage, etc. ; "wisdom," i.e., by
study ;

" love," i.e., when he has left

his wife for another woman (Medh.,
K.) Medh. quotes the opinion of

those who permit a woman in five

cases to marry a second time, and
refutes this explanation for this

passage {videvs.i\6),a.s a second mar-
riage appears to him inadmissible.

K. quotes Vas. to the effect that the
wife of a husband absent on a jour-

ney should wait eight years and
then go and hunt him up. (The
received text of Vas. xvii. 75, 76,
gives only five years.) In Gaut.
xviii. 1 5 the six years are mentioned,
with tlie addition attributed by K.
to Vas. Yfij. i. 84 directs that
when the husband is away the wife
shall give up play, adornment, visit-

ing, etc. Nand. says she may marry
anotlier husband at the expiration of

this time, and his explanation seems
correct. K.'s idea that she is to
follow him rests on a later view in

regard to second marriages ; cf. 1 75.

The text maizes no distinction of

caste.

- The same verb as in vs. 76, as if by
hating she had separated from him,
and he "looked forward" to her

return.
•* "Not live with her," i.e., not

have sexual intercourse with her

(Nand.) ;
" what he has given her"

is simply the jewellery, ornaments,
etc., that he has given her. These
are to be taken away (K., Rilgh.)

;

but by ix. 202 he must keep her
supplied with food and clothes

(Medh., K., and Ragh.)
^ Neglectful on account of his love

for gambling (K.), or greed (Rfigh.)

* In this case her jewellery, bed,

etc., are taken from her (K. ); ac-

cording to Medh., even her servants.
" The MS. of Nand. supports the

reading diisdmiya, (so both Medh.
MSS., No. 935 and 1551).

^ In this case, however, slie has a
riglit to leave her husband according

to the Sutras (Vas., Baudh.), and
according to Nar. xii. 97, ought to

do so.
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80. If a woman indulges in intoxicating liquors or does

sinful things, or opposes (her husband), or is diseased, or

plagues ^ (her husband), or is always wasting his money,^

she may be over-married.^

81. A sterile (wife) may be over-married in the eighth

year (after marriage) ; if her children have died (she may

be over-married) in the tenth (year) ; if she bears (only)

female (children), in the eleventh (year) ; but instantly, if

she says disagreeable things.'*

82. A wife, if she be of a lovable disposition and en-

dowed with virtue, should, when diseased, be over-married

(only) with her own permission ; and at no time should

she be despised.

83. But if a woman having been over-married leave

(her husband's) house in wrath/ she should instantly be

put in confinement, or be set aside in the presence of the

family.''

84. If a woman, even when she has been forbidden,

o-o to (drinking) intoxicating liquor, even'^ on festal occa-

sions, or go to an exhibition, (or into) a crowd, she ought

to be fined six krsnala.^

1 7.1?., beats her husband (and regard be paid (in selecting them)

other relatives), (K.) to place, time, and family. Medh.
2 Or (under these circumstances) refers the family to the relations of

she may always be, etc. her husband and those on her own
3 " Over-married," i.e., superseded side.

by another wife (K.), who takes her '' The ordinary fault is not so

place ; but this does not force her to great, but the (first) word even

leave the house. (although) shows a greater crime
* The latter case should be re- accompanies the faidt when the

stricted to wives who have no male woman is forbidden, and the (second)

oifspring, for if the wife has a sen, word ei-ew shows that the fault is

the husband, in accordance with less on festal occasions (Nand.) "A
Apastamba's prohibition, nmst not woman, "t'.e., of Ksatriya(lower) caste;

over-marry her (K.) Cf. Ap. ii. 11, "forbidden," i.e., by her husband;

12. "intoxicating liquor," i.e., the liquor

5 That is, if she grow angry and forbidden (perhaps by law, as the

leave the house. The superseded Ivsatriya could drink certain kinds),

wife does not necessarily leave the ** "Exhibition," i.e., an open show,

house. at a dancing place or other show
•> In the presence of the family, (K., who takes the compound as

beo-inning with the father (K.) "crowd at a show ");" festal occa-

Ragh. translates Jcida (family) as a sions," a birthday party, marriage,

collection of people, and directs that etc. (Medh., K.

)
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85. If twice-born (men) marry women both of their

own (caste) and of another (caste), the pre-eminence,

honour, and apartments ^ of these (wives) should be in

accordance with the order of (their respective) castes.

86. Among all (men) the (wife who is of one's) own
(caste) should alone attend both to the bodily service of

the husband and to those regular occupations (of a wife)

enjoined by duty.^ (A wife) not of his own caste (shouldj

at no time (perform these acts).

87. The man, however, wlio foolishly allows this to be

done by any other (wife) than the one of his own caste

when the latter is at hand, has been of old ^ looked upon

as (no whit better than) a Candala of a Brahman.*

8S. One should give a girl in marriage accordinir to rule

to that suitor who is of high (family),^ handsome, and of

like (caste),° even though she has not reached (the age of

puberty).''

^ Possibly " in the house " (ref-

mani) ; so the Nand. MS. Cf. Ragh.
Instead of " apartment" we may trans-

late house, as Medh. and K. under-

stand. The " honour " is shown by
gifts of clothes, ornaments, etc. Cf.

Mbha. xiii. 47, 31 (attributed to

Manu): "If a Brahman has three

wives (of different castes)and marries

a Brahman woman, slie becomes the

chief (jycsthd), the honoured one
{'pujyd), etc. There is one name for

ddrd (wives), but a great difference

between them."
- Such as giving food to beggar

guests, attending to her jiart of the

sacrificial preparations, etc. (K.)

The Mbha. in the passage just quoted
gives an interesting review of the

duties of the chief wife. The Brah-
man wife bathes and adorns her
husband ; she cleans his teeth and
anoints him; the sacrifices {harya
and k(irya) ordained in the house are

to be performed by her alone ; and
since she is the most venerable, she
must give her husband his food,

drink, wreaths, clothes, and orua-

lucuts.

^ Medh., or " by the old seers

"

(K.)
* That is, although a Brahman he

is considered as low as a Ciindala,

the son of a Cudra and Brahman
woman.

^ Medh., or simply "excellent,"
" in family and habits," etc. (K.)

^ (K. ), or " like in caste and other
respects " (Medh.

)

* The age of the girl differed ac-

cording to the family and caste cus-

tom ; for some twelve, for some
eight years are recommended ; others
say slie should be given to her hus-
band while she still runs around the
ho\ise naked (Vas. xvii. 70 ; Gaut.
xviii. 23 ; Baudh. iv. i, 1 1-14). K.
quotes I)aksa (cf. vs. 94) as approv-
ing eight years. Twelve years seem
to be the limit. If unmarried at

that age, the girl is disgraced and
her father has sinned. Medh. ob-

jects to marriage at eight years, as

such are contracted for money. The
age of puberty is reached by women
in India at ten or twelve years. The
explanation of Nand. is different,

"not fitted, i.e., even if not similar
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89. Better that the girl, even if she has arrived at the

age of puberty, should remaiu at home till her death than

that one should ever give her to a suitor lacking in (good)

qualities.^

90. A girl having reached the age of puherty should

wait three years - (for a husband) ;^ but at the end of that

time she should (herself) choose a husband of like

(caste).*

91. If she should herself take a husband when she has

not been given (in marriage),^ she is guilty of no crime,

nor (is he guilty) whom she takes (as husband).

92. A girl choosing for herself should not take with

her the ornaments (received) from her father, nor those

(she has received) from her mother, nor those given by her

brothers : if she took them she would be a thief.^

93. But a man who takes a girl that has (already)

reached the age of puberty should not give marriage

money to (her) father,'' for by (thus) hindering the natural

exercise of the female functions (the father) would lose

(his) ownership.

(to the husband) in age, beauty,

and other respects." " According to

rule," means with tlie customary
ceremonies.

^ " Good qualities," such as

•wisdom, bravery, etc. (Medh., K.)

According to some this is de-

nied ; it is better for the girl to be
married to .somebody, no matter
whom. Modern instances will be

found in tlie Appendi.x to Mandlik's
edition of the May., ii. p. 427.

^ Elsewhere monthly periods. Cf.

Visnu xxiv. 40, and Jolly's note.
•* That is, wait for her parents to

get her one. (Nand. reads updslta ;

so Medh. MSS., Nos. 9^5 and 1551).
4 (Medh. and K.) the period of

waiting begins at twelve (Medh.)
^ /.e., by her relatives. RSgh. says

her self-choice of husband is legal

only when there is no one to give

her in marriage ; she is then blame-

less even if she choose a husband
who is not excellent.

6 Or, " it would be theft" (Medh.
as V. I. Nand. ) This self-choosing of

the bride (svayamvara) was the an-

cient custom, well known by the epic

tale of Damayanti and other cases ;

it is conceded here out of respect

for the old custom, but was not prac-

tised at this date ; and the restric-

tions in regard to property show it

was not really approved of except

as a last resort. Yaj. i. 64 and Nar.

xii. 22 permit the svai/amv(ira when
there are no relatives to give the girl

in marriage (cf. Visnu, xxiv. 40-

41). Vas. xvii. 68, Gaut. xviii. 20,

among earlier writers, permit this

without distinction of caste ; in the

epic it is confined to royal maidens;

amonc later commentators it is re-

stricted to the lower castes. In the

text the gifts were given as mar-
riage presents before the svayam-

vara was decided on (Medh., K.)
5" The law-book is contradictory

on the subject of marriage-money
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94. At thirty years of age a man may marry a beloved
girl of twelve years, or, (if) he is thrice eight years, (he

may marry a girl) of eight years ; if his religious duties

would (otherwise) be unfulfilled (he may marry) at once.^

95. Should the husband marry a wife given by the gods,

and desire to practise wliat is pleasing to the gods, he
should, though himself without love,^ always support her

(if she be) virtuous.^

96. Women are created in order to bear children, and
men (are created) in order to beget posterity ; * therefore

common religious duties (for the man) with his wife are

declared in revelation (gruti).

97. If the giver of the marriage-money should die after

the marriage-money for the girl Las been given, the girl

should, if she be willing, be given over to her (expected)

brother-in-law.6

98. Nut even a ^udra (when) giving his daughter (in

(for such is meant by rulkam). Cf.

iii. 23, 24, 51, 52 ; viii. 366 ; ix. 46.

71, 97, 98; xi. 62, etc. So Nar.
xii. 23 ; Vis. v. 43. Cf. Jolly, Recht.
Stell., § 7. Medh. thinks the verse
is not Manu's {atadnavo'yam (^lolcah).

The purchase of the bride is the
more ancient form, which the later

writers sought to eradicate.
1 K. refers this to the duties of

the householder, as the Brahman
must marry on completing his

studentship, which may perhaps be
ended before he is twenty-four years
old. The verse is a general injunc-
tion that the bride should be about
a third as old as the bridegroom

;

the time given in the text being
only used as an illustration (Medh.,
K.)

- I.e., even if he hate her because
she hates him (Ragh.) he nmst sup-
port her, for she is given by Bhaga,
Aryaman, Savitar, etc. [K.), by
Soma, and Gandharvas Nand.

)

^ Cf. vs. 29, where the epithet is

quoted as the title of a good wife.
If he did not support her, the mutu-
ally given honour to the gods would

fail, and so this would displease
them (Medh.) Another reading is,

" he marries a wife given by the
gods, not by desire of himself."
Medh. prefers the one translated
above (vhideianicrhayd).

* Or, mortals were created, female
for bearing, male for procreating

;

literally, for (self-)continuation. Cf.
vs. 27.

' K. The rules for laying on the
holy fire, etc., are common to hus-
band and wife (K.) The moral is

that even disliked wives should not
be deserted (Medh.)

^ In vs. 69 no agreement on the
part of the girl is necessary. Karada
(xii. 30) says in a like case that when
the marriage-money has been given,
and a better ( richer, etc. ) suitor comes,
she is to be given to him. The
Mbha. lays do\\^l the rule (xiii. 44,
52) that when the suitor dies the
woman may be given to his brother,
or remain at home and perfonn
penance. Nand. says, " or given
to another" (if she does not consent
to the brother-in-law)

.
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marriage) should take marriage-money ; for (by) taking

marriage-money one makes a secret sale of one's daughter.^

99. Truly neither good men of old, nor good men of

later times, have ever performed this (sin) of promising

(a girl) to one man, and giving her over again to another

man.2

100. For, truly, we have never heard that even in

former ages a secret sale of a daughter (was made) for a

settled price, under the name of a marriage-offering

101. Let there be mutual fidelity ending in death

(alone) ; this, in few words, should be recognised as the

highest law of duty for man and wife.

102. And ever thus should tlie man and wife who have

been united by the ceremony (of marriage, etc.) give

constant heed lest they mutually commit transgression.*

103. Thus has been declared to you this rule of right in

regard to man and wife, (a rule) founded on love ; and the

(means of) obtaining offspring (have been declared) : learn

now the law ^ of inheritance.

104. After both the father and the mother (are dead),

the brothers, having come together, should divide the

paternal ^ inheritance ; for while the two (parents)

^ In Nand. the arrangement is 9S, cattle or grain. The pretence that

100, 99, loi. it was an honorary offering was
^ Cf. vs. 71. probably mere pretence. In the
^ The contradiction in the teach- ]Mbha. (xiii. 45, iS ff. ),

" he who sells

ing regarding the ctilka (97, 9S) his son or gives his daughter for a
results from the probably later pro- ruUca goes to hell. The sale of a
hibiti<jn being inserted without daughter, although practised by
modifying the original text per- some people, is not the eternal rule

mitting the practice. The <;uika, of right " (in the song of Yama).
in plain words, was money or goods Vide note to vs. 93.
paid for a wife. Such is the defi- * jjq^^i-, ^j^g Medh. MSS. (No. 935,
nition in the Mitaksara, and such and 1551) have niyuktau.

is apparent in the use of the law- ^ Some MSS. have ddyahhdga,
books. It was undoubtedlj- a com- partition of heritage ; the MSS. of

mon occurrence, and this denial Medh. have d/iarnm, so Hagh.; some
of the fact as a usage is contra- MSS. of K. and Nand. have bhdga.

dieted by other portions of this ^ The word " paternal " seems to

same work. From early times to include maternal property, though
those of Mandeslo and till to-day, explicitly denied by the Day. Bhag.
the girl was sold as openly as iii. 2, K. refers to Yaj. ii. 114 to
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are alive the (sons) have no power (over the pro-

perty).^

105. Now the eldest- alone may take the paternal

property without leaving anything, and the remaining

(brothers) may live supported by him just as (if he were

their) father.

106. By means of the eldest (son) as soon as he is born ^

a man becomes possessed of a son, and is thus cleared of

his debts towards the manes ;
^ therefore this (eldest son)

deserves the whole (inheritance).

107. (That son) through whom the father pays his debt,

through whom he gains eternity—this son alone is duty-

born ;
^ the other (sons) they reeognise (only) as (sons) born

of desire.

108. As*" a father M'ould protect his sons, (so) should

the eldest (brother protect) the younger brothers, and they

should act in accordance with their duty toward the eldest

brother, even as sons.

109. The eldest causes the family to flourish, or, again,

he causes its destruction;^ the eldest is most honoured

among men ; by good men the eldest is not disparaged.

no. That eldest (brother) whose conduct is that befit-

ting an eldest brother should be (honoured) like a mother,

like a father; but he whose conduct is not that befitting

show that if he pleases the father tiire, because excelling in caste, etc.

divides before death. In ib. 1 17 Cf. below.

Yaj. directs the debts as well as ^ Thatis, even before hehasbecome
property to be divided. If the initiated into the caste order (K.)

mother is past child-bearing, Brhas- ^ The Hindn has three debts—

-

pati says (cf. Gaut. xxviii. 2) that toward the gods, manes, and men
;

the property' may be divided while the first is paid by sacrifice, the

she is alive. The Day. Bhag. (ii. 2) second by offerings, the third by
limits this to ancestral wealth, not charity. K. quotes the (;ruti, "No
paternal wealth. Cf. Gaut. xxviii.; world (of heaven) exists for one not

Ap. ii. 14; Vas. xvii. possessed of ason." (Ait. Br. vii. 3, 9.)

^ "Power (over the property)" '' Bona for the sake of duty, to

means they have no right to divide it. fulfil a religious duty, which is the
- I.e., best (in point of age), reason wh\' he was begotten (K.,

Sometimes the jyextha is a variable Kagh., and Nand.)
term, referring not to the eldest, but " This verse follows 109 in the

to the one regarded as best, i.e., re- Nand. MS.
ceiving the privileges of primogeni- ^ According to the qualities he

possesses (Medh.J
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an eldest brother should be respected like an (ordinary)

relative.^

111. They may live either in this way together, or (let

them live) apart (if influenced) by desire for religious

duty ; religious duty - is extended (by living) apart, there-

fore separate ceremonies are in accordance with religious

duty.

1 1 2. One-twentieth (is) the portion to be taken out

for the eldest, and (also) whatever (is) most desirable out

of the whole property ;
^ a half of that would be (the

share of the middlemost, and a fourth (the share) of the

youngest (brother).^

113. Thus both the eldest and the youngest should

take to themselves (their portions) as (just) explained ; if

there are other (brothers) beside the elder and younger,

they should have the middlemost property.^

1 14. The one born first should take the best *^ of all

the things possessing any real value,'^ and also whatever

^ The text means that the eldest

born, if endowed with good qualities,

is honoured as a father ; a lack of

virtue is entailed upon his posterity,

and so he is the ruin of the family

(K.) Cf. Gaut. xxviii. 4. The ordi-

narj' relative is a maternal uncle or

other such relative (Medh., K.,

and Ragh.)
" " Duty " {dharma) means here

religious duty and ceremonial duties.

A free translation would be : or let

them live apart if influenced by a

desire to fulfil certain duties, for

thus ceremonial duties are extended;

and consequently living apart and
having separate ceremonies (instead

of one ceremony for the whole
family) is lawful and jjroper. Reli-

gion is extended by multiplying rites

and spreading the five great sacri-

fices over a larger area. K. quotes

from Brhaspati the remark that the

honour given to gods, manes, and
Brahmans by those who live and
cook together (i.e., form one house-

hold) is isolated ; but if the bro-

thers live apart, each branch of the
family would show the same honour.
The priests, it may be observed,
would be better served by the
family dividing into different house-
holds.

^ Aiha rd dravyesv aparam varam,
as var. Ice.

* Or half of that, i.e., of the half,

according to the text in May. The
same authority says that the uddlul-

ravlbhdga, portion deducted for the
eldest, is not permitted in this [Icali)

age, p. 35. A point expanded to

the application of local laws by
Medh., who quotes this law as fall-

ing under the same restriction as

that of cow-killing, and niyoga (com-
mission of widow), namely, being,

according to some, antiquated.
^ That is, each would receive one-

fortieth (K.)
® Literally, " the top-born takes

the tip-top."

' Or, "of all the kinds of property "

(Medh., K.)
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is most excellent ;
^ and from ten (cattle) let him take the

most desirable.-

115. If (the sons are all) perfect in their own occupa-

tions, there is among ten (cattle) no (one) portion taken,

out (for the eldest), but some trifle only should be given

to the elder (brother) to indicate an increased respect (for

him).^

116. In case the portion to be taken out (for the

eldest) ^ has been thus taken out, let one arrange equal

shares ; in case the portion to be taken out is not taken

out, let the following be the arrangement of the shares

of these (brothers)

:

117. The eldest should take (a share) increased by

one (share),'' then the son next born ^ (a share) with a

half (share) added, and the younger (brothers) one share

each ;
with these words the right rule is established.

118. Moreover, out of their respective shares the

brothers should individually bestow a fourth part, each

from his own share, upon the girls ;'^ if they should be un-

willing to give (such a portion) they would be degraded.

^ As one garment or ornament arrangement liable to change if the

(Medh.) Repetition of verse 112 necesrsary wisdom and virtue fail in

(Medh., K.) the chief shareholder.
- Cf. Gaut. xxviii. 12. "Out of ^ Or, "the following" (npara) in

ten cattle (daratah) let the eldest May. Medh. MSS. (both Nos. 935
take one" {sic K.; the text received and 1551) have anujah.

gives quite another meaning ; cf. '' The Uay. Bhag. makes this

Buhler's translation and note, where- apply only when the wealth is

by he would receive ten), i.e., if he comparatively small ; if large, only

is virtuous (K.) Medh. gives the enough to defray wedding expenses

same interpretation. is to be given, and only when the
•* The l^ily. Bhag. remarks that, lunnber of .sisters is equal to that of

as now-a-days (younger brothers) the brothers. Medh. says the sister

have not much respect (for the elder is not to have a fourth of the wealth

brothers), the custom of taking out if the brother's is very small. K.
a share (one-twentieth, etc., r/de 1 12) remarks that the amount of the

for the elder brother has died out, sisters' shares depend on their

and equal partition is the rule (iii. mother's caste ; they receive their

26-27.) shares when they have not been
* That is, the twentieth part ; cf. married (so Medh. ), and should take

vs. 1 1 2. them from brothers of the same
^ That is, two shares, while the mother (or caste, Medh.) Cf. 149 ff.

next takes a share and a half, and Although, if such brothers fail, the

the other younger brothers one others should give her the share for

share apiece. K. makes the whole the sake of the initiation, as Yaj.
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119. One should indeed make no division ^ of goats,

slieep, and animals with uncloven hoofs ^ when they do

not fit into an equal division, but the goats or sheep

(thus remaining over and) not fitting into an equal divi-

sion are appointed for the eldest alone.

120. If a younger (brother) were to beget a son by the

wife of the eldest, the division between them ^ should be

equal : with these words the right rule is established.

121. The subordinate does not, according to law, take

the place of the principal* (in respect to his legal rights);

the principal (becomes) a father by this procreating ;
one

should therefore have this (son) share (with his uncle),

in accordance with the law of right. '^

122. (Suppose) the youngest son (is born) by the eldest

(wife),^ and the first-born (son is born) by the youngest

(wife), how should the division be between them ? If a

doubt should arise expressed in these words,

123. (We answer it thus): Tlie first-born ''should receive

says (ii. 124). The Day. Bhfig.

(iii. 37) makes here the fine dis-

tinction that the unmarried gii-ls do

not get this property by right of

inheritance (as the Mitaks. claims),

or it would not be given by the

brother out of his inheritance ; which

is only playing with terms tto prove

that money to defray the wedding
expenses is meant and no more); for

if the daughter has a legal claim on

one-fourth the brother's inheritance,

then that is her inheritance defined

and limited by the brother's.

^ Not only are the animals left

over after an equal division not to

be divided, but no money equivalent

should be received for them (Medh.,

K.) The reading of the May. re-

peats sai ^karapham in (b).

- Horses, mules, etc. (Medh.)
^ The division is equal between

the son thus born and his natural

father (really his uncle) ; the portion

which would have been taken out for

the father, i.e., the eldest brother, is

in this case not bestowed. These

two verses recognise the niyoga, con-

demned in vss. 64-68.
* The subordinate is the repre-

sentative, the son ; he does not re-

ceive the extra share of the principal,

i.e., the (deceased) husband of the

commissioned wife.

5 I.e., since his legal father be-

came his father only by commis-

sion, he does not become superior to

the younger brothers (of that father),

one of whom is really his father ; and

not being superior (as was his legal

father), he forfeits the right of the

extra portion due to that father.

s I.e., the wife first married

(Medh., K.)
'' Medh. and K. define purvaja

as "the son born of the first wife,

even if he is the youngest," and

render svamdtrtah "in consequence

of their motiiers," as explaining

"inferior;" but Gaut. xxviii. 14,

shows that the eldest son is intended,

even when born by other than the

first wife. This verse gives the rvile

for the eldest son, irrespective of his
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one bull as liis portion, to be taken out (of the general

inheritance) ; after this the other bulls, not the best,^

(belong), according to their mothers, (to his brothers who
are) inferior to him (in point of age).

1 24. But when the eldest (son) is born of the first (wife),

he shonld take fifteen cows and a bull;- then the rest

may divide according to their mothers :
^ with these words

the rule is fixed.

125. If sons are born by mothers of equal (caste, and

consequently) without any distinction (of caste), the

seniority is not according to their mothers,^ (but) the

seniority is declared (to be) according to (the time of)

birth.

126. It is said that the invocation (contained) in the

Subrahmanya ^ (verses) (is settled by) primogeniture ; and

the superiority of a pair of sons (engendered at the same

time) in (different) wombs is according to birth.*'

127. One who is without a son should, by the follow-

ing rule, make his daughter provide him a son :
" " The

ofi'spring which may be hers shall be for me the giver

of offerings to the manes." ^

128. For of old Daksa himself, the primeval parent, in

order to increase his race, made his daughters provide sons

in the following manner :

n.cither; the next allots him abetter sons by two wives are engendered
portion if his mother is the first at the same time, the first seen is

(eldest) wife. the heir. Another belief is noticed
1 Or the next best bulls (K.)

;
in the May., that the firstborn of

best, i.e.. in quality only (Medh.) twins is the last conceived, therefore
- Medh., K. Cf. Gaut. xxviii. 15. the (right of) primogeniture is given
^ According as the mother is the twin born last.

older or younger, or as she is mar- " This formula of the Putrika is

ried earlier or later (Medh.) said at the time the daughter is

* I.e., the time of the mother's married,' and with the consent of

marriages; for, in general, the prior- her husband (K. Vide K. to 136).

ity of the mother's marriage indicates ** That is, shall offer oblation to

that she belongs to a higher caste. my manes (myself and ancestors)
^ Verses {mantra) addressed to when I am dead. jSIedh. quotes

Indra(Mtdh.) here the verses of Gaut. xxviii. 17
^ iiaiijrid.tu is the inferior reading ff.), noting an informal, secret com-

given in the May. text ; but (as K. mission of this sort on the part of the

here correctly observes) where two father (ric/e below, note to vs. 136).
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1 29. Ten he gave to Dharma, and thirteen ^ to Kagyapa,

and twenty-seven to King Soma, treating them kindly and

pleased in heart.

1 30. Even as the (man's) self, so is the son ; the daughter

is equal to the son;^ how can any one, other than the

daughter abiding in himself, receive his property ?

131. All the personal property^ of the mother should

become the share of the daughter;'^ and the son of the

daughter alone should take the whole property of (his

mother's father if he dies) without a son.

132. And, indeed, since ^ the son of the daughter takes

the whole inheritance (of his mother's) father (who) died

without a son, be alone should give two funeral cakes,

(one) to his father, and (one) to his mother's father.*^

133. There is, according to the rule of right, no differ-

ence among; men between the son of a son and the son of

a daughter,^ for the mother and father of these two are

both born together from the body of this (common parent).

134. If, now, a son should be born (to a man whose

daughter) has previously been appointed to provide a son,

the partition would in that case be even,^ for a woman has

no right of primogeniture.

135. Now, if the daughter appointed to provide a son

should at any time die without (leaving) a son, the hus-

band of this daughter (who has been) appointed to pro-

vide a son may take her property without hesitation.^

1 Trom these thirteen given to a mere repetition, reading "if he

Ka^yapa, the whole world, men, takes" (Medh.) (Cf. vs. 136.)

gods, and demi-gods, were pro- « Cf. 136 and 140. (Nand. reads

cluced. tat pindam) ; he has to play the part

- The May. does not (as do of son to each.

Medh. and K.) refer this to the ^ Cf. vs. 139.

daughter appointed to provide a son, « That is, the portion ordinarily

and adds that if there are several taken oTit for the eldest son should

they divide. not be given to the daughter ap-
'^ The property given her by her pointed to provide a substitute for

father, etc., at marriage. this son (K.)

* K. quotes Gaut. xxviii. 24 ;
" This son is not the Kaiilna of

the woman's property goes to the vs. 172, although no restrictions of

unmarried or poor daughter's. this or any other sort are implied in

5 Some erroneously regard this as the text ; the girl has been actually

married, as bhartar shows.
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136. When a daughter not being appointed, or even

being appointed, receives a son by a (man) of like (caste),

the father of the mother becomes through him the pos-

sessor of a son, (and this son) should give the funeral cake

and take the property.^

137. Through a son one conquers worlds,- through a

son's son one attains endlessness, and through the son's

son of a son one attains the world of the sun.

138. Since from hell, called j^ut, the son {j)utra) pre-

serves {trd-yate) the father, therefore, putra was he called,

even by the Self-existent himself.^

1 39. Properly there is no difference among men between

the son of a son and the son of a dauiihter, for even the

son of a daughter, like the son of a son, causes him to be

saved hereafter.*

140. The son of a daughter appointed to provide a son

should cast down a funeral cake in the first place to (his)

mother, and (he should cast down) a second to her ^ father,

and a third to her father's father.

141. Now, if a man has a son-given endowed with every

good quality, this (son) alone should receive the inherit-

ance of that (man), even (if he has been) adopted out of

another family (r/otra).^

^ The difference between this and ^ This pun is often repeated in

vs. 132 is the fact that it makes no legal and epic literature,

difference whether the formality en- •* Cf. vs. 133 ; the daughter is the one
joined in vs. 127 is gone through a2)pointedtoprovideason(Medh.,K.)

witli, or whether the father, without * Medh. records that some read
repeating the formula, merely in- pitas tasya (" his father "), but com-
tends that his daughter should be pares vs. 132.

authorised to provide a substitute. ^ K. and Medh. with Govind. dis-

This view is alluded to by Gaut. agreeinregardtotheconditionsunder
xxviii. 19, who says it is on that which the son-given (of. vs. 159) may
account that a man is advised to take the propert}', opening a discus-

marry no girl without brothers (cf. sion as to whether this means the
Yaj. i. 5, 3). K. remarks that good qualities of the son-given are to

Govindaraja wrongly interprets this have more weight than the claims of

to mean that any daughter's son has a son of the body not so endowed,
an equal right of inheritance with or the claims of a wife's son, as a
the Pautrikeya. Cf. Vas. xv. 6. question not touched upon by the
Medh. says decidedly that the verse te.xt, and apparently unknown to

refers to the Pautrikeya only. Nand. , who dismisses the vei-se with
- Heaven (jir(()-yrt) and other places a simple ".self-evident." (Both

devoid of sorrow (Medh.) Cf. Vas. Medh. MSS., Nos. 935 and 1551,
xvii. 5. read dCitrimah),
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142. A son-given should at no time take^ the family

and inheritance of his progenitor. The funeral cake, (which)

follows the family and inheritance, and the offering to the

manes, (which would have been offered) for the giver (of

the son), die out.^

143. Both the son of a non-commissioned^ wife, and (a

son) obtained (by a wife) from a brother-in-law, when (this

wife already) has a son, do not deserve a share (in the

inheritance), (as they are respectively) produced by a

seducer and born of lust.*

144. Even if the wife has been commissioned, the male

child not born in accordance with the set rule^ has no

right to the patrimony, for he is begotten by one (who by

violating this set rule has become) degraded.*'

145. The son born of (a wife who is) commissioned

may inherit just like a son of the body ; moreover, that seed

and the progeny rightly belong to the owner of the land.'^

146. He who maintains both the estate and the wife of

a dead brother ^ should, after raising up a child for this

brother,^ bestow upon this (child) alone the property of

this (brother).

1 Medh. says some interpret hard family, which is, too, that of their

as harayet, "one shall (not) let him adopter."

take." One Medh. MS. has svad- ^ Cf. vs. 59. The second case may
ham, " of him who gives (?) the be one where the wife is dnly com-

sradhd." The funeral cake, jtinda, missioned, but ought not to be, as

means the funeral ceremony (Medh., she has a son already (K.)

K.); or, according to some, it •* The Nand. MS. emits two verses

means the saphuJa relationship, and after 143 and two after 146 ; but in

sradhd is the' rrdddha and other 142 the gloss says, "He now says

ceremonies. by three <;lol-as that even certain

2 The general meaning is that Ksetrajaare unworthy of inheriting."

all connection with the first family Then follow vss. 146, 149.

ceases. Nevertheless, according to ^ j^g given in vs. 70 (Medh.), or

Katy. and the later usage, if there better according to vs. 60 (K.

)

is a special agreement to that effect, ** For both are in that case de-

the son may belong to both fathers graded by vs. 63.

{driiamusyhyana). Cf. May. p. 43.
'' I.e., the husband.

Along with this is quoted in May., ^ Cf. vs. 190, which is probably a

p. 44° and the Datt. Mini., ii. 8. later addition, as it is not found in

This verse from Brhan Manu, " The Medh.

relationship of the given and other ^ By the law of commission

sons to the progenitor is to the fifth (Medh.)

and seventh degree ; so also their
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147. If she who is commissioned should procure a son

from any other source, or even from her brother-in-law,

they declare this (son), (if) born of lust,i (to be) without

share in the inheritance, and becrotten in vain.

148. This should be recognised as the rule of partition

among (sons) of the same origin. Learn now (the parti-

tion) among (sons) begotten of one (man) by many wives

of several (castes).^

149. If a Brahman has four wives according to the

regular order of the castes, the rule in (regard to) the par-

tition (of the property) among the sons born of these

(wives) is declared to be the following

:

150. The ploughman,^ the bull for cows, the waggon,

the ornaments, and the house should be given to consti-

tute the portion to be taken out for the Brahman,^ and
also a special part in consequence of (his) superiority.

151. The Brahman should take three parts of the in-

heritance, the son of the Ksatriya woman two parts, the

one born of the yai9ya woman only one part and a half

the son of the ^udra woman should take one part.^

152. Or,*^ after arranging the whole inheritance in ten

parts, one who knows the law should make a just parti-

tion according to the followinsr rule :
^

153. The Brahman should take four parts, the son of

the Ksatriya woman three pans, the son of the VaiQya

1 So K. That is, without observ- name. The son of the wife of Brah-
ing the rules of chastity as laid down man caste is called simply the priest
by Narada (xii. 80-S8). Or if she or the Brahman,
should procure a son, etc., when not ^ A slight v. I. occurs in Nand.
commissioned, he is born of lust and without change of meanin"-.
without share (Ragh.) Medh. says ^ Without taking out the special
this verse is to prevent the right of share for the Brahman (K.) (Two
inheritance declared above, and con- Medh. IVISS. have mn-rathri).

strues {aniyukta) as Rfigh does. ' This division was followed out
- Medh. and K. " Several wives" systematically by the later writers,

means the same as " of different so that if a Brahman had three sons
castes," a mere repetition. Some from the three highest castes, the
make a distinction between them ])roperty is divided into nine parts,
(Medh.) and the sons receive in order four,

^ yv'7»(7(a, ploughman (K.) ; work- three, and two portions, etc. Cf.
man iNand.

)

Jolly, UeberdieSystematikdesIndis-
* The other sous are given by chen Kechts (Separatabdruck), s. 4.
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^oman should take two parts, the son of the (^udra woman
should take one part.^

154. Although (deceased) had, or even if he had not a

(twice-born) son,^ one may not, according to the rule of right,^

give more than one-tenth to the son of the ^udra woman.

155. The son of a Brahman, Ksatriya, or Vaic^ya by a

^udra woman has no share in the inheritance. That only

which his father may have given to him should be his

property.*

156. Or^ all the sons of the twice-born born of (women
of) the same caste should give to the elder brother the part

to be taken out (of the whole inheritance), and then the

others^ should divide (the remainder) equally.

157. It is a fixed rule that the wife of a ^udra must be

just (a woman) of the same caste (as liimself) and no

other. (The sons) born of this wife would have equal

shares (in the inheritance) if he had (even) a hundred sons.

158. Six of those twelve sons which Manu, son of the

Self-existent, declared belong to men (are) members of

the fandly and heirs ; six are not heirs, but members of

the familv.''

159. A son of the body, a wife's son,^ a son-given, a

son-made, a son-in-secret, and a son-rejected are the six

heirs and members of the familv.

^ Land alone cannot be taken by the son of an unmarried Cudra
the Qudra son (Medh.) woman, according to some.

2 This implies that the Ksatriya ^ Samavarndsu vd (Medh.), "the
and Vai^ya sons take all but one- ' or ' denotes a second method of

tenth when no Brahman son exists division" (Medh.)
;
ye (K., Kagh.)

(K.

)

"^ That is, all the Ijrothers divide
^ In Nand. dhlmate (to a pious son equally ; those other than the eldest

of a Cudra) is probably a clerical receive no special share,

error. '' This means they become, as
•* That is, he has no legal claim members of the r/otra, capable of

on anything ; it is only a matter of performing the different family cere-

informal giving. Medh. and K. monies (K., R.^gh.) To show Medh.
admit a seeming contradiction be- what really constitutes such a sharer

tween this verse and the foregoing, in the gotra alone, K. quotes Baudh.
but say it depends on the virtue of ii. 2. 3, 32.

the (^^udra woman's son whether he 'S Literally, the one born on the

be entitled to a share, or the pro- land, i.c, the one by the commission
hibition in this verse refers only to described in vs. 59 If.
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160. A son bv a 2,irl/ a son taken with the bride, a son

bought, a son of a twice-married woman, a son self-given,

and a son by a ^iidra (woman),^ are the six who are not

heirs, (but) members of the family.

161. The sort of reward one gets on crossing water by

means of bad boats is the sort of reward one gets on cross-

ing the darkness (of the next world) by means of bad sons.^

162. If the two sons who togetlier inherit ^ the property

are the son of the body and the wife's son, he to whom
any paternal inheritance comes should take that (inherit-

ance)
;
(and) the other (shall) not (take it).^

163. The son of the body is the one and only lord of

the paternal wealth ; but to do the others no harm he

should afford (them something) to support life.^

164. The son of the body, dividing the paternal inherit-

ance, should give to the wife's son one-sixth part of the

paternal property, or even one-fifth.''

165. The two sons sharing the inheritance of the father

are the son of the body and the wife's son ; but the ten

others,^ according to their rank, have a share in the family

{gotra) and a part of the inheritance.^

^ The son of an unmarried girl assumed father, is only to be under-
{Kdn'ina). stood as applicable to cases where

- Sometimes called Nisada;Baudh. the assumed father has no son of

ii. 2. 3, 29 ; Maim x. 8. Baudh. ap- the body. Medh. and Gov. mistake
parently distinguishes this Nisada when they assume tl:e verse to have
from the Para(,'ava (M. ix. 178, cf. been added in reference to the sou
note) by the former being born of the body and the son of a wife
legitimately, the latter born of lust, not commissioned. The son of a
This list is given with clianges in wife not commissioned is not a wife's

Mbha. i. 120, 33. Vas. xvii. 15 gives sou (K.) According to Baudh. ii. 2.

the appointed daughter as the third 3, 18, the wife's son inherits from
" son ;" Ap. does not recognise these both fatiiers.

twelve kinds. •' Food and clothes (K.)
^ Good sons are necessary to save '' In accoi-dance with his good

the father from hell by means of qualities (K.)

offerings to the manes. •* That is, the sons-given, etc. ; cf.

* Ekarlkthinaii avibhaldadhanau vs. 159.

(Nand.) " They have share in the familj-,

^ Cf. vs. 191. " He" is the son of and each in the order named in v.s.

the body ; the " other " is the wife's 1 59 shares the pro2)erty when tiie one
son, who is here the first-born (K.) next higher does not exist (K.) I.e.,

The permission given by Yfij. ii. 127, the presence of one higher in rank
that the wife's son may inherit the annuls the claim of each lower,

property both of his natural and
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1 66. One should recognise as the son of the body, and

first in rank, that son wliom the (father) himself begets on

his own land, (that is,) by a (wife) who has performed the

ceremony (of marriage).^

167. If (a son is) born in the marriage-couch of a man
who has died, (or) is impotent, or ill, after the wife has

been commissioned in the proper manner, this son is called

the wife's son.-

168. If a mother or a father should give a son, (to any

one who is) in need, by the (ceremony of) water, (and if

the son is) of like sort (with the family adopting him),

and is filled with affection^ (for the family), this son

should be known as the son-given.^

169. If a man makes a (boy) of like sort (with himself)

his son, (and this boy can) distinguish good and evil,^ (and

is) endowed with the good qualities of a son, this (son)

should be known as the son-made,

170. If (a boy) is born in a man's house, and it is not

known to what (father) he belongs, (he would be a son)

born in secret in the house, and he would belong to him

to whom the (son) born in the marriage-couch belongs.^

^ From Baudh. ii. 2. 3, 14, it is The general sense is preferable for

clear that the wife must also be of our text, as special restrictions in

like caste (K.) regard to the definition of "like"
'' " Son-by-land," i.e., wife. are later. Madana thus explains

^ Or, with the commentators, the word '"or": "the father may
"with desire; " that is, he is not to give him if the mother is dead, the

be given by fear, force, deceit, or mother if the father is dead ; if both

magic (K., Ragh., Nand.) are alive, both" (May., p. 39).
* Vas. XV. 2 grants the father and ^ K. refers this to virtue or sin

mother the right to give, sell, or produced by performing or by not

desert a son; Ap. ii. 13, 11, denies performing tlie rnlddha and other

it ; K. says that the father or mother spiritual ceremonies ; like sort, i.e.,

give him by mutual consent when quality or caste (Medh. or K.

)

the one receiving the son is in ^ That is, to the husband, the

need of a son. The word "like" master of the house. Cf. vs. 167.

{saclrra) may mean either of like Neither Yaj., Baudh., Gaut., nor Vas.

family, caste, or qualities (cf. vs. 1 74 say who the mother is. Apparently

note) ; a boy of any other caste, ex. it is the wife, as K. says, who adds,

vs. 92 ; a K.^atriya may, according to this son must be presumed to be of

Medh., be a son given to a Brahman, the same caste if his parentage can-

K. and Nand. restrict to caste ; in not be discovered,

the May. the latter is preferred.
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171. If one adopts a son deserted by both father and

mother, or by either of the two/ this son is called the

son-rejected.

172. If an (unmarried) girl should secretly bear a

son in her father's house, one should designate him by

the name son-by-a-girl, being born of a maiden (and

belonging) to (the future) husband.^

173. If a pregnant woman is married by the (regular

marriage) ceremony, whether she is known (to be preg-

nant) or is not known, the unborn child belongs to the

husband, and is called (a son) taken with the bride.

174. If a man for the sake of having offspring buy

(a son) openly from the mother and father, this son is

a son-bought, whether he is like or unlike this (father by

purchase).^

175. If a woman being deserted by her husband, or

being separated from him by her own desire,^ bears a

son after she has married a second time, this (son) is

called (a son) of a twice-married woman.

176. Now if she is (still) a virgin, or even if she has

returned (to her husband) after going away (from him),^

she ought to go through the (marriage) ceremony a second

time with her husband, (who thus) receives a woman twice-

married.

^ A son deserted at the death of derstood as of like caste, and this is

one of the two parents by the other emphatically stated by Yaj. ii. 133;

(K.) but the emphasis in Yfij. [proktah
^ They know he is the son of the . . . mayd vidhih) wotild seem to

husband, not the son of the girl's show it was original with that law-

father (Nand.) According to Yaj. book and not to be assumed for

(ii. 129) he is called son-by-a-girl, Manu.
(not in respect to her (future) hus- '' The woman, according to Vas.

band, but) in respect to her father; (xvii. 19, 20), who deserts aworth-
cf. Vas. xvii. 22. K. seems to under- less husband and marries another,

stand that he belongs to his natural or who goes back to her original

father after he has married the husband after leaving him, is a

nidther; so Visnu, xv. 12. From twice-married woman. Baudh. (ii.

vss. 172 to 179 is wanting in both 2. 3, 27) recognises only the one

MSS. Medh. (Nos. 935, 1 55 1). who deserts a worthless luisband.

^ K. says that here, because of ^ That is, if she deserts the hus-

amdrqa, the reference is to like or band of her youth, lives with

unlike moral qualities, for in all .another, and comes back again to

cases in Manu the sons are to be un- the first (K.)
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177. If (a boy should be) deprived of mother and father

(by deatli), or be deserted (by them) without cause, and

should (then) attach himself to any man, this (boy) is

called (in respect to this man) a (son)-self-given.

178. If a Brahman through lust beget a son by a

(^iidra woman, this (son), being as a corpse in saving, is

(therefore) called a corpse-for-saving (Para^ava)^

179.- If a son is born to a ^udra by a slave-woman
(or ddsi), or by a slave's slave-woman {ddsaddsi}^ he

may, if permitted,* take one share : with these words the

rule of right is established.

180. Wise men say these eleven sons, beginning with

the wife's son, as mentioned (in verse 160), are (only) sub-

stitutes for a son, (substituted) in consequence of the

failure of religious ceremonies (which failure would ensue

if there were no son).^

iSi.*" Tliose who, begotten by the seed of another man,

are on some occasions designated as sons, belong to that

man from whose seed they are born, and (they do) not

(belong) to anybody elsej

•^ Cf. X. 8. The meaning is, that "slave" may itself mean (^udra,

he is no better than a corpse in and ddsl has various meanings

;

saving his father from hell. K., but here the verse means merely
Ragh., and Nand. understand "he that the Cudra's son, (by wife or) by
is, though living, a corpse." This slave, is entitled to one share,

fanciful derivation cannot be sup- * "Permitted" means permitted
plied by a certain one, though the by the father (K., Nand.) This

Paragava were probably so called is emphatic ; for if he were not

either becau.se this mixed class carry especially permitted by the father,

axes ipararu) or are born by another he would have no claim on the
woman {pCirasava). By a quotation estate (Nand.)

from Yaj., which is not found in our ^ The religious ceremonies de-

text, K. endeavour.s, against the volving on the son would become
text, to prove that the Cudra woman extinct (K.) Through failure of re-

is not a concubine, but a wife (cf. ligious ceremonies (iii. 63) families

note to vs. 160). become extinct. The substitutes
^ The description of the list given are to be created only when there is

in vs. 160 is not complete. A modifi' fear of the failure of these cere-

cation is now stated in regard to the monies (Nand.)

last named, when the parent is not ^ From verse iSl to 202 fails in

a Brahman but a (^'udra. all MSS. of Medh., but some of the
<* K. refers to viii. 415 ; any one verses, e.g., 182, 192, are found in

of the there-mentioned seven kinds the Mitaksara.

of slaves is meant. The word ^ Apparently fiat contradiction of
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182. If among brothers born of one (father) ^ one should

have a son, Manu said (that) all these (brothers Avould be)

possessed of sons by means of that son (alone).-

183. If among all the wives of one (husband) one

should have a son, Manu said (that) all these (wives

would be) possessed of sons by means of that son (alone).^

184. In the absence of each higher (in rank) the (son

next) lower should receive the inheritance ; but if there are

several of like (rank),"^ (they should) all have a share of

the inheritance.^

185. Neither brothers nor parents, (but) sons take the

inheritance of a father ;
*^ the father should take the inherit-

ance of (a son who dies) without a son,^ and also the

brothers.^

186. To three (ancestors) the water (libation) must be

made ; for three (ancestors) the funeral cake is prepared

;

the fourth (descendant) is the giver (of the water and the

funeral cake) ; the fifth has properly nothing to do (with

either gift).^

187. The property (of one deceased) should belou"- to

the foregoing, but K. quotes Vrddha * E.rj., several sons of twice-mar-
Brhaspati to show that this means ried women (Ragh.

)

only that when the .son of the body ^ The order in rank follows the
and daughter appointed to procure list in vs. 159, and the one who is heir
a son exist, these others should not should, by Visnu xv. 30, support the
be adopted. Rilgh. quotes Yaj. ii. others (K.) Cf. vss. 163-1O5.
132 to show each of the sons inherits '' Cf. vs. 217 and Yaj. ii. 135.
in order, and it is only in the absence " And without wife or daughter
of the secondary sons that the wife, (K.)

; grandson or great-grandson
etc., have a right to tlie property. (Xand.)

1 Brothers with the same mother » The brothers take possession in
and father (K.) the absence of (father or) mother

- This one son inherits and gives (K.) The additions of K. are based
the funeral cake for all, and if he on a later standpoint in regard to
exists, other substitutes for .sons female inheritance. Naud.and Rao-h.
siiould not be made (K., Nand.) K. read "or the (own) brothers alone."
also refers to Yilj. ii. 135 to show Ragh. marks the reading " a<m ca

"

that on failure of (sons), wife, as a var. Ice.

daughter, parents, and brothers, the " And sonship, or the right to
nephew is heir. Nand. observes inherit by direct descent, to the
that this one son must be a son of exclusion of brothers, etc., ceases at
the body, and so in vs. 1S3. the fifth, i.e., goes no farther than

•* Therefore, when one wife has a the great grandson,
son, another should not adopt one ( K.

)
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that (man) who (is) next after the Sapinda ; next to him,

one of the same clan^ should be (the heir); (next) the

teacher, or even a pupil'''

1 88. But in the absence of all (heirs),^ Brahmans versed

in the three Vedas, pure and subdued, take the inherit-

ance ; by these means the law of right fails not.^

189. The property of Brahmans must never be seized

by the king ; ^ this is a fixed rule ; but the king may take

(the property) of the other castes when all (otlier heirs) fail.

190. (If the widow) of a man who has died childless

procure a son from a man of the same family (gotra),^

she shall make over to this (son) whatever (property) has

grown out of the inheritance/

^ Or those (pi.) of the same family

(Jcvla), i.e., distant relatives (mtiid-

nodakdh (Nand.)
- K. takes the Sapindas as male

or female ; for an explanation of

Sapinda see iii. 5 and v. 60. In the

text the word is masculine. K.
begins by taking it generally as

masculine or feminine, then, after

giving the law of inheritance for the

sons, he begins by taking the wife

as the first female inheritor, quotes

seven verses of Brhaspati and Vrddha
Manu (called Brhan INIanu in Kagh.)

to prove the statement (also Yaj. ii.

135-136), and ends by giving a list of

female Sapindas, after denouncing

Medh. as "not fond of the opinion

of the good," because he denies the

wife the right of sharing the inherit-

ance. He then gives wife, daughter

not ordained, father, mother, own
brother, his son, and (by vs. 217) the

mother of the father—after these

any male Sapindas. Cf. Ap. ii. 14,

2 ; Gaut. xxviii. 21 ; Vas. xvii. 81 ff.

;

Baudh. i. 1 1, 1 1 ; Visnu xvii. In Ap-
pend, iii. to his translation of the May.
Mandlik has discussed the subject

at large. In respect to the sons

who inherit in order, K. says : by

163 the son of the body inherits; he

should give one-fifth or one-sixth to

the wife's son and son-given, but

need only support the son-made and

others (vss. 163, 164). If there is no
son of the body, the next heir is the

ordained daughter or her son, for by
the son of vs. 131 is meant the son of

the body (then dauhitra=pautrika);
if these do not exist, the wife's sou
and other ten in order ; the son by
the Ciidra woman (if she is married)
should, by vs. 1 54, take but a tenth,

consequently the next heir takes
all but this. In the absence of the
sons, the wife inherits, etc. Nand.
seems to know nothing of K.'s ex-

planation and his attempts to con-

strue Sapinda as inclusive of females,

as he himself understands only the

masculine, which he employs in his

gloss several times, not syggesting

the possibility of its eiiijDracing

females, though in vs. iSS he makes
"all " embrace "men and women."

•* All these (just mentioned)— (K.)
* For they, like other heir?, give

the funeral cake, etc. (K.)
^ It must, in default of heirs, be

given to other Brahmans only, while
the king may take the property of a

Ksatriya, etc , when all heirs men-
tioned fail (K.)

'' I.e., bears a son through com-
mission by the brother-in-law or

others (Nand.)
'' Cf. vs. 146. The wife must be

commissioned ; one of the same
family is allowed by vs. 59 (K.)
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191. But if two (sons) born of one woman by two (hus-

bands) have a strife regarding the property, each of these

should take what (comes) to him from his father, (and) the

other (shall) not (take it).^

192. Now when the woman who bare them is dead, all

the brothers of one mother should divide equally the

maternal inheritance, together with the sisters-german.^

193. If these sisters have daughters,^ something in ac-

cordance with their dignity should kindly be given even

to them out of the property of their maternal grand-

mother.

194. That which is given over the (marriage)-fire,* that

which is given in the bridal procession, that (which is

given) for an act of love, and that (which is) received

from brother, mother, and father, (all this) is called the

sixfold property of woman.

^

195. That which is received as a gift (by a married

^ K. understands the own son by
the fir.'^t husband, and second son of

the twice-married woman by a second
husband, and compares the similar

expression in vs. 162 referring to sons

of body and wife. So Nand., " if a
woman marry again having a son,

and with property, and bears an-

other son by the second husband,
each son gets the property left by
his own father." Ragh. says, " or

it may apply to the woman's pro-

perty."
^ That is, if these sisters are un-

married. If they are married, Brhas-
pati says a small present only is to

be given them as a token of respect.

A fom-th part of the brother's share
of the mother's property should be
given the sister who is married, just

as in vs. 118 the unmarried sister

receives one-fourth of the brother's

share in the father's estate ( K. ) But
if there is no unmarried daughter,
the married daughters share etiually

witli the brothers (K;it. in May.,
where the (piotation from ]>rhaspati

(thougli farther on attributed to

him), is here said to be Manu's).

Nand. knows no such distinc-

tion.

** Unmarried (K.)
* Or prltitak striyai (in Day. Bhag.,

iv. 4) "given out of love to the wife."
^ Cf. Jolly, Stellung, p. 22, and

note to iii. 52. This simple te.xt in
regard to women's property covers
what in later writers is expressed
with much greater fulness. Accord-
ing to viii. 416, the wife has no pro-
perty at all, but this is e.xplained by
later writers as referring to wealth
got by mechanical arts. The earlier

writers allow herornaments (Baudh.)
and presents (Apas., Vas.), while
Visnu adds adhii-edanikam, given
when the husband marries another
wife, etc. For limits to this right of

possession, cf. vs. 199 note. Nand.
glosses this verse with (the quota-
tion from Kat. found in K., and)
the remark," woman's property other
than this is the property of the hus-
b.and gained by the wife, but not the
property of the women." The com-
mentators say that the " sixfold " is

the lowest limit in kind, but she

may have more.
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woman) after her marriage, from the family of her hus-

band or of her connections,^ and that which has been given

her by her beloved husband, shall become the property of

(her) children, should she die while her husband is alive,

196. Whatever valuables (she receives) at the (mar-

riages called) Brahma, Daiva, Arsa, Gandharva, Prajapatya,

are declared to belong to her husband alone, if she die

without children.

197. But if property be given her at the Asura and other

raarriao'es,^ it is declared to belonfr to her father and mother

if she die without childrcD.

198. Now if at any time property is given to a woman
by her father, the girl of the Brahman caste would inherit

it, or it would become (the property) of this (girl's) chil-

dren.^

199. Women should not make expenditure* out of the

family (property) belonging to several, or even out of her

own wealth, without the consent of her husband.

200. The heirs should not divide among themselves

such ornaments as are worn by the women while the hus-

band is alive.^ If they divide (them) they are degraded.

^ Anvadheyam, a pledge to hand property of her kindred which is

over. The translation is according common to her and many (brothers,

to the definition of other law-writers, etc.), and not even from her hus-
- The Raksasa and Paiijaca mar- band's property without his consent,

riages (K.) for this is not women's property."

^ K. explains that the husband is " Hoard " is, however, not the real

supposed to be a Brahman and have meaning of nirhdra (cf. May., p. 60,

several wives, and then the property, nirhdro ri/ai/a/i, West and Blihler,

left by the K^atriya mfe or those of ii. 73). This verse must be under-

lower caste when they die, becomes stood to limit the reach of vs. 194 in

that of the daughter of the wife of putting limitation of use even on

the Brahman caste or of her chil- stridliana. Nand. sujjports the ren-

dren, and this case supposes the wife dering " expenditure " as in May.,

deceased to have left no children. " they should not make expenditure

The May. in annotating this verse of the husband's goods even for the

says: "The word or means and, i.e., sake of the family, nor of their own
the property is divided ; there is a goods," etc. The property called

varied opinion as to whether the sauddyala (than which has been

Brahman daughter who thus in- given her by kindred out of affec-

herits may not refer to any one of tion) was regarded as her own to do

hit''her or of equal caste" (p. 62). with as she pleased.

* K. " Wives and other women ^ The text is ambiguous. Either

should not make a hoard from the " worn while the husband is alive,"
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201. An impotent man and one degraded are without

share (in an inheritance) ; so also those born blind or deaf,

those (who are) crazy, idiotic, or dumb, and all who are

without manly strength.^

202. But the rule is for a sensible man to give to

each one of these, according to (his) ability, both food and

clothes without end ;
^ for should he not give (these) he

would be detrraded.o

203. But if at any time desire for a wife seize hold of the

impotent man and the others, and they should thus become
parents, their offspring has a right to the inheritance.^

204. If the eldest (brother) acquire any property what-

ever* after the father has passed away, a share in that

case (belongs) to the younger (brothers), if they have pre-

served their (sacred) learning.''

205. But if all the brothers, being unlearned, should

acquire wealth from (their united) exertion,*^ in that case

the division (of the property) should be equal, being inde-

pendent of the paternal (wealth)
:

" in these words the

rule is expressed.

206. If any one possesses property (gained) by his

learning,^ this property should be his alone ; so too (pro-

or " the heirs should not divide * By his own individual ability
while," etc. Btihler upholds the (K.)

latter, and has Xand. as authority '' K. understands a partition made
(to Visn.andM.) Jolly (Visiiu, xvii. after the brothers have lived toge-
22 note) supports K. and others in tlier, and restricts the exti-a share to
the former rendering. The women those who keep up the study of

are of course the various wives. sacred learning. The reading vidyd-
^ Cf. vs. 18 ; nirindrii/a may nupdliiidm, noted as a rar. Ice. by

mean simply devoid of organs. So Ragh., is found in Nand. and implied
K. explains as "those lame in arm by K. It may mean "pursuing any
or foot." etc., and Ragh. as "lacking outside branchi of study," as Medh.
a hand," etc., and Nand. '•' as lack- takes it. The eldest must put in his

ing an organ " {kanncndriya). gains with the inheritance, and
- As long as he lives (JNIedh., K.) divide with the younger brothers.
3 A portion as great as the ® If they unitedly gain wealth by

daughter's (Medh.) By commission agriculture or trade (K.

)

the impotent man may become a " No special portion is to be
father ; cf. vs. 79. Such marriages taken out (for the eldest)—iK.)

appear to have been common. K. ^ Under the circum.stances in vs.

remarks that ''at any time" is 204. There is one exception; if a
added because these people ought brother recovers ancestral land by his

iiut to marry as a regular tiling. own exertions, it is to be regarded aa
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perty received) through friendship, (that) gained at a

marriage/ and (that received when one as a guest is

honoured) by the honey-mixture.

207. But if any one of the brothers, being able (to sup-

port himself) by his own occupation, does not desire (his

share of the) property, he may be excluded from his share

after giving him something (in the way) of support.^

208. If one acquires anything by his industry without

detriment to the paternal estate, that,^ being gained by his

own efforts,* he need not, unless he chooses, give up (to

the other brothers).

209. Now, if a father acquires any wealth of which,

(although) belonging to the paternal estate, one had not

(before) got possession, he need not divide this with the

sons unless he chooses, (as it was) acquired by himself

(alone).^

patrimony, and is partible. The
one who recovers it has a fourth, and
it is then shared with the others in

a common division (Caiikhain May.,

p. 47). Cf. vs. 209. The property

gained by learning is defined by
Katy. as the proceeds of learning

gained from another, or gained by
disputation after betting on the

result, or by being a priest, or as

teacher (from a pupil), etc. K.
says Medh. and Gov. are wrong in

rendering mddhuparkikam (by the
honey-mixture) as that gained by
being priest, since this is included

by the verse of Katy. under property
gained by learning. The simple e.x-

planation of Nand., that property

gained by learning is "got by arts,"

etc., seems older and better than
K. 's and Ragh.'s elaborate explana-

tion (from Kilty. ), based on a techni-

cal term, probably unknown at the

time of the text, and it is supported

by Medh., who renders it " by teach-

ing, or by skill in the arts."

1 This means women's property

(Nand.) ; it is more probably what
a man receives when a guest at

some one's else wedding (so Medh.)
- Some nominal portion of no

great value is meant, as K. says, in

order to prevent his sons making a
fuss about losing the inheritance.

Such a case could easily occur if

one of the brothers were always
away from home as a soldier.

^ Cf. Yaj. ii. 118. A var. lee,

supported by the Mitaksara and by
the May. (p. 47), for (b), reads "he
need not give that to the heirs, nor
that gained by learning." Such
gain as that by agriculture, etc.

(Medh., K.) The reading of (b) in

Mbha. xiii. 105 agrees with Medh.
and K., though the labour is in («)

stated to be that gained by travel-

ling (as merchant). Ragh. defines

anupaghnan as "not supporting
himself by the paternal estate."

•* (Medh., K. or) "and that given
him by his own desire" (Nand. to

Visnu xviii. 42).
* Or perhaps better " provided it

were" (as Nand. to Visnu xviii. '43).

Cf. Visnu xvii. i, "a father may
dispose of self- acquired property as

he sees fit." Yaj. ii. 119 says if

one recovers, etc., he need not give

it to the co-heirs ;
" from this K. and

Ragh. take the " son " as the subject

of the first verb, and interpret
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210. If, on living together after being separated/ they

divide (ihe inheritance) a second time, in that case the

division should be equal, (as) in that case no right of

primogeniture occurs.

211. If the eldest or the youngest among several

(brothers) be lacking - at the distribution of shares, or if

either of the two die, his share is not lost.^

212. For the own brothers, and those who were re-

united,'* and the own sisters, should assemble together and
divide this share equally.

213. If an eldest (brotlier),^ through avarice, commit
an injury ^ against (his) younger (brothers), he should be

made a not-eldest and shareless, and be put under restraint

by kings.'^

214. None of the brothers who perform wrong acts^

deserve (share in) the property; and the eldest shall not

create a private property,^ (by) not giving (their proper

shares) to the younger.

"heirs" as the "sons" of the text

(Riigh.) ; even Nand. renders as

above, which is the only meaning
possible.

^ Or samsrstdh, "reunited" (May.,

p. 56) ; vibliaktdh (our text), " having
(separated the property and) divid-

ed." The May. (p. 56) says that this

text expresses tlie custom, remarking
that there is a saying to the effect that
the law-book has its roots in custom.

^ Be deprived of his share by
being away, or being degraded (K.,
jS'il. in Ma}-.)

* This rule applies to brothers
reunited or not reunited (Nand.)

* I.e., those who have divided the
property and afterwards come toge-
ther again (Ragh.) ; to be applied to

the wife, father, paternal grand-
father, etc. (beside the brothers)
(May., p. 57). This rule applies
when the deceased leaves no son,
wife, daughter, etc. (K.) N;ind. says
in the absence of own brothers, the
reunited ; in their absence, the own
sisters ; making each exclude the
following. ]\Iedh. niake.s the "re-
united " apply to the brothers only

(as K. says, "not all the own
brothers"), paraphrasing "there-
united own brothers and own
sisters," and adds that "and" in-

cludes sisters.

^ That is, any one who takes the
heritage (May., p. 49).

6 Defraud him (K.

)

''
I.e., be made an ordinary rela-

tive in the honour he receives
(bandhuvat pujyah) (Medh.), or lose

his right of primogeniture and be
fined (K.) The Mayukha quotes in
this connection a verse from Manu,
which says that after a division of

property has been made, and some
common property is discovered not
known at the time of partition, a
new partition must be made (p. 50),
and another to the effect that a new
division must be made if there is a
doubt in regard to the partition (p.

5 1 ). Neither verse occurs in the text.
* Such as frequenting a gambling-

house (K. ) ;
gaming and drinking

(Ragh.) ; acts acconqilished by bad
behaviour (vlvrttl)—(Medh., Xand.)

^ Yautahim, usually the bridal

gift of a woman ; so taken here by
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215. If there should be a common endeavour (to gain

wealth) 1 on the part of brothers who (live together) with-

out having divided (the property), the father should never

make the share of (any one) son different (from those of

the others).^

216. Moreover, a son born after partition ^ should receive

only the paternal property ; or if any (sons) should be

reunited with this (father), he* should share it with them.

217. The mother should receive the heritage ^ of a child-

less son, and in case the mother also is dead, the father's

mother should receive the property."

2187 When everything, debts and possessions, have

been divided according to rule, and anything^ is afterwards

Nand., "he should not in this way
make money for his daughter, but

he should take his daughter's mar-

riage portion out of his own share

alone." Withvss. 213-214 cf. Mbha.
xii. 105, 7-10.

1 So Medh. and K., otherwise

explained by Jimuta-vJihana (Day.

Bhag. ii. 86) as effort, i.e., desire to

have a division.

- At the time of division, i.e.,

when they cease to live together

(Riigh. ) The commentator to Mbha.
takes this to mean at the time of

eating or division of food, i.e., if

they get their dinner by united toil,

each shall have an equal share (xiii.

105, 12).

^ The partition being made while

the father is alive by the sons' desire,

the son subsequently born after the

father's death has a claim only on

the property (subsequently held by
the father)— (K.)

* I.e., the son born after partition

is made ; if they reunite, he shares

with them at the father's death

(K.) By Yaj. ii. 122 and Visnu

xvii. 3, a son conceived before the

partition, but born after it, has his

share made up by contributions from

the other brothers. The Medh. MSS.
vary between liared dhanam and
dhanam haret (latter in May., p. 37).

6 Dajddam (Medh.)

^ Between this verse and vs. 185

(which is not in Medh.'s text) is a

plain contradiction ; the later law

scheme arranged the succession as

follows : son, grandson, great-grand-

son, wife, daughter, daughter's son,

mother, father, brothers, brothers'

sons, father's mother, etc. In vs. 185

we have the order father and
brothers ; to unite which with this

and make both correspond to the

later scheme has cost the commenta-
tors some labour. K. quotes Yaj. ii.

135, compares our text, ix. 1S5, and
Visnu xviii. 6 (Brhaspati, Vrddha
Manu, and Vrddha Visiui) (Ragh.),

to show that both parents are here

intended. A discussion in May. (p.

53) settles against the Mitaksara

that the mother's claim comes after

the father's. If we take Nand.'s

e.Kplanation of apati/a as including

son, grandson, and great-grandson,

wife and daughter and her son, the

last of which are of coui-se not in-

tended, we still have the father,

brothers, and brother's son omitted

between the mother and grand-

mother ; and even if mother is, as

K. says, an ekarem, i.e., includes the

(father) omitted, the brothers by vs.

185 should intervene.
7 In the MS. of Nand. vs. 218

follows vs. 219.
s Whether property or debt (K.)

;
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discovered, oue should make an equal partition of all

of it.i

2 19.2 Clothes, vehicles,^ ornaments, prepared food, water,

women, religious wealth, and paths they declare* (are

impartible.^

220. Thus has been declared to you the (rule of) parti-

tion and the rule of ceremony in respect to (all) the sons ^

in order, beginning with the wife's son. Learn (now) the

rules of right respecting gambling.

221. Both gambling and prize-fighting the king should

exclude from his kingdom. These two vices bring to an

end the sway ^ of those who rule the land.

222. Gambling and prize-fighting are the same as open

robbery ; the king should always be active in his antago-

nism to these two (vices).

223. That (play) which is performed by means of things

without life is called among men " gambling ;
" that which

is performed by means of living creatures is to be known
as "prize-fighting."^

probably here only property is meant,

as in Yfij. ii. 126, though debts are

included, ib. 1 17.
1 That is, no special share should

be given to the eldest (K.) The
general rule is that debts descend to

the heirs.

^ From vs. 219 to vs. 228 fails in

Medh. (MSS. No. 935, 1551) (vide

note to vs. 228). A different version

of this verse is attributed to Manu
in the May. (p. 46), where also an
ordeal (which is not found in Manu)
is ordained in case one suspects that

goods have been concealed.
* (Or) horses, etc. (Rilgh.) For

patram, " vehicle " (or rijndnam,

"document''), Nand. reads pdiram
(udnkapdtram), a receptacle for

water.
* Women means slaves or mis-

tresses. If of equal value, the gar-

ments and ornaments are not divi-

sible ; if some are more vahiable than
others, they must be divided (Brh.

in K.) Water from tanks, etc., is

to be used by all (Medh., K.) Re-
ligious wealth is defined variously
as councillors, ascetics, or priests

(Medh., K. ), or wealth of sacrifices

and good deeds (Laugfdvsi in May.,
p. 48). Pracdra (paths) may be taken
as pasture-ground -(K.) In respect
to the female slaves, it is said in

May. that they are to be divided if

of equal number, otherwise they
must work by turns as they can (cf.

K.), but the kept women of the
father are not partible. Cf. Gaut.
xxviii. 47.

5 "And a book " is Visnu's reading
in the same verse (xviii. 44).

*" Nand., ijogavidhih sampddana-
vldhi/i.

^ Or by var. lee. bring to those
who rule the land the destruction of

the king. (Xand. has rdj>/a°.)

^ " Gambling " with dice, etc.
;

"prize-fighting" (literally, challeng-
ing) fights (for bets) by cocks, rams,
etc. (K.)
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224. All sucli people as indulge in gambling and prize-

fighting, or cause them to be carried on, the king should

have corporally punished,^ and (he should also corporally

punish) ^iidras (who) bear the emblems of the'twice-born.^

225. Gamblers, players,^ cruel men,* men who abide in

heresy, men who do wrong acts, and men who manufacture

spirituous liquor (the king) should banish from the city ^

at once.

226. These robbers in disguise, living in a king's realm,

constantly injure the worthy subjects by the perform-

ance of their misdeeds.

227. This gambling has been seen (to be) in a former

age ^ a great maker of strife ; therefore a wise man should

not devote himself to gambling even for the sake of

amusement.

228. If any man should devote himself to this (sport),

either secretly or openly, he should receive an adjust-

ment of punishment '' such as is in accordance with the

pleasure of the ruler. '^

229. Now one whose caste is that of Ksatriya, VaiQya, or

(^udra, (when he is) unable to pay a fine, may absolve him-

self of debt by labour ; a priest should pay little by little.^

^ By cutting off a hand or foot play was legalised, and play without

^K.) royal authority was fined. (Cf.

- The marks of caste, such as the Nilrada xvi.

)

sacred string, etc., etc. The addition "^ Not only now, but in ancient

to this verse given by May. (p. 95), times (K.
) ; in the case of Nala,

"without the king's permission," Yudhisthira, and others (Nand.) It

rests on the fact alluded to in note is very probable that these are the

on the next verse. examples meant ; at least, as Medh.
2 Or " players and men of bad omits most of this part on gambling,

habits." K. defines the latter as it must have been inserted long

dancers, singers, etc. after the epic was completed.
* For krurdn (cruel) Nand. reads ^ The punishment [danda) is not

kaildn (!) from keli, and defines here, as in the following verse, a
[heUctldn] "in the habit of sporting fine (cf. vs. 224).

(with women) ;" cf. viii. 357, where '^ This verse is in the MSS. of

keli is a proof of adultery. Another Medh., and is referred by him to the

reading, /tO'dw, is explained by Ragh. sport mentioned in vs. 219, but the

as singers. latter verse is not given in his

5 That is, from the realm (K.) In text,

later times the vice of gambling was " Cf. viii. 49, 177,415. K. says

turned to account, and royal gam- (cf. Yaj. ii. 41) in accordance with

bling-houses were established, where what he makes.
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230. The king should ordain the correction of women,
children, crazy people, old people, and (those who are)

poor (or) ill (to be made) by a switch, (or) a split bamboo-
cane, (or) a cord/ (or) by other (like means),

231. Now those who, on being commissioned (to look

after 2 business) afltiirs, ruin the affairs of those engaged
in (these) affairs, (because they are) cooked by the heat

of money, the king should cause to be deprived of their

property.

232. (The king) sliould slay those who make false

proclamations,^ those who seduce his ministers,^ those who
slay women, children, and Brahmans, and those who de-

vote themselves to (his) enemies,

233. Whenever anything has been gone through with^
and adjusted, let the (king) know that this has been done
in accordance with the rule of right, (and) let him not

have this (matter) reverted to any more,

234. If the ministers or a judge should perform any
business in a wrong manner,^ the king himself should

attend to this (matter), and have these (officers) fined one
thousand [panas).

235. A slayer of a Brahman, a drinker of intoxicatino-

liquor, a thief, and one who defiles the couch of a Guru,^

these men are all in turn to be regarded as the ^reat

criminals,^

^ With the first two they are though naturally so understood by
beaten, with the cord they are tied the commentators.
(K.) Medh. defines vidala a,s rrkm- * K., ''.seduce," or "make dissen-
tvac. sions among."

- Commissioned, etc., means those '^ (.i'.^., a lawsuit.) TlritamCMtidh.,
appointed {adhihrtah) in the king's K.), tdritam (Ragh.), nir-nUam
stead to examine suits at law, or (Nand.) Nand. gives a technical
more generally of any one ap- definition from Katy.
pointed to oversee merely, and who « Render an unjust decision in
thereby tries to injure his patron court, etc. (K.)
(Medh., K.) A var. lee, endorsed ^ Guru may mean fatlier.

byMedh. assuch (a?!n/«^<((/(), would » Cf, xi. 55. Medh., K., Ragh.,
mean those who have no business and Nand. specify, without war-
with the affair or the uncommis- rant from the text, that the thief
sioned assessors. (taskara in Medh., Nand., Rilgh.)

^ This does not necessarily in- is a stealer of gold from a ]>rah-
clude the forging of documents, man ; and K. says drinking iutoxi-
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236. And for these four (great criminals), if they have

failed to perform expiation/ (the king) should ordain pro-

per corporal punishment accompanied by (a fine of) money.

237. On the (defiler of the) couch of a Guru (the brand

of) a cunnus should be made ;
^ on a drinker of intoxi-

cating liquor, (the brand of) a liquor (dealer's) sign ; on a

thief, (the brand of) a dog's foot ; on the slayer of a

Brahman (the brand of) a headless man.

238. (These), with whom indeed none may eat, with

whom none may sacrifice,^ with whom none may peruse

(the sacred texts), with whom none may unite themselves

by marriage, shall wander miserable about the earth, ex-

cluded from every law of right.*

239. And these (who) have the mark put upon them

shall be abandoned by family and kindred, (finding) no

pity and (receiving) no respect :
^ this is the ordinance

of Manu.

240. Now, on completing the expiation as enjoined (for

the offence), the (three) highest castes ^ should escape the

eating liquors is restricted to (any) rights. Excluded from all dharma
twice-born man drinking arak, and is to be debarred from social privi-

a Brahman drinking either arak, leges, excluded from sacred rites,

mead, or rum (cf. xi. 95), whereas denied legal rights, deprived of all

all kinds are forbidden here for all the fruits of possible good works
;

classes. The part from vs. 235 to vs. in short, to be one for whom no

256 occurs also inserted in the eighth statute of the law is valid save those

lecture in Burnell's copy of Medh. that specially treat of him.

(after viii. 46 and 198). * No one shall pity them when
1 Enjoined in xi. 72 S. He says ill, or rise up and salute them

four, because he who associates with (Medh.)

these and is the fifth (in the group •> So Medh. {purve). K. has sai-ve

of great criminals) does not deserve (all castes) ; No. 935, Medh. yatho-

the same punishment (Nand.) The ditdh. A var. lee. in Nand. gives

"fifth" is indicated by the word akuridndh piirre varnd . . . ankyd

api (Medh.) Corporal punishment rdjnd laldtem : gloss, purve means
is here implied for all castes ; Medh. the members of three castes ; it is

says some make it apply to the known by this saying, " A mark
branding, which is allowed even in should be made on the forehead."

the case of a Brahman. Now when the great criminals have
^ On the forehead, as is implied not performed expiation and are

by vs. 240 (Medh., K.) thus branded, (they should have) a
^ Asaiiu/ojyd in Nos. 935, 155 1, distinction of punishment for a dis-

and Burnell's copy of Medh. {samyo- tinction of cause. He says this in

janavi . . . samydjanaiii vd). (the next) two ^lokas.

* Dharma here means rites and
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branding upon their foreheads by the king; but they

should be fined the highest fine.

241. The medium fine should be imposed for crimes ^

by a Brahman alone; or he may be banished from the

realm with his goods and chattels.^

242. But the others,^ on committing these sins, deserve

to have all their property seized (when they commit them
unintentionally) ; but (if they commit them) intentionally,

(they deserve) banishment.*

243. A good king should not receive the property of a

great criminal ; but if through avarice he receives it, he
becomes smeared with that sin.^

244. Casting upon the water this (money paid as) fine,

let him make it over to Varuna, or bestow it upon a Brah-

man (who is) endowed Math learning and of good be-

haviour.

245. Varuna is lord of punishment,^ for he holds pun-
ishment over kings. A Brahman who has gone through

a Veda is the lord of all that moves.

246. Where a king avoids getting wealth from evil-

doers, there in (due) time ^ are born long-lived men

;

247. And the (different) crops of the husbandmen are

each raised as they were sown ; the children do not die

;

and nothing distorted ^ is brought forth.'O "^^'"--^" -" ,^»,^«Q.

^ Medh., K., and Nand. say fur with punishment by the king, and
unintentional crimes the first ar- this is not compatible with tleath

rangement, and for intentional ones (Ragh.) Nand. does not notice any
the second. The highest fine must, such meaning of jtravdsarm. Medli.
however, be given to one without confines this interpretation to the
good qualities (Medh., K.) case of the Cudra.

- I.e., he is not to be fined at all, ^ With the sin the great criminal
but he is to be banisheel. committed.

' I.e., all except the Brahman, ^ Medh. and K. take rfa?w/a here as
viz., Ksatriya, Vaigya, and Cudra fine, and paraphrase tamely enough,
(Medh., K., Kagh., Nand.) Medh. " Varuna is the owner of the money
says some say even if they have (paid as) fine by the great crimi-
performed penance. nals."

* Banishment in this case the ex- ^ Nand. " among men" (lolce tu).

plainers read as meaning death (K.)

!

^ Medh. (MSS. Nos. 935, 1551)
yo some say, but this is not correct

;
reads vikrtlh, " distortion is not pro-

because a twelve years' penance is duced."

enjoined even for one who is branded
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248. Now the king sliould punish/ by the various

means of corporal punishment (which) cause terror, (any

man) born of low caste (who) intentionally injures Brah-

mans.

249. A king becomes exposed to the same lack of

spiritual merit ^ in releasing a man deserving corporal

punishment as in punishing corporally one not deserving

corporal punishment, whereas spiritual merit is seen (to

exist in that king alone who) holds in check.=^

250.^ Thus has been declared at full length the deter-

mination of lawsuits under (any one of the) eighteen

titles in the case of two persons mutually at strife.^

251. Thus the sovereign duly performing the duties

which are enjoined by the rules of right,*^ should seek to

get possession of districts not (yet) possessed, and exercise

protection over (those already) in his possession,

252. Now with his land duly put in order, and his

fortress made in accordance with the statute," let (the

king) constantly expend the greatest care in uprooting the

thorns (from his kingdom).

253. By protecting those who follow the good customs

^ Here and in the following verses they occasion." K. and Ragh. sug-

we may translate either "slay " and gest cutting off the hands, drinking

" capital punishment " or " corpo- hot oil, and so forth,

rally punish " and " corporal pun- " Dharma.

ishment." The precise meaning is ^ Holds (sinners) in check, or per-

to be determined by the context. In haps holds himself in check (as a

this verse hanyat would seem to middle voice). The commentators

mean " slay," aiid vadho2nli/aih " by understand inflicting punishment in

means of death;" but the milder accordance with the statutes, or even

meaning'' is given in the similar by other means than those there laid

verse, viii. 352, and so understood down.

by the commentators (Medh., K., * This verse would be more in

iiagh.) In point of fact it makes placeaftervs. 228, where the eighteen

little practical difference, as the fol- heads given in viii. 3 ff. are com-

lowinf paraphrase from Medh. will pleted.

showT "He should torment a Cudra ^ Or " thus has been declared the

(so K., Nand.), who robs or frightens decision in regard to two persons

a Brahman, by impaling him, cutting mutually quarrelling about one of

his flesh, twisting his limbs, and the eighteen titles."

mutilating him with knives, all ^ Dharmya.

which punishments shall cause ter- "^ f«s<r«<«/?, as declared in Lecture

ror (to others?) by the long torment vii. (Medh.) Cf. vii. 70 tf.
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of noble men 1 (Arya), and by clearing out thorns (from

his kingdom), kings (who are thus) 2 wholly devoted to

the protection of their people attain the threefold sky.

254. But if a king accepts tribute while he administers

no punishment to robbers, his kingdom is shaken, and
(he) is debarred from heaven.

255. For 3 if, relying on the strength of (his) arm, the

realm of any king rests in security, it constantly increases

unto him, even as a tree carefully tended.*

256. A king, whose eyes are his spies, ought to see^

that robbers who steal others' goods (are) of two sorts, (the

one) open, (the other) concealed.

257. Of these, those supporting themselves by the

various (means of) trade are open cheats ; while those

people G wlio steal, and those who live in the woods, are

hidden cheats.

258. Those who receive bribes, deceivers,^ cheats,^ and
gamblers ; those who make it their business to proclaim
good luck ; those who are fine (without and foul within),^

together with fortune-tellers ;

^*^

259. And both elephant-breakers and physicians who
act as they should not ;ii those engaged in the practice of

manual skill ;^- and artful women (whose virtue) may be
bought

;

260. These and other similar undisguised thorns amon<^

^ Priests, or " those who have an has janah, and is supported by Ra^h
honourable means of support

"

and Nand. Those who live in the
(Medh.) : or simply the twice-born. woods are highwaymen. E-ao'h. ex-

^ Or " if they protect," as in vs. plains as dasyu.

254- ^ By false weights and measures
« Hi (Ragh., Nand.) (Nand.)
* Seri/amdnah (Medh.); K. has * Or magicians (Nand.

)

"watered" {sici/amanah). » K. ; so Nand., " those who wear
5 I.e., he "ought to see" by em- fine clothes for the jnirpose of cheat-

ploying his spies for eyes (K.,Nand.) ing others."

The Mbha. says " cows see by smell, i" By seeing the sigiis of a man's
the Brahnians see by the Vedas, hand, etc. (K., Nand.)
kings see by spies, other men by " This clause goes with both sub-
their two eyes" (v. 34, 34). stantives (K., Nand.)

® Or "those who steal, live in the ^- Such as painters, who get money
woods, and the like " (K.) ; Medh. for worthless work (K.)
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men tlie king should learn to know, and (also all) others

who act in secret, bearing the marks of noble men (Arya),

(while in reality they are) ignoble.

261. On discovering these by well-skilled secret (agents

who are) engaged in the business of these (cheats), and by

spies in several different forms,^ let (the king) suppress

them and get them into his power.

262. After he has, in accordance with the truth, exposed

their sins in respect to each of their actions, let the kiug

duly inflict chastisement ^ in proportion to the wealth (of

the criminal) and (the enormity of) the crime.^

263. For without punishment the suppression of evil

among evil-minded thieves, who roam in secret about the

earth, cannot be eff'ected.

264. Assemblies, reservoirs, cake-stalls, houses of pros-

titution, (places where) selling of liquor and food (takes

place), places where four roads meet, trees belonging to

temples, crowds and shows,

265. Old gardens, woods, houses of workmen, empty

dwellings, woods, (artificial) groves

—

266. Such sort of places let the king have inspected by

stationary and movable guards, and even by spies, to the

end that he may suppress the robbers.

267. The king should find them out, and suppress them

by means of skilful (men), formerly robbers (themselves,

w^ho act as) companions of these (criminals) and associate

with them,"* knowing their various occupations.

268. By pretences of food and amusement, by (pre-

tending) visits on Brahmans,^ and by pretence of (seeing)

deeds of valour,^ (the spies) should make an assembly of

these (cheats).''

^ K. refers to vii. 154 for the five- own commands" {svdnugatair dtma-

fold sort (of spies). va(;aih) (Nand.)
^ The chastisement is here a fine ^ Saying : This Brahman knows

(K.), as is seen by the alkision to how to make our wished-for hopes

his wealth. succeed ; let us visit him (K.)
3 From here to vs. 274 fails in *> Saying : There is a certain man

Medh. (MSS., Nos. 935, 1551). that is going to fight all alone with
* (Or) " (who act as their) com- several ; let us go and see (K.)

panions, (though really) obeying his '' In some place where they may
be seized by the king's men (Nand.)
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269. The king should secure and corporally punish^

those who on this occasion do not come near (the desig-

nated place), and those who have been deterred by know-
ing (these tricks) of old,'^ together with their friends,^

blood relations, and connections.

270. A just king should not cause a thief to be cor-

porally punished without (the thief's possessing) the

(goods he has) carried off; but he must corporally punish

without hesitation (a thief taken) with (what he has

carried off ^ and with his tools,

271. And (the king) should also have corporally pun-

ished all persons whatsoever who in the villages even be-

stow food on thieves, or who merely provide a place for

their utensils.

272. If those (whom he has) appointed to protect his

realm,^ and the neighbours employed for the same pur-

pose,^ stand neutral during attacks by robbers when be-

sought for help, (the king) should chastise them at once

as (if they were) thieves.

273. If any man whatever lives by performing meri-

torious acts,'^ while he departs from (his own) boundeu
duty,^ let the king consume him also by punishment (as)

one (who has) departed from his duty.^

274. When a village is plundered, a dam^ broken

down, or a robbery is seen on the road, those (who do

^ Literally, "smite." This ex- pure vd'dhil-rtdn, "appointed over
pression here and in following, as in realm or city."

vs. 248 (v. note), may mean kill. '' Ragh. understands the neigh-
The regular mode of punishment, hours who give a place for the
as already described in the eighth thieves' utensils,

lecture, was for the king to smite a ^ Dharma.
thief with a club. ^ That is, if any man, even a

' So K., Ragh.; andNand. defines Brahman, supports himself by per-
" those among whom the proofs are forming sacrifice, etc., while he does
known " (pranihitamiddh jndta-kd- not do the duties enjoined for his

randh). profession (K.) He is the same as
3 Or sons (Nand., Rfigh.) a thief (Nand.)
* See the definition of this word *• Hitd (K.), hndd (Xand. = sctu),

in Mit. Y. ii. 5 as loptra, zinA cL and according to Medh. a "fence "(?),

B. R. s. hodha. Cf. Vas. xix. 39. the breaking of which ruins the
^ Far. ^cc. in Nand. MS., nT.«/;r[ra] crops (K.)
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not) hasten to (give what help) they can should be

banished, (taking) with (them their) effects.

275. Those who steal the treasure of the king, and

abide by (practices) repugnant (to his orders), he should

have corporally punished ^ by various (means of) punish-

ment ; so, too, those who instigate (his) foes (to greater

enmity).^

276. Now, if any robbers commit theft at night by

cutting (a hole in) a wall, the king should cause both

their hands to be cut (off), and have them fastened on a

sharp stake.^

277. (The king) should cause the two fingers of a cut-

purse to be cut (off) at the (time of his) first theft;* on

his second (theft), a hand and a foot; on the third, he

deserves capital punishment.^

278. The sovereign should slay as (he would) a thief,*^

(those who) give (them) fire, food, or places for (their)

weapons, and those who aid in concealing the theft.

279. One should slay a man who destroys ^ a pool (by

drowning him) in the water, or by simple death ;^ or (the

^ By cutting off the hand, foot, stake alive" (xvi. i, 31). The
tongue, etc. (K.) ; death may be text in the May. has bhitvd for

meant. chitva (p. 89).
2 In Nand. h. 2 takes the place ^ Medh., K., and Ragh.

of h. I of K. with vadhaih for ^ Vaclha; the two fingers are said

dandaih. Nand. explains the ex- by K. and Ragh. to be those indicated

pression arindm upajdpakdn as by Yaj. ii. 274, namely, the thumb
above (like K.), "or it may mean and forefinger ; so Nand.
those who instigate his allies (with ^ C'ourdn (Beng. MSS., Medh.,

whom he has a treaty of peace) to Nos. 936, 1551, Nand. MS.), i.e., as

become his enemies." So Medh., he would thieves.

" they make his allies foes." ''Literally, breaks, i.e., destroys

3 This punishment implies death, by breaking the dam (K.) Medh.,

and appears to have been a general K., taddr/a, but some MSS. (Nand.,

custom. In the Mbha. we read of Hagh.) have tatdka 2yo7id.

a seer caught along with some ^ (^addha vadha, i.e., by the sword

thieves; the king gave the order (Nand.) The word radha here

that they should be killed, and means " cutting off a limb" (Nand.),

the seer was consequently " stuck [or] his head, or other parts are

upon a stake" (i. 117, 12). It was cut off according to circumstances

not confined to thieves, for in the (Ragh.) It probably means death

same epic, on a special occasion, without mutilation (cf. vs. 291, note),

we are told that a king ordered Medh. says that some regard the

that those who indulged in for- pool as a mere type for a graver

bidden liquor should " mount the offence ; but this explanation is not
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criminal) may (simply) put it to rights again ; but he

should (in that case) be fined the highest fine.

280. One should also slay without hesitation (those who)
destroy a grainary/ an arsenal, or a temple of the divinities;

and (those who) steal elephants, horses, (or) chariots,

281. Now he who steals water from a pool laid out

long before, and also (he who) even diverts the course of

the water,3 should be fined the first fine.'*

282. If any one, without pressing need,^ emits im-

purities upon the king's highway, he should pay (a fine

of) two kdrsapana,^ and clear up the impurity at once."^

283. Now (if it is) an old man (who) finds it necessary,

a pregnant woman, or a mere boy, they should receive a

reproof ;S and that (filth) should be cleaned up: so stands

the rule.

284. A fine- (is set) for all physicians treating (a case)

incorrectly ;
^ in (the case of creatures) not human ^^^ (this

is) the first, but in (the case of) human beings the medium
(fine).

285. One who destroys a stile,^^ a sign, a pole,^- or the

images (of divinities), should replace all that (he has
injured), and pay (a fine) of five hundred {imnas)P

necessary, as ruining a sacred pool s Through fear of a tiger, etc., or
is quite bad enough to warrant the through iUness (Ragh.)
punishment. From vs. 279 to vs. « Two copper /»ff;Trts (Ragh.)
282 fails in Medh. (Nos. 935, 1551). 7 Qr pay a CaiidfJa \o do it

^ Belonging to the king (K.

)

(Medh.)
- The reason why death is or- » I.e., they should not be fined

dained here and a fine in vs. 285 is (Nand. ) ; one should say, " Don't do
that in the latter case the small it again " (Ragh.)
earthen images of the divinities are » "Not as enjoined in the treatises
meant, which are not so important (Medh.)
as a temple (with the large idols in i" Animals, horses (Xand.), and
it (K., Ragh.) cows, etc. (Medh., K., Ragh.)

^ If one takes or destroys the water "Stile, or footbridge (:\redh.)
;

of the whole pool, he suffers death, sign or ensign at the king's door
as said in vs. 279 ; in this case just (K., Ragh.)
(a little) water if taken from an old 1- Used like the sign for a symbol
pool

; diverting the water, /.f., by (^NEedh.) ; in a lotus - jaond (K.,
a dam so as to hurt the pool (K.) Ragh.)
•The first fine is the lowest, " This is the " medium " fine ; cf.

i.e., two hundred and fifty r)anas note to vs. 2S0.
(Ragh.)
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286. For injuring uninjured goods/ also for destroying ^

jewels, and for piercing (them) in the wrong place, the

penalty is the first fine.

287. Now if any man acts unequally with (things) that

are equal ; or, again, (if he defrauds) by a difference in the

price, he should receive the first, or even the medium

fine.^

288. And (the king) should have all places for confining

(criminals) '^ set by the king's highway ; where evil-doers

may be seen, miserable and maltreated.^

289. One who destroys the (city) ^ wall, one who fills

up the moat, and one who breaks the gates, (the king)

should at once banish.

290. A fine of two hundred (panas) should be imposed

^ By putting woi-thless goods in

with perfect articles (K.)
- According to the commentators

(so B. R.), the meaning here is " for

ijoring certain gems which ought not

to be bored, and for boring other

gems (pearls, etc.), in the wrong
place." This gives two meanings to

mani, or a new word with a different

and elaborate meaning must be sup-

plied. Bhedana, like bhedalca in vss.

279, 280, may mean simply injure

in general, or literally " for break-

ing or bad boring." Medh. defines

hhedana here as dvidhd-Jcaranftm.

K. adds that in addition to the fine,

satisfaction must be made to the

owner, as is the case wherever
another's property is destroyed.

Medh. says some order in the fines

is to be observed; for medium articles

the medium, for the best the highest

fine.

3 K. says the weight of the fine

depends on the deceiver's intention,

and he and Riigh. translate the first

clause as meaning " one who employs

different goods or different measures

for those who give the same amount
of money." Nand. explains " he who
uses different weights and measures

in (selling) the same goods, and does

not demand the same price (for the

same goods). " The translation above

is based on the. first explanation

given by Medh., that is, that this

represents a case where a limitation

has been set by law on the rate of

exchange between goods, and one

tries to obtain, e.g., for a little oil,

which another needs, a larger supply

of grain, etc., than is right ; or again,

if he sells goods at too high an

advance on the price he paid, even

if no limitation has been set by law.
* Medh. and K. take this to mean

the houses of confinement where the

prisoners are seen in fetters and
bonds. Ragh. explains as fetters,

and Nand. (MS. has handhandiii ca

kastdni) explains by the same word.

As it is doubtful if prisons were
established at the time of the text,

we may perhaps better understand

stocks or something of the sort set

up by the roadway, where, to be

sure, the mutilated victims were

better seen than in a " prison-house."

Medh. suggests that torture-places

may be anywhere " where(ever) the

evil-doers may be seen ; the author

thus shows the variableness of the

locality."

5 By starvation, poison, etc.

(Medh.)
" These are all the property of

the king in the city (K.)
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for all (cases of) bewitching;^ and (the same) for a cere-

mony with roots, (performed) by those not attaining (their

object); 2 and for the various (kinds of) magical rites.^

291. He who sells bad seed,* or improved (worthless)

seed,^ and also he who destroys a boundary,6 should receive

corporal ^ punishment accompanied by disfiguration.^

292. But the king should cause a worker in gold who
acts in an unlawful manner—(he being) the most evil of

all the thorns (infesting a kingdom)—to be chopped up

into small pieces M'ith sharp knives.

293. For abducting things (used) in ploughing, weapons,^

or medicinal plants, let the king establish punishment after

he has found out the time and purpose (of the act).^*'

294. The master ^^ and his ministers, the (chief) city, the

people,^^ the treasury and army,^^ likewise the ally^^

—

^ By hymns (Medh.) ; oblations

to ensure death (K.) ; such as the

hawk-sacrifice (Ragh.)
2 The ceremony with roots is for

the purpose of slaying an enemy, or

getting property by certain roots

having this power, such as those

described in the Mbha., which in-

forms us that in the Atharva (sic) it

is ordained that plants which are

prickly, and sting, and have red
flowers, are to be used in bewitching
one's enemies (xiii. 98, 20). The
expression andptaih (construe with
each clause) may mean bad people

(K.), or unskilful people (Ragh.),

unless Nand.'s var. Ice. (andpte) be
preferred, which gives practically the

same sense as the last (anaptaphale

va(^lkarane) "imsuccessful ceremonies
for gaining power over one."

•* Krtyd, "any magic to remove
enemies," etc. The fine is in all

these cases for unsuccessful attempts
to destroy life ; successful attempts
.should meet with death, according
to the commentators. Medh. dis-

tinguishes between designs on man
or cattle, but either may be meant by
the text.

* As good seed (Medh., K.)
" So K. Nand. paraphrases by

uptdndih bljdndui uddhartd, " one

who pulls up seed sown." The im-
proving of worthless grain is done,
according to the commentators, by
surreptitiously insei-ting good grain

on the top of the bad, and declaring

it is all good.
•> Of village or town (K.) ; cf.

Yaj. ii. 155. According to Medh.,
the boundary is a legal restriction,

"he who breaks a law."
^ Vadha ; the commentators say

the criminal is to have his nose cut
off (Medh.), or hand, foot, etc. (K.)

** This vadha is opposed to that
in vs. 279.

^ Weapons of the king bring a
greater, other weapons a lesser pun-
ishment (Medh.)

^^ That is, in such cases where a
plough, yoke, etc., is stolen, there is

no set punishment, but it dej^ends on
circumstances (Medh., K., Riigh.,

Nand.) After this verse Nand.
places K.'s vs. 312.
" The king.
^- City is his capital, home of the

king (Medh.)
;

people (so Medh.,
literally, realm) means "country,"
according to K.

^•* Danda, better than the alterna-

tive meaning "system of punish-
ment, courts," etc.

^* Literally, friend.
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these indeed are the seven elements (constituting what is)

called a complete kingdom.^

295. Now (in case) a great calamity (is liable to occur)

to these seven elements of the kingdom one after another,

one should know (that it would prove to be) more severe

(in the case of) the first (mentioned than in the case of

the next), and so on (to the last).^

296. When in this world the kingdom of seven mem-
bers stands firmly together like a threefold staff,^ no one

part then surpasses (another), through any superiority of

the qualities of one over the other.

297. But this or that member is especially prominent

(only) in the duties respectively pertaining to it ; that

member is in any given duty called the best by whom
this duty is successfully performed.

298. By (means of) spies, by exercising his power, and

also by carrying on (various) enterprises, let the king

constantly learn his own strength and that of the enemy.*

299. Having (first) considered all the unfortunate acci-

dents and injuries (liable to result from his plans),^ and

tlie relative importance (of these misfortunes), let one

afterwards undertake what is to be done.*^

1 Medh., MS. No. 935, has samas- by Nand. (who also has Icevalam

tarn; No. 1551 has this altered in for /t«?-rftfwui»i, explaining exercising

the margin to sax)tanfjam, the read- power as open, and kriija as secret

ing in some K. MSS. Medh. para- power, such as reflection). The sense

phrases TcHiptam. Another var. lee. remains the same, except in Nand.,

is samagr'am (so Ragh. MS.) The who renders para (enemy) as " any

reading sapUlMjam is prettier, "the one else, a friend." Medh. says he

seven elements " explaining the must find out what power the other
" seven - limbed kingdom," biit party has over himself and what he

Medh.'s reading is found in the liimself has over the other. He also

Bengal and Bcmibay MSS. and in renders idsdhai/or/a as " gifts," etc.,

the Nandini text. Cf. Visnu, iii. 33. i.e., by the four means of subjuga-

' In other words, let the king first tion enjoined for a king,

see to his own safety, then for that ^ This seems to be the meaning,

of his ministers, etc. and is so given by K; so Medh.,
^ Where each part mutually sup- though he has another explanation,

ports and is supported (K., Nand.) '^ Nand. has an (unauthorised) wr.

The relation is like that of earth, Ice, without material change of

seed, and water, all necessary each meaning: (muhrpatih)guruld<jhamto

to each for growth (Medh.) jndtrdtatah karma samacaret. Medh.
* Medh. reads (for K.'s viahipatih) and K. regard p'ldana as of nature,

pardtmana/i, and in this is followed vyasana as of man.
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300. One should just keep on renewing Lis attempts

again and again, however tired and weary (he may be)

;

for fortune favours the man who keeps on renewing his

attempts.^

301. The ages—Krta, Treta, Dvapara, and Kali—all

(indicate) the actions of the king; for the king is called

the age.^

302. Asleep he is Kali ; awake, the Dvapara age
;
(when)

actively engaged in work, Treta ; but (when) advancing

(against the enemy), the Krta age.^

303. The king should practise the glory and conduct of

Indra (the storm-god), of Arka (the sun), of Vayu (wind),

of Yama (here god of the dead), of Varuna (here god of

punishment), of Candra (the moon), of Agni (fire), and of

Prthivl (earth).

304. As Indra rains down upon the people through the

four rainy months, so should the king, practising Indra's

rule, besprinkle his realm with favours.*

305. As the sun with its beams takes (to itself) the

water during eight months, so let (the king) ever^

take from his realm the revenue; for that is the sun's

rule.

306. As the wind wanders about, proceeding among all

created beings, so (the king) should proceed everywhere

by means of his spies ; for this is the wind's rule.

307. As Yama (the constrainer) constrains both friend

and foe when their time has come, so the people^

^ Cf. iv. 137. This verse is omit- and perfection, or that of evil, etc.
;

ted by Medh. (Nos. 935, 1 551). the notion in vs. 302 is a variation
" The four ages represent four of this,

periods of relative goodness and ^ Literally "expanded ;" fiZ^rtas fw
happiness. Krta is the perfect, Kali is Medh.'s reading (Nos. 935, 1551).
the worst and latest age. It is a •* Cf. Mbhfi. xiii. 102, 26 (the
point discussed in the Mbha. (v. 132, world), yatra Qalcro varmti sarvaka-
16) whether the king depends on man.
the age in which he lives, or the age "^ Nand. MS. reads " take pro-
is dependent on the king for its perly " (for nityam reads samyay).
character. The latter is considered " Nand. sarve (for prajdii), i.e.,

the right doctrine ; any king by good priyadvemh.
conduct can produce the age of bliss
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should be constrained by the king; for this is Yama's

rule.^

308. Just as one is seen (to be) bound fast by Yaruna's

cords,2 so let (the king) seize hold of evil men ; for this is

Yaruna's rule.

309. As human beings rejoice on beholding the full

moon, so that king in whom the (ministers and other)

elements (of the realm take delight) fulfils the rule of the

moon.

310. Let (the king) be ever ardent and glorious in

(consuming) evil-doers, and destructive to the enemies

that surround him.^ That is called the rule of fire.

311. As the supporting (earth) supports alike all crea-

tures, so when (the king) supports all creatures (he follows)

the rule of the earth.

312. Ever holding fast to these and other means (of

procedure), let the king unweariedly seize hold of thieves

in his own realm, and also (in that) of another.^

313.^ Even if he has fallen into the greatest distress,

let him never arouse the Brahmans to anger ; for on being

made angry they could destroy him with (all his) depend-

ents, force, and equipment.

314. Who could escape destruction if he angered those

^ Yama, the constrainer (by a and agrees closely with a portion of

false but old derivation), constrains the epic that is also a late addition

men to die. The peoiDle are con- to that work. Cf. Mbhii. xiii. 152
strained to be punished or killed if adhy. (all the twenty-three verses)

;

sinful. cf. also ib. ix. 36, 40; iii. 1 91, 21 ;

" Nand. has the whole verse slight- and v. 40, 8, where it is said that

ly altered in my MS., vdrunena tu " one angry Brahman destroys a

jpa^aii^ca baddhyate vdrunair narah. realm." I have elsewhere pointed
3 I.e., his inimicable ministers out this fact (Mutual Relations, p.

(Medh., K.), or his vassals. 22 ff.), and the Nandini shows a
* "The enemy," eT-am(Nand. MS.) confusion in the verses (vss. 313,

Nand. places this verse more appro- 314, being placed after vs. 319) in-

priately after vs. 293. " Other dicative of perhaps local uncertainty,

means," are those current in the Nevertheless my former opinion

world (Medh.), even if not specially must be modified to this extent, that

declared by the law (K.) these verses are by no means among
5 From vs. 313 through vs. 319 those last added to the work, as

appears to be a late addition to the Medh. has them all complete in

work, if we judge it by the language, proper order, and with few var. lec.
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by whom tlie all-devouring ^ fire, the imdrinkable sea, and
the waning and waxing moon (were) made ?'^

315. Who could prosper if he injured those who could,

when incensed, produce other worlds and (other) guardians
of the world, and (other) gods and not-gods ?

316. Who, if he had lust to live, would harm those, on
whom 3 relying stand eternally the worlds and the gods,

of whom also the wealth is hraJima (the Veda) ?

317. Wise or unwise, the Brahman is a great divinity ;*

just as fire is a great divinity, whether applied (to the
sacrifice) or not applied.

318. Even in the places where corpses are burned the
glowing purifier (fire) is not defiled, and when it has
received the oblation in the sacrifice it is the more mag-
nified.^

319. Thus, even if engaged in all (kinds of) occupations
(which are looked upon) with disfavour, the Brahmans ^

should (none the less) be reverenced at all times, for that

divinity is the highest one.'^

320. Since the Ksatriya caste arose from the Brahman,
the Brahman caste alone should be the one to subdue^
the Ksatriya caste at all times, when it has grown over-

weening toward the Brahmans.

321. From water fire is produced ;° from the Brahman

1 The Bomb. MS., that of the ^ Ahhiiardhate (increases), K.,
NandinI, and Medh. No. 935, has No. 155 1, Medh.; abhlvarttate, No.
"bhakiio for hhaksi/o. Naud. has also 935, Medh. ; ahhipujyate, Nand.
asir for agnir ; the sword is synony- (magnified in glory),
mous, but this is probably a clerical « The Brahman (Nand., singular
error. throughout).

^ Kmylcavrddhimdihfce'nduh [var. '' That is the highest divinity, i.e.

Ice. No. 935, yakfi {sic), and 1551) the Brahman is (Nand. has ««/<).

in Medh. gives same sense. « Or " would be able " by nieans
3 Medh. (Nos. 935, 1 55 1), Ragh., of incantations, etc. (Medh., K.,

and Nand. have scondrriti/a for K.'s Nand.)
upa" (in Medh's gloss) ; the worlds ^ The water in plants and trees
and gods rely on the Brahmans' is meant, thence fire comes (Medh.).
offerings (Medh.) ; for ije.sam Medh. Nand. has the absurd explanation
(No. 1551) has fc.«u/tt. for 6mA//irt^(// that it refers to Daksa,

•» Mbha. iii. 200, S9, gives the Marici, and other creators,
same view.
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caste, the Ksatriya caste ; from stone, iron. In their own
birthplaces their all-pervading force is quenched.^

322. The Ksatriya caste does not prosper without the

Brahman caste; the Brahman caste does not flourish

without the Ksatriya caste ; but wdien the Brahman and

Ksatriya castes are united they flourish both here and

hereafter.

323. Now after giving to the priests the wealth that

has been produced by all the fines," and after committing

the realm to (his) son,^ let (the king) meet his death in

battle.

324. The sovereign acting thus, ever * constant to the

duties of a king, should also have all his dependents

employed in (such) acts (as will be) beneficial to the world.

325. Thus has been declared the complete and eternal

rule of action for a king ; this (following) rule of action

one should know is for a Vai^ya and ^iidra, one after the

other.

326. Now a Yai^ya, after being initiated and having

married a wife, should be always employed in gaining

wealth ^ and in tending cattle.

327. For after Prajapati had created cattle he gave

them over to the Vai^ya, (while) he gave all the people

to the Brahmans and to the king.

^ Vs. 320 is found in Mbha. xii. 17, 11, "It is adJiarma for a king

78, 27, and vs. 321 is found ib. v. to die of disease in a house."

15, 34, xii. 56, 24 {and in ih. 23 is ^ Nand. gives a slight change by
ascribed to Manu, along with an- reading (MS.) sutani rdjye samd-
other verse not found in our text)

;
verya, setting his son over the king-

also ib. 78, 22, and i. 137, 12 {salitdd dom (cf. the reading of Medh., samd-
utthito rahnih), although in vs. 14 sddi/a, and the Bengal MS. var. lee.

cases of " Brahmans born from samdsajya) ; cf. iv. 257. Medh.
Ksatriyas" occur. Cf. Gaut. xi. I

;
says some interpret "fines" as in-

Q&t. Br. iv. I, 4, 4-6. eluding money got by taxe.s, etc., i.e.,

" All the fines except those paid his whole property,

by the great criminals (which must * This is omitted in some MSS., and
be giveia to Brahmans at once or the word reads, " closely constant."

thrown into the water). This verse ^ Vdrtd often includes cattle-

refers to king ill or dying ; and if tending ; the term is general, and
to die fighting is impossible, he means all the work and activity by
should burn, drown (Medh.), or which the Vaigya gained his living,

starve himself (K.) Cf. Mbha. vi.
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328. Tlie Yaicya should, moreover, never express any-

such desire as " I would not tend cattle ; " and, when
the Vai^ya is willing (to tend them), they should never

be tended by another.

329. (The Vai(^ya) should know the relative value ^

of gems, pearls, corals, ores, woven-stuffs, perfumes, and

essences.

330. He should understand the sowing of seeds, know
the defects and good qualities of land, and be well ac-

quainted with the application of measures and of weights

in all (their particulars) ;2

331. Also the comparative worth of goods, the good and

bad qualities of (different) districts, the gain and lack of

gain in different wares, and the propagation of cattle.^

332. He should know the support of his dependents,^

the various languages of men, the means of preserving

commodities, and also (all about) purchase and sale.^

333. He should expend the greatest effort in justly

increasing his goods, and he should also take pains to

bestow at least food ^ on all creatures.

334. Now the supreme duty of a ^udra, and that

which ensures his bliss, is merely obedience toward cele-

brated priests who understand the Veda and (live as)

householders.

335. If he be pure, obedient to the higher (castes), mild

in speech, without conceit, and always submissive to

the Brahmans," he attains ^ (in the next transmigration) a

high birth.

^ That is, in what districts they food " is what is meant by " take
are valuable, etc. (Medh.) pains to bestow food," otherwise the

" Such as how weights like the king should be fined.

drma, dihaka, etc., are to be esti- ^ " Finds refuge in Brahmans "

mated, whether by hand, etc. is K.'s explanation. Medh. reads,

(Medh.) both in No. 1551 and No. 935, £rdh-
•* Va livardhanam (Medh.) Viandparrayo, explaining "ctni/dn
* How much is necessary to sup- apdrritasi/a, ani/ai^'np'usakasye'ti.

port the cowkeepcrs letc.) (Medh.) Nand. reads Brdhmandndm p-ei/ah
* Mdluvnka MaijiuUta - Dravidd - (niti/am), " everlasting bliss of Brah-

didcfabhdm/i (Medh.) mans " he obtains.
^ Nand. says, " at least food even •* Apiiuydt in Medh. No. 1551 ;

to Cudras." "He must give much aniutc in No. 935.

_
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336. Thus has been declared the pure rule of action

for the castes (when) not in (time of) distress : learn

(now) also in order the rule which they should follow in

time of distress.

END OF THE KINTH LECTURE.
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LECTUEE X.

THE MIXED CASTES AND CLASSES: PROCEDURE IN"

TIME OF NEED.

1. The (members of the) three twice-born castes, abid-

ing by their respective occupations, should peruse (the

holy texts) ; but among these a Brahman only, not (mem-

bers of) the two other (castes), should expound (these texts)

:

this is the decision.

2. The Brahman should understand the lawful means

of livelihood of all (the castes) ; he should both expound

(them) to the others and also be himself such (as the rule

demands).

3. By reason of his excellence,^ his pre-eminence of

origin, his carrying the ordinances,- and because of the

difi'erence in his initiation, the Brahman is lord of the

castes.

4. The Brahman, Ksatriya, (and) yai9ya (constitute)

the three twice-born castes ; but the fourth, the ^lidra, has

only one birth.^ There is no fifth (caste).

5. In all the castes those (sons), and those only, are to

be recognised as born equal in caste * which are born in

the caste order, of pure ^ wives, equal (in caste).

^ Excellence in qualities, which ^ Or, family,

then follow (Medh.
)

;
" Four causes " ^ Who are pure maids till married.

(Ragh.); Pre-eminence in ]>irth, i.e., Not uniting wife with aJcsatnyonisu.

from the head of Brahma (Medh., The ancients read ndnsu, rejecting

K.) the word patnl; but "pure" merely
^ So, or perhaps bearing vows of means (except in the vernacular

Snataka (Medh.) Govindaraja ex- rajakasya patni, where no real mar-

plains as bearing vows of Snataka, riage occurs), an honourably wedded
which is not correct, as that ajiijlies wife, married for the first time

;

to the Ksatriya as well (K.) not one gone and returned again
•^ He has no religious birth (Medh., (Medh.))

K.).

U
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6. They call those sons (which are) born of the twice-

born by women of the next (caste below) Similar/ being

exposed to blame by the fault of the mother.

7. This is the eternal rule for those born of women 0."

the next (caste below) : one should know that this (fol-

lowing) is the lawful rule of right for those born of women
(who have) one or two (castes) intervening.^

8. From a Brahman by a Vai^ya girl is born (a son)

with the name Ambastha ;2 by a ^iidra girl (one named)

Nisada, who is (also) called a Paranava.'*

9. From a Ksatriya by a ^udra girl is born a creature

called an Ugra (cruel), which has a nature partaking both

of Ksatriya and of ^iidra, and finds its pleasure in savage

conduct,

10. (The sons) of a priest (Brahman) by (women of) the

three (lower) castes, those of a king (Ksatriya) by (women

of) the two (lower) castes, and those of a Vai^ya by (women

of) the one (lower) caste,^ these six (kinds of sons) are

called Ptejected.

11. From a Ksatriya by a girl of the priest(ly caste) is

born a sou (called) a Suta; from a Vaicya are born by

women of the king(ly and) priest(ly caste) a Magadha and

Vaideha.

12. From a ^udra are born by women of the Vaicya,

regal, or priestly castes, by ^ a mixture of castes, an Ayo-

gava, a Ksattar, and a Candala, (who is) the basest of

men

1 3. Just as the Ambastha and Ugra are said to be those

^ K. gives the names and acts of * Cf. ix. 17S. K. says, referring

these (from Yaj. and Ucjanas ; cf. to the lost (?) verse of Yaj. (cf. ix.

Yaj. i. 91 ff-, though the text does 178 note, and ix. 160), that the

not specify them) as Murdhavasikta " gir] " means one married. So
(tending horse and chariots) ; Ma- Medh., " it means the wife {strl) of

hisya (dancing, etc.) ; Karana the Vai(,'3^a," etc.

(poKce). * (^udra; in general of lower
2 That is, two or three grades mothers,

lower than the husband. ^ Medh. locative " in " (Sanhire,
'^ Also called Bhrjjakantha in an- in Nos. 989, 1551, and 935 {palimp-

other Smrti (Gaut. iv. 20), (Medh.) scst).

{vide vs. 21 note).
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(born) of women two castes below in the direct orJer (of

the castes), so the Ksattar and Vaidehaka are of the

same sort in a birth which goes contrary (to caste order).

14. The sons of the twice-born which are born of women
of the caste just (below) (as) declared, one after the other,

they call Next,- on account of the mother's defect.^

15. (A son called) Avrta by name is born from a Brah-

man by an Ugra girl; an Abhira (by name), by an Ambas-
tha girl, and a Dhigvana, by a female Ayogava.

16. The Ayogava, Ksattar, and Candala, (who is) the

basest of men, are born against the caste order from a

^udra (as) the three rejected (of that caste).^

17. TheMagadha and Vaideha (produced) by a Vai^ya,

and the Suta alone from the Ksatriya, these also are bom
against (the caste order) as three other Rejected.

18. (The son) begotten by a Nisada by a ^udra woman
is by birth a Pukkasa, and (the son) begotten by a ^iidra

by a ISTisada woman is called a Kukkutaka.

19. Moreover, (the son) of a Ksattar by an Ugra woman
is called a ^vapaka, while he begotten by a Vaidehaka

by an Ambastha woman is called a Vena.

20. If the twice-born beget by (women of) the same
caste sons (who do) not (undergo) the proper ceremonies ^

{vrata), one should designate these (sons) as Vratya (in-

asmuch as they) are excluded from the gcujatri^

21. Now from a Vratya priest is born (a son) whose

soul is sinful (called) Bhrjjakantaka, Avantya, Vutadhana,

and Puspagekhara.^

^ Cf. vs. 6. the Avantya. The different names
- Cf. vs. 10. of this one son depend on differ-
^ The ceremonies prescribed at ence in locality (K.), i.e., all these

birth, etc. people are regarded as having their
* Sdvitvl. All the three MSS. of origin in some outcast priests. The

Medh. have itij ahhinirdicct. wife is a Brahman woman (of the
^ Medh. says the names arc owing same caste, Medh., K.) Bhurj°

to difference of locality, but the or Bhrjjakanthaka [sic) (as in vs.

ancients explained them as born 8); also Puspagekhara {sic.) eva ca
from the preceding ; thus the father in the three Medh. MSS. (935, 9S9,
of the Avantya was the Bhrjja- 1551), which from his gloss, must
kant.a(ka), that of Vatadhana ^\as be coi-rect. The Vratya is practi-
the Avantya, that of Puspa^^ekhara cally outcast, or outsider.
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22. From a Vratya member of the regal caste (is

born) a Jhalla, Malla, Liccbivi/ Nata,^ Karana, Khasa, and

also Dravida.

23. Now from a Vratya Vaicya is born a Sudhanvan,

likewise a Gary a, Karusa,^ Vijanman, Maitra, and Sat-

vata>

24. The mixture of castes is ^ produced by adultery on

the part of the (pure) castes, and by marrying those who

ouo-ht not to be married, and by men deserting their respec-

tive occupations.

25. Now I will proclaim Mdthout omission those who

are of mixed origin, born either in conformity with, or

against the order of the castes, and those (whose birth is)

mutually confused.

26. The Suta, and Vaidehaka, and the Candala, basest

of men ; the Magadha, and he (who is) by birth a Ksattar;

so also the Ayogava
;

27. These six beget, by (women whose) origin is (the

same as) theirs, castes (which are) similar ; and they pro-

duce them by the mother's family, and by women of the

higher (kinds of) origin.'^

28. As a man's self is born of (women of) two of the

three castes, and, when there is no (caste) intervening,

(of women) of his own caste, so even thus is the order ^

amono; the outcasts.

1 Licchivi (Medh., Nos, 935, 989, (Medh.), as the mother's family of

1551), perhaps for Licchavi ; K. has each is higher.

Nicchivi (?).
^ Ca . . . kramah is Medh.'s

- The Nata as nom. agentis is a reading (Nos. 989, 935, 1551)- K.
" play actor." (quotes incorrectly, and) refutes

3 (,S'k.. Medh.) Medh.'s notion that this shows the

* All these in vss. 22, 23, are twice-born-ship to inculcate initia-

names of one person as before (K.) tion ; for those born against the

5 Medh. (jdijate . . . sankarah, caste order have no right to this.

Nos. 935, 989, is5i). The type at the beginning is the

6 cf_ ix. 65. Brahman, the two out of three

7 The similarity is in respect to castes are Ksatriya and Vaicya

the mother's, not to the father's (Medh., K.) But Medh. says

family (K.). Medh. reads jCityd, twice-born-ship is produced thus

{jdtau anije). The last clause against the order, and where that ex-

means they go against caste order ists the initiation must be made [sati

dvijatve U2>anai/a7iarii Icartavyam).
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29. These two by each other's wives produce again

many more debased and despised outcasts than them-

selves.

30. As a Qudra begets outcast children by a Brahman
woman, so an outcast produces (a son) more outcast (than

himself) by (women of) the four castes.

31. Acting in a manner opposed to the caste order, the

degraded outcasts beget again (those) degraded and still

more outcast, (to the number of) fifteen.^

32. A Dasyu begets by an Ayogava woman a Sair-

andhra, who not being a slave, yet lives by slavery,2

knowins how to adorn and to serve, and obtaining his

livelihood by trapping.

33. A Vaideha begets a Maitreyaka,^ whose voice is

pleasant,* and who unweariedly extols men by striking a

bell when morn arises.

34. A Nisada begets a Margava ^ (or) Da(5a, who lives

by working in vessels, whom they that live in Aryavarta

call Kaivarta (fisher).^

35. These three,'^ degraded in family, are severally born

of Ayogava (women), who wear the clothes of the dead,

are ignoble,^ and eat forbidden food.

36. A leather- worker (called) Kuravara is born of a

Nisada, an Andhra, and a Meda, who live outside the village,

(are born) of a Valdehika.^

ly. From a Candfda^*^ (is born) a Pandusopaka, whose

^ This refers only to cases against ^ Like Mrgayu, of hurtful occu-

the caste order. Medh.'s (and Go- pation, because they who live in boats

vind.'s) explanation including cases hunt fish (Ragh.)

in caste oi-der is wrong (K.) ; the '' As if a known but foreign dis-

fifteen are worked out by each, trict.

Medh. paraphrases pratlkulaili var- "^ One MS. (No. 9S9) Medh. has

tamdiulh generally by r^Cistravyati- ?mc <)•«;/«/*; the three are Sairandra,

kramena vartamdnd mithunlbhavanti, Maitreya, Margava (K.)

"marry in opposition to the stat- * Amlrijdsu ^ aspr^'ydsu, "not to

utes." be touched" (Medh.)
- Ddsycijlvana (Medh., Xos. 9S9, '•* Same as Vaideha. The mother

935' '550- is * Vaideha, Kfiravara, and
^ Or, Saireyaka (r. ?., Medh.) Nisada woman in turn (Medh.,
• K. and Medh., also with a varied K.)

explanation. ''^ Perhaps by Vaideha woman
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occupation is in reeds; an Ahindika is also bom of a

Nisada by a Vaideha woman.

38. From a Candala is produced by a Pukkasa woman

an evil Sopaka, who gains a livelihood by the occupation

of his progenitor/ and is always despised by the good.

39. A Nisada woman by a male Candala produces a son,

Antyavasayin 2 (living among low people), occupied in

places for burning the dead, and despised even by the

outcasts.

40. These mixed classes (have been) explained accord-

ing to their fathers and mothers ; whether hidden or ex-

posed to view they may be known by their respective

occupations.

41. Six (sons) are said to have the twice-born's laws of

duty,3 (those) born in the same caste and those born of

the next (caste) ,^ but all those born of lower (father than

mother) are said to have the same laws of duty as ^udras
"

42. But^ age by age they ascend by virtue of austerity

and lofty seed to a high position here among men, or

(descend by their opposites) to a low position, (all being)

in accordance with their birth.

43. Gradually, through the loss of sacred ceremonies,

and by not seeing Brahmans,^ the following families of

Ksatriyas have reached the condition of Vrsalas among

men

:

44. Paundrakas, Odras, Dravidas, Kambojas, Yavanas

(Medh., K.)i fi'om era; or with this brings in the Paracara,Medh. and

Medh. the Ahindika has just the K., viohiting the evident sequence,

same business to 'pursue. bring in the Brahman's son by a wife

1 Like the Candala he kills crimi- of any of the three upper castes (cf.

nals (Medh., Iv! ; cf. vs. 56), or vs. 14), and render anantara as

(Medh.) trades in wood he chops anuloma.

down(vyasanam-vibhdgaJcara7iam). ^ For Suta (K.), uUd (No. 989,
- Proper name, or designates Medh.), corresponding to smrta in

Candala, of which caste this is an next verse,

epithet (Medh.) ^ Ca (Medh., Nos. 935, 155 1) ; tu

•^ Dharmin. (K.)

* The natural explanation is

:

5" Or by violating the rules or-

Brahmans', Ksatriyas', Vaicjyas' sons dained for the Brahmans (Medh.)

by wives of their respective castes, Cf. Mbha. xiv. 29, 15.

or of the caste next below ; but as
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(Greeks), ^akas (Indo-Scythians), Paradas, Palilavas (Per-

sians), Clnas (Chinese), Kiratas, Daradas, Kha^as.^

45. Whatever classes (there are) among men outside of

those born from the mouth, arm, thigh, and foot- (of

Brahma), all those (people) are called Dasyus, whether the

language^ they use be that of Mlecchas (barbarians)* or of

Aryas.

46. (The sons) of the twice-born which are termed the

Pejected and the Lowered ^ should occupy themselves only

with such occupations as are blamed '^ of the twice-born.

47. Management of horses and driving waggons (is the

occupation of Sutas ; the practice of medicine (that) of

Ambasthas ; attendance on women " (that) of Vaidehakas

;

the way ^ of the tradesman (that) of Magadhas
;

48. Killing fish (that) of Nisadas; carpentry (that) of

an Ayogava ; killing forest animals (that) of Medas, An-

dhras, Cuncus, and Madgus.^

49. Moreover, catching and killing animals that live

in holes (is the occupation) of Ksattars, Ugras, and Puk-

kasas ; dealing ^0 with skins (that) of Dhigvanas ; making

instrumental music (that) of Venas.

^ Other than translated are pro- •* Not the place but the language

bably Indian tribes ; Kfimbojas, in makes the Mleccha (Medh.)

the East; Yavanas, ^^rotaWif Greeks; ^ Cf. vss. 10 and 41.

possibly more generally applied to ^ Disapproved for themselves.

Alexandrians, etc. The last men- ^ Guarding the harem (Medh.,

tioned, Khacas, are not given in K.)

Medh., Nos. 935 like 989 and 1 55

1

^ Trading on land is specified by
having tathd, but amended in the K. Medh. gives "the way " as on
first to Khasah {sic.) Pviiulraka, as "land and water," etc.

in Bomb. MSS., in all three MSS. ^ Cf. vs. 36. But the Cuncu and
of Medh. Rfigh. follows K. in add- INIadgu are not otherwise mentioned;

ing Khasfdi. they are given (Baudh. in K.) as
- I.e., the four regular castes. sons of Brahmans by a Vaidehaka
^ This means even those living woman and by the Bandistrl, who

in Aryavarta (cf. ii. 22), or who, like in turn is born of a Ksatriya by a

the Cabaras and Kiratas, are wild Cudra woman — ITgi'a woman (cf.

tribes and speak a barbarous Ian- iii. 158). (Cuhcu, Bhubhu, Medh.,

guage (the &Tst — dri/avartanivdsi- 9S9, 935, Vuca or Vfiva (B''. ?))

?taA), Medh. "Outside" means "de- ^'^ That is, the sale of leather to

graded on account of lack of religious distinguish him from the Karavara
ceremonies" (K.); "by being of in vs. 36 (K.), though not neces-

other caste than the four regular sarily from the text {carmakdra

castes" (Medh.) sa\<X carmakdrrja).
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50. These should live, being recognisecV occupied in

their own several works, in places for burning the dead,

around trees of temples, in the mountains, and in the

woods.^

51. The dwelling of Candalas and ^vapacas (should be)

outside the village ; they should be deprived of dishes

"

{aparpatra) ; their property (consists of) dogs and asses
;

52. Their clothes (should be) the garments of the

dead, and their food (should be) in broken dishes ;

** their

ornaments (should be) of iron; and they must con-

stantly wander about.

53. A man who practises the rule of right should not

desire intercourse ^ with these (people); their business

transactions must be among each other ; their marriages

(should be only) with their equals

;

54. Their food, (for which they are) dependent on

others, should be given in a broken dish
;
they should

not wander by night about the villages and towns;

55. They should go about by day to attend to their

work, made known by the (signs of) punishments (in-

flicted) by the king;^ and they should carry out the

corpse of one (who dies) without relatives : so stands the

rule.

56. They shall always slay those who are to be slain

in accordance with the king's orders, and as the statute

(has arranged) ; the clothes of those to be slain they may

take, and (their) couches and ornaments.

1 By Ccarrying a mark of their ^ That is, they bear about banners

order (Medh.) and other tokens of their profession,

- In artificial groves, according to or mount axes, etc., on their shoul-

the usual definition of upavana. ders to proclaim that a criminal

3 Broken dishes or mean dishes is to be killed (Medh.) Ragh.

must be supplied, or the dish is to thinks it means " branded on the

be set down, not handed to them forehead ;
" and K. does not under-

(Medh.). A^wpCitra in the Sutras is stand the "work " to be that of vs.

synonymous with low caste, etc. 56, but "business." In this sense we
•* K. Ov,bhmnabhdndeca[Me(i\\.), should have to translate rdjardsa-

" given them in a broken dish." naih, " by order of the king." This

5 He must not stand, or sit, or alternative meaning is also in

sport in the same place as they do Medh.

(Medh.)
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57. One should make known by (his) deeds (a man
who), being shut out from his caste ^ and unknown, (and

being) of impure origin and ignoble, has, as it were, a

noble (drj/a) appearance.

-

58. Iguobility, coarseness,-'^ savageness, laziness,'* reveal

here among men a man of impure origin.

59. Whether he assume the father's or the mother's

character, or that of both, the base-born man never dis-

guises his true nature.

60. Even if born in a high family, the man whose birth

is due to a mixture of caste acquires, in small or great

degree, a character (suitable to) this (impure birth).

61. That realm where these caste-debasing mixtures

are produced goes right quickly to destruction, together

with the inhabitants of the realm.

62. Desertion of life for the sake of a Brahman or for

the sake of a cow, (if the act be) done without secondary

motives,^ or, again, losing life iu coming to the rescue^ of

a woman or of a child, (are acts which) cause the ulti-

mate bliss of outcasts.

6^. Not to commit corporal injury, (to speak) the truth,

not to steal,'^ to be pure, to restrain the senses, this

condensed rule of duty Manu declared for the four

castes.^

64. If (the caste) produced from a Brahman by a ^iidra

^ By neglect of initiation (Rilgb.) * This rule, however, holds for all
- Or " ignoble," (but), as it were, classes, the mixed as well as the

of noble nature {dryabhutam iva, pure (K.) Medh. notes that the
Medh.

) ; or drya is, perhaps, merely first rule, not to do harm or not to
twice-born. kill (as ahimscl may mean) is in seem-

^ Selfishness (Medh.) ing contradiction to those statutes
* SoB. R. Medh. andK., " neglect which enjoin fish-killing, killing ani-

of prescribed ceremonies." mals in holes (fss. 48, 49), which is

^ So K. More specifically IVIedh. explained by some as having refer-
says, " without having received ence to gaining a livelihood only,
money." while this inchides also other cases.

" Abhyava°, Nos. 989, 935 ; adhy- Others say not to kill animals is re-
aTa°, No. 155 (Medh.); abhyupa° commended as a negative means of
(K., Ragh.) obtaining bliss, but is not absolutely

^ Or " not to be angry," akrodhah forbidden,
for astcyam (Nos. 989, 935, 1 55 1,

Medh.)
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woman keeps reproducing itself by nobler (marriage), tins

ignoble attains a noble family at the seventh union.^

65. The ^udra attains Brahmanship and the Brahman

attains (^udraship. This also one should know (to be the

case with) the offspring of a Ksatriya, and likewise of a

Vai^ya.^

66. If there is (a son) born anyhow ^ of a Brahman by

an ignoble {ancirya) woman, and again one born of an

ignoble man by a Brahman woman, and (the question)

arises, " Where is the superiority ? "
'^

67. (We answer) : He (who is) born of a noble man by

an ignoble woman might, by means of his good qualities,

become noble, while he (who is) born of an ignoble man
by a noble woman (remains) ignoble. Such is (our)

decision.

6^. But both of them are incapable of being initiated

;

with these words is the rule of right established, the for-

mer on account of his birth being devoid of good traits,

the latter because (his birth is) against the caste order.

69. As good seed alone (when) sown in good land is

successfully raised, so (the son) alone (who is) born of a

noble man by a noble woman deserves complete initiation.

70. Some wise men extol the seed, others the land

;

others only seed and land combined ; but on this point

the fixed rule ^ is this

:

^ Yitga (here birth, generation ; riya in the fifth, and from a Ksatriya
yuya^ahdo janmavacanah, Medh.), by a Vai9ya woman in the third

i.e., if the woman of this class (Medh., K.) Last word is <«, not ca,

(called Paraijava, by union of a in Medh. (Nos. 989, 935, 1551).

Brahman and a Cudra woman) mar- ^ Yadrechayd= yathCi katham, i.e.,

ries a Brahman, and her daughter by an unmarried woman (Medh.)
does the same, and so on to the '' Or (Medh.) What, would supe-

seventh generation, this last genera- riority ever exist? (^reyas tu kirii,

tiim acquires Brahmanship (Medh., hvac.kl hhavcd {Jcimi^ahdah l-sepe).

K.) Here and below " noble " is drya.
" And in the fifth generation (of ^ Cf. ix. 34. This was of equal

the caste produced from a Brahman) wife with husband ; the present dis-

by a Vai9ya woman ; in the third cussion is whether the father exceeds

by a Ksatriya woman ; while the the wife enough to make the son

caste from a Vai(jya by a (^^udra lose the bad influence induced by
woman attains in the third genera- the evil land (field, womb), or vice

tion to Vaijyaship, and from a Ksat- versa.
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71. Seed sown in poor land is within that very (land)

destroyed; land which has not even received seed (is)

nothing but bare ground.'^

72. Since (creatures) born of animals have become seers

through the excellence of the seed, and (have been) both

honoured and praised, therefore the seed is extolled.'^

73. The creator on considering an ignoble man whose

actions are noble, and a noble man who acts ignobly, said

" The two are neither equal nor unequal."^

74. Those Brahmaus who, abiding in Brahma as their

source,^ (are) established in their own occupations, should

live by six occupations (one after the other) in order

:

75. Giving instruction in, and perusing (the holy texts)

;

giving sacrifice themselves, and also offering sacrifice (for

others)
;
giving and receiving (presents) also : (these are)

the six occupations of (him whose) birth is highest.

y6. Of his six occupations three occupations afford him

a livelihood—offering sacrifice (for others), giving instruc-

tion (in the holy texts), and the reception (of presents)

from a pure man.^

yy. Three of the Brahman's duties <5 cease with the

Ksatriya—offering sacrifice (for others), giving instruction

(in the holy texts), and third, the reception (of presents).

78. These (acts)'^ in the same manner should also cease

with the Yai^ya. So stands the rule, for Manu Prajapati

said these duties (were) not (intended) for these two

(castes).

1 Whence no fruit is obtained of Medh., the three which are eni-

(Medh.) ployed by the Brahman for a liveli-

- Or, "is superior" (Medh.) Cf. hood are not permitted to the next

ix. 35. caste, while the three that bring

3 Cf. iv. 224, 225. him no gain {adrstclrthdni), sacrifice,

* Brahmans who live in Brahm as study, generosity, are also for the

their source. According to Medh. Ksatriya. " Giving instruction

"

andK.,thosedevoted tomeansof at- means in the sacred texts, Veda,

taining (source) Brahma (viz., pious etc., but does not include the Dhanur-

meditation). veda (science of arms, implied vs.

'^ From one of the twice-born 79) and worldly sciences generally

(K.) (Medh.)
^ That is, in the outspoken words ^ TaihaVtani (Medh.)
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79. In order to support life (it is the part) of a Ksatriya

to bear the sword and spear/ and of a Vai^ya (to) trade,

(tend) cattle, and (practise) agriculture ; but (their) reli-

gious duty is to give (presents), peruse (the holy texts),

and (to give) sacrifice.

80. Among their respective occupations the most excel-

lent (are) studying the Veda (in the case) of a Brahman,

affording protection (in the case) of a Ksatriya, and earn-

ing a living by industry (in the case) of a Vai^ya.

81. But a Brahman when not able to support life by
his own proper occupation, as (it has been) declared, should

live by the rules of duty (enjoined) for the Ksatriya, since

he (stands) next to him (in the caste order).

82. But if he (be) not able to support life by either^

(course of life), and (if the question) should arise " What
is he to do ? " (then) let him live by the means of life

(enjoined) for a Vai9ya, following agriculture and cattle-

tendincr.^

83. But a Brahman, or even a Ksatriya, when living by

the means of life (enjoined) for a Vai^ya, should carefully

avoid agriculture, (as it) causes great pain (and) is de-

pendent on other (creatures).*

84. They ^ think agriculture is an excellent thing, (but)

by the good this occupation is blamed, for the iron-faced

block of wood smites the earth and also the (animals)

dwelling in the earth.

85. But when one is forced to omit the fulfilment of

these religious duties because his occupation is not suffi-

cient to support life, he may multiply his wealth by selling

^ This includes all knowledge of if these occupations of the Vai^ya

the Dhanurveda (Medh.) were really meant to be done per-
" Literally, " both." sonally, and include usury and trade

3 This manner of supporting life, in things not forbidden. Medh.
which includes selling and buying, says some quote the verses found in

is in case of need, and may be em- iv. 5, 6, against it. Cf. Gaut. x.

ployed by the Brahman himself; * As steers, etc. (K.)

when there is no need (distress) he ^ Some (K.)
;

people generally

is not to employ it (K. ) There (Medh.)

seems to have been an uncertainty
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the things a Vai^ya is permitted to sell, with the exception

of (what in his ease also is usually) excepted.

86. One should avoid (to sell) all essences and made
food, together with sesame, (precious) stones,^ salt,^ cattle,^

and human creatures.

8y. And all woven stuff dyed ;
* hemp, flax and woollen

goods, even if not dyed ; fruits and roots and (medicinal)

plants

;

SS. Water, a weapon, poison, meat, soma, and perfumes
under all circumstances ; milk, honey, sour milk, ghee,

sesame oil, sweets,^ sugar, hc^a-grass

;

89. And all forest cattle, creatures that rend with the

teeth,^ (large) birds ; intoxicating liquor, indigo, lac ; also

all creatures with whole hoofs.^

90. But if by farming a farmer has himself raised sesame
for pleasure, he may sell that which is pure and has not

been long kept in order to (fulfil) his religious duties.^

91. If he does anything else with sesame than to eat

(it), anoint (with it), or make a present (of it), he with his

ancestors sinks in the form of a worm into the excrements
of a dog.^

92. A Brahman falls at once through (selling) meat, lac,

and salt ; in (the course of) three days he becomes a ^iidra

through selling milk.

1 According to Medh., stones of ^ Qf Yaj. iii. 37 (K.) ; or viacUiu
all sorts. may be = madhrika (Medh., with

- The special mention of salt other explanations, who also says
shows the special heinousness of the guda (sugar) is mentioned as belon"--
crime in selling it (K.) ; no special ing to rasa, or, according to some, to
salt is mentioned, but Medh. says it permit candy.)
is sea-salt. 6 As dogs and wild boars (Medh.)

3 ]3elonging to town or wood '' That is, many of them {bakUn
(Medh.)

; such as cows and horses iti tathd-fabdasthdne 'pathanti), it is

(Riigh.) ; mdnnmh ( = manusydh, no fault to see one only (Medh.)
Medh.) Cf. with this Yaj. iii. 39

;

» To aid religious rites, etc.
Ap. i. 7. 20, I2fr. Gaut. viii. 8 ft.; Medh. observes that this, together
Vas. ii. 24 ff. with the words " pure " and " not

^ Saffron (K.) ; red mantles, etc., long kept," mark the distinction be-
according to Medh., who adds that tween vs. 90 and vs. 86. (In Medh.,
rakta (dyed) generally is applied to Nos. 935, 9S9, hastam for kdmam).
red (lohite varne raktarabdah pra- ^ This refers to {tila) sesame in
siddhatarah), but may mean any its natural state (Medh.). Cf. Vas.
colour not white. ii. ^0.
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93. But tlirougli the wilful sale of other commodities ^

a Brahman in (the course of) seven nights acquires here

on earth the nature of a VaiQya.

94. Essences ^ may be exchanged for essences, but not

thus salt for essences ;
^ and made food (may be exchanged)

for unmade food, and sesame for grain, when equal to it

(in value).

95. A man of the regal caste (Ksatriya) may live by all

these (means) when he has come to need, but he should at

no time meditate (living by) a higher ^ occupation.

96. If any man low in birth should, through greed, live

by the occupations of the exalted, the king should banish

him at once, after depriving him of his property.

97. Better one's own duties incomplete than ^ those of

another well performed, for he who lives by the duties of

another falls from caste at once.

98. A Vaigya,*' if not able to live by his own duties,

should support himself even by the occupation of a (^udra,

eno-ao-ino- in nothing that ought not to be done ; and he

should stop (as soon as he is) able.

99. Now when a (^iidra cannot slave for the twice-born,

and has reached (the point where) his son and wife are

dying, he may live by the work of a mannal labourer

;

100. (That is), that work of a manual labourer and those

various arts by performing which the twice - born are

served.

1 01. A Brahman not taking up with the occupation of

a VaiQya, (but) abiding by his own path, being in distress

1 Other than those allowed. Medh. a better (thing), not anothers . . .
."

says "without necessity" must be In Medh., No. 155 1, the oldest of the

added. three MSS., the following change of

- Or, fluids. order occurs: 96, 105-115. 97-105,
3 Or, "for sesame oil" (<i7rt(//, r«r. 1 1 5, etc., as the rest. This may

Zee, Medh.) ; "by this reading the indicate an old uncertainty in respect

exchange of salt with tila alone is to the verses ; from their character

forbidden, not with other essences." they may easily be believed to be
* The priestly. late.

5 Paradharmdtsi-aniisthitdt{Medh. ^ But not the Brahman or Ksa-

inNos. 935, 989). This is a common triya, which some say this includes

proverb, occurring repeatedly in the (Medh.)

epic. K.'s reading is, " his own ... is
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(because) harassed by lack of subsistence, may act in

accordance with this (following) rule of duty

:

102. A Brahman (who) has come to need may take

(gifts) from everybody, for it cannot justly^ be said that

the pure becomes defiled.

103. Neither by giving instruction (in holy texts), nor

by sacrificing (for others), nor by a receipt (of presents),

(which is generally) censured, does any fault arise (on the

part) of the Brahmans, for they are like fire (and) water.

104. If one eats food (procured) from any source what-

ever when he has reached (the point where) life (is) pass-

ing away, as the air (is not soiled) by dirt, so he is noc

besmeared by (this) sin.

105. Ajigarta,^ when desiring to eat, undertook to kill

his son, and was not (on that account) besmeared with sin,

(because) practising (this as) an antidote to hunger.

106. Nor Avas Vamadeva besmeared (with sin) when he,

well knowing ridit and wrong, wanted to eat dog's flesh

in order to preserve animation, (because) oppressed with

hunger.

107. Moreover, Bharadvaja, whose devotion was great,

being oppressed by hunger in a lonely wood with his son,

received many cows from Vrdhu tlie carpenter.

108. iMoreover, Vigvamitra, well knowing right and

wrong, being oppressed by hunger, proceeded to eat the rump

of a doe, havimi received it from the hand of a Candala.

109. Of (all these three)—the receipt (of presents), offer-

ing sacrifice (for others), and, too, even giving instruction

(in holy texts)—the receipt (of presents) on the part of a

Brahman is lowest, and after death (is) censured.

1 10. Offering sacrifice (for others) and giving instruction

are always done for (those who) have had their souls pre-

^ Favitni'/ii, "the Ganges is not - Ajigarta, he who has nothing to

defiled by filth, so the BiTihmaiia eat, and his son C'unah^epha are

(Medh.)." Medh. takes ditarmatah well known from the tale in the Ait.

as "in accordance with the law," Br. (vii. 15 If.) The other sages

referring to " the stream is purified are familiar in early and later epic,

by its motion" (v. loS) as an ex- Vss. 105 to 1 15 are perhaps later

pianatiou of this. than the rest ; vide note to vs. 97.
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pared (for it), but one receives (presents) even from ^ a low-

born (^udra.

111. Through prayer and sacrifice the guilt incurred by

(improperly) offering sacrifice and giving instruction de-

parts, but that which has its cause in the (improper)

receipt (of presents departs) only by giving up (the gift)

and by penance.

112. A Brahman may accept (the right to) glean ears

and pick up kernels from any one whatever, when he can-

not (otherwise) support life. To glean ears (is) better

than to receive (presents), and to pick up kernels is even

better than that.

113. The sovereign ought to be besought by Brahmans

who have completed their studies, when they are in dis-

tress and want the (baser) metals or property ; if he does

not choose to give he ought to be deserted.^

114. (Amid) a (field) uncultivated, a cultivated field,

cows, goats, sheep, gold, grain, and food, each preceding

object is void of fault.^

115. The just modes of acquiring wealth are seven:

inheritance, receiving,* purchase, conquering, earning by

lending money or by labour, and also receiving (presents)

from the good.

116. Science,^ art, working for hire, (servile) attend-

ance, cattle - tending, trade, agriculture, determination,*"

^ Medh. has the genitive case. ^ Receiving is to take a gift from
^ The priest should leave his a friend or depositor. The first three

country (Medh,, Govind.), or the are for all the castes, the fourth for

king, if not inclined to give, should the Ksatriya, the two next for the

not be asked (K.). Cf. viii. 389. The Vai^ya, the last for the Brahman
first is noted in K., but Medh. really (Medh., K.) ; but Medh. quotes

has another explanation, according " some " who give a broader sense to

to which tyclga— hdni, i.e., dharma- the passage, e.f/., that conquering

hdnim prdpnoti, " he receives loss of applies to all, and may include gam-
virtue," a forced explanation. When ing, etc. Cf. Gaut. x. 39-42.

it is said tliat a priest should not ^ Vidyd, Vedic knowledge (?) ; the

take presents from a king (iv. 84 ff. ), commentators say all but this,

the remark applies only to a bad ^ Determination or firmness. K.
king (Medh.) says "contentment, for where this

^ The earlier mentioned in order exists life is supported by even a

is less sinful than the following little."^

throughout the list ; can be received

with less sin.
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beggiuj^, and usury, (are) ten means of supporting

Hie}
1

1 7. A Braliman or even a Ksatriya should not lend

money at interest, but may indeed give at pleasure for

duty's sake a little (interest) to the sinner (who demands

it).2

1 1 8. A Ksatriya (king) who takes even a fourth part

(as revenue), in (time of) distress, is released from all sin

(in so doing) if he protects the people with all his might.^

119. In his case victory is his special duty; he ought

not to turn his face away in battle. When he has de-

fended the people with his sword he may take to himself

a rightful tax."*

120. (He may take) from the people ^ a tax of one-eighth

on grain, (and a tax) of one-twentieth (on sums of money),

down to one hlrscJpana as the lowest (sum).*' (^iidras,

handworkers, and artisans render (him) assistance by

(corporal) labour (only).

121. Now a (^udra desiring some means of subsistence

may serve a Ksatriya,^ so (is the rule) ; or the ^udra, (if)

anxious to support life, (may do so by) serving a wealthy

Vai^.ya.^

^ In time of need all these acts

may be performed by all men
(Medh.)

- Dhdrmdrtham ; either when the

object for which the money is bor-

rowed appertains to religious duty,

or when ho thereby satisfies the

lawful claims of the usurer (Medh.)
' Cf. vii. 130.
* The people are literally the

Vai^yas, fnmi whom the tax is

drawn. The word " victory " means
the fruit of victory (is his right)

(Medh.)
® Vi(;ali, here meaning people in

general (Medh.) The tax of one-

twelfth in Lecture vii. is not in

case of distress, as this of one-eighth

is (K.)
" On money (invested) the tax is

one-twentieth. Cf. Vas. xix. 37,

who quotes the restriction as that of

Manu; cf. also vii. 127 ff.; Gaut.x.27.
7 Not for duty's sake, but to gain

property (for support) ; whereas in

serving the Brahniansbotli are united

(^Nledh. ) This is only when he can-

not serve the Brahman (K.)
** Medh. "s reading, ukdnkmn, . , .

drddluujcd iti . . . jijlviiiuh, doe*?

away with the awkwardness of K.'s

reading, and presents a new thought.

When seeking occupation, let him
serve a Ksatriya ; reduced to seek-

ing bare means of life, a Vai^ya.

This is the reading of IMSS. No.

1 55 1 and No. 9S9 ; so too of No.

935 before (as is frequently the case

in this copy) it was touched up by a
later hand. Ragh. has dbutkfian,

but with K. jijlrisd, according to

my MH.
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122. But he should serve the Brahmans for the sake

of heaven, or for the sake of both (heaven and livelihood)

;

for by him (by whom) the word Brahman (is always)

uttered ^ is thus (attained) the state of completing all he

oufrht to do.

123. Merely to serve the Brahmans is declared (to be)

the most excellent occupation of a ^udra ; for if he does

anything other than this it profits him nothing.^

124. His means of life should be arranged by these

(Brahmans) out of their own household (goods) in accord-

ance with what is fitting, after examining his ability,

cleverness, and (the amount) the dependents embrace.^

125. The leavings of food should be given (him) ^ and

the old clothes ; so too the blighted part of the grain

;

so too the old furniture.

126. There is not any commission of sin in a ^iidra,

and he ought not to receive the initiation; he has no

authority in respect to a rule of right, and no restraint in

consequence of a rule of right.^

127. But (those Qudras who are) desirous of (perform-

ing) meritorious acts/ (and) know the rules of right ^ (and)

^ Literally, "who has produced;" ^ That the Cfidra does not sin

but K. (from Cakaparthiva) explains means not in respect to the sins of

" of whom it is said he is devoted vs. 63, but in respect to the rules

from birth to the Brahman ;" Medh., laid down for those who have re-

'' (to repeat) the word ' he is a Brah- ceived the initiation regarding the

man' is his best occupation," or as K. eating of certain vegetables and
- This does not exclude him from such rules (K.) The last seems to

pakayajua, however (Medh.) repeat this thought ; he has nothing
3 " The number of dependents," to say in regard to the rules given

ultimately the Brahman's ; the pro- the twice-born, and they do not ap-

portion allotted to each slave being ply to him in their prohibitions. K.
limited by tlie number of sons, etc.

;

says he should not be hindered from

said of the Cvidra slave, " dej^en- his own duty. Cf. ii. 16, paraphrased

dents" must mean his family, and as ">;« ca dharmam arnute na ca

his portion is adjusted to its size 'si/a dkarmapratii<cdhanaiii smrtam "

(Medh., K., Ragh.) (Medh. to vs. 127); but the Comm.
* Contradicted in iv. 80, which explain as " no prohibition from the

K. says refers to any Cudra not de- jxlkayajiia and other dharma of a

dependent on liim, (while this refers Cudra." Cf. Yaj. iii. 262 ; Mbha.
to the Brahman's own servant), xiii. 165, 10,

Medh. defines pi^dAw as " bad *^ Dharma. Cf. Gaut. x. 50 (Biih-

grain" {asdradhanyanl)

;

"furniture," ler's note),

couches, seats, etc. (Medh.)
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follow the custom of the good, except ^ (as regards) the

mantra, do not do wrong but obtain praise.

128. Just in proportion as one pursues without com-

plaining the mode of life (practised by) the good, so, free

from blame, he gains both this and the other world.

129. Indeed, an accumulation of wealth should not

be made by a ^udra even (if he is) able (to do so), for

a ^Lidra getting possession of wealth merely injures-

tlie Lrahmans.

130. The rules of right for the four castes in times

of distress have thus ^ been proclaimed, (by) pursuing

which (rules) properly they attain the supreme path (of

bliss).

131. This lawful (and) complete rule in respect to the

four castes has been declared ; now then I will next ex-

pound the pure rule for expiations.

END OF THE TENTH LECTURE.

^ These Cilrlras are forbidden to mans by having a great deal of

use the holy texts except the text wealth ? by making them receive
for showing reverence, according to too many presents ; for receiving
Yaj. i. 121 (K.) The texts for presents from a Cudra is forbidden
reverence alone are allowed them, the Brahmans" (Medh.) K. has a
not for laying on of the fire, etc. ; it more rational explanation, " they
does not mean that the ceremonies would cease to serve the Brahmans,
proscribed for the twice-born are and so distress them."
allowed the Cudra provided he omits * ISIedh., Nos. 935, gSg, i^^i,
the texts (IMedh.) var. lee, cram for cte, and vs. 131,

- " How can they injure the Brah- "varnye praklrtitah.
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LECTUEE XL

PENANCE, EXPIATION, ETC.

1. (He who) desires offspring, (or) wishes to sacrifice,

(or) goes on a journey, (or) gives away all (his) wealth,^

(or) seeks wealth for the Guru, (or) seeks wealth for father

(and) mother, (or) seeks wealth 2 for his own study, (or)

is ill

;

2. These nine Brahmans having returned home from

their studies, one should know (are thus) beggars for virtu-

ous reasons,^ and gifts are to be given them in accordance

with their learning (when they are) without possessions of

their own.

3. To these foremost indeed of the twice-born food

should be given with gifts (at a sacrifice) ; to others (it)

is said (that) prepared food should be given outside the

place of sacrifice.^

4. Now upon Brahmans acquainted with the Veda

the king should bestow, as may be fitting,^ all sorts of

gems and (sacrificial) gifts also, for the sake of sacrifice.

5. A man married, who, after begging," approaches

1 As a sacrificial present (K.) at placeofgivingfortheiiine mentioned

a, ricvajit (all-conquering) sacrifice above; gifts of food to g-uests, etc.

(Medh., K.), bi;t not if it was for an (Medli.)

expiation (Medh.) ^ In accordance with the learning

- I.e., seeks food, etc., as a student, of the recipient (Medh.

)

or seeks instruction from one who " To enable him to marry ; a man
has mastered a Veda (Medh.) may beg to defray marriage expenses

3 All nine being learned (Snataka (when desiring offspring, cf. v.s. i),

is properly one who has bathed at and a Brahman has a right to a

completion of studentship), and be- second wife, but no right to beg for

ing twice-born Brahmans, may law- money for this marriage as if it

fully beg food, etc., for the reasons came under the fir.st proviso. "After

given in%s. i. Cf. iv. 251, and Ap. begging" means after getting money

ii. 10, 1-3. to defray the marriage expenses, cost

^ That is, anywhere except in the of the wife,

place of sacrifice, reserved as the
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(carnally) another wife, has sensual love alone as his

reward, and the offspring (is his who) gives the w^ealth.

6. Now one should bestow upon the Brahmans wealth

according to his ability, upon (those who are) learned in

the Veda and freed (from earthly ties) ; after death (tlie

giver) reaches heaven.^

7. He who has food enough to support his dependents

for three vears or more has a rio-ht to drink soma.

8. The twice-born man who drinks soma when his

wealth is much less than this (amount) does not get the

reward (that belongs) to it, even (if) he has drunk soma
before.^

9. A man of means ^ giving gifts to strangers while his

own family lives in wretchedness tastes poison (while)

seeking honey ;
* he makes a counterfeit of right.

10. If any one^ perform funeral rites by (means which

entail) distress on his dependents, this (act) results in his

woe, living and dead.^

11. If, where the king is a just man, a sacrifice

should be interrupted through (incompleteness in) one

article,'^ when (any one), especially a Brahman, is offering

sacrifice,

12. One should take that article, to ensure the success

of the sacrifice, from the household (possessions) of any

Vai^ya who, (although) rich in cattle, does not perform

sacrificial rites and does not drink soma.^

1 Omitted by Medh. (Nos. 935, ^ Yah (Medh.), yat (K.)

989, 1551), and Bomb. MS., and '' (Karoti)aurddhvadi'hik'nn is fi-e-

Ragh. ; no doubt late. qnently used of making gifts at a
^ The soma is drunk at the first funeral (cf. Mbha. xii. 42, 7; xiii.

sacrifice; even after this he must 125, 73, etc.) This is a sumptuary
not repeat it (Medh.) law like the Roman, only restricted

* With the meaning "means'" as to where the expense injures the fa-

ability or wealth. mily. Literally, " if he does (an act)
* Somewhat similar in form is the connected with one dead." Medh,

remark made by the seers to the and K. regard it as simply giving

king in the Mbha. (xiii. 93, 34), gifts to secure future hajipiness.

"Receiving presents from kings is '' Literally, "one limb" (of the
tasting honey like to poison " {niadh- whole).

vdsvddo viHopainah). * Cf. Gaut. xviii. 24 ff.
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13. One may take, as he wishes, three or two (articles)

from a ^iiclra's house ; for when sacrifices (are performed)

a Cudra has no (right of) possession.^

14. Withont hesitation one may take (articles) from the

household goods of these two, viz., (one) who, (although)

possessing one hundred cows, does not huild a (sacrificial)

fire, and (one) who, (although) possessing one thousand

cows, does not offer sacrifice.^

15. One may seize (property) from (one who) is always

receiving but is not a giver, (if the latter) does not offer

(it) ; ^ thus his fame becomes extended and his spiritual

good increased.

16. So, too, at the seventh meal, (food) may be taken

from a man who neglects ceremonies, by (a Brahman) who

has taken on himself the rule of having no store for the

morrow,* (after he has passed) six meal-(times) without

eating.^

17. Whether (food) be taken from threshing-floor, from

field, from (store)-house, or from any other place, if (the

owner) ^ questions (the one who takes it), the thing should

be explained to him questioning.

18. The property of a Brahman should at no time be

taken by a Ksatriya ; but, having no means of life of his

own, he has a right to take the property of a Dasyu or of

one who does not perform ceremonies.''

1 Or, " a ^udra has no connection takes the Brahman's goods must,

with sacrifices," the meaning given however, be a Brahman,

by the commentators; quite literally ^ On being asked to do so (K.)

;

the words mean "has no hold upon," this refers to all castes (Medh.

)

which may be taken absolutely. (Medh., Nos. 935, 989, have yatkd

K. says this means that the Cudra for tathd.)

is to be forced to give up his pro- ^ Cf. iv. 17.

perty, as vs. 24 forbids the Brah- ^ (There are two meals a day),

man to ash for it. Medh. says thus the seventh meal is the morn-

"some declare that the property ing meal after a three days' fast

ceases to belong to the Cudra if the (Medh., K.

)

Brahman appropriates it," so that it '^ Medh., K., Ragh. ; or (Medh.)

is thus pure for sacrificial use. Re- " if the king questions . . . the thing

course to the Cudra is to be had must be explained to the inquiring

only when there is no Vai(;ya (to owner."

get the articles from)—(Medh., K.) ^ Similarly, that of a Ksatriya
- This applies to a Ksatriya or a cannot be taken by a Vaigya or a

Brahman (Medh., K.); the one who ^^^^'^ {^•)
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19. He who takes goods from the unworthy and presents

them to the worthy makes a boat of himself, and trans-

ports both.i

20. If those who are accustomed to perform sacrifice

possess any property, the wise regard it as the possession

of the gods ; but if those who do not offer sacrifice possess

any wealth, it is said to be the possession of demons.^

21. A sovereign who does what is just should not have

punishment inflicted upon this man;^ for (it is) through the

foolishness of the Ksatriya * (that) the Brahman is afflicted

with hunger.

22. Out of his own household goods should the lord of

earth (the king) arrange (for him) a righteous support,

after learning (how large) a family has to be supported

(by him),^ and understanding his wisdom and character.

23. And, after arranging his support, (the king) should

guard him on all sides ; since it is by virtue of protecting

him that the king receives a sixth part of his spiritual merit.^

24. At no time '^ should a Brahman beg property from

a ^U-dra for the sake of sacrifice, for on offering sacrifice

after begging (from a ^udra) he is born after death as a

Candilla.

25. The Brahman who, after begging goods for the sake

of sacrifice, fails to offer the whole (in sacrifice), enters for

one hundred years into the condition of a bird of prey or

of a crow.

1 The one who is unworthy (be- ^ Cf. viii. 307.

cause not giving) is transported, ^ Or, " a Brahman who knows the

roscuotl, from the sin of not giving, right" (dharmavit, in Medh., Xos.

and the other from the woes entailed 935,989, 1551)- This is simply to

by lack of means (K.) ;
perhaps forbid his begging; it is no sin to

better "transports (both) to heaven," take the Cudra's property without

as ix. 139 (amutm). asking (Medh.) ; he supports this by
" Deva and asura are here opposed quoting a proverb that " unasked-

as god and devil ; originally asura for goods make the best presents,"

was any spirit, good as well as bad. which was evidently 7iot intended to

^ The Brahman just described, convey the meaning given by the

who takes food to support life commentator, but simply to recom-

(Medh., K.) mend that one should not ask for

•* The king. goods at all ;
" such reception of pre-

'' The people dependent on him, sents one should know is virtually

his familia. no receptiou."
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26. The evil-minded man who, through greed, injures

the possessions of the gods ^ or tlie possessions of Brah-

mans, lives in the next world on what a vulture leaves (in

eating).

27. At the end of the year one should regularly offer

the VaiQvanari sacrifice to ensure expiation, when the

ordained rites with cattle and soma have not been per-

formed.^

28. If a twice-born man, in (a time when there is) no

distress, performs the (offices of) duty by the ordinance

(appointed) for (times of) distress, he receives no benefit

therefrom in the other (world) : with these words is the

rule settled.

29. The substitute for the (regular) rule was invented

by the All-gods,^ Sadyas, and great Brahmanic seers (when

they were) in distress and fearful of death.

30. No benefit in the next world accrues to that evil-

minded man who, when able (to act) according to the

primary ordinance, acts in accordance with a secondary

ordinance.*

31. A Brahman acquainted with the rule of right should

not let anything be made known before the king ;
^ by his

own power alone he should punish those men (who) do

(him) injury.

32. (In a comparison) between his own power and the

power of the king, his own power is the stronger ; there-

fore, by his own power alone should a twice-born man

(Brahman) punish enemies.

1 Cf. iii. 115. "Possessions of ^ Literally, "by all the gods,"

the gods " may be taken as belong- which means probably the vifve

ing to the temples, etc., as K. says
;

dcvah ; " the gods called virradeva
"

or, according to the first explanation (K.)

of Medh., they are here distinct from * The secondary ordinance is one

the Brahman's property (cf. vs. 20), prescribed to take the place of the

and include that of all the three primary when the latter is impos-

upper castes given to sacrifice
;

sible, and it is a sin to make a regu-

whereas the Brahman's goods must lar practice of what is ordained only

not be injured, even if he is not for emergencies,

given to sacrifice. ^ Rajani.—'' Coram rege'suo . . .

2 This sacrifice {isti) purifies from taccntcs plus poscente fcrent" though

all sin ; cf. Baudh. i. i, 2, 17. with a different application.
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He should employ without hesitation the verses of

Atharvan and Angiras. The Brahman's weapon is speech ;i

with this let the twice-born man slay his enemies.

34. The Ksatriya may divert distress from liimself by

means of the power of his arm ; the Vaigya and ^Tidra,

moreover, by means of wealth
;
(but) the highest of the

twice-born by muttered prayers and oblations.

35. The Brahman is called perfecter, teacher, speaker,

well-wisher ; one should not say to him what is inauspi-

cious, nor excite an empty talk (with him).^

36. Neither a maid, nor a young woman, nor a man of

small knowledge, nor a fool should be the officiating

priest {Iwtar) at a fire-oblation, nor a sick man, nor one

not initiated.^

37. For into hell they fall (by officiating in the) sacri-

ficing, and (into hell falls) he whose (sacrifice) it (was) ;*

therefore the officiating priest should be (a man) skilled in

arrano-ino- the fire,^ one Avho has reached the end of a

Veda.

38. A Brahman who, when he has the means, does not

give a horse dedicated to Prajapati as a sacrificial present

at the arranging of the fire, becomes (like) one that has no

(sacred) fire arranged.

39. A man of faith and subdued senses may do other

holy (acts), but here on earth let him at no time sacrifice

with sacrifices that afford small sacrificial presents.*^

1 Cf. vs. 86. The Atharva-veda, (Icartar^v'idhdtarl); fnsitarsX^om&y

as such, is not recognised in our text, mean punisher (Medh.), as the con-

Incantations, as a means of defence nection warrants,

against enemies, are not forbidden •* Some think the wife can, if she

(Medh.) pleases, sacrifice morn and eve in

^ Vidhdtar (perfector, K., of acts the house-fire (Medh.)

appointed) may mean governor, or * He for whom they performed

even creator (Rfigh.) ; disposer is the sacrifice.

perhaps as near as we can get to the ^ Vitdno viJidrah, sa ca rrautesv

idea "the disposer" of ceremonies ar/nisii sanibhavatl (^ledh.)

of men, and of the world (Medh., '' He may, for instance, go on a

creator). fJu8kdi!i[jii'amirai/ct(emY>ty pilgrimage to ensure his after-bliss,

talk) may mean voice hoarse with This costs nothing, but he should

passion (vox torrida) ; "one must not attempt to offer sacrifice imless

not insult or get angry with him " he can afford to give the priest a

(Medh., Ragh. Cf. ii. 87, ii. 150 handsome fee.
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40. A sacrifice accompanied by small presents destroys

(the giver's) organs of sense, reputation, heaven, long life,

fame, children, cattle ; therefore a man of small property

should not offer sacrifice.

41. A Brahman fire-priest (who) neglects the fire on

purpose should perform the moon-course (vow) for a

month,^ for that (sin) is equal to killing a man.^

42. If any (Brahmans), on receiving goods from a

(^iidra,^ assist at a fire-oblation, (they are) blamed among

those who proclaim the Veda, as they (thus become) the

priests of ^iidras.

43. The giver (alone) would escape miseries, treading

with his foot upon the head of these ever ^-ignorant wor-

shijDpers of a Vrsala's fire.^

44. On failing to perform an act enjoined, and on prac-

tising (an act) prohibited, and on indulging in sensual

pleasures, a man must perform a penance.*^

45. The wise regard a penance (as intended) for a sin

committed unintentionally; some, by (referring to) the

ordinances of revelation ((^ruti), declare (it is) even for (a

sin) committed intentionally.'^

46. A sin committed unintentionally is expiated by per-

using the Veda, but when foolishly done on purpose (it is

expiated) by penances of different sorts for different cases.^

47. The twice-born man who by fate,^ or by an (act)

formerly committed, has reached a condition where penance

1 Some interpret " if he neglects vii. 28 (Medh., K.) Cf. Vas. xx. 1-2.

the fire for a month." " Man " here ^ Medh. notices the other doctrine

means " son " (K.) that there is no use in penance, " for
'^ Cf. Tait. Samh. i. 5. 2, i (K.) thedeeddoesnotdie." Cf.Vas.xxii.2.

3 That is, on receiving them when ^ "Fate." Medh. says done by
given as a kindness by the Cudra. "self - incurred carelessness," but

It is no sin if he seize the (jVidra's notes that some read jwo/umZ instead of

goods without asking (Medh.) claivdd, adding, " But a wrong act is

^ Satatam, according to K., means done only through MioAa (delusion),

" in the next world " (he escapes). for what sane person would violate

^ The (^fidra (Vrsala) who gives the statute ? " The opposition is evi-

attains heaven, but the worshipper dently between acts done here and
does not. The "Vrsala's fire" is in a former existence, though daiva,

one he has provided. (divine, fate) is often a mere synonym
•^ Cf. Ap. ii. 1 2, 22; Mbha. xii. 34, 2. of the former-birth cause still acting

7 As in the tale of Indra, Ait. Br. —as daivamdntise in vii. 205.
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must be performed, ought not to come in contact with

good men so long as the penance is unperformed.

48. Men of evil manners ^ receive an alteration of form,

some through the evil (deeds) committed (by them) in

this life, some also through (acts) formerly committed.

49. A thief of gold (receives) the disease of bad nails

;

a drinker of intoxicating liquor, (the disease of) black

teeth ; a slayer of a Brahman, consumption ; he who vio-

lates the couch of the Guru, a skin disease ;
^

50. A slanderer, a foul-smelling nose f a false informer,

a foul-smelling mouth ; a stealer of grain, the loss of a

limb ; and one who mixes (grains), a superfluity (of limbs)

;

5 1. One who takes food, dyspepsia ; a thief of the voice,

dumbness ; a thief of clothes, leprosy ; a horse-thief, lame-

ness;

52. A stealer of a lamp would (in the next birth) become

blind ; an extinguisher (of a lamp), one-eyed ; by (commit-

ting) injury (one would get) a condition of disease ; by not

(committing) injury, the condition of not being diseased.*

53. Thus, according to the difference in their acts, (men

who are) blamed by the good are born dull, dumb, blind,

and deformed in appearance.

54. Eegularly, then, penance should be practised for

purification, since those whose sins have not (thus) been

done away with are (re)-born with (these) disgraceful

marks attached.

55. Slaying a Brahman, drinking intoxicating liquor,

theft, committing adultery with the wife of a Guru,

(are), they say, the great crimes;^ and association''

^ DurCicard (Medh., Nos. 1551, "an adulterer (becomes) puffed out

9S9, 935», or "evil-minded" (K.) (in body)." Ragh. says it is found
- Or, loss of fore-skin (K.) in some texts (Jcvacii).

3 Pi7<m(Isa<ra»!,(Medh.,Nos. 1551, ^ Cf. ix. 235. K. repeats the

989, 935). restriction there noted ; Medh. also

* This verse was rejected by specifies " the gold of a Brahman

"

Loiseleur Deslongchamps. It has as that stolen, " in accordance with

other readings, but that of the text another Smrti."

is given in Nos. 1551, 9S9, 935, by ** Smhsmya (K.), or saiiiyoga

Medh. (so the Bengal MS.), while, (Medh., Nos. 9S9, 1551).

according to K., the last part reads
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with those (who commit these crimes is) also (a great

crime).

56. Untruth in (respect to one's) superiority, slander

brought before the king, and false accusation of a Guru

(are) equivalent to slaying a Brahman.

57. Forgetting the Veda (brahma), abuse of the Veda,

false testimony, slaying a friend,^ eating (food that) has

been forbidden and (things) which ought not to be eaten,^

(are) six (crimes) equivalent to drinking intoxicating

liquor.

58. Theft of a deposit, and of a man,^ horse, silver,

land, diamond, or gem, is said to be equivalent to steal-

ing gold.

59. Carnal connection with (women who are) born

of one's own mother, with maidens,^ and with low-

(born) women,^ and with the wives of one's friend or

sou, they consider equivalent to (violating) the Guru's

couch.''

60. Killing a cow, sacrificing for those for whom sacri-

fice ought not to be made, adultery with another man's

wife, selling one's self,*" deserting (one's) Guru, mother,

father, study, fire, or son
;

61. Being anticipated in marriage by a younger brother,

and marrying before the elder, the gift of a daughter to

either (thus married), and also performing sacrifice for

either

;

62. Also injuring^ a girl, taking usurious interest,

1 Or, corporally injuring [vadlm) ; unmarried (Medh.) girls (too young
K. adds " if not a Brahman." to marry). Cf. vs. 17 r.

" Purlmder adanam (K.) Medh. ^ Barbara or Candala woman
is not quoted correctly by K.: (Medh.)

(anddyarii) manastustiJcai-arii na bho- '' The expiation is not necessarily

jyarn iti sanlcalpya yad bJiuji/ate. as severe in all cases because of the
2 Of him who gives a daughter "equivalent" (Medh., K. ); so

to one man, and then, though there Medh. in vs. 61.

is no fault in the one, gives her to '' Into slavery. The rar. Ice. in

another, it is said, " he receives the the MSS. in respect to the first

sin of a lie in respect to man " hemistich is specially noted by
[pnriisa]—(Medh.) Medh. No essential change in the

* With sisters {svayonydsu) and meaning results.
s Defaming or defiling (Medh.)
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failure to perform a vow;^ selling a pool, pleasure-garden,

wife, or child

;

6-i,. Being a Yratya, deserting one's kindred ; also giving

instruction by a hired (teacher) and receiving instruction

from a hired teacher ;
^^ the sale of things which ought not

to be sold

;

64. Superintendence over all (sorts of) mines, under-

taking great public works,^ injuring (medicinal) plants,

living by (prostituting one's) wife,"^ bewitching, and per-

forming ceremonies M-ith roots ;

^

65. Felling live trees to get firewood, undertaking cere-

monies <5 for one's own sake, and eating forbidden food

;

66. Living without having arranged the (sacred) fire,

theft, non-payment of debts ;

"^ having recourse to the

treatises of wicked (persons),^ and doing (what) belongs

(to the occupation of a) dancer and singer ;
^

6^. Stealing grain, (base) metals, or animals ; devotion

to a woman who drinks intoxicating liquors ; slaying a

woman, a ^udra, a Vaicjya, or a Ksatriya, non-belief
'^^—

(are all) secondary crimes.

68. Doing harm to a Brahmau,^^ smelling of (what)

ought not to be smelt and of intoxicating liquors, deceit,^^

and carnal intercourse with a man, are said to cause loss

of caste.^^

69. Killing an ass, horse, forest animal, elephant, goat,

or sheep should be known to cause (the same results as)

mixing (castes) ; so too (killing) a fish, snake, or buffalo.

70. Eeceiving property from forbidden (persons), trad-

^ Of chastity (K.) Medh. and " Sacrifices with the pdta (Medh.,

K. read vdrdhusi/aM vratulupanam ; K.)

Kagh. notes this as vnr. Ice, but ^ The three debts (to god, manes,

reads rdrdkusitvaiii vnitiln/uti/). and men) with whicli man is born.
- JJhrtakasija aato adhi/fipalatvdt, ** Asurchdstra.

ya<;ca hhrtakCid adhUe (Medh.) See " Medh., K., two MSS., Nos. 1551,

B. R. s. bhrti and adhyCtpana. 935, give kau(;llavi/as(nm/crii/dh.

3 So Medh. and K., of dykes, etc. i" In a next world (Medli., Kagh.)
4 Or simply by her wealth (Medh.

)

" With hand or staff (Medh. , K.

)

^Bewitching, i.e., killing an i- When one thing is done, another

enemy with mantra or hawk-sacrifice said or thought in tlie heart (Medh.)

(Medh.) Cf. i.x. 290 " Jdti, family or caste.
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ing, serving a ^udra, should be known to make (the re-

ceiver, etc.), a person unfit to receive presents ; ^ also tell-

ing an untruth.

71. Killing worms, winged insects, birds; eating (what)

accompanies ^ intoxicating liquor ; stealing fruit, firewood,

and flowers ; and want of (mental) ^ firmness produce de-

filement.

72. Understand duly the various observances by which

all these sins, as they have been declared one after the

other, are removed.

73. The slayer of a Brahman should make a hut and

live twelve years in a forest, eating food (which has been)

given as alms, to purify himself, and making the corpse's

head his sign.^

74. Or, by his own desire, let him be a mark for those

that bear arms (and) know ;
^ or cast himself three times

headlong into a burning fire;*'

75. Or let him offer sacrifice with the horse-sacrifice, or

with (various sacrifices called) the heaven-subduer, the

cow-celebration, the victorious, the all-victorious, or with

the threefold (laud) or with the fire-laud ;
7

yG. Or, muttering any one of the Vedas, let him go a

1 Apdtrlharana, "making un- touched upon in the text. It may
worthy," is the general meaning. be the real head of the man slain or

- Vegetables, etc., brought along of some one else, or an effigy of it

in the same basket; not, as Medh. made of wood, as some say (Medh.)

says,' anything that has been in con- This skull is to be carried about on

tact with it, for the penance is too his stick like a banner (Ragh.)

heavy (K.) Medh. adds what K. ^ That is, those who know his

does not note, " or accompanied by wish to be slain (Medh., K. ), or

its smell." Cf. Visnu, xli. 3 with know the science of the JJhamir-

Jolly's note.
'

veda (i.e., know how to shoot)

3 Medh. (Medh.)
•* Cf. Ap. i. 25, II; Vas. xx. 25 ;

'' Till_ he die, says Apast. (K.
;

Gaut. xxii. This is only for a Brah- but cf. Ap. i. 24). This and the first

man who unintentionally slays an- in vs. 75 is the threefold expiation

other Brahman ; for according to the for a Ksatriya ; also seen from

Bhavisya Purana, the length of time Bhav. Purana. These distinctions

is doubled for a Ksatriya, trebled for a are due to the wish to make the

Vaigya, and quadrupled for a Cudra sentiments of one authority agree

(K.); so Medh. K. also enjoins other with and amplify another often in

restrictions from the same \vork, and fact contradictory.

from Yama and Angiras, in regard ^ These are for three castes unin-

to the condition of the offender and tentionally slaying a Brahman, ac-

his intent, none of which are even cording to Bhav. Pur. (K., Medh.)
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liundred yokings^ to cast from liim the slaying of the

Brahinaii, eating moderately, with the organs of sense

controlled

;

yy. Let him present his all to a Brahman (who) knows

the Veda or property enough for life, or a house with its

furniture ;
^

yS. Or, eating sacrificial grains, let him follow up the

SarasvatI, (going) against the stream; or let him with

restricted nourishment mutter over a collection of a Veda

three times.^

79. After his head has been shorn, let him dwell on the

border of the town, or in a place of cows, or in a hermit-

age at the foot of a tree, finding his pleasure in the happi-

ness of cows and Brahmans.'^

80. For the sake of a cow or for the sake of a Brahman^

let him give up life at once ;
^ the preserver of a cow (or)

Brahman is released from the slaying of a Brahman

;

81. Or he is released by making resistance (for their

sakes) three times at least, or even "^ by recovering posses-

sion of all the property of a Brahman, or by loss of life

from this cause.^

82. Thus always constant to his vow,^ chaste (in body),

and intent (in mind), at the completion of the twelfth

year he dissipates the (sin of) slaying a Brahman

;

83. Or he is released (from sin) after giving information

in regard to his sin at a horse-sacrifice, in an assembly of

^ The yoking, yojmm (etymologi- cable, and also enumerates the dif-

cally jugcrum, l^ut used as a measure ferent cases to which each penance

of length), is a distance of about 2| applies,

miles. The whole pilgrimage would * This is distinct from the twelve

be about 250 miles, or, according to years' penance and follows it (Medh.,

another reckoning of this unit, 200 K.)

miles. K. says this again is for ^ Cf. v. 95. In Medh, f/avarthe

three castis who slay unintentionally comes tirst,

a man who is a lirahman only by " Samyak (Medh.) ; iadyali (K.)

birth (Bhav. Pur.) ; so Medh, Cf. x. 65.

- As in vs. 76, with difference in ^ Apijitya (Medh., Nos. 1551,935,
worth of the killer (Bhav. Pur., K.) 9S9).

3 Changes to murder of the first ^ Viz., dying to defend a Brah-

degree (Bhav. Pur. ) with restrictions man or his property when attacked by

(K,) Medh. here notes that the roV)bers (Medh., K.) Cf. Gaut. xxii,8.

" twelve years " no longer are appli- ^ Vrata, vow or observance.
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earth-gods, (brought together by) men-gods, and after

taking the bath of purification.^

84. The root of (the system of) right - (is said to be) the

Brahman ; the top is said to be the Ksatriya ; therefore

he is rendered pure by proclaiming his sin in an assembly

of these men.

85. The Brahman by his origin alone is a thing divine

even to the gods ; so also (he is) the authority of (men in

this) world, for in him (is found) the original source,

(which is) the Veda alone.^

86. Of these (Brahmans), even three who know the

Veda may declare the atonement for sins ; and it shall be

to them for a purification, since the speech of the wise (is)

a purification.

8y. Now a Brahman by pursuing either of the rules

(for purification, and by being) intent (in mind), removes,

through gaining the mastery over himself,^ the sin caused

by slaying a Brahman.

8S. One should also practise these observances on hav-

ing slain an embryo not distinctly known,^ a Ksatriya or

Vaiqya (who are) offering sacrifice,^ or a woman while in

her courses.^

1 The assembly made by the gods ^ Dhanna. Ksatriya, literally

of men (the Ksatriyas) consists also " regal."

of the gods of earth (the Brahmans), =* Brahma (Veda) is the source of

who are assembled at the horse- knowledge. Since the Brahman ex-

sacrifice—the one to provide gifts plains the meaning of the Veda he

the others to receive them. This is is the authority, whose word no one

an independent penance taking the doubts (Medh.)

place of that for twelve years men- "* This excludes all secret penance

tioned above (Medh., K.), and may (Medh., K.) Medh. discusses an

be performed whether the other has apparent contradiction in xii. 1 1 1-

been begun or not (Medh.) The 113, where ten or one alone may
Bhav. Purfuia says a bath with sacri- declare the law as an assembly, but

fice is for a worthy Brahman killing a the " one " is not prohibited by a2n,

worthless one without design, an ex- which is not arara (at least). If

planation contradicted by Govind., three may, says K., how much more

who says this is the end of the pen- may a greater number ? referring

ance completed without the sacrifice, doubtless to the same verse.

and is to be performed after under- ^ By knowledge of self {cltman)

taking the twelve years' penance (K.) through the (^dstra (Medh.)

Medh. also notes other explanations, '^ Not known in sex (]Medh
)

as that some say it is left optional '^ Medh. limits to those partakmg

like that in vs. 80, after the twelve of the great sacrifices, etc.

years are entered on. Cf. Ap. i. 24, ^ Cf. Vas. xx. 35 ;
Visnu, 1. 7, 9.

22. Medh. says: Atreijlm strii/am Atrigo-
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89. And even so on having uttered an untruth while

giving testimony as a witness, and on having opposed
one's Guru, stolen a deposit, or caused the death of a

woman or of a friend.^

90. Thus is the purification declared (for those who)
have slain a twice-born man unintentionally : for killing

a Brahman intentionally there is no expiation appointed.'^

91. A twice-born man having foolishly drunk spirituous

liquor,^ should drink (the same sort of) spirituous liquor

(heated) red-hot ; after his body has been burned out by
it, he is released from that sin.

92. Or he may drink till he die red-hot cow's urine,

water alone (thus heated), milk, ghee, or, again, the juice

of cow-dung (thus heated).

93. Or he may eat once a night for a year kernels of

grain or oil (cakes) to remove (the sin) of drinking spirit-

uous liquor, having a hair-garment, with his locks braided,

and bearing a si^n/

94. Spirituous liquor (is) indeed (said to be) the defile-

ment of food, and defilement is said (to be) sin ;
^ there-

fore the Brahman, the Ksatriya, and the Vai9ya should not

drink spirituous liquor.

trajdtdm jdter av{<;emt strtpuriisayor ^ Cf. Gaut. xxi. 7 ; Ap. i. 24, 25.— adding that thence the killing '•> "Spirituous liquor," surd. K.
of other women is a secondary crime limits the general surd to paistl (vs.

(cf. vs. 67) ; but he says that other 95), after the Bhavisya Puraiia, and
(commentators) take d^rfyZ as trans- often Brhaspati restricts the' sin to
lated in the te.xt (cf. Ap. i. 24, 9; intentional misdemeanour on account
Visiiu xxxvi. i). To prove the of the severity of the punishment
«<m/i is here a Brahman woman (equivalent to death, cf. Ap. i. 25, 3) ;

in her courses, K. and Rfigh. quote so too Medh., quoting xi. 147. In the
Yama and Vasi^tha (xx. 36), while latterpointK. is undoubtedly correct.
Angiras gives K. ground for assert- •* The sign is, according to K.,
ing that in vs. 89 is meant the the sign of a liquor dealer ; some-
" blameless wife of a Brahman who thing of the sort may be intended,
has the sacred fire." .Km/i means, but the text is general. K. also
therefore, as above, a woman (bath- says an unintentional sin is here
ing after) having menstrual dis- meant. Rfigh. makes it uninten-
chargejOrawomanofther.-iceofAtri. tional if the liquor is pahtj, and

* Cf. vs. 57. Medh. and K. saythe intentional if ^««(/Z or ?H«f//u7.

false testimony is in respect to gold => The mala (defilement) means
or land, and the deposit, K. says, is either surd in respect to food, or sin
one of a Brahman's goods except in general. Ksatriya (as in vss. 84,
gold or land, or of gold belonging to SS, 12S, etc.) is literally "one of
those of other castes. regal (caste)."

Y
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95. Spirituous liquor should be known to be of tliree

sorts : that made of sugar (molasses), of ground (rice), and

of the (flowers of the) honey-tree ;
^ just as each alone, so

(are) all, (in that) they must not be drunk by the highest

of the twice-born.2

96. Intoxicating drinks, meat, (and) surdsava^ (form)

the food of Yaksas, Eaksas, and Picjacas ; this (food) must

not be tasted by a Brahman who eats (what is) offered (in

sacrifice) to the gods.

97. A Brahman might either fall on (something) impure

(when) drunk, or even quote a (passage) belonging to a

Veda, or do somethino; else which ought not to be done

when confused with drunkenness.

98. If the hralima that has entered any man's body is

once overflooded with intoxicating drink, the Brahman-

hood of that man disappears, and he descends to Qudra-

hood.^

99. Thus the varied expiation for drinking spirituous

liquor is laid down; now, then, I shall furthermore pro-

claim the expiation for stealing gold.

100. A Brahman (priest) who has committed a theft of

gold should say, after approaching the king and declaring

his act, " Sir, punish me." ^

10 1. The king, seizing a club, should then in person

^ Some sweet (madhu) drink from error of some to suppose that the

the flowers of a certain tree ; the law means men only as delinquents

first two ('jaudl, paist'i) are rum and in drinking offences ; the contrary

arak. is proved by Yfij. iii. 256 (K.) and

-As the worst of these, that Vasi^tha xxi. Ii (Medh.)

made of rice, is forbidden to all * Apldvyatc, over - flooded or

castes, so all of them are forbidden drenched with (B. R.) ; Brahma is

to the Brahman (K.); so Medh., Veda, from vs. 97 (cf. vs. 122), or

who illustrates by an illustration perhaps spiritual power,

from the Mbha., where two(Ksatriya) * K. notes that this is gold stolen

heroes are madhvdsaruksinau dr-stau. from a Brahman (so Medh.), as is

3 Surdsara is a kind of brandy, stated by (^^atatapa. Another version

According to Pulastya (in K. ) there was given in viii. 314-316. The
are, beside the drinks of vs. 95, nine text makes the thief a Brahman, but

other intoxicating liquors ; the sui-d- not the injured person. Medh. says

sava not being included in the "priest" means all castes ; K. says it

general madya (intoxicating drink) is a type only, meaning any man ;

—

on account of its peculiar pernicious- that is to say, the priest is not in-

ness. Medh.'s remarks at verse 92 tended ! Cf. Gaut. xii. 43 ; Baudh.

support K., who here says it is an ii. i, 16-17.
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smite him once; the thief is rendered pure by the blow,

or a Brahman by ascetic austerity alone.^

102. Now a twice-born man desirous of removing by

ascetic austerity the defilement produced by stealing gold

should, (being) clothed in rags,^ practise in a forest the

observances of one who has slain a Brahman,

103. By these observances a twice-born man should

remove the sin caused by theft ; but the (sin) caused by

having (carnal) intercourse with the wife of the Guru, one

should cast (from himself) by the following observances.^

104. One who violates the couch of (his) Guru^ should,

after declaring the sin, sleep upon a heated iron (bed), or

embrace a red-hot (metal) cylinder ; ^ by death he is

purified

;

105. Or, after himself amputating the penis and scrotum

and carrying tliem in his bent hand, let him advance

south-west,*^ going straight on till he falls (in death)

;

106. Or, carrying a club shaped like a bedpost (as a

weapon),'^ clothed in rags,^ with beard unshorn, in a

deserted wood, let him, intent in mind, perform for one

year the (krcchra) penance of Prajapati

;

107. Or, to remove (the sin of violating his) Guru's

1 K. (Bengal MS.) has vd, "or," penance is alone wanted, like that
vhile othei' INISS. contain tu, so the of the other great crimes, and the
Calcutta edition, and Medh. (Nos. king's entrance is here really out of

1 55 1, 935). K.'s gloss shows vd to jjlace, this representing a side with
be his reading. If these two verses which the present portion of the
have any connection, the brdhmanah work has nothing to do. Of. Visiui

of vs. 10 1 ought to represent the lii. 1-3.

viprah of vs. 100, in which case ^ Or, "in bark."
there is no opposition, but apposi- ^ Cf. vs. 170, where this is repeated.

tion in steno brdhmana/i, and the ^ K., "father." The (iuru ma//

true meaning would be "the thief, alwaj^s be the father, but not neces-

(viz.) the Brahman, is purified by sarily. Cf. Ap. i. 25, i ff. , and i. 28,

the blow, or even by austerity alone." 15-16; Gaut. xxiii. 10 ; Vas.xx^i3;
This is, however, repugnant to the Baudh. ii. i, 13 ff.

explanation of K., who has to re- ^ Medh. and K. understand a
concile this with viii. 380, which metal image of a woman,
were not possible with the vadlia ^ Literally, "to the district of

(blow, resulting perhaps in death) Nirrti," genius of destruction ; also,

impending over a Brahman. The south-west.

Bhavisya Purfina aids him in his ^ The weapon of Civa.

exposition. The Icjnl punishment ^ Or, " in bark." The penalty
is put in here apparently by recol- shows an uiiintentional sin is raeaut
lections of the law in viii. The (Medh., K.)
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couch, let him, with organs of sense restrained, practise for

three months the moon-course (vow), by (eating such)

grains (as are used) for sacrifice or weali barley-brotli.

1 08. By tliese observances tlie great criminals may
remove (their) guilt ; and those likewise who commit the

secondary crimes ^ (may expiate their sin) by the follow-

ing observances of various kinds.

109. One who has contracted (the guilt of)* a secondary

crime (by) killing a cow should drink barley- (broth) ^ a

month ; having been shorn, let him dwell in the place of

cows ^ enwrapped in that (cow's) hide.

1 10. Or ^ he should eat, at the fourth (meal)-time (only,

food) without salt (and) moderate (in quantity), (and also)

practise bathing ^ with cow's urine for two mouths, with

the organs of sense restrained.

111. And by day let him follow after these cows

;

standing, let him drink the dust (they make) as it rises

;

showing them obedience and reverence by night, let him

abide by the posture called manly .'^

112. Let him stand behind them as they stand, and

advance behind them as they advance, reclining,'^ too,

when they recline; being restrained, and having selfish

thoughts dispersed.

113. By all possible means ^ let him release (a cow

that is) unwell, or threatened ^ by fear of robbers, tigers,

etc., or one tliat is fallen or stuck in the mud

;

114. In heat, rain, or cold, or when the wind blows

strongly,'^*' let him not make a shelter for himself before

making (one) as best he can for the cow.

^ Cf. vs. 67 and preceding. '' Or, " let him recline," according
^ Or pounded graixis, according to to another reading (Medh., Nos.

some, but grains without water one 935, 989, and Kagh.)

cannot drink (Medh.) * Or, "by (giving up his) life,"

^ The place of cows is where they according to Medh. and Ragh.
pasture. ^ ('prdnaih for updyaik).

4 Medh. Vss. liO-li2includeone ^13. R. So Medh. (^rr/tZ^a), "seized

penance for the two months (Medh.) with fear caused by robbers," etc.,

5 Bathing refers to the feet only though reading abliisahtdm.

(Medh.) " Medh. connects with all; in

'' An ascetic posture, literally "sit- fiercely (burning) heat, etc. Cf. iv.

ting;" the locative in Medh. 122.
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115. Let him not tell of (a co\v) that eats or a calf

that drinks in house, field, or threshing-floor, either of

himself or of others.

116. Now if any man after killing a cow follows after the

cows ^ in accordance with this rule, he removes in three

months the sin caused by slaughtering the cow

;

1 17. And, having strictly performed these observances,^

he should crive ten cows and a bull to those wise in the

Veda ; in case he has (them) not in his possession, he

should bestow all he has.^

1 1 8. The twice-born who have (committed) secondary

crimes, excepting him who breaks a vow of chastity,

should perform this observance only in order to purify

(themselves) ; or (they may) even (practise) the moon-

course penance.*

119. But one who breaks a vow of chastity should

make a sacrifice to Nirrti by night, according to the rule

for the house-sacrifice,^ with a one-eyed ^ ass at a place

where four roads meet

;

120. Offering upon the fire the oblations according to

rule, and at the end (of the ceremony), with the text be-

fjinninir " Aloncr with," let him offer oblations with melted

butter to the wind, to Indra, to the Guru (Brhaspati), and

to the Bearer (of sacrifice, viz.. Fire).''

121. Those who know the rules of right, those who
declare the Veda, call an effusion of seed on purpose by

one twice-born and under the vow (of chastity) a viola-

tion of (that) vow.

122. The Brahmanic ^ glory of one who thus breaks a

1 ISIedh., gd ami, etc. " Or "black," according to a few
- Vrala, or "having well per- MSS.

formed his vow." '' Krtvcl (Medh.), hutvd (K.,

•* Coinniutation to a money-fine is Rfigh.) K. gives the first two words
allowed by Kfigh. samusiricantu mdruta ill; cf. Boht.

» The verse is metrically defective, Melanges Asiat. (R. V. vi. 49, 5), and
but none of the rar. lee. found in one like K.'s in Yaj. iii. 282. Medh.
the MrtS. give a good reading. and K. define the Guru as Brhaspati.

^ With the jpdkayajna rites ; cf. ii. ** Glory gained by restraint and
86. Tait. Ar. ii. iS ; I. S. x. 102

;
reading the Veda (brahma) ; hence

cf. Gaut. xxiii. 17 ; Vas. xxiii. 1-2
;

Brahnianic or Vedic glory (K.) Cf.

Ap. i. 26, 8 (Biihler's note). Gaut. xxv. 2.
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vow of chastity departs to the four (who) observe vows,

viz., the Wind, the Much-called One (Indra), the Guru
(Brhaspati), and the Purifier (Fire).

123. If this sin occurs, let (the sinner) clothe himself

in the hide of an ass and qo a-beG;2:inrr at seven houses,

making knowij his act.

124. By eating the (food) received by begging from

these (seven houses) once a day (only), and rinsing his

mouth morning, noon, and night, he is made pure in the

course of a year.^

125. On having voluntarily performed any act which

causes loss of caste,^ one should practise the (so-called)

heating^ penance, (or, if he has done it) involuntarily,

(the penance) of Prajapati.

126. In (the case of) acts which produce mixture (of

castes), or make one unfit to receive presents, (one should

practise) for a month the purification (regulated by) the

moon ;^ in (the case of) acts productive of defilement, one

should be burned three days (by drinking hot) barley

(and water).^

127. In the murder of a Ivsatriya, one-fourth (part) of

(the penance for) slaying a Brahman is declared (to be

the proper penance) ; an eighth part (in the case of) a

Vai^ya ; and in (the case of) a Ciidra (who) lives virtu-

ously, one-sixteenth part must be admitted (as the proper

penance).'^

128. But if one of the highest of the twice-born (a

Brahman) slay a Ksatriya involuntarily, he may, in order

to cleanse himself,'' give a thousand cows and a bull.'^

129. Or let him for three years, (with senses) subdued

1 Cf .
vi. 24 (Dr. Burnell's transla- '^ Cf. Gaut. xxii. 14 ; Vas. xx.

tion) and vs. 217 ; literally, "three 31 ff.

times," i.e., morn, noon, and eve. '' K. Or {rar. Ice), "havinij well

Cf. Ap. i. 28, 19 (another crime). performed his vow," as in vs. 117.
^ Such as in vs. 68 (K.) Medh. gives the reading adopted by
2 Sdntapana krcdira. Lois. Desl., c^uddliyartham dtnia-
•* Calledgenerally the moon-course nah.

penance. _ ^ Give to' the Brahmans (K.) Cf.

^ Iv. refers in explanation of these Ap. i. 24, I ff.

respective acts to vss. 67, 70, 71.
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and locks braided, follow the observance of one who has

slain a Brahman/ living in (a place) rather far from the

town, his dwelling-place the foot of a tree.

130. The highest of the twice-born (the Brahman)
should practise just this expiation for a year on having

slain a Vai^ya who lives virtuously, and ^ give one hun-

dred and one (heads) of cattle.

131. Tlie slayer of a ^udra should practise exactly all

this observance for six months ; or he may give to a priest

ten white cows and a bull.

132. On killing a cat, an ichneumon, a daM^, or a frog, a

dog, a lizard, an owl, or a crow, he should practise the

observance (ordained for) killing a Ciidra;^

133. Or let him drink milk for three nights, or go a

journey of a yoking,* or sprinkle himself in a stream, or

mutter the text addressed to the divinity of the water.^

134. The highest of the twice-born (the Brahman), on

slaying a snake, should give an iron-(pointed) staff; *^ in

(case he kills) a eunuch,'' a load of straw and a mdsaJca of

lead.

135. In (case he kills) a boar, a pot of ghee; in (case

he kills) a partridge, a measure of sesame; in (case he

kills) a parrot, a two-year calf; on killing a plover, a three-

year (calf).

136. He must give a cow to a Brahman on killing a

flamingo, crane {baldka), heron, peacock, ape, eagle,^ or

kite.

137. He must give clothes on killing a horse; five

black bulls (on killing) an elephant; a steer (on kill-

^ Cf. vs. 73. This is for an unintentional act ; if

2 =:"0r" (K.); Jledh. has "but

"

he cannot perform the former, he
(tv). Probably "or" is the meaning should do each succeeding penance
of and here; and the one hundred in order (K.)

and one cattle are probably, as in the '' Medh. and K. ; or, perhaps, a
other cases, all cows, but one bull. hoe or pickaxe. Cf. Visiiu, 1. 31.

* If killed purposely (K.) Cf. Vas. '' " P^masculated cattle," accord-
xxi. 24 ff., and Visnu 1. 30 ff.; Yaj. ing to the interpretation of the com-
iii. 270 ff. mentator to Visnu 1. 35, but not

•* Cf. vs. 76. thus Medh. or K."
^ Cf. viii. 106 (R. Y. X. 9, 1-13). " Or hawk {^yena).
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ing) a goat (or) sheep; a one-year (calf) (on killing)

an ass.^

138. On killing (forest) animals that eat raw flesh, he

should give a milch-cow
;
(on killing animals) that do not

eat raw flesh, a weaned calf ; on killing a camel, a krsnalar

139. On killing a woman of any of the four castes

untrue (to her husband), he must give for purification a

leather sack,^ a bow, a he-goat, and a sheep, according to

the caste.

140. A twice-born man, being unable to expiate the death

of a snake and the other (creatures) by a gift, may perform

in each case a penance * in order to remove the evil.

141. One should practise the observance (ordained) for

killing a (^udra on slaying a thousand animals which have

bones, or on (slaying) a waggon-full of boneless (animals).^

142. But on killing animals with bones he should give

some trifle '^ to a Brahman ; while for slaying boneless

(animals),^ he is purified by suppressing the breath.^

143. And a hundred (repetitions of a) Vedic text must be

muttered on cutting^ trees which bear fruit, and (for cutting)

bushes, vines, creepers, and plants which have blossoms.

144. And under all circumstances (on causing the

death) of creatures born in rice-food, and of (those) born in

liquids,^" and of those of which the origin is from a fruit

or flower, the purification (is) tasting ghee.

* K. ^ K. (from a text of Sumantu)
" Medh. and K. say this is a says one jicma.

rattikd of gold ; cf. viii. 134. 7 Mosquitoes, etc. (Medh.)
^ Nos. 1551,989313. Medh. have ^ The suppression of breath de-

_/((/«, corrected (in Nos. 935 and mar- fined by Vasistha (xxv. 13) is to re-

gin No. gSg) jlrna, defined as in K.

;

peat thrice with the Ciras (verses)

also sing, narim . . . anavasthitdm. the gdyatrl with vydhrtis and Om,
Medh. gives a note on hatvd (killing), the breath being held back (K. ; so

saying, "some here read gatvd," i.e., Ragh.)
"on committing adultery with a " So as to destroy them. Some
woman," etc. He observes, how- say this is even for cutting wood as

ever, that this reading is not coun- firewood (Medh.), but Medh. and K.
tenanced by the connection. dissent. According to Medh., the

* Medh. and K. exjjlain Icrcchra creepers are themselves branches of

here as the "penance of Prajapati." trees [latd rrksardkhd).
5 As matl-una, " bugs " (K.) Cf. i" Molasses,' etc. (Medh., K.)

Visnu 1. 46 ff.; Gaut. xxii. 20.
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145. On pulling up for no purpose cultivated (medicinal)

plants, and those that grow of themselves in a wood, one

should follow after a cow for one day, performing the

observance (of living on) milk (only).^

146. All the sin, whether caused wittingly or unwit-

tingly, produced by destroying (animals or plants) may be

removed by these observances : hear (the expiation) for

eating things one should not eat.

147. On drinking brandy unwittingly one is purified by
initiation - alone

;
(if one drinks) intentionally, the death

penalty is not to be set :
^ so stands the rule.

148. On drinking water standing in a vessel (used) for

spirituous liquors {sura), and (water which) has been put

into a jar (used) for any intoxicating drink {rncuhja),^ one

should for five nights drink milk cooked with the shell-

plant.

149. On touching and on bestowing intoxicating stuff,

on receiving it with the ordinary formula,^ and on drink-

ing water left by a ^idra, one shoiild drink /ctcpa-water for

three days.

150. Now a som«-drinking Brahman, on sniffing the

odour of a spirit-drinking (man), is purified (by) drinking

ghee (while) thrice suppressing his breath in water.^

151. The three twice-born castes should receive initia-

tion a second time on unwittingly eating of fc'eces or urine,

or (anything which has been) merely touched by spirituous

liquor.

^ Literally, ha\'ing tho milk-ob- that preceding (where the offence

servance (or vow) ; Yaj. iii. 276, is for drinking sura, including the
l-strdrin, for the same offence suji- three of vs. 951.

plies the meaning. The offence is •* In regard to this, see vs. 91 and
cutting down (analogous with Yaj.) note.

or pulling up. Medh. reads rrthd- * The surd in («) K. limits to

rambfie, i.e., "cutting without in- spirits of rice, and the wiO(?//a is any
tending it for a cow," etc. other spirit. No diffei-ence is implied

- K. quotes from Gautama ( XX jii. 2) between that drunk wittingly or inl-

and the BhavisyaPuranato showthat wittingly. Cf. Visnu li. 23.

before initiation there is a penance. ^ VkUiirrit, according to rule,

Special kinds of the drink {vurunJ, means taking it after saying, "It is

brandy) are intended in («), viz., the well " (K.)

first and third in vs. 95. The lighter *> Cf. Gaut. xxiii. 6.

penance in vs. 93 is enj<jined, not
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152. But when this ceremony of initiation (is thus per-

formed) for the second time, the shaving (of the head), the

sacred cord, the staff, the begging for food (as performed

by a religious mendicant), and the (various) religious vows

do not take place.^

153. On devouring the food of those whose food one

ought not to eat, and (food) left by a woman or a ^udra,

and (such) flesh (as) ought not to be eaten, one should

drink (water and) barley for seven nights.

154. On drinking sour (juices of fruit) and distilled

liquids (causing puckering), even if (regarded as) pure, a

twice-born man remains unfit (for his duties) ^ so long as

that (which he has drunk) does not pass down.^

155. A twice-born man should practise the moon-course

(penance) on tasting of the urine or faeces of a pig belong-

ing to the house,* of an ass, or of a camel, of a jackal, of

an ape, and of a crow.

156. On eating dry flesh, mushrooms that grow on the

ground,^ and (anything) belonging to a slaughter-house,

even if (the source was) unknown, one should practise the

same observance.

157. On eating (the meat) of animals that eat raw flesh,

(on eating the meat) of boars, camels, and hens, also of

men, crows, and asses, the hot penance ^ is the purification.

158. The twice-born man who, before completing the

time of study ,'^ eats the food (given) in the monthly (sacri-

fice, i.e., grdddha), should fast three days, or^ stay one day

in water.

1 The various observances which, grow in the hollow of a tree (Medh.)

like the acts mentioned, are per- Yama forbids both the earth-born

formed at the first initiation (Medh.) and the tree-born (Iv.)

This is quoted as Manu's rule by •" I'aptakrcch-a, exjalained in vs.

Vas. XX. 18; cf. Visnu li. 5. 215.
- Or, simply impure (Medh., K.) '' AsamdvHtila (Medh.)
^ That is, as long as it remains in ^ Vd (Medh.), ca (K.), "at the

hun. end of his fast." Whether the par-

^ Cf. V. 19, from which this case, taking of the funeral feast is done

implying an unintentional act, dif- by request or no is not touched upon
fers. by the text, but, according to Medh.,

5 This rule, therefore, does not is a question disputed by "some."
forbid one eating mushrooms that Cf. Vijnu li. 43 ti'.
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159. That student wlio at any time eats lioney (or)

meat should complete the rest of his sacred observances

(only) after performing the common penance.^

160. On devouring what has been left by a cat, a crow,

a mouse, a dog, an ichneumon, or anything on which a

hair-louse has fallen, one should drink (the plant) holy

rue - (in water).

161. By one who seeks purity of soul that which ought

not to be eaten should not be eaten, but (that which, being

impure, has) been eaten unwittingly should be cast up, or,

(if this is impossible), purification should be made at once

by some expiatory means.^

162. Thus is declared the manifold rule of observances

in respect of eating what ought not to be eaten. Let the

rule of observances which take away crimes of theft be

(now) heard.

163. One of the highest of the twice-born having

purposely made thefts of grain, food, or property from

a house of his own caste, is purified by a year's pen-

ance.'^

164. And^ for a thefL of men, of women, of land, of

a house, or of the waters of a (sacred) pool or pond, the

moon-course (penance) is said to be the purification.

165. On making a theft from another's house of articles

M'hose worth is small, one should, to purify himself, per-

form the burning penance,*' after returning that (which he

has stolen).'^

166. For a theft of (sweet) eatables and (milk) food,^ of

a waggon, a couch, a seat, and of flowers, roots, and fruits.

iYiz-,thatofrrajapati(:Me(lh.,K.) ^ Qa (Medh.) "Men and women "

Cf. Ap. i. 4, 5-6 ; Vas. xxiii. 11-13. means slaves (Medh.

)

- Brahma surarcatd. The penance ^ Sdntapana {krcchra).

is for one day (Medh.) '' If he cannot return it the pen-

3 Some say that ^odhajifaii here ance must be doubled (Medh.) The
means laxatives which he is to take things meant are wooden pots, etc.,

(instead of vomiting)—(Medii.) Cf. as distinguished from iron.

Gaut. xxiii. 26. ** ]\Iedh. and K. divide : hlialcsya,

* Krcchra, i.e., the penance of arc things pleasant to eat (as ^-asii/Zj)

Prajapati (K.) and hhojya as milk food (K.)
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the purification (consists of) the five things belonging to a

cow.i

167. (For a theft) of grass, wood, trees, dry food,^ mo-
lasses, clothes, armour,3 or flesh, there should be a fast

for three niohts.

168. Eating dry kernels of grain for twelve days (is the

purification enjoined for stealing) gems, pearls, coral,

copper, silver, iron, brass, or stone.

169. (Drinlving) milk (only) for three days (is the puri-

fication enjoined for stealing) cotton, silk, wool, (animals)

with cloven or single hoofs, birds, perfumes, (medicinal)

plants, or a rope.'*

170. A twice-born man should by these observances

remove the sin caused by theft ; but the (sin) caused by
having (carnal) intercourse with those with whom one

ought not to have intercourse he should cast from him by
the following observances

:

171. On liaving carnal intercourse with women who
have the same mother (as oneself), one should perform

the observance (enjoined) for (violation of) the couch of

a Guru ; also (on committing the same offence) with the

M'ives of one's friend or of one's son, and with maids (or)

low-born (women).^

172. On having (carnal) intercourse M'ith her (who is

equal to) a sister, (being) a (daughter) of one's father's

sister, or a daughter of the sister of the mother, or a

daughter of one's mother's brother, one should practise

the moon-course penance.^

173. A wise man should not take (any one of) these

1 Drinking-milk, sour-milk, butter, K.'s quotation from Yama enjoins
urine, and feces. This is to last death even in the case of wives of
for one day (Medh. ) Cf. Visnu 1. 23. general sapinda. Cf. Gaut. xxiii.

- Rice-corn, etc. (K.), or food 12. By women who have the same
without oleaginous matter [anupa- mother, sisters are meant.
hpanam)—(Medh.) 6 t^^ lightness of the penalty

^ Varina ; kavacam (Medh.) Lea- shows that the offence has been
ther, carina (K.) committed but once, and that unin-

* A well-rope is meant (Medh.) tentionally(K.) 'Mcdh.ves.Asilptasija

Cf. Visnu lii. II-13. (= "soduri/asijn) for tanaydm, which
5 Cf. vs. 104 ff. and cf. vs. 59. he sujjplies.
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three women to wife ; they shouki not be (carnally) ap-

proached because of the kinship (with them), for he who
has (carnal) intercourse (with them) falls down (to hell).^

174. If a man has expended his seed on females not

belonging to the human (species), on a woman in her

courses, elsewhere than in the female part, or (cohabited

with a woman) in water, he should perform the burning-

penance.-

175. Xow if a twice-born man practise carnal inter-

course with a man or with a woman in a w'aggon (drawn)

by cows, in water, and also (if he do it) by day, he should

perform (the penance of) bathing with his clothes on.^

176. On having (carnal) intercourse Avith Cilndala

women or low-(born) women, on eating (their food) or

receiving (presents from them), a Brahman, (if he has

done so) unwittingly, falls ; but (if he has done so)

wittingly, he comes to an equality (with them)>

177. A wife who is very corrupt the husband should

confine to a single house, and make her perform the same

penance as (is enjoined) for a man (who has carnal inter-

course) with another's wife,^

178. But*' if she sins a second time, being seduced by

a man of like (family), the simple penance (krcchra) and

(in addition) the moon-course (penance) also is said to be

that which gives her purification.''

' Medh. done purposely, while Vasistha's
^ Santdpana{krcc}ira); theanimals rule {strtndm arddhaih i^radutavijam)

are a mare, etc. ; for a like sin with is where tlie crime has been com-
the (sacred) cow (J'ankha and others mitted without intention (K.) In
ordain a heavier penance (K.) ix. 71 the man may desert the njirl

^ K. modifies the text only by whom lie has taken and finds " verj'

making the rule apply to any cir- corrupt," but this may be before
cunistances in the case of a man, marriage. The question of what
and limiting the case of a woman thi^ penance is must be answered
to the following expression, " in a according to the offender's caste

;

waggon." Cf. Yaj. iii. 2SS-291. this is explained at length by Medh.,
* In the first case he should per- while K. says simply "of one's own

form the penance of one degraded, caste." The text itself ignores caste

but from the severity of the pen- and differences of penance in con-
ance the receiving of presents and sequence. Cf. Vas. xxi. 6-

1 5, and
eating apply to cases done repeat- xxviii. 2-3, also Visnu liv. ^t,.

edly(K.) Cf. with the above Visnu ''Medh. reads pradupjda and
liii. anumaiitritd (prdrthitu).

'•' This is where the offence is '' Knchra, i.e. of Prajupati (K.)
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179. That (sin) which a twice-born man commits by

having carnal intercourse with a Vrsala woman for one

night, he removes in the course of three years by eating

constantly what is given in ahns and muttering (holy

texts).^

180. This is the expiation declared for the four (kinds

of) evil-doers ;^ hear the following expiations for such as

have connection with those who are fallen.

181. In the course of a year a man falls on associating

with a fallen man ; not by performing sacrifices ^ (for him),

by giving (him) instruction, (or) by forming a marriage

connection (with him), but by riding, sitting, (or) eating

(with him).

182. If any man have intercourse with any one of

those who have fallen (into sin), he should perform the

penance of this same man to expiate (the sin of) intercourse

with him.*

183. A water (libation) must be made for a fallen man

111 explaining the "lilie family,"

which includes different penances

for different degrees of relationship,

Medh. quotes and explains the fol-

lowing verses without saying whence

the list comes (similar to ii. 131):

MCitcl mdtr.srasd cjwp'ur mdtuldnl

'pltrsvaad / /litrvyasal-hi^isi/astrl bha-

gial tatsakhlsnusd jj diihUd cd'nja-

hhdryd ca sagotrd qarandgatd j rdjnl

pravrajitd sddhvl dlidtrl vartwttamd

ca yd I/.
All these degrees have to

be arranged for according to the

later scheme ; in the time of the text

the general rule probably sufficed.

1 Cf. iii. 19, where "there is no

expiation " enjoined for a similar

act. K. quotes Ap. (i. 27, 11), where

the words may mean " serving the

black race." Cf. Baudh. ii. 2, 1 1 ;

Vas. i. 22 ; Visnu liii. 9, and xxxv.

3-5. Govind. limits it to unmarried

Oiidra women (K.).

^ Viz., those who kill, eat fcn'-

bidden food, steal, and have carnal

intercourse (K.)
* Or, " falls by performing sacri-

fice, etc., but not by riding, etc."

K. notices two interpretations of the

negative, one his own, supported by
quotations from Devala, Visnu (loc.

cit.) and Baudhfiyana, to the effect

that the group "performing sacrifice,"

etc. , causes degradation, not in a year,

but at once, while degradation in a

year'stime is caused by "riding," etc.

;

the other opinion, that of Govinda-

raja, which K. scornfully discards, is

that degradation in a year is caused

by the first group, the second group,

being lighter crimes, does not cause

degradation till a longer period has

elapsed. From the position of the

words, the latter seems the sense,

but Medh. and K. both support the

former, and this has been followed

in the translation, which, preserving

the order of the original, would be :

" In a year falls one associating with

a fallen man through sacrifice, etc.,

not, however, through riding, etc."

Cf. the references above and Baudh.
ii. 2, 35. The " fallen one " is com-
prehensivelyused to embrace the four

criminals of vs. 180 (Medh.)
* Samsargasija ^uddhai/e (Medh.)
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by (his) scqnndas (and distant) connections, outside (the

town), on an unlucky day, in the evening, in the presence

of a relative, a sacrificial priest {rlvi;j) and Guru.^

184. A female slave should, as if for the dead, over-

throw with her foot a full waterpot ; they, the sapindas,

together with the (distant) connections, must remain im-

pure a day and a night.

185. Now, too, must cease with this man conversation

and sitting together, delivery of inherited property and

the like, and indeed, also, (all) social intercourse.-

186. And (his right of) primogeniture must cease,

together with the property ^ which falls to the eldest ; and

(his) younger (brother who) surpasses him in (good) quali-

ties shall take this man's share-of-the-eldest.

187. But when the penance has been performed, they*

should overthrow a new jar full of water, after bathing

along with this same man in a pure pool.^

188. Then, after he has flung that jar into the water

and returned to his own abode, he may perform, as before,

all (the acts which) one related by blood has to perform.^

189. One should follow just the same rule also in (the

case of) women fallen (from caste) ; but clothes, food, and

drink should be given them, and they may live in the

vicinity of the house.'^

1 K. s.ays this relates to a great outside the propertj' divided among
criminal, fur whom, although living, brothers) kept exclusively for the

the water-oblation of the dead is eldest.

offered ; for sapindas and connec- •* This is done by the man him-

tions (K., samdnodalca ; Medh., self, not by the slave (as in vs. 184)

sa'jotra) see v. 60. (Medh.)
- Such as inquiring in regard to = Or, holy, sacred stream (Medh.)

;

his health when meeting him(]Medh.), literally, a "place for watei-."

or sending him an invitation at New ^ All the obligations incumbent

Year's (K.) on a relative.

2 Medh. reads vasu for dlianam. '' The last clause indicates, per-

Medh. alludes to a dispute as to haps, a milder pimishmeiit for

whether the prt)perty be that of an women ; it is not that they must,

undivided family, and what the real but they ma.ji live near their former

meaning of the property of the eldest home. This is for women even

maybe. From the ordinary use in before performing penance; some say

the text the dhxhna or vasu would be it is only women who have performed

the inherited property, and the penance tliat receive these gifts; that

"share" is that added portion (,lyi"S i^ wrong (Medh.)
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190. One should not have anything to do with sinners

(who) have not washed away (their guilt) ; one should

also at no time seek to avoid those who liave performed

the ablution (of their guilt).

191. One should not live with (such as) slay children

and destroy (kindnesses) done to them,i nor with (such

as) kill those who have sought their protection, nor with

(such as) slay women, even if (these sinners) have been

properly purified.

192. One should cause those twice-born men to whom
the gdyatrl has not, according to rule, been repeated to

perform three (common) penances,^ and then have them
placed under (a teacher) according to rule.^

193. And for those twice-born men who have commit-

ted a wrong and desire an expiatory penance, and for those

who have given up the Veda,'^ one should ordain the same
penance.

194. If Brahmans obtain any property by (means

of) a forbidden act, they are purified by giving up this

property), by muttering (holy texts), and by austerity also.

195. (By) muttering with minds intent three thousand

(repetitions) of the gdyatrl,^ (and by) drinking milk within

the place of cows for a month, one is freed from (the

sin of) receiving (presents) from a bad man.

196. Now this man, (after he has) returned from the

place of cows, thin with fasting and bowed (before them),^

they should address with the question, " Worthy man,

desirest thou equality (with us) ?
"

^ That is, those who, by forgetting pati (K.) After the penances have
(kindnesses) done to them, prove been performed they are to be ini-

themselves thankless. Cf. Visiiu liv. tiated (Medh.)

31 ff. This sin of forgetting favours * {Brahma), i.e., those who have
is in the Mbha. (xii. 172, 25) de- not perused or have allowed them-
elared to be one for which no expia- selves to forget the Veda (Medh.,
tion is permitted. K.)

- Krcchra. ^ Some say three thousand repeti-
^ Yaj. (i. 37-38) provides a tions a day, some say a month, i.e.,

" Vratya-sacrifice " as preventive of one hundred a day (Medh.) For
falling from the sdvitrl (rights of these secret penances cf. Gaut. xxi v.;

caste) for those who are not pro- Vas. xxv. ; Yfij. iii. 300 ff. ; Visnu
perly initiated at the right time. Iv., etc.

The l-rcchra is the penance of Praja- ^ Resting on his knees (Medh.)
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197. After he has said to the Brahmans " (Such is) the

truth," he should scatter grass for the cows, and in the

holy place ^ made hy the cows they should consummate

his readmission (among them),

198. By three simple penances ^ (Jcrcchrd) one removes

(the sins caused by) performing either a sacrifice for

Vratyas, the last offices for strangers, magic rites, or the

(sacrifice) of several days.^

199. A twice-born man (by) eating barley-grains for

a year dissipates that sin (which is caused by) deserting

a man who has sought refuge (with him) or (caused by)

spreading abroad the Veda.

200. On being bitten by a dog, jackal, or ass, by village

animals that eat raw flesh,'^ or by men, horses, camels, and

boars, one is purified by suppressing the breath.

201. The regular purification of (such as are) not fit to

enter the society of respectable people ^ is to eat for a

month at the sixth meal-time only,^ and "^ to repeat a

collection of the Veda, and to make the oblation of tlie

^akalas.^

202. Now a Brahman, on having voluntarily mounted

upon a waggon (drawn by) a camel, or a waggon (drawn

^ T'lrtha ; the idea is that the S. x. 355. In ix. 290 the legal penalty

place is made holy by the cows eat- for bewitching is given (cf. xi. 64).

ing the grass there given them (K.

)

All kinds of injury are hereby forbid-

Tlrtha is generally the sacred pool den, either by bewitching enemies to

where cows and pilgrims drink ; so death or by destroying fruits, etc.,

Medh.: "At the crossing-place of and the verse ajjplies to the officiat-

the tlrtha, by the path where the ing priest (Medh.) The cei'emony

cows go to drink the water of the mentioned by the commentators is

river." Assuming this sense, tlie the famous "hawk-sacrifice."

passage would be, " At the tlrtha * Such as cats, etc. (Medh.) Cf.

used by the cows" {viprchhyah in Gaut. xxiii. 7 ; Vas. xxiii. 3 1.

Medh.) 5 Apaiiktya.
" The verb in some MSS. is "one is ^ Once in three days,

piu-ified;" soMedh. (Nos. 935, 989).
'' Medh., ca (so Ragh.)

•^ One should not officiate at the ® Eight texts beginning with tlie

burning of the corpses of strangers, one, " Thou art the expiatory sacri-

should not practise the incantations fice " (K.) ; so INIcdh. and Gov., but
(of the Atharva, etc.), and should others give four ; cf. Gaut. xxv. 10.

not perform the Ahina (sacrifice of (Devcdrtasi/e'ti/ (V. S.viii.ij) ddihhir

several days, "of two nights and inantrair huyate, sa ffdalahoma/i

more "—Medh.), which, according to (ISIedh.) : astau kdsfha{'akalahomd/i,

the (jJruti, causes impurity (K.) Cf. I. Gov. Cf. vs. 257.-

Z
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by) an ass, or on having bathed clothed by the air alone,i

is purified by a suppression of the breath.

203. One who in distress emits ^ fseces without water

(near), or in water, is purified (by) immersing himself with

(his) clothes on outside (the village, and by) touching a

cow.

204. Pasting is the expiatory penance on neglecting

the regular ceremonies declared in the Veda, and on fail-

m<y 3 in the observances of a student returned home.^

205. On saying " Hum 1 " ^ to a Brahman, and on (say-

ing) "Thou" to one more venerable (than himself), one

should appease (the one insulted by) saluting (him), after

bathing and fasting the rest of the day.

206. On striking (him) even with grass, or on tying

(him) by the neck with a cloth, or on overcoming (him)

in a discussion, one should appease (the injured Brahman

by) falling down before (him).*5

207. Now on threatening (to strike), and on (really)

striking with the desire of killing a Brahman, one goes

to hell for a hundred years and for a thousand (years

respectively).

208. As many (as are) the (grains of) dust (which) the

blood of the twice-born man gathers up, so many thousand

years shall its shedder remain in hell.^

209. On threatening (to strike a Brahman) one should

perform the simple penance, and the extra-penance on

knocking (him) down. One should perform (both simple)

penance and extra-penance on drawing (a Brahman's)

blood.^

1 Stark naked. '' With 206-208 cf. iv.^ 165-169.
2 Sannisevya tu {{or sannive<;.yaca), Medh. has for mahltale (°ldt) with

Medh. (Nos.'i55i, 989, 935). the Beng. MS. dvljanmanah, or var.

3 For one day (Medh., K.) Ice, " the blood collects on the

* A Brahman who has just com- ground;" or, like iv. 168, "from

pleted his studentship or is a house- the ground." I suppose K.'s hhumau
holder. is, like Medh.'s, an addition to the

5 /.c, be quiet, stand still ! (K.)

;

te.xt, and he reads dvijanmanah,

hum (sic) expresses anger or disdain paraphrasing in Medh.'s words

(Medh.) brdhmanasya rudhiram.
'^ Cf. iv. 165-169, Cf . Visnu liv. ^ (Simple) penance, hxchra ;

30. ' extra-penance, ati-krcchra.
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210. Now to remove sins for which no expiation has

been declared/ one should ordain an expiatory penance,

after considering both the ability (of the sinner) and the

sin (he conimitted).^

2 1 1. I will explain to you those means practised by gods,

seers, and manes through which a man ^ casts off crimes.

212. A twice-born man practising the penance of Praja-

pati must eat for three days in the morning (only), for

three days in the evening (only), for three days (what has

been given him as alms) unasked, and for another three

days he must not eat (at all),*

213. The burning penance^ is said (to consist of) cow-

urine, cow-dung, milk, sour milk, melted butter, kuga-

water, and a one night's fast.

214. A twice-born man practising the extra-penance'

should eat one mouthful every day (for) three (times)

three days as before,^ and the last three days he should

fast.

215. A Brahman practising the hot penance^ should

drink for three days each hot water, milk, ghee, and air;^*'

bathing once with (mind) intent.

216. A twelve days' fast by a man self-restrained and

^ That is simply, " if the law has ^ " As before," i.e., as directed ia

not provided an expiation," not " if vs. 212 ; the added severity is in eat-

the law admits none," as in vs. 90. ing but a mouthful a day.

- The kind of sin and circum- '•' Taptatrcchra.

stances under which it was done ^" But see B. R. Paracara says the
i}^\ quantity of milk to be drunk is three

3 Of any caste (Medh.) times that of ghee, and the quantity
•* This Brajflpatior simple twelve- of water twice that of milk (K.; i.e.,

day penance is usually designated as six pala of water, three of milk, and
" the penance " (krcchra) in the text, one of ghee). K. makes the penance

Cf. Ap. i. 27, 7; Visnu xlvi. 10 ff. one of twelve days, three d.ays each
6 (Krcchraiii) sdntapanam. devoted to hot water, milk, ghee,
^ These things are mixed together air. Yaj. iii. 318 gives one day each

and eaten during one day without of water, ghee, milk, and a day'.s

other food being eaten; then follows fast (like vs. 2 13). Rledh. gives averse

a fast of one day and night. If the which coincides with the fourfold

fast continues seven days it is called division : ajidm pibct tu tripalam,

by Yaj. the great burning penance jmIcoii ckaiii, tu sarjnm/i, pai/ah pibit

(iii. 316)—(K.) Others say they tu dvipalarii, tripalam, vo'piamd'

are eaten separately (Medh.) rutdn. Cf. Visnu, xxiii. 2.

7 Atl-hxchra. Cf. Vas. xxiv. I fl.
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not inattentive (constitutes) the penance (called) Paraka ^

by name, (which) removes all sin.^

217. When one diminishes (his food by) one mouthful

(a day) in the dark (half of the month), and increases (it)

in the bright (half in the same way), bathing three times

a day,^ this is called a moon-course (penance).^

218. (Or) one practising the moon-course penance may

observe all these regulations in the barley-(shaped) middle

(penance), beginning with the bright half of the month (to

be) restrained (in his senses),^

219. One practising the moon-course (penance) of an

ascetic should, self-restrained, swallow, when midday has

arrived, eight mouthfuls of sacrificial grain (every day for

a month). '^

220. When a Brahman, intent (in mind), eats (for one

month) four mouthfuls in the morning (and) four when

the sun goes home, (the penance) is called the child's

moon-course (penance)J

221. On eating for a month, whatever manner one

adopts,^ three (times) eighty mouthfuls of sacrificial grain

with (mind) intent, one succeeds (after death) in sharing

the world of the moon.

222. This observance the Kudras, the Adityas, and the

Vasus have followed for release from all inauspicious

1 "Distant;" cf. Visnu xlvi. 18. gradually increases till the fifteenth

2 Cf. vs. 259.
'

day (the "middle ") and then dimin-
^ K. perhaps both this and rinsing ishes, so that the food is least at the

the mouth. Cf. K. to vs. 224 ; cf. extremities, greatest at the middle

vi. 24, xi. 124 (translated rinsing the (K.)

mouth by Dr. B.) ^ Havisyasya (Medh., Ragh., and
* Cdndrdyana. Cf. Vi?nu xlvii.; Beng. MS.) The words "for a

Vas. xxiii. 45. month" are implied in the name of

5 Each of these is termed moon- the jienance (Medh., K.) Medh. and

course (penance), as it continues the K. add that it here makes no differ-

course of the moon. The one de- ence whether one begins with the

scribed in vs. 2i7has an "ant-shaped" bright or dark half,

middle, because in performing it at '' Cf. Vas. xxiii. 43.

the middle of the penance one eats ^ {Yathdhathamcid.) In any order

least. This is, on the contrary, he pleases, only consuming two hun-

called the moon-course with barley- dred and forty mouthfuls (balls) in

shaped middle, because, beginning a month (Medh.)

the fast with the bright half, one
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(things) ; so too the Maruts and the great seers (have fol-

lowed it).^

223. An oblation must be made daily and personally,

(accompanied) by the great Vyahrtis ;
^ and one should

practise not harming (any creatures), truth, freedom from

anger, uprightness.^

224. Thrice by day and thrice by night should one

enter the water with clothes on,'^ and also one should not

at any time address women,^ Qudras, or fallen persons.

225. One should occupy (oneself) by (alternately) stand-

ing (and) sitting, or, being unable (to do this), one should

lie down;*^ one should be chaste^ and observant of his

vows,^ giving glory to the Guru, to the gods, and to the

twice-born.

226. And one should regularly repeat the gdycdrl and

(other) ^ purifying (verses) according to ability ; strictly

considering ^0 in the same way the object of the expiatory

penance in every one of these observances.

227. By these observances the twice-born (who) have

revealed their crimes are to be purified ; but those (who)

have not revealed (their) sins one ^^ should make pure by

(means of) mantras and oblations.

228. A sinner is freed from sin by proclaiming (it), by

repenting, by austerity, by perusing (the Veda), and also,

in time of need, by gifts.

229. Just in proportion as he himself confesses ^^ the

1 All divine beings among the " Cf. vi. 22.

lesser divinities. Cf Visnu xlvii. '' Brahmacarin.

10. ^ K. explains by a verse from
" Vyahrtis, the three words hhuh, Yama to the effect that he must

bkuvnfi, srar; cf. ii. 78. carry his staff, sacred cord, etc.

3 I.e., in performing penances one '^ " Other," i.e., aghamarmna,

nmst also observe the ordinary rules purumsukta, etc. (Medh.)

of piety. ^" Or, iL-ith great care . . . for the

* This Medh. and K. say is the sale of expiation {ddrto, yatnavdn,

explanation of the
'

' both three times Medh.)

a day;" cf. vs. 217. " The assembly (K.) Purification

5 Even Brahman women ; but the for secret sin is by instructing pupils

wife, mother, and elder sister are at the time for explaining the <;dstra

excepted when it is a matter of (Medh.)

necessity to speak to them (Medh.) ^- I.e., of his own accord. This
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wrong (deed) he has done is a man released from that

wrong (deed), as a snake from its skin,

230. Just in proportion as his mind despises ^ the ill-

done deeds is his body ^ released from that wrong (deed).

231. For (by) repenting (after) committing a sin one is

released from that sin ; and he^ is purified by desisting (from

the sin) with the words, " I will not act thus again,"

232. Thus pondering in mind the result after death of

acts (done in life), one should with mind, voice, and body
'

ever perform good acts,

233. When one has committed, either unwittingly or

wittingly, a forbidden act, and desires release from it, let

him not perform a second (like it).^

234. In whatever act done by him (he feels) no light-

ness of heart, let him practise (ascetic) austerity in (respect

to) that (act) until it gives satisfaction.^

235. The whole happiness of gods and men has been

declared by the wise expounders of the Veda to have

its root in austerity, its middle in austerity, its end in

austerity.

236. Knowledge is the austerity of a Brahman; pro-

tection (that) of a Ksatriya
;
practice of business,^ more-

implies self-infliction of penance, but ing penance," etc. But Medli.

the proportion rests on the self-con- paraphrases the text thus : cliiskHe

fession. karmani asya kayika vicilitsd yadi

1 Garhati or nindati (Medh., No. Iharati tatcth krtc 'pi prayaccitte, etc.,

gggN i.e., if he has done wrong and feels

" gariram (body) is the inner self no relief after performing the usual

(antaratman), not the corporal self penance. One idea must be sup-

(hhutatman) (Medh.) K. says it is plied whether we take karma as

the soul (jlratman). (evil) act, or act (of penance).

3 Tu sah (K.) ; narah (Medh., Medh. slyly adds that the word

Jiagh.) ' austerity may include giving pre-
'4

Or, "deed " (karma) ; Medh. has sents (to the Brahmans) ; cf. vs. 228.

karmahUh in No. 1551 (the other '' "Practice of business" or gain

MSS. altered) ; cf. vs. 242. {vartta) is a comprehensive expres-

5 The penance for the second sion including all the legal means by

offence should be doubled (K. from which a member of the third caste

Devala. Kagh.appears to have read gains his livelihood [vrUi)
;

it might

vi(uddhim. be paraphrased loosely by farming

6 Another meaning is given by K. and trading, though " occupation
"

and Ragh., viz., "in whatever ex- and "business" come nearer to the

piatory act he fails to receive satis- original idea in the word,

faction, he should keep on perform-
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over, (make) the austerity of a Vai(^ya ; the austerity of a

^udra (is) servile attendance.

237. The self-controlled seers, eating fruits, roots, (and)

air, beheld, by (means of this) austerity alone, the three

worlds, with (all therein) that moves (or is) immovable.

238. (Medicinal) plants, health, divine ^ wisdom, posi-

tion 2 of various kinds, are perfected by (means of) aus-

terity alone ; for austerity is the requisite for success in

these (things).

239. If there be aught hard to overcome,^ hard to

acquire, hard to reach, or hard to perform, these * things

are all successfully completed by means of austerity ; for

austerity is hard to overpower.^

240. And even the great criminals, and others who do

what ought not to be done, are released from these sins

merely by austerity well performed.

241. Insects, snakes, winged insects, cattle, (large)

birds, and existing (things that are) stationary,*^ attain

heaven by the power of austerity.

242. Whatsoever sin (men) commit by the acts'^ of

the mind, the voice, (or) the body, all this (they who are)

rich in austerity quickly consume by (means of) aus-

terity alone.

243. Those whose home is heaven receive the sacrificial

gifts of a Brahman (who has been) made pure by austerity

alone, and they cause (his) desires to be fulfilled.^

244. By (means of) austerity alone the Lord Prajapati

emitted this treatise ;
^ even thus by (means of) austerity

have the seers acquired the Vedas.

1 15. E,.
7 Medh. has mano-vak-Tcdya-'kar-

- Position in life, rank, or, with mabhih ; K., °murlibhir janah ; cf.

the commentators (connecting daivl vs. 232.

with sthitih), position of the deities ^ Medh. adds another verse be-

in heaven. ginning, " The gods do not receive

3 As sickness, etc. (Medh.) the offering of a man who has not

* Sarvmh tat (Medh., Rfigh., and practised austerity," to show the

perhaps K.) negative side of this teaching ; aus-

'' Cf. Mbha. xiv. 51, 17, and else- terity is, according to the same Gom-

where. mentator, yoga.

6 I.e., the vegetable world. ^ fjastram.
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245. The gods, since they see (that) the sacred birth ^

of this All (comes) from austerity, acknowledge this great

importance of austerity.

246. Daily perusal of Veda according to ability, cere-

monies with great sacrifices, and patience quickly cause

sins to be destroyed, even if (these sins have) produced the

oreat crimes.

247. As fire by its heat burns up in a moment the

wood it has laid hold of, so a Veda-wise man by the fire

of knowledsie consumes all sin.^

248. Even thus is the expiatory penance declared

according to rule for (open) crimes ; now further learn

the expiatory penance for secret (crimes).^

249. Sixteen suppressions of breath along with the

Vyahrtis and Om, if performed every day, purify in a

month even the slayer of an embryo (or Brahman).*

250. Even a drinker of spirituous liquor^ is purified

(by) muttering that (hymn) of Kutsa (beginning) with the

words "Away," and the verse of Vasistha (beginning) with

the word " Toward," the Mahitra, and the (texts) contain-

ing the word "Purified."*^

251. Moreover, even on stealing gold, one is made
spotless in a moment (by) muttering once (the

1 Udhhavam (Medh.. with Beng. breath, etc. The duration of the

MS.); sambhavam (Ragh.) suppression is as long as there is

- Krtsnaiii pdpam (M.edh.,li3,gh.) no excessive trouble in holding the
3 " This verse is not in the text breath. Medh. mentions the three

of Govind. but is in that of Medh." kinds given in K., " not like a mere
(K.) In the MSS. Medh. it follows cvdsanirodha." Cudras and women
verse 249, Medh. remarking, "Some are not allowed to perform this

read the following verse (24S) before jDenance, as they cannot repeat the

(249)," i.e., K.'s order and that of sacred texts (K.) Cf . Vas. xxvi. 4 ff

.

Ragh. ^ Surd.
* K. reads (as these are the four ^ The text of the Mahitra is found

great criminals) slayer of a Brahman Rg-V. x. 185; the texts containing

(brahmaf/Jman), or means it shaM a])- the word "purified" {giiddha) are

ply only when the embryo is of Brah- Rg-V. viii. 84, 7-9. The hymn seen

manic origin. Cf. Vas. xx. 23. Medh. and declared by Kutsa begins apa
notes a difference of opinion in re- nah go(^ucad agham (Medh., K. ),

gard to the manner and times of Rg-V. i. 97, i; the "Vasistha verse"
restraining the breath and repeating means three (Medh.) verses of Rg-V.
Om. Some restrain the breath, say vii. 80.

Om, and repeat the repression of
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hymn) beginuing "Of Lim you," ^ aud also the ^^va-

sankalpa.2

252. He who violates the Guru's couch is released (from

the sin) (by) going over (the hymn) beginning " Drink the

oblation," ^ and that beginning with the words " Not him,"*

(and by) muttering the Purusa hymn.^

253. On seeking something to remove crimes, (both)

great (and) small, one should mutter for a year the texts

(beginning) with the words " Off," "^ or (the one beginning)

with the words " Whatever," thusJ

254. On receiving (presents) which should not be re-

ceived, and on eating forbidden food, a man is purified in

three days (by) muttering (the hymn) beginning '•' Swiftly

this pleasure-giver." ^

255. Now one who has (committed) many crimes is

purified (by) going over the (hymn) to Soma and Eudra^

for a mouth, (while) practising bathing in a stream, and

(by repeating) the three verses with the words " Of Arya-

mans."io

256. A criminal should for half a year mutter that col-

lection of seven (verses beginning) with the word "Indra,"^^

and on putting (any) forbidden (substance) into water, he

should sit for a mouth eating (food obtained) by begging.

257. A twice-born man (by) making for a year an obla-

tion of ghee (accompanied) by the mantras which belong

to the oblations offered according to the manner of the

1 Rg-V. i. 164; "once" means Mel. Asiat. compares Rg-V. vii. 89,

once daily for a month (Medh., K.) 5, and this is given by Rfigh. (and
^ V. S. 34,'i. In 250-251 occurs K.), and Medh. yat I-iriic'edamitU tea.

a var. lee. rd (or) for m (and), i.e., (So Ragh. and Medh., No. 989.) The
either, ncjt both, being sutHcient to texts are to be repeated daily for a

ensure purity. year (K., Ragh.)
3 Rg-V. X. 88. livery day for a ^ The Tarat sa mandl, Rg-V. ix.

month all sixteen verses (Medh., 5 S, four verses (K., Ragh.) Cf.Gaut.

K.) xxiv. I ; Eaudh. ii. 5, 8.

-i Rtr-V. X. 126. " Rg-V. vi. 74.
=^ Rg-V. X. 90; daily for a year i" Three verses beginning to Arya-

(K.) man, (Varuiia and) Mitra, (K.,

« Rg-V. i. 24, 14. Ragh.), Rg-V. iv. 2, 4 (?).

^ K. seems to imply Rg-V. x. ^^ Indramitram varunam agniih

119. I, in the Hi ("whatever," thus), tvaya Iti (K.)

beside the other texts ; Bohtliugk in
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(^akalas/ or (by) muttering the text (beginning) with the

words " Not of me," ^ removes even a very heavy crime.

258. One who has committed a great crime should,

intent in mind, follow after cows ; by going over the

jjclvamdni (texts) ^ for a year and living on (food obtained)

by begging he is made pure
;

259. Or^ by thrice going over a Veda collection in the

woods, (with passions) controlled, and purified by three

Paraka (penances),^ one is released from all sins.

260. Again, one should fast three days properly, going

down into the water three times a day, (and) thrice mut-

tering the (hymn called) " Forgiver of impurity," ^ one is

released from all sins.

261. As the horse-sacrifice, king of ceremonies, is a dis-

sipater of all sins, so the hymn (called) " Forgiver of im-

purity " is a dissipater of all sins.

262. A Brahman even (by) slaying these three worlds,

even (by) eating (food) taken from anybody, receives no

sin at all if he holds the Rg-(Veda) in memory .•^

263. One is released from all sins (by) thrice going over

with mind intent the collection of the Rg-(Veda), or (that

of) the Yajur- or Sama-(Vedas) with their mysteries.'^

264. As an earth-clod falling into a great lake is quickly

lost, so all evil acts sink (out of sight) in the threefold

Veda.8

265. The texts (Rg-Veda), and the other ^ sacrificial

^ Cf. vs. 201. Eight mantras be- portions that, in addition to the

ginning " Thou art the expiatory hymns, go to constitute a Veda col-

sacrifice" (Medh.) lection.

- Na ma Indrarca itl (K.) ^ Ksijirarii losto (sic) vma<^yati
^ Texts, chiefly from the ninth (No. 9S9), and k.siptam lostarn (No.

book of Rg-V., on the purification 935) ; the like divergence in the

of soma when pressed. Bomb, and Beng. MSS.
* Paraka. Cf. vs. 216; ca or vd. " The " other " are " different from
5 Aghamarsana, Rg-Y.x.igo. Cf. the others " (<§«?)!« and /iiy) accord-

Baudh. iv. 2, 15 ; Gaut. xxiv. 10. ing to K. ; but Medh. has ddydni
^ Remembering the Rg-Veda pre- (mukJu/dni, hrdhmana madhye ydni

vents this sin from taking effect. pafJiitdni) or "different" sdmaiis

Cf. ii. 118 with this and the follow- according to a division for village

ing verse. and jungle [grdmdranyavibhdgena).
'^ The philosophical and other
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formulas (Yajur-Veda), and the songs of various sorts

(Sama-Veda)—this must be known as the threefold Veda

:

who knows this Veda, he is Veda-wise.

266. That primordial 5ra/iwa, consisting of three sounds/

in which the triple (Veda is) contained, (is) another three-

fold Veda (which is) to be kept secret : who knows it, he

is Veda-wise.2

END OF THE ELEVENTH LECTURE.

1 Essence of Veda, a, u, in = another verse to this (cf. Lois.) not

Om {mim)—{K.) ; cf. xii. 117. fonnd in the best MSS. With trcujl

2 Some MSS. (Kugh., Beng.) add {tidya) cf. iv. 125; cf. also xii. 117.
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LECTURE XII.

EXPOSITION OF PHILOSOPHICAL PKINCIPLES AND THE

ACQUISITION OF FINAL HAPPINESS.

1. This complete rule of light (action)^ for the four

castes has been declared by thee, Sinless (One) ! Proclaim

to us in verity the future accomplishment of the fruit of

actions.

2. He, Manu's son,^ Bhrgu, whose self is virtuous,^ said

to the great seers : Listen to the judgment regarding the

course of actions of this AIL

3. An act, (whether its) origin (be) in the mind, the

voice, or the body, has (its) fruit, pure or impure; the

courses of men, (whether) high, low, (or) medium, (are)

born of (their) acts.

4. Let one know the mind (to be) the instigator of this

incorporate here (in the worlds), (which is), indeed, exactly

threefold, resting on three (things), and joined to ten

signs.*

5. Invidiously regarding the property of others, think-

ing with the mind ^ of forbidden things, and wrong incli-

nation,^ (constitute) the threefold (evil) act of the miud."^

1 Dharma • c^abda^cakartavyatd-va- action of this incorporate person."

canah (Medh.

)

^ This is the threefold impure act

- Mdnavah = inanoh fisyah, "a causing impure fniit (cf. vs. 3) ; so in

disciple of Manu " (Ragh.) the following verses. K. illustrates

^ JJharmatmd (cf. v. 3, a). the first as pondering how to get
•* Dehin- (a.ct) of the body (K.) unjustly another's goods; the word

The act is thi-eefold (trividha), for it itself, ahhidhydna, has the same

results in (transmigrations), high, significance of preposition as our

low, or medium ; it rests on three word (invidia) " envy."

things, viz., mind, voice, and body ;
^ Thinking with the mind of for-

the ten signs are given in the next bidden things is defined by K. as

verses(K.) But rfe/an generally means desiring to kill a Brahman, etc.

" soul," as distinct from f/e/i«, "body," '' Wrong inclination is an inclina-

and we may translate " know think- tion to scepticism. Had manasd

ing (minds) to be the instigator to more than its usual redundant
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6. Abuse and untruth, as also malice, under any cir-

cumstances, and talking about what does not concern one,^

would be the fourfold (evil act) done by the voice.

7. Taking (things which) have not been given, as also

injury not (done) in accordance with (legal) injunction,-

and adultery with another's wife, are called the threefold

(evil) act of the body,

8. This (man) receives his reward in the mind alone ^

for a pure (or) impure (act) of the mind ; in the voice for

what is done by the voice, and so too in the body alone

for (an act) of the body.

9. A man reaches the condition of stationary exist-

ence * through faulty acts done by the body ; the condi-

tion of winged creatures or (wild) animals through (those)

done by the voice ;
^ the condition of low birth (among

men) through (those) done by the mind.

10. Now (there is) a rod for the voice, a rod for the

mind, and likewise a rod for the body ; he in whose
consciousness these (three rods) are treasured up is called

the (man) of three rods.^

sense we would be inclined to take but I say mental grief is got by all

v2) as unconscious mental action, the so-called threefold (act) of the
and (3) as volition. Medh. mentions mind

;
(cf. vs. 5), and so with the

that some supply parasya with the two following (verses) also."
second clause, " Thinking of what is * Is reborn as part of the vege-
unfskvoura.hletoanothei:'" The third table world.
is a repetition of the foregoing idea, ^ Birds or beasts. The grossest
according to him, but others say it sins result in one becoming a vege-
is niti/a nirdm isadvesa. table, the next in becoming an animal

^ Medh. has anihaddha for {tiri/akjdti mCitra pradarr^anuHlidm,
ammhaddha (Nos. 155 1, 935, 9S9). Medh.), the least in becoming a low
" Abuse " is illustrated by Kagh. as man.
saying " You're the son of a Mleccha ^ Tridandir., he oi the triple rod
(barbarian)." (or stafiF) ;'this is a play on words,

- Injury to animals, except at for the rod is a symbol of subjuga-
authorised sacrifices, injuries to men, tion, while " he of the triple rod "

when not inflicted as legal penalties, (staff) alludes to the Brahman who
etc. wore a staff of three pieces (cf. ix.

3 Medh. reads upayunlte for xtpa- 296) when he became an ascetic.

Wuni^-ie according to some MSS., and The man is here called tridandin
remarks a modificiticm of the whole not so much on account of his triple
passage, saying, " Some declare that "staff" [as on account of his cvm-
one does not receive mental grief inand over thought, word, and act.
through an act by which mental dis- (The MSS. of Medh. have yasyaite
tress is caused to another person, niyatd danddh so tridavdl iia-
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11. A man (by) exercising this threefold rod in (respect

to) all creatures, and ^ (by) suppressing desire and hate,

obtains thereby a firm hold on happiness.

12. That which causes this self^ to act they declare

(to be) the conscious-(soul) (" thing-knower "),2 but that

which does the acts is called by the wise the elemental

self.*

13. (There is) another, the inner self, (that) has the

name (of) vital- (spirit), born at the same time with every

incorporate (creature) ; through which is experienced all

that is pleasant or unpleasant in (the various) births.^

14. Both those two, the Great one ^ and likewise the

Conscious (soul), united with the existent (elements),

abide, penetrating That one '^ (who) abides in (all) exis-

tent (things) high and low.

15. Innumerable forms ^ descend from the body of

rasthitah, but commentary nihitd

;

he explains in brief that the tri-

dandin is he yo na shhalati, not he yo

giirukdstadandani dhdrayati. Ragh.

notes the var. lee. as occurring some-

where.) The whole passage (cf. v.

165, ix. 29) has a Buddhistic ap-

pearance.
1 Ca, Medh.
2 Atman, (self), here "body"

(Medh., K.) ; the man's self in toto

is meant.
"^ .ff'se<?'a;'wa, "knowing the thing"

or place, i.e., what is done, or " con-

scious of the body."
* Bhfddtman.
^ The vital (spirit), jiva, is other

than the body : thus it is said, "There
are two selves, the inner self and the

self of the body ; " the inner self is

this called vital (jlva) spirit. The
jiva is the vital soul as distinguished

from the conscious one, and both

from the body ; both souls are really

one, the individual.

^ Mahan (masc), "the Creatine,"

for mahat, "the intellect." (K.)

7 That one (masc.) is, according

to the forced and false explanation

of Medh. and K., the highest self,

supreme soul, paramdtman. The

existent {hhuta) sometimes means
"the elements," as apparently in the
first part of the verse (so the comm.);
sometimes "existent (things)," as at

the end. I ti'anslate " the existent,"

and add what seems in each case to

be the underlying meaning. In
translating "That one," "Great
one," etc., I mean to express that

the pronoun or adjective is mascu-
line. In the following " That one "

is also api>lied to the individual

(vital soul) after death. According
to K. 's Vedantic note on this San-
khyan passage, the meaning of the
verse is that intellect and the con-

scious soul {mahat and Icsetrajna),

joined to the elements, exist, depen-
dent on the suj^reme soul (paramdt-
inan) who (which) exists in all beings,

(All the three MSS. of Medh. have
tau for tarn ; Riigh. has {stJi itani)

dchaiii rydpya, as another explana-

tion instead of j)a'ramdtmdnam).
^ Or, manifestations (murtayah).

According to K. this means that in-

dividual vital spirits descend from
the Supreme (Paramatma) like

sparks from fire [veddntoktapraka-

rena) and animate soulless matter.

After K.'s vs. 14 there is in Medh.
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That one, which are for ever setting in motion (all)

existent (things), high andlow.

1 6. From justHhe (same) five elements there is pro-

duced after death for men (who) have done evil another

body, durable, intended for torture.

17. After passing through with that body here

those torments (inflicted) by Yama, (they) are absorbed

among just those (same) existent elements/ piece by

piece.

18. That one,3 after passing through sins ending in

unhappiness (and) produced by contact with sensual

(pleasure), goes, having had its stains removed, even

unto both those two greatly powerful ones.^

19. Those two,^ unwearied, look together upon the good

(all the MSS.) merely a quotation

from Bhag. 15, 16 (dvau lyurusau

. . . TcmrciQcdrarca, etc.), and the

text continues with K.'s vss. 20-26,

while vss. 15-19 appear after our

vs. 26. Nih-patantl ("descend")

means prddur hhavantl (" become
visible ") according to Medh. It is

interesting to note that the (Ve-

dantic) Medh. compares " like

waves from the sea."

^ Era, i.e., the body formed to en-

dure torture after death is made of

just (the same) elements as in life.

The word " element," usually hhuta,

is here vidtra; in vs. 17, bhMamutrd
("elementary substances "). Medh.
says expressly that the body of this

resurrection to torture is to be " no
other body than (one made of) the

five elements, but, on the contrary,

one having blood," etc. (cf. vs. 21,

note) ; when released entirely, his

frame is such as is described in ii.

82(Medh.) The "fine elements " as

distinct from these are not known
to the work.

^ K. says among fine and coarse

portions ; he imagines the subject

to be j'lrdh, fine individual vital

spirits suffering the torture of hell

after the grosser body of this life is

gone. Medh. says, " absorbed among

the 'fine ' elements " (suksmdsu), and
makes the subject of " absorbed those

bodies."
3 Sa ; that individual (jlva) is

meant, inliabiting on earth a single

body.
* K. interprets the two as " intel-

lect" and the "supreme soul" {para-

mdtma) ; Medh. says " some " inter-

pret so, but he prefers to regard the

second of the two as the conscious

soul (l-setrajna), which seems more
in accordance with \s. 14 (so Ragh.)

Tuv ci-o" hhau .should be rendered

"(to) those same two," i.e., as in

vs. 14, the mahdn and k.s-ctrajna.

The text gives no exjjlanation of

itself and is very uncertain.
s K. interprets as in vs. 18 ; he

renders "that one" the "vital

spirit," that is, the individual. Kagh.
says j'lva or stldiladcha, and keeps

mahdn and k-setrajna as the "two."

Medh. gives the subject quite a dis-

cussion, which embraces "those two"
and " that one," so that even in

his time there seems to have been

dispute as to the ksdrajua gazing in

this manner at the jlva, some iden-

tifying the two, and some not.

(Tasi/c' 'ti kah sambodhyate? jira iti

kccid (as K.) tiktaiii ca sa cva kse-

trajna sa evajlva iti, eta)
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and evil of that one, united to wliicli ^ two, (either good

or evil, that one) receives, after death and here, happiness

(or) unhappiness.

20. If ^ that one practises in the main (what is) right,

in small degree (what is) not right, (that one) receives

happiness in heaven, being encompassed by those exis-

tent (elements) only.^

21. But if that one cultivates in the main (what is)

not right, in small degree (what is) right, (that one)

receives the tortures (inflicted) by Yama, being deserted

by those existent (elements).

^

22. After receiving those tortures (inflicted) by Yama,

that vital (spirit), having had its stains removed, goes

again unto the same five existent (elements) piece by

piece.

23. Beholding thus in his very own thought these

courses of this vital spirit (resulting) from (practising)

right and not-right, let one ever give ^ his mind to (what

is) right.

24. Essentiality, passion, and darkness one should know

(to be) the three threads of self,^ by (means of) which

^ Ragh. alone makes this refer to

mahat - ksetrajnau, the others to

"good and evil."
'^ ra<M("when"), Medh., or T/adi

("if")—K.
^ Fine elements alone compose his

frame ; he cannot suffer as one can

whose form is made of grosser ele-

ments. Here and below " right" and

"not-right" are translations oidhar-

ma and adharma.
* He has a corporal frame and

feels the torture ; Medh. reads ca

for K's til ; the var. Ice. sarhpari-

tyalto is found only in No. 989 ; in

the next, abhyati is also Medh.'s

reading.
5 Dadydt (MSS. Medh. and Beng.

MS.)
" Sattva, rajas, and tamas are the

three [/una. This verse goes to the

bottom of the Saukhya philosophy.

These three guna are the substrata

of all that exist ; their equipoise is

urstoff. It is difficult to find any
words to convey at once the original

and philosophical idea in sattva or

in f/'Una. " Essentiality " is the lite-

ral sense of sattva, that which pre-i

ponderating makes goodness (as sat

is "good"), hence sometimes trans-

lated " absolute goodness." Guna
is literally "thread," but also em-
ployed, as in Ben Jonson, " (a man)
of a most elegant thread," to denote
" quality," " characteristic." It is

generally translated "quality," but

in the developed system guna was
not quality but underlying substance;

the union of the three guna produces

the urstoff. In the text I have pre-

ferred to keep the original sense, as

it corresponds sufficiently well to the

original, and is certainly less mis-

leading than " quahty."

^
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(three) the Great one,^ penetrating without exception all

these conditions,^ abides.^

25. Whenever among these (threads) any one thread is

completely predominant in (any) body, it makes that in-

cor^Dorate (individual) wholly its own.*

26. Essentiality is called knowledge; darkness, igno-

rance
;
passion, love and hate. This is their form, pene-

trating all and underlying all existent (things).

27. Whenever one observes in the self anything united

with joy, perfectly clear (effulgence), at peace as it were

one should regard that as essentiality.^

28. But whatever (is) united with grief and causes the

self no joy, one should know (to be) irresistible passion,

(which) for ever holds incorporate (beings).

29. And whatever (is) united with confusion,^ undiscrete,

the essence of which is the sensuous, undiscoverable, un-

knowable,'^ one should regard as darkness.

30. I will now declare without omission what is the

final result of these three threads, (whether it be), the first,^

middlemost, or last (result).

31. The sign of the thread belonging to' essentiality

(comprises) perusal of the Veda, (ascetic) austerity, know-

ledge, purity,^ restraint of the senses, performance of the

(rules of) right, ^^ and meditation upon the self.

^ The intellect. able') have been employed (i. 5) to
^ BhCiva, or " all existent things," characterise the primeval darkness,

as perhaps in vi. 80. The word may According to another reading (per-

mean thing or condition. K. and haps K.'s, and found in all three

Riigh. take it as "thing,"Medh. as INISS. IMedh. and in Ragh.), we
(yi'/alm) " condition." should translate "undiscrete" as

'^ \n t\\Q e\)\c dharma \s described epithet of (visaya) sensuous, "the
in the same way as iha ccl'mutra ca essence of which is the undiscrete

sthitah sarvaijah sarramvydpyacdrd- sensuous." In translating avyal-ta

caram (Mbhfi. xv. 28, 19, 20). by " undiscrete " I have pre-
* Literally, " That (thread) makes served Dr. B.'s translation in i. 6,

it wholly that thread's." 7> ^^'^•

^ Medh. begins again with K.'s ^ Best, middlemost, and worst

vs. 19 last preceding (vide vs. 15 n.) (Ragh.)
•* In respect to good and bad (K., ^ Purity of body by bathing, etc.

Ragh.) (K., Ragh.)
^ The last two epithets (literalh', 1** Dharma.

' not to be imagined,' ' unrecoguis-

2 A
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32. The sign of the thread belonging to passion (com-

prises) desire for undertaking/ instability ,2 undertaking

things not rio;ht to be done,^ indulgence in sensuous

(pleasures) again and again.^

33. The sign of the thread belonging to darkness (com-

prises) greed, sleep, lack of firmness (of will),^ cruelty,

unbelief, attention to many things,^ fondness for begging,

and carelessness.

34. The thread-sign of these same three threads, which

abide in three (things),^ should be known (to be comprised

by) the short and orderly summary which follows

:

35. Whatever act one feels ashamed of having done, of

doing, or ^ of being about to do—every such act should

be known by a wise man (to be) the sign of the thread

belonging to darkness.

36. If by any act in this world one seeks extended

fame, although not made unhappy by not succeeding, that

act should be known (to be one) belonging to passion.

37. If one desires (that) any (act) be known ^ by every-

body, if (there is) any (act) he is not ashamed (of) per-

forming, and if by any (act) his self is pleased—(every)

such (act is) the sign of the thread of essentiality.

38. The sign of darkness is called desire; (the sign) of

passion, gain ; the sign of essentiality, right ; among these

each follows in order according as it is better (than the

preceding). ^"^

1 Undertaking things for a selfish ^ Neglect of good customs (K.)

purpose (K.) Medh. reads dram- '' What things? K. and Riigh.

bharatitd, explaining as undertaking say in the three ages past, future,

things selfishly and vainly (vrthd- and present ; Medh. says in.the three

rambha). worlds and in the three results, high,
^ Discomfiture of mind at a little middle, or low (phalodaycsu) ; the

matter, according to Medh. and K. last agrees best with the threefold
* Asatkdrya, not essential, not division in vs. 40.

right, "practising forbidden acts" ^ Literally, " and."

(Medh., K.) ^ Or, "desires with all his heart
* In the text there is a redundant to know" (K.) ; sarvcne'cchati jnd-

syllable, avoided by omitting ca turn, is as K. takes it, literally

(Lois.); so originally in No. 989 active. (Medh. has ?/a^ for ?/af).

Medh. Sensuous pleasures, i.e., of ^" There are two readings : yathd-

sense, moi-e specifically sensuality. l-ramam (" in order ") or yatho'ttaram
^ Medh., K. ("their superiority is as each is
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39. I will tell briefly the transmigrations in due order

of this AlV which one receives through (possessing) any-

one of these threads.

40. Always (those creatures) possessed by essentiality

attain divinity; those possessed by passion, man's estate;

those possessed by darkness, the estate of animals : the

threefold course - (is explained) in these words,

41. But this^ threefold course caused by the threads

must be known (to be again) threefold—lowest, middle-

most, and highest—according to the difference (both) in the

act (and) knowledge (of the actor).*

42. (Things) stationary,^ worms, insects, fishes, serpents,

tortoises, cattle, and jackals ^ (are) the lowest course re-

sultincj from darkness.

43. Elephants, chargers, (^iidras,the abhorred barbarians/

lions, tigers, and boars, (are) the middlemost course result-

ing from darkness.

44. Vagrants,^ birds, hypocritical men, Raksas, and

Pi^acas,^ (are) the highest course among those resulting

from darkness.

45. Pugilists, wrestlers,!'* play-actors, men who live by

subsequent"). K. probably read the sions is thus subdivided, so that we
latter ; MetUi. has the former. The have in all a ninefold division,

meaning is that gain is better than ^ Masculine in the original ; the

desire, right [dharma) is better than vegetable world is meant,

gain (K.) " Or, "wild forest animals;"
1 Transmigrations throughout all ^rgdldrca is the reading of Medh.

the universe. The word saiiisdra and Beng. MSS., instead of mrgdg
(transmigration) means the same as cai'ra (so tlie MS. Kagh.)

course (^a<i)—(Medh.) ^ MlecchaQca garhitdh, "the de-
- Transmigration of three kinds, spised Mlecchas or barbarian inhabi-

These individuals are not, however, tants." K. says the ejjithet repeats

supposed to be exclusively but pre- the Mlecchas' character, while Medh.
dominantly possessed by the different says it limits <^ddrah (!).

threads ; an individual may contain ^ Vagrants are strolling players ;

essentiahty and passion ; the pre- the regular actors are found in vs.

ponderance of the latter places him 45 ; Medh.'sdefinitionof the vagrants

in man's estate ; of the former, in (cdrandh) is interesting : Katliaka-

divinity, etc. (jdjianakastrlsaiiiyojamikddayah.

^ Or, "of these" [esdm).—Bomb. " Raksas and Pit^'ficas are evil

and Beng. MSS. s]iirits (the good are found in vs. 47).
* As whether the act is good or Cf. the translation in i. 43.

bad, done wittingly or unwittingly i" j/ia^Zas (K., "fencers,") and Tnai-

(Medh.) Each of these three divi- Us (cf. x. 22, note) ; so Medli. ; but
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(making) swords, and those addicted to gaming and to

drinking, (are) the lowest course resulting from passion.

46. Kings and Ksatriyas, the domestic priests^ of the

king, (and men who) have pre-eminence in word-battles,

(are) the middlemost course resulting from passion.

47. Gandharvas, Guhyakas, Yaksas, and (all those) who

(are) attendants of deities, as also all the Apsaras, (are)

the highest course among (those) resulting from passion.-

48. Those who practise (ascetic) austerity, those who have

renounced the world,^ Brahmans,* the troops connected

with the palatial chariot of the gods,^ the stars, and Dait-

yas,^ (are) the first course resulting from essentiality.

49. Sacrificers, seers, gods, the Vedas, the constellations,

the years, and also the manes and Sadhya s, (are) the

second course resulting from essentiality.

50. Brahma, the all- creators,^ Dharma, the Great one,

and also the Uudiscrete (one) ^—this the wise call the

highest course resulting from essentiality.

to the former he adds fcirihasajl- the gods of the ether, who ride

vino va{"ov professional jesters"), therein (Medh.)

Two variations occur in all MSS. •* The Daityas appear to be sun-

M.edh.: prayiiUagca ioi- frasaUdfca, divinities, possibly connected with

andpurumrcakuvrUayahiorpurumh the twelve^ zodiacal stations. It

castravrttayah. is uncertain whether naksatrani

1 Puroluta. (stars) mean the small stars or the

2 These are the good spirits : the twenty-eight moon-stations.

Gandharvas are Indra's heavenly '' The Sadhyas' "subtile host"

singers ; Guhyakas, those who guard are spoken of in i. 22 and elsewhere
;

the treasures of Kubera, god of they are divine beings of lower

wealth ; Yaksas, servants of Kubera

;

grade. " Vedds tadahhi manmah "

Apsaras, the wives of the Gandhar- (K., Ragh. is not authorised by the

vas (cf. i. 37). Instead of vibudha text.)

all the MSS. Medh. have vividhd, ^ These are the Marici, etc., ac-

" various ". (No. 9S9 altered). cording to Medh. and K.
3 Yatayah ("religious mendi- ^ Haughton's remark that the

cants," K.) Some say (and compare Undiscrete (Dr. B.'s translation for

Ait. Br. vii. 28) that certain tribes avyakta) is here better masculine

on Mount Meru are called yatayah, than neuter (the MSS. vary between

hut really parkrdja-l-ddayah ('^ wsin- avyakta eva ca (so all MSS. Medh.)

dering priests," etc.), are meant and avyaktam eva ca) seems well

(Medh.) made, for these are all personifica-

* Viprdh ("priests in the last tions, not mahat (intellect), and

stadium of life")—(K.) avyaktam (that Undiscrete, ^ first

5 The " palatial chariot " (rm«na) principle), but malidn, the Great

is the vehicle of the deities ; these one, and so avyakta, the Undiscrete

are the accompanying hosts (K,), or one ; in the same way dharma seems
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51. (Thus has been) explained alU this complete trans-

migration (resulting) from acts of three kinds, (transmigra-

tion which is) threefold (and again) threefold, (and) extends

through all existent things.^

52. By indulgence of the organs of sense and by not

practising right,^ ignorant and low men enter upon base

transmigrations.

53. Learn now in full by what different acts here this

vital (spirit) enters into different births* one after the

other ^ in this world.

54. After receiving (as punishment) horrible hells during

many series of years, the great criminals at the end*' of

this (time) enter upon the following transmigrations.

55. The slayer of a Brahman enters the womb of dogs,

boars, asses, camels, cows, goats, sheep, (forest) animals,

birds, Candalas and Pukka(jas.^

56. A Brahman (who) drinks spirituous liquor ^ would

pass (into the womb) of worms, insects, winged insects,

winged (creatures) that eat manure, and beings delighting

in destruction.^

57. A Brahman (who is) a thief (would pass) thousands

of times (into the womb) of spiders, snakes, chameleons,

here (not = vcddrtha, as Medh. sug- - This tripled threefold trans-

gests) to be personified as the deity, migration is divided in short thus :

But I see no reason for insisting on Every act brings the actor into one

absohite philosophical accuracy in of three states (essentiality, passion,

the text ; much more in harmony dai-kness), each of which has three

with the general tone of the philo- grades (lowest, middlemost, highest),

sophical portion would be just this the act itself being of three kinds

absurd personification of the neuter in that it may be of the mind, speech,

avyalctam, as a quasi-dbity alongside or body.

Brahma, presupposing, of course, •* Dharma.
that at the time of the text the •* Literally, " womb."
neuter was recognised as meaning ^ K. writes " learn . . . one after

this principle (the passage i. 6 has a the other." Cf. with the following

doubtful text). The Great one, as Visnu xliv. ; Yaj. iii. 207 If.

in vs. 14 above, is not intellect, '' Ta</i-.snn(7<; in ISIedh. (same idea).

but apparently its personification. ^ Which of these he enters de-

Johaentgen's doubtful suggestion (to pends on the circumstances under
supply citma) seems unnecessary and which the crime is committed
liable to mislead. ( K.

)

^ Medh. has dharmah for sarvah, ** Surd.

like the Beng. MS., at vs. 82. ' Such as tigers, etc. (Medh., K.)
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animals living in the water/ and Pigacas (who) delight in

destruction.

58. (He who) violates the Guru's couch (would pass)

hundreds of times (into the womb) of grasses, bushes,

vines, (animals) that eat raw flesh,^ ravenous (animals),^

and (animals that) have done cruel acts.*

59. Those delighting in destruction become (animals)

that eat raw flesh ; those eating what ought not to be eaten

(become) worms; thieves (become creatures) that devour

each other
;
(those who) have had carnal intercourse with

low women (become) ghosts.^

60. (By) forming a connection with fallen men, or (car-

nally) with another man's wife, or (by) stealing the pro-

perty of a Brahman,^ (one) becomes a Brahma-injuring

(demon).'^

61. (By) stealing through greed gems, pearls, coral,

and the various (kinds of) jewels, a man is born (again)

among the (birds called) gold-workers.^

62. (By) stealing grain, copper, water, honey, milk,

essences, or ghee, (one) becomes (respectively) a mouse, a

flamingo,^ a water-bird, a gadfly, a crow, a dog, or an

ichneumon.

63. (By stealing) meat, omentum, sesame, salt, or sour

milk (one becomes respectively) a vulture, a madgu}'^ an

oil-drinking (bird),^^ a cricket, or the bird (called) lalaka.

1 AUtheMSS. Medh. have wri° property;" the MSS. Medh. have
for c'dmbu (like rdricara). brahmasvam,, which means the same

- Such as vultures, etc. (K.) thing, and explains hrahmardksasa.
^ Lions, etc. (K.) ' Bralunardksasa.
^ Whose nature it is to do cruel ^ Or, he is born as a goldsmith,

acts (Medh., K.) but some say this word (gold-worker)
* Ghosts iprctdh), a class of spirits, is the name of a bird (K.) ; this latter

literally, "the advanced, the de- is Medh.'s explanation (pai-smaA).

parted ;" some of them are described ^ Ilamsa.

farther on (cf. vs. 71 ff.). They are ^^ A species of water-bird,

to be distinguished from the manes -"^ The MSS. Medh. have <aiZor?arai

(the "fathers''), the progenitors of tailapdyikah (cf. the feminine in B.

each individual. The pretdh appear R. and L.'s note on (Bomb, ed.)

to be originally the dead in general

;

Mbha. xiii. 104, 114 : " Grkesu . . .

to these no respect such as is paid to (parrots, etc.) na papaya, tathd rai

one's own dead ancestors is due. tailapdyikah," followed by other

Pretdnte'ti sandhir drsah (Ragh.) birds (not insects).

® Viprasvam, " priest (Brahman's)
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64. (By) stealing silk goods, linen goods, woven cotton

goods, a cow, or molasses, (one becomes respectively) a

partridge, a frog, a curlew, an iguana, or (the bird called)

vdffffiida.'^

65. (By stealing) fine perfumes, vegetables witli leaves

prepared food of various kinds, or unprepared food, (one

becomes respectively) a musk-rat, a peacock, a (boar called)

gvdndli, or a porcupine.

66. (One) becomes indeed a (kind of) heron ^ (by) steal-

ing fire ; a house-wasp (by stealing) a (house) utensil
;
(by)

stealing dyed cloths (one) is born (again as) a (fowl called)

Jlvijivaka.

6y. (By stealing) a (forest) animal (or) elephant (one is

born again as) a wolf; (by stealing) a horse (one is born)

a tiger
;
(by stealing) fruits or roots ^ (one is born) an ape

;

(by stealing) a woman (one is born) a bear
;
(by stealing)

water (one is born a bird called) stokaka ;^ (by stealing)

waggons (one is born) a camel
;
(by stealing) cattle (one is

born) a goat.

68. (By) taking forcibly any goods whatever (belonging)

to another, a man reaches necessarily the estate of ani-

mals, and also (by) eating an oblation not offered (to a

divinity).^

69. Women also in the same way would (by) stealing

incur sin : these (women) pass into the condition of being

wives to these same creatures.

70. Now indeed the castes, (by) deserting without neces-

^ The reason for each change is 34, vdgvada, commentator's ren-

not apparent, thoufrh some are easily dering of mdndhdla). Dr. Biihler

seen to be from a similarity of attri- has suggested that the word is the

bates ; others, again, appear meaning- same as Gujarat rd'jul or rdgnd,

less.astheselast (cow-thief becoming "large bat." Medh., in MS. No.

an i(/uana, molasses-thief, ar«^(7i/rf((), 1 551, has this form with I, but here

till we see the original text, where and in No. 935 ralguti {sic).

it is apparent that the fate of these ^ Baka.
sinners is the result of a pun {godhd ' Or, flowers (INIedh.)

<jdm,vdggiidoguilam). This "bird" * " Tliat begs for a drop of

(K ) is perhaps a bat, as it is pro- water."

bably identical with vdlguda (Vis- ^ "Offered," i.e., on fire; sacri-

nu xliv. 30, where Nand. so ran- ficial cakes, etc., are meant (K.)

ders the word vdlguda ; Gaut. xvii.
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sity their own proper occupations,^ after migrating through

evil transmigrations, enter a condition of servitude among
enemies.-

71. A Brahman (who) has deserted his own proper

(rules of) right ^ (becomes) the ghost (called) Ulkamukha,*

an eater of vomit ; a Ivsatriya, the ghost (called) Kata-

putaua,^ an eater of impurity and corpses.

72. A Vaigya (who) has deserted his own proper (rule

of) right becomes the ghost (called) Maitraksajyotika,

(that) eats what smells foul,;*^ and a ^udra becomes a

ghost (called) Cailagaka.

73. Just in proportion as those whose whole self is

(devoted) to (pleasures of) sense "^ indulge themselves In

(pleasures of) sense, is their proficiency in (these pleasures

of sense) reproduced.

74. By repeating those sinful acts these (men) of little

intelligence collect unto themselves woes among those

different wombs here (ou earth) :^

75. Wanderings through horrible hells, that of darkness''

and the rest, forest (hills) where the trees have swords for

^ That is, their caste occupations

(Medh.), or their proper religious

ceremonies (K.)
- All the MSS. Medh. have a var.

lee. sariivrtyct and hhrtyatdni . . .

dasyusu (" servitude amid Dasyus "),

explained by Medh. as "amid thieves,

ruffians," etc.

^ Dharma.
* That is, " with a face like a fire-

brand. " Cf. iii. 109.
^ The meaning is not clear. Kata

is a mat, bier, corpse
;
pUtand, the

name of a female demon, jjerhaps

"corpse-demon." Medh. says kiU-

sitagandltd ndsikd^sya hhavati, " his

nose has a disagi-eeable smell." He
gives a var. Ice. [putana iti vd pdthah),
explaining "invisible demons in-

habiting cemeteries." The first ex-

planation seems to imply luta, to

which the root pvy, " smell foul,"

is added. The MS. No. 9S9 has

luta in each case, partly erased and
changed to kata, and kuta is also

found in No. 155 1. In (a) vipro

hhavati vicyutah (Medh.)
•> Medh. says on Maitraksajyotika

that it is as before the name of a
demon, or (as K.) "creatures of ex-

crements," while ethers explain

otherwise. K. explains the Cudra's
ghost (Caila5aka) as one devouring
lice or moths in clothes. Medh. here
reads Taild(^akas tu, according to all

three MSS., i.e., " eating sesame
oil."

7 The three MSS. Medh. have,

however, vimyaisinah.
^ That is, (in these successive

transmigrations and births in dif-

ferent) wombs, which, as K. says,

become more and more despicable

(till the sin ceases).

9 Cf. iv. 88-90, tdmisra. Cf. Yaj.
iii. 206.
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leaves,^ and the rest (consisting of) captivities and mutila-

tions
;

y6. And tortures also of many sorts, being eaten by

crows and owls
;
(hells) hard to withstand,^ (of) hot sand

(to be eaten) as grits, and (burnings like) the cooking of

a pot;^

yj. And forever births in base* wombs wholly of woe,

beatings by cold and by heat, and terrors of many sorts

;

78. Often an abode in the abodes of the embryo, and

birth severe, and miserable captivities and also servitude

under others

;

79. And separations from relatives and dear (ones), and

cohabitation with wicked men ; the gaining of things and

the losing (of them again), and the gaining of an enemy

(thought) a friend
;

80. And also an incurable^ old age, and torturing by

illnesses, and many distresses of various sorts, and like-

wise death, hard to conquer.

81. Now with whatever sort of disposition one culti-

vates any one act, with just that sort of body he reaps in

each case its fruit.°

82. The Crispin and the result of acts has thus been

explained:'^ learn the following rule of action^ for a

I3ralnnan, (a rule) which brings deliverance.

S^. Perusal of the Veda, (ascetic) austerity, knowledge,^

1 Asipatrarana. A var. lee. in ^ The future body is affected by

Medh. (all MSS. ) for vivartana the same thread as that under the

(wanderings) is p-rtra?-<ana (progres- influence of which an act has been

sion). committed (Medh., K.) Medh. has

2 Buhsahan (Medh.) or darunan, set tat tat phalam arnute (same

" fearful ; " and "kas taptah, " heat- sense). Cf. i. 28, and cf. Mbha. xv.

ed." 34. 18.

3 Cooked like food in a pot (Medh.), " Beng. MS. var. Ice. dharmah ;

or burned as the clay is when made K. sarvah . . . vah (cf. vs. 51) ; Medh.

into a pot. sargah . . . ca.

* Base, i.e., bom as animals, ghosts, « Or "learn this act (that) causes."

or demons (Medh.) The MSS. Medh. agree with Bomb.
= So B. R, literally, " without de- MS. (karmavidhim). Cf. i. 106. Dr.

fence." " Revenge of kings" (ra///(7Hi B.'s translation, (W/re?-ance. Cf. in

caiva prat'ikdram), is the remarkable general Mbha. xiii. 1 12, I ff.

var. lee. in the three MSS. Medh. " Of Veda or self. Cf. vs. 31.
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and controlling the organs of sense, doing no injury, and

serving the Guru, (is) the highest source of deliverance.^

84. Is there then amid all these holy acts here (on earth)

any one act declared (to he) yet more productive of deli-

verance for man (than the rest) ?
^

85. Amid all these holy acts, the knowledge of self is

said (to he) the highest ; this indeed is the foremost of all

sciences, since from it immortality is obtained.^

S6. Now amid all these six acts, that one more produc-

tive of deliverance (than the rest), both after death and

here, should be known (to be) always the ceremony

(taught) in the Veda :

^

8y. And in practising the ceremony (taught) in the

Veda, all these without exception are comprised, one after

the other, in this very rule of ceremony,^

88. The ceremony (taught) in the Veda is of two sorts,

either selfish or disinterested, and, (according as it is of

the former or the latter sort), it produces (worldly) happi-

ness (only) or causes (final) deliverance.

89. A selfish ceremony ^ is explained (as) one con-

nected with some desire (of benefit) here or hereafter

;

a disinterested (ceremony) is designated (as) one devoid

of desire and (performed) after knowledge (has been

acquired).

1 Cf. vs. 104. ^ This seems to be the meaning
" This verse appears to be one of of karma vaidikam (literally, " the

the awkward knots by which the act of the Veda "), which the com-
whole work is tied together ; it is sup- mentators explain as sacrifices, etc.,

posed to be a question asked by the as taught in the Veda. "Amid all"

listening seers. No. 989 Medh. MS. is " amid the former " according to

has it inserted in the mai-giu, but Nos. some MSS. (purvesam, Bomb. MS.
1551 and 935 omit it altogether. and Medh. MSS.)

3 The commentators of course take ^ Referring to the ceremony just

" self" in a Vedantic sense ; tliis can- mentioned (Medh.)
not be if we insist on the whole text ^ Karma, as before, " ceremony,"

representing Sankhya ideas, but or perhaps " act " in general. A
rather one's own self as a microcosm religious act is meritorious any
in contrast to the outside world. The way, whether done from interested

commentators may, however, be motives or not ; doubly so, however,

right, if, as I suspect, vss. 84, 85, are when done without such motive by
Vedantic insertions into the original one " who has attained know-
text. Medh. has arcyaw (honoured) ledge."

for agryam (foremost).
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90. (By) practising a selfish ceremony one reaches

equality ^ with the gods ; but (by) practising a disinter-

ested (ceremony) one overcomes in truth the five existent

(elements).^

91. One who sees alike self in all-existent (things) and

all-existent (things) in self, (as) a sacrificer of self attains

absolute sway.^

92. The highest of the twice-born (the Brahman) having

neglected the ceremonies as they have been declared, should

be diligently occupied with knowledge of self, peace, and

perusal of the Veda ;
*

93. Tor herein, especially to a Brahman, consists thewhole

end and aim of existence; since the twice-born man becomes

perfect ^ (only by) attaining this," (and) in no other way.

94. The Veda (is) the eternal eye of manes, gods, and

men
;
(something) impossible ^ and immeasurable (is) the

Veda treatise ; ^ so stands the case.

95. Whatever traditions (Smrtis) lie outside the Veda,^

and whatever (works) are ill-revealed (heterodox), are

all without fruit after death, since they are said to rest

in darkness.^''

^ K., Sdmyatdm; "Medh. , sdtmya- tween yatnavdn and cama is removed
tarn; Ragh. reads sdrstitdm ("equal- bj Medh.'s text : Atmajndnarh samd-
ity of power "), noting the other as ta^ya, " laj'ing aside ceremonies and
a rar. lee. entering completely into the know-

- There appears beside atyeti to ledge of self, one should be dili-

have been another reading, abhyeti, gently occupied with the perusal of
" enters into," by which not rid- the Veda " Eagh. notes the rar.

dance of the elements, but absorjj- Ice.

tion into them would be taught. ^ KrtaTcrtyaJf ; literall}', "one who
•* Svdrdjyam; cf. vi. 75. Johaent- has done (everything) to be done."

gen translates, " Zu dem im eigen- "^ Knowledge of self,

sten Glanze strahlenden Wesen," ^ Impossible to be made by man
i.e., Brahma, as in vs. 125. " Sacri- alone (K.)

ficer of self " means that ho identi- ** Vedacdstram.
lies himself with all the divinities

;
^ I.e., are opposed to the teach-

so his sacrifice is to self (Medh.) ings of the Veda.
* The neglect of ceremonies for ^^ Their fruit is hell (K.) ; their

one who desires perfection is laid root is confusion (Medh.) The
down as a rule (karrtmndrh parihdnir MSS. Medh. have rrutayah for

fidA?.yf(<r')according to Medh., though smrtayah ; "ill-revealed" system.s

the participle might grammatically of philosophy are meant {asattarka-

be construed as a concessive clause, dar^aiut), Medh. Cf. on this verse

The (rather strange) antithesis be- particularly Johaentgen, p. 79, note.
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96. And all (systems) other than that, which are

brought forth and disappear,^ (are), on account of (their)

being (composed) in time near (to us, proved to be) with-

out fruit and without truth.

97. One by one the four castes, the three worlds, the

four orders of life, the past, the present, and the future ^

—

(in short) everything depends on the Veda for success.^

98. Sound, touch, form, taste, and fifth, smell, depend,

according to (their) origin, mood, and action, upon the

Veda alone.^

99. The eternal Veda - treatise supports all existent

(things) ; therefore this I think the highest which ensures

success to this creature (man).

100. One who understands the Veda-treatise deserves

rule over armies, kingly power, the right to adjudge

punishment, and the governorship of all the world.^

lOr. As fire (when its) strength is brought forth con-

sumes even wet trees, so the Veda-knower consumes the

act-born sin of self.

102. He who abiding in any order whatever knows the

true inner meaning of the Veda-treatise, even while exist-

ing here in this world is fitted for hrahma-existence.'^

103. Those who have (perused many) literary composi-

tions (are) superior to those who are ignorant ; those who
remember (what they learn are) better than those who
have (perused many) literary compositions ; those who
understand (what they learn are) superior to those who
remember (it) ; those who practise (what they learu are

better) than those who understand (it).

^ Cyavante ; Medh. has vyathante tah (according to the goodness of the
(vijia^yanti) ; "other than that nature of their origin, z'.c, whether
(Veda)," (Medh.) they result from the guna of dark-

" Literally, "(what) was, is, will ness, passion, etc.—(Medh.)

be;" {bhavad, var. lee. hlinvyam). ^ Vss. 100-105 follow vss. 106-
•* That is, their authority is found 108 in Medh. ; his order being from

in Veda (K.) here to end: 99, 106- loS, 100-105,
* Prasidhyanti {sic, Medh.; cf. 109-122, 126; vss, 100-105 being

Bang. MS.) There are two read- perhaps interpolated,

ings : prasutif/unakarmatah (accord- '' Brahmabhuya, existence in

ing to the origin, nature, and use of Brahma, or existence as brahma, i.e.,

sound, etc.), orp7'asuter giuiadhar7na- as ethereal substance. Cf. vii. 23.
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104. The best source of deliverance for a Brahman is

(ascetic) austerity and (Vedic) wisdom ; through (ascetic)

austerity one slays sin,i through (Vedic) wisdom one gets

immortality.

105. Immediate (visual) perception, inference/ the trea-

tises (of law) 3 according to the various traditions, (this)

triad must be well understood by one desiring clearness *

in regard to (rules of) right.

106. He and no other knows the law who, by means of

a philosophical system, not opposed to the Veda-treatise,

intelligently follows (the works) of the seers and the regu-

lations of the law.^

107. This, as has been declared without omission, (is)

the act that causes deliverance; (thereby) the secret mystery

of this Llanava-treatise ^ is explained.

108. If (a question) should arise (couched thus) : "How
( is one to act) in (case) no (rules of) right (are) handed down ?

"

(The answer is), let that which well-instructed ^ Brahmans

may declare be (regarded as) an undoubted (rule) of right.

109. And they (are) to be known as well-instructed

Brahmans by whom the Veda, with (its) additions,^ has been

gone over according to law, (and whoj possess proofs per-

ceptible by the senses from revelation.^

no. That rule (of right) one shall not allow to be dis-

^ Cf. vs. 183 ; kllh'imm or Jcahnascim we have Tcarviahuddhim ahhipsatdm,

(cf. Mbha. xiii. 69, 19 : Kalmamtii "for those desh-u:g knowledge of an

gurufu^rumhuntl) ; this is the read- act."

ing in all three LISS. Medh. ^ Medh. has drmdharmo'pade-
- Perception by the senses, in- fcna, which would give a very dif-

ference, and the law, are the three ferent force to the last half. "Law"
means of knowledge; it is in the {dharma) supplements the seers'

second that the affinity with the work (Veda)
;
philosophical system

Sruikhya system is seen best. (tarka) is, according to Medh., anu-
3 Law - treatise, apparentl\-, as mdna, inference,

shown hy dharma, "rule of right," ^ iManavam-gdstram, or "treatise

following. "Traditions," d'/ama, (of law) by Manu," as the commen-
are the different works tradita ah tators, of course, say. Cf. vs. 1 1 7.

antlquiis, constituting together the '' " Well-instructed,"_i.e., Cistas ;

bodyof thelaw(rds/mM, "treatise"), cf. Baudh. L I, 5, and Ap. i. 20, 6.

Cf. viii. 44. PossiblyVeda is meant, ^ Itihfisas, Puninas, even Smrtis

as below (in 109) cruti takes the (Medh.)

place of rdsiro. '^ Jletu = anumana (Medh.); re-

* Or, var. Ice. "perfection in." velation, i.e., frwii, Veda.

According to Medh. (all three MSS.)
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puted, wliich an assembly shall establish, consisting of at

least ten or of at least three men of good conduct.

111. One (learned) in (each of) the three Vedas, one

who understands proofs,^ a philosopher,^ an etymologist,

one who recites the (rules of) right, and three members of

the first ^ orders, would constitute an assembly consisting

of at least ten.

112. One wise in the Rg-Veda, and one wise in the Yajur-

Veda, and one also learned in the Sama-Veda, should be

known (to constitute) an assembly consisting of at least

three, in deciding a doubt in regard to a (rule of) right.

113. That rule of right which even one (of) the

highest of the twice-born wise in the Veda shall pro-

pound must be known as the supreme rule of right, not

(that) declared by myriads of ignorant (persons).

114. A genuine assembly is not found among men
assembled (even) by thousands, (if they) have not (per-

formed) the (proper) observances, have not (perused) the

mantras, (and if they) live by virtue of their caste alone.

115. If fools, whose nature is darkness, declare any rule

of right (when) they know nothing about it, the sin

resulting therefrom, becoming an hundredfold (greater),

enters into them who declared it.

116. All this/ the best cause of deliverance, has now
been set before you ; the Brahman who swerves not from

this obtains the hio-hest course.

117. This Lord, the divine one,^ through a desire for the

good of the worlds, has thus declared unto me all this (that

follows, as) the highest mystery ^ of the law.

1 One skilled in anumdna (Medh.), cording to K., some MSS. have sarve,

hctuka {or haituhi) ; cL haitiika in iv. "all." Cf. Gaut. xxviii. 48; Vas.

30 (rationalist), and note on ii. 11. iii. 20 ; Baudh. i. i, 7-16 ; Yaj. i. 9.

- TarJdn (cf. .Joh., p. 79, note), -i All this teaching of the law is

" one skilled in testing and review- meant; vihitam in Medh., "ex-

ing a thing ;
" possibly " a logician," plained."

if the science was one then recog- ^ I.e., Manu declared it to me,
nised, which seems improbable. Bhrgu (Medh., K.)

3 "The three first " are the stu- "'"Mystery" is literally "(that

dent, householder, and hermit. Ac- which is) to be concealed" {yuhyam);
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118. In self should one behold the All, being and

not-being/ with mind intent; for beholding in self the

All one does not turn his mind to wrong.^

119. Self alone (are) all divinities ;3 the All is founded

in self, for self begets the chain of action * in (all) these

incorporate (creatures).

120. One should cause the ether to enter ^ in the hollows

(of the body), the wind in movement and touch, supreme

heat and effulgence in digestion and sifrht,*' water in the

fatty parts, and earth in the solid particles (of the body)

;

121. (Also) the moon in the mind, the quarters of

the heavens in hearing, Visnu in walking, Indra "^ in

strength. Fire in voice, Mitra in excretion, and l*raja-

pati in procreation.^

122. Controller of all (things), (a being made) of par-

ticles finer than fine even, gold-glancing, comprehensible

(only) by an intelligence asleep ^—him one should know
(to be) the supreme man (Purusa).

cf. vs. 107 and xi. 266. "Law" ^ I.e., "one should recognise the
(dharma) here includes the whole connection between the ether (kha)

treatise; above, in vss. 113, 115, and the hollows (A7(a), between wind
dharma is a special "rule " (of right), and movement," etc.

1 Or, " with mind intent on being ® Tejas implies heat and light

and not-being " (Johaent.), though both.

the apposition above seems prefer- J" Hari ; in Ragh.'s time the two
able. var. lee. Hara (Civa) or Hari (Indra)

' Adharma (tio Medh.) stood side by side. The three MSS.
^ " Self is indeed all divinities

"
of Medh. have Hari (in No. 989 this

(Johaent., who says, " Dem Gesetz- was afterwards erased and changed
buche liegt nichts ferner als der into Hara).

Gedanke, die Gutter seien reiner * The exercise of the faculties are
Geist," and finds the explanation intended where the organs them-
to be that " self has a share in all selves are given ; the connection
the gods"(s. 57), as explained below, between the two last divinities and
It is doubtful whether we should the function is that of presiding
seek the "thought of the law-book" geniuses. Visnu is not strictly "god
proper in this closing stanzas of the of walking," but his three great
late and last book. Atmarra is not steps are referred to ; the connec-
dtmd hi, and the words of the text, tion between speaking and fire is

whether they agree with the tone that the latter "calls "the gods to
of the work or not, mean that all sacrifice. Cf. with this passage the
the divinities are just "self," and parallel in Tattva Samasa given by
nothing else. Johaent. (s. 58).

* Literally, "causes the produc- ^ Sunk into sleeplike meditation
;

tion of pursuance of acts of these this Purusa, "the higliest, first prin-

incorporate." ciple," is spoken of in i. ii ; in the
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123. This one some declare (to be) Fire; others, Manu
Prajapati ; some, Indra ; others, breath ; others again, the

eternal hrahma}

124. This one, penetrating all-created (things) by (means

of) the five elements,^ for ever by (means of) birth, growth,

and death, keeps up like a wheel (the course of) trans-

migrations.

125. Thus he who by (means of) self sees self in all

created (things), after attaining equality with the All,

enters into hrahma, the highest place.^

126. The twice-born man who recites this Manava
treatise as it has thus been expounded by Bhrgu, always

becomes attached to (good) custom, and^ shall obtain a

course ^ (just such) as (shall be) desired (by him).

END OF THE TWELFTH LECTURE.

rest of the law-book it is ignored,

and belongs consequently to the late

philosophical portions.
^ This verse with the two follow-

ing Medh. omits ; they are, there-

fore, probably the latest verses of

the latest portion of our work.
^ Murti, " elementary particles."

..

3 Cf. Ap. ii. 21, 13 ff.

^ Some MSS. have " eternal
"

[sandtanani) for " highest (best)

place." " Brahma'' in here neuter,

and probably means the " world-
substance," not " world-spirit."

s In the next life his existence,

shall be as he wishes it (K.)

THE END.
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Abhijit (sacrifice), xi. 75.

AliLiyasta, v. Crime.-;.

Abhira (caste), x. 15.

Abortion, jienaiice for, xi. 88.

Acts (v. Cereniouics), i. 18 ff., vi. 74 ;

according to ages, i. 84 ; faults

of, 104 fl'. ; from desire, ii. 2 ; to

be avoided, iv. 159 ; kinds of, xii.

Adultery, iv. 134; laws regarding,

viii. 352 fF., 371 fi'. ; equal to,

357 ; amoug dillereiit castes, 382
tf. ; sou by, ix. 32 fl'., 49 ;

peuaiice

for, xi. 60 ; witii Guiu's wife, 55)

103 ft'.
;

produces mixed castes,

X. 24.

Agastya, v. 22.

Age, ii. 156, iii. 40; of men, i. 84;
ages, 69 ff., 8 1 -86; depend 011

king, ix. 301-302.
Aghamar.^ana (penance), xi. 260, 261.

Agnihotra, ii. 143, iii. 84, 171, iv.

10, 25, v. 167, vi. 4, 9, vii. 84, xi.

36, 41-

Agnistoma and 'adbeya (sacrifice),

ii. 143-

Aguistut (sacrifice), xi. 75.

Agriculture, i. 90, iii. 64, 165, vi.

16, X. 83-84, 116.

Abavanija (fire, as Guru), ii. 231 ;

cf. vi. 38.

Abiiiisa (non-injury doctrine), ii.

159 ff-, 177. V. 44 ff-, vi. 75, X.

_ 63, xi. 223, xii. 83.

Abiiidika (caste), x. 37.

Abuta (rite), iii. 73-74-
Abina (sacrifice), xi. 198.

Ai'iijira.-;, i. 35; son of, ii. 151, iii.

198 ; i'. Atliarvan.

Akbyana, v. Tales.

Ambassador, vii. 63 ff., 153.
Ambastha (caste), x. 8, 13, 15, 47.
Aiidbra (caste), x. 36, 48.

Animals, eatable, v. II-56; slaugbter

of, viii. 296 ff. ; penance for kill-

ing, xi. 132 ff. ; bite of, 200;
caused by transmigration, xii.

42 ff.

Antyavasayiu, iv. 79, x. 39.
Apapatra, x. 51 note.

Apsarasas, i. 2>7, iv. 1S3, xii. 47.
Aranyaka, iv. 123.

Arm.', armj', i. 89, vii. 1S5 ff., viii.

345-351, ^- 79; of Lrabman, xi.

_ 2,3-

Arsa (marriage-rite), iii. 21, 29, 38,

53 ;
property by, ix. 196.

Arts, ii. 240, iii. C4.

Arya (member of the twice-born
castes, noble), ii, 39, iv. 175, vii.

O9, 211, viii. 75, 179, 395, ix. 253,
- X. 45, 57 ff., 67 ff.

Aryavarta, ii. 22, x. 34.
Ascetic (fourth order), i. 114, vi.

33 ff., 86, 94, 95 (cf. ii. 95-97).
Assault, viii. 278 tf., xi. 206 ff.

Assembly, xii. iioff., 114.

Assessors, viii. 10, 18.

Astrology, ii. 30, iii. 162, vi. 50.
Asura, v. Demon.
Asura (miirriagc-rite), iii. 21, 24, 25,

31, 41 ff.
;
projierty by, ix. 197;

kind of property, xi. 20.

Atharvau and Angiras, C'riiti of, xi.

33-
Alikrccbi-a (penance), xi. 209, 214.
Atmaii, V. Self.

Atreyl, xi. 88, note.

2 B
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Atii, i. 35, iii. i6, 196.

Austerity, i. 33, 34,41, S6, no, 1 14,

ii. 83, 97 fF., 164 fi'., 228-229, iii-

134, iv- 236, V. 107, vi. 54, 70, xi.

loi, 234ff., xii. 31, 83, 104.

Auttami, v. ilauu.

Avantj-a (caste), x. 21.

Avrta (caste), x. 15.

Ayogava (caste), x. 12, 15, 16, 26,

32, 35, 48 fi-.

Banishment, special, ii. 11, vii. 124,

viii. 352 fF., ix. 241 fi"., 274 ff., 289.

Barbarians, district of, ii. 23, x. 45 ;

"impure," vii. 149 ; fiual state of,

xii. 43.
Bath, batliing (r. Student returned),

ii. 176, iv. 35; prohibited, 129,

201 ff. ; for penance, v. 66, 144,
et passim.

Begging (r. Gifts), ii. 48 fF. ; daily,

182 IF., 187, 188, 190, iii. 94;
from king, iv. 33, 251, xi. i fF.,

25 ; from Cudra, xi. 24 ; in vil-

lage, vi. 55-56 ; in distres.':, x.

113-II4.
Beings (spirits), iii. 70, 90 ; bless

householders, iii. 80.

Betrothed, ix. 69 fF.

Bhavat, order of, ii. 49, 129 ; blw-

Cabdah, ii. 124, 12S.

Bhrgu, i. 35, 59, 60, iii. 16, v. i,

3, xii. 2, 126.

Bbrjjakantaka (caste), x. 21.

Birth, kinds of, i. 42 fF. ; ceremony,
ii. 27-29; kinds of, 146-148;
three, 169 ; acts of former, xi. 48
fF. {v. Transmigration).

Blind, cannot inherit, ix. 20I.

Boundary, disputed, viii. 245 S. ; de-

stroying, ix. 291.

Brfihma (neuter), ii. 28, 82, 83, 84,

244, vi. 79, 81, 85; ( = yed^, q.r.),

i- 23, 93,97. ii- 7°, Si, 116, 172,

173, iii. 231 (note), iv. 99, 100,

III, 114, 232, 233, vi. 83, ix. 316,
xi. 57, 193 ; not translated, xi.

98, 266, xii. 60, 123, 125 ; Vedic-
birth, ii. 170 (cf. 150) ; Brahma-
vadin, 113, iv. 91, 199, vi. 39, xi.

42, 121.

Brahmn-bhuUf, v. 93 ; "blmija,

i. 98, xii. 102 ; °ijon{, x. 74);
"lolca, ii. 233, iv. 182, vi. 32 ;

"i/ajiia, iii. 70; °dlmti, ii. 106;
"sattra, 106, iv. 9 ; °varcasa, iv.

94, 218; "varcasvin, iii. 39 (cf. ii.

37); °dvis, iii. 41 (Vedas?), 154
(Brahmans ?) ; (= Brahman), ix.

320 ; BrahmaciXrin, v. Student.
Brahma (or Brahma, masculine), i.

9, II, 50, 72, 73, ii. 225, iii. 194,
iv. 232, vii. 14, viii. il. Si, xii.

50.

Brahma (v. Vedic), i. 68, 72, ii. 28,

40, 58, 59 ; (marriage-rite), iii. 21

ff-, 27, 37, 39, 185, ix. 196;
(glory), xi. 122 ; time, iv. 92.

Brahman (brahmana vipra), i. 31,

96, 97. 103, 104, 109, ii. 40-49,

53, 58, 62 ff., 74, 78, 114; (de-

fined), xi. 35; name, ii. 31, 32;
of ten years, 135 ; divinity, ix.

317 ff., xi. 85 ; =Dharma, i. 98-

99 ; lord of all, 100, ix. 245 ;

friend, ii. 87, xi. 35 ; father, 150 ;

unlearned, 157, iii. 142; teacher

not a, ii. 241-242 ;
goes to Brah-

ma, V. Brdhma ; shuns honour, ii.

162 ; duties of, i. 88, 103 ff. ; occu-

pations, X. 74 ff- j lif*") ii- 226, iv.

14 ff. ; authority of, i. 93, 96 ff.

;

superiority of, ii. 155 ; saluting,

125-127, 139 ; austerity of, 166
;

initiation, impurity, 36 ff.
, 49 ff.

;

jiurification, 62 ; clothes of, etc.,

42 ff., 65 ; injury to, iii. 63, iv.

236, xi. 205 ; assault, iv. 165 ; ex-

piation for injuring, ix. 248J xi.

205 ff. ; slaying, xi. 73 tf., 90, 12S
ff.; punished, viii. 124, 379 ff.;

false, iv. 192 ff. ; purifiers, iii. 183
ff. ; root of law, xi. 84 ; weapon is

speech, 33 ; in need, x. 86 ff.,

lOi ff. ; crime in theft, viii. 338 ;

oath, 88, 113; adultery of, 374
ff.

;
property of, i. 99-101, ix.

189, xi. 26; inherits, ix. 18S

;

taxes of, vii. 133 ; lined, viii.

3S8, ix. 229, 241 ; confiscation of

property, ix. 189, xi. 18; tolls,

viii. 407 ;
goods taken for sacri-

fice, xi. 14 fF. ; supported by king,

22 ff. ; supports other castes, viii.

411 ; must not beg from Cildra,

xi. 24 ; seizes CTidra's goods, viii.

417 ; gifts to, ii). 138, 142 ff., vii.

79 fF. ; shares in gifts, viii. 206
ff.

;
power greater than king's, xi.

32 ; does not declare injury, xi.

31 ; death of, viii. 104; mutual
entertainment, 392 ff. ; wives of,
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ill. 13 ff. ; Cadra wife, 17; mar-
riages allowed, 23 ff. ; rite, 35 ;

final state of, xii. 48 ; v. also

Giini, Student.

Brahiuanhood, lost, iii. 1 7, 19.

Brahmarsi district, ii. 19.

Brahmavarta district, ii. 17, 19.

Brahmya (rite), iii. 73-74.
Brother (v. Inheritance), is self, ii.

225 ; wife of, saluted, 132 ; hon-

ours sisters, iii. 55 ; married before

elder, 154, 171, xi. 61.

Burial, v. 68, 92, 104.

Business, destroys families, iii. 64 ;

transactions illegal, viii. 163, 167,

1 68.

Caksusa, v. Manu.
Candala, iii. 239, iv. 79, v. [85],

131, viii. 373, ix. 87, X. 12, 16,

26, 37, 3S, 39. 51 ff-. loS, xi. 24,

176,^ xii. 55.

Caudrayana (penance), v. Moon-
course.

Carya (caste), x. 23.

Caste, i. 2, 91 ; four, 107, x. 4 ;

. marriage by, iii. 20 ff., 25, 43 8'.;

laws of, viii. 41, xi. 60 tf
.

; test

of pure, X. 57 fF. ; expiation, xi.

125, 181 ; duties, ii. 25 ff. ; mixed,

i. 2, 116, ii. 18, X. 1-45; sous of

equal, x. 5 ff
.

; occupations of, 46
ff. ; elevated, 64 ; exclusion from,

readmission to, xi. 183 ff.; inheri-

tance by, ix. 149 ff. ; castes as

ghosts, xii. 71-72.

Cattle (r. Cows), i. 90, iii. 104, viii.

237 ff. ; damage by, viii. 240 ff.
;

laws concerning, 229 ff.

Ceremonies, excluded from, ii. 103;
time for, 171 ; on birth, name,

etc., 26 ff., V. 65 ff. ; marriage, iii.

5. 43. 67, 75, etc.; destroy, 63,

65 ; fruitle.ss, ii. 234, iii. 56 ; with-

out mantras, ii. 66 ; selfish and
disinterested, xii. 88 ff. ; v. also

Marriage and Vedic.

Children (r. Daughter, Sons), lords

of skj', iv. 184; honoured, viii.

395; law of initiation, ii. 171 ;

speech from, 239 ; belong to hus-

band, ix. 48 ff., xi. 36 ; buried, v.

68, 69.

Cinas (people), x. 44.

Clothes, ii. 41 ff., 70, 174, iii. 59, iv.

34, 45 ff-. 53. 5^. 70, 72, 75 ;
^^

hermit, vi. 6, 44 ; <>f low castes,

X. 52 ; washed, viii. 396.

Commandments, the ten, vi. 91-92.

Conduct, settled, i. iio, ii. 6; rules

for, ii. 161 ft'.

Confiscation of goods, viii. 399, ix.

189, xi. iS.

Contents of this work, i. 1 1 1 ff.

Contracts, illegal, viii. 163 ff., 168 ;

by .slaves, 167 ; breach of, 218 ff.

Cojmrcener, ix. 205-206.

Course, in creation, i. 50 ; of

dharma, no; of bliss, viii. 420,

xii. 41, 126.

Cows, ii. 158,111. 95, 141, iv. 142,

162; as marriage-gift, iii. 3, 29,

53 ; destroy families, 64, 189; in-

terruption of, iv. 59 ; risk life

for, xi. So; penance by tending,

III ff. ; five things of, 166.

Creation, i. 5 ; egg of, 9 ff. ; second

account, 34-41 ; of seu.ses, 15,

75 ff.

Creditor, rights of, vui. 48 ff., 176 ff.

Crimes and criminals (great crimi-

nals, Mabiipatakin or Abhi5asta),

iv. 211, ix. 235 ff., xi. 55 ; means
of suppressing, ix. 261 ff. ; expia-

tion of, xi. 72 ft'. ;
punishment of,

xii. 55 ff. ; equal to, xi. 56 ff.

;

atoned for by austerity, 240 ;

r. Upap.ataka, little crimt-s.

Cuiicu (caste), x. 48.

Curse, of women, iii. 58 ; of Manu,
ix. 238-239.

Custom of good (dcdra, rlla), i. 107

ff. ; root of austerity, no; makes
law, ii. 6, 12, 69 ; of special dis-

tricts, 18, 20; path of ancestors,

iv. 178 ; result of, 155 ff.

Daiva (marriage-rite), iii. 21, 28;
sons by, 38 ; property by, ix.

196 ; tli-tha, ii. 58-59 ;
yajila, iii.

70, 75-

Daiva-pitrya, v. Gods and Manes.

Daksa, ix. 128.

Daksina (fire), ii. 23I; daksind, v.

Sacrifice.

Damage by cattle, viii. 240 ff. ; to

freight, 40S.

Danavas, v. Demons.
Dancing, avoid, ii. 178, iv. 64, xi.

66.

Daradas (people), x. 44.

Daughter (v. i'ather, inheritance,
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Women), ix. iSo, 1S5, ix. 130;

bow conceived, iii. 48 ff. ; sale of,

51 ; son of, 234, ix. 133, 14O ff.

;

independent, 4, 90 ; appointed,

127 fi", iii. II.

Dasyu, defined, x. 45 ; impure, v.

131 ; creates mixed class, x. 32 ;

not a witness, viii.^66 ;
" savages,"

vii. 143 ;
property taken, xi. 18.

Da^a (caste), x. 34.

Days and nights, use of, i. 65,

note ; recommended, iii. 46 fl'. ;

of gods and manes, i. 67 t}'.

Deaf cannot inherit, ix. 201.

Debts, iv. 257, vi. 35-36 ; repudi-

ated, viii. 51-52 ;
admitted, 51,

59) 139 > recovered, 47 ff. ;
re-

newed, 154 ff.; of family, 166.

Degraded from Savitri, ii. 39 ; by
wife, iii. 16 ; by neglect of Veda,

ii. 168 ; by as.sociation, xi. 181
;

penances, 183 ff.

Delivery of goods, viii. 212 ff.

Demons, viz., Raksas, evil demon
(v. Raksasa), i. 37, 43, iii. 170,

196, 204, 230, iv. 199, vii. 23, 38,

xi. 96, xii. 44 ; Yaksa, i. 37,

iii. 196, xi. 96, xii. 47; Pi^'aca (i'.

Raigaca), i. 37, 43, iii. 141, xi.

96, xii. 44, 57 ; Asura (v. Asura),

i. 37, iii. 225 ; Dauava, 196, 201,

vii. 23.

Deposits, viii. 179 ff. ; sealed, 1S8 ;

denial of, 190.

Devil, V. Demon.
Dharma, personified, i. 81 ff., viii.

12 ff., 86, ix. 129, xii. 50 ; dharma
(translated right, rule of right,

law, duty, merit, spiritual merit,

&c.), i. 2, 26, 29, 98, 99, 107 ff.,

114 ff., ii. I, 3, 13, 159, 224, 234
ff"., 237, 23S, 240, iii. II, etc.

;

adharma, i. 26, 29, 81, 82, ii. iii,

etc. ; course of dharma, i. no;
root of, ii. 6, 25, xi. 84 ; in mar-

riage, iii. 27 ff.; differs indifferent

ages, i. 85 ; highest dharma is

usage, i. 108, or obedience, ii.

237, or study, iv. 147 ; top of,

xi. 84; of women, i. 114, ix. i

ff. ; of king, i. 114, vii. i fl'., viii.

304; of heretics, i. 118, v. 90,

ix. 225 ; of districts and fami-

lies, i. 118, ii. 34; birthplace of,

25 ; own, 8, iii. 3 ; of the goods,

ii. 217 ; accumulate, iv. 238 ; de-

clared by Manu, ii. 7 ; by seers,

154; revelation, tradition, 9, 10,

14; four-footed, i. 81-82 ; fourfold

sign of, ii. 12.

Dharma-castra (v. Treatise), ii. 10

(cf. 12,^13), iii. 232.

Dhigvana (caste), x. 15, 49.

Diki-a, ii. 169, vi. 29.

Disease from acts, xi. 48 ff. ; inca-

pacitates, iii. i';4 ff., 161, 177, xi.

36.

Distant penance, v. Paraka.

Districts, approved, ii. 19, vii. 193,

viii. 41.

Divorce, v. Wife.

Documents, viii. 168 and note.

Domestic priest, iv. 179, vii. 78,

viii. 335, xii. 46.

Dravidu (caste), x. 22 ;
(people), x.

44.

Drinking, vii. 47, 50 ; expiation, xi.

gi ff., 147 fl'.; three kinds of in-

toxicating drinks, xi. 95, 154-

Drsadvati, ii. 17.

Dumb, cannot inherit, ix. 201.

Earth, creation of, i. i o >
from

water, 78 ; as mother, ii. 225.

Eating {v. Food), too much, ii. 56-

57 ; what to eat, v. 5 ft'., vi. 12 ff.;

how to eat, ii. 52, 58 ft'. ; all-eat-

ing, 118 ; expiation, xi. 146 ff.

Egg of Brahma, i. 9, 12.

Egoism, i. 14.

Elements, i. 6, 16, 17, 18, 27, 56,

xii. 14 ff.; of kingdom, vii. 156 ft'.,

ix. 294 ft'.

Emigrant, v. 75, 76 ; wife of, ix. 76.

Epics (Itihasa), iii. 232.

Eunuch, ii. 158, xi. 134; cannot in-

herit, ix. 201-202.

Evidence (v. Oath, Ordeal, Witness),

viii. 178 ; three kinds of, xii. 105,

III; false evidence allowable,

viii. 112.

Exclusion (v. Degraded, Outcast),

from inheritance, ix. 144, 201 ;

from society, xi. 70 ; expiated,

126, 201.

Excrements, iv. 45 ff., 152, v. 1 36,

ix. 282, ?i. 203.

Expiation {v. Penance), i. 1 16, iii.

19, 69, xi. 90 ; for omission, 27 ;

declared, ix. 236, 240, xi. 86,

194-

Exports, viii. 401.
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Family, ii. 184, 238, iii. 61 ff.; de-

gi-aded, 15 ff., 57-5S, 63-66; greet-

ing for, 1 29 ff.

Fasting, as penance, ii. 220, v. 155,

xi. 204, 212 ff. ct passim.

Father {v. Guru, Sons), ii. I44 ff.,

225, iii. 51, 55 ; not to be for-

saken, viii. 389 ; inherits, ix. 1S5

{v. Inheritance) ; power of, viii.

416, ix. 90, 92.

Ferry, tolls at, viii. 404 fT.

Festivals, ii. 169, iii. 59.

Fighting, rules for, vii. 89 ff.

Fines, viii. 138, ix. 244 ff. ; for

evading taxes, viii. 400.

Fire (v. Ahavaniya, Daksina, Gfirha-

patya), ii. 28," 67, 69, 143, 230, 231,

248, iii. 67, 69-74, 98-99, 281, etc.;

V. also Aguihotra.

Food {v. Eating, Fasting, Honey,
Meat), ii. 177, iv. 7, vi. 55, xi. 7 ff.;

given, iii. 59 ; begged, ii. 49 ff.
;

stolen,xi. 16 ff.; power of,ii. 52-55.

iii. 76 ;
permitted, v. 5 ff.; animal,

22 ff. ;
prohibited, iv. 207 ff.

;

leavings of, ii. 56 ; of Cudra, xi.

153; of one, ii. 188 ; of kings and
others, iv. 21S ff.

Fornication, iii. 32, viii. 364 ff.; ex-

piated, xi. 171 ff.

Gadhi, father of Vigvamitra, vii.

42.

Gambling, gaming, 1. 115, 11. 179,

iii. 159, iv. 74, viii. 159, ix. 220 ff.

Gandharva, i. 37, iii. 196, vii. 23,

xii. 47.

Gandharva (marriage-rite), iii. 21 ff.,

32 ; sous by, 41 ff.
;
property by,

ix. 196.

Ganges, viii. 92.

Gfirhapatya (fire), ii. 231.

Gautama, v. Utathya.

Gayatri or Savitrl, ii. 38, 39 ; origin

of, 77-7S; gl'Ty of, 81, 83, 86

ff., IlS ; repetition of, loi fl'., 104,

iv. 93 ; if not recited, xi. 192 ; ex-

piation, 195, 226 ; as mother, ii,

170.

Gifts {v. Begging), i. 86, 88 ff. ; list

of, iv. 233 ff. ; to wise, iii. 143;

to one unlearned, ii. 1 58, iii. 142 ;

to divinities, maues, 81 ff. ; in

marriage, 29 ff.; to Guru, ii. 245-

246, iii. 95, iv. 251 ; to beggars,

32, xi. 3 ff. ; ouce given, ix. 47 ;

as expiation, xi. 22S ;
procure

heaven, 6 ; reception of, i. 88

;

from king, iv. 84 ff., x. II3 ;
from

any one, iii. 179, iv. 247, x. 102 ff.

;

to be avoided, iv. lS6if. ; reward

for, 229 ff ; innocent, x. 1 14 ; void,

viii. 212 ; charity begins at home,
xi. 9 ff

Girdle [v. Clothes), ii. 27, 42, 169-

170.

Gods (v. Sacrifice), creation of, i.

22, 36; That (god) = Brahma, 52;
day, age, etc., of gods, 67, 69 ff. ;

tales of, ii. 151 ff. ; rule of, v.

31; bless householder, iii. 80 ; list

of gods, 85 ff., V. 96, vii. 4, ix.

303 ff. ; from maues, iii. 201 ;

respect to, ii. 176 ; like a trod,

232 ;
pleased, iii. 56 ; supported,

72 ;
property of, xL 20-26 ; offer-

ings rejected by, iii. iS ; take

oath, viii. IIO ; final state of, xii.

49 ; The Great Gods—Agni (Fire),

iii. 211, V. 96, vii. 4, 7, viii. 86,

ix. 303, 310, 317, 318, xi. 120,

122, xii. 121, 123; Svistakrt, iii.

86; All-gods, 83 ff., 108, iv. 183,

xi. 29 ; Acvins, iv. 231 ; Brhas-

pati, xi. 120, 122 ; Earth and
Sky, iii. 86, iv. 183, 184, viii. 86 ;

Earth, ii. 225, ix. 44, 303,^ 311 ;

Sky, xii. 121 ; Indra, iii. 87, iv.

182, V. 95, vii. 4, 7, viii. 344, ix.

303, 304, xi. 122, xii. 121, 123 ;

ka^yapa, ix. 1 29 ; Kubera, v. 96,

vii. 4, 7, 42 ; Maruts, iii. 88, xi.

222 ; Mitra, xii. 121 ; Soma
(Moon), iii. 87, 211, iv. 231, v.

96, vii. 4, 7, viii. -86, ix. 129, 303,

309, xii. 121
;
phases, iii. 86; Sun,

iii. 85, V. 96, vii. 4, 7, viii. 86, ix.

303 ; Varnna, iii. 87, v. 96, vii. 4,

7, [viii. 86], ix. 244, 245, 303,

30S ; Vayu (Wind), v. 96, vii. 4,

7, viii. 86, ix. 303, 306. xi. 122 ;

Visnu, i. 10, xii. 121 ; Yama, iii.

87 (Death), 21 1, v. 96, vii. 4, 7,

viii. 86, 92, 173. ix. 303, 307, xii.

17, 21, 22 ;
[Civa (?) xii. 121,

note]; The Inferior G ids— (w.

Apsaras, Demons, Gandharva.?,

Nirrti, Viraj, Sfidhyas), x\dityas,

Daityas, Rahu, Radras, Vasus,

etc., iii. 195 ff., 284, iv. no, xi.

222, 255, xii. 47 ff. ; Daksa Pra-

jap.ati, "ix. 12S ; Dancla, vii. 14
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{v. Dharma) ; Good and Bad For-

tune, iii. 89, ix. 26 ; Night and

Twilight, viii. 186 ; cf. also Brah-

ma (Hiranyagarbha, iii. 194)1

Manu, Prajapati, Purusa, Self,

Self- existent.

Gold {v. Theft), worker in, ix. 292,

xii. 61.

Gosava (sacrifice), xi. 75.

Guests, iii. 18, 70, 72, So, Si, 96 fF.,

102, no, 130.

Guna, r. Qualities.

Guru (v. Gifts), ii. 51,67,69-73,108,

190 fi-., 205, 228-233, iv. 153, 251

tf., V. 91, ix. 57, 63, xi. i; defined,

ii. 142, 149 ; salute, 130, iii. 1 19 ;

not a guest, 1 10 ; not beg from,

ii. 184 ; injury of, iii. 153, iv.

1 14, 130, 162, xi. 89 ; kill in self-

defence, viii. 350; a non-Brahman,

ii. 241, 242 ; live in family of, 164,

175, 243 ff., iii. I, iv. I, V. 43 ;

son of, ii. 207 ff. ; son, wife of,

247; wife of, 131, 210-217, ix. 57,

62, 235, xi. 49, 55, 59, 103, 104,

107 ff., 171, xii. 5S; accusation of,

viii. 275, 317, xi. 56 ; in excom-

munication, 183 ; death of, v. 80 ;

= fire, ii. 231; = Brhaspati, xi.

120-122.

Hair, cutting, ii. 65; dressing, 219;

grey, 1 54- 1 56, vi. 2 ; wife's, iii. 8 ff.

[Hara] Hari, xii. 121, note.

Hell, ii. 1x6; names of, iii. 249, iv.

81, 88 ff., 165, 197, 235, vi. 61,

viii. 75, 94, xii. 75 ff.

Heretics, laws of, v. 90, ix. 225.

Herdsmen, laws for, viii. 229 ff.

Hermit (third order), vi. I ff.

Himalaya, ii. 21.

Honey, avoid, ii. 177, iv. 39, si.

159 ;
gives deli^'ht, iii. 272.

Honey-mixture, iii. 1 19, 1 20, v. 41,

ix. 206.

Honour, ii. 136, 137; shrink from,

162 ; to women, iii. 55 ff. ; to chil-

dren, viii. 395 ; to twice-born, iii.

74, vii. 3S ff.

Horse-sacrifice, xi. 75, ^3-

House, perishes, iii. 58 ; boundary-
line, viii. 362.

Householder (second order). Lec-

tures iii. iv. ; iii. 2 ; duties, 67,

68 ; supports all, 77, iv. 31, vi.

89 ; best, iii. 78 ; blessed, 80

;

procedure in worship, 81 ff. ; v.

also Snataka.

Husband, second, forbidden, v. 162.

and wife, i. 115, iii. 45 ff., 55,

60, V. 154 ff., ix. 45, loi.

Huta (rite), iii. 73-74.

Idiot, excluded from heritage, ix.

201-203.
Idols, iii. 152, 180, iv. 39, 130, 153.

Impartible property, ix. 119, 219.

Impurity {v. Purification), of body,

V. 82, 84, 87, 136 ff. ; of food, iv.

207 ff. ;
penance for, xi. 150 ff.

;

twelve impurities, v. 135.

Incest, ii. 215, xi. 55, 59; penance
for, xi. 1 71-173.

Inheritance (v. Daughter, Sons),

law of partition, i. 115, ix. 104 ff.

;

divided, in, 164; divided once,

47; twice, 210; of eldest, 112,

114; of son born after division,

216 ; of sons, by caste, 122 ff., 149
ff. ; of daughters, II 8, 1 31, 192;
grand-daughters, 193 ; daughter's

son, 131 ; order of, 185 ff. , 217 ;

special rule, 204 ff. ; undivided,

119, 219 ; deprived of, 144, 201 ;

lost, 211-214; taken by Brah-
mans, 188.

Initiation into caste, ii. 26 ff. ; time

for, 38; second, xi. 151 ; terms
explained, ii. 63, 68.

Injury (r. Guru), to trees, goods, etc.,

viii. 285 ff., ix. 279 ff., 285 ff.

Interest, of Manu, viii. 141 ff., 151 ;

of Vasistha, 140 ; illegal, 152 ff.
;

not received, x. 117.

Istapurta, iv. 226, 227.

Itihasa, v. Epics.

jH.'i.LLA (caste), X. 22, xii. 45.

Journey, salute when returned from,

ii. 132, 217 ; how to travel, iv. 67,

140, ix. 74 ff.

Judge, viii. 9, 10, 79, 81, 182.

Judicial procedure, viii. i, 24, 41,

47, 62 ff , 69, 72, 73, 87 ff ; titles,

3-7-

Kaivarta (caste), x. 34.

Kama, i. 25, ii. 2, 94, iii. 224.

Kambojas (people), x. 44. ^

Karana (caste), x. 22.

Karavara (caste), x. 36.

Karusa, or "usa (caste), x, 23.
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Karma, v. Acts.

Karsapana, defiiiecl, viii. 1 36.

Ka^yapa, ix. 129.

Kautsa, xi. 250.

Kaya (tlrtha), ii. 5S-59.

Khaga or 'sa (caste), x. 22; (people),

44.
Khila, V. Supplement.
King {v. Ksatriya), public guardian,

viii. 27 ff., vii. 35 ; represents

ages, ix. 301 ; composed of gods,

V. 96, vii. 4, ix. 303 f}'. ; divinity,

vii. 8 ; to give honour, viii. 395 ;

service of, destroys, iii. 64 ; king
and student, ii. 139; spies are Lis

eyes, ix. 256 ; ministers of, vii.

54; acts as judge, viii. i ft"., xi.

100; does uot judge rules of

orders, viii. 390 ff. ; duties of,

vii. 88 ; to Brahmans, vii. 32,

37 ff., viii. 390 ff. ;
gifts from, iv.

84, 87, xi. 4 ff.
;
power is less than

Brahman's, ix. 332 ff., xi. 32 ;

studies of, vii. 43 ; vices of, 44
ff. ; concerns of, 151 ff. ; rules in

fighting, 170 ff. ; overseers, viii.

418 ff. ; shares of, vii. 130, viii.

34-39 ; gets one-sixth of dlturma,

304 ff. ; taxes of, 309, x. 1 18-120
;

takes due, viii. I 70 ff. ; fined, 336 ;

capital, vii. 69 ; alliance, 206 ff'
;

stratagems, 106 ff., 161 ; expedi-

ents of, viii. 310; purified, ii. 62,
v. 93-94 ; booty of, vii. 97 ; death
give.s ; impurity, v, 82; dies in

battle, ix. 323 ; final state of, xii. 46.

Kingdom, defined, ix. 294.
Kinsmen *(r. Begging, Inheritance,

Sagotra, Sapiiida, Salutation), ii.

50, 134, 154, 184, 206 ff, iii. 31,

^
52, 54, 264, v. 60, 100, lOI.

Kiiatas (people), x. 44.
Knowledge (jndna, vidi/d), i. 86, ii.

112, iii. 134 ff. ; legend of, ii. 114,

136; from low people, 238 ff. ;

from every one, 240 ; pre-emi-
nent, 155, 168 ; various kinds,

117, ix. 41 ; is austerity, xi. 236
;

from householder, iii. 78 ; of self,

xii. 83 ff., vi. 49, 82 ; threefold,

V, Veda.
Krcchra (simple penance of Prajfi-

pati), iv. 222, v. 21, xi. 106, 125,
140, 159, 163, 178, 209, 213 ff.

;

other penances, v, 20, xi. 165,

174, etc.

Kratu, i, 35.
^

Ksatriya (c. King), i. 31 ; from Brah-
man, ix. 320 ff. ; name of, ii. 31,

32 ; clothes of, 42 ff., 65 ; saluta-

tion of, 127 ; duties of, i. 89, x.

77, 79 ; austerity of, xi. 236; not
to beg, ii. 190 ; head of dharma,
xi. 84; crime in theft, viii. 337 ;

adultery, 374 ff. ; oath, 88, II3 ;

initiation, impurity, ii. 36, 37,

38, 49 ff. ; = king, 62
;

goods
seized, xi. 41 ; may not take
Brahman's goods, 18 ; defence is

force, 34; superiority of, ii. 155 ;

of one hundred years, 135 ; wife

allowed, iii. 13, 14; mariiage, 23
ff. ; rite, 44; punished, viii. 267
ff., 375 ff. ; crime in theft, 337 ; m
need, 411, x. 83, 95 ; death of, viii.

104 ; labour-tine, ix. 229; special

rules, iii. IIO-III ; son inherits,

ix. 151 fi". ; rules in war, vii.

90 ff'., 1 87 ff., 193 ;
purification

of, v. 83, 95, 98, 99; penance
for slaying, xi. 127-128 ; final

state of, xii. 46.

Ksattar (caste), x. 12, 13, 16, 19, 26,

,49-
Kukkutaka (caste), x. 18.

Kurnksetra, ii. 19, vii. 193, viii. 92.
Kusmanda, viii. 106.

Kutsa, V. Kautsa.

Land, purified, v. 124; culture of,

viii. 243 ff. ; = wife, ix. 32 ff.,

X. 69 ff.

Law (v. Dharma), of districts, viii.

41 ; (yama and niyama), iv. 204.
Learned (Crotriya, learned in re-

velation, Veda), ii. 134; hon-
our to, iii. 120. 128, 136, 137, iv.

31, viii. 393-395; purifiers, iii.

184; death of, makes impure, v.

81 ; miserly ~ usurer, iv. 224 ;

not taxed, vii. 133 ; not a wit-

ness, viii, 65 ;
property of, 149 ;

kill, 350; unlearned, ii. 155, 157,

158, 242, iii. 136, iv. 205, V. 82,

xii. 103.

Learning (Cruta), v. Kevelati(ji).

Leaviiies of food, impure, ii. 56. iv.

142 ff.

Legends (PunTiia), iii. 232.
Levirat, ix. 53, 57-63, 64-68, 69,

97. 143 ff.

Licchivi (caste), x. 22.
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Livelihood [v. Maintenance), i. SS ff.,

113; of Brahman, iv. 4 ft'. ;
ten

means of, x. 1 16.

Lords, chiefs, vii. 1 14 fF.

Madgu (caste), x. 48.

Madliyade9a, ii. 21.

Maghada (caste), x. II, 17, 26, 47.

Magic, iii. 48, ix. 249 ; expiited,

xi. 19S.

Mahapfitaka, v. Crimes.

Maintenance (v. Livelihood), of offi-

cers, vii. 118 ff
.

; of women, ser-

vants, Brahmans, 125, 135.

Maitra, ^Laitreyaka (caste), x. 23, 33.

Male (Purusa), i. 11, 19 note, 32, 33,

xii. 122 ; and female, iii. 49.

Malla (caste), x. 22, xii. 45.

Man, sacrifice to, iii. 70 ; of Brah-

man, xi. 20 ff.

Manava, Bhrgn, v. 3, xii. 2 ; (^'fistra,

xii. 107, 126 [i. Ill, 119].

Manes {v. Craddha), i. 37 ; day of,

66; respect to, ii. 176; bless

householders, iii. 80 ; sujiported,

72 ; sacrifice, 70, 74, 81 ; ofler-

iugs to, i. 95, iii. 91, 269 ff. ; origin

of, 193 ff-

Mantra (Vedic texts), live by, ii. 16
;

acquainted with, iii. 129, 131, 217,

viii. I ; seers of, iii. 212
;
giver of,

ii. 153 ; wanting in, iii. 65, 129,

133, ix. 18, xii. 114; women have

no share in, ii. 66, iii. 121, ix. 18 ;

in marriage, viii. 226, 227, ix. 65 ;

Cudra may not use, x. 127; pro-

sperous by, iii. 66 ; honour to,

137 ; beasts and food consecrated

by, V. 36, vii. 217; as penance,

xi. 227, 257 ; mantravat, ii. 29, 64 ;

homamantra, 105 ; Saura mantra,

V. 86; [= plan, advice, vii. 58,

148-150].

Manu {v. Manava\ son of Self-ex-

istent (Svayambhfi), i. 61, 63; son

of Hiranyagarbha, iii. 194; Pra-

japati, [ix. 17], x. 78, xii. 123 ; six

other Manus, i. 61-63, [36, note]

;

without epithet, i, 60 ; as law-

giver and son of Svayambhu,
102, vi. 54, viii. 124, ix. 15S; as

lawgiver without epithet, i. 1 19,

ii. 7, iii. 36, 150, 222, iv. 103, v.

41, 131, viii. 139, 16S, 204, 242,

279, 292, 339, ix. 17, 182, 183,

239, x. 63 ; as rulei-, vii. 42.

Manvantara (period of a Manu), i. 63,

79, 80.

Margava (caste), x. 34.

Marici, i. 35, 58, iii. 194, 195.

Marriage (v. Mantra, Brother, Wife),

i. Ill; rule of, ii. 67 ; ceremony
described, iii. 3 ff. ; seven steps,

viii. 227 ; wives of same caste, iii.

12 ; eight forms, etc., 20 ff. ; texts

of, viii. 226 ff., ix. 65 ; formula of,

iii. 30 ; low, 15 ff., 42, 63 ; conse-

cration of women, ii". 67 ; cere-

monies by castes, iii. 35, 43 ff.
;

of blemished girl, viii. 205, 224 ;

for virgins only, 226; qualities

for, iii. 36 ff. ; marriage - gift

{^idka) not allowed, 51 ; same as

sale, 53, 54, viii. 204, ix. 93,

97 ff. ; over - marriage, 80 ff.
;

(before older brother), iii. 154, 170

ff., xi. 61 ; once given in, ix. 47 ;

revocable, 72 ; not always advis-

able, 89 ; self-choice in, 90 ff.

;

age for, 88, 94.

Matsyas, ii. 19, vii. 193.

Measures, weights (v. Time, Fines),

viii. 131 ft'.; tested, 403.

Meat, avoid, ii. 177, xi. 159; rules

for eating, v. II ff, 27.

Meda (caste), x. 36, 48.

Merchants, iii. 181, vii. 127 ff., ix.

266 ff., 291 ;
goods not sold by,

X. 86 K
Mind, i. 14, 18, 53, 74, ii. 100, xii.

4 fl'. ; mind, speed), body, i. 104

ct jMSsim.

Miiii.sters, vii. 54 ff., 141, 146, 151,

216 ; unjust, ix. 231, 234 ; killed,

232.

Mleccha, V. Barbarian.

Moon-course penance (Candiayana),

V. 20, vi. 20, xi. 41, 107, 118,

126, 155, 164, 172, 178; defined,

xi. 217-221.

Mortar and ]ie.stle, iii. 68.

Mother (r. Eaith, Gfiyairi), ii. 133,

144, 145, 231; not to be forsaken,

viii. 389, ix. 20.

Muni, V. Sages.

Muttering prayers, ii. 85 ft"., lOl ff.

etjMssim; as defence, xi. 34; as

sacrifice, iii. 74; as expiation, xi.

201.

Nahusa, vii. 41.

Name, ceremony of, ii. 30 ; kind of,
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31 ff. ; meaning of, 123 ; a mere
uame, 157 ; in Kaliitiug, 122 ff.

NrtiM, Nfufiyana, i. 10.

Narad a, i. 35.

Nata (caste), x. 22.

Nigama, iv. 19, ix. 19.

Niini, vii. 41.

Nirrti, xi. 105, 1 19.

Nirukta (Nai"), xii. III.

Nisada (caste), iv. 215, x. 8, iS, 34,

, 36, 37. 39, 48.

Niyoga, r. Levirat.

Oath (r. Evidence), viii. no, II2;

swear by, II3 ff. ; of Veda, 190.

Obedience, i. 91, ii. 112, 22S ff.,

244 ; to 11011 - Br:diiuan, 241 ; of

Cudra, x. 123.

Oblations, offerings, i. 94, 95, ii.

27, 28; iMoiii and eve, 1S6 ;

(^.'rriddha otfeiings, iii. 1 28 ff. ; as

sacrifice, 70, 74, 76 ; as penance,

xi. 227 ; defence of Bralinian, 34 ;

by whom made, 36 ff.

Observances, r. Vrata.

Occupations (r. Livelihood, Mainte-

nance), i. 87 ff.

Ocean, eastern and western, ii. 22.

Odras (people), x. 44.
Officers {v. Ministers), vii. 60, 1 14 ff.

Ointment, avoid, ii. 178.

Old man, venerable, ii. 120 ff.

Oni {pranara), ii. 74 ff., 79, 83 ff.,

vi. 70; ex[)iation, xi. 249.
Omens, vi. 50.

Ordeals, viii. Ii4ff., 190.

Orders, 8iip])orted, iii. 77 ff. ; three,

ii. 230 ; first order, student. Lec-

ture ii.; second order, householder.

Lectures iii., iv. , v.; third order,

lierniit, and fourth or(U'r, iiscetie,

Lecture vi. ; chaste in any, iii. 50 ;

rules of, viii. 390 ff.

Organs, i. 15 ff. ; different account,

ii. 89 ff. ; restraint of, 88, 93 ff.,

9S ff , vii. 45 ft'.

Ornaments for women, iii. 59 ff.

Outcasts (?'. Vifitya), unbelievers

made, ii. 11, 103; ultimate bliss

of, X. 62.

Ownership by title, viii. 200 ff.

Pahlavas (people), x. 44.
Pai^'.aca (marriage-rite), iii. 21 ff.,

34; sons b}', 41 ff. ; daksina, I4:.

Paiicala, ii. 1 9, vii. 193.

Pandusopilka (caste), x. 37.
Pilradas (people), x. 44.

Paraka (penance), xi. 216, 259.
Parapurva, iii. 166, v. 163.

Para9ava, ix. 178, x. 8.

Parents (v. Father, Mother), regard

for, ii. 225 ff.

Partnership, viii. 21 1 ff.

Parvan (r. Husband and wife), iii. 45,
iv. 10, 150, 153.

Paundrakas (people), x. 44.

Penance {v. Aghamarsana, Atikrc-

cbra, Krcchra, Paraka, Srtntaf)ana,

Taptakrcchra, and Moon-course),

for special sins, xi. 44 ff. ; for

nmrder, 127; fictitiou-', iv. 198;
of Sannyasin, vi. 69 ; if not per-

formed, xi. 47, 190 ; if not en-

joined, 210
;

geiieial rule for,

223 ff. ; for secret sins, 248 fl".

Philosopher, xii. Ill (cf. 106).

Physician, iv. 179, 212, 220 ; fined,

ix. 2S4.

Pijavana, vii. 41, viii. no.
Pilgrimage, viii. 92, xi. 76.

Piyaca, V, Demon.
Pledges, viii. 143 ff.

Poison, ii. 162, 239, iii. 1 58, vii. 217.

Pools, iv. 201 ff., ix. 279-2S1.
Possession is ownership, viii. 147 ff.

Prthu, vii. 42, ix. 44.

Pracetas, i. 35.
Prahuta (rite), iii. 73~74-
Prajfipati, ii. 76, (Paramesthin), 77,

84, 225, iii. 86, iv. 182, 225, 248,
V. 28, 151, ix. 16, 46, 327, xii.

121 ; made treatise, xi. 244 (v.

]\[auu) ; epithet of Daksa, ix. 128.

Prajapatya, marriage-rite, iii. 21,

30 ; sons by, 38 ;
property by, ix.

196 ; lior.se, xi. 38; penance, v. 21,

i.stl, vi. 38 ; krcchra, xi. 106, 125,

163, 178, 212.'

Pracita (rite), iii. 73-74.
Prayilga, ii. 21.

Prices fixed by law, viii. 156 ff.,

402.

Priest, r. Brahman.
Proof, V. Evidence.

Property (v. Brahman, Father, In-

heritance, Sons, Wife, Women),
of gods, demons, men, xi. 20-26

;

and right, ii. 112, 224 ; of Vaicya,

gives honour, 155; of Vai^ya and
(j'udra, is defence, xi. 34 ; does

not give superiority, ii. 154; seven
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means of acquiring, x. 115; un-

claimed, lost, etc., viii. 30 ;
pro-

tected, 27, 28, 29 ; three persons

without, 416; impartible, ix. 219.

Protection {v. Kiug), i. 89; of women,
ix. 3 fF. ; is austerity, xi. 236.

Pukkaga or °sa (caste), iv. 79, x. 18,

38, 49, xii. 55.

Piilastya and Pulaha, i. 35.

Punishment (v. Witness), vii. 14 ff.
;

place of, viii. 124 ; four kinds,

129 ; effect of unjust, 1 27 fi'. ; of

wife and child, 299 ; none should

escape, 335; Brahman escapes, 124,

380; of the old, of women, etc., ix.

230 ; for great crimes, 236 ff.

Pupil (v. Student), to be taught, i.

103, ii. 69.

Purauas, v. Legends.

Purification of castes, by water, ii,

62 ; taught first, 69 ; for dead,

V. 57 ff. ; for distant dead, 79 If.
;

for different castes, 83 ; of kings,

etc., 94 ; of distant relatives, loi

ff. ; things which give, 105 £F. ; of

objects, 108 ff. ; things needing

no, 133.

Purusa {v. Male), hymn, xi. 252.

Puspa(;ekhara (caste), x. 21.

Qualities, threads, i. 20; of sound,

etc., 75 ff., xii. 24 ff.; produce,

39 ff-

R.UN, from sun, iii. 75.

Raivata, v. Manu.
Raksas, v. Demon.
Raksasa (marriage-rite), iii. 21 ff.

;

described, 33 ; sons by, 41 ft".

Rationalism, ii. 11, iv. 30, xii. III.

Realm, v. Kingdom.
Repentance, valid, invalid, xi. 231.

Reunited coparcener, ix. 210.

Revelation (Cruti) and Learning

(sometliing personally heard), r.

Veda, Vedic, i. 108, ii. 8, 9, 10,

13. 15. 27, 3S> I49> 169, [iv. 18 ;

knowledge], 155, vi. 29, vii. 97-135,
[viii. 273, 350], ix. 19, 96, [244,

xi. 22], 45, xii. 109 ;
division of,

ii. 14, ix. 32 ; of Atharvan, xi. 33 ;

eternal, iii. 384.

Rg-Veda (?;. Verse), i. 23, iv. 123,124;
as expiation, xi. 262 ff., xii. 112.

I'ites, V. Ceremonies.

Rtvij, V. Sacrificial priest.]

Sacraments, rule of, i. in ; on
birth, etc., ii. 26 ff. ; of women,
66, 67 ; of marriage, iii. 43.

Sacrifice, creation of, i. 22, 23, 86,

88 ff., 112, ii. 3, 28, 97, V. 39;
various kinds, ii. 85 ;

jnlkaijajna,

ii. 86,' 143, xi. 119; spiritual, iv.

22 ff. ; destructive, iii. 65 ; time
for, ii. 15 ;

yearly, etc., iv. 26 ;

prohibited, 205 ; by robbery, xi.

II ff., 21; five great, i. 1 1 2, ii. 28,

iii. 67, 69-75, ^3' 231, 286; fees

for (daksind), viii. 209 ff. ; large

fees, xi. 39-40.
Sacrificial priest (rivlj), salute, ii.

128, 130; defined, 143; honour
with honey-mixture, iii. 119, iv.

179, 182 ; marriage, iii. 28 ; of

king, vii. 78 ; special rule for, viii.

206 ff. ; in general, iii. 148, v. 81,

viii. 388, xi. 42, 183.

thread, time for a.=suming, ii.

36.

Sadhyas, creation of, i. 22 ; in gene-

ral, iii. 195, xi. 29, xii. 49.

Sages (Muni), i. 58, 59, no, vi. 25,

41,43, viii. 407; = Great Bear(?),

vii. 29.

Sairandhra (caste), x. 32.

Sale, of all things, ii. 118 ; of soma,

iii. 180, viii. 209 ; of daughter (v.

Marriage gift), iii. 51, 53; with-

out right, viii. 203 ; laviis of sale

and purchase, 222 ff. ; of wife, ix.

46.

Salutation of teacher, ii. 71, 117 fi.

;

of women, 129; of superiors, 119

ff., iv. 154; gain thereby, ii. 121

;

of relations, 130 ff.; rule for, 122

ff. ; on return home, 217.

Samanodaka, v. 60, 64, 78.

Sama-Veda, i. 23, iv. 123-124 ; as

expiation, xi. 263 ff., xii. 112.

Sannyilsiu (yati), v. Ascetic.

Santapana (burning-penance), v. 20,

xi. 165, 174; defined, 125, 213.

Sapiiida (v. Kinsman), ii. 247, ill 5>

247-248, xi. 183 ; defined, v. 60 ;

purified, 60-100; inherits, ix. 187.

Sarasvati, ii. 17, xi. 78.

Siitvata (caste), x. 23.

Seasons, i. 24 ff., 30 ; of women, iii.

46 fi". ; reverence to, 217.

Seed, of creation, i. 8; v. Son, Wo-
men ; sown in strange land, ix.

49, 54-
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Seers (f. Brahmarsi), i. 60, ii. 124,

154, 189; on marriage, iii. 24;
Great Seers, i. I, 4, 34, 36, 60

;

invent sacrifice, iii. 69 ; invent

dpatkalpa, xi. 29 ; bless house-

holders, iii. So-Si ; respect to, ii.

176; perform penance, xi. 222,

237 ; took oaths, viii. no ff.
;
got

Veda, etc., xi. 244, xii. 106
;

stories of, x. 105 fl'.

Self, soul, i. 14 ff., 51, 54, xii. 119,

125 ; brother as self, ii. 225; sup-

port, iii. 72 ; supreme, vi. 49, 82 ;

knowledge of, ii. I17, xii. 12, 31,

85 ff., 91 ff

Self-defence, law of, viii. 349 ff.

Self-existent, Svayambhu, i. 6, 92,

94, V. 39, viii. 124,413, ix. 13S
;

Son of, V. Jlauu ; Self-existent

system, i. 3.

Self-satisfaction as law, ii. 6, 12,

223.

Shipping, law of insurance, viii.

4oSff.

Siuging, avoid, ii. 178.

Sins {v. Crimes) of birth, ii. 27 ; of

day and night, 102 ; of sleep,

221.

Sister (v. Brother, Inheritance, Wo-
men), ii. 129 ; of father or mother,

133 ; salutation of, 133.

Slander, rules of, viii. 225, 266 ff.

,

276 ff.

Slaughter, places liable to, iii. 68 ;

expiation, 69-71 ;
penance for.

xi. 132 ; accidental, viii. 295 ff.

Sleeping, rules for, ii. 219 ff.

Smrti, V. Tradition.

Suataka, v. Student returned home.
Soma (v. Gods), king, ix. 129

;

worthy to drink, xi. 7 ff. ; sale ol.

iii. 180, viii. 211.

Sons (y. Inheritance), ii. 29 ; by
various marriages, iii. 37 ff. ; not to

be forsaken, viii. 3S9
;
qualities of,

iii. 39 ff. ; save from hell, is. 137-
138; how conceived, 48 ff.; eldest

son, 105 ff., 109 ; kinds of, iii.

174, ix. 141-142, 158 ff.; illegiti-

mate, 32 ff. ; Similar, Rejected,

Next, Vratyas, x. 6, 10, 14, 20,

46 ; one son of several wives, ix.

1 82- 1 83 ; sou and daughter, 130 ;

son-given, 141, 142, 159 tf. ; of

daughter appointed, 132 ; by wo-
men of different caste.s, 149 ff.;

not heirs, 143 ; without property,

viii. 416 ; six heirs and six not
heira, ix. 159 ff.; substituted, 180;
reunited, 216.

Sopaka (caste), x. 38.

Soul, V. Self.

Spies, vii. 154, ix. 256, 261, 268,

298.

Spirits, r. Beings.

Staff of castes, il 45 ff. ; in observ-

ances, 174.

Student (Brahmacarin), first order,

Lectures ii., iii.; clothes of, ii.

41 ff. ; lives with Guru, v. Guru
;

duty of, loS ; not pronounce
texts till student, 172; special

rules, 175 ff.; duty toward teacher,

etc., 119 ff., 190 ff. ; and family,

247 ff. ; reborn, 201; in any order
like, iii. 50, iv. 128, v. 159 ;

(chaste) vi. 26, xi. 82.

returned home {i.e., one who
has just completed the second, or

is a member of the third order,

after bathing, becoming a Sua-
taka), vow of, i. 113 ; and kin;^,

ii. 138-139, iii. 119; rules for as

householder, lectures iv. v. ; iv.

128 ; nine Suutakas, xi. I ; omis-
sion of duties, 204 ; gifts to, x.

113, xi. 2; Sndta,\\. 31 ; Snds-
2/aH, ii.245; Snatva, iii. 4, 181, etc.

Unchaste (Avakiriiin). ii. 181,

1 87 note, iii. 155, xi. 118 ff., 122.

Study (r. Treatise, Veda), i. 88 tf.,

ii. 28 ; rules of, 69 ff. ; Brah-
man stud

J',
i. 103 ; ten Laving

right of, ii. 109 ; always enjoyed,

iii. 75 ; length of time for, i ; time
for, iv. 95 ff. ;

prohibition of, ii.

105 ff., iv. loi ff., 127 ; reward
of, ii. 107, iv. 148 ; as expiation,

xi. 46, 247 ; as a sacrifice, iii. 70,

75,81.
Sudas Paijavana, vii. 41, viii. no.
Sudlianvan (caste), x. 23.

Suicide, v. 89.

Suit, illegal, viii. 164 ff. ; tried twice,

ix. 233-234.
Sumukha, vii. 41.

Superiority from birth, etc., ii. 155,

X. 3.

Supplement (Khila) of Veda, iii. 232,
xii. 109.

Suppression of breath, hit-heit aus-

terity, ii. 83.
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Sureties, laws concerning, viii. 158 ff.

Suta (caste), x. Ii, 17, 26, 47.

Svarjit (sacrifice), xi. 75.

Svarocisa, v. Manu.
Svayambhu, v. Self-existent.

Svayambhuva (Sou of Self-existent),

V. Manu.
Cakas (people), x. 44.

Cakala, xi. 201, 257.
Castra, v. Treatise.

Caunaka, iii. 16.

Cistas, iii. 39, xii. 108 ff.

Cra'ddha, i. 112; daily, iii. 82;
monthly, 122 ff. ; days for, 276 ;

tbricrt a year, 281 ; for one
just (lead, 247 ff.; food for manes,

267 ff.
;
guests at, 125 ff. ; to gods

or manes, 139, 149; subsidiary

rule, 148 ff.; forbidden at, 151 ff.
;

purified by, 183 ff. ;
place for,

206 ff.; food for, 224 ff. ; leavings

of, 245 ff. ; salutation at, 254 ;

gods of, 213.

(^'rotriya and Cruti, v. Learned and
Revelation.

(^'udra, i. 31, 116 ; name of, ii. 31,

32 ; duties of, i. 91 ; one birth, x.

4 ; home of, in need, ii. 24 ; main-

tenance, X. 123-129; superiority

of, ii. 155 ; condition of, 168, iii.

15; serves, viii. 410 ff., x. 123;
never free, viii. 414 ; seven slaves,

415 ; cannot sin, x. 126 ; saluted,

ii. 126-127 j may not repeat texts,

ii. 172 ; sacrificer for, iii. 178 ;

austerity of, xi. 236 ; advice to,

iv. 80 ; excluded, ii. 103, iv. 81,

99, 140, X. 127, xi. 13; wife of,

iii. 13, ix. 157; becomes a Brah-

man, X. 64 ff.; marriages allowed,

iii. 23 ff. ; Cudra woman as wife,

iii. 13 ff., 249 ff.; Cudra bride, 44 ;

pupil, 156 ;
priest, xi. 42 ff.; judge,

viii. 20 If. ; king, iv. 61 ; offspring

of, iii. 64, ix. 155 ; adultery of,

viii. 374 ff. ; special rules, iv. 211,

ix. 277 ff. ; as guest, iii. 112;
crime m theft, viii. 337 ; oath of,

88, 113; death of, 104; certain

privileged, iv. 253 ; in distress,

X. 121 ft'. ; labour-fine, ix. 229 ;

not give alms, xi. 24 ; not carry

corpse, V. 104 ; buried, v. 92 ;

witness, viii. 62 ; taxed, vii. 138,

X. 120 ; must not be rich, x, 129 ;

inherits, is. 151 ff., 154 ;
property

taken, xi. 13 ;
purification of, ii.

62, V. 83, 140; final state of, xii.

43-
Culka, V. Marriage-gift.

Curasenaka, ii. 19, vii. 193.

CvapakaSj^vapacas (caste), x. 19,51.

Tactics, vii. 160 ff.

Tales (Akhyaua), iii. 232 ;
(Vrttauta),

14.

Tamasa, v. Manu.
Taptakrcchra (hot penance), xi. 157,

215.

Taxes, vii. 127 ff. ; special, vii. 130
ff. ; on market goods, viii. 39S ;

from Brahraans, vii. 133 ; with-

out protection, viii. 307 ; iu dis-

tress, X. 120 tf ; freed from, viii.

394-
Teacher (v. Guru), i. 88, ii. 69 ;

defined, 140, 141, I45 ; duties,

lioff. ; as father, 170, 171; type

of Bralimii, 225 ; to be pleased,

228 ; son of, 109 : non-brahman,

241; inherits, ix. iS?

Theft, laws conceriiiug, viii. 301 ft'.;

kinds of, 332 ; thieve>!, ix. 256-

269 ;
punishment, 269-272; cut-

purse, 276, 293 ; robbers, 276 ;

no theft, viii. 339, 341; of gold,

314 ff., xi. 100; guilt of, 317 ;

expiation, xi. 102, 162 ff., xii. 60
ff.; of men and women, viii. 323 ;

punished as thieves, 191, 19S, 300,

316; equal to, 340; fined by
castes, 337 ;

permitted for sac-

rifice, xi. 1 1 ff.

Time, creation of, i. 24 ; divisions

of, ii. 64 ft'.

of need or distress [upatlcahi),

i. 116, ii. 40, 113, 241, 281, iii. 14,

v. 43, vii. 214, ix. 56, 16S, 283,

313, 336, X. 81 ff., xi. 28, 30, 34,

228.

Titles of law, viii. 4 ff.

Tolls, viii. 398 ff. ; at ferries, 404 ff.

;

free from, 407.
Tonsure, ii. 27, 35 ; as punishment,

viii. 370, 375, 379, 3^4-

Trade, r. Vyavaliara.

Tradition (Smrti), ii. 6, 9, lo, 12, 14,

iv. 155, vi. 89 ; heterodox, xii. 95 ;

Smdrta, i. loS.

Transmigration, i. 50, 117, ii. 201,

xi. 48 ff, xii. 39 ff., 55 ff

Treasures, viii. 37 ff.
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Treatise (Castra); {v. Dharm.-K^astrii,

Pruof), 'i. 58, 59, 102 ; according

to, ii. 70 ; by rrajfiiiati, xi. 244 ;

lictucdstra, ii. 11; asacchdstra, si.

66 ; Veda^astra, iv. 20, 260, v.

2, xii. 94, 99, 100, 102, 106 ; of

Manii, r. Mfiuava ; authority of,

ii. 16, 70 ; study of, i. 103 ft'.

Trees, kiuds of, i. 47 ; damage to,

viii. 285 ; expiation for damage,

xi. 143.

Tii-(trai) vidya, r. ^ed;l.

'Jrivrt (>iacrilice), xi. 75-

Twice-born (v. Degraded, Brahman,

Ksatriya, Yaicya), home of, ii. 24 ;

three birlhs, 169 ; tonsure for, 35;

take arms, viii. 348 ; marriage of,

iii. 12 ; respect to, 74 ; buried, v.

92.

Twilight devotions, ii. 69, 78, lOi fT.,

222.

Ugba (caste), x. 9, 13, 15, 19. 49-

Unbelief (nnstikya), ii. il, iii. IS^,

iv. 163, viii. 22, 309, xii. 33 ;
is a

small sin, xi. 67.

Upadhyaya, v. Teacher,

npfikarma (ceremony), iv. 95, 1 19.

Upanisad, vi. 29, [S3, 94, ii. 140].

Upapataka (secondary crimes), list

of, xi. 60-67 ; expiation for, 109 S.

Usage, V. Custom.
Usury, permitted, x. 116 ff., iv.

224 fF.

Utathya, father of Gautama, iii. 16.

Utsarga (ceremony), iv. 96-97, 119.

Vatdeha (caste), x. Ii, 13, 17, 19,

26, 33, 36, 37, 47.

Vaikhanasa, vi. 21.

Yaivasvata, viii. 92 ; v. Jfanu.

Vai5Vanaii(isti), xi. 27.

Vaigya, i. 31J 116; name of, ii. 31,

32 ; clothes of, etc., 42 if.. So
;

occupation of, x. 7S-S0 ; duties,

i. 90, 115 ; rules for, viii. 410 ff.

;

general rules, ix. 325 fF. ; of sale,

X. 85 ff. ; austerity of, xi. 236 ;
in

distress, x. 98 ; labour-fine, ix.

229 ; crime in theft, viii. 337 ;

adultery of, 375 ; salutation, ii.

127; initiation, impurity, 36-49;
not to beg, 190 ; marriage and

wife, iii. 13, 23 ff. ; bride, 44 ;

superiority of, ii. 155; purifica-

tion of, 62 ; death of, viii. 104 ;

oath of, 88, 113; witness, viii. 62 ;

defence, xi. 34 ;
l)roperty taken

for sacrifice, xi. 12 ff.; son inherits,

ix. 151 ff. ;
penance for insidling,

slaying, viii. 267, xi. 127 ff. ; no

final state of, xii. 43-48.

Vasat, ii. ic6.

Vasistha (seer), i. 35, iii. 198, viii.

lid, ix. 23 ;
(sagf), xi. 250; (law-

giver), viii. 140.

V.^tadhana (caste), x. 21.

Vatsa, viii. 1 15, n6.
Veda (v. Atharvan, Brahma, Revela-

tion Rg., Sama, Treatise, Verse,

Yajur), i. 23, 84, 109, ii. 2, 7, 11,

14, 148, iii. 40, 71, 76, 78, 97,

lio, 118, 144-149) 165-168, 171,

•'jj 96, 130-131. I36-I37> 145.

259, iv. 14, 123, 125, 147-149,

v. 4, 43-44, vi. 36, 89, 95, vii. S5,

ix. 245, xi. 37, 46, 76, 199, 201,

204, 244, 246, 259, 266, xii. 31,

49, 83, 92, 94-98, 109; three

Vedas, i. 23, ii. 230, lii. I, 2, 145,

iv. 123-125, xii. Ill ; Traividya,

vii. 37, 43, ix. 188, xii. 112 ;

trivH, xi. 26S ;
{tri-)vklyd, ii. 28,

viii. 43, xii. 104 ; trivcda, ii. 118 ;

Vcdairai/a, ii. 76,77 ; Veda-kuower,

ii. 78, 168, iii. 179, 1S6, iv. 192,

v. 42, 117, 138, vii. 38, ix. 334,

xi. 4, 6, 77, 235, 26b, xii. 113;
Veda-paraga (one who has com-

pleted a Veda), ii. 148, iii. 130,

136, 145, vii. 85, ix. 275, xi.

37 ; Veda-yajua, ii. 183, iii. 70 ;

"Metrical Veda," iii. 7, 188, iv.

95, 98, 100; Yeda-smrti rule, vi.

89 ; Smrtis outside of, xii. 95 ;

with mysteries, ii. 140, 165 ;
holi-

ness of, 78, iv. 123-124; words

of, i. 21 ; age declared by, 84;
= Cruti, ii. 10 ; upakarana, 105 ;

study of, iv. 95 ff.; selling, iii.

156; neglect, abuse of, ii. II, iii.

63, 161, xi. 57, 193 ;
teachers,

ii. 140 ff.; general notes of, i. 93,

97, ii. 146 ff., i66, 183, v. 138,

vi. 75, 83, xii. 98ff.; as expiation,

xi. 46, 78, 143, 201, 246, 262 ff.

and supplements, xii. 109.

Vedangas, ii. 105, iii. 184, 185, iv.

98.

Vedauta, [ii. 1 60], vi. 83, 94.

Vedic {v. Brfihma), ii. 2, xii. 87;

knowledge, ii. 1 17; sacrament,
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67; oath, viii. 190; ceremonies,

ii. 26, 84, vi. 75, xii. 86-88;
revelation, ii. 15, iv. 19, vii. 97,

^i- 97-
Vehicles, laws concerniug, viii.

290 fF.

Vena, vii. 41, is. 66 ff.

Vena (caste), x. 19, 49, So.

Verse or text (re), ii. So, 158, 181,

iii. 131, 142, 145, viii. 106, xi.

120, 143, 250, 253, 257; ^(^ata,

143 ; = Gayatrl, ii. 77 ; = Rg.

Veda, i. 23, iv. 123.

Vices, ten, vii. 45 ff.

Vij'anman (caste), x. 23.

Viua^ana, ii. 21.

Violence, laws of, viii. 345 ff.

Viraj, i. 32-33, iii. 195.

Vi^vajit (sacrifice), xi. 75-

Vi9vamitra, x. 108 ; v. Gadhi.

Vivasvant, Vivasvatsuta, v. Vaivas-

vata.

Vrsala(i), iii. 19, 155, 164, 191, 249-

250, iv. 108, 140, viii. 16, X. 43,

xi.43, 179.

Vrata (vows or observances), of hus-

band and wife, iii. 45, v. 31, 91,

155 ; traivedikam, iii. I ; in gene-

ral, i. 104, III, 113, ii. 3, 28,165,

173-174, 180, 187 ff. ; of (j'udra,

iv. 80-81
;
penance, xi. 102 ff.,

141, 146, 152, 156, 162, 1S2.

Vratya, ii. 39, viii. 373, x. 20-23,

xi. 63, 198.

Vyahrtis (bhuh, bbuvah, svar, iti),

ii. 76 ff., vi. 70, xi. 223, 249.

Vyavahara, viii. I ff. ; trade, 398 ff.

;

V. Merchants' Suit at Court, v.

Suit.

Wages for servants, vii. 126; non-

payment of, viii, 214 ff.

Waggon, injury of, viii. 290 ff.}

War, kinds of, vii. 160 ff.

Washerman, viii. 396.
~~—^Vater, in marriage, iii. 35 ; in ex-

piation, xi. 203 et passim ; in

purification, iv. 143, v. 108, 139;
as gift, iii. 96, 202, iv. 233 ;

world

of, 183 ; waterpot of student, ii.

182; of householder, iii. 68; in

expiation, xi. 184.

Way, right of, ii. 138.

Wealth, r. Property.

Weaver, laws for, viii. 397 ff.

Weights, V. Measures,

Widow, of Guru, ii. 247 ; conduct
of widow, V. 157 ff. ; married, ix.

Wife {v. ^\ omen), i. Ill, u. 238, 240 ;

qualifications, iii. 8, 10, 1 1 ; caste,

12 ff., 43 ff. ; family, 5 ; low wife,

15 ff.; kinds of, ix. 85 ff., 88;
second, v. 168; one with hus-

band, ix. 22, 45 ; wife-ship, 8

;

elevated by husband, 23 ; same
as happiness, 26 ; adultery, viii.

352 ; of players, 362 ; occupa-

tions of, ix. 27 ff., 96 ; duties of,

iii. 61, V. 166; guarded, ix. 3, 6,

9 ff., xi. 177; re-married, ix. 175
IF; over-married. So ff. ; faults of,

13, 17 ;
penance for corrupt, xi.

177 ; intercourse with, iv. 40 ff.

;

forsaken, ix. 72, 77 '> i^ot to be
forsaken, viii. 389 ; never released,

ix. 46; waits for absent husband,

76 ff. ; rank among different

wives, 85 ff. ; not sold, 46 ;
pro-

jierty of, viii. 416, ix. 194; in-

heritance from, 131 ; by daughter,

192 ff. ; keeps son's property,

190.

Wise, best among Brahmaus, i. 97,

103.

Witness [v. Evidence, Oath, Or-

deals), i. 115, viii. 53 ff.; kinds of,

62 ff., 72 ; oration to, 80 ff. ; one
refusing to bear witness fined,

107; trial of, 102, 114 ff.; proof

of truth, 108 ff.
;
puni.shnient for

false, 120 ff. ; in boundaries, 253 ;

artlicted, 169.

Women (v. {Husband, Inheritance,

Marriage, Mother, Sister, ^^'ife),

part of Brahma, i. 32 ; names of,

ii. 32 ; nature of, 213 ff. ; = land,

ix. 33 ff., X. 69 ff. ; avoid, ii. 177 ;

general rules for, v. 147 ff., ix. 2,

3, 26 ff. ; conduct toward, ii, 215 ;

saluting, 129 ff. ; to be honoured,
'''• 55-59 ;

guarded, viii. 374 ff.,

ix. 3 ; to be imitated, ii. 223 ;

ceremonies without mantra, 66,

67, viii. 226-227 ; no separate

sacrifice for, v. 155 ; no Veda for,

ix. 18 ; mouth is pure, v. 130 ;

of king, vii. 153, 219 ff. ; as wit-

nesses, viii. 68
;

property of, iii.

52, viii. 416, ix. 194, 196 ff.

;

public, viii. 362 ff.
;
purification

of, V. 66 ;
pollution of, viii. 369
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ff. ; attains high birth, ix. 22 ff.

;

killing of, xi. 67 ; expiation for

killiuE', 139 ; transmigration of,

xii. 69.

Worldly knowledge, ii. 177,

Worlds, three, ii. 230 ff.

YajnIva (district), ii. 23.

Yajur-Veda, i. 23, iv. 123-124; as

expiation, xi. 263, 265, xii. 1 12.

Yaksa, v. Demon.
Yavanas (people), x. 44.
Yuga, V. Ages.
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